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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Desaription of the ppojeat Apea
The proposed Richard B. Russell Dam and Lake Project on the Savannah
River (U.S. Army Engineer District, Savannah, Georgia 1974) will entail the
construction and operation of a multipurpose reservoir designed to:,ll) generate
hydroelectric power; 2) furnish recreation facilities to the public; 3)
foster area redevelopment; and 4) control floods. The project is located
in the upper Piedmont physiographic province of Georgia and South Carolina.
The Georgia portion of the project embraces areas in Elbert and Hart
Counties, while Abbeville and Anderson Counties in South Carolina will
be affected (Fig. 1).
The dam site is located about 16 miles southeast of Elberton,
Georgia. It is 29.9 miles below Hartwell dam, 37.4 miles above Clark
Hill dam, and 275.1 river miles above the mouth of the Savannah River.
At this site the river flows on bedrock at an elevation of 300 feet above
mean sea level between steep valley walls that rise from the water's
edge to 442 feet on the left bank and 441 feet on the right bank.
Above these elevations, gentle slopes rise to the uplands at elevations
500 feet to 520 feet on the downstream end of the project, Near Hartwell
Dam, upstream, the fairly flat uplands are found at about 600 feet,
The project area may be described in terms of six subareas; 1)
the dam and spillway; 2) the reservoir; 3) operation and administrative
facilities; 4) land to be acquired for access to the reservoir, generally
300 feet or less above the maximum power pool elevation, 5) highway and
railroad route relocations, and 6) recreation areas above the guide
acquisition line.
The dam, which is under design, is to be a gravity~type concrete
structure with a length of 1,639 feet at a top elevation of 495 feet.
The concrete structure includes a powerhouse with four 75,000 kilowatt
units or a total of 300,000 kilowatts, and a spillway 599 feet long,
equipped with 10 gates, each 50 feet wide and 44 feet high, The
conc:rete section will be connected to high ground on each side by
roUed earth embankments approximately 4,596 feet long, with a crest
elevation of 495 feet. Total length of the pam ~s 6,235 feet.
The Richard B. Russell Lake is to inundate 26,650 aCres at maximum
power pool elevation of 475 feet (approximately 11,750 aCres in Elbert
and Hart Counties, Georgia, and 14,900 acres in Abheville and Anderson
Counties, South Carolina) and create about 546 miles of shoreline.
The anticipated fluctuation in the elevation of the power pool is 5
feet. The total land requirements are about 59,260 acres; 52,260
acres are designed for lake operational requirements and 7,000 acres for
public: use. The total drainage area between the completed R.B. Russell
and Hartwell Dams will be 812 square miles. The lake (Fig. 1) will
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be roughly trident shaped. The northwestern prong will comprise inundated
portions of the Savannah's major Georgia tributary, Beaverdam Creek. The
northeastern prong will be formed by the flooding of the Rocky River in
South Carolina. Half of the Richard B. Russell project's drainage
area is in the Rocky River and 'Reaverdam Creek basins. Other large
tributaries of the Savannah on the Georgia side of the project area,
in order northward from Beaverdam Creek, are Van Creek, Coldwater Creek.
and Cedar Creek. Upstream of the Rocky River in South Carolina,
some of the larger tributaries are Allen Creek, Little Generostee Creek,
and Big Generostee Creek.
Facilities for the operation and administration of the completed
dam are to be located adjacent to the dam on the west side of the lake.
As of the current writing, the projected guide acquisition line
will extend 300 horizontal feet above the maximum power pool contour
at 375 feet above mean sea level, except where extreme irregularities
of the contour prompt the inclusion of narrow-necked promontories.
Detailed plans for the relocation of roads and railroad routes have
not been finalized, but several primary and secondary roads will be
affected. Georgia and South Carolina Highway 72 between Elberton, Georgia
and Calhoun Falls, South Carolina is to be raised in its present location
and will be the only highway crossing the lake's main body. The
Seaboard Coast Line Railroad currently crosses both the Savannah River
and Beaverdam Creek, while the Atlantic Coast Line route crosses the
Rocky River below Lowndesville.
As planned at the time of the survey, 27 recreational areas comprising
7000 acres were to be set aside for public use (Fig. 1). Five marinas,
10 public parks, and 12 public access areas are planned. Each state
chose one of the large areas for development as a park complex. The
South Carolina area is located at the confluence of the Rocky and
Savannah Rivers and contains 2,137 acres above the acquisition line.
The Georgia area is composed of the two peninsulas on either side of
Coldwater Creek, and includes 1,518 acres above the guide acquisition
line. Construction ofj)f:e~,t:~'W;!l!~'~ ~cce(:?,(:?: );J;iI1l~d~:, and other recreationally
oriented structures will occur within these recreational areas, but
the detailed plans for development are not yet available.
Land use patterns would obviously be drastically affected by the
completion of the Russell Dam and Lake. Currently, about 90% of the
project area is in woodland. Roughly half of this is in hardwoods,
about one-fourth in pine-hardwood, and one-fourth in pine. About
6% of the total is improved sites, cropland, and pasture with 5% of
the improved land in the upland sector and just 1% in the bottoms. The
riverbed itself takes up 4% of the project area.
GeoZogy and SoiZs
The survey area lies in the northwest portion of South Carolina and
the northeastern portion of Georgia and is located entirely within the
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Piedmont Physiographic Province (Fenneman 1938). The term refers to the
area that runs generally northeast-southwest from Virginia to northern
Alabama. The Piedmont of South Carolina and Georgia is an area of rolling
hills, which lacks sharp breaks between hilltops, hills lopes and river
valleys (Fenneman 1938: 131, ;*'l:"eland ~ Sharpe and Eargle. 1939c; 15r!
Because of this, it is often difficult to objectively define on-site
landform.
House and Ballenger (1976) have defined two different environmental
zones within the Piedmont: (1) an inter-riverine zone and, (2) a
riverine zone. They define the inter-riverine zone as a dissected
area with broad, flat ridgetops and it is in this area that their survey
of the Interstate 77 route was conducted. The riverine zone, which
comprises much of the Russell project area is defined as an area including
many alluvial landforms (terraces, active floodplains, levees and
knolls). Research indicates prehistoric use of levees along the Savannah
River and extensive use of terraces (Hutto 1970; Hemmings 1970).
The geological information used in this report is gathered from
sources that primarily deal with South Carolina. Overstreet and Bell
(1965) discuss the presence of both sedimentary and metamorphic rocks
distributed in northeast trending belts. Running southwest to northeast,
these belts include the Carolina Slate belt, Charlotte belt, Kings
Mountain belt, Inner Piedmont belt, Brevard belt and the Blue Ridge
belt (Fig. 2). Portions of the Inner Piedmont belt, Charlotte belt
and the Kings Mountain belt occur within the Richard B. Russell project area.
Overstreet and Bell (1965:9) suggest that metamorphic rocks were
formed through three stages of sedimentary deposition. As one goes to
the north and the west,there is a general increase in the grade of
metamorphic rocks with the rocks of the Inner Piedmont belt leaning
towards a very high metamorphic grade.
Intrusive igneous formations are also present in the Piedmont. In
the Kings Mountain belt, Charlotte belt and the Inner Piedmont belt
one finds andesite, diabase, basalt and other igneous rocks. These
outcrops range from a few inches to several feet in thickness. Residual
quartz chunks may be found in nUmerous areas scattered throughout the
Piedmont.
This information is of particular value in understanding the inter-
relationship between the geologic'and soil formation processes of the
area and prehistoric human activity. The extensive use of stone as raw
material for the manufacture and production of tools in the past makes
an understanding of the distribution and nature of rock outcroppings
highly valuable. By using the knowledge of where rock outcrops are
located and knowing the types of raw materials that were utilized by
prehistoric populations in the area, we gain an understanding of where
these populations were extracting or acquiring the raw materials from
which they manufactured tools.
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Knowledge of soils is critical to archeology as the substrate
greatly influences the distribution of plant connnunities which in turn
determines or controls habitat formation and distribution of fauna.
These are crucial variables when interpreting the settlement and sub-
sistence systems of prehistoric populations. Pristine surface conditions
in the Piedmont have been differentially altered by historic land use
patterns so that today we see certain areas that have been severely
eroded, gullied, stripped of topsoil and dissected and other areas that
haVE! been less disturbed. The debris from this erosion has filled up
strE!am channels and valleys to varying degrees (Trimble 1974: 1).
The cause of this erosion is partially attributable to the farming
practices of the past 200 years, as well as to the general overall
topography of the Piedmont, which is highly susceptible to erosion
(Fig. 3) (Trimble 1974).
Another factor that has made the Piedmont so vulnerable to erosion
has been the high erosive power of rainfall (Trimble 1974: 12) (Fig. 4).
Wischmeier and Smith (1965) have formulated a measurement of the long-
term effects of the erosive results of rainfall which is defined as the
"total kinetic energy and maximum 30 minute intensity (EI)." ARainfall
Erosion Index (R) is calculated by looking at the average annual sum
of the EI values. The southern Piedmont has values ranging from less
than 200 in the north to greater than 350 in the extreme southwest
(Trimble 1974: 12). Given that climatic conditions have not undergone
drastic changes in the past 200 years (Sears 1932), and holding all other
physical and cultural factors constant, a field in the southwestern
Piedmont would have lost almost twice as much soil as a field under
identical conditions in the northeastern Piedmont (Trimble 1974: 12).
During prehistoric times, erosion was minimal compared to that
which took place after European settlement. Trimble (1974: 32)
indicates that aboriginal agriculture played a very small role in
contributing to erosion. Intensive erosion is often associated with
slavery and plantation economies (see~~g~ 5) (Trimble 1974: 42).
Trimble (1974: 15) divides the Piedmont into 5 regions. The Russell
Reservoir area would fall into Region III (see Fig. 6), high antebellum
erosive land use with post....bellum continuation (cotton plantation area).
The rapid expansion of cotton cultivation caused a drastic erosion rate
increase in northwestern South Carolina and northeastern Georgia (the
Russell project area) (Trimble 1974).
The soil erosional processes and recent intensive agricultural
practices in the Piedmont have had drastic effects on prehistoric
sitE~.s. These effects have been very different in the uplands and the
bottomlands. The uplands have been differentially exposed to heavy
erosional processes. This has meant the removal of from six to ten
inches qf soil resulting in the exposure of large areas..of the B
horizoIJ. (Figs. 7 & 8). Tn SQ!I).e i3;'l\'ea;('l~ e'l\'OS;l(i)n ha;$J exp~~~dtfie. C 1iOl{;i:. zQn~
In the bottonilands deposits are found ranging from 4 to 6 feet (Trimble
1974). This would make site location a near impossibility without the
use of heavy earth moving equipment. Variability in the·amoutttc6f deposition
appE~.ars to be extremely high (Trimble 1974), which would make site location
all the more difficult. Below, the effects of soil formation processes on
the archeological record will be discussed.
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FIGURE 7. An example of a heavily eroded Piedmont upland area
showing exposed Band C horizon. Note lack of vegetation in the
foreground.
FIGURE 8. An example of a
showing exposed B horizon.
vegetation.
heavily eroded Piedmont upland area
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SoiZ Type and Site Type
Site type is affected by soil type in several ways. Some have
suggested that habitation loci tend to be located on the more highly
productive soils while extractive loci and/or limited activity sites do
not necessarily require the same high degree of productivity (cf.
Vita-Finzi and Higgs 1970; Flannery 1976). Knowledge of soil type can
serve as a predictive variable in understanding where certain types of
sites will be located. While recent soil surveys have been conducted,
thi$ information is not available at this time. Below are descriptions
of the soil types present in the project area. This information is
drawn from the following sources: 1) Soil Survey of Laurens and Union
Counties, South Carolina (1975); 2) Soil Survey of Anderson County,
South Carolina (1919); 3) Soil Survey of Abbeville County, South
Carolina (1937); 4) Soil Survey of Elbert County, Georgia (19Z8);
and 5) U.S.D.A., Soil Conservation Service.
Cec!l Soils
The Cecil soils are on nearly level to steep Piedmont uplands;
slope gradients are gently sloping to strongly sloping and well drained.
The soils were formed in clayey and loamy materials weathered from
granite, gneiss and schist. Cecil soils are well drained, have moderate
permeability and medium to rapid runoff. Cecil sandy loam with a 2-6%
slope is less susceptible to erosion if crops are rotated or if crop
residue is kept near the surface. Cecil loam with a 6-10% slope and
a 10-15% slope is highly susceptible to erosion because the soil is
strongly sloping. The Cecil sandy 10ams have a slight to moderate
erosion hazard while the sandy clay 10ams have a moderate to severe"
erosion hazard. In terms of potential productivity, site indexes
(the average height of dominant trees at age 30 for cottonwood, age
35 for sycamore and age 50 for all other species) indicate thef()llowing:
Soil Type and Slope
sandy loam (0-15%)
sandy loam (15+%)
sandy clay loam (0-5%)
sandy clay loam (15+%)
Tree Type
Eastern white pine
Loblolly pine
Short1eaf pine
Virginia pine
Black oak
Northern red oak
Post oak
Scarlet oak
Loblolly pine
Short1eaf pine
Virginia pine
Site Index
80
80
69
73
66
82
65
80
72
66
65
Cecil series may be found in theVitginia, North Carolina, South Carolina,
Georgia and Alabama Piedmont. The type location is in Catawba County,
North Carolina.
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Davidson Soils
Davidson soils are on gently sloping to steep uplands in the
Piedmont; slopes are commonly 2-12% and may range up to 25%. The
soils were formed in weathered materials from dark colored rocks in
ferro-magnesium minerals. Davidson soils are well drained t have moderate
permeability and medium runoff. The erosion hazard is slight for 2-15%
slopes t moderate for slopes greater than 15%. In cases of severe
erosion, slopes of 2-15% have a moderate erosion hazard with slopes
greater than 15% having a severe erosion hazard. In terms of potential
productivity, site indexes areas follows:
Soil Type and Slope
(for all soils)
2-15%
15+% slopes
2-15% slopes (severe erosion)
15+% slopes (severe erosion)
Tree Type
Loblolly pine
Shortleaf pine
North red oak
South red oak
Sweetgum
White oak
Yellow poplar
Chestnut oak
Loblolly pine
Shortleaf pine
Site Index
81
68
86
72
80
71
91
70
75
68
Davidson soils may be found in the Piedmont areas of Alabama, Arkansas,
Georgia, North Carolina, South Carolina and Virginia. The type site
is in Guilford County, North Carolina.
Iredell Soils
The Iredell soils are gently sloping, moderately deep s6ils and~re
found inl~he uplands thrgughcnut the Piedmont. Theytarl:·nioderat~ly:we.ll
drained to somewhat poorly drained. They formed in material weathered
from diorite, gabbro, hornblend gneiss and similar dark colored rocks.
Iredell fine sandy loam requires tillage and grassed waterways for
erosion control. Iredell stony loam requires rotation grazing for
erosion control with the stones posing__ a hazard. In both cases- the
erosion hazard is moderate. Site indexes are as follows:
Soil Type and Slope
Iredell fine sandy loam (0-15%)
Iredell stony loam (0-15%)
Tree Type
Loblolly pine
Shortleaf pine
Post oak
White oak
Site Index
67
58
44
47
The type location is in Chester County, South Carolina and the soil
type is found in the Piedmont areas of Alabama, Georgia, North Carolina,
South Carolina and Virginia~
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Madison Soils
Soils of the Madison series are gently sloping to steep, moderately
deep to deep and well drained. They were formed in a regolith of
weathered acid metamorphic rock. Available water capacity is medium
and permeability is moderate. The erosion hazard for sandy loam is
slight for 0-15% slopes and moderate for 15-45% slopes. For sandy
clay loam, the erosion hazard is moderate for 0-15% slopes and severe
for 15~45% slopes. Crop rotation, strip cropping, contour tillages
and terraces, etc. help to control erosion. Site indexes are as follows:
Soil Type and Slope
sandy loam (0-15%)
sandy loam (15-45%)
sandy clay loam (0-15%)
sandy clay loam (15-45%)
Tree>T:y:pe .
Loblolly pine
Longleaf pine
Short1eaf pine
South red oak
Yellow poplar
Loblolly pine
Longleaf pine
Shortleaf pine
Virginia pine
Site Index
70
60
70
80
100
70
60
70
70
Madison series soils are found in the Piedmont of Alabama, Georgia,
North Carolina, South Carolina and Virginia. The type location is
in Yadkin County, North Carolina.
Meadow (Congareemateria1) Soils
Meadow (Congaree material) soils are composed of recent alluvial
materials, together with a small amount of colluvial wash. The
texture of the material ranges from coarse sand, sand, fine~$ari4,2~d
very fine sand to silt, silty clay, clay loam and clay. The surface
and subsurface soils often contain pale yellow, gray or almost white
mica scales. Meadow soils are found at the first bottoms of almost
all larger streams as well as small drainages and as such are subject
to frequent overflow with the addition of new material every time.
The relief is level to slightly sloping. If surrounding hillsides
were properly terraced, the volume and the destructiveness of floods
would have decreased. Sand deposits in the bottoms would have been
decreased and erosion of slopes checked. Conditions could be greatly
improved in this manner. No information was available on site-indexes
for this soil type.
Meck1enberg S6i1s
Meck1enberg series soils are gently sloping to sloping, deep to
moderately deep over weathered materials. They are well drained and
formed in material weathered from gneiss, schist, gabbro or diorites.
The water capacity is medium and permeability is slow. Meck1enberg
sandy loam (2-6% slopes) has a slight erosion hazard which can be
controlled by terracing. The sandy loam on a 6-10% slope also has a
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sli*ht erosion hazard and erosion here may be controlled by terracing
as well. Site indexes are:
Soil Type and Slope
sandy loam (2-20%:slope)
Tree Type
Loblolly pine
\Sho~t leaf pine
South red oak
Sweetgum
White oak
Yellow poplar
Site Index
75
67
75
82
71
89
The type location is in Cabarrus County, North Carolina.
rroceoa Soils
Toccoa series soils are nearly level and well drained and are
subjected to flooding for short periods. Water capacity is low to
medium; permeability is moderately rapid. These soils are medium in
organic content and were formed in thick foamy alluvium. These soils
have a slight erosion hazard. Site indexes are as follows.
Soil Type and Slope
All soils (all slopes)
Wickham Soils
Tree Type
Loblolly pine
Yellow poplar
Sweet gum
Site Index
90
107
100
The only information on Wickham soils is from the Soil Survey of
Abbeville County, South Carolina (1937). The soil occurs on the
terraces or second bottoms. It is not subject to overflow except in
periods of exceptionally high water. The total area of Wickham fine
sandy loam is small; areas are located along the Savannah and Saluda
Rivers and Long Cane Creek. The soil is well suited for agriculture
and may be built up to a fair state of productivity.
A soil map of Georgia from 1928 (Bureau of Chemistry and SQils,
1928) can provide information which is highly pertinent. By looking
at this map, one sees a dominance of Cecil soils with two important
exceptions. Going northwest along the Savannah River, there is a
dominance of Iredell soils from the dam site up to the Highway 72
bridge. From this bridge up to Heardmont, the area is once again
dominated by Cecil soils. The area from Heardmont to the mouth of
Van's Creek is extremely patchy and includes Davidson, Wickham, Toccoa,
Congaree, Cecil, Madison and Meadow (Congaree material) soils. The
remaining area is entirely Cecil sandy clay loam and Cecil sandy loam.
The predominant soil type in Abbeville County, South Carolina is also
the Cecil series with intermittent patches of Davidson, Mecklenberg
and Iredell soils.
This information raises questions about the location of prehistoric
sites. For example: 1) Which types of soils were preferred? 2)
Which types of sites correlate with which soil types? 3) Why were
certain areas selected over others? and 4) Given the differences
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between the soils on the South Carolina side of the Savannah River
and the Georgia side, what do these differences mean in terms of both
prehistoric and historic site location and settlement patterning?
By using this information in this manner, the value of soil data
becomes clear. By combining these data with other envirdnmental data,
predictive models for site location can be constructed (cf. Jochim
1976). The utility of predicting site location for cultural resource
management would be great.
!nformati.on on both geologic and soil fo:rmation processes is also
of importance to understand:;thg S;":;tte structure. The erosional processes
of the past 200 years have greatly alte:red the original site structure
and these changes are different in the upland and bottomland areas.
!n upland areas, the A horizon and sometimes the B horizon have
been removed through heavy erosion. The possibility of sites maintaining
their original structural integrity is doubtlessly low under these
conditions. However, plowing does not necessarily displace artifacts
to such a great degree that horizontal control cannot be maintained
(cf. House and Wogaman 1978; McManamon 1976). Tn this manner, activity
or occupational areas can be identified (cf. House and Wogaman 1978).
This type of information is extremely relevant and yields pertinent
information on prehistoric human activity. These sites need not be
ignored or subjected to substandard collection procedures merely
because they are disturbed (cf. Talmage, Chesler, et al. 1977).
Schiffer has suggested that by understanding processes involved in
the deposition of the archeological record and discussing how both
cultural and natural deposition processes affect material remains, we
may begin to eliminate some biases (Schiffer 1972, 1976; Schiffer and
Rathje 1973). What should be stressed as well is that the amount of
soil that remains at a site is difficult, if not impossible to predict.
An understanding of erosional processes and the history of agricultural
practices is crucial to understanding the degree of disturbance for
the assessment of eligibility criteria. As Talmage, Chesler, et al.
(1977) have stated: - -
Although the processes are complex,'moderh cvltural
disturbances such as pot-hunting and plowing, or
natural phenomena like flooding and drifting which
disturb sites are only additional variables which
must be studied while doing field arch~ology; dis-
turbance to sites does not necessarily preclude
investigation of the archeological resources once
the regularities of the disturbance are defined
(1977: 2).
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The bottom1ands present a whole different set of problems, the
primary one b~ing initial site location. > Bottomland sites can be buried
und~r many' feet of modern deposits as a result of the past 150 to
200 years of intensive farming. Recent work in other areas (Chapman
1977; Coe 1964; Fish, personal communication) has shown that sites are
ind~ed deeply buried and located along rivers and streams in the
bottomlands. In Tennessee, Chapman (1977) found sites at depths of
sev~n meters and Cae's work (1964) in North Carolina revealed deeply
buried, stratified deposits at the Doerschuk site (approximately 7
to 8 feet). Fish's work (personal communication) in the Wallace
Res~rvoir in Georgia has yielded information that would also support
the presence of buried sites in bottomland areas.
Yet because these sites are deeply buried, the original stratigraphic
sequence of the sites is often left undisturbed. Previous research
in the Piedmont has indicated the use of this area over a period of
10,000 years and in many cases sites were abandoned, covered over and
reoccupied (cf. Wauchope 1966; Hutto 1970; House and Ballenger 1976).
Good stratigraphic data are rare, or nonexistent, and in South Carolina
int~nsiye research in thebottomlands wQu1d.provide this greatly
needed information.
Site Density
Soil conditions affect our knowledge of site density in two different
ways. The first effect would be one based on ecological variables.
As discussed above, certain research has shown that particular types
of sites tend to be located on certain soils (see above). When
current soil maps become available we will be able to observe what
types of sites and soil ~~sociations exist in the Russell project
area and observe :differences in density for certain soil types.
The second effect that soil conditions have on site density is
observational and is different in the uplands and the bottomlands.
In the uplands, much of the A and often the B horizon has been removed
leaving artifacts exposed on the surface and relatively easy to locate.
Extensive logging in these areas has left many road cuts in which
prehistoric and historic sites are easily noticed. In the bottom1ands,
sites are usually deeply buried and this, coupled with problems of
denser vegetation, make site discovery difficult.
These two different conditions affect our knowledge of site density.
The fact that sites are easier to recognize in upland areas can lead
one to believe that site density is higher when in fact this may only
be a reflection of site discovery conditions. Taylor (see research
design, this section) has discussed what types of sites we-expected to
find and has mentioned the unobtrusiveness of sites in wooded areas.
Knowing these conditions, however, allows us to eliminate biases when
comparing site densities.
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Artifaat Density
The highly erosive processes of the Piedmont have also had an
effect on artifact density and once again, these effects differ in the
uplands and in thebottomlands. In the upland areas of the Piedmont,
most of the original soil has been removed leaving none of the artifacts
in their original vertical position. Because of this, it is hard to
get an accurate idea of the original artifact density. This is not
to say that artifact density should not be calculated, only that certain
factors need to be kept in mind. Erosion does not seem to have caused
great horizontal displacement, nor has plowing, but these factors
cannot, and must not, be ignored (cf. Schiffer 1976).
The difficulties accompanying site recognition and location in
the bottomlands have been discussed above. Often artifacts found on
the surface are possible indicators of buried deposits. The surficial
artifact density is often reflective of buried artifact density
(Redman and Watson 1970) and surface collections often yield valuable
information about the nature of the site. What needs to be remembered
is that because of erosional processes, logging activities and plowing,
artifact densities have changed through the movement of artifactual
material. These effects need to be understood and taken into consideration
when studying both prehistoric and historic sites.
Artifact preservation may be somewhat different in the uplands
and bottomlands as well. In the uplands, artifacts that are continually
expQsed by erosion, plowing or logging will have been subjected to more
severe weathering. The constant plowing of an area continually churns
artifactual material and creates a condition of continual·disturhance.
Artifacts such as bone would have little chance of being preserved. In
bottomlands, buried artifactual material should have a greater chance-
for survival Aue to its less disturbed context. While soil acidity may
also be a contributing factor, other factors playa differential role
in preservation as well, and these factors need to be kept in mind.
This section has hopefully provided some insight in the inter-relation-
ship between soil and geologic formation processes and the archeological
rec~rd. Information such as this is a valuable tool for cultural
resource management and as more data are made available, it can be even
more integrated into our research.
Climate
This summary of climate is drawn from Department of Agriculture
(1941) for the sta.tion at Calhoun Falls, South Carolina unless otherwise
noted. The project area is located within the humid subtropics, a
climate that is dominated by t'l'opical and pola'l' air masses (Critchfield
1974), Temperatu'l'e variation is seasonal, which reflects the. domination
of tropical air maSses in the summer and polar air masses during the
winte'l'. Temperature ranges from a monthly average of 43.9$ in January
to 80.4° in July, In the winter, daily highs average around 54° with
the daily minimums, about 32~. In the summer, daily highs are in the
nineties, with the minimums about 65$. Diurnal fluctuations of
temperature are relatively constant year-round, with a range of about 25°,
Precipitation is fairly evenly distributed through~ut the year, with peaks
during the peTi:;od flJ;'om, DecembelJ;' to March and dUTing July and·August.
Yearly' plJ;'ecipitation a'V'erages 48.17 inches a year. September, October,
and No'V'ember are the d~iest months. Re1ati'V'e humidity is high with
maximums coinciding with precipitation maximums. SummeT rains are
primarily fTom thunderstorms, while winteT rainfall is fTontal and more
continu.ous with overcast sl<.ies (Critchfield 1974: 182) • HSnowfalL is
light and rarely lasts/more than a few days.
The growing $eason averages 221 days and occurs between the months
of March thTough November. ,Although theTe a:r::e·'rl.O data fromthe':Jl'rg"ect
area proper, data about the length of the growing seasons from other
stations in the piedmont of Georgi:;a and South Carolina indicate that
grOWing a€a,sons, Can vary by about 70 days, from about 185 days to 255
days (Pepartment of ,Agriculture 1941: 822~823, 1102-1103).
Thundet'storms average innumber;allrel!lt 50 a, l1year ,with the;~:maj:bdey
of these in"the;'summer (Herren n.d. :20). Tcntnadoe$ a:m.d tltotrjr~al:te
storms are infrequent. Hurricanel3ar~ very rare.
VegetatiQn
The project area is located within the Oak-Pine forest region as
this is characterized by B:t:'aun (1950; also Waggoner 1975). This forest
region extends. from eastern Texas to southern New Jersey, and is
interrupted in this zone only by the alluvial plain of the Mississippi
River. North of the James River in Virginia, this forest region is
located on the Coastal Plain. (,All phys'iographic zones mentioned in
this discussion follow :Fenneman 1938\.1. Its distribution south of the
James River i.s primarily on the Piedmont Plateau of Virginia, the
Carolinas, Georgia, ,Alabama, and Mississippi. The northern boundaTy of
this region west af Piedmont Georgia alsa includes parts of the Ridge
and Valley and Cumberland Plateau physiographic provinces. The southern
border af' this forest region in ,Alabama and Mississippi includes parts
of the Upper Coastal Plain. West of the Mississippi River, the forest
is located on6 ):);}.,12 J.9wer Co;astal ~lad..~ .(Braun 1950:~ 259-~60; Wagg<quer
1975,: 3:::-4). Two. sectioTI$- of· this 'regian are recognized, theA:t:la:rrt;j:c
plopeSJ.tl.d,Gulf SlQ)Pese~tions, whieh are gtvided by a narth to south
Jitle2 in. northern Georgia;.; ~
In the Atlantic Slope section, the northern boundary is in contact
with Braun's (1950) Oak-Hic1.<ory forest, rggio~7"In the Gulf Sl9pe§ection
the up,rtl;1ern boundary. is in> contact with, the ()a!f.,..Hie,ko,rN> 'M;,¥~g,M§!~'E>Phytic,
and Western Mesophytic ;!5orE}st. I"~gi1Jn§!. The. seOlil1;:herm Dorderof j b~;l:J;1·
sectians", j;s 'ii\:tl- C,Qutact W'~>~g"'itheS.outheastern ... Eveil\'green :F(;lrestF~g:t()n
(Braun 1950: 259~260).
As would De expected with a region of this size, significant
variaqility OCf~r§l from north to south and then west. A deHmitation af
these diff~rences is ~yond the scope of the p:resE}ut,report,.s;o,tlJ.e,focus
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will be narrowed to the region adjacent to the project area. This zone
is part of the "most typical" (Braun 1950: 260) portion of this forest
region.
Forest compos1tion in this zone is predominantly oaks (Quercus spp.) ,
w1th hickories (Caryaspp.) a prom±nent component of more mature stands.
This forest type i.s thought 0;E as intermediate between the Oak-Hickory
:l;'or~st to the north and the Southeastern Evergreen forest to the south.
It is pines whtch distinguish the Oak-Pine forest from neighboring
fo'.t'~st types. Its aUinity with the Southeastern Evergreen forest is
due to the pl:'esence of loblolly p;i.ne (Pinustaeda),which is extremely
infrequent in the Oak...Hickory, i>egion. The longleaf pine (P.palustris),
which is donP;nant ;i.n portions of the Southeastern Evergreen forest
(B'.t'~un 1950; 280), is a very minor component of the Oak-Pine forest,
and its presence is localized.
Two deciduom~ species also serve to distinguishtheOak....P;ineforest
:I;''rotll the Oak....Htckory :t:o'.t'est. These are sou'['Wood (Oxydendron arooreum)
and sweetgulll (Ltgutdalllba'.t'stXFactflual (:Bpaun 1950: 259).
Astudy conducted in the Duke ;JJ'ore$t of the eastern Piedmont of
North Cal:'oliua res.ulted in the identification of a serries of forest t'lJes;
11 White oak, which Was descr;tbed as, extr~ely, localized and infrequent
and will not be dt$cussed further; 2) White oak..post oak, which will be
referrred to as,the post oak type; 3} Whiteoak-black oak...rredoak;4)
postclimax, domina,ted by' w:U1ow' oak (Q.phellos), sweetgum (L. styraciflua),
swamp red oak (Et. rubra var.pa$od~e;E;lia); and 5) preclilllaxcompose.dof
scrubby post oak and blackjack oak (.Q~ marilandtca) (Oosting 1942: 90,
105, 111). -
The post oak and white oak types are characterized as variants of
the Oak....Hicko'.t'y :t:orest that are deterlllined by edaphtc factors, The post
oak type occurs' tn areas of "infer;tor expesure,dt;ie:r rtdges or knolls,
and appa'.t'entl}7" peorersoils" (Oosttng 1942: 90),., The postclimax (it
should be noted that the usage of this term, would be avoided by
cont~porary ecologists) type :t,s 'res--tJX'icted to alluvial or bottomland
settings or'the bases of slope.s' adjacent to these areas. This type
requires move 1l'I,eS;L,C condttions than that rrequired by the white oak and
post oak ty'pes.
The dtf:f;'erence$ between the, wntteoakand post oak ty,pes alie '.t7elated
to the pliesence of 'lllorepostoa,k '(Q. stella,ta) ;tn theove17stO:t'y of the
post oe,k ty'pe and the ppesence of blackjack oak (S~marilandica) only in
the pos,t oak type, Also, hi,ckor;tesare,llllore prominent ;tuthe. q~e:t'pto~(
Of the white, Oak type: . LQblQllr\(l.,\ ;t~~~land (3,l1.~rtle~r·p:t'ne$;(E~e~l~te,l
8;lso di$t::i:~gu;i:;~hed·bet'o/e.~n.the~e;t~Q types W'ttn $..n.Q\tltlea,i:pine'beitmg :(~und
exc1us·ively i.n the whi,te oak type. .
The dif:l;'erences between the. whtte oak and pos,t oak cont!llunities e,~d
the postcH,maxcO'!l1Jlluntty al:"e $t.'.t';i.'R:i:n~., Q£,"tTle, 15 s,pedes" :i:;uthe.. !'1lve.l7v.
ato:t'y 0:1;' .thepO$,tcli,~x cqmmun:l.ty~ . emIr 4 (9.. a,lba,;,&, stell.ata; 'Gat'ya.
catoltna,e-septentOC'tona,l!,$ I $:outhe!'U shagbark h:t.ckoryJ and l' •. ta,eda) ." are
present in the overstories ofthewhtte oak and post oakcont!llunities.
The other species in the overstory of the postclimax ty'pe ,are willow oak(g. phellos, , sweetgum (b,.sty¢'aci£'1ua), swamp l:"ed oak (Q. r ,vat"
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~da,e:eo1ia,1, b1a,ckgunJ, (NY'~sa sy:1vatica), sha,gbark hickory (C. ovata),
over-cup oak (£1. 'ly'rata), red 1lla,p1e (Acer rubrum), hard 1llap1e (A. flori-
danum" hackberry (Celtis occidertt;a,l;tsl a,nd Ameri,can elm (U1musa,mericana).
The prec1imax community is restricted to very poor sites with either
Orange or Iredell soils (Oosting 1942: 111). These soil types have a
zone of very low permeability below which the s6il is permanently dry.
Iredell soils are present in portions of Abbeville and Elbert counties.
A fairly extensive distribution of Iredell soils occurs in Elbert County
south of Bea,verdam Creek. These soils are more patchily distributed in
Abbeville County wi,th areas of 4 to 300 acres occurring. This community
is quite different from the types previously discussed in that the trees
are universally scrubby and never form a closed canopy. The ground
COVf~r is composed primarily of mosses and lichens, with some herbs and
grasses (Oosting 1942:111).
The foregoing discussion of the Piedmont has been greatly simplified
because only, the overstery species have been discussed. Some of the
understory, species can be briefly mentioned. In the white oak type, the
umbrella tree (Xa,gno1ia' tripeta,lal, flowering dogwood (Cornm~ florida)
and hop hornbeam (Ostryavirgirtiana) are present. Flowering dogwood is
the most common understory species in the post oak community. Oosting
also discusses the understory, reproductive, and herb layers, When
these are considered, many complexities arise.
Another description of the Piedmont fOrest is available from
northern Spartanburg County, South Carolina a,nd Cleveland County, North
Ca,ro1ina by Whitehead and Barghoorn (1962), These areas are located
70 .,nd 90 miles from the proj ect area at elevations !r'anging from about
1000 feet in the South Carolina localities to 900 feet in the North Carolina
10ca.1ities. These autho'1;'s note that loblolly pine (P, taeda) is absent
from Oosting's white oak type in this region. A1so,-the post oak
community is more frequent here than in the Duke Forest area. It appears
that short1eaf pine (P. echinata) is more common here and that Virginia
pine (P. virginiana) is present while it is not noted as a component of
the post oak type in the Duke Forest study" In the more mesic setUngs,
equivalent to, Oosting' s postc1imax type, wa,lnut (3ug1ans~,l ,tulip
poplar (Liriodendron tu1ipifera), willow' (Salix) and beech (Fagus
grandifo1ial were noted and these species were not listed as being
present in the Duke Forest study. In general, the forests of theweste'.t'n
Piedmont appear to have me:t'e pines, than Oosting's study area <Whitehead
and Barghoorn 1962: 349).
The presence of pine$ :in the contempOra,:t'y torests ;is a,ssumed to be
much greater than prior to European colonization. This is a, result of
the extensive 1a,ndc1earing and concomitant soil eroston which reduced
site quality, and the fact tha,t pines are pionee:t' species in the
success:ion ofterest communities in this area (Oosting 1942; Quarterma,n
a,nd Keever 1962). The a,bovedescriptions cannot asse$S the :role of the
American chestnut (Castertea dentata) Which was a component of these
forests prior to the onset' of the chestnut blight caused by the fungus
EndothiaEarasitica, which was introduced in 1904 and caused the
remova,l of this species f't"om the forests of the southe't"U A,ppa1a,chians
.
(Odum 1971: 222). Informant 15 (Appendix F) told us that the forest on
both sides of the river s,outllof the Highway 72 bridge (see Fig. 1) was
formerly primarily composed of the Ameri~an chestnut.
1~illiam Bartram, the naturalist, traveled through parts of the
projeet area in 1775. He spent a few days at Fort James Dartmouth, at
the confluence of the Broad River with the Savannah (this area is now in
the upper reaches of Clark Hill Lake). After leaving there, he traveled
up the Georgia side (!If the river and crossed over into South Carolina,
j;t 1:s believed, at the site of the former Calhoun's Ferry, which may
be loeated near site 9EB253 (Harper 1958: 383). Unfortunately, the
normally effusj;ve Bartram restricted his musings while in the vicinity
of areas north and south of the project area. In these descriptions,
j;t is apparent that there are significant differences between the uplands
and the riverine communities (Harper 1958: 203-205, 207). On his journey
between the Little River of Georgj;a and Fort James Dartmouth, Bartram notes:
the wild country, now almost depopulated, vast forest,
expansive plains and detached groves; then chains of
hills whose gravelly" dry" barren summHs present
detached piles of rocks,'whj;ch delude and flatter the
hopes and expectaUons of the solitary travelleer,
full sure of hospj;table habitations; heaps of white,
gnawed bones of the ancient buffaloe, elk and deer,
indiscriminately mixed with those of men, half grown
over w:ith moss ••• (lfarper 1958: 204}.
and
The road th:is daY had led me over an uneven country,
its surface undulated by ridges or chains of hills,
sometimes rough with rocks or stones, yet generally
product:i:ve of forests, with a variety of vegetables
of inferior growth••• (Harper 1958: 207).
Thi,s last passage descr:ibes the journey from the South Carolina side of
Calhoun ~s Ferry', th:r;ough the town of; Calhoun ;Falls, probably on the ridge
sy,stem div;i::de south of the Rocky River (}Ia,rper 1958: 383). These views
of the uplands can be contrasted with the riverine zone:
the purling rills and :eleeting brooks, rov;tng along
sh.a,wdowy vales ••• or dashing over rocky precipices,
their cold, humid banks condensing the volatile
vapours, which ;Eall and COalesce in crystalline drops,
on the leaves and elastic twigs of the aromatic shrubs
In these cool, sequestered vales, we behold the
following celebrated beauties of the hills, Le.,
Calyc.a,nthus, blushing Rhododendron ferruginium [rose
bay]., delicate Phi,ladelphia i,nodorQus Isy,ringa] •••
[lily of the valley], and the fiery Azalea (Harper
1958': 204) •
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It should be ment;i;oned that Ba~tramts journey was tn the month of
May (IIarper 1958: 382-383), but it is clear that the differences between
the uplands and the r;tver;tne communi.ties noted by Oosting (1942) and
Whitehead and Barghoorn C1962} were clearly recognizable prior to
substantial disturbance of these communities by historic land use.
Notable in its absence is any mention of pines in his description of
his journey north from Augusta during 1775 (Harper 1958: 204-208). It
can only be presumed that the vegetation between Fort James Dartmouth
and a point near the present location of Hartwell Dam is roughly similar
to that which is mentioned. Compared to the present vegetation of the
project area after nearly two hundred years of historic land use, the
deseriptions of Bartram are striking in the contrasts they provide. It
is interesting to note that no mention is made by Bartram, while in
the project area vicinity, of any abandoned Tndian agricultural fields.
He does note his v;ts;i;t to the 1\embe!J:.lt 'M:0und g~oup C9EB521 CHaippe~ 1958:
205; see also Caldwell 1953), but this area was under cultivation by
Europeans at this time.
The role of fire in conditioning the structure of modern vegetation
communities is well understood, especially as it affects the forests of
the Coastal Plain, where pines remain dominant because of their resistance
to fire (Odum 1971: 131-137; Braun 1950; KUchler 1964). It is more
difficult to assess the role of fire during prehistoric times in the
Oak-Pine forest. It is clear from the early historic descriptions
(Harper 1958; Penny 1950), that portions of the uplands were grasslands,
and it is reasonable to suppose, given that these areas would be forested
in the absence of fire (KUchler 1964: 2-3; Braun 1950), that these were
areas that were fire-maintained by frequent burning. The frequency of
burning is inferred from the amount of time it takes for pines to
reinvade an old field (Oosting 1942: 20). Swanton discusses the use of
fire in hunting deer among various groups in the Southeast (1964:
317-320).
Fire has two effects on the productivity of forested regions. It
retards succession and thereby prevents the development of climax
communities, resulting in the availability of more primary productivity
of use to large herbivores, such as deer, elk, or bison. Different
communities vary in their relative susceptibility to fires. In the
forest types discussed above, the preclimax community would be more
suseeptible to fire than the postclimax community. Given this variability,
fires in such a forest would cause a more patchy distribution of
vegetation with sharper "edges" (Odum 1971: 157) than is characteristic
of Ilonfire-maintained forests in the eastern United States (KUchler
196Lf : 9). The creation of more edge results in the "edge effect,"
whieh, briefly stated, is "tendency for increased variety and density
at eommunity junctions" (Odum 1971: 157). To the degree that some of
these communities are kept in grasslands also greatly increases the
produetivity of such a setting for both large herbivore and human
populations. If a cautionary note may be interjected here, it should
be said that students of the Archaic of the forested regions of the
eastern United States should consider the effect fire maintenance had
on inflating the amount of herbivore biomass available to human
populations during the late prehistoric period. The effect of this is
likely to have been very significant and estimates of biomass availability
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drawn from areas which have been fire-maintained, when employed in
resource abundance dependent models of human behavior responses than
those actually employed prior to the onset of fire-maintenance as a
strategy of prehistoric ecosystem management.
Although the forest types of Braun (1950) and Oosting (1942) have
been discussed, KUchler's (1964) map of the potential natural vegetation
has been tl,sed in Figure 9. This has been done because Braun's typology
has taken into account the on-going effects of human modification.
KUchle~r's classification, on the other hand, employs the concept of
'" pote:ntial natural vegetation,' whichsis defined as the vegetation that
would exist today if man were removed from the scene and if the resulting
plant succession were telescoped into a single moment" (1964: 1-2).
This classification results in a finer scale delimitation of localized
vegetation communities that are present within Braun's large regions.
Examination of Figure 9 shows interesting patterns quite different than
would be seen if one relied on a map of Braun's classification. The most
pronounced difference is the extension of the Oak-Pine forest (KUchler's
Oak-Hi.ckorY;-,Pine) onto the Coastal Plain of North and South Carolina,
but not in Georgia. Ferguson (1971) discusses an "hourglass" shaped
distribution of South Appalachian Mississippian.sites. This hourglass
has one cone covering Fall Line and Piedmont Georgia. The constriction
is at Augusta, Georgia,.and the other cone covers the Fall Line and
Coasta.l Plain South Carolina. In addition to the Oak...,Pine forest, the
South Carolina Coastal Plain also has the most extensive devel~p1!1.ent.of
southern floodplain forest, and patches of pocosin and southern mixed
forest. This section of the Coastal Plain is much patchier than the
adjacent Coastal Plain in Georgia or North Carolina. One might wonder
about these differences in vegetation patterning and any possible
relationship this may have with the distribution of South Appalachian
Mississippian sites.
Below are listed the vegetation types that are referred to in
Figure 9. The dominant species in each type are listed. For fuller
descriptions, the reader is referred to KUchler (1964) and Braun (1950).
Southeastern Spruce-Fir Forest
Fraser fir (Abies fraseri)
Red spruce (Picea rubens)
Mixed Mesophytic Forest
Sugar maple (Acer saccharum)
Buckeye (Aesc~ octandra)
Beech (Fagus grandifolia)
Tulip tree (Liriodendron tulipifera)
\~ite oak (Quercus alba)
Northern red oak (Q~bra)
Basswood (Tilia heterophylla)
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FIGURE 9. Potential natural vegetation of the southeastern United States.
Appalachian Oak Forest
White Oak (Q. Alba)
Northern red oak (Q. rubra)
Northern Hardwoods
Sugar maple (A. saccharum)
Yellow birch (Betula allegheniensis)
Beech (F. grandifolia)
..Heihlock (Tsuga canadensis)
Oak-Hickory-Pine Forest
Hickory (Carya~)
Shortleaf pine (Pinus echinata)
Loblolly pine (P. taeda)
White oak <'Q.• alba)
Post oak (Q. stellata)
Southern Mixed Forest
Beech (F. grandifolia)
Sweetgum (Liquidambar styraciflua)
Southern magnolia (Magnolia grandiflora)
Slash pine (P. elliottii)
Loblolly pine (P. taeda)
White oak (Q. alba)
Laurel oak (Q. laurifolia)
Southern Floodplain Forest
Tupelo (Nyssa aquatica)
Oak (Quercus ~.)
Bald cypress (Taxodium distichum)
Pocosin
Gall berry (Ilex glabra)
Pond pine (P. serotina)
As has been mentioned, the contemporary vegetation of the Piedmont
and the project area has been greatly modified by clearing of the
forests and agriculture, and the erosion that followed. In addition,
national economic forces have conspired within the last forty years
to make the project area economically marginal. The result of this
has been to return most of this area to forest, but not the forests
that we have been discussing. Substantial portions of the project area
are pine plantation or mixed pine and hardwood communities in the middle
stages of old field succession. Very little of the land is used for
agricultural purposes. Consequently, the project area contains a
mosaic of vegetation types t;hat reflect primarily modern activities.
For this reason, the vegetation types observed in the field were used for
monitoring the integrity of an archeological site, and as indices of>past
resource potential.- The modeling of vegetation communities in terms of
resource potentiaLand the effects that this .would/have on botha1;limal
and human behavior is a very complex undertaking, well beyond the scope
of the study presented here. That the vegetation communities'"described
above are conditioned by edaphic factors is a hopeful sign for future
modelling efforts. On the pessimistic side, however, it must be noted
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that the modification of the environment has been extensive and, for
the near term, irreversible. The soil erosion caused by historic land
use (Trimble 1974) has altered the suitability of the various soils to
support native vegetation. Contemporary soil surveys conducted by the
Soil Conservation Service do list the suitability of soils for various
purposes, but it must be kept in mind that these potentials are
based on the current ability of these various soils and no congruence
with pristine potentials is assumed. This will complicate modelling
efforts which rely on this kind of information as a basis of inference.
Fauna
Historic land use has greatly modified the environment of the project
area. The result of this modification has been the complete removal
of many species from the faunal assemblage that were present during
prehistoric and early historic times. For this reason, it will be
necessary to focus this discussion on the listing of species that .were
presumably economically useful to the earlier inhabitants of the Piedmont
Plateau of Georgia and South Carolina. Complete modern species lists
are available for both Georgia and South Carolina (Golley 1962, 1966).
In addition, Shelford discusses animals present within the Oak-Pine
forest, which he calls the post oak-turkey-hickory faciation (1963:
23, 57, 59-60).
The economically useful species present included the white-tailed
deer (Odocoileus virginianus), black bear (Euarctos. americanus),
raccoon (Procyon lotor), beaver (Castor canadensis), muskrat (Ondatra
zibethicus), weasel (Mustela erminea) , gray squirrel (Sciurus niger),
fox squirrel (Urocyon cinereo argenteus), eastern chipmunk (Tamias
striatus), and the opossum (Didelphis marsupialis).
The larger predators present (other than man) included the mountain
lion (Felis concolor), bobcat (Lynx rufus), which are still present,
and the red wolf (Canis niger).
There is also historic documentation for the presence of bison
(Bison bison) in the Piedmont of South Carolina during the 18th
Century (Mills 1972; Logan 1859). Mills has noted that three or four
men'with dogE) could kill between ten and~ twenty bison a day (:}:972:· 608) •
Bison were apparently gone from the Georgia Piedmont by the time of
Bartram's journey in 1775, although he does note the presence of bison
bone (Harper 1958: 30, 204).
Elk (Cervus canadensis) have been noted in both Georgia and
South Carolina during the early historic period (Logan 1859: 6;
Harper 1958: 204). Bartram's mention of elk bones between the Little
and Broad Rivers in Georgia is apparently the southernmost occurrence
of this species in the eastern United States.
The turkey (Meleagris gallopavo) and the passenger pigeon (Ectophistes
migratorius) were also important food species. Shelford suggests
that turkey may have had its highest population densities in this zone
due to the availability of the acorns of the post oak (Q. stellata)
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and blackjack oak (Q.. marilandica) (Shelford 1963: 59). There is frequent
mention of the hunting of turkey in Bartram (Harper 1958), Lawson
(1952) and Swanton (1946). Passenger pigeons would have been available
seasonally as they migrated from their summer grounds to their
winter grounds. Bartram describes a pigeon hunt that occurred on the
lower Savannah River. He notes that the turkey feed on willow oak
(Q.• .E..hellos), water oak (Q.. nigra), live oak (Q.. virginiana), and
the southern red oak (Q. rubra). Of these species only the live oak
is not present in the project area. Lawson describes passenger pigeons
in eastern North Carolina,
I saw such prodigious Flocks of these Pigeons ••• that
they broke down the Limbs of a great many large Trees
allover these woods whereon they chanced to sit ,and
roost, especially the great Pines ••• These Pigeons,
about SunRise•.•would fly by us in such vast Flocks
that they would near a Quarter of an Hour before they
all passed by (Lawson 1952: 148).
The above is an admittedly brief discussion of the economically
useful fauna that were present in the vicinity of the project area before
European colonization. Ignored in this discussion have been many
important components of the faunal assemblage, for example, the raptors,
the gallinaceous birds, and the small mammals, such as mice. The
difficulties in reconstructing the native fauna in terms useful for
developing estimates of resource abundance are many. As was mentioned
in the discussion of the vegetation above, reconstruction in behaviorally
meaningful terms would be an extremely complex and challenging task.
Because the distribution of the fauna of an area is dependent on
the composition and patterning of the vegetation communities, it will
be necessary to postpone serious consideration of the fauna until this
has been accomplished.
The aquatic resources of the project area will be discussed below
in another section of this chapter.
Climatic and Environmental Changes Durinathe Holocene
A picture of the past climates and environments of the southeastern
United States has been gradually emerging over the past three decades
(Frey 1951, 1953, 1955; Watts 1970, 1971; Whitehead and Barghoorn
1962; Whitehead 1965a, 1967, 1972, 1973). Currently employed as a
chronology in this area is Whitehead's (1965a) tripartite division of
the preceding 25,000 years into the Full-Glacial (25,000-15,00() ..B.f.),
the Late...Glaci.al (15,000-10,000 p. B.)_ and the P~st-Gla,c;t:a,l, (10, oon~:
Present). During the Full-Glacial, the vegetation in the Piedmont is
considered to have been boreal, with pines dominating the pollen
assemblages. Minor representation is indicate~ for both spruce and fir.
In addition, deciduous elements are present. The Late-Glacial period
is one of transition from the boreal forest to the modern aspect of
vegetation of the last 10,000 years. A northern hardwoods (Fagus-
Ostrya) phase has been observed at Pigeon Marsh, Georgia (Watts 1975a)
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and near Camden, South Carolina (Watts, personal communication to Lee
Novick) at the termination of the Late-Glacial period. The Post-
Glacial period is marked by the establishment of the modern flora of
the area in the Piedmont. On the Coastal Plain and in Florida, the
modern flora and climate are not in place until about 5,000 years
ago (Watts 1975b; and see below). In the Piedmont, an oak maximum
is noted during the earlier and middle periods of this time. After
this, the amount of pine increases. It is not possible to tell if
the increase in pines represents any changes in climate because
fossil pine pollen is difficult to identify and the climatic controls
of the distributions of the various species of pine are not known
(lvright 1976: 586). An excellent summary of these periods, from an
archeological point of view is available in Goodyear, Ackerly and
House (n.d.).
Very little is known about climatic changes during the Post-
Glacial period. Pollen sequences from Europe which had initially
been interpreted as evidence of climatic change failed to consider
the role of differential rates of migration of floral species into
various habitats (H.E. Wright 1976: 582). This scheme, the B1ytt-
Sernaner classification, was adopted into the United States by Deevey
(1943, 1949). This scheme has recently been elaborated by Bryson,
Baerreis and Wendlund (1970), but it has been noted that the present
state of evidence from pollen and the lack of knowledge about what
conditions floral distributions makes such fine-scale subdivisions
of the Holocene premature (H.E. Wright 1976: 590).
Evidence for the Hypsitherma1, which is a period during the mid-
Holocene with warmer and drier climate (also referred to as the
A1itherma1 or Climatic Optimum) is not presently available for the
Southeast, although it is clearly indicated, both biologically
and culturally in the central United States (Wright 1976: 586-
587; Watts 1975a, 1975b; Brown,et a1. n.d.).
While evidence of marked changes in the more northerly areas of
the Southeast is lacking or poorly understood for the Post-Glacial
period, this is not the case for the southern portion of the Southeast
(Whitehead 1965a; Watts 1971, 1975b). In this zone (the Coastal
Plain), the modern vegetation and climate were not established until
about 5,000 B.P. The changes in this area during the Post-Glacial
probably have more to do with the rise of sea levels which modified
drainage patterns and raised water tables. The vegetation changed from
scherophy110us oak scrub-savanna to pine forests in the uplands and
southern floodplains in forests along the rivers and in swamps.
Contrasting this with the Piedmont, where vegetational stability
is indicated during the Post-Glacial, the Coastal Plain would have
presented a very different, and dynamic, setting for the human
adaptations of this region. If the areal scale of Archaic period
adaptations was large enough to include movement between both
zones, then very complex and interesting patterning might be
expected for the archeological record of these two zones. For example,
a survey in the upper Coastal Plain of South Carolina found very
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little evidence for the presence of Middle Archaic (Hanson, Most and
Andf~rson 1978), while this cultural-historical period is the most
frequently represented in surveys conducted in the Piedmont (House
and Ballenger 1976; Goodyear, Ackerly and House n.d.; this survey).
Such a situation argues for a picture of strikingly different
responses to the two environments.
The Piedmont, being an erosional surface (Fenneman 1938; Trimble
197,+), is, unfortunately, lacking in sites where good paleoenvironmental
or paleoclimatological data may be collected, especially for a record
of the Holocene. The areas that could potentially provide this
record, the alluvial basins of the major river systems have not been
investigated. The potential of such a study has been demonstrated in
another area, the lower Illinois River valley (Butzer 1977). Palynological
and geomorphological studies are currently,underway in theWalla:ce
Reservoir, Oconee River, Georgia (also a Piedmont setting), and the
initial results indicate that both kinds of studies have excellent
potf~ntial for providing a fine-scale, local record of the environmental
dynamics of the Holocene (Paul Fish, personal communication). The
gross view of climatic and environmental changes during the Post-
Glacial period has been developed from a number of sites distributed
over the entire region. The question at hand is whether or not there
were changes of climate and environment that significantly affected
the character of human adaptations in this region, especially the
Piedmont. Current anthropological/archeological theory generally
relies on either environmental change or changes in population density,
or a combination of both, as prime movers for changes in adaptations
(cL Zubrow 1976). If the Piedmont of the Southeast can be demonstrated
to have had a stable environment and climate for the past 10,000 years,
then archeological research in this area is in an advantageous position
to critically evaluate the role of the other prime mover, population
dynamics. Conversely, this research could shed light on the relationships
between the two prime movers and their effects on the nature of human
adaptations in this area and others.
A Study of the Riverine EnviT'onment and Aquatic Resources
of the Savannah RiveT'
As social scientists, archeologists should be interested in how
human societies are able to fulfill their basic needs. Probably one
of the most essential problems archeologists must concern themselves
with is the examination of subsistence-economic systems associated
with prehistoric hunter-gatherers (Clark 1952; Binford 1968b; Streuver
1968a; Jochim 1977; Brown 1977; Ford 1974). It has been proposed
(Ford 1974) that environmental conditions are a strong determining
factor in the creation and change of subsistence-economic, settlement
and technological systems (White 1975).
Some archeologists assume that hunting of terrestrial animals,
especially deer, served as the basis for pre-agricultural subsistence-
economic systems. If, however, hunter-gatherers are to be expected
to utilize the most productive resource available, then hunting should
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in very few instances serve as the only method of food procurement.
Other activities that are more productive than hunting, such as the
gathering of plants and shellfish, which is the most productive
method of procurement per unit of labor input, and fishing, when
geographic conditions permit, will form the largest part of the sub-
sistence base (Lee 1968).
In order to test this hypothesis, Richard Lee (1968) used a
sample of 58 societies from the "Enthnographic Atlas" (Murdock 1967).
Each society used either hunting, gathering or fishing as their
subsistence. Lee found that one-half of his sample societies
emphasized gathering, one-third fishing, and one-sixth hunting as the
main food source. Eunting served as the main method of Dood procurement
only in the highest latitudes--60° or more from the equator~-as a direct
result of the lack of vegetation. The hypothesis is found to be
valid: few societies place primary dependence on hunting for their
subsistence.
Rivers are an important locus for hunter-gatherer and agricultural
peoples' activities (Dragoq 1976; Ford 1974; House and Ballenger 1976);
aquatic resources therefore must represent an important part of any
proposed subsistence system. Aquatic resources and their exploitation
will be the topic of this section, in order to understand the.utility
and importance of the riverine ecosystem. It is not implied that
aquatic resources are the only option available to a group in a given
area, but in ignoring aquatic resources one would be excluding an
important aspect of any proposed food procurement system.
The primary goal of this section is to evaluateithe~$pe6tsof
aquatic resources in the Savannah River. In order to under-
stand exactly how and why fish contribute a substantial amount
of energy to hunter-gatherers, we must investigate this resource.
There will be basically three sections in this study. The first
section centers on the two components of a river, geomorphology and
a definition of aquatic resources of the Savannah River. The need for
an understanding of the gemorphology of the Savannah is essential in
order to understand the influence of the river on the plants and animals,
and therefore subsequent models concerning subsistence (Butzer 1977).
The definition of aquatic resources will consist of a list of important
species that can contribute to the subsistence base and information
concerning each of the species, including environmental information
(the river environment in which they are found, physical statistics,
lengths and weights in order to give some idea of size, included in
Appendix J), behavioral information and technology used to exploit
aquatic resources. A brief description of the riverine environment
will serve to give an understanding of how a river works and the influence
it will have on fish and fishermen. Secondly, a synopsis of several
models related to the selection of aquatic resources will be presented.
The final section is a presentation of models relating to the annual
cycle of resource utilization, including a proposed model for the
Savannah River region.
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Riverine Environment
Probably the most important vehicle permitting an understanding of
any type of living organism is the environment. All animals and plants
interact within and with the environment. This interaction, the exchange
of lnaterials between living and non-living units, is referred to as
an ecosystem (Odum 1971: 8). To exclude the natural habitat, with its
influence on the lives of plants and animals and the adaptation of
species, would result in incomplete information. Aquatic resources,
an important part of a system, would be poorly presented without a
discussion of the typical riverine environment.
BiologiaaZ Components oi-a River
Aquatic organisms can be classified as to their major niches,
based on their position in the food chain (Odum 1971: 300) as follows:
Autotrophs (producers): green plants and chemo-synthetic
microorganisms.
Phagotrophs (macroconsumers): primary, secondary, tertiary,
etc.; herbivores, predators, parasites, etc.
Saprotrophs (micro consumers or decomposers): subclassified
according to nature of organic substrata decomposed.
Further classifications can be made based on the life forms or
life habits of organisms, based on mode of life (Odum 1971: 300).
Benthos: organisms attached to or resting on the bottom
or living in the bottom sediments. Benthos can be
classified further based on their method of feeding--
filter feeders (clams) and deposit feeders (snails).
Periphyton: organisms (both plant and animal) attached to
leaves and stems of plants or other surfaces projecting
from the water.
Plankton: floating organisms whose movement is subject, for
the most part, to the currents in a stream.
Nekton: swimming organisms, able to move at will. Fish,
amphibians and large swimming insects make up the bulk
of this group.
Nueston: organisms resting or swimming on the surface of
the water.
Finally, organisms can be grouped into the regions or subhabitats.
There are two major and one minor zones in streams (Odum 1971: 301;
Cummings 1972).
Rapid zones (erosional areas): shallow water where
v~loc~ty of the current is great enough to keep
the bottom clear of'silt and other material,
thus providing a firm substratum. In such erosional
areas a large variety of benthos is found. The area is
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dominated by insects, annelids and micro drift protozoans
and rotifers. Rapid zones also have micro-depositional areas,
behind rocks and logs where deposition occurs. Such areas
are favored by fish, who feed on any food that is placed
there. Anadromous fish usually use erosional zones for
their egg laying. Pool zones (depositional areas): deeper
water where velocity of· current is reduced causing silt and
other material to settle to the bottom. As a result,
bottoms are soft and are favorable for burrowing organisms,
neckton and plankton. Organisms in these areas are protozoans,
rotifers, and microcrustaceans. Depositional areas, because
of detritus and nutrients are very productive regions on a
river. Since water moves slowly, most smaller animals
have a high mortality rate. Species have adapted to this
situation, however, by having high rates of reproduction.
At the top of the food chain in this area are larger
organisms, especially fish: gar, suckers, sunfish, a variety
of catfish and an assortment of minnows. Almost all of
these animals are bottom feeders--an important adaptation
to depositional regions.
Intermediate zone: a minor zone, characteristically
having a sluggish flow. Important organisms in this area
are microcrustaceans and plankton.
In the freshwater environment many phyla of plants and animals
are present. The most numerous, and important organisms in this
environment, however, are the algae and small microorganisms.
Animal groups that are important, comprising the main portion of
total biomass, are mollusks, insects, crustaceans and fish. Of
less importance, although still vital, are annelids, rotifers and
protozoans (Odum 1971).
Fish represent a large part of the total biomass of streams, and
are a food source for man. A closer look at fish, as an example
of an aquatic organism's interaction with other organisms and population
structure, is beneficial.
Fish can be classified on the basis of the types of food eaten.
These categories are:
Euryphagic: fish that feed on a variety of foods.
Stenophagic: fish that utilize only a few types of food.
Monophagic: those fish that utilize only one organism
as a source of food.
Another manner by which fish can be classified, is in the origin
of the food eaten (Lotrich 1973).
1) Terrestrial invertebrates
2) Terrestrial vertebrates
3) Aquatic primary producers
4) Aquatic invertebrates
5) Aquatic vertebrates
6) Detritus
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Several types of food make up the major portion of the diet of
fish, although the foods actually consumed are related to the developmental
period, or age of growth of a fish (see Table 1). For instance, young
fish eat protozoans and other small organisms exclusively. Crustaceans
serve as a major food for intermediate age fish, as well as older fish.
Larger fish such as gar, pickerel and catfish, as adults, depend on
amphibians for a substantial part of their diet. Frogs especially
are important. In all stages of development, from tadpoles to adults
frogs serve as a good source of food (Nikolsky 1963). Worms and
insects, however, probably form the largest portion of a diet for most
fish; insect larvae are a particularly valuable source of food. The
best conditions for insect exploitation are provided by rivers with
fast currents and mobile sandy bottoms (Nikolsky 1963).
Population structure is an important variable when considering
a particular resource and the impact it has on the population of an
organism. Fish serve ;:lS a good example of this, for the total breakdown
of the population is critical for survival and future repreduction.
TABLE 1
FIVE STAGES OF DEVELOPMENT OF FISH (Nikolsky 1963: 145).
I. Embryonic Period.
II. Larval period: Organism feeds on internal food •
. Larvae do not have the characteristics of an adult.
III. Immature Organism: these individuals resemble adults,
but the sexual characteristics are not present.
IV. Adult Organism: The organism is able to reproduce,
grows in length and has all the sexual characteristics.
V. Period of Senility: Sexual function decreases and
terminates, growth declines also.
---------------------------------------
Several studies have been conducted to analyze the types of organisms
exploited by fish; one such study (see Nikolsky 1963) deals with trout.
In this study trout were captured, and the contents of their stomachs
subsequently inspected. Researchers discovered that insects represented
the highest percentage of organisms consumed. Similar studies have
produeed similar results (see Lotrich 1973). The listing below gives
perc.entages of insects found in the stomachs of trout.
April
21.5%
May
52.2%
June July
32.2% 25.0%
(From Nikolsky 1963)
August
93.5%
September
73.4%
Population dynamics of fish depend on a number of variables, such
as reproduction, available food and mortality (all of which depend
further on a particular species adaptation to the environmental conditions).
The maximum size of the population is tied to the amounts of available
food. If food supplies do not vary much when a large intermediate class
is introduced, then food will be in short supply. If, on the other
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hand, a smaller intermediate class is present under the same conditions,
then food supply will be more plentiful, just ~nsuring the survival of
a greater number of individuals. An ideal condition is represented
by an abundance of food, which leads to an increase in the total number
of individuals (Nikolsky 1963). This, in turn, is to the direct
advantage of predators, including man.
In conclusion, the biological section of a river is classified
into several sections, each depending on the mode of life of the
organism. It is found that major members of the river community are
the primary producers, especially the algae, which form the base of
the food chain. Other important organisms-contributing to a large
portion of the total biomass of a stream, are mollusks, water insects
and fish. The size of the population of anyone specific organism will
depend on the age group comprising the largest portion of the
population and the amount of food available.
Geo[ogie Components of a River
A river can be geologically defined as a locus of erosion, trans-
portation and deposition of dissolved and suspended materials (Curry
1972). More than this, however, a river is a major part of a system
involving interaction between local climatic, terrestrial geologic,
vegetational and soil features. All units of this system are closely
intermeshed, with the flow of water acting much like the arteries of
an animal, through which elements essential to many parts of the total
body (ecosystem) travel.
At the onset, however, it is important to understand exactly
how a river operates. Water, of course, is the basic component of a
river; it forms the river and directly controls the many components
making up a riverine system (discharge, nutrient flow, transportation,
velocity and turbulence). It is, therefore, important to understand
how water enters into the narrow trough in which water flows and where
the biological components are found (Strahler 1977).
A stream is a body of water flowing within a channel. The water,
however, comprising the flow does not come directly from rain falling
into the stream, but rather from runoff, or the stream flow, which is
in turn formed from three components: overland flow, interflow and
groundwater. Most of the rainwater being brought into a stream comes
from overland flow--the movement of water downhill, on the ground
surface in sheets (Strahler 1977; Lepp 1973). Runoff enters a water
drainage system, which is an open energy system with definite boundaries,
having entrance points and an exit point, through which matter flows.
The actual surface area within this boundary is referred to as a basin
perimeter, having a rough pearl-like or eliptical shape (Strahler
and Strahler 1973). All water falling in the basin area travels
through a branching channel system, aGdendritic system. It is this
water, containing sediments of various sized particles that contributes
to the flow within a major river channel (Strahler 1977; Einstein 1972).
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The water and sediments can only be transported great distances
with the use of energy. This potential energy is converted into energy
of motion, or kinetic energy (Lepp 1973). There are several components
that produce this energy, thus enabling the movement of materials.
The first is the movement of the water from higher levels to lower
ones (gravity acting as the power agent). The rate of descent of a
stream is referred to as the stream gradient. The speed at which the
water flows downhill is called stream velocity. Associated with the
flow is the discharge, or the volume of water passing through a
stream each second (commonly measured in cubic feet per second)
(Strahler 1977). Friction between water and the stream bed determines
the velocity, which can vary from zero to a maximum rate (each stream
has a maximum rate of discharge at different times of the year).
Another source of energy for the transportation and the erosion
of sediments is turbulent flow, which is produced from the unevenness
of the stream bed. As water travels downstream eddies are formed,
producing irregular corkscrew-like paths. It is turbulence that lifts
and supports fine particles of sediment within the streams (Strahler
and Strahler 1973; Lepp 1973).
Transportation and deposition are the next two features of a
stream to be discussed. There are basically three ways in which
matter is transported by a stream. First, there are dissolved solids,
caused by corrosion. These solids do not affect the mechanical features
of a stream, yet these substances represent important nutrients
(Strahler and Strahler 1973; Sanders 1972). Secondly, particles of clay,
silt and sometimes fine sand are carried in suspension. This form of
transport is caused by the upward currents of a turbulent flow and
is eapable of holding particles indefinitely in the stream flow.
Such sediments constitute the largest portion of the total load, or
the amount of sediments a stream has at a particular time. As the
energy declines, the silts will settle out first (coarse materials
are only transported in suspension during floods). The third, and final
mode of transport is the movement of larger materials, sand and rocks.
The former is moved by a process referred to as saltation (the bouncing
of grains of sand along the stream bed) and the latter by traction (or
rolling or pulling rocks along the stream bed). The amounts of sediments
of any kind which the stream can carry is referred to as the stream
capacity. A stream's load can increase during periods of increased
discharge (Strahler 1977).
Nutrient Components of a River
The final component of a stream is the nutrient flow. Nutrients
are defined as elements and their organic derivatives necessary to
stimulate and sustain the growth of plants and animal life in and
around a river (Sanders 1972). Nutrients are organized into two groups:
macronutrients and micronutrients (Table 2).
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TABLE 2
NUTRIENT~ 'FOUND I.N 'F'RE~H WATER STREAMS,
Macronutrients
Carbon
Hydrogen
Oxygen
Nitrogen
Potassium
Calcium
Magnesium
Sulfur
Phosphorus
Micronutrients
Iron
Manganese
Copper
Zinc
Boron
Silicon
Vanedium
Cobalt
Nutrients that appear in streams usually originate from three main
areas (Sanders 1972):
1) Runoff: serves in different periods of the year to increase
the level of nutrients in a stream. This is dependent primarily on
local weather conditions.
2) Chemical Reactions: reactions between water and the atmosphere
and water and rocks (specifically minerals comprising rocks). Large
amolmts of oxygen are usually transferred back and forth through an
ecosystem through chemical reactions.
3) Watershed: cycles nutrients through a river and the
surrotmding forests by means of vegetation and minerals from the soils.
Up to 58% of the water found in an average river at one time came
through the forests (overland flow).
Nutrients are most effectively used by aquatic organisms when
there is a low flow of materials and a higher diversity of organisms
which move through the water in a rapid fashion. The amount of turbulence
is also critical to the effective use of nutrients. When a great amount
of turbulence is present more material is carried through a section,
and there is a better mixing effect, resulting in a concentration of
biomass.
Processes and elements of a river can have very detrimental effects
on aquatic life. Velocity, affecting depth (perhaps causing a reduction
in the amount of light penetrating the water), can disrupt the food
chain by reducing plant and animal life (Cummings 1972). Sediments,
while providing an important source of food, if extremely altered by
flood can have detrimental impact on the organisms within a river. The
loss ~r reduction of the nutrient flow, as well, can have severe
repercussions (Cummings 1972).
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Most critical to aquatic life, however, is the rate of discharge.
Changes in discharge can cause a disruption in the natural balance
to which aquatic organisms have grown accustomed. If a river is subject
to seasonal changes such as flooding, this would result in a reduction
in fish populations in a part of the river. Discharge includes the
nutrients being transported, as well as other materials. When the rate
of discharge is altered, valuable nutrients could be withheld from
the ecosystem (Fraser 1972).
Anadromous fish, fish that spawn in freshwater but live out their
lives in saltwater, choose rivers with a regular amount of discharge
flow. When a river becomes unfavorable, with too much sediment in
transport and too swift a velocity, the normal migration, and perhaps
future breeding stock, is altered. Since fish such as shad depend
also on a constant source of nutrients, especially oxygen, salt levels,
and sediment level, these fish select ~hose rivers which will have
the most ideal conditions (Fraser 1972; Schalk 1976).
Stream size also influences aquatic organisms; smaller streams
are more efficient for the transfer of energy in the food chain
(although this low level of trophic degradation will reflect a lack of
larger organisms in such streams). On the major streams the shallow
areas are going to be more productive on the whole. Deeper areas,
however, will contain several types of larger fish, making these areas
better suited for exploitation of fish (Rostlund 1952).
In summary, a stream is part of a much larger energy system, or
drainage system, within the boundaries of the drainage surface area.
Water reaches streams by means of overland flow of precipitation. When
this water reaches the stream channel it also carries with it an
amount of rrllblerals and vegetation, collected fronr erosiona.l p17QceS~eS'T
It is this material that comprises the majority of a stream's sediments,
most: of which is being carried in suspension.
Aquatic Resources
There are many specific organisms found in a river that can be
considered a source of food for man. While many groups of plants and
animals are found in and around streams and rivers that might be
possible sources of food for man, only three will be considered here.
These main resources found in a riverine zone are: fish (see Table 3),
shellfish (see Tables 9, 10) and aquatic plants (see Table 12).
It was stated earlier that aquatic resources must be considered
an important resource in areas that permit such resource extraction.
In order for this premise to be substantiated, three questions must
be asked. These questions center on the qUqntity, quality an~
exploi.tability of aquatic resources. 1":i>rst, are t:1:;J.er.e spe(jJ:es:
present that can be considered suitable for'exploitation by man in
sufficient number to warrant their use? Second, do these resources
contri.bute an important amount of calories, vitamins and minerals
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for the diet? Third, are there availahlemeaus to exploit aquatic
resources? All of these questions must be found to have positive
answers if one is to consider aquatic resources suitable for exploitation.
To answer the first question, it is necessary to formulate a list
of all the species of animals and plants that were suitable for
exploitation and that were present in the southeastern region of the
United States. In some cases, it was assumed that if a particular
speci.es was native to the Southeast, it would be present in South
Carolina and Georgia. In order to determine which fish, mollusks or
plants could be considered to represent potential resources, three
sources were relied upon.
1) Contemporary lists of game fish: this list provides valuable
information relating to the types of fish considered as game fish today.
Such a list, however, would present a weak basis as a list of fish
hunted by prehistoric peoples, since no direct correlation between
the two can be made.
2) Ethnohistoric data: works by J.H. Logan (1859) and James
Adair (1930), both naturalists, discuss Indian life in the upper parts
of the Piedmont of South Carolina and North Carolina. They mention the
use of several species of fish including shad, perch, catfish, trout,
sturgeon and bass. Direct use of ethnographic information, while very
helpful, could also be unrepresentative of the resources used by
prehistoric hunter-gatherers or agriculturalists (see Binford 1968a
and Wobst 1978 for a discussion of this subject).
3) The archeological record: the best direct means for information
basic to a list concerning prehistoric resource exploitation. Here,
use is made of several studies dealing with aquatic resources
and the archeological record: Cleland (1966); Brose (1972); Munson,
Pannalee and Yarnell (1971); Smith (1974, 1975). It must be noted,
however, that the archeological record is at times incomplete
(in fact no information exists in South Carolina related to riverine
resource utilization) because of the loss of material due to natural
processes. Therefore, some information might be excluded if only the
archeological record was used. Since taken alone, each of the above
sources might provide an incomplete picture (some more than others),
they have been integrated to arrive at a complete list of exploitable
aquatic resources.
Fish
Probably the most important member of the aquatic resource group
is fish. Fish are important because they occur in all streams and
are also present in substantial numbers (see Tables 3, 4 and 5;
Fig. 10). In addition, a wide variety of fish species can be exploited
by n~n (Table 6). This satisfies the first condition--that of quantity--
in order that a resource may be considered suitable for human
exploitation. The second question--do fish occur in sufficient numbers
to enable reasonable periods of time to be spent on location and capture
of i.ndividuals, therefore producing high energy returns--is more
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TABLE 3
A LIST OF SPECIES OF FRESHWATER FISH
FOUND ON THE SAVANNAH RIVER TODAY
(Loyacano 1975; Williams n.d.).
COMMON NAME SCIENTIFIC NAME
Atlantic sturgeon
Longnose gar
Bowfin
American eel
Gizzard shad
American shad
Threadfin shad
Brook trout
Eastern mudminnow
Redfin pickerel
Chain pickerel
Stonero11er
Rosyside dace
Silvery minnow
Highback chub
Thick1ip chub
Rosyface chub
Bluehead chub
Golden shiner
Highfin shiner
Ironco1or shiner
Greenfin shiner
Greenhead shiner
Warpaint shiner
Dusky shiner
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Acipenser oxyrhynchus
(Linnaeus)
Lepisosteus osseus
(Linnaeus)
Amia calva
(Linneaus)
Anguilla rostrata
(Lesueur)
Dorosoma cepedianum
(Lesueur)
A10sa sapidissima
(Lesueur)
Dorosoma petenense
(Gunther)
Sa1ve1inus fontina1is
(Mitchi11)
Umbra pygmaea
(DeKay)
Esox americanus
(Gme1in)
E. niger
(Lesueur)
Campostoma anoma1um
(Rafinesque)
C1inostomus fundu10ides
(Girard)
Hybognathus nucha1is
(Agassiz)
Hybopsis hypsinotus
(Cope)
H. 1abrosa
(Cope)
H.tubrofrons
(Jordon)
Nocomis 1epocepha1us
(Girard)
Notemigonus cryso1eucas
(Mitchill)
Notropis a1tipinnis
(Cope)
~ cha1ybaeus
(Cope)
N. chooristius
(Jordan & Brayton)
~ chorocepha1us
(Cope)
N. coccogenis
(Cope)
~ cummingsae
(Meyers)
Pugnose minnow
iNhitetail shiner
Spottail shiner
Tennessee shiner
Sailfin shiner
Yellowfin shiner
Taillight shiner
Whitefin shiner
Coastal shiner
Swallowtail shiner
Fieryblack shiner
Sandbar shiner
Mirror shiner
Hlacknose dace
Creek chub sucker
Quillback
White sucker
Creek chubsucker
Lake chubsucker
Northern ~ogsucker
Spotted sucker
Silver redhorse
Shorthead redhorse
Smallfin redhorse
Striped jumprock
TABLE 3
co.nU.naed.
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N. emiliae
(Hay)
~ galact.urus
(Cope)
N. hunsonius
(Clinton)
~ leyciodus
(Cope)
~ hyselo:eterus
(Gunther)
~ luti:einnis
(Jordan & Brayton)
N. maculatus
(Hay)
N. niveus
(Cope)
~ petersoni
(Fowler)
~ procne
(Cope)
~ pyrrhomelas
(Cope)
N. scepticus
(Jordan & Gilbert)
~ spectrunculus
(Cope)
Rhinichthys atratulus
(Hermann)
Semotilus ~trqm~c,ulAtu~"'~"""""(Mitchill)
Cariodes cyprinus
(Lesueur)
Catostomus commersoni
(Lacepede)
Erimyzon obongu8
(Mitchill)
E. sucetta
(Lacepede)
Hypentelium nigricans
(Lesueur)
Minytrema melanops
(Rafinesque)
Moxostoma anisurum
(Rafinesque)
M. macrolepidotum
(Lesueur)
M. robustum
(Cope)
M. rupiscartes
(Jordan & Jenkins)
Snail bullhead
White catfish
Yellow bullhead
Brown bullhead
Flat bullhead
Channel catfish
Tadpole madtom
Marginned madtom
Speckled mad tom
Swampfish
Pirate perch
Atlantic needlefish
Golden topminnow
Mimmichog
Lines topminnow
Rainwater killfish
Mosquitofish
Least killfish
Sailfin molly
Brook silverside
Tidewater silverside
Stripped bass
l1ud sunfish
Flier
Everglades pygmy sunfish
TABLE 3
continued.
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Ictalurus brunneus
(Jordan)
I. catus
(Linnaeus)
1. natalis
(Linnaeus)
I. nebulaosus
(Lesueur)
~ platycephalus
(Girard)
1. punctatus
(Rafinesque)
Noturus gyrinus
(Mitch ill)
~ insignis
(Richardson)
N. leptacanthus
(Jordan)
Chologaster cornuta
(Agassiz)
Aphredoeerus sayanus
(Gilliams)
Strogylura marina
(Walbaum)
Fundulus crysotus
(Gunther)
F. heteroclitus
(Linnaeus)
F. lineolatus
(Agassiz)
Lucania parva
(Baird)
Gfimbusia affinis
(Baird & Girard)
Heternadria formosa
(Agassiz)
Poecolia latipinna
(Lesueur)
Labideshes sicculus
(Cope)
Menidia beryllina
(Cope)
Morone saxatilis
(Walbaum)
Acantharchus pomotis
(Baird)
Centrarchus madropterus
(Lacepede)
Elassoma evergladei
(Jordan)
Banded pygmy sunfish
Blackbanded sunfish
Bluespotted sunfish
Banded sunfish
Redbreast sunfish
Pumpkinseed
Warmouth
Bluegill
Dollar sunfish
Longear sunfish
Spotted sunfish
Redeye bass
Largemouth bass
\iJhite crappie
Black crappie
Savannah darter
swamp darter
Christmas darter
Turquoise darter
Tessellated darter
Sawcheek darter
Yellow perch
Blackbanded darter
Stripped mullet
Mottled sculpin
Darter goby
Hogchoker
TABLE 3
conti.nued.
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Elassoma zonatum
(Jordan)
Enneacanthus chaetodon
(Baird)
~ gloriosus
(Holbrook)
E. obesus
(Girard)
E. auritus
(Linnaeus)
Lepomis gibbosus
(Linnaeus)
~ gulosus
(Cuvier)
L. macrochirus
(Rafinesque)
L. marginatus
(Holbrook)
L. megalotis
(Rafinesque)
~ punctatus
(Valenciennes)
Micropterus Coosae_.
(Hubbs & Bailey)
M. salmoides
(Lacepede)
Pomoxis annularis
(Lesueur)
P. nigromaculatus"
(Lesueur)
Etheostoma fricksium
(Hildebrand)
E. fusoforme
(Girard)
E, hopkinsi
(Fowler)
E. inscriptum
(Jordan & Brayton)
E. olmstedi
(Storer)
E. serriferum
(Hubbs & Cannon)
Perca flavescens
(~ithhtll)
Percina nigrofasciata
(Agassiz)
Mugil cephalus
(Linnaeus)
Cottus bairdi
(Girard)
Gobionellus boleosoma
(Jordan & Gilbert)
Trinectes maculatus
(Bloch & Schneider)
diffi.cult to answer. This problem of size of fish populations in
relation to exploitation is difficult to answer because little is
known about the levels at which a stream's fish population is suitable
for exploitation (i. e. the amount of energy return per individual vs.
the amount of energy output to search out and capture an individual).
This problem can be approached by using modern data on fish populations
in streams and rivers, in this case the area of the Savannah River
impacted by the Richard B. Russell Dam and Reservoir Project. The
measure of fish populations in streams is calculated from a sample
made in this area by Williams (n.d.), District 2 manager for the
South Carolina Freshwater Fisheries Division of the Wildlife and Marine
Resources Department. This information (see Table 6) is broken down
into kilogram per acre measurements of fish biomass for the different
streams (after Hewlett and Nutter 1969) in or close to the project
area.
TABLE 4
SIZE OF FISH PRESENT IN THE SAVANNAH RIVER.
Compiled From a Sample of Streams in District 2 of the South Carolina
Freshwater Fisheries (Williams n.d.)
Fish
Species
Largemouth bass
/M±Gl;lj>gte:t;'us sa11l1gedes
iUack crapple " . .
yOllloxis'nigromaculatus
Chain pickerel
!~sox niger
Redfin pickerel
E. americanus
Bluegill
l~omis macrochirus
Redbreast sunfish
L. auritus
Warmouth
.!~ gulosus
Pumpkinseed
L. gibbosus
Spotted sucker
Minyrema melanops
Silver redhorse
Moxotoma anisurum
Mean
Weight (Gr)
298
253
179
129
100
176
129
138
410
483
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Number
Observed
6
4
3
3
4
7
2
3
2
3
Largest
Individual (Gr)
782
496
227
320
272
200
206
1180
1589
Table 4 Continued.
Fish Mean Number Largest
Species Weight (Gr) Observed Individual (Gr)
Northern hogsucker
BYpentelium nigricans 133 9 400
Channel catfish
lctalurus punctatus 244 1
White catfish
I. catus 201 2
Flat bullhead
I. platycephalus 181 1
Snail bullhead
I. brunneus 110 1
Creek chub
Semotilus atromaculatus 125 2 170
Gizzard shad
Dorosoma cepedianum 304 4 227
American shad
:Alosa sapidissima 493 1
Yellow perch
Perca flavescens 160 5•.._--
Longnose gar
_Lepisosteus osseus 595 2 681
American eel
_Anguilla rostrata 726 1
Bowfin
Amia calva 1635 1
* The number of streams a species was found in during the sample.
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TABLE 5
HABITAT AND WATER MOVEMENT PREFERENCES OF SOME FISH SPECIES PRESENT
ON THE SAVANNAH RIVER, INCLUDING FISH POSSIBLY EXPLOITED BY MAN.
:(Habitats are Ranked Numer:;tcally with 1 Being the M@st Preferred,
X Indicated Water Movement Preference. After Smith 1975; Carlander
1965).
Large Small
~ecies Rivers Rivers Creeks
Bowfin 1 2 2
Longnose gar 1 2 3
Yellow bullhead 2 2 1
Brown bullhead 1 2 2
Channel catfish 3 1 2
Largemouth bass 3 1 2
Piekerel 2 1 3
Northern
hogsucker 3 1 2
Silver redhorse 2 1 3
TABLE 6
Current
Present
X
X
X
X
Quiet, Sluggish
Water
x
X
X
x
FISH BIOMASS: A COMPARISON OF THE BIOMASS MEASURED IN KILOGRAM
PER ACRE IN DIFFERENT RANKED STREAMS OF THE SAVANNAH RIVER
(Williams n. d.)
Stream
Park Creek
Long Branch
Hammond Creek
Flagreed Creek
Bear Creek
First Creek
Governor's Creek
Mean Rank 2
Shanklin Creek
Whites Creek
Penny Creek
McKenly Creek
G:ill Creek
Charles Creek
Weems Creek
Wilsons Creek
Jordans Creek
Crooked Creek
Little Generostee Creek
Mean Rank 3
Hen Coop Creek
East Prong Creek
Canoe Creek
Big Generostee Creek
Mean Rank 4
Rocky River
Little River
Mean Rank 5
Savannah River
Stream
Rank kg/acre
2 12.95
2 18.98
2 10.77
2 6.80
2 14.84
2 19.85
2 21.45
Streams 15.09 kg/acre
3 42.25
3 13.36
3 17.42
3 41.12
3 13.30
3 16.05
3 23.63
3 10.49
3 18.79
3 25.32
3 20.00
Streams 21. 73 kg/acre
4 20.93
4 31.65
4 27.12
4 Data Unavailable
Streams 26.57 kg/acre
5 27.20
5 28.98
Streams 28.09 kg/acre
6 73.35
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These data can be used to discover whether or not stream rank can
be associated with a uniform measure of biomass. Such information could
be useful in associating fishing activity with stream rank given that
the higher the fish biomass, the more productive the fishing. The
biomass per acre and stream rank does seem to correlate as smaller
streams have lower amounts of fish per acre. (There are two exceptions
to this, however, Shanklin Creek and McKenly Creek, which do not fit
this pattern.) The mean values for each stream size reflect a gradual
increase in biomass from rank 2 streams to rank 5 streams, and then a
rapid jump with rank 6. This suggests that the Savannah River is far
superior for fishing than her tributaries (Fig. 10).
If fish exploitation were to be based on fish biomass in streams,
then the rivers with the higher amounts of fish would have been
utilized for exploitation more often than the smaller streams because
of the chance of success during a fishing trip. This would mean that
the Savannah River would have been the most intensely used body of
water in the project area, with other streams being utilized less
intensely according to rank. One problem exists with this, in that
the Savannah River is by no means today a natural system; nor has it
been in recent years. As a result of dam construction the activity
of the river is largely influenced by hydroelectric~production.
These data on biomass therefore, may not be representative of what
the fish populations on the river were even a hundred years ago.
It is felt, however, that such information can still be used, in a
restricted sense, to give general ideas on relationships between fish
and river.
In addition to the freshwater fish already mentioned, it is essential
that anadromous fish, especially shad, be discussed (see Table 7). After
three to six years spent in salt water, these anadromous fish return
to the freshwater stream of their birth to spawn. It was during the
migration period that shad and other anadromous fish served as a vital
component of prehistoric and even historic subsistence patterns, for,
during this period, shad will number into the tens of thousands (Leggett 1973).
The key tp the iIllPort<:\nce of shad as a resource is that they begin
their migra,f:ions at virtually the same time every year. The natural
triggering mechanism that initiates the shad migrations is attributed
to c.hanges in water temperature. When water temperature reaches from
1O-12°C, they begin the entry into rivers (Carlander 1969; Leggett 1977),
and at l3-l6°C, the migration reaches its peak. Shad remain in the
rivers up to four months, depending on the amount of time it takes to
reach the breeding streams (Leggett 1973). Shad differ from many
species of another well known anadromous fish, salmon, in that shad do
not always die after spawning (although many do), and they return to
the ocean. In warmer waters more shad die after the spawning period,
a fact attributed to the great loss of body weight in most fish as a
result of the long journey and because the fish do not eat in freshwater
(Leggett 1973; Carlander 1969).
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FIGURE 10. Average annual productivity of freshwater streams in the southeastern United States.
TABLE 7
FISH OF THE SAVANNAH RIVER DRAINAGE AREA
THAT COULD HAVE BEEN UTILIZED BY HUNTER-GATHERERS
OR PREHISTORIC AGRICULTURAL GROUPS
(Cleland 1966; Loyacano 1975; Carlander 1969; Caine 1949; Smith 1975).
Sturgeon
Acipenser oxyrhynchus
Longnose gar
Lepisosteus osseus
Bowfin
/
~calva
American eel
Anguilla rostrata
Bu~zard shad
Dorosoma cepedianum
American shad
Alosa sapidissima
Brook trout
Salvelinus fontinalis
Redfin pickerel
~ americanus
Chain pickerel
~ niger
Northern hogsucker
Hypentelium nigricans
Spotted sucker
Minytrema melanops
Silver redhorse
Moxostoma macrolepidotum
Creek chubsucker
Erlmyzon obongus
White sucker
Catostoma commersoni
Rock bass
Micropterus coosae
Largemouth bass
M. salmoides
White crappie
Pomoxis annularis
Black crappie
~ nigromaculatus
Warmouth
Lepomis gulosus
Bluegill
L. macrochirus
Redbreast-sunfish
L. auritus
Pumpkinseed
~ gibbosus
Yellow perch
Perea flavenscens
Channel catfish
Ictalurus punctatus
White catfish
1. catus
Flat bullhead
~ platycephalus
Snail bullhead
I. brunneus
Brown bullhead
I. nebulaosus
The Savannah River is unique among rivers along the East Coast of
the United States, with respect to shad (Figs. 11 & 12). First, the
Savannah receives shad in January and February, earlier than any river
other than the St. Johns in Florida. The early arrival of fish helps
to break the winter-long scarcity of food. The second fact is that
the Savannah is one of the few rivers in the Southeast in which, at
a time before the construction of dams, shad migrated into the Piedmont
(Leggett 19n).
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FIGURE 11. Extent of American Shad penetration in freshwater streams.
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FIGURE 12. Extent of gizzard shad penetration in freshwater streams.
Inland riverine zones can be broken into two sections, areas that
anadromous fish penetrate and areas beyond their range. This had a
great effect on the subsistence and technology of hunter-gatherers,
prehistoric agriculturalists and historic peoples (Binford 1964a).
On rivers where shad have been able to reach upper stretches of
a river, man's adaptation to this important resource is evident, as
fishweirs have been constructed. These weirs are large stone structures,
usually placed at strategic places along a river such as rapids and
shoals. Such areas where water is relatively low, enable fishermen to
constrict the flow of water, thus slowing the movement of anadromous
fish considerably. The ISavannah River contains several of these fish
traps, some that even stretch across the width of the river (Hemmings
1970).
Shad represent~a great amount of food and must be considered an
important part of the annual patterning of resource exploitation. These
migrations of shad also, in all probability, produced a great need for
cooperation between groups for several reasons. First, great numbers
of fish can be caught most efficiently if several groups of people
are involved. Second, the resource is important enough so that many
people would want to exploit it, but the places along the river where
these fish can be captured are few. The time of year when the fish
were caught was a very important time for social interaction. In
fact, because of the need for cooperation among groups, organization
might be assured by the establishment of a marriage network between
people exploiting shad (Wobst 1976).
Mo"H7&tSks
There are two classes of mollusks that inhabit freshwater
environments. They are gastropods (snails) and bivalves (mussels)
(Purchon 1968; Coker, et al. 1921; Cumbaa 1976). Mollusks are
permanent members of ariver community. While some species can migrate
within specific habitats (Coker, et a1. 1921), most are restricted
to specific river systems in whic~they have evolved. Mollusks will
almost always remain in specific micro-environmental and configurational
regions of a river. The only reason for redistribution of mollusks
would be geologic changes in landforms (Purchon 1968; Sparks 1968).
As a result, mollusks represent a very reliable and stable source of
food for hunter-gatherers and agriculturalists living around a riverine
environment.
Bivalves live within sediments of a stream bed, where they are
partially or almost entirely embedded. They are filter feeders, using
siphoning appendages to filter the water around them for food. Mussels
depend on one, or a mixture of severaldiJferen1;: foods,,'including mtfterals
in the water, organfcmatter (detritus) or pla.nktons (green algae and
diatoms) (Ptifchon 1968 ; Coker, et a1.1921)';. Even thaughrm1:J;sse1s depend
dire.c tly on their siphons for food, .,. :the. amclUnt of food available cGlepends
on whether or not a current is present in the water to s-tir up and
transport materials to areas in which they live. Riverine environments,
because of the constant flow of water and food materials, will support
larger mussels than non-flowing bodies of water. In lakes, mussels
must siphon the same water several times to retrieve nutrients (Coker,
et ~ 1921).
Mussels are also subject to seasonal changes in behavior. In warm
weather, shellfish live in shallow water near to the shore. During
the colder months of the year, they migrate to deeper water and bury
themselves in the sediments (usually to 3 em). Winter periods are
times of great inactivity (Purchon 1968; Coker, et a1. 1921).
Even though they are in deeper water during the winter, mussels can
still be exploited and therefore cannot be considered a seasonal
resource (Meighan 1969). It has been suggested by Brose (1972)
that warmer periods of the year are the best times to exploit mollusks,
primarily for reasons of convenience in that the water is warmer.
The density of a bivalve colony is often difficult to assess;
it ean range from 3 to 16~ individuals per square foot (Coker, et al.
1921). There are many types of mollusks that might be found i~a--­
particular region of a river, depending on the micro-environmental
con~itions. Usually, however, only one species will be found in
abundance in a particular water condition. It is important to understand
a little about what types of mussels are found in specific areas of
a river. Such information relates to current and the type of bottom
sediments found. Tables 8, 9 and 10 list freshwater bivalves that
might be found in the Savannah River and information on their association
with different properties of a stream's micro-environmental conditions
(From Coker, et a1. 1921).
Bivalves and gastropods (see Table 11) are found in a variety of
environmental zones around riverine areas. The quality of the environment
will have a great deal to do with the size of a population found within
a river. Bivalves represent an important food source for hunter-
gatherers and agriculturalists. They have the highest net yield of
any other order of animal, and also have the highest net yield of
all the resources that can be exploited in a riverine zone (Lee 1968;
Perlman 1976). They must be considered a preferable resource. for
a n1l1mber of reasons: mollusks are very easy to gather, one need only
use his or her hands and no special technology is needed; mollusks
are found to be a very reliable resource, they will always be in the
same general area; and they have nutritional value, and can offer
important sources of protein and calories during different periods
of the year.
Aquatia PZants
An inventory of aquatic resources would not be complete without
a list of edible plants found in the riverine zone. Aquatic plants
are highly seasonal, and in many cases more than one type of plant can
be exploited at the same time. While the actual number of exploitable
aquatic plants is small, these plants are a source of starch and calories.
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TABLE 8
FRESHWATER 1l;fflISSLES OF THE SA:VANNAHRIVER
THAT COULD •• ·· SERVE A$,:iRE$OURCES .FOR MEN
Lamstlis ligamentina
River mucket
L. Luteola
Fat mucket
L. ventricosa
Pocketbook
.h.~
Rainlnow shell
L. recta
Black sand shell
L. alata
Pink heel-splitter
.h. gracilis
Papershell
.!:. ellipsiformis
Quadrula coccinea
Flat niggerhead
Q. rubiginosa
Flat niggerhead
Q. undulata
Three-ridge
Q. tuberculata
Flat purple pimple
back
Q. Pustulosa
White warty-back
Q. plicata
Blue point
Q. lachrymosa
Maple leaf
Strophitus edentulus
Squaw foot
Andonta grandis
Floater
Andotiodes ferussacianus
Small floater
Alamidonta calceola
Slipper-shell
-S5~
Alasmidonta marginata
Elk toe
Symphynota compressa
S. costata
Fluted shell
E... complanata
Unio gibbosus
Spike
Obliqu~ria relfexa
Three~~orned warty-back
O. ellipsis
Hickory nut
Pagiola elegans
Deer toe
L. ligamenting gibba
Southern mucket
TABLE 9
BIVALVE AND :PREFERENCES FOR· DIFFERENT CUR-R.ENTS.
X Represents Freferred Current o Represents Curr.enofi.s
Where a Species Might Be Found. (Coker, e1: al. 1921).
j /
Littk or
No Current
Fair or
Goodi::Current
Strong & Swift
Current
C> X
X
X X
0 X
X 0
X
Slipper shell
Elk toe
Flat niggerhead
"Flat niggerhead"
Floater
Squaw foot
~ocketbook
Small Floater
Rainbow shell
S. Compressa
Fat mucket
Spike
Fluted shell
L. ellipsiforma
Three ridge
Southern
mucket
Flat
pi,mple--:bq,ck
Black
sand shell
Fink
heel-splitter
White
warty...ba,ck
Deer toe
Iiickory nut
Maple leaf
White
heel-splitter
Paper shell
Mucket
X
X
a
o
X
o
o
X
X
x
x-
X
X
o
o
X
X
X
X
o
X
x
X
X
x
o
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X
X
X
o
o
o
X
o
X
X
o
X
TABLE 10
DIFFERENT SPECIES OF BIVALVES AND THEIR RELATIONSHIP TO SEDIMENT TYPES. ~ Repres~nts
Natural Habitat the Animal Lives in, 0 Repres~nts Habitat that Can Also Support the
Organism. (Coker-, et ar. 1921).
+J
lH
o
tI.l
P<'ij(\) ::l
(\)~
,::::l'
<.<:l
CIl(\) CIl
l:l~
o CJ
+J 0
t/.lP=:
I'
LIl
...... , '
I
Slipper shell
Maple leaf
Elk toe
Floater
Paper shell
Pink heel
Splitter
Pocketbook
L. ellis:tforma
River niucke~
Southern mucket
Fat mucket
Three-horned
Warty-back
Hickory nut
Deer toe
Flat riiggerhead
"Flat niggerhead"
Purple warty-back
Squaw foot
White heel-splitter
Fluted sh~ll
Rainbow shell
x
o 0
o 0
o
x 0
X 0
o
o 0
X
X 0
X X
X 0
o X
o
X
X
X X
o 0
o X
o X
o 0
X
o 0
o 0
X 0
X 0
o
o
o
o 0
X 0
X 0
X
o 0
o
o 0
o 0
X
X
X
o
X
X
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
X
o
X
X
X
o
o
o
o
o
X
o
o
X
X
X 0
X 0
X X
o 0
X 0
X
X
X
o
o
o
X
X
o
X X
o
o X
x,
o
X
o
X
X
o
X
o
X
X
o
o
o
o
TABLE 11
GASTROPODS OF THE SAVANNAH RIVER REGION
AND PREFERRED ENVIRONMENTS (Brose 1972).
Valvata tricarinata
Goniobasis livescens
Somatagyrus ~.
Amnicola lustrica
Lymnea columella
Helisoma
Amtcola limosa
Pomatiopsislapidaria
Lymnaea·palustris
Helisoma trivolvis
Campeloma decisum
Heltsom,a anceps
Sterotremamonodon
~e$~donthYToidus
!!..todops-is albolabris
T. multilineata
Antuispiraalternata
A. solitaria
DiecuE cronkhitei anthonyi
He1i~odiscus.parallelus
Haplotremaconcavum
Me~omphix cuprea
Retella rhoadsi
.Succinea ovalis
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Aquatic gastropods occur~i~g along
banks or on vegetation in water
of slow rivers or streams with slow
to moderate current a few feet in
depth.
O~6Uffingdntnarshes, SW8¥1Pf?, bs.logghs
or shallow water, usually 1.5 feet
in depth and with decaying vegetation
and muddy bottoms.
Occurring in small swift streams or
creeks.
Terrestrial gastropods occurril;J.g in
damp deciduous forests of river
valleys of elm and hickory
Ter;restrial gastropods occurrin;g
in d;ry shady deciduous forests
with maple and oak
TABLE 12
EDIBLE WILD J?LANTS OF A RIVERJ]'!E ZONE
Species Environment Edible
Parts
Months Available
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
Cattail
Typha, latifolia
~ angustLeolia
Common in fresh and brackish
water throughout the U.S.
tubers
spikes
shoots
xxx
XXXX
XXXX
x X X X
I
VI
\£)
I
Duck Potato
Sagittaria latifolia
S. laci.folia
S. engellllannia,na
h .•. graminea
h longirostra
S. subulata
s:- weathbiana
Bulrush
Scirpus americanus
S. califijrndtcis
S. fluviatilis
S. robustus
Wild Rice
Zizania aquatica
American Lotus
Nelumbo pentapetala
Occur in a va,riety of river
zones-sha,llow muddy ~resh
water areas, ponds, brackish
and tidal areas
Occurs in a variety of River
zones, mostly shallow areas,
swamps, marshes, ponds and
tidal region (S. robustus)
Muddy or boggy borders of
streams a,nd lakes
In sha,llow bays andIl'll,1ddy
shores o~ sll,1ggish streams
throughout eastern U.S.
tubers
sprouts
root s-talks
seeds
seeds
tubers
X X X
xxx-X
XXXX
X X X X
XXX
X X X X
XXXXXXX
Species
Virginia Waterleaf
Hydrophy1um
Virginianum
TABLE 12 continued,
Environment
moist soils in all parts
of the U.S.
Edible
Parts
Leaves
top stems
Months Available
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
XXXX
XXX X
I
I
0\
o
I
Sedge
Carex 1epta1ea
Tuckahoe
Pe1tandra virginica
GQ1den C1uQ
Orontium aquaticum
Wa,teJ:i l;'a,J:isn:i;:p
S:i;un} !?uaye
Wet meadow, swales and pools
Shallow water, sloughs, bogs
and along river banks.
In shallow ponds, tidal area
and swamps
ponds, slow streams ar.d
marshes
seeds
seeds
tubers
tubers
tubers
XXX X
XXXX
xxx
X ..K:X X
X X X
XXX
X X X
X X X
XXX
I
I
I
Compiled from Binford 1l)}ll4a,;HcPhersonanct ~1<:pherson 1977; Muescher 1944 ~ JOhnson 1969_!
Table 12 represents the types of wild aquatic plants that can be
utili.zed by man. Outlined in this table are environmental zones in
which the particular plants are found, the months that a plant is
available and the parts Qf the plant that: hiillye nut;li::i.tiona1 value.
Nutrition and Aquatic Resources
It is critical for any organism to produce or consume matter that
can be changed into energy to be used to operate life functions. Art
individual, or group of individuals, not able to get the proper amounts
of food energy to operate efficiently, is at a distinct disadvantage,
and is soon eliminated from the population. It is therefore important
to discuss the nutritional quality of aquatic resources. If these types
of resources were utilized by man, they must provide a good source of
the important dietary elements (Table 13). A subsistence system
must provide the proper levels of dietary allowances, but what can
aquatic resources offer to any proposed diet?
TABLE 13
AVERAGE RECOMMENDED DIETARY ALLOWANCES
FOR TEMPERATE CLIMATE INDUSTRIAL SOCIETIES.
(Adapted from National Research Council 1968)
Adult Protein Calcium Iron Vitamin A Thiamine Ribo- Niacin Ascorbic
(Calories) gm gm gm IU mg flavin.mg mg Acidmg
Male 70 0.8 10 5000 1.0 1.5 17 70
(2570)
Female 58 0.8 15 5000 0.8 1.25 13 70
(1870)
Children
(calE,Eies)
Male 73 1.3 15 4800 1.3 1.7 19 80
(2900)
Female 58 1.25 15 4800 0.9 1.4 16 78
(2400)
---
Comparing the food values of aquatic resources to the basic needs
of a daily diet (see Tables 14, 15 and 16), we find that fish and
mussels can provide large amounts of calories and proteins, vitamin
A, Thiamine (B1), Riboflavin (B2) and vitamin D (National Academy of
Sciences 1964; Rost1und 1952). Minerals such as iodine, provided in
large amounts by fish, and iron, found in substantial quantities in
mussels, as well as phosphorus, sodium and potassium are present in
varying amounts on both fish and mussel species (Rost1und 1952;
National Academy of Sciences 1964; Parma1ee and Klippel 1974; E11erhoff
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TABLE 14
COMPARATIV~ FOOD VALUE CHARTS FOR FISH, WATER FOWL AND
TERRESTRIAL GAME (Ellerhoff 1977)
Food Source
(3 1/2 az.) Calories Ptqtein Fat Na K Ca Phosphorus Fe Thiamine Riboflavin Niacin A (iu)(gm) (gm) (mg) (mg) (mg) (mg) (mg) (mg) (mg) (mg)
American Eel 233 15.9 18.3 - 18 .7 .22 .36 1.7 1610
~ American shad 170 18.6 14.0 20 .5 .16 50
i Bass 104 18.9 2.6 192 100 30 2.1; Catfish 103 17.6 3.1 60 330 .4 40 30 1.7
i Crappie, White 79 16.8 .8 tr 30 1.4
I I Yellow perch 91 19.5 .9 68 230 180 .6 60 170 1.7I 0\ Brook trout 101 19.2 2.1 266 70 310NI White sucker 104 20.6 56 336 1.8
I
I Duck 232 21.1 15.8 - 12- 200 3I Pheasant 151 24.3 5.3 - 14 262 3.7
I
quail 168 25.0 25.0 6.8 40 175 15 270 3.8
Beaver 408 14.3 39 15 262 5.9 ~61 310 1.9 176
Blackbear 148 18.6 8.1 3 139 6.1 160 680 3.2 261
I Muskrat 154 27.2 4.2 25 220 7.6 160 210 6.2 2820'Rabbit 124 15.0 12 12 226 3.2 30 60 6.5
"
Squirrel 115 10.1 2 2 168 4.5 95 372 6.2 220
a'
r
Ventsdn 146 29.5 2.2 20 264 3.5 370 280 7.4
I
TABLE 15
NUTRITIONAL VALUES FOR SOME FRESHWATER FISH
100 GRAM PORTIONS (Walt and Merrill 1963)
Fish Calories Protein Fat Ca Fe K Na A Riboflavine Niacine Thiamine
(gr) (gr) (mg) (mg) (mg) (mg) (iu) (mg) (mg) (mg)
Bass, Large and 104 18.9 2.6 192 .03 2.1 .10
Small mouth 105 18.9 2.7 212
Catfish 103 17.6 3.1 .4 330 60 .03 1.7 .04
Chub 145 15.3 8.8
Sturgeon 94 18.1 1.9
~E
~' Eel 233 15.9 18.3 18 .7 1610 .36 1.7 .22
~
i Gizzard shad 200 17.2 14.0 20 .7 .16j
!
I I American shad 170 18.6 10.0 .5 330 54 .24 8.4 .150\w
i I Brook trout 101 19.2 2.1 19 46
Ii
III Chain pickerel 84 18.7 15.0 .7
Yellow perch 91 19.5 .9 .6 230 68 .17 1.7 .9
White sucker 104 20.6 336 56 .06
Silver redhorse 98 18.0 2.3 1.8
i Stripped mullet 146 19.6 6.9 1.8 292 81 .08 5.2 .07
..,pt..
~ White crappie 79 16.8 .8 .03 1.4 tr~
!t
~
i
E
I
I
TABLE 16
CO}~ARATIVE VALUES
FRESHWATER MOLLUSCS, FISH, WATER FOWL AND TERRESTRIAL GAME
(Parma1ee and Klippel 1974; E11erhopp 1977, Walt and Merrill 1963)
l"",---, _
1977). It appears that aquatic resources, while providing substantial
amounts of required nutritional elements, also compare favorably with
terrestrial resources (Table 16). The utilization of aquatic
resources has an advantage over the utilization of terrestrial resources,
because there is generally a high ratio of useable weight to live
weight in fish (Table 17).
TABLE 17
POUNDS LIVE WEIGHT VS PORTION OF USABLE MEAT
(Luxenberg 1972)
Average Per Cent Pounds
Fisl~Species Weight Usable Meat . Usable Meat
Sturgeon
Acipenser oxyrhynchus 30 80 24
Freshwater Drum
Aplodinotus vitreum 3.7 80 3.0
Channel Catfish
Ictalurus punctatus 4 80 3.2
Bul1h(~ad
Sp. IGtalurus .75 80 .6
Longnose Gar
Lepisosteus osseus 2 80 1.6
Bowfin
Amia Galva 2.5 80 2.0
-----,--Northern Pike
Esox lucius 3 80 2.4
Yellow Perch
Perca flavescens 3.5 80 2.8
---Largemouth Bass
Micr~terus salmoides 2.5 80 1.6
---
Aquatic resources, fish and mussels, can provide a wide range of
important vitamins and minerals, as well as varying quantities of calories
and proteins. More food material is present on fish (proportionate
to body weight) than with land animals. These factors make riverine
resources compatible with the needs of hunting-gathering populations.
TechnoZogy and Aquatic Resources
Technology is an important factor affecting the use of any
particular resource as there must be an efficient means available to
exploi.t any type of animal. Two sources are available from which to
derive information about technology. One is the archeological record,
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representing the actual tools, but not the techniques, used by man.
The other is ethnographic and ethnohistoric materials. These ethnographies
can give insight into the use of tools that are found archeologically
and the technology used to procure a particular resource.
The following is a list of different methods used in exploiting
fish :i.n the southeastern United States as reported by Rostlund (1952).
Use of a spear or harpoon: an important and frequently used method
for hunting fish. Several accounts exist giving examples of harpoon
hunting in the South Carolina area by Cherokees (Adair 1930). Some
advantages to spear fishing are:
1) Spears do not represent a very large investment of time in
manufacture or upkeep.
2) No large-scale organization is needed to fish using this method.
3) Spear and harpoon are very efficient means for exploiting
large and medium size fish.
Disadvantages to this method are:
1) Depending on the density of the fish population, the use
of a spear can be productive or non-productive. It is
possible that this method is appropriate for use during
spawning periods when large numbers of fish are close to
shore (Cleland 1966).
2) Relatively clear water is required, since a good view of
a potential prey is essential.
Fish hooks: a technique associated more with late prehistoric
periods. Several fishing hooks are reported, associated with this
genl~ral period of time (Rostlund 1952).
Advantages:
1) Fish hooks can be used effectively to catch fish that prefer
deeper water, where they are not easily captured by other means.
2) Fish hooks can be used in water that is less than ideal for
spear fishing because of sediment laden streams.
Disadvantages:
1) Angling can be and is most often, a very time intensive
method. As a result lower yields must be expected.
2) Many of the larger types of fish, such as sturgeon do not
take hooks. Anadromous fish cannot be hunted using this method.
Hook fishing was probably not an important fishing technique before
the agricultural period because of lower yields associated with this
technique (Rostlund 1952) (see Table 18).
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TABLE 18
Fish Runs
(~~pture Rates
86 sa1mon/24 hrs.
L~6 .• 5 1bs/man/max
15--66 fish/hr.
16 fish/hr. avg.
9 Ibs/hr.
3000 1bs in few hrs.
617 1bs/hr.
6 hr./day
12.5 1bs/hr
3.3-16.6 1bs/hr.
Est: 1-5 1bs/fish
3-5 men per net
6 hrs/day
12.8 1bs/day avg.
5-18 1bs/day
Fishing-Hook and Line
Streams (North Carolina)
[ndiantown Creek
Colly Creek
South River
Beaverdam Creek
Big Creek
Mings Swamp
Stoney Run
Black River
Rices Creek
Sevenmi1e Swamp
Percent of fish caught,
included in 1bs/hr. Est.
(Adapted from Perlman 1976)
%
95
98
94
100
91
100
98
94
95
94
Capture Specifics
Netting, Sweden,
Salmon
Netting, Massachusetts,
Alewives
Netting, Canada
Netting, Northwest Coast
Salmon
Netting, Canada
Netting, Canada
Netting, Canada
Netting, Alaska
1bs/hr.
3.1
8.1
.9
4.7
1.89
1.69
2.49
1.97
2.8
6.6
The above_figures repres~nt the capture rates for fishing
with nets and hook and line. These rCl-tes show the
yields of pounds per hour of fishing time.
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~et fishing: nets are a very efficient means to capture fish.
There are instances recorded of nets being found in archeological
excavations. More often, however, it is the sinkers and weights
attached to the nets that are found (Tringham 1971). Net weights
havE~ been found in Georgia (Rostlund 1952).
Advantages:
1) Nets are a very productive fishing method.
2) Nets can be used to procure many types of fish.
3) Higher yields are possible when using nets as opposed to
hook and line fishing (see Table 18).
Disadvantages:
1) Nets are most effectively used only in deep water.
2) The making and upkeep of nets are undoubtably very labor
intensive. This factor might represent an undesirable
expense to hunter-gatherers (Cleland 1966).
Fish poisoning: this method was used during more recent prehistoric
periods. Fish poisoning took place during summer, when the water
levels in streams and rivers was lower than at other times. The
operational requirements are such that to use this technique, a fairly
large group of people is needed. ~Vhen large groups are used in an
endeavor, a certain amount of social costs is expected (Le. planning,
organization and redistribution); therefore, the yields need to be
justifiably higher with this method than other methods that could
be used instead (Rostlund 1952).
Fish poisoning was used in the southeastern United States and
California (Rostlund 1952). The procedure involved building an
enclosure, which was then contaminated with poison. The poison was
madE! from pounded walnut bark, or Aeculus pavier nuts that were ground
and mixed with other substances. After fish were driven into the
enclosure, and subsequently died, they were collected and redistributed
or used for a communal feast. Rostlund (1952) mentions that poisoning
similar to that described above, was performed in South Carolina in
historic times.
Advantages:
1) This method enabled horticultural subsistence groups to
add animal protein to their diets.
2) Such methods produce a large amount of fish.
Disadvantages:
1) This particular fish procurement method requires an amount
of planning and organization, making for additional social
costs.
2) Water levels of streams and rivers, if this technique is to
work properly, must be lower than normal.
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fish weirs and traps: of all the previously mentioned methods
of fish procurement, fish weirs are the only ones that are known to
have been used by aboriginal popt,llations on the ScivannahRiver.
Weirs and traps are normally made from stone or wood, or a combination
of these. Optimal areas for weir construction were at places on the
river where there are shoals and rapids (Binford 1964a). These
areas of a river are ideal for the exploitation of certain types of
fis11, such as anadromous fish, which are found in large schools at
certain times of the year. In the shallow water weirs can constrict
the flow of water, and at the same time easily trap fish trying to
go upstream. Shallow, narrow areas also make for easier construction
and upkeep (Tringham 1971; Rost1und 1952).
Since fish weirs are known to have been used for fish exploitation
on the Savannah River, four sites of this type are described below:
38AB8:: A boulder alignment about 200 feet from the left bank of the
riVE!r joining in a second alignment, approximately 400 feet long and
nearly parallel to the bank (Hemmings 1970: 49). A site, 38AB10,
believed to be a fish camp, is located 400 feet upstream from the
weir (Hemmings 1970).
38AB15 (see Figs. 13 and 14): Located near Carter Island on the upper
Savannah near Cherokee Shoals. The trap is formed by two V shaped
structures, ending in open chutes. Wood is also incorporated among
the stones, perhaps to repair the weirs. A site on the shore,
38AB14, is associated with the weirs (Hemmings 1970).
38AB16 (Fig. 15): A smaller structure with no real V shape, although
there do seem to be openings in the structure at several places (Hemmings
1970) ..
9EB347: Double V's approximately 3 meters wide, with the small ends
pointing downstream. There are also two sites, 9EB94 and 9EB16,
10catE~d on McCalla Island that might be associated with these weirs.
The weir is on the western side of the island (Fig. 16).
Advantages:
L) A very effective means of exploiting fish, perhaps having
the highest yields of net energy of any fishing method.
2) The best method to exploit anadromous fish.
Disadvantages:
1) Fish weirs require a good deal of time to construct, and
additional time was required for repairs before each season's
use.
21 Usipg fish we~r~ could also require an amount of social
organization, since only a few places on a river are suitable
for a weir, and there would probably be several groups of
people desiring to use the structure.
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FIGURE 13. 38AB1S. Fish weir at Cherokee Shoals in the Savannah
River. Note double "V" shape and openings at the apexes of the
"V" shaped structures.
FIGURE 14. A view of the opening at the apex of "Vn shaped
fish weir 38AB1S.
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FIGURE 15. Fish weir--38ABI6 at Cherokee Shoals. 38AB15 is in the
background.
FIGURE 16. 9EB347. Fish weir at McCalla Island. Note double "V".
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Under certain situations preservation of aquatic resources might
be ell. desirable option for aborigina1~gliouP$. Therecarefsevef'a±.:
methods for preserving fish. Fish can be smoked over a fire, a much
used technique in the Northwest Coast area; they could be boiled until
they are scorched, a method used in the Southeast; .. or the~ fish ceuld be
salted, a method used by Yucchi Indians in South Carolina (Rost1und 1952).
Associated with the preservation of fish might also be some sort
of storage building. As of yet however, no evidence for such facilities
has been found on the Savannah River, although there are several areas
that might well have some evidence for storage structures.
Aquatic Remains in the Archeological Record
The presence of aquatic remains in the archeological record,
either in the form of fish bones or bivalve shells, represents a
vehicle for discovering information about the seasonal use of a site.
This section, therefore, is devoted to the ways different types of bone
and shell materials can be used to give valuable information to the
archeologist.
Fish
Under the most ideal conditions, one can expect to recover only
a small amount of the total bone material once it is deposited at a
site. There have been aquatic resources excavated from the Savannah
River region (Stoltman 1974) but to this point, there have been no
fish remains found, and only small amounts of shell material recovered
from habitation areas along the Savannah River within the Russell
Project area. It is hoped that in some areas of the Russell Project,
especially the Beaver Dam Creek Mound, aquatic resource remains will
be found despite natural deterioration processes.
One of the most durable parts of a fish's anatomy ~s,«thafceBillu'
stones, or otoliths. Otoliths are comprised of calcium carbonate, a
very durable substance, which accounts for the fact that these have a
good chance of surviving the ravages of time (Casteel 1976). There
are two forms of ear stones found in fish:
1) Stato1iths: solitary large ear stones formed in higher order
boney fish.
2) Statoconia: masses of minute particles, not very useful
for research purposes.
Otoliths function in a number of ways, the most important of which is
to help in balance and sense of direction (Casteel 1976). All fish
need otoliths, and the discovery of these stones will signal the
presence of fish in the subsistence pattern at a site.
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Identifying otoliths at a site can be problematic; since they are
small it is possible that they will be passed by unnoticed. Extreme
care, therefore, must be taken when excavators suspect the use of fish.
Probably the most effective way to ensure that otoliths are not over-
looked, is by using water screening with fine mesh screen or flotation
methods (Struever 1968b).
(mce ear stones are found on a site, they can be used to identify
the species or genus of a fish. It is also possible to make estimates
of live weights of individuals. The latter can be used to estimate
the percentage of fish represented in the diet (Casteel 1976).
In addition, since otoliths occur in pairs (one for the left side and
one for the right), a rough estimate of the total number of fish at a
site can be calculated. Seasonality can be predicted by analyzing
the seasonal increment bands formed on the otolith (Casteel 1976).
In the summer and autumn, times of rapid growth, the bands of calcium
carbonate forman opaque zone, while in winter and spring, periods of
slower growth, translucent bands are deposited (Casteel 1976).
Moreover, an investigation of the bands can determine the age of
fish and time of death.
Several other anatomical parts of a fish, if found on site,
can be useful means for discovering information. Probably the most
numerous units of a fish's body are scales and vertebrae. These
make up a lar&e portion of the dermal covering and skeletal structure
(Ryder 1971). Scales, cycloids, are thin, smooth disk-like objects.
The majority of freshwater fish, with the exception of catfish and
sturgeon, which have scale,...like.scutes, have scales (Casteel 1976).
A study of scales can yield information relating to the identification
of species at a site and the live weight of an individual. In addition,
a study of the formation of circuli, or growth rings, can yield
information as to the seasonal use of fish. The formation of circuli
is influenced by the growth of an individual. In colder periods of
the year, growth is limited. This is reflected by widely spaced
rings. Warmer times of the year, which are periods of rapid growth
will be evident from closely packed bands (Casteel 1976). Analysis
of the type of rings present on scales at a site will pinpoint the
time of year in which the fish were killed, therefore reflecting
periods of utilization. The use of scales can be misleading, however,
for as fish grow older all growth will produce tightly packed circuli.
Occurrence of large amounts of older individuals could distort the
data relating to seasonal use (Casteel 1976).
Ossified vertebrae compose one of the most commonly found sections
of a fish's skeleton (Ryder 1971). Although they are difficult to
analyze, estimates of live weights and seasonal growth information can
be derived. Seasonal dating works on the same principle as tree-
ring dating; essentially the size of the ring will reflect different
periods of growth throughout a year. This method is being used more
often in the place of the less accurate scale dating method. Analysis
of the vertebrae is also invaluable on fish without scales, like
catfish (Casteel 1976). Estimating the number of individual fish at
a site from the number of fish vertebrae is more complicated than when
using otoliths. The vertebrae method is based on the comparison of the
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number of vertebrae actually found on a site to a predicted frequency.
The actual estimate is made using the formula below (Casteel 1976):
(Observed Number/Expected Number)
N
BivaZves
Evidence of mussels in the archeological record is significant for
several reasons. First, mollusks are an important key in reconstructing
past environmental conditions of a river. By identifying certain species
of bivalves, one can discover the type of river bed present, how fast
the river was flowing, and even the depth of the water (Matteson
1969; Purchon 1968; Sparks 1969; Coker, et al. 1921; Brose 1972).
Reconstruction of environmental conditions is necessary because such
information provides important data concerning local weather conditions,
the river environment, and changes in landforms in times past. Second,
mollusks represent an important source of food which is not subject to
great seasonal changes in location or distribution. Finally, bivalve
shells can be used to date seasonal occupations of archeological sites,
perhaps even to the month. Such information can have a great impact
on the ability of archeologists to conclusively establish a seasonal
pattern for resource exploitation (Ham and Irvine 1975; Coutts 1970;
Pearson 1976).
Freshwater bivalves are found in basically three types of aquatic
habitats. These conditions relate closely to types of depositional
areas within a river. All species of mollusca will fall into one or
more of these categories. Usually while a certain species can be present
in a number of environments, one is preferred over the other (Coker,
et al~ 1921; Sparks 1969).
1) Zones with poor water conditions, poor aeriation and periodic drying.
Such conditions reflect small bodies of water that might dry up during
summer drought periods such as lakes, marshes and swamps. Only certain
types of mussels inhabit these areas (Sparks 1969).
2) Plant-rich, slow moving streams and rivers (Sparks 1969).
3) Fast-moving bodies of water. Most mollusc species can be placed
into this category, since most prefer quick water currents. In general,
molluscan species from the first two categories can be found in this
region of a river also (Sparks 1969).
The growth rings on mollusk shell, are an important tool for
establishing the season or month of bivalve utilization at a site.
rings actually are calcium carbonate increments added to the shell
regular intervals. Much like tree rings, these increments reflect
seasonal growth periods a mollusk has undergone (Stokes 1973).
The
at
the
There are two types of growth r:;i.ngs present on bivalve shells--macro-
rings and micro-rings. Macro growth rings are wide, light rings and
narrow, darker rings (which are very pronounced on freshwater mollusks).
These are on the outside face and can also be seen in cross section.
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The wide rings represent periods of high biological activity and growth,
during warm springs and summers. The narrower, darker rings indicate
periods of very low biological activity and practically no growth, as
would occur during the cold months of the year (Stokes 1973; House
and Farrow 1968; Clark 1968; Coutts 1970). Micro growth rings reflect
growth closely related to daily growth and the synodic month. These
lines also indicate periods of different seasonal activity, which is
evident from black and light, broad bands (winter and fall and summer
and spring respectively). Micro lines, however, can only be detected
from thin sections of bivalve shells and then only under a microscope
(Clark 1968; Pannela and MacClintock 1968, 1969; Berry and Barker 1968;
Coutts 1970).
The analysis of macro-rings can be done in several ways. The
first method is to determine the amount of growth from the last winter
growth period to the end of the shell, representing the time of death.
The second technique involves examining the bivalve shell over a
strong light: the growth rings for summer will appear opaque, while
the winter rings will be translucent. An estimate of the period of
utilization is achieved by comparing growth from the most recent winter
rings with growth until death (Ham and Irvine 1975; Pearson 1976).
Producing a date from micro rings involves the thin sectioning of
shell and investigation of the section under a microscope. Estimating
the time of death from thin sectioning of shells is described by
Coutts (1970) as examining
... the variation in thickness of daily bands from the last
macro-ring to the shell margin and count[ing] the daily
growth rings from macro-ring to the shell margin.
This method gives monthly dates to growth periods of a bivalve. It
can be accurate within a range of three months (Coutts 1970). While
being potentially accurate, this technique is subject to several
problems, the major one being the variation in the number of growth
rings per month. Such a large amount of variation has been attributed
to biological stresses resulting. from.coldtweather and spawning,. If"vhowever,
a large enough sample is used, an average value of all cases can be
"accepted as representative" (Clark 1970: 801) and correlated to the
proper number of days in a month, to within 1.0% of error (Clark
1970; Pannela and MacClintock 1968).
Shellfish have been found on the Savannah River, dated as early
as 2000-2500 B.C. and were continually utilized through historic
times (Stoltman 1972, 1974; Cumbaa 1976; Brose 1972; Parmalee and
Klippel 1975).
Within the Richard B. Russell project, there are several areas
along the river that can be expected to yield adequate resource
remains, particularly the Beaver Dam Creek MOund (9EB85). If found
on an archeological site, bivalves have much to offer in the way of
information. Seasonal use of shellfish, and the types of environments
species inhabit are two of the more important uses of shell remains.
ConcZusion
From the information presented thus,far, it can be seen that the
aquatic resources of the Savannah River meet the three conditions of
quantity, quality and available· technology, in order that it would have
been efficient for prehistoric and historic people to exploit them.
1) The Savannah River has sufficient exploitable species of plants,
fish and mollusca, insufficient numbers, to serve as worthwhile,
exploitable resources.
2) Fish and mussels contain suitable amounts of calories, proteins,
and vitamins and minerals to make their introduction into the diet
bendicial.
3) According to Rostlund (1952)., technology is available for the
efficient exploitation of fish resources. In fact, technology is
div.rse enough to be specialized for the different environmental
cond~t.iOiJ:l and fish species being exploited (especially anadromous fish).
Several important issues have yet to be discussed; when
wer. fish, mussels and aquatic plants used during the year? How do
thellle resources fit into an annual cycle of resource utilization2
Finally, at what times during prehistory and history do we find aquatic
res()urces used in the Savannah River area .
Much time and controversy has been afforded to various models
concerning the processes involved in selection of resources. These
studies have been devoted to a definition of the basic guidelines for
choosing one resource over another. The folloWing is a summary of
the work being done on this topic.
In the first model, Perlman (n.d.) sets forth the argument that
resources will be selected for on the basis of maximum amounts of
energy gained from a resource for the least amount of energy required
to exploit that resource. Pe:rlman.operationalizes his model by
setting up criteria for the selection of resources based on potential
energy yields, involving potential prey vs. availability and time
reqUired to find~ pursue and capture that animal (see Perlman n.d.: 28
for yields from the exploitation of potential prey).
Schalk's (1977) model is an investigation of the structuring of
anadromous fish resources~ and the influence such scheduling can have
on hunter-gatherers (inparticular~ Northwest Coast Indians) and their
subsistence patterns. His approach is to understand the influence
of the environment on the population structure during the spawning
peri.ods. By gaining a better understanding of the behavior of salmon,
S@halk can determine the geographic areas with the most favorable
conditions for their exploitation.
Jochim (1976) sets up criteria for the use of preferable resources
based on distribution and security. From this he establishes a model
of yearly exploitation of resources. Osborn (1977) evaluates the
production of resources (marine resources) from an ecological point
of view and establishes "units of analysis" to determine the amounts
of plant and animal food present at a site from their physical remains
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(January through March): pl;edominant use
game, especially Red Deer, boar and smaller
found on a site. Osborn has associated max1m1z1ng resources with principles
of natural selection in order to explain why certain resources, in this
case, low yield ones, are utilized by hunter-gatherers. Finally Smith
(1975) takes an intensive look at the exploitation of resources in one
region of North America, the central region of the Mississippi River,
and the late prehistoric adaptations associated with that region. From
his investigation, Smith finds that four factors explain selection of
resources: biological potential, amount of edible meat per individual,
ease of capture and seasonal peaks in density.
While all of the previously mentioned archeologists have their
own models of the use of resources, all agree that aquatic resources
are one of the most important parts of subsistence. The next task
is therefore, to fit aquatic resources into the yearly scheme of
resource exploitation. The yearly cycle of animal and plant utilization
is the result of the resource selection criteria. Each resource is
carefully evaluated as to its potential energy yields, population sizes
and behavior patterns throughout the year. When a resource can be
exploited with the lowest amount of energy inputs, achieving high
levels of returns, during a certain period of the year due to a
change in population density O~ behavior, then that resource will be
utilized to the utmost and wili be reflected by high frequency of
occurrence at a site (Jochim 1976; Smith 1975; Perlman 1976). While
not discussed here, understanding of the yearly subsistence cycle can
give valuable information pertaining to settlement patterns, specialized
components of a tool technology and inter-regional relations between
groups of people (specifically for assistance in exploitation of
resources requiring increased amounts of manpower).
Two excellent studies on annual subsistence patterns are Smith
(1975) and Jochim (1976). Jochim's work deals with Europe during the
Mesolithic and Smith's during the Late Mississippian period in North
America, but there are marked similarities between the types of
resources utilized and the period of the year in which they are exploited.
Such correlations in the subsistence cycles of two very different
cultural systems show that there must be universal guidelines for
the organization of exploitation patterns throughout the year.
Jochim (1976: 113-115) breaks the annual subsistence cycle into
four units, each one having a characteristic resource exploited during
that time.
Late Winter Months
of terrestrial
animals.
Transitional Period Between Seasons (April): utilization of
terrestrial game continues but becomes less frequent, the
use of plants and fish increases.
Summer Months (May through August): emphasis on fish (spawning
- season begins) and plants, with very little use of terrestrial
game (i.e. Red Deer).
~ar1y Winter Period (September through December): predominant
use of terrestrial game, especially Red Deer (rutting season
begins) and declining use of fish and plants.
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Smith (1975: 121-125) recognizes three categories of seasonal
resource utilization of anima1s t based on frequency of occurrence of
a type of animal in the archeological record in particular times of
the year. His information comes from several sites in the Middle
Mis$issippi River Valley.
Fish and turtles: fish were harvested during spring spawning
periods t and in the summer when the water level was down t
leaving many fish trapped in isolated pools. Fish were
the only anima1 t except rabbit t exploited; during lhe
summer.
Migratory waterfowl: waterfowl are available from October
to April in Smith's research area t and were used most of
that period.
Terr~stria1 animals: the period of use for land animals is
roughly from late September through early April with the
exception of rabbit.
It is proposed here that seasonal exploitation along the Savannah
River will be very similar to both of the above models. Ther~ are t
however, a few resources present in this model that are absent from
Jochim's or Smith's mode1s t notab1yanadromous fish and aquatic plants.
Fall and Early Winter (September through early December): this
period is marked by predominant use of white-tailed deer
for several reasons: fall is the rutting season t which produces
unusually agressive behavior in ma1est't!laki1J,g them easier~bo
kill; density of deer population increased during the earlier
parts of this time in certain areas (Atwell n.d.); the deer
have reached a maximum weight at this timet as a result of
summer foraging. Fish and plants are also exploited to a
lesser degree; fishing during fall spawning periods increased
on the Savannah River at this time (Savannah River Biological
Survey 1953) and aquatic plants such as wild rice t American
lotus, tuckahoe and golden club become available during
this period.
Winter Period (Early December through late Febuary): this
time of the year is very lean, with a dependence on small game
and very little deer (Perlman 1976). Since the Savannah River
stays relatively warmt few fish migrate out of the central
section of the river, and they can also be exploited (Savannah
River Biological Survey 1953).
Spring (Late February through May): spring is marked by a
tremendous increase on the biomass of the Savannah and
tributary streams because of the arrival of anadromous
fish in late February. These fish will be present in the
river for most of this period in varying densities
(Leggett 1973). Other fish also engage in spawning behavior
during this period t resulting in high density of all fish
species (Savannah River Biological Survey 1953). Shad
remains will occur in great densities in sites inhabited on
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or near the river during this peridd. Plant life also begins
to recover from winter, and will make up a great percentage
of the diet. . Jochim (1976) predicts that up to 30%··of t:'h~
diet will be providedlSy plants. Many species of aquatic
plants--'-cattail, duck-potato and bullrush-·-are available
at this time. Mussels also can be introduced to'tne list of
aquatic resources utilized during this period, but perhaps
only in a supplementary capacity to other types of foods
(Parmalee and Klippel 1974).
J:;ummer (Late May through August): mussels become a more important
resource, as fish biomaos decreases as the summer progresses
(Savannah River Biological Survey 1953) and deer do not yet
weigh enough to warrant exploitation. Mussels can serve as
a protein base, with fish and small game exploited to a lesser
extent, in a predominately vegetarian diet. During this time
most of the aquatic plants are available for exploitation.
The final question to be approached is, when do aquatic resources
become an integral part of the subsistence pattern? Fish resources
are part of a shift in subsistence during post-Pleistocene times
(Binford 1968b; Clark 1952). This period is, in general, an era of
technological change, population increases, and climatic alterations
resulting in the need for a new subsistence strategy (Binford 1968b)
that integrated for the first time fish and other aquatic resources.
In the Savannah River region the introduction of aquatic resources
came around 2500-2000 B.C. (Stoltman 1972). During this period of
time {around 3000 B.C. to present) the drastic environmental changes
occuring after glaciation had begun to end. Sea level, which was
increasing, became more stable, thus enabling estuaries to develop and
estuaries are an important link in the life cycle of shad (Leggett
1973) .. As a result, more dependence was placed on anadromous fish as
a resource, while other aquatic resources, especially mussels, also
began to be used (Stoltman 1972; Turnbaugh 1975; Cook 1976). Accompanying
subsistence changes were changes in technology to stylistically
different, task specific tools, marked by the manufacture of broad bladed,
stemm~~d points, referred to as Savannah River points (Coe 1964). Various
other changes in technology, such as the use of ceramics, dugout canoes
and fish weirs also occurved (C1/?Qk 19761.
Aquatic resources of the Savannah River and adjacent areas have
been shown to have had a valuable place in the subsistence pattern of
any time period. While these resources are under the influence of the
river, they are available throughout the year in abundant numbers,
and they represent a source of food energy that cannot be ignored.
If the technology was available for the exploitation of fish, then
there is no restriction on their exploitation. In any future studies
to be done on the river, aquatic resouvcesshould be. given a place of
importance in any models developed for the study of subsistence
systems or settlement patterns.
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Archeological and Historical Background
Introduction
A simple culture-historical chrondlcle of the human past of the Russell
Projeet area comprises the following sections. Discussed separately
are the early prehistory of the Southeast, the larger context of the
later prehistory, later Southeastern prehistory, the ethnohistory of
the study area,. and the history of the Russell locality.
j~s is argued below, the sequence of human cultures which have
utilized the project area is quite poorly known in the immediate
Russell locality. As a result of this, it has been necessary to
consult sources from better-known adjacent regions for information on
the chronological and cultural associations of the material con-
stituting the local archeological record. The master chronology for
this report, Figure 17, is based on two bodies of data, both of which
were drawn heavily from neighboring archeological localities. The
Paleo--Indian and Archaic periods are drawn from a regional synthesis
soon to be published by Goodyear, Ackerly and House (n.d.). For the
ceramic periods of prehistory, the Woodland and the Mississippian,
research by Smith, summarized as Figure 18 and attached notes, was
the basis. It should be noted that the difference of 200 years in
the tE~rminal Late Archaic date (early prehistory section uses 800 B.C.;
late prehistory was 1000 B.C.) reflects the difference between the
diagnostic artifacts emphasized--projectile point types and ceramic
types.. No importance is attached to this minor inconsistency.
Differences in the current state of knowledge of the early and late
prehistoric eras are responsible for the discrepancy in the length
of treatments. This is due to the long-standing propensity of South-
eastern archeologists to emphasize the more spectacular sites of
the late prehistoric period.
J\nthropologists, whether they are ethnographers studying historically
known native Americans or archeologists studying their prehistoric
ancestors, have long observed that in many ways, people east of the
Rockies and south of the boreal forests of Canada shared a pattern
of cultural development, and ata given time many groups shared similar
material cultures and general patterns of behavior (Kroeber 1939: 60;
Griffin 1967: 175). There have been three overriding themes in the
12 millennia of confirmed human occupation according to Griffin (1967:
175): (1) cultural growth from small migratory hunting bands to
agricultural societies, temple building tribes or chiefdoms; (2)
two major cultural climaxes~~thewidespread, relatively complex culture
groups we call Hopewellian and Mississippian; and (3) tremendous impact
of intensive cultivation of plants of Middle American origin upon the
later phases of cultural evolution in the East.
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CERAMIC CHRONOLOGIES*
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FIGURE 18. Ceramic chronology.
NOTES FOR CERAMIC CHRONOLOGY
1. The basic scheme is due to Caldwell (1958) as modified by
Wauchope (1966), Garrow (1976) and Hally (1976). Savannah-
Wilbanks ceramics do appear to have some Chicora attributes.
2. Stoltman (1974) was the basic reference with attention given to
Williams (1968) for the boundary of Stallings I and II/III.
The Chicora placement over the Savannah II-Irene transition is
due to Caldwell and McCann's (1941) discussion of rim elaborations.
3. Keel (1976, especially page 18) was the mainstay here, with
attention given to Dickens (1976: 10) and Egloff (1967).
4. Stuart (1974; n.d.) and Ferguson (1974) are the sources for
this sequence from the Middle Wateree River. Stuart's dates
are accepted. However, it should be noted that so far as
McDowell I correlates with the Pee Dee material (column 6),
McDowell I may begin earlier. See note (6).
5. Schroedl and Wallace (1975, Figure 5) gave the framework,
although McCollough and Faulkner (1973), Chapman (1973),
Kneberg (1952), Rowe (1952), and Lewis and Kneberg (1946) were
conSUlted. The Martin's Farm phase has been discussed by
Salo (1969), Faulkner (1975) and Schroedl and Wright (1977).
6. Coe (1964), except that the C14 dates cited by Reid (1967:61-63)
are accepted as marking the beginning date for Pee Dee pottery
types.
7. South (n.d.; 1976).
8. South (n.d.; 1976: 28...29) discusses the ceramics of the area
designated--and adjacent areas, some of which correspond to the
cplumns show here--in tarms;ofware-groups(e.g., ;Chicora) which
are composed of wares (e.g., Savannah) subsuming defined types
(e.g., Savannah Complicated Stamped). The ware-groups concept
appears to be useful for characterizing the general development
of prehistoric ceramics in the South Appalachian cultural area.
It should be observed that the coastal South Carolina column
illustrates two phases (Ashley and Charles Towne), or locally
defined cultural periods. But it also illustrates five pottery
~ares in the sense of South (n.d.; 1976): Stallings through Cape
Fear.
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It has been observed that within the East "cultural differences
were much more a function of time than of space," so that from Archaic
times onward the area can be regarded as a "single structure of inter-
related parts" (Caldwell 1958: vii). I.ongimplicated in the common
developments of the area has been the lack of internal physiographic
or climatic barriers to communication (Kroeber 1939: 60; Griffin
1967: 175).
In this section, a cultural-historical summary of the archeological
record as it is known for the Russell Reservoir area will be presented.
Because this area is poorly known archeologically, frequent mention
will be made to other parts of the eastern United States. This is
necessary because very little information is available from excavated contexts,
the notable exceptions being the Stalling's Island site (Claflin
1931; Bullen and Greene 1970) and the Lake Spring site (Miller 1949;
Caldwell 1954) which are located along the· Savannah River south of the
Russell Reservoir area. Also crucial for the preparation of this
summary for the Archaic, are the reports of Coe (1964) for a series
of sites in North Carolina and the recent work in the Little Tennessee
River Valley by Chapman (1977). The dates which demarcate the various
stai;es discussed are, for this area, mostly arbitrary and again,
extrapolated from other areas, and follow Goodyear, Ackerly and House (n.d.).
PaZeo-Indian Period (11,500-10,000 B.P.)
No evidence of Paleo-Indian occupation of the project area was
found during the various surveys conducted over the past eight years,
including the present one. This cultural stage, marked by basally
fluted lanceolate points (this term is used for convenience, to avoid
awkward conjunctions like projectile point/knife, and it is emphasized
that no functional interpretations are intended here), has been thought
by many to be indicative of the hunting of large, gregarious herbivores,
such as mastodon, mammoth, horses, camel, and bison (Griffin 1967;
Wauchope 1966;Michie 1977). Distributional studies have indicated that
fluted lanceolate points are rare in the Georgia-South Carolina
Piedmont, and, when present in this zone, are found in the lower
Piedmont near the Fall Line (Michie 1977; see also Wauchope 1966).
Fluted points are found in northwest Georgia in Cherokee and Bartow
Counties (Wauchope 1966: 99-100). This area is not in the Piedmont
proper, but rather in a transition zone between the Blue Ridge
province and the Ridge and Valley province.
The relative absence of fluted points in the Georgia-South Carolina
Piedmont contrasts markedly with the distribution of fluted points in
North Carolina. A study conducted by Perkinson (1973) indicates that
the greatest numberl'3 of fluted points occurred in the Piedmont. Lesser
numbers of fluted points are found on the Coastal Plain and in the Blue
Ridge province.
These distributional facts are of interest because they can
potentially inform us about gross behavioral differences that may also
indicate environmental or ecological differences present in these
different zones.
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The kx·ahaia (10., 000..2., 800 B.P.)
Traditional formulations of the prehistory of the eastern United
States have characterized this stage as being marked by the presence
of ground or polished stone implements (Krieger 1953). The difficulties
of any characterization of this period are discussed by Willey and
Phillips (1958: 104~108). Rather than become involved in an historical
review of this "concept," it is probably more profitable to adopt some
conventions that will serve the present purpose, which is to briefly
outline portions of the prehistoric archeological record as these may
be manifested in the Russell Reservoir area and areas immediately
adjacent. For now, this stage will be distinguished from the preceding
Paleo-Indian period by the appearance of notched points (again no
functional interpretation is applied) represented by Dalton, Kirk, and
Palmer types. This stage is also distinguished from the succeeding
Woodland period by the presence of fiber-tempered ceramics as opposed
to sand-tempered ceramics. This latter distinction was made because
the appearance of fiber-tempered ceramics at the Stalling's Island
site appeared to be not accompanied by any other changes in the lithic
tool inventory (see Stoltman 1972). More recent work by Bullen and Greene
at the Stallings Island site has, however, indicated that there are
changes in the lithic artifact inventory which accompany the introduction
of fiber tempered ceramics in the material culture inventory (Bullen
and Green 1970). At present, it is not possible to resolve this
point of disagreement between these authors. The fiber tempered versus
sand tempered distinction will continue to be made here for heuristic
purposes. It is quite clear that the processes resulting in the adoption
of ceramics and seeming intensification of occupation or adaptation are
quite complex and that, for the present, any-arbitrary taxonomic or
classificatory distinctions will always be, in some respects (and to
some individuals), unsatisfactory.
Various summaries of eastern United States prehistory have
characterized the Archaic in general as representing a shift from "big
game" hunting to adaptations reflecting a more diversified set of sub-
sistence strategies; e.g., the hunting of smaller game and the use of
plant foods (Griffin 1967: 178; Willey and Phillips 1958; Caldwell 1958;
Dragoo 1976). In the discussion below, a three part division of the Archaic
will be used and it should be noted that these divisions are based on the
presence of diagnostic artifacts that are now securely dated by radiocarbon
and further support is given by stratigraphic superposition for these divisions.
EarZy Arahaia (10.,000-8.,000 B.P.)
Diagnostic artifacts indicative of this period in the project area
are Dalton, Hardaway, Palmer, Kirk, LeCroy, and Kanawha points. Radio-
carbon dates for these artifacts from various localities indicate that
they were used between 10,000 and about 8,000 B.P. Very little is known
about the specifics of these adaptations because, with the exception of
Tennessee in the nearby region, only one site with stratigraphy is
known from each area. This makes inferences about subsistence strategies
and settlement patterns difficult and not easily generalized beyond
the context of a single site. Analytical interests of the various
investigations of stratified sites have varied also, reflecting changes
in the discipline over the past thirty years. Another factor that has
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perhaps interfered with our ability to interpret these adaptations has
been a tendency for the investigators involved in the analysis of stratified
sites to isolate levels that are of interest to them and compare these
levels to assemblages of similar age from other sites which are often
located hundreds of miles away. There appears to have been little
concern for the analysis of these sites in terms of themselves. This
is to say that the analysis of the succession of occupations at a single
site can and has been a fruitful strategy of inference about the adaptations
represented by anyone occupation zone (see Brown~ et al. n.d.).
Lithic assemblages from this period include a variety of unifacial
end and side scrapers. The diagnostic artifacts of this period all
exhibit evidence of resharpening to extend the use-lives of the tools.
It has been noted that this contrasts with the preceding Pa1eo-rndian
fluted points (Goodyear, Ackerly and House n.d.). There appears to be
little evidence for· ground stoneirnplements, although Chapman (1977)
and Griffin (1974) have noted the presence of mortars in some Early
Archaic sites.
A wide range of floral and faunal resources was exploited during this
period. There is evidence for the use of deer, raccoon, turkey~ squirrels
and turtles (McMillan 1971; Griffin 1974). Acorns and hickory nuts were
also exploited (Chapman 1977). Additionally, the data from Tennessee
indicate very litt1e~ if any, use of seeds (Chapman 1977: 117).
There is a general impression of a wide-ranging adaptation during
this period that exhibits great similarity over large portions of the
eastern United States. Dalton points, for example, are known from at
least Missouri to North Carolina, while Kirk points are recognized from
this area to Illinois (Fowler 1959; Brown, et al. n.d.) and southern
New England (Dincauze and Mulholland 1977).--Chapman (1975) has recently
discussed the Bifurcate Tradition and its areal distribution in the
eastern United States. Points of this tradition are also widespread,
being recognized from the upper Midwest to New England and south to
North Carolina and Tennessee. The recovery of LeCroy and Kanawha
points during this survey extends the range of this tradition even
further (see Chapman 1975: 254).
MiddZe Arahaia (8~OOO-5~OOO B.P.)
Diagnostic artifacts indicative of this period in the project area
are the Stanly, Morrow Mountain (I and II), Guilford, and Halifax bifaces.
The distinction between this period and the Early Archaic is made on
the basis of the appearance of stemmed points rather than notched
points~ In addition, other elements of the lithic assemblages are
different. The finely made end and side-scrapers of the Early Archaic
are no longer in use and when unifaces are a component of the assemblage,
they are noted as being "cruder" (Coe 1964). There is evidence from
Alabama of a bone technology during this period (Dejarnette, Kurjack
and Cambron 1962), and Coe (1964) supposes that the absence of stone
scrapers is indicative of their replacement by bone implements. Ground
stone became more important during this period, as evidenced by a mortar
in the Stanly level at the Doerschuk site (Coe 1964).
Direct evidence of the faunal and floral resources exploited is
largely lacking although there are data from Tennessee indicating the
use of acorns and hickory nuts continuing from the Early Archaic.
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The use of walnuts is indicated for the first time, although the representation
of this species is minor (Chapman 1977: 116-117). It is generally
assumed that the patterns of faunal and floral exploitation were little
changed from the preceding Early Archaic, but this must remain supposition.
In other parts of the Southeast, burials and storage pits make
their first appearance in the archeological record (Griffin 1972;
Dejarnette, Kurjack and Cambron 1962). This has been viewed as an
indication of increasing sedentism by some, and if the recent work at
the Koster site is taken into account, this may well be the case.
House platforms have been noted for Horizons 6 and 8, which are representative
of the Middle Archaic (Brown, et al. n.d.: 13-14). Whether these generaliza-
tions should be extended to a culture history of the project area remains
to be determined, because the evidence from sealed contexts in Tennessee
and North Carolinado'es not indicate this (Chapman 1977; Cae 1964).
Caldwell's "Old Quartz Industry" (1954, 1958) is now viewed as
being primarily representative of the Middle Archaic (Wauchope 1966).
Caldwell says of this manifestation:
In these assemblages small ovate and pointed ovate
blades predominate ••• some sites show no specimens
which could be classified as projectile points while
other artifacts which could be called knives or
scrapers are numerous (1958: 8).
He further notes an absence of "shaped heavy tools such as axes,
grinding stones or big choppers. There is, incidentially, no equipment
of polished stone" (1958: 9). Old Quartz sites were numerous and
small, rarely more than 150 feet in diameter. As he says, "it is
difficult to escape the impression that these were camp sites of brief
duration" (1958: 9). He also notes that these sites contrast greatly
with the succeeding Archaic (1958: 8).
To the degree that the Old Quartz Industry is representative of
the Middle Archaic (it should be noted that "spinner points" are part
of the Old Quartz Industry, and these are now known to be Palmers but
these form a "consistent minority {l958: 81]), there is-a strong contrast
with the picture of the Middle Archaic gleaned from sites of the large
river valleys of the central United States.
Late Arohaio (5~OOO-2~800 B.P.)
While the distinctions made to separate the earlier divisions of
the Archaic from each other and the preceding Paleo-Indian period can,
at some levels, be considered to be arbitrary, distinguishing the Late
Archai.c is less of a problem. Very pronounced changes occur during this
period (including the appearance of fiber tempered ceramics) that fore-
shadow.the changes observed in the Ceramic period and provide strong
contrasts with the preceding record of the Middle Archaic of this area.
These changes are so pronounced that Caldwell views the Stalling's
Island (Claflin 1931; Bullen and Greene 1970) and Lake Spring (Miller
1949) sites as more closely related to the She11mound Archaic of
Tennessee and Kentucky than they are to the preceding Old Quartz
Industry sites of this area, which are presumed to be representative
of the Middle Archaic (Caldwell 1958: 8).
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While sites of the Old Quartz Industry were restricted to the
Piedmont of Georgia and South Carolina, the Late Archaic sites of this
area have technological and subsistence base similarities to both the
Shellmound Archaic (Lewis and Kneberg 1959) and to the Broadpoint
Horizon which extends along the Atlantic Slope from Georgia to New England
(Turnbaugh 1975). These manifestations have also been grouped by
Ford (1974) into the Midcoastal Archaic and Dragoo (1976) into his
Coastal (Piedmont) Archaic.
Technological similarities relate to the appearance of the Savannah
River knife, a large, square-stemmed biface frequently made of slate
or argillite, although specimens made of quartz and Coastal Plain chert
do occur. This form has also been referred to as the "broadpoint"
(Turnbaugh 1975) and morphological similarities have been observed all
along the Atlantic Slope. Other items in the artifact assemblage
include stemmed scrapers, winged atlatl weights, chipped adzes or
celts, and cruciform drills (Turnbaugh 1975: 54). In the Savannah River
region, fiber tempered ceramics make their appearance during this time.
At first it was thought that no changes accompanied the introduction
of ceramics but recent work at the Stalling's Island site has indicated
a change in the projectile point/knife category from the "classic"
square-shouldered form made of rhyolite slate to contracting stemmed
forms made predominantly of quartz (Bullen and Greene 1970).
Sites of the Stalling's Island culture (Stoltman 1972) also
exhibit evidence of intensive use. Hearths, pits, and fire-cracked
rock are common and obvious. The shell middens on these sites are
impressive, often many feet deep. There is, however, little evidence
of structures at these sites, with only a few postmolds being
observed at the Bilbo site and a possible "lean-to" at the Rabbit
Mount site (Stoltman 1972: 49).
Subsistence is focused on the exploitation of river mussels
along the Savannah River. Along the coast, the exploitation focused
on marine shellfish. There is also artifactual and faunal evidence of
the exploitation of plant food and terrestrial mammals. More northerly
manifestations of the Broadpoint Horizon are presumed to be involved
in the exploitation of anadromous fish, the gathering of plant foods
and hunting (Turnbaugh 1975: 60). The Atlantic Slope is, of course,
immediately adjacent to the Atlantic Fish Province, which is the most
productive fishing area in North America (Rostlund 1952; see O'Hara
above) •
Sites, as might be expected, are located along the major rivers,
although sites with Late Archaic diagnostics are known to occur in the
uplands adjacent to the rivers (Stoltman 1972: 51; House and Ballenger
1976; Goodyear, Ackerly and House n.d.). Stoltman suggests that the
Stalling's Island culture sites with which he is concerned may
represent only a part of the settlement system and that the settlement
pattern may be the "central-based wandering" type (Stoltman 1972: 52).
It should be noted that while the Broadpoint Horizon has primarily
an Atlantic Slope fOClis,LateA:rcha.ic manifestations are known dinto the
Appa1aehian Summit. 'I(e€!l (1976a) has noted both the pres€!nce of the
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Savannah River form and a smaller stemmed form which he has called the
"Otarre Stemmed" (197613.: 194). Goodyear (Goodyear, Ackerly and House
n.d.), has noted a formal similarity between this form and Bullen
and Greene's (1970) "Type 3" which has been radiocarbon dated at 3730 +
150 B.P. These formal similarities indicate that there might be for
the Savannah River region, an adaptation that is seasonally manifested
in all of the physiographic zones from the Appalachian Summit to the
coast. At present this must remain speculation, but it is food for
thought. Other items" of the material culture, such as steatite which
is available in the Piedmont province, have been found in Appalachian
Summit and Coastal Plain contexts and give further support to this
speculation.
Just as the appearance of the Stalling's Island Late Archaic is
distinctive, so is its passing. In freshwater settings, there appears
to be no extensive utilization of shellfish after the appearance of sand
tempered ceramics on the coast (Stoltman 1972). There is no post-
Late Archaic manifestation at the Lake Spring site, and only transitory
evidence at the Stalling's Island site itself. This is not the place
to become involved in a discussion of why this might be, but it is
noted because it could be potentially informative of behavioral changes
resulting from the operation of ecological, climatological or geological
processes which at present are poorly understood.
Later Prehistoric BCf,ckgl'oundof the EasteY'rtulJnitedj8-t>cx-f;@s
The archeology of any restricted a-r;ea iS1ll.eJa1Jtl~t:f!tl1on1Y\4wJilenit,,,i.s
considered in its larger context, so that comparisons can be made and
the contribution of the current work can be fitted into its proper place
in the larger scheme of data and theory of North American archeology.
This section will first discuss the eastern United States. Following
a simple chronicle of general.prehistoric development, the frame of
reference is narrowed to the South Appalachian subarea....-e~~tiMll!!
the £13.1" Southeast. From this more specific context, general expectations
concerning the prehistory of the Russell Project area may be extrapolated,
with special emphasis on those South Appalachian areas which are especially
close geographically or environmentally. Finally, a summary of ethno-
graphic data concerning the aboriginal inhabitants of the vicinity of
the modern Russell project will be presented.
The Woodland Stage
Later prehistoric times may be said to begin with the cultures of
the Early Woodland stage. Classically,. this "period" has been defined
by the presence of three cultural traits~:OJ) p~ttery" in the N(!>rtheaet<
usually cord or fabric marked, but with other surface treatments
appearing in other areas; (2) burial mounds; and (3) agriculture (Griffin
1967: 180; Willey 1966: 267). In practice, the appearance of pottery
has become the crucial criterion (Jennings 1965: 57), due to problems
which arise today with the other indices of Woodland status. Considering
burial mounds, such elaborate mortuary practices are known as long ago
as 3000 B.C. in the maritime Northeast (Dragoo 1976: 16), and from 2000 B.C.
in the Midwest (Brown 1977: 168), antedating pottery or agriculture.
As to agricultural practices in the East, they relate ambiguously to
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the Woodland concept for two reasons. Solid evidence for Eastern
agriculture, whether using local domesticates or the Mesoamerican imports,
is quite scanty at this time level and largely limited to the Midwest
(Griffin 1967: 183; Struever and Vickery 1973: 1213, Fig. 1). In any
case, the significance of cultivated plants for Woodland cultures has
been a matter of some dispute, with extreme positions being taken by
Caldwell and Willey. Caldwell (1958: vii, 30-31; also Ford 1974: 401-
403) denies that Early Woodland Adena cultures or even Middle Woodland
Hopewellian cultures were more than minimally dependent on cultivation,
while Willey (1966: 268) thinks food production crucial to the development
of both.
While the general theme of the development of the Eastern
Agricultural Complex has not lost its significance, it is now regarded
as less of an epochal event, and more of a process, one taking many
centuries to unfold and not responsible for instant, dramatic impacts
on native cultures. The intensive harvesting of wild plants is indicated
by sueh basic Late Archaic traits as grinding stones, hot stone boiling,
storage facilites, and the collection of wild ancestors of cultivated
speciE~s (Ford 1974: 401). A consequence of such harvesting is
artHicial selection of plants with desirable features tending to
produee domesticated species. Generally "plant cultivation can be
coneeived of as a consequence of intensive harvesting"; the special
importance in the Midwest, at least, of riparian mud flats has been
suggested (Struever and Vickery 1973) and usually accepted, with some
qualification (Brown 1977). The role of the Poverty Point cultures of
the lower Mississippi drainage is still quite enigmatic. Dated ca.
1300-200 B.C., the vast earthworks, unusual microblade stone technology,
and a general Mesoamerican cast have been used to argue an early
Mesoamerican village Formative origin with agricultural trappings (Webb
1968). But this circumstantial evidence has not settled the case
(eg. see Jennings 1974: 245).
~fust impressive of the cultures of this period is the Adena of Ohio,
Indiana, Kentucky, Pennsylvania, and West Virginia, which is largely
defined by its mortuary customs involving conical burial mounds,
earthworks, and log tombs (Willey 1966: 268-269). However, the ties
of Adena with its many contemporary cultures are mostly matters of
general development only. Distinctive and less elaborate regional
cultures, such as that called Deptford in the Georgia area, included
most of the area and population of the East at the Early Woodland stage.
Certainly, in many, if not most areas, a general Archaic lifeway with
pottery continued (Dragoo 1976: 16). Fine-tuned adaptations of
relatively long-lived traditions were expressed regionally at this time,
showing up more clearly because of their apparent correlations with
pottery decoration and vessel forms (Caldwell 1958).
Middle :tvoodland times, if regarded from a Midwestern vantage point
(Griffin 1967), are virtually defined by the dominance of Hopewellian
cultures. A mortuary complex analogous in some ways to Adena, the
Hopewellian phenomenon has more recently been seen as a sphere of
cultu:res interacting in ways still undetermined, but involving the exchange
of ideas and goods over a broad area of eastern North America (Struever
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and Houart 1972: 304). The classic Hopewellian heartlands are those in
Ohio and Illinois. Of southern areas, Griffin says:
The farther south the sites are, the more they reflect
the tool forms which had a long history in the
lower Mississippi alluvial valley and in the Southeast.
The burial practices are significantly different from
those in the North. The southern Hopewellian complexes
such as Miller, Porter and Marksville approach the
attainments of the rich northern cultures only in
their ceramic development (1967: 186).
Rough contemporaries of Hopewellian cultures also included
Southeastern cultural complexes labeled Copena, Candy Creek, Badin,
Swift Creek, and Deptford. The Middle Woodland subsistence base, even
for the Hopewellian heartland, is likely to have been basically non-
agricultural, as indicated by recent syntheses (Brown 1977; Ford 1974)
which have the advantage of initial results of the flotation technique
in subsistence studies (\-Jatson 1976). Dragoo would attribute th~
MiddlE~ Woodland florescence to both greater use of cultigens and intense
utilization of natural food resources (1976: 22). Brown says that }1iddle
and particularly early Late Woodland sites in Illinois exhibit high
mortality rates and signs of malnutrition. He believes that these
reflect a rather inflexible pre-agricultural adaptation for intense
and very localized foraging (1977: 167-169). As already mentioned,
native cultigens probably played a relatively minor role. Corn, the
Mesoamerican import, is noted from the Northeast during the first three
centuries B.C., and spread widely, but does not seem to have been an
economic staple (Ford 1974: 402).
The most elaborate Middle Woodland societies clearly represented
not mE~re1y an increase in population but also a change of organization.
Status differences among individuals are indicated by at least two
lines of evidence. First, the mortuary complex clearly differentiated
individuals in terms of wealth of grave goods, relative positions in
group graves, and the occasional immolation of individuals (Caldwell 1958:
30).. Second, physiological evidence of the sheltering of an "elite"
group from malnutrition is cited by Brown (1977: 167) from work by J.E.
Burkstra in Illinois. Thus a ranked society with status reflected in
burial customs is suggested (Dragoo 1976: 22). Ford believes that
settlE~ment pattern and demographic data imply that "these societies were
organized along lineage lines, with Big Men .••manipu1ating nonessential
economic resources for influence and power in keeping with their kinship
responsibilities anel putative ritual obligations" (1974: 402).
Late Woodland times have been defined over much of the East as
beginning with the onset of a decline, in that (1) diagnostic Hopewe11ian
tools" both utilitarian and ceremonial, disappear; (2) the burial
ceremonialism declines,; and (3) the evidence of exotic trade goods,
hence of extensive interregional exchange systems, is much less common
(Griffin 1967: 187). It is noteworthy that the decline is most obvious
for the areas previously the most ostentatious, such as the Midwest
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(Griffin 1967: 187). For the Midwest also, climatic change is the most
COnilllOllly cited cause (Brown 1977; Baerreis, Bryson and Kutzbach 1976;
but see Ford 1974: 402). However, Dragoo, for one, suggests that
the post-Hopewellian period was more of a reorientation than a breakup,
even in the Midwest. Cultures turned away from a dramatic and widely
shared burial ceremonialism and toward a more efficient exploitation
of inereasingly valuable and increasingly territorialized agricultural
lands (1976: 19-20).
A specific exception to the picture of Late Woodland decline occurs
in areas of the Southeast. Northwest Florida and the Lower Mississippi
Valley area preserved the Hopewellian emphasis on mortuary ceremonialism
even heyond Woodland times. Involved respectively were the Weeden
Island culture of the Gulf tradition of Caldwell (1958), and the
Troyv:llle-Issaquena cultures to the west (Griffin 1967: 187). But
for most of the people of North America:
Between A.D. 400 and 900 settlements became more
stable as the subsistence base expanded to include
more cultigens to supplement an efficient exploita-
tion of all natural food resources. The need for
good lands for growing cultigens resulted in a
settlement pattern in which villages were moved
within specific territories as the soil became ex-
hausted. Conflicts developed between neighboring
groups over land rights and by A.D. 800-900 most
villages were surrounded by stockades. From A.D.
500 to 900 there was a gradual diminishing in the
importance of the "burial cult" but some concepts
concerning the treatment of the dead were to persist
into historic times (Dragoo 1976: 20).
In the Southeast as a whole, this Late Woodland stage was one of
devE~lopment of distinctively Southeastern cultural (that is, ceramic)
traditions, although the South Appalachian culture area in particular
is poorly known (Sears 1974: 275; cf. Keel 1976a: 225). Considering
the East as a whole, this period is one in which the Southeast becomes
the major innovator of cultural traits, replacing the Northeast in
this role (Sears 1964: 270). The quickened pace of cultural evolution
has been attributed to the relatively favorable conditions there for
maize cultivation (Griffin 1967: 189).
The Mississippian Stage
If the Woodland stage of cultural evolution is associated with
pottery and initial agriculture, then Mississippian cultures are said
to show "the wide variety of adaptations made by societies which
developed a dependence on agriculture for their basic, storable food
supply" (Griffin 1967: 189). This concept monitors the fundamental
cultural variable of subsistence instead of a trait list. For
Mississippian cultures, the trait list has often consisted of she1l-
tempered pottery, tiny triangular arrowheads, and truncated pyramidal
mounds (Jennings 1974: 248). These traits were indeed fellow travelers
of this sort of adaptation in the lower and middle Mississippi Valley,
whieh appears to be the heartland of this development. Other classic
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concomitants of this culture type include villages located on major
floodplains, organization of ceremonial centers about planned plazas,
greater emphasis on territoriality and land ownership~ food storage~
specialization of labor, and religious ceremonies largely rationalized
as aids to crop production (Griffin 1967: 189). Many groups north
and northeast of the Mississippi drainage did not participate in the
Mississippian cultural development, but remained at what might be called
a Late Woodland stage up to historic times (Griffin 1967: 189).
Also, cultures which are united under the Mississippian label are not
highly similar in respect of specific features of environmental adaptation
and material culture; this fact~ naturally~ has been recognized for a
long time~ and Griffin's scheme of subdivision of Mississippian cultures
includes such regional "complexes." as the classic Middle Mississippi
heartland and South Appalachian Mississippian in the Southeast.
The highest aesthetic attainments of the prehistoric East are
related to the cultural phenomena known collectively as the Southern
Ceremonial Complex or the Southern Cult. It was originally viewed as
a messianic-revivalist movement with Mexican affiliations inspired
by European contacts (Waring and Holder 1945: 29).
In large part this early interpretation was due to the apparently late,
sudden~ and fully elaborated appearance of the Southern Cult (Waring
and Holder 1945: 31). Now~ however~ material from new sites and re-
evaluation of the older sites suggests that the Southern Cult probably
dates to the span ca. A.D. 1200 to l400~ and apparent developmental
stages have been observed (Waring 1977: 90-92; Brown 1976: 125).
SouthE~rn Cult material includes (1) design motifs ~ usually on pottery
and shell gorgets~ such as the cross, the sun circle~ and distinctive
death symbols; (2) apparent god-animal representations, such as the
eagle" the rattlesnake, and the cat; (3) ritual objects such as shell
and copper gorgets~ ceremonial celts~ and monolithic axes; and (4)
costulne elements~ observed on representations of god-animals and found
as grave goods--the antlered head-dress is one example (Waring and
Holder 1945: 3-6). This material is limited in its distribution to
circwnscribed areas of certain sites (such as Spiro in Oklahoma~
Moundville in Alabama~ and Etowah in Georgia). The classic Southern
Cult has been said to appear in "a large~ irregular oval encompassing
North Georgia~ East Tennessee~ Southern Missouri~ Arkansas~ Eastern
Oklahoma, Northern Mississippi and Northern Alabama." Later, cult
elements of the "Attenuated Phase" spread farther and seem to be in
more t::ommon use (Waring 1977: 92).
In light of the growing evidence of the social complexity of the
Mississippian cultures of many areas (Larson 1971; Peebles 1971; Brown
1971a~ 1971b; Mochon 1972), Ford (1974) and Brown (1976) have offered
new explanations for the origin of the Southern Cult which suggest
its functioning as an integral part of many Mississippian systems.
Ford feels that a growing dependence on artificially simplifiedeyosystems.
with maize as a dominant element~ meant growing vulnerability to crop
failures. The solution evolved was "the institution of redistributional
ceremonies (tying together a larger hinterland over which simultaneous
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crop failures were unlikely) at harvest time, and the swift and far'"
f1wlg borrowing of these as witnessed through their archeological
expression, the Southeastern Ceremonial Complex, argues that it was
effectual for systems integration and maintenance" (Ford 1974: 407).
Waring (1977: 53) also believed that the Southern Cult was strongly
oriented to maize and to the planting cycle, and he thought the Creek
Busk to be "a relatively pure survival of mound ceremonial."
Brown (1976: 126-128) holds that the Southern Cult and the Mississippian
hiera:rchica1 society arose from three interrelated networks of social
power. Archeological indicators of these networks are three sets of
artifacts: 1) prestige artifacts, often nonuti1itarian weapons, which
demonstrate the importance of warfare in Mississippian society (Larson
1972; Gibson 1974); 2) the falcon, falcon impersonator, and associated
paraphernalia, believed to be associated with the role of war captain;
and 3) the mortuary temple, which functioned to uphold the sacredness
of the chiefdom. Both of these explanatory schemes suggest that the
Southern Cult may be traced back to agricultural intensification, since
a probable cause for warfare was a shortage of prime agricultural land.
Thus the recent concensus seems to be that the Southern Cult was
a SE~t of locally developed cultural complexes, each comprising a system
of symbols, artifacts, and behaviors. These complexes show sufficient
sim:t1arities of artifact form and symbology to be discussed as Mthe"
Southeastern Ceremonial Complex. Each complex probably played a
similar systemic role in its locality or region, but, probably, its
symbolic and behavioral content differed from other formally similar
and contemporaneous complexes. Other cultural spheres interacting
with the Southern Cult included at least three: the corn economy,
status validation and warfare.
La"!;er Prehistoric Background of the South Appalachian Subarea
Woodland Development
Early Woodland3 13 000-23 000 B. C.
The earliest pottery in the South Appalachian area, or in North
Amel~ic.a, for that matter, is fiber tempered Stalling's Island ware
(Wauchope 1966: 45-46; Anderson 1975; Stoltman 1972), which has been
datE~d to between 2175 B.C. and 1750 B.C. at four sites (Stoltman 1974: 17).
Outside the Coastal Plain, the earliest ceramics of South Appalachia
often show a fabric impressed surface treatment with coarse sand or
crushed quartz temper. This is seen clearly from northern Georgia's
Ke110g Cultural phase and its sand tempered Dunlap fabric marked
pottery type (Caldwell 1958: 230; Wauchope 1966: 434). From the
mountains of North Carolina, the Swannanoa phase emphasized cord marked
or fabric impressed treatments of quartz or coarse sand temper (Keel
1976a: 230). In eastern Tennessee, Watts Bar fabric and cord treated,
quartzite and sand tempered ceramics (Kneberg 1952: 192) were succeeded
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by the Greenville complex (Larson 1959) and the limestone tempered Candy
Creek complex (e.g., Long Branch Fabric Marked; see Wauchope 1966: 46).
The first two and part of the last are typified by ceramics "comparable
in form and style" to those of the other cultural phases mentioned
(Keel 1976a: 230).
Subsistence regimes and settlement pattern for Early Woodland
cultural systems with fabric as the dominant surface impression were
discussed by Caldwell (1958) as his Middle Eastern tradition, whose
characteristic ceramics, boats tones , bar gorgets, and medium size
stemless projectile points are correlated with the eastern deciduous
forest and avoidance of the Coastal Plain pine lands. Such sites run
northward to the Prairie Peninsula in IllinIDi~, southwa~d totbheFRall
Line of Georgia and western South Carolina, and westward through
northern Alabama and Mississippi. Included were such cultural entities
as Kellog of Georgia, Watts Bar of Tennessee and Badin of North Carolina
(1958: 23-24), although the last would not now be considered a contemporary
of the others (Fig. 18). Caldwell felt that much of the Middle Eastern
area later saw fabric impressed ceramics replaced by cord marked
warE~S of his Northern tradition, whose most influential cultural
representatives were Adena and Hopewell. Keel (1976a: 231) suggests
that Swannanoa peoples were indigenes who adopted ceramics of the
NorthE~rn tradition and later of the South Appalachian. That is, he
apparently would not include Swannanoa of the Blue Ridge in Caldwell's
Middle Eastern tradition, although it does exhibit the fabric impressing
technique.
Caldwell's Kellog type site showed extensive storage facilities
in the form of underground pits, with acorns, hickory nuts and walnuts
recovered from them (1958: 25). Large stone-lined cooking pits are
fairly common at Kellog sites (Garrow 1975: 20). Kellog settlements
average about one acre and usually are found in narrow bottomlands close
to ri',ers or smaller streams (Caldwell 1958: 25-26). On the Appalachian
Summit, Keel suggests a broad adaptation to local resources, from the
occurrence of Swannanoa settlements in all microenvironments (1976a: 230-231).
Evidence for a relatively stable existence includes the storage
and cooking facilities, the relatively large size of pottery vessels,
and tIle frequent observation of occupation debris several feet thick
(Caldwell 1958: 26). These factors appear to indicate at least fixed
patterns of movement in which certain sites were regularly or frequently
revisited. Architectural evidence is scanty. In Georgia, houses of
Kellog times were probably circular and not large (Garrow 1976: 18;
Wauchope 1966: 27-28). Keel notes a posthole pattern at one Swannanoa
phase site attributed to some sort of "fairly permanent" housing
(Keel 1976a: 230-231).
The archeological record of this Early Woodland stage is in general
poorly known from the vicinity of the Russell Project area. W~uchope
has rE~ported a wide distribution of Dunlap fabric impressed sherds at
54 sites across northern Georgia, including a few sherds at site 9EB2
in Elbert County (1966: 375). The University of Georgia's Wallace
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Reservoir survey on the Piedmont Oconee River below Athens reported only
"a few" Dunlap ceramics (De Pratter n.d.: 469).
Northward, the village area and several levels of mound fill at
the Chauga site (Fig. 19) yielded small numbers of fabric and cord
marked impressed sherds (Kelly and Neitzel 1961: 44-46, Plate II).
Caldwell (1974a: 36), writing in 1953, reported two Ke11ogg~per~od&$ites
from his survey for Hartwell Reservoir just upstream of the Russell
project. In Anderson County, South Carolina, at 38AN1, Goodyear,
Ackerly and House (n.d.) note Swannanoa-like sherds on a tributary of
the Savannah River.
Eastward, in the South Carolina Piedmont, attributable remains are
very rare; however, survey of a highway corridor cutting across the
Reedy River and Saluda River drainages between Laurens and Anderson,
South Carolina, has turned up five sites resembling Dunlap ceramics in
their fabric markings and coarse sand temper (Goodyear 1978: 14;
Goodyear, Ackerly and House n.d.). The Wateree River valley near the
Fall Line showed no fabric impressed sherds (Stuart n.d.), nor did two
inter-riverine Piedmont survey efforts conducted by Kelly (1972)
and House and Ballenger (1976). Just downriver of the Russell area,
Miller reported no Early Woodland ceramics, either in the general
survey report for the Clark Hill Reservoir (1974) or at a tested site
(1950). Caldwell, in connection with the same project, excavated
the R,embert Mound group on the Savannah River three miles above its
confluence with Georgia's Broad River. A few "early cordwrapped stick
decorated" sherds were reported (C"Udwell 1953: 318) •
.As the Adena culture was prominently discussed in the preceding
section on the prehistory of the eastern United States, a note on its
connections in this culture area may be in order. There appears to
be relatively little evidence of Adena penetration of the South
Appalachian area, although artifacts which in southern Ohio are diagnostic
Adena, do occur (Wauchope 1966: 11; Keel 1976a; 230).
Middle Woodland" 200 B.C.-A.D. 500
It is at this time that the South Appalachian ceramic tradition firmly
established itself over most of the region under discussion. The
fabric marked pottery types of the Middle Eastern tradition were supplemented
by simple stamped and check stamped surface treatments over much of
the area. Outside the South Appalachian area to the north and west,
this is the time of the first "climax cultures" of the Eastern
Woodlands, the Late Adena and Hopewe11ian cu1tures--or interaction
spheres--centered in the Midwest. Within the South Appalachian culture
area Middle Woodland culture groupings have been suggested previously,
based largely on ceramic evidence. Larson (1959) postulated a Middle
Woodland "Greenville Complex" subsuming the Candy Creek phase of
eastern Tennessee, the Cartersville phase of north Georgia, and the
Wriiqht culture of northeast and central Alabama. Surface treatments
of Greenville pottery included fabric marking, simple stamping,
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cheek stamping, and curvilinear complicated stamping (Swift Creek),
with limestone or sand tempering. The Greenville point type, polished
celts and rectangular greenstone hoes also comprised common cultural
elenrellts. Keel (1976a) suggested that a similar region, but mentioning
southwestern North Carolina instead of Alabama, "formed an interaction
sphert~ which was maintained until it was replaced by the advent of
South Appalachian Mississippianism". That is, Keel would suggest
developmental similarities for this area through Middle and Late Woodland
timE~s" apparently consisting of the continuation in this interaction
spherE~ of simple and check stamped techniques, while other areas, such
as central Georgia, adopted complicated stamping as the preferred
technique (Keel 1976a: 228-229).
Thus the usual artifact types of chronological significance are
again ceramic, and in northern Georgia consist of Dunlap fabric
marked, Cartersville check stamped, and (Early) Swift Creek complicated
stamped pottery (Garrow 1976: 20). The most common forms were deep
tetrapod beakers (Wauchope 1966: 47, 51, 52). The succeeding post-
Kellog focus is the Early to Middle transition phase for Georgia,
charaeterized by the co-occurrence of Dunlap fabric marked pottery
with Cartersville check stamped. As for the Appalachian Summit, check
stamping, simple stamping, a little brushing, and rarely, complicated
stamping were the Middle Woodland Pigeon surface treatment$~ The.;
characteristic Pigeon phase temper was crushed quartz. Conical jars,
open llemispherica1 bowls, and shouldered tetrapodal jars were the usual
vessel forms (Keel 1976a: 226, 256-260). The four footed vessel form
survived into the next Blue Ridge phase, Connestee (Keel 1976a: 219),
which falls into the Middle Woodland times in the Russell chronology.
Thin-'valled Connestee pots, when surface treated, are brushed or simple
stamped, and conoidal or hemispherical vessels with constricted necks
and flaring rims were the common forms. However, the temper differed
from Pigeon ceramics, very fine to medium sand being typical, while
small amounts of crushed quartz were occasionally added (Keel
1976a:: 219, 246). From Tennessee, the Long Branch phase appears to
fall at this arbitrary time level (Fig. 18), but culturally belongs
with Early Woodland groups. Succeeding Candy Creek ceramics (Kneberg
1961) were mostly cord marked, but both simple stamped and brushed
treatments are used; vessel forms are identical to Connestee (Keel
1976a:: 222). Early Candy Creek ware is tempered with crushed quartzite,
but later limestone was used (Rowe 1952: 200). At the next phase,
full fledged Connestee pottery is observed.
Caldwell (1958: 23) discusses the Badin phase, with the lower
Yadkin basin's first pottery (Coe 1964: 55), as belonging to the
Middle Eastern tradition. It would appear, from the co-occurrence of
cord marked and fabric marked finishes that artifactua11y this phase
fits as well into his Northern tradition. This also would make better
chronological sense vis-a-vis the other phases of the fabric-marking
potters (Fig. 18 and pre~eding discussion of Early Woodland). Keel
(1976a: 224) views similarities between the Badin-Yadkin ceramics and
western North Carolina types like Connestee as due to a common northern
Woodland base, not to influence between the two.
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The Coastal Plain of Georgia and South Carolina still shows Deptford
cultures of South Appalachian affiliation at the beginning of this period,
but northern Woodland influence comes into play here too at a lat~r time.
The characteristic Deptford stamping has check, linear check, and
simple variants with quartz grit and sand or grit temper. Forms are
cylindrical with some slight shoulders and conoidal bases--no supports
are noted (Caldwell and Waring 1977: 110-112, 116-119). Thus the
general techniques of carving and stamping are similar to those of the
Georgia and Tennessee areas. About A.D. 1, by Stoltman's estimation,
the Northern tradition in Caldwell's scheme made an intrusion, possibly
in t:h(~ form of real movement of people, into the Savannah locality.
Brougllt along with the sherd tempered, cord marked ceramics are
burial mounds (Williams 1977: 322-323). Vessel forms are cylindrical,
shoulderless and tapering, with a rounded or slightly conical base
lacking supports (Caldwell and Waring 1977: 113-116). The data from
the Georgia, Tennessee, and Appalachian Summit areas are summarized
here. Artifacts diagnostic of this Middle Woodland stage would most
notably include simple and check stamped ceramics and common forms were
conoidal jars, hemispherical bowls, and jars with four supports
(cf. Keel 1976a, Figs. 25 and 26; Wauchope 1966, Figs. 2, 6).
Data on Middle Woodland settlement patterns and subsistence regimes
are seldom available intthiS6area. Whi,tehea.d (l9651;J} "has r~'P0rted
matze pollen from the Dismal Swamp in southeastern Virginia which he
attributes to ca. 200 B.C.-A.D. 1, using a C14 date and assumptions on
the rate of peat formation. The importance of this isolated find of
proposed Middle Woodland date is hard to assess. A typical comment
on subsistence and settlement from the area, for a given archeological
phase" is that little is known beyond the ceramics. Such statements
are made by Keel on the Pigeon phase (1976a: 226), and by Caldwell for
Swift Creek sites (1958: 36). The situation regarding Cartersville,
Connestee and Candy Creek is somewhat better.
In Georgia there appears to have been an economic shift from Early
to Middle Woodland times which involved the reduction of Cartersville
reliance on acorns and nuts, as inferred from a sharp reduction in the
number of storage pits (Caldwell 1958: 46; Garrow 1976: 21). There
is no unambiguous evidence of agriculture in this area (Garrow 1976: 22)
or in the Appalachian Summit for either Pigeon or Connestee (Keel 1976a:
226). Keel feels that numerous pits with nuts and acorns indicate a
great dependence on these foods throughout Woodland times. Deer were
also heavily utilized (1976a: 246). Nor is the apparent economic
shift duplicated in Tennessee, where Candy Creek people continued "to
show a sufficiency of cooking and storage pit-s" (Caldwell 1958: 46;
see also Rowe 1952: 199-200).
Caldwell said of the whole Piedmont and Middle South at this general
timE~, that settlements were small, compact, "and in areas of rugged
terrain were situated on narrow terraces or in valleys close to streams
rather than on the broader higher terraces preferred by later agri ....
culturalists" (1958: 46).
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i\ccording to Wauchope, the distribution of Middle Woodland sites
in northern Georgia tended to favor river or creek banks or eminences
overlooking a river or creek (1966: 436). This continued the tendency
for Early Woodland sites to be associated with water in Georgia.
Tennessee Middle Woodland villages also appear to have such associations
(Rowe 1952: 200, Fig. 103). Keel reports that Pigeon sites, though
less frequent than those of later periods, occur on all topographic
forms implying a relative lack of specialized usage of the environment
(19;76a: 226). Of probable habitation sites of this era reported on a
recEmt South Carolina highway survey, three of four were not located
on large streams (Goodyear 1978: 15).
l1iddle Woodland house forms are better known than those of earlier
Woodland times. Caldwell described Cartersville and Candy Creek
structures as circular, built of poles set in the ground, and covered
with brush or mats. In the central area of the structures, stone-
lined pits were found, and outside were hearths, some with fire-
craeked rock (Caldwell 1958: 46}. Keel l:'ep0rted a nearly' s<j;uare
posthole pattern 20 feet on a side. Apparently the walls and roof were
perishable, since no clay plaster is in evidence. If this Appalachian
Sunnllit structure were a house, cooking was done elsewhere (1976a: 22:0),; •.
i\rtifacts attributed to this era have been previously reported in
the vicinity of the Russell project. In northern Georgia, Wauchope
considered 53 sites as Middle Woodland, lumping both Swift Creek and
Napier ceramics into this category. Some of his Upper Early Woodland
sites, of which he found 118, would also fall into our Middle Woodland
category, such as his Deptford types (1966: 435-436). The University
of Georgia's Wallace Reservoir survey detected 19 Cartersville and 8
Swift Creek sites from the Oconee River Valley below Athens (DePratter
n.d.,: 469).
lQorthward, higher in the Savannah drainage, Caldwell's survey of
the Hartwell Lake basin recorded 4 Cartersville sites, all in South
Carolina (1974a: 36-44). At the Chauga site, also in the Hartwell
Reservoir, Kelly and Neitzel (1961: an identified "horizontally
distributed small campsites with fair midden accumulation of middle to
late lvoodland components, with a faint showing of Dunlap (Kellogg)
Fabrie Marked, Cartersville (check stamped and simple stamped),and
attenuated Swift Creek •••• " Caldwell (1956) in a progress report on
Hartwell salvage at the Tugalo site, reported a Swift Creek component
as the first main occupation.
Piedmont South Carolina offers relatively few examples of ceramics
attributed to the Middle Woodland time unit, but as Goodyear, Ackerly
and House (n.d.) point out for Connestee, such occupations might be
recognized as widespread if collections were reexamined with some of
the recently-defined (Egloff 1966; Dickens 1976; Keel 1976a) North
Carolina type concepts in mind. A highway corridor mostly within the
inter·-riverine zone of the Piedmont has yielded four sites with
"Connestee-1ike" occupation (Goodyear 1978; Goodyear, Ackerly and
House n.d.). Goodyear, Ackerly and House (n.d.) mention another
probable Connestee site on the Reedy River a few miles north of the
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highway corridor. Beuschel, covering work in the Keowee-Toxaway basin
of far northwestern South Carolina, attributed three sites to a
PigE~on phase and three to Connestee (1976).
Downstream from the Russell project, the Clark Hill reservoir
was surveyed in 1948 by Caldwell and Miller, but Miller's report
(1974) does not specify any cultural affiliation for most of the 128
sites mentioned. As part of salvage operations at the Rembert Mounds
conneeted with the Clark Hill Reservoir, Caldwell (1953: 318)
reported a "few" sherds in each of the following categories: "(Early)
Cheekstamped," "(Early) Simple Stamped," and "(Early) Cordwrapped
Stick Decorated." Some or all of these may have been referable to the
Middle Woodland era.
Hopewellian connections of South Appalachia at this time are
manifested in Georgia, Tennessee and North Carolina. Major centers
with some apparent Hopewellian involvement include the Mandeville site
in southwest Georgia (Kellar, Kelly and McMichael 1962), the Tunacunnhee
site in far northwest Georgia (Jefferies 1976), the Ice House Bottom
site in eastern Tennessee (Chapman 1973), and Garden Creek Mound in
western North Carolina (Keel 1976a). From a Georgia viewpoint,
Jefferies discusses the Hopewellian remains in Tennessee, Alabama, and
North Carolina as well as the Midwest. Categories of remains include
stone and earth mounds, the Copena mound-cave burial complex of Alabama,
cave hurial sites, and various stone structures (Jeffries 1976: 42-
44). Garrow is willing to say that Cartersville of Georgia "was
somewhat heavily influenced" by Hopewellian (1976: 22). Keel (1976a:
118--119) reports Hopewellian remains at three North Carolina sites in
addition to Garden Creek, and at two in eastern Tennessee. He expects
mOrE! traces of the southeastern extension of the Hopewellian network
as investigators begin looking for it (1976a: 119).
One of the most interesting aspects of recent work on the Middle
Woodland era is the evidence at a Connestee, and presumably Hopewellian,
time level for ceremonial architecture of a sort once equated with
Mississippian cultures. At Garden Creek, in North Carolina, there was
an. earthen platform mound built in two stages, each phase having one
or more superimposed structures (Keel 1976a: 22). Ferguson (1971:
159--165) had previously discussed other platform mounds dated to the
first millenium A.D. For instance, probabl~ temple mounds at the
Mandeville site (Kellar, Kelly and McMichael 1962) were associated with
Deptford and Early Swift Creek pottery.
The Hopewellian influence may have been a factor in producing
these possible forerunners of Mississippian ceremonialism. Mandeville
(Kellar, Kelly and McMichael 1962), Ice House Bottom (Chapman 1973),
and Garden Creek (Keel 1976a) have produced prismatic blades of Ohio
Flint Ridge flint; Garden Creek and Ice House Bottom exhibit Connestee
in association with Hopewellian rocker-stamped pottery, while Tunacunnhee
had Connestee-like and Candy Creek ceramics with a variety of exotic
Hopewellian grave goods (Jefferies 1976: 31; Keel 1976a: 222).
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Late r~oodZand A.D. 500-1000
This time period is very poorly known for most of the South Appalachian
area. Keel's radiometric dates relative to Connestee (1976a, Table
32) fall in the range from A.D. 150 to A.D. 1335, but these are from
surrounding areas, and relate in various ways to the North Carolina
materi.a1, for which there is only one date, A.D. 805 + 85. Keel uses
judicious cross dating to arrive at the estimated Connestee range of
A.D. 200 to A.D. 600 (1976a: 239). After A.D. 600, Connestee evolved
into an empirically unknown complex preceding Pisgah (1976a: 218).
Dickens (1976: 169-170) suggests that "in the total artifact assemblages ••.
there appears to have been a major break between Connestee and Pisgah."
This appears to be consistent with Keel's idea of a substantial hiatus.
The Late Woodland situation is little better known in Georgia.
As Keel remarks (1976a), a revealing sunnnary of our knowledge is due
to Caldwell, who leaves his chronology charts for northern Georgia
blank between 200 B.C. and A.D. 700. In the text, Caldwell adds:
In central Georgia the Late Swift Creek and subsequent
Napier potteries can be included in this interval [after
500 A.D.]. In northeast Georgia the earliest prehistoric
occupation at the famous Lower Cherokee town of Tuga10
contains pottery with both Napier and Midd1e-to-Late
Swift Creek designs (1958: 47).
lNauchope rather neatly slides from Middle Woodland to Early
Mississippi, with only reference to "transitional wares such as Late
Swift Creek" (1966: 63-64). A recent sunnnary by Garrow (1975) cites
an apparent rarity of Late Woodland sites and suggests that insufficient
work for any meaningful interpretation has been done (1975: 24-25).
Eastern Tennessee's Hamilton phase had a limestone-tempered
pottery complex very like that of the Candy Creek phase, including Candy
Creek cord marked and Hamilton pottery with coarse cord marked, plain,
and rarely, brushed treatments (Rowe 1952: 207). This culture raised
earth burial mounds, and lived in river bank villages, each with a
refuse pile created from their dietary staple, mussels (Kneberg 1952:
193). At the Westmoreland-Barber site, maize has been identified in
a Hamilton pit and dated to A.D. 625 and in a Late Woodland context in
the Upper Duck Valley as well (Faulkner 1976: 24).
In Piedmont North Carolina, the Yadkin and possibly the Uwharrie
phases occupy this time span, and form the culmination of Northern
tradition evolution (Coe 1952: 306-308). The Badin practice of tempering
pottery with sherds and grit had been abandoned in favor of the use of
sand or crushed rock, but fabric impressed finishes were used along
with some cord marking. Connnon vessel forms were the simple bowl
and conoidal jar. Uwharrie ceramics were crushed quartz tempered, and
forms were hemispherical bowls or conoidal jars. Exterior surface
treatTnents included cord marking, net impressing and incised decorations.
Coe (1952: 302) felt that well established agriculture came in with
this phase, the most homogeneous and widespread of the North Carolina
Piedmont cultures, but he dated it to post-A.D. 1200.
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On the Coastal Plain, this pe;riod SeW' the evoluti:on of Wilmington
ceramics into those of the Savannah T phase. Characteristic ceramic
types are Savannah (Fine) Cord Marked and Savannah Burnished Plain.
Burial mounds give us most of what is known about this time span and
locality (Stoltman 1974: 27).
Previously known data applicable to the Late Woodland time in
the nl~ighborhood of the Russell project are quite scanty. From northern
Georgia, Wauchope reported 53 "Middle Woodland" sites, a fraction of
which (probably a small fraction; see Ferguson 1971: 67) would be
Napier or Late Swift Creek. No putatively Late Woodland sherds were
recorded from Wauchope's 4 sites in Elbert County, including the
Rembert Mounds (Wauchope 1966: 373-375; Caldwell 1953). The Wallace
ResE~rvoir survey conducted by the University of Georgia in the Oconee
River basin yielded "a few" Napier sherds and eight Swift Creek sites
(De Pratter n.d.: 469).
lJpriver from the Russell project, Hartwell Reservoir work yielded
one component at Tugalo, already alluded to above, which may date to
this period. At Chauga, Kelly and Neitzel did not report any component
datable to the Late Woodland era, unless a minor representative of
Swift Creek in two mound levels may possibly so derive (1961: 57,
Plate II).
The South Carolina Piedmont yields no unambiguous attributions,
either, although the Laurens-Anderson highway survey found possible
Late 'tJoodland projectile points at two sites (Goodyear 1978: 15).
Southward, neither the badly reported general survey for the Clark
Hill Reservoir (Miller 1974) nor Ca.ldwell's above mentioned work at
Rembert (1953) threw any light upon this time interval.
In the context of a search for processual origins of the following
South Appalachian Mississippian stage, an interesting picture of a
general cultural trajectory has held sway. At the beginning of this
stage:. there are rather vague Late Woodland cultures that traditionally
are assumed to lack rectilinear complicated fStampedcenamfCfSand platform
mounds, but are generally assumed to have had some sort of maize
agriculture and burial mounds. Little is known archeologically
about the next 4 or 5 centuries but after this, full blown Mississippian
cultures appear with temple mounds and cultivation of the latest
strains of "Eastern Complex" corn (Griffin 1964: 248-249; Yarnell
1964: 107). In addition, stamped pottery vessels with complicated
rectilinear designs appear. This general picture, which may have greater
utility in areas such as the Mississippi Valley (Griffin 1967), appears
to clash with recent finding in the South Appalachian area.
At the beginning of this stage, it has been suggested that improved
horticultural practices and better strains of corn were responsible for
Mississippian developments in the East around A.D. 1000 (Griffin 1967).
Maize pollen has been reported from southeastern Virginia at an
estimated date of about A.D. 1 (Whitehead 1965), and Tennessee work
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has produced kernels on cobs of unspecified type in two Late Woodland
contexts (Faulkner 1976: 24). Thus some maize cultivation preceded
Mississippian developments, although the varieties of corn involved are
not known.
Considering platform mounds, Hally (1976) identified seven sites
in the Southeast with pre~Mississippianplatform mounds which date
to the first millennium A.D. Whether or not these structures are
dev€~lopmentally related to Mississippian analogs is still to be explored
(Hally 1976), but it is clear that indigenous development of Mississippian
cultures in many local areas during the poorly known Late Woodland would
havE~ been a shorter step than hitherto thought.
Emphasizing Georgia data from the upper Chattahoochee Annewakee
Creek Mound, Dickens (1976: 39-40) has commented upon the association
at Late and even Middle Woodland times of 1) rectilinear complicated
stamping, 2) platform mounds, and 3) Hopewellian affiliations. He
suggests that the Hopewellian procurement system may have been the
catalyst of more rapid cultural change due to its potential for fostering
comnlullication and the exchange of ideas as well as exotic artifacts.
This role may well have continued even after the secularization of
mater:lals once used for mortuary rituals in order that they might be
used by elite groups for maintenance of inherited positions.
Mississippian
The Russell Project occupies a marginal position in the known
culture history of the South Appalachian area. For a comprehensive
synthesis of South Appalachian Mississippian, see Ferguson (1971). The
cultural sequence of central and northwestern Georgia is relatively
well known since Depression era work (Kelly 1938; Wauchope 1966)
was supplemented by salvage projects connected with reservoir con-
struction (e.g. Sears 1958). Georgia-South Carolina coastal prehistory
has also been relatively well known from stratified sites (Caldwell
and McCann 1941), while recently various researchers of the University
of North Carolina have constructed a solidly anchored framework for
the Appalachian Summit (Keel 1976a; Dickens 1976; Egloff 1967). The
apparE~nt marginality of our area, then, derives from the fact that
our dating depends upon those artifacts which have known affiliations
and chronological associations from these neighboring areas. The
few stratified excavations in or near the project (Lee 1976; Caldwell
1953; Kelly and Neitzel 1961; Kelly and de Baillou 1960; Caldwell 1956)
have uniformly and understandably used the perspective of another region
(northern Georgia) to interpret their segments of the archeological
record. Yet this viewpoint cannot be allowed to evolve into an assumption
of c:ultural ties running mostly westward. The perception of substantial
southern affiliations is defensible, based on the Savannah II identification
of relatively intense occupation at Beaver Dam Creek Mound, 9EB85 , and
probably at mound 9EB86 as well. Northeastern ties are apparent also.
Substantial Connestee occupations are indicated at six sites, and
single Connestee and Pisgah sherds at two other sites. The refusal to
gratui.tously assume a north Georgia sequence explains, for instance,
why the Lamar pottery types have not been employed in our ceramic
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classifications; our samples were too small and ill preserved to make
the distinction between Lamar and the Qualla series, the latter of
which lIpossesses the basic attributes of the Lamar style horizon ll
(Egloff 1967: 34).
The inadvisability of making facile culture-historical assumptions
does not prevent us from making the common archeological assumption that
cross--dating between different archeological areas is valid. Thus,
in one instance, we have made the assumption that Early Swift Creek
sherds from site 9EB259 have the same temporal meaning that they do
in northern Georgia.
The cOlncidence of two factorschas made it possible to suggest
that 11 more precise attribution than simply ''Mississippian'' can be
madE~ for some of our late period ceramics. The first factor is research,
centered in South Carolina, by Stanley South (1976, n.d.) and Leland
Ferguson (1974, n.d.), which suggests the existence of two temporally
distinct and widely dispersed Mississippian ceramic styles in the
Southeast, of which certain techniques of rim decoration were especially
characteristic. Reports on ceramics from the stratified McDowell
(Mulberry) Mound site near the Fall Line in central South Carolina
(Caldwell 1974b; Stuart 1974) were also suggestive. The second factor
is th(~ observation during the Russell ceramic analysis that some of
these rim decorations from our surface collections in our opinion
should be taxonomically distinguished one from another.
Chicora and York are ware-groups (South n.d., 1976), or general
ceramic styles (Ferguson n.d., 1974), which comprise several wares,
or ceramic series. They are, generally, a set of pottery types in
use together during a specific archeological phase. The ware-group
concept must be used cautiously outside the area of highest concentration
of their defining attributes, which is the Coastal Plain and adjacent
Piedmont of South Carolina (Ferguson n.d.; South n.d.), but these ware-
groups do appear to date to relatively restricted time periods and to
have spread rather widely. It is suggested that these properties of
temporal restriction and spatial dispersion make these taxonomic
constructs useful as archeological horizons for the purposes of cultural
correlation and dating.
The Chicora and York ware-group attributes, as defined by South
(n. d .) are juxtaposed below:
Chicora
Burnishing
Complicated stamped
Reed punctations
Neatly applied rim fillets
Rosettes and nodes
vs
vs
vs
vs
York
Burnishing
"Large ("exploded") complicated stamping
Sloppy finger punctations
Sloppily applied rim fillets
Sharply everted rim
Corncob impressing
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Figure 18 expresses graphically the use of the York and Chicora
concepts in one of their useful roles, that of ceramic horizons attributable
to similar time spans across several archeological localities. It
should be noted that it is not proposed that all of the hatched phases
in the figure, for instance, properly belong to the Chicora ware
group, as defined by South and Ferguson. Rather, each phase so marked
appears to exhibit a ceramic style, particularly in rim decoration,
whic.h is dominated by one or the other ware group. The Tennessee
sequence appears to be little affected by Chicora-York developments.
Also, reluctantly, the northern Georgia phases have been omitted.
Sear's (1958: 192-193) "Wilbanks" types apparently lack the diagnostic
rim appendages, nor does Wauchope (1966) mention or illustrate them for
the "Savannah" taxonomic construct. Lamar, although emphasizing
the York attributes, as one might expect from its time level, has
Chic.o~ra elements as well; South would tend to see the his toric
Ocmulgee Fields ware of northern Georgia as more representative of
the York phenomenon (personal communication).
Ferguson suggests a general time range for the Chicora ceramic style
from after A.D. 1000 to a disappearance during the first three centuries
after European contact (n.d.). However, he remarks that the C14
dates range from the beginning of the 13th century to the 1700's, and
says, "many of the [Chicora] elements may be temporally sensitive and
were not found at the same time during the total range of Chicora
ceramics" (n.d.). The data at hand suggest a time span of about A.D.
1200 to 1500 for the maximum concentration of Chicora styles across
the Southern Appalachian area. Similarly, the span from ca. A.D.
1500 to ca. A.D. 1750 is seen as the maximum concentration of York
attributes. Obviously, it is false to imply mutual exclusivity between
Chicora and York that proposing such time limits involves, but it is
clear from excavations at such stratified sites as McDowell that
there was indeed a significant stylistic shift at this approximate
timE~ level. It is this stylistic shift that the late archeological
record represents.
The general distinction between two polythetic attribute sets,
respectively with close Chicora or York ties, was applied during the
Russell project ceramic analysis. However, the results of A.R. Kelly's
McDowell (Mulberry) Mound excavations (Kelly 1974) as interpreted by
Caldwell (1974b) and Stuart (1974), were weighted heavily in the specific
application of these ware-group concepts to the ceramics of the Russell
project. Three considerations prompted this. First,McDowell's
relatively central position on the Town Creek-Irene site axis suggested
that: its specific manifestations would be in the middle range of
spatial variation of the ware-groups. Secondly, it is roughly as
close geographically to the project as any other of the well-known
Chicora-York sites (e.g., Irene). And environmentally, the situation
near the Fall Line may at least be more similar to the Russell environment
than the outer Coastal Plain sites.
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Tn any case, I will list the attributes which were used by
Stuart to contrast the upper levels of the McDowell village (McDowell
II) w:Lth the older occupation layer under the mound (McDowell I):
McDowell I
Carefully carved and applied
complicated stamps
Stamped: plain ratio, high
Rims decorated by applied nodes
or reed punct~ti~ona
Covered burial urns for infants*
McDowell II
Careless carving and application
of stamps
Stamped: plain ratio, low
Rims decorated by notched or
pinched applique strips just
below rim edge
No urns
No bold incised pottery* Bold incised pottery
(Stuart 1974: 108)
*These contrasts are less well supported by the data, according to
Stuart.
The rim decorations and the presence of bold incising cited above
were nonambiguously determined even from small samples of weathered sherds.
It was these attributes which in some cases allowed chronological
statements concerning Russell artifacts in the absence of specific
type attributions.
EarZy Mississippian" A.D. 1000-1500
'[he Mississippian stage of cultural development in the South
Appalachian culture area is unlike the Woodland era, in that a recent
and comprehensive synthesis is available (Ferguson 1971). In addition,
a recent symposium of the Southeastern Archaeological Conference
has centered its discussion on the origins of South Appalachian
Mississippian cultures (see papers introduced by Ferguson 1975). Therefore,
this section and the succeeding one will merely summarize knowledge
for the northern Georgia, lower Savannah, and Appalachian Summit areas.
The preceding section on Mississippian chronology hasadvarl.ced the
thesis (due to work by Stanley South and Leland Ferguson) that a certain
set of ceramic style attributes of the Chicora ware-group, of which
certain rim appendages are among the most characteristic, are wide-
ranging markers in South Appalachia for the latter segment of Early
Mississippian times, ca. A.D. 1200-1500. Among these stylistic
attri'butes are reed punctations and applied nodes.
For north Georgia, the Woodstock phase, the Etowah sequence, and
the Savannah-Wilbanks phase occupy this time span. Woodstock pottery
includes a complicated stamped type emphasizing nested diamond designs
and a type decorated with wide, shallow incisions, with the corresponding
vessel forms being a wide-mouthed conoidal jar and a tall "vase"
(Wauchope 1966: 60-62). Other artifacts are triangular arrowheads and
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pottery discs. Woodstock site types include small villages and fortified
towns. A temple mound is known from the Summerour site in Georgia,
and proof that the Summerour people met Griffin's (1976) qp~te~~g.~
for Mississippianism has been recovered there in the form of maize
kernels (Hally 1975: 39).
Etowah is subdivided into four subphases based on changes of
complicated stamped designs (Sears 1958). Like Woodstock, this phase
appears to occur throughout northern Georgia to the Fall Line, and
Etowah I ceramics resemble those of Woodstock (Hally 1975: 39). The
nested bisected-diamond and lined-block were the most common complicated
stamped designs for Etowah as a whole (Wauchope 1966: 65). Later
phases are "Mississippianized" by the addition of ceramic traits such
as shell temper, incising, red filming, and characteristic forms such as
plates, hooded bottles, and jars with handles. With respect to
ceramics, Etowah II and III are close to the Hiwassee Island phase of
eastern Tennessee. Etowah sites include large, fortified towns;
platform mounds; both round and rectangular buildings; and large,
square earth lodges (Hally 1975: 41). Wauchope suggested that
"settings [for Etowah sites] were of many kinds: river and creek banks,
the confluence of two creeks or of creek and river, hillslopes overlooking
a river, and the top of a knoll near a stream" (1966: 438).
The Savannah-Wilbanks phase emphasizes curvilinear complicated
stamping similar to that used by people from coastal Georgia and the
mouth of the Savannah River (Sears 1958: 175). Common designs were
concentric circles, filfot crosses, and multiline figures-of-eight.
This period was known to have representation in the project area at
sites 9EB85 and 9EB86 (Hutto 1970; Lee 1976). Platform mounds are
kno~NU at this time in Georgia. The Southern Ceremonial Complex was
obtrusive in this period, during the later occupation of the
Etowah site. It would appear, then, that a ranked society had evolved
by this date in northern Georgia (Larson 1971). According to Hally's
north Georgia excavations (1975: 42), the Wilbanks phase is the base
for Lamar development.
The lower Savannah sequence shows Savannah I straddling this and
the Late Woodland period. Diagnostic pottery types are Savannah (fine)
cord marked and Savannah burnished plain (~aldwell and McCann 1941:
43-,~4). Burial mounds with few or no grave goods are known, but
otherwise very few data are available concerning this phase (Stoltman
1974: 24-28). The Savannah II phase is identified from two pottery
types" Savannah check stamped and Savannah complicated stamped
(Caldwell and McCann 1941) with the latter emphasizing curvilinear
desi~ls similar to those of the Savannah-Wilbanks phase of northern
Georgia. A multi-stage p1atformtnound is known from the Irene site
(Caldwell and McCann 1941).
From the mountains of western North Carolina, is the Pisgah phase.
Typical Pisgah ceramics were shouldered and stamped witha'recti1inear
design. They had collared rims, while bases were conoidal or rounded.
The settlement pattern involved ceremonial centers with temple mounds
and some semi-subterranean earth lodges, as well as fortified villages,
farmsteads, and hamlets (Keel 1976a; Dickens 1976).
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There is evidence of the Early Mississippian period in the project
vicinity. Wauchope's north Georgia survey yielded 82 sites with "Early
Mississippi materia1s--Woodstock~ or proto-Etowah Napier-like or Swift
Creek-like remains" (1966: 438) while ''Mature [Etowah] and late [Savannah-
Wilbanks] Mississippi" ceramics appeared at 61 sites (1966: 438).
In El"bert County he reported one site with both Woodstock and Etowah
components. 1.va11ace Reservoir work by the University of Georgia
recorded seven Etowah sites~ but no Woodstock (DePratter n.d.: 469).
Upriver~ work on the Hartwell Reservoir yielded two Woodstock
sites and two Etowah sites (Caldwell 1974a: 37). Neitzel's excavation
at Chauga identified Woodstock~ Savannah and Etowah-affiliated sherds,
this being interpreted by Kelly and the excavator as representing the
early end of a continuous occupation from "late Etowah-Savannah"
through Lamar and Cherokee times (Kelly· and Neitzel 1961: 57).
Tugalo work (1956) evidenced late Etowah occupations~ including three
probable Etowah III burials. Rather minor representations of Woodstock
(onE~ sherd), Etowah ~ and Savannah pottery types were observed ~ mostly
in the lower levels of the Estatoe mound excavation (Kelly and deBaillou
1960: 22).
Eastward~ the Laurens-Anderson survey (Goodyear 1978; Goodyear~
Ackerly and House n.d.) found only one complicated stamped sherd that
was thought to be Mississippian. Pisgah pottery is allotted to this
time slot in its Appalachian Summit heartland. The Pisgah distribution
extEmds to the upper Saluda~ Keowee and Chattooga River drainages in
South Carolina (Dickens 1976: 190-191). Excavations at Chauga and
Tugalo also revealed Pisgah ceramics (Dickens 1976: 191). From the
Estatoe site~ 6 miles north of Tugalo~ however~ no "Proto-Iroquoian"
(Pisgah) ceramics are known. This absence is due to the quite late
period of occupation for Estatoe (Kelly and deBaillou 1960).
Down the Savannah River~ the Clark Hill Reservoir basin survey
yielded 31 "village sites" which are not further identified (Miller
1974: 33)~ and some of these probably belonged to this time span. At
the Rembert Mound group~ Caldwell found a "few" Woodstock sherds~ a
"moderate" number of Etowah ceramics~ and a "few" sherds of the Savannah
check stamped type. This indicated at least occasional Mississippian
occupation before the principal habitation which belonged to the Lamar
phase (Caldwell 1953: 317-318).
Late Mississippian., A.D. 1500-1700
The terminal phase of aboriginal occupation of the South Appalachian
area was both prehistoric and early historic~ as the advance of European
settlement brought the native cultures into the sphere of historical
documE~ntation. The end date shown for Late Mississippian is essentially
arbitrary. The geographic position of the ethnic groups largely determined
the time of transformation or destruction of each group under European
pressure.
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This section will briefly discuss the archeological background in
north Georgia, the Appalachian Summit, and on the lower Savannah drainage.
Then the area geographically adjacent to the Russell Project will be
examined for evidence of this latest prehistoric occupation.
,~ preceding section of this report has argued that a Late Mississippian
ceramic style dgting to the post~{\.D. era, servesI', to facilitate
Mississippian temporal subdivisions. Associated attributes which are
conspicuous include pinched rim strips and bold incising. These
stylistic attributes are diagnostic of the Late Mississippian period.
Lamar ceramics include a complicated stamped type, favoring deep
conoidal jars with restricted necks as well as bold incised bowls
(Wauchope 1966: 79-85). The favorite designs were a cross centered
bet~~een four sets of nested rectangles and check stamping (1966: 80~8l).
Laruir settlements include palisaded towns and platform mounds, and
Wauchope reports that many Lamar villages in northern Georgia were
on sites not previously occupied, attributing this to flight from
European pressures (1966: 441).
The account of Lamar just given is based on the archeological
record of northern Georgia, where the pottery type has had its proper
definition. It should be noted here that the terms Lamar, Lamar-like,
or Lronaroid, have been applied to artifacts with such a range of
morphological and spatial variability that the significance of the
Lamar types has been diluted (Penman 1976; Russell 1975). This semantic
dilution is part of the reason for the advancement in this report of
the Chicora and York style horizons as interpretive devices for the
late prehistoric archeological record.
Lamar in northern Georgia is considered to give way to Ocmulgee
Fields, a fully historic Indian culture which was still largely
aboriginal in content. It is generally attributed to the Muskogean
speaking Creeks, well known from historic sources (Sears 1955; ·Russell
1975). This phase is not further considered here, due to the lack of
evidence from archeology or history that substantial Creek occupations
occurred in the study area (Sears 1955; Swanton 1922; see section below
on Late Mississippian evidence).
From the North Carolina mountains, the Qualla phase belongs to this
time period. Qualla is considered to be the archeological manifestation
of the Cherokee (Coe 1961) whose heartland was on the Appalachian Summit.
Qualla ceramics are affiliated with the widely dispersed York styles
of thl~ latest prehistoric and early historic horizons. The Qualla
ceramics are particularly representative of the Cherokee Middle Towns
although they occur in areas attributed to other divisions.of the
tribe (Egloff 1967: 73).
(~alla phase ceramics are in general somewhat similar to those
of Georgia Lamar. Six surface treatments were employed: complicated
stampl~d, plain, burnished, check stamped, cord marked, and corncob
impressed. Vessels with sharply everted rims with pinched strips were
popular, and a bold incised cazuela bowl form was also made (Egloff
1967: 36-37).
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The Qualla peoples appear to have developed a pattern of dispersed
farmsteads or hamlets linked to small ceremonial centers. Sites of
one o~ another type were present in all microenvironments. The dispersed
population may have mitigated against a strong centralized polity
or strong social ranking. The latter factors were lacking, according
to historical accounts (Keel 1976a: 216).
On the coast of South Carolina and Georgia, the latter part of
the Irene phase is known from the Irene site and numerous ill-documented
mound excavations by C.B. Moore in the 1890's. The diagnostic ceramic
types are Irene Filfot Stamped, Irene Incised, and Irene Plain (Caldwell
and McCann 1941: 46-48). The rather long Irene phase appears to include
both Chicora and York attributes, but Stoltman's (1974) chronology
would put it into the Late Mississippian period. Several burial mounds
and one platform mound are known, the latter at the type site. Southern
Ceremonial Complex traits at Irene include an engraved shell dipper
and shell gorgets (Stoltman 1974: 31).
The distribution of latest prehistoric materials is rather peculiar
in relation to the Russell project. Evidence of Mississippian activity
in the study area was relatively limited and non-intensive. Exceptions
are the two mound sites, 9EB85 and 9EB86. The picture in most of the
bordering area is rather different. To the west, Wauchope reported
from north Georgia 110 Lamar sites and just 14 Ocmulgee Fields
components (1966: 440-441). One Lamar site was reported in Elbert
County, 9EB3, 29 miles east of Atgens (1966: 375). Wallace Reservoir
work on the Oconee River by the liin;tyeJ;S;L;ty of Georgia produced Lamar
components at half of all recorded sites. Only one unambiguous Ocmulgee
Fields component was reported (DePratter n.d.).
Hartwell Reservoir archeology toward the Savannah headwaters and
the Cherokee Lower Towns reported 23 Cherokee sites identified~by
"a elose ceramic similarity to the Lamar Period sites in Georgia"
(Caldwell 1974a: 37, 39-44). Historically identified sites in the
reservoir which were later excavated include 'Tug~l,o (.ca,ldweJ,l, 1,9561.'1
Estatoe (Kelly and deBaillou 1960). '
To the immediate east, in the South Carolina Piedmont, only small
well-made triangular arrowheads testify to Mississippian occupation
(Goodyear 1978). Farther to the northeast, in the historic Cherokee
LowE~r Towns area, the survey of the Keowee-Toxaway Reservoir identified
eight of 25 sites (32%) as single component Qualla or "18th century Cherokee"
(Beusehel n.d.).
Southward, the Clark Hill Reservoir on the Savannah River is
stated to have found three mound sites and 31 village sites (Miller
197L.: 33). An undetermined number of these probably related to the
timE~ span under discussion. The reason that we can suggest that these
sites relate to Late Mississippian is that Caldwell (1953) diagnosed
the principal occupation at the Rembert l10unds to "the Lamar period
in Georgia, at some time between A.D. 1450-1650."
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Ethnohistory of the Russell Project
There are three principal avenues of study leading toward knowledge
of the aooriginal ethnic groups in the general vicinity of the project
area. One route is the search for early accounts of the specific
locality by literate travelers. Supplementing this is the perusal
of that segment of the ethnographic literature of anthropology which
deals with the Russell region. A third path to knowledge is the study
of that segment of the archeological record which pertains to the
late prehistoric and early historic aboriginal cultures. It will
be suggested below that these lines of evidence converge to suggest
that the project area saw little permanent or intensive utilization by
Indian tribes at the time of the European invasion.
'Well known and valuable accounts of the southeastern Indians
havl~ 'been left by early Spanish and later English travelers. Within
or near the Russell area, there was DeSoto in 1540 (De Soto Expedition
Commission 1939), Colonel Chicken in 1715 (Chicken 1916), and William
Bartram in 1773 and 1775 (Harper 1958). Lawson's account of his 1701
journey (1967) is valuable for its general knowledge of the region,
although it is not apparent that he ever approached the project vicinity.
SWffilton furnishes the general ethnographic background (1922, 1946).
Milling (1969) treats the Indians of North and South Carolina at length
with special attention to the early records of the proprietorship
and colony.
As the historically dominant tribe in the area above the project,
the Cherokees have been studied by Mooney (1975) and Gilbert (1943).
Important for the 18th century Cherokee, particularly for the Overhill
Cherokee segment, is Timberlake's record of his mission to the tribe
in 1761 (1927).
Early European exploration (Swanton 1922; Hudson 1976) in the
genE~ral area began with Lucas Vasquez de Ayllon, who landed on the
South Carolina coast, perhaps near present-day Winyaw Bay, and enslaved
two shiploads of friendly Indians. Ayllon's subsequent attempt in
1526 to found a colony, probably near Winyaw Bay, failed within six
months (Quattlebaum 1956). In 1539 Hernando De Soto, a conquistador
fresh from the looting of Peru, led the most important early expedition
into the Southeast. From Tampa Bay his march took him north to central
Georgia and then east into South Carolina. Much of the way DeSoto
was sE~eking a powerful town and t;ribe of Indians called
Cofitachique.
The traditional route for DeSoto (Swanton 1922; Hudson 1976) places
his el1counter with the Cofitachique at Silver Bluff on the Savannah
River near Augusta, Georgia. A cogently argued ethnohistoric work by
Baker (1974) suggests that Cofitachique was on the Wateree River in
central South Carolina, as the seat of a redistributing chiefdom
whose a,uthority ran over much of the state of South Carolina. The
location of Cofitachique is seen by Baker (1974) as a set of archeological
sites near Camden, South Carolina.
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At the time of De Soto's visit, Cofitachique had recent:j:yLDeen
devastated by a terrible plague. One of the most impressive Indian
societies that De Soto encountered imNor1:lh America, its rel!gious
center, Talomico, had 500 houses and a high platform mound surmounted
by a 100 by 400 foot temple. From such evidence as the name of Talomico,
the people of Cofitachique are thought to have been speakers of Muskogean
(Swanton 1922: 167-168; Milling 1969: 66-67). After plundering the town,
De::;Soto abducted the female ruJ.er of Cofitachique and marchedonaa
northwest course roughly paralleling the Savannah in South Carolina--
if the traditional itinerary of De, Soto 1 a:s accepted. On this coursetthe
Spanish would have crossed Abbeville and Anderson counties, and must
have :passed fairly close to the project area.
On this march, they came to a province called "Chalaque," possibly
Cherokee territory (Mooney 1975: 14), that was inhabited by people belonging
to a linguistic stock other than that of Cofitachique (Hudson 1976: 111).
A few days farther on De"soto arrived at Guaquili, possiblyaEsmallct@wu,
and possibly Cherokee (Mooney 1975: 15). In late May the expedition
passed into definite Cherokee lands in the Blue Ridge (Hudson 1976:
111--112) •
There is a hiatus of over a century in prominent European reports
on the area. In 1674, Henry Woodward visited the Westo Indian town
on the lower Savannah, where he apparently learned that "Cowatoe and
Chorakae Indians" lived on the head branches of the Savannah (Swanton
1922). Although he did not travel in the Russell project area, Lawson
(1967) reported in 1701 that the Cherokees were on the headwaters of
the Savannah. Colonel George Chicken visited the Cherokees in 1715 to
counter the efforts of French agents from Louisiana who were trying
to sttr up trouble between the Cherokees and the Creeks. He followed
the Cherokee Path from Charleston on the ridge between the Savannah
and Saluda Rivers on his way to Keowee. Considering the nature of
his mission, any important Indian groups on the Savannah just below the
Cherokee Lower Towns would have been mentioned. No such reference
occurs (Mereness 19\1;6).
Standard references for the 18th century Cherokee are Adair
(1968), Timberlake (1927), and Bartram (Harper 1958) . Of these only
the botanical collector William Bartram appears to have traversed
the project area. In 1773 his route took him from Savannah to Augusta,
Georgia, then northwest away from the Savannah, and later eastward
to the confluence of the Tugalo and Savannah Rivers. From this point
north of the study area, Bartram apparently traveled down the lowlands
on the western side of the river through the Russell area and back
to Augusta (Harper 1958). Although at other points in his narrative
he ShOMS a great interest in the aborigines he met, there is no reference
to any Indian inhabitants in the brief passages concerned with his
southward ride (Harper 1958: 29-30). In 1775 Bartram crossed the
Savannah from west to east, 2.5 miles below the confluence with the
Rocky River. From this point within the study area, he passed near
the site of Calhoun Falls, South Carolina, and then continued north
to Keowee. He mentions sheltering from a storm at a farm house
shortly after crossing the river and getting onto the high road.
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After one more day's travel he decided to stay with a friendly Indian
affairs agent, motivated by distaste for bad weather travel in "an
uninhabited wilderness" (Harper 1958: 207). No other reference to
Indians on this ride is made.
rhus the early travelers, from DeSoto through Bartram, do not
off,er a clear picture of aboriginal habitation for the study area.
The routes of the Spaniards are too poorly known for their information
to be very helpful. What does emerge J and mostly from the negative
evidence of what the Englishmen neglect to saYJ suggests there was
little or no permanent habitation in the general region 200 years
after European contact.
The general ethnographic background EtPpears to support this idea.
Swanton's map of Southeastern Indian tribes (1922) shows no tribal
names closer to the project area than the Kasihta (Muskogean speaking
Creek Confederates) who occupy the middle Broad River drainage in
Georgia. Swanton identifies them with the Cofitachique of DeSoto
(1922: 219). Next closest on the map are the Hogologe, on the Savannah
above Augusta and below the Broad J whom Swanton identifies as a band
of the far-wandering Yuchi tribe (1922: 289). No other tribal names
are identified near the project; in particular J none appear to the north
of the project on the eastern slope of the Appalachians.
1100ney would allot the whole of north Georgia and the western
projeetion of South Carolina to the Cherokee. But principal towns, he
said, were found on the headwaters of the Savannah, Hiwassee J and
Tuckasegee Rivers J and along the whole length of the Little Tennessee
River (1975: 1-2).
Constant hostilities characterized the Cherokee interaction with
their neighbors on every side: Siouan tribes of Virginia J the Tuscarora
and Catawba to east and southeast, the Creeks to the south in Georgia J
the Chickasaw and Shawano to the west, and the powerful Iroquoian
tribes to the north (Mooney 1975: 1). It appears from the low
utilization of the project area at early historic times and the rampant
early historic intertribal conflict J that the area may have served as
a buffer zone between major tribes and/or tribal groupings such as the
Creek Confederacy. Such a zone would be one to be crossed cautiously
by relatively small hunting or raiding parties, but not a place
to settle and build towns.
Another explanation, not necessarily contradictory to the buffer
zone eoncept, involves the historically-attested catastrophic epidemics,
brought by Europeans, which affected ethnic groups far in advance of
the moving frontier. DeSoto's Talomico was deserted due to a plague
probably related to Ayllon's contact with the Indians. In 1738 J
Adair reports that smallpox carried off nearly half the Cherokee
population at one stroke. Thus waves of disease continually re-
introduced from European areas where th_ey were endemic, may have
resulted in a situation where predictable intertribal enmities could
be indulged by the tacit creation of no-man's zones between population
concentrations.
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The limited evidence for late prehistoric occupations for the study
area certainly does not preclude the extrapolation of this situation
baek to the beginning of the Late Mississippian period, which in any
case is taken as preceding DeSoto by only 40 years. More extended
discussions of the contribution of the known archeology of the region
have been found in the preceding section and below on the section
relating results of our analyses for later prehistoric times.
Naturally an inevitable outcome of the contact of European and
aboriginal cultures was the process of accommodation of the cultures
to each other--in this case, mostly consisting of rapid, drastic,
and ultimately fatal changes in the native culture. The only ready
data on this process of acculturation in the vicinity of the project
pertain to the Cherokee. A chronology is offered below for the dates
at which various material culture changes took place (from Gilbert 1943: 36).
1670 - Introduction to European fruits
1700 - Heavy trade begun
1700 to 1710 - Guns introduced
1740 - Horses brought in, and a horse trail opened between the
Cherokees and Augusta
1760 - Horses numerous
1770 - Spinning wheels and looms introduced
1791 - Ordinary English farming tools, including the plow,
were in use
1800 - Square house of poles replaced by log cabin;
aboriginal dress replaced by buckskins
(From Gilbert 1943)
It is hoped that this may give an idea of the pace of change
during the 18th century, by the end of which, the Indians had been
gone from the project vicinity for two generations. The Cherokee
War of 1756-1761 ended in the destruction of all the Cherokee Lower
Towns (Gilbert 1943: 364), and constitutes a convenient date for the
effective end of aboriginal occupation of the study area.
Historic Overview
European influence in South Carolina began about 1526 when the
Spanish started a short lived settlement possibly on the Waccamaw
River (L. Wright 1976: 30). In 1540 Hernando De Soto passed through
Georgia and South Carolina on his westward march. "In pursuing this
route De Soto would have passed over or near the sites of Edgewood,
Greenwood, and Anderson•.. all in South Carolina" (De Soto Commission
1939: 208). On his journey through Georgia, De Soto appa~ently never
went near the project area; however, while he was in South Carolina,
he rnay well have passed within a few miles of the upper reaches of
the &)cky River arm of Russell Lake. A second attempt at colonization
in South Carolina was made in 1562 by French Huguenots led by Jean
Ribaut. This settlement, like that of the Spanish, was short lived
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(Wallace 1934a: 34-42). It was not until 1663 that the English King
Charles II, granted a charter to the Lords Proprietors (Wallace 1934a:
48). In 1670 the English colonizers arrived at Albermarle Point
and began settling the South Carolina coast in earnest (Wallace 1934a: 75).
The settlement of Georgia took a somewhat different turn. It
was not until Oglethorpe landed at Yamacraw Bluff in 1733 that Georgia
began to be settled (M'Call 1909: 21). In 1733, a treaty with the
Creek. Indians granted the Crown "all the lands and territories as we
[the Creeks] have no occasion to use" (M'Call 1909: 259). The territories
specified were "all the lands between the Savannah and Altamaha rivers,
extending west to the extremity of the tide water ••. " (M'Call 1909: 25).
Along the Savannah River, settlement was slow; until the Treaty of
1763, people were settled only slightly above Augusta (M'Call 1909: 208),
as problems with the Creek Indians held the progress to a minimum.
One of the earliest accounts of travel through the project area
is by Colonel George Chicken in 1726 who was in the area to set up
trade treaties with the Cherokees. On his return from Cherokee country
to Fort Moore, he supposedly travelled along the Savannah River and
in his journal, makes nd mention of settlements in the area (Mereness
~9l6). By the time of the Treaty of 1746, the Cherokees had ceded
all land below Long Cane Creek to the colony (Wallace 1934b: 1).
Slowly settlers moved into this new territory. By 1756 Patrick Calhoun
with family and friends arrived from Virginia and began a settlement
on Long Cane Creek. "On his [Patrick Calhoun] arrival there were only
two families of white settlers, ..• in that Southwestern extremity
of the Upper Country" (Ramsay 1858: 119). Hostilities with the Cherokees
flared up frequently between 1759 to 1762. The Long Cane settlement
was attacked and twenty of the settlers were killed while fleeing
towards Augusta. All the Cherokee attacks "stunted the growth of the
upper country" (Ramsay 1858: 119). The Peace of Paris in 1763 officially
ended the hostilities and added new territory to the South Carolina colony.
The treaty dealt only briefly with the new boundaries:
The boundary thus so losely indicated was n0t actually
marked until 1766, and then apparently only from the
Savannah River to Reedy River or Raeburn Creek--the
line still dividing Anderson and Abbeville and in
part Greenville and Laurens counties (Wallace 1934b: 34).
It was at this point that land, at least in South Carolina, was
finally legally opened to settlement.
No indisputable archeological evidence indicating occupation of
the proj ect area by European~ prior to 1762 was recovered during the
Russell survey. Only two sites have ceramic components that could
be dat:ed to before 1762. One, 38ABl14, contained two pieces of black
basaltes, which dates from 1750 to 1820 (South 1977: 211). The other
site, 38AB2l8, contained a single piece of Westerwald Stoneware, which
dates from 1700 to 1775 (South 1977: 210); however, 38AB2l8 is known
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to have been built around 1776 (Hemphill and Wates 1960: 225) and is
known as Fort Royal or Fort Independence. Although the time period
for the Westerwald does not match the date of Fort Royal's construction,
it is most likely that the sherd was deposited on the site after 1762.
At 38ABl14, which is located about two miles down the Rocky River from
Fort Royal, other artifacts in the collection indicate a later occupation
date than 1750. The collection includes creamware and pearlware, which
date after 1762 (South 1977: 211), although a more precise date for
creamware in the Colonies would probably be after 1770 (South, personal
communication). It is, of course, not possible at this survey stage
of the project to determine with certainty when these were deposited
at either of these sites. Further work will need to be undertaken
at both.
The 1763 Treaty signed at Augusta, Georgia, between the Creek
Indians and the Georgia colony, established boundaries in Georgia that
the Creeks agreed not to penetrate (M'Call 1909: 207-209).
This treaty was concluded on the 10th of November 1763;
and it was agreed that a farther acquisition of territory
should be annexed to Georgia; the boundary to be settled
by a line extending up Savannah and Little rivers, to the
fork of the latter; thence to the head spring or source
of the Ogecee river, and down the said river to Mount
Pleasant; thence a line to be run direct to Saint-Savilla
on the Altamaha river; and thence in a direct line to the
extremity of the tide water on the river St. Mary's
(M'Call 1909: 208).
In 1773 Georgia made another Treaty with the Creeks and the Cherokee
Indians for the land between the Savannah and the Ogeechee (M'Call
1909: 259-260). William Bartram, English naturalist and traveler,
accompanied the survey party in 1773-74 (Bartram 1943).
I returned to camp at the great lick, where I found our
people and the indians in a wharm contraversy concerning
the direction of the Lines of the Lands to be marked
out [;] however by the address &wise conduct of ColI.
Barnet, the dispute was soon decided to the seeming
satisfaction of both parties & the Corner Tree was pitch'd
on, from whence the Surveyers took their courses. Here our
company divided[.] A party of Surveyers with the Creek
Indians run the line down the SO! side of Ogeche a certain
distance[,] thence another course to the river Altamaha;
The Coll ..• his surveyers. with the party of Cherokee's[,]
continued up the Ridge to the mark't tree of the old Line,
thence a No: course, to Savannah River a mile below the
mouth of Tugilo, where the River divides and looses its
name[,] both heading in the Cherokee Mountains (Bartram
1943: 140).
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Thus the Treaty of 1773 opened up the land in the Georgia portion of
the proj ect area to settlement. There <3,re perhaps! five sites thus <tfIr
recorded in the Georgia portion of the project area that may date
to this period, as indicated by the presence of creamware at these sites.
In South Carolina during 1776 trouble with the Cherokees began
anew: "A few Creeks joined, and the frontiers of Georgia, the
Carolinas and Virginia were aflame" (Wallace 1934b: 165). In his
pension application William Gabriel Pickens (a brother of Andrew
Pickens) recounted some of his experiences during this periodl
About the 2nd of July [1775] preceding my entering the
service, the inhabitants along the frontiers and back
settlements of Georgia and the Carolinas, had generally
forted up, in consequence of the Cherokee Indians, who were
extremely troublesome at this time; having been instigated
by the British. To protect themselves from indian warfare,
and to defend the country as much as possible, the frontier
inhabitants had constructed a line of forts along the
Savannah River and had mustered themselves into companies,
stationed principally at these forts. As soon as I joined
the service [October, 1775], which was to aid in guarding
the frontiers and in repelling the indians, Captain
Anderson, stationed himself at one of these forts called
Fort Independance, situated on the Savannah River, where we
remained fourteen months in constant service against these
Indians--in scouring the country and protecting the
inhabitants (Sharp 1963: 143).
Pickens was stationed in Fort Independence (originally known as Fort
Royal). This post was originally commissioned by the Second Provincial
Congr,ess, on March 27, 1776.
The Committee to whom the memorial of sundry inhabitants
on Savannah-river, Great Rocky-creek, and places adjacent,
was referred, delivered in a report;
And the said report being taken into immediate consideration
was agreed to.
Resolved, That Fort-Royal, about eighteen miles above
Fort-Charlotte on Savannah-river, on the frontiers of this
colony, is advantageously situated for the security of
the inhabitants, in case of an Indian war either with
the Creeks or Cherokees. That Major Williamson, Capt. Bowie,
Capt. Andrew Pickens, Adam-Crain Jones, Esq., and Mr.
Raply, be, and they are hereby, appointed Commissioners,
they, or a majority of them, to view the said fort, and
to report, upon oath, at the next meeting of Congress or
General Assembly or the state thereof, the expence of
building it, and the damage done to the owner of the land
(Hemphill and Wates 1960: 255).
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According to Andrew Pickens, the location of Fort Independence was
on the Rocky River, which in 1776 was the extreme frontier of Abbeville
District (Sharpe 1963: 139).
As can be seen from the above, different accounts place the fort
on the Savannah and on the Rocky River at the same time. On the
Abbeville District map in Mills' Atlas (1965) the fort is located
on the Rocky River. Interview Informant 11, a long-time local
historian, places the fort on the Rocky River (38AB218) and related
to us that there was a blockhouse (which was not located) on the
heights above the Cherokee Ford. The location of the fort is a
matter of great importance to the people of the Lowndesville/Calhoun
Falls area; but until further research and excavation is carried
out to find the actual location of the fort, the question of its
location remains to be answered. The area around 38AB218 is in
active pasture and permission for test excavation was not sought
officially. The general area above Cherokee Ford was surveyed
extensively with the blockhouses location in mind. Unfortunately
the undergrowth on one ridgenose was excessively heavy and this area
could not be surveyed. It is this ridgenose, however, that appears
to be the most likely candidate for the location of the blockhouse,
because of the commanding position that a blockhouse would have had
at the end of this ridge. The other ridgenoses in the general area
of the ford were surveyed without success. Along one of these, under-
growth was very dense, while the other had been recently cut by loggers.
Neither ridgenose produced evidence of an historical site.
The Cherokee War of 1776 began about July 1 after the Cherokees
had learned "that the British Fleet was off Charlestown" (Wallace
1934b: 165). The British had inflamed and given ammunition to the
Cherokees to attack the Colonies,
The lower Cherokees poured upon the South Carolina frontier,
massacring all ages and sexes .•.A few Creeks joined, and
the frontiers of Georgia, the Carolinas, and Virginia
were aflame (Wallace 1934b: 165).
The four Colonies involved sent troops and a four-sided attack, though
uncoordinated, began on the Cherokees. The war did not last long, and
the Cherokees sued for peace rather quickly (Wallace 1934b: 166).
Representatives of the Cherokees and the Colonies met,
At Dewitt's Corner May 20, 1777, South Carolina and
Georgia concluded a treaty by which the Cherokees retired
behind a line which maY' be roughly described as running
southwest from the eastern end of the straight part of
the present Pickens county's northern boundary to a point
just below the mouth of Tallulah at the western tip of
the State. South Carolina thus obtained practically the
present Greenville, Pickens, Oconee and Anderson•...
Immediately there was a rush of settlers into the ..•
ceded territory (Wallace 1934b: 165).
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This treaty accounts for all the land in the project area being taken
from the Cherokees and being opened to white settlement.
The Revolutionary War was a factor that impeded the settlement
of the area. For the most part, the Revolution did not affect the
project area until early 1779. Colonel Boyd, the Tory commander, along
with about 700 loyalists began a campaign through the South Carolina
upper country. His final destination was to be Augusta (Ramsay
1785: 13-15; South CaroZina and American Gazette, February 25, 1779).
The following two letters are the newspaper accounts of the action:
Extract of a letter, dated camp, near Adam's ferry, Feb.lO.
The enemy evacuated August a 10 o'clock on Sunday morning,
and retreated with the greatest precipitation down the
country; the cause of this sudden and unexpected event we
have not as yet been able to learn, but by a letter from
Col. Campbell to Gen. Williamson, recommending his wounded
which he left in Augusta to his care, it appears that their
notice was short; this important event has secured the
back country from ruin and devastation, and is a convincing
proof, that the enemy's rapid advance to Augusta was occasioned
by the flattering hopes and promises given them by Kirkland
and others, of being joined by great numbers of the disaffected
from this state and North Carolina; but in this expectation
they have been disappointed by the prudent dispositions of
Gen. Williamson, to whose vigilance and activity this
country is a second time indebited for its deliverance and
present of tranquility. A strong body of the disaffected
have crossed Savannah river above Fort Independence in order
to join the enemy; they will be opposed in their crossing
Broad river by Col. Pickens, who has with him about 500
brave, resolute fellows, resolved to conquer or die, and
we hourly expect to hear that he has given them a drubbing -
Co1s. Hammond and M'Intosh are in pursuit of the enemy with
300 horsemen to harrass them, and give countenance to defection.
Extract of a letter from camp, near Adam's ferry Feb. 20
"The Upper Ninety six regiment, under Col. Pickens,
consisting of about 400, have acquired great reputation and
honour, having on the 14th -- defeated in Georgia between
Carr's and Phillip's fort, a large body of the disaffected,
from 6 to 800; killed Col. Boyd and Major Moore their
leaders, above 20 privates, wounded many, taken 23 prisoners,
and retaken 26 of our people, they were carrying along with
them. This fortunate event promises to put an end to
toryism; and prevent any further internal commotions.
(South CaroZina and American Gazette, Feb. 25, 1779).
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Ramsay (1785: 14) writes of Colonel Boyd's troops that:
Their general complexion was that of a plundering banditti,
more solicitous for booty than for honour and interest of
their royal master. As they marched through the settlements,
they appropriated to their own use every kind of property
that they carry off. Colonel Pickens on receiving intelligence
of their progress and rapine, collected the whig militia of
the district of Ninety-Six, and placed Captain Anderson at
the Cherokee Ford, on Savannah River, to impede their crossing.
While Colonel Pickens was in
Boyd got closer to the Ford.
burned Fort Independence, on
Pickens 1934: 40-41).
Georgia laying seige to Carr's Fort,
Pickens then received word that Boyd had
the Rocky River (Speer letter, Appendix F;
The following is a synthesis of several sources (Speer letter;
M'Call 1909; Lossing 1859; Ramsay 1785; Pickens 1934; Sharpe 1963;
Wallace 1934b; Waring 1962; Boatner 1966, 1973; Davis, in press) of
what took place at the Cherokee Ford after Boyd's troops burned Fort
Independence. The lieutenant in command of the blockhouse had but
two swivel guns and eight men to stop Boyd from crossing at the
Cherokee Ford. Boyd ordered the lieutenant to surrender and gave him
several hours to decide. The lieutenant sent several men out of the
back exit to Georgia to secure a larger cannon, presumably from Captain
Little's station at Van's Creek. They were able to bring one cannon
back before the time for the lieutenant's answer ran out and Boyd again
demanded surrender. The cannon was fired giving Boyd his answer.
Boyd, realizing that Pickens was getting closer each hour, decided
not to waste time trying to take the blockhouse when he learned that
there was another crossing five miles further up river. Boyd ordered
his men to advance toward the river crossing near Van's Creek. The
cannon was then taken back across the river to Georgia, in order
that~ it could be used later against Boyd when he crossed. Captain
Robert Anderson arrived at the blockhouse with his command and learned
of Boyd's new tactic, and crossed the Cherokee Ford to oppose Boyd
at his crossing. Boyd gathered boats and rafts to cross the river on
his march. While Boyd was collecting boats, Anderson, with about 80
to 100 men moved up river on the Georgia side, As Boyd began to
cross l Anderson arrived and tried to take up positions; however,
the cane brake was too thick for his men to overcome and successfully
stop Boyd. Boyd apparently lost about 100 men in the crossing, while
Anderson's losses numbered about 20 killed and 26 captured. Anderson's
men fell back to safety and Boyd continued on towards Augusta momentarily
unopposed. It is unclear whether or not Boyd was aware that Pickens
was in pursuit. Pickens, during the skirmish, had crossed the Savannah
River near Fort Charlotte and advanced to the Cherokee Ford, when he
learnEid that Boyd had already crossed the river. Pickens then recrossed
the Savannah River, probably at Trotters Shoals. Pickens caught Boyd
on February 14 at the Battle of Kettle Creek in Georgia. Pickens
ultima.tely won the battle and released the captured militiamen. Some
of the men of Boyd's command that Pickens captured were later hanged
at Ninety Six.
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The settlement of the back country began in earnest with the
termination of the Revolutionary War (Ramsay 1809: 576). If the de la
Howe Forest, which is located in McCormick County, and is supposed
to have not been cut since 1790, is any indication of the forestation
in the project area, then it took much effort and time to clear the
land of trees and stumps and to prepare it for the plow. Once the land
was cleared, planted, and harvested, then the need arose for a mill to
grind the grain.
The grinding of corn and wheat was one of the first
problems of the settler. Some may have cracked their corn
Indian fashion, but others out of reach of a corn mill
probably used small steel or iron hand mills .•. But a mill
pond and its corn mill were usually the first evidence that
a section had been settled, and it was rare that the settlers
were not thus provided within five years (Meriwether 1974: 173).
The farmers learned quickly that the land was fertile. John Drayton
in 1802 writes that:
Hence, all the art of manuring, and rotation of crops, have
hitherto been little attended to; and when one piece of land
has been exhausted by culture, another has been cleared of
woods, for similar purposes (Drayton 1963: 22).
The early settlers had their best success in farming the bottomlands.
Michaux in 1802-03 wrote:
Those that occupy the intermediate spaces [the uplands] are
much less so. The latter are not much cultivated; and even
those who occupy them are obliged to be perpetually clearing
them, in order to obtain more abundant harvests; in consequence
of which a great number of the inhabitants emigrate into the
western country, .•. (Michaux 1974: 42).
Travelers to the back country were few and far between, those that
once lived in the upper country and had moved on, rarely, if ever
returned. M.A. Clark, in 1857, returned to his birth place in
the Pendleton District after an absence of thirty years. His description
of a plantation he remembers follows:
I found the place a perfect waste, houses had all long
since been removed, and the place cultivated where his
houses and Negro quarters once stood, until it had worn
out, washed into gullies, from 3 to 4 feet deep. Now
growing up in briars and pine saplings (Clark 1973: 299).
Large tracts of forest fell to the continual use of the ax by
new settlers and slaves. "Land was continuously cleared, farmed with
few conservation measures until perceived as exhausted, and then
abandonedli(Trimble 1974: 41). The Southern Agriculturist in the 1820's
and later in the 1850's, as well as other farming publications of
the era, was constantly advancing the use of manures, guano and other
fertilizers and other soil conservation factors (Southern Agriculturist
1853). With the introduction of the cotton gin about 1795 (Gray 1941:
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680), "The culture of cotton enabled many of the pioneer farmers
to become prosperous, to acquire more land and more slaves ll (Hall
1940: 1). The financial returns of planting large amounts of land
in cotton, with few slaves to tend to it, were great. Apparently
few planters took the pains to practice soil conservation within the
project area. Gullies ranging from 5 to 50 feet deep are frequent and
rather obvious all along the river valley; however, several plantation
sites (38AB221 in particular) still had evidence of contour farming
visible.
Trimble (1974) divides the Piedmont into five different regions
according to the intensity of the ELU. Region I (see Fig. 6) in
Virginia, named by Trimble as the "Older Tobacco Plantation Area"
is characterized by "Probable high early Ante-Bellum ELU with Late
Ante-Bellum decline" (1974: 14). Region II in Virginia and North
Carolina, the "Newer Tobacco Plantation Area," is characterized as
having "High Ante-Bellum ELU with Post-Bellum decline" (1974: 14). The
project area is located in Trimble's Erosive Land Use [ELU] Region
III (see Fig. 6). According to Trimble (1974: 14) this is the "Cotton
Plantation Area" with High Ante-Bellum ELU intensity with Post-
Bellum continuation." Region IV encompasses portions of the upper
Piedmont from North Carolina to Alabama. The area is characterized
by "'Low Ante-Bellum ELU intensity with significant Post-Bellum
increase" (1974: 14), and is known as the Cotton-General Farming Area.
Region V is divided into two separate areas. One is the General
Farming Area of North Carolina and Virginia; the other, in the
Talladega Hills of Alabama and Georgia, is the "Mixed Farming Area"
and is characterized by having llNo definite trends, but with ELU
intensities generally remaining at levels below the meanll (1974: 17).
J~lthough not the first to write about the Southern Piedmont's
severely eroded agricultural area, Ttimble (1974) is the first to
put it into its proper perspective delineating its causes. Trimble
indicates that prior to European settlement of the Southern Piedmont
soil erosion was at a minimum. Land prices were low, so that farmers
could purchase vast tracts of land for virtually nothing. Along with
this, the purchase price of slaves was high, therefore, the only crops
these planters could afford to cultivate were high profit crops. With
the availablity of the cotton gin in 1795 more and more Piedmont
plantations began to cultivate cotton. Soil conservation practices
were minimal at best and the land was susceptible to erosion. The
number of slaves it took to keep the cotton growing properly was less
than for other crops, such as corn, and therefore, more land could
be cultivated in cotton by fewer slaves. With each rainstorm more
and more topsoil washed away, eroding the landscape even further. The
fewer the slaves necessary to cultivate the cotton, the higher the profits,
and with higher profits, more land and slaves could be purchased.
Trimble writes that:
There was a spatial correlation between slavery and ELU;
the plantation economy and the institution of slavery as
exemplified on the Piedmont tended to promote careless,
erosive use of the land (1974: 142).
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Once the land was beyond use fer agriculture the planter would move
on after selling his land. Trimble continues that:
The depletion and abandonment of land concomitant with
extensive agricultural practices was perhaps the single
most destructive habit practiced by the European settlers
of the Piedmont and, indeed, most of the South (1974: 153).
This abandonment of the land is the most destructive of all ELU land
practices. Either the land was abandoned or the planter continued to
cultivate his land. Because it was more economical to have large
numbers of slaves to work the plantations (this could range from 12
to 30) the "ELU was greater in areas of high slave density because
of the slave plantation econotiJ.y'" (1974: 157). Generally the
plantation overseers took little care in conserving the land because
it was not theirs. Their immediate interest was in financial returns.
On the other hand, the homesteaders or yeomen of the Piedmont took
more care in conserving their soil, most probably because they could
afford few slaves to help them and they worked the fields themselves.
Exactly how many plantations were in the project area is unknown
at this time. There were at least five and most likely twenty more.
Life on these plantations was probably very similar to that elsewhere
in the slave-holding South. If the plantation was small in size,
there would likely have been from 3 to 25 slaves working on it. Work
usually began at sunrise with men and women slaves working side by
side (Steward 1969: 12; Olmstead 1959: 108-110). Field workers were
allowed two meals, at nine and noon, and work continued until daily
tasks were completed, usually between 3 and 5. Children started in
the fields when they were about seven years of age, toting water or
picking up stones; at ten or twelve they were given regular field
jobs (Bennett 1970: 74).
Frederick Law Olmstead described the women field workers as
being:
dressed in coarse gray gowns, generally very much burned
and very dirty; which, for greater convenience of working
in the mud, were reefed up with a cord drawn tightly around
the body, a little above the hips--the spare amount of
skirt bagging out between this and the waist proper.
On their legs were loose leggins or pieces of blanket or
bagging wrapped about, and lashed with thongs; and they
wore very heavy shoes. Most of them had handkerchiefs,
only, tied around their heads; some wore men's caps, or
old slouched hats, and several were bareheaded (Olmstead
1959 f 110).
Lerone Bennett described one method of clothing distribution to
slaves as being:
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Twice a year, the regimented slave was issued a clothes
ration. A South Carolina planter described a typical
allowance in his plantation manual. "Each man gets in
the fall 2 shirts of cotton drilling, a pair of woolen
pants and a woolen jacket. In the spring 2 shirts of
cotton shirting and 2 pro of cotton pants •.. Each woman
gets in the fall 6 yds. of woolen cloth, 6 yds. of cotton
drilling and a needle, skein of thread and 1/2 dozen
buttons. In the spring 6 yds. of cotton shirting and 6
yds. of cotton cloth similar to that for men's pants,
needle, thread and buttons. Each worker gets a stout pro
of shoes every fall, and a heavy blanket every third year."
Clothes came in two sizes, large and small. And
women and men apparently were issued the same kind of
shoes (Bennett 1970: 74).
Bennett also writes that children went around in a state of
near nudity until they were old enough to work. The children either
were given a tow linen shirt or an old guano bag or corn meal bag
(Bennett 1970: 74).
With regard to the food rations and cooking for the slaves,
Austi.n Steward, a slave for 22 years wrote that:
The slaves on our plantation were provided with very little
meat. In addition te the peck of corn or meal, they were
allowed a little salt and a few herrings. If they wished
for more, they were obliged to earn it by over~work. They
were permitted to cultivate small gardens, and were thereby
enabled to provide themselves with trifling conveniences.
But these gardens were only allowed to some of the more
industrious (Steward 1969: 1l~12).
Preparation of daily rations in the field would be a problem if each
slave would have to cook his own meal, Steward continues on that:
It was the usual practice to have one of the old slaves
set apart to do the cooking. All the field hands were
required to give into the hands of the cook a certain portion
of their weekly allowance, either in dough or meal, which
was prepared in the following manner. The cook made a hot
fire and rolled up each person's portion in some cabbage
leaves, when they could be obtained, and placed it in a
hole in the ashes, carefully covered with the same, where
it remained until done. Bread baked in this way is very
sweet and good. But then cabbage leaves could not always
be obtained. When this was the case, the bread was
little better than a mixture of dough and ashes, which
was not very palatable (Steward 1969: 12-13).
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Bennett continues that:
Cooking .•.was also a communal concern. Food was prepared
in a common kitchen and sent to the workers in the field.
In most cases, however, slaves were expected to cook the
evening meal in their cabins. The food, which was issued
once a week, was generally coarse and lacking in variety.
Each adult was given a peck of corn and three or four pounds
of bacon or salt pork. Fractional amounts, usually one-
half, were allotted to each child in the family. Most
slaves supplemented this meager fare by trapping coons
and oppossums in the fields or by stealing corn from the
master's corn cribs and chickens from his chicken coops
(Bennett 1970: 74).
There are accounts of punishment for slackness in the field
which was usually 39 lashes (the least amount) with a cowhide whip
(Stev;rard 1969: 13). Steward reflects on slave owners and punishment:
I must first say that it is not true, that slave owners
are respected for kindness to their slaves. The more
tyrannical a master is, the more will he be favorably
regarded by his neighboring planters; and from the day
that he acquires the reputation of a kind and indulgent
master, he is looked upon with suspicion, and sometimes
hatred, and his slaves are watched more closely than
before (Steward 1969: 19).
Masters and overseers were not the only ones who were cruel to slaves.
Mistresses were not to be left out of punishing slaves. Steward's
master's wife:
was a great scold--continually finding fault with some of
the servants, and frequently punishing the young slaves
herself, by striking them over the head with a heavy iron
key, until the blood ran; or else whipping them with a cow-
hide, which she always kept by her side •.• The older servants
she would cause to be punished by having them severely
whipped by a man, which she never failed to do for every
trifling fault (Steward 1969: 17).
The slave states during the late eighteenth century instituted
thE~ t1patrol" which in effect was a white militia to guard the slaves,
of the neighborhood. This "Patrol" had the power to go anywhere,
and stop any slave and demand to see his pass if he were away from
his plantation. If the slave had no pass then he would be severely
whipped by the "Patrol" (Steward 1969: 19...26). The "Patrol" kept
closl~ watch over the plantation slaves in order to keep them from
escaping, and to keep slaves from rebelling and doing harm to whites.
The "'Patrol" kept the South in a constant state of military control.
It had the power to keep order among the slaves any way that was
felt necessary, usually by most violent methods--whipping and in some
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cases hanging (Steward 1969: 19-26). Steward sums up the treatment
of slaves very well, in that "No slave could possibly escape being
punished--I care not how attentive they might be, nor how industrious--
punished they must be, and punished they certainly were" (Steward 1969: 17).
On most plantations the slaves worked a six day week, having
Sunday as a day of rest and religion (Olmstead 1959: 122; Bennett
1970: 80-81). The Southern states spent much time and energy in
christianizing their slaves. The slaves sometimes held their own
serv:i.ces and the adopted Christian services became somewhat
Afric:anized (Bennett 1970: 80-81).
Four available accounts of slave quarters give an idea as to
how the slaves lived after laboring in the fields. Olmstead
describes two plantations he visited, the first in Virginia and the
second in South Carolina:
The houses of the slaves are usually log-cabins, of various
degrees of comfort and commodiousness. At one end there
is a great open fire-place, which is exterior to the wall
of the house, being made of clay in an enclosure, about
eight feet square and high, of logs. The chimney is
sometimes of brick, but more commonly of lath or split
sticks, laid up like log-work and plastered with mud. They
enjoy great roaring fires, and, as the common fuel is
pitch pine, the cabin, at night when the door is open,
seen from a distance, appears like a fierce furnace.
The chimneys often catch fire, and the cabin is destroyed ..•
Several cabins are placed near together, and they are
called "the quarters." ..• The situation chosen for it has
reference to convenience of obtaining water from springs
and fuel from the woods (Olmstead 1959: 91-92).
This second description of slave quarters comes from the Coastal Plain.
It was a very large plantation, and all the building were
substantial and commodious, except the negro-cabins, which
were the smallest I had seen--I thought not more than
twelve feet square interiorly. They stood in two rows,
with a wide street between them. They were built of logs,
with no windows--no opening at all, except the doorway,
with no trees about them, or porches, or shades of any
kind (Olmstead 1959: 108).
Steward describes the slave cabin he lived in, in Virginia as:
••. a small cabin, built of rough boards, with a floor of
earth, and small openings in the sides of the cabin were
substituted for windows. The chimney was built of sticks
and mud; the door, of rough boards; and the whole was put
together in the rudest possible manner. As to the furniture
of this rude dwelling, it was procured by the slaves them-
selves, who were occasionally permitted to earn a little
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" 'Everything' an ex-slave said, 'happened in that one room - birth,
sickness, death - everything. '" (Bennett 1970: 74-75). Olmstead
in his travels through South Carolina writes of dwellings other than
sla.ve quarters.
With few exceptions all these remains had brick chimneys, possibly
an indication that there was a brick yard near the project area.
Porches were not always evident but three were noted. For the most
part, the dwelling remains were square, and on occasion there would
be a reom attached to one side. It is unknown at this time whether
I never knew Capt.
utensils of any
money after their day's toil was done.
H. to furnish his slaves with household
description (Steward 1969: 11).
The large majority of the dwellings were of logs, and
even those of the white people were often without glass
windows. In the better class of cabins, the roof is usually
built with a curve, so as to project eight or ten feet
beyond the log-wall; and a part of this space, exterior to
the logs, is enclosed with boards, making an additional
small room--the remainder forms an open porch. The whole
cabin is often elevated on four corner-posts, two or three
feet from the ground, so that the air may circulate under
it. The fireplace is built at the end of the house, of
sticks and clay, and the chimney is carried up outside, and
often detached from the log walls; but the roof is
extended at the gable, until the line with its outer side.
The porch has a railing in front, and a wide shelf at the
end on which a bucket of water, a gourd, and hand basins,
are usually placed. There are chairs, or benches, in the
porch•..• The logs are usually hewn but little; and, of
course, as they are laid up, there will be wide interslices
between them--which are increased by subsequent shrinking.
These, very connnonly, are not "chinked," or filled up in
any way; nor is the wall lined on the inside •..•
Cabins, of this class, would almost always be flanked by
two or three negro-huts. The cabins of the poorest class
of whites were of a meaner sort--being mere square pens
of logs, roofed over, provided with a chimney, and usually
with a shed of boards, supported by rough posts, before the
door (Olmstead 1959: 107-108).
These simple descriptions are typical of early to late nineteenth
century dwelling remains. Available data from 71 sites in the Russell
areawith noticeable foundations present indicated that eleven measured
in size ranging from 10 by 10 feet to 30 by 35 feet. 'Sixteen sites
had been bulldozed and forty-four were not measured, primarily because
of vegetative undergrowth which may have been a result of bulldozing.
All, however, had evidence of foundations so that these dwellings at
least had wood floors.
any of these were slave cabins for they were single occurrences and
not groupings. This at least is the indication at present, because
the undergrowth at most of these sites was extremely dense and access
to these sites was impeded. At other sites paper companies had
bulldozed remaining standing portions of structures in order to reduce
the taxes on the property. Therefore, much available information is
being destroyed to save a few tax dollars. This is a concrete example
for the need to have tax incentives for historic preservation. In
this area and areas like it, where commercial forests are being
planted, some effort should be made to remedy this situation.
Those in authority need to take the initiative and provide laws against
this loss of the historic record and provide tax incentives for the
preservation of these buildings being destroyed. The historic record
in the Russell project area could have been greatly increased had
there been laws protecting these valuable and non-renewable resources.
From its initial settlement to the 1860's the project area
depended upon the Savannah River for transportation. "For the trans-
portation of cotton, as of tobacco, watercourses were used in most
cases where possible, and the function of the roads was mainly to
supplement the rivers" (Phillips 1909: 58). The little town of
Edulburg, at the mouth of Coldwater Creek, became a small transshipment
point for crops grown in the area. Andersonville, at the junction of
the Tugaloo and the Seneca Rivers, was too far north for planters in
the Russell area to ship overland and then downriver from Andersonville.
One of the earliest cotton planters was the Reverend Daniel Tucker
(about whom the fok song "Ole Dan Tucker" is sung). Tucker operated
a fl~rry to the South Carolina side that was located just below his
house site (9EB408) at Cherokee Shoals. Among Tucker's neighbors
were many planters, perhaps the most famous of them was Joseph Rucker.
Rucker was not just a planter, with a large plantation to manage;
he was also the president of the Ruckersville bank, which he founded.
l\night says of the bank and Rucker that:
Living at a time when the country was experimenting with
Bank laws, he organized, and as President, managed, with
phenomenal success, the Bank of Ruckersville, under
circumstances which would now provoke a smile. We cannot
think of a bank, a moneyed institution, with hardly a
human habitation in sight, surrounded by original forest.
This institution was operated in a small unpretentious frame
bUilding ••• The furniture was of the plainest, but it issued
bills which passed current par throughout the State. It
throve and prospered, and with the assistance of the wealthy
planters in the neighborhood, became a strong financial
institution, contributing to the development and prosperity
of that part of the State (Knight 1914: 717).
Another prosperous planter in the neighborhood, on the Carolina
side 'rJ'as James Edward Calhoun, who owned Millwood Plantation (38AB9,
AB12) , which according to informants was about 25,000 acres in extent,
on both sides of the Savannah River.
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Petersburg was another transshipment point on the Savannah.
Loc.ated at the mouth of the Broad River, it was too far south for
some planters who would have to cross up to ten creeks to get there.
Petersburg, according to C.C. Jones began as Fort James about 1773;
Its stockade was an acre in extent. Within this enclosure
were .•• fifty rangers .••• On the peninsula above the fort
was located the town called Dartmouth .... After a short and
by no means robust existence Dartmouth gave place to Peters-
burg, which, during the tobacco culture in Georgia, attracted
to itself a considerable population, and was regarded as
a place of no little commercial importance (1909: 132).
According to Informants 4, 6, 11, and 12 (Appendix F), Petersburg
could boast about 20 stores and warehouses during the 1830 's or 40' s ,
all centered around the shipping of cotton and lumber to Augusta.
Almost diagonally acrli>Ss the Savann~h R,i~er frClm PeterSbUl;g was. Fort
Charlotte, the nearest refuge for early settlers. White in 1849
writes that Petersburg:
was once among the most prosperous towns in Georgia; but
is now in a state of dilapidation. A feeling of melancholy
and loneliness is experienced by the visitor when he
remembers what the town was in former days (White 1849: 227).
In 1870, the population of Petersburg was 925, but by 1880 this
had dropped to 800 (Bureau of Census 1883: 123). By 1906 there were
only a few buildings left (U.S.G.S. Crawfordsville, Ga.-S.C. map 1944).
Unfortunately, at this point, there is little information accumulated
about Petersburg and even less about Edinburg.
In 1818, and probably before, South Carolina passed a resolution
saying in effect that the Savannah River would be made navigable from
Augusta to the confluence of the Tugaloo and Keowee (Kohn 1910: 18).
This allowed the "Petersburg" boats (stokes 1951: 196) and other
cotton carrying craft, to easily navigate the rivers shoals and swift
water (about 2 miles an hour). Apparently one of the typical
cotton carrying craft along the savannah River was the "Petersburg"
boat which was from 25 to 80 feet in length, 6 to 8 feet wide and
had a draft of about 10 to 20 inches. Each end had a deck and the
craft was steered by either a sweep or by a pole. The boats were
generally current driven going down river and poled on the return
trip. The crews were made up of both Black and White workers (Gray
1941: 685; Stokes 1951: 196-197; Rahn 1968; 15-25; Appendix F",-
Informant 12). White writes about the commerce on the river above
Augusta, and includes, perhaps the only written account about the
"Petersburg" boats that were in use above Augusta:
Much of the Produce of this country [Elbert] is carried
in boats down the Savannah river, to Augusta. The boats
are generally 75 feet in length, six feet wide, pointed
at both ends, and having round bottoms. vllien loaded, they
draw 15 inches. They are under the care of a patroon
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While the Civil War had much impact in South Carolina and Georgia,
the Russell Project area was left relatively untouched. There appear
to have been no battles or skirmishes fought in the area and very
possibly there were no Union troops in the area until after the War.
There were several dozen grave markers in various cemeteries near the
project area proclaiming that the interred had served with one of
several infantry regiments or cavalry units.
and six hands, and carry from 40 to 60 bales of cotton.
The trip to and from Augusta consumes six or seven days.
Rates of boating to Augusta, from 75 cents to $1 per bale
(White 1849).
The Abbeville Mineral Springs (38AB280) began operation in 1838,
as a resort for local planters. In 1840, near the resort, the Diamond
Springs post office opened and was run by Robert Keown, one of the
direetors of the spa. According to Informant 11 (Appendix F), Ja.mes
Edward Calhoun, brother-in-law and cousin to Vice President John
C. Calhoun, and owner of Millwood Plantation (38AB9), was also a
stock holder in the resort. Informant 11 also mentioned that there
was a brick yard and a distillery very near the Abbeville Mineral
Springs Resort Hotel. The survey was not able to locate these.
During 1856 the hotel apparently underwent a managerial change and
the name then became Diamond Springs Hotel. In the 1880' s Informant
11's grandfather purchased the hotel and its 140 acres and turned it
into a farm. As of this time, research has exposed no similar resort
on the Georgia side; however, Informant 2 did acknowledge that "the
Harper Place" (9EB306) was an overnight stopping place for travelers
from the South Carolina side crossing the River at Harper's Ferry
(38AB21) (Informant 10).
According to Informants 3 and 4, the area now known as Beverly
was at one time, after the Revolutionary War, the site of a tavern.
During the antebellum period a mill and dam (9EB201) were built and a
small village grew around it, and became known as Pearl Mill
(9EB201). Sometime around the Civil War, the first mill burned and
was not rebuilt until after the war. The second mill (9EB201),
also known as the Pearl Mill, was at various times a cotton mill,
yarn mill and finally a corn mill. The architecture of the second
mill is unique to the project area. When the mill was in operation
it stood three stories high. Portions of the first and second stories
were of undressed stone, while the remainder of the second and the
third were of brick. The portion of the structure remaining is
approximately 20 meters wide by 150 meters long. The mill dam is
about 500 meters up Beaverdam Creek. Very little of the internal
structure is standing; even so, the structure is quite impressive
(see Appendix G).
Fo110wing.the Civil War came a period that few planters in
South Carolina cared for, the period of Reconstruction. Apparently
"the great up country had been scarcely touched by the hand of the
invader" (Simkins and Woody 1966: 21). Unlike the upcountry, the lower
portions of the state felt the effects in the extreme:
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As the Armies marched eastward, they proved even more
destructive than they had been in Georgia. Without an
adequate supply line Sherman expected to live off the
country and did. A believer in the concept of total war,
he thought he could break the back of "rebellion" by
destroying everything in his path. Consequently, he
seized and destroyed all supplies he could not use,
burned dwellings and barns ••• (L. Wright 1976: 183).
With the end of the War, South Carolina's soldiers started returning
home. Many come home to find "only smoke-blackened chimneys"
(Wrtght 1976: 186). With the Emancipation Proclamation "Labor was
no longer available" (Wright 1976: 196). Without labor the large
cotton plantations in the project area and elsewhere were at times
lost to taxes. "The greatest dissatisfaction was manifest over the
seizure of Property" (Simkins and Woody 1966: 31).
During mid-1865 the Freedmen's Bureau started to distribute
rations to both Black and White families. Between June 1865 and
May 1866 124,144 Whites received rations as opposed to 987,703
Blaeks in South Carolina (Simkins and Woody 1966: 30).
Sherman issued his famous Field Order number 15 and:
By it all the sea islands from Charleston to Port Royal,
and the adjoining islands to the distance of thirty
miles inland, were set aside for the use of the Negroes
who had followed his Army (Simkins and Woody 1966: 32).
Sherman intended to allot each Black family forty acres of land and
have his army protect them (Simkins and Woody 1966: 3-28). Apparently
the Blacks believed this was to happen and few sought work in the
next three years. Fortunately the Freedman's Bureau was there to
help. "The destitution continued in 1867, but by 1868 conditions
had improved and there was no general issue of food that year"
(Brooks 1914: 10). Blacks had started to leave the plantations
when their former masters were unable to provide them with food when
they did not work. The Blacks, at least in Georgia, began moving to
the cities by the thousands (Brooks 1914: 16), and others started
moving westward.
In 1867 the average yearly wage paid for farm labor,
including rations, was, in Georgia, $125; in Mississippi,
$149; in Louisiana, $150; in Arkansas, $136. The negroes
were moving, therefore, in response to an economic demand
(Brooks 1914: 17).
Not only was the labor force decreasing, but the price of land
also decreased because of seizure for failure to pay taxes. The
priee at public auctions ranged from $2.50 for 200 acres to ten
cents per acre (Brooks 1914: 38). Many land owners were able
to keep control of their land and buy adjoining land, increasing the
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size of plantations. Prunty (1955) writes that there were several
different types of plantation occupance forms following the recon-
struction. The two basic forms of occupance were the cropper and the
tenant-renter. "These occupance forms emerged on landholdings that had
previously supported the Ante-bellum form, and also developed on new
holdings created after Reconstruction" (Prunty 1955: 466-467). Labor on
the plantation continued as during ante-bellum days with 'gang' labor
employment, in which each gang was directed by a negro 'captain'
(Prunty 1955: 470). Each cropper was, in effect, allowed a cabin in
which to live and land of his own to cultivate; however, he would
contribute his time to the cultivation of the staple crop. The
cropper when the system was first begun, was treated much as before the
Civil War "and thus did not have the complete personal freedom he prized"
(Prunty 1955: 470). To remedy this situation the land owner granted
the things the croppers wanted most:
his own house adjacent to his own cropland, his
cultivating tools nearby instead of in a central shed,
a minimum of supervision plus freedom to work where,
when, and as he pleased, and he wanted use and control
of the mules (Prunty 1955: 470).
By about 1900 all these freedoms had been granted:
but dispersal of the mules among cropper-operated sub-
units meant that managerial control of the cultivating
power was weakened. "Patch" cultivation was the major
result; thus dispersal of the cultivating power marks
the inception of the fragmented occupance form. Another
result was unevenness in the kind and quality of cultivation
(Prunty 1955: 471).
Unfortunately, most of these various systems of cropper type farming
failed. Soon this form of system was given over to a cash..,..
wagE! system, but the close supervision required by the owner lead to
resEmtment by the workers and was not always successful (Prunty 1955:
471--474) .
The tenant~renter type of fragmented plantation was somewhat
more successful. "A share tenant supplies his own cultivating
power (usually mules) and implements and customarily pays two....thirds of
seed and fertilizer costs" (Prunty 1955: 474), There were several
different forms of the tenant-renter system, but most were similar,
with the difference lying in the amounts of rent or costs paid.
According to Woofter, et ale (1936) field study of 646 plantations
in the Southeast revealed interesting data about Black tenant farmers
as opposed to White tenants. First, the Blacks had farmed an average
total of 3 to 5 years longer than White tenants. Second, Black tenants
tended to stay an average of 4 to 5 years longer on the same plantation
than did Whites. Third, the average number of farms lived on is less
for Blacks than Whites. Lastly, the average number of years lived on
per farm is greater by 1 to 4 years (Woofter, et al. 1936: 110).
Woofter, et al. summed up the cotton tenant perlodin 1934:
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The typical cotton plantation operated by 5 or more families
in 1934, included a total of 907 acres, of which 385 were in
crops, 63 idle, 162 in pasture, 214 in woods, and 83 in
waste land. Approximately 86 percent of the 907 acres was
owned by the operating landlord and 14 percent was rented
from other owners. Of the crop land harvested, 44 percent
was planted to cotton. On the typical plantation the wage
hand cultivated 45 crop acres, the cropper 20, the other
share tenant 26, and the renter 24 ..••
The typical plantation was occupied by 14 families,
exclusive of the landlord's family, of which 3 were headed
by wage hands, 8 by croppers, 2 by other share tenants, and
1 by a renter. Of these families, 2 were white and 12
were Negro. The average family, the head of which was
41 years of age, consisted of about four perSons, of whom
two to three were employable. The average number of years
of residence on the 1934 farm was 8 years for all
families, 7 for wage hands, 7 for croppers, 11 for other
share tenants, and 13 for renters (Woofter et a1. 1936:
xxxii-xxxiii) • ~- --
Woofter, et al. also studied the living conditions of the tenants in
whieh:
Fuel and house rent are part of the tenant's perquisities
but the houses furnished are among the poorest in the Nation.
Unpainted four-room shacks predominate. Screening is the
exception rather than the rule and sanitation is primitive.
In a study of farm housing in the Southeast in 1934, it was
found that wells furnished the source of water for over
80 percent of both owner and tenant dwellings.
The low income for large families provides only a meagre
subsistence. About one-third of the net income is in the
form of products-raised for home. consumption .,. a few chickens
and eggs, home killed pork, syrup, corn meal, cow peas, and
sweet potatoes. These·food items are usually available
only in the late summer and fall,
During the months when crops are cultivated, the tenant
uses another third of his income, at the rate of about
$13 per month for food - mostly flour, lard, and salt
pork - and also for kerosene, medicine, and such clothing
purchases as cannot be postponed till fall. Another third
is spent for clothing and incidentals, usually soon after
the fall "settlement." Thus, by winter, resources are
exhausted and "slim rations" begin. Clothing, usually
purchased once a year, is of the poorest quality. Often
the children do not have sufficient warm clothing to go
to school.
Few of the tenants in this study had gardens and only
55 percent had cows. The effect of poor housing and meager
diet was reflected in the health of the families studied.
The lack of balance in diet is largely responsible for
pellagra and the digestive disorders that are prevalent in
the South. Lack of screening makes the control of malaria
difficult (Noofteret a1. 1936: xxvii.,.xxviii).
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The differences between the cropper and the tenant types "stems
from dispersed control of the cultivating power in the latter" (Prunty
1955: 479). Apparently the tenant farmer, perhaps because of his
greater freedoms, was the economic superior of participants in the
two systems. In Prunty's opinion, the appearance of tenants, and of
tenant-renter occupance, was the consequence of a managerial decision
because, it did not reduce their amenities and provided tangible
evidence of status, namely mules (1955: 480). Woofter, et al,
(1936) believed that:
The relatively high rate of mobility among tenant farmers,
as compared with owners, in the Cotton South is undoubtedly
tied up with the system of land renting ... The lack of written
contract between tenant and landowner, and the fact that
the tenant has no legal claim and receives no recompense
for improvements he may make on the property, deprive the
cotton tenant farmer of that incentive which leads to
stability. But even though the tenant remains relatively
fixed, he is handicapped so far as developing his property
is concerned, for his agreement with the landlord often
requires him to devote a high proportion of his land to
cotton (Woofter,et al, 1936: 114)
This is probably one of the major reasons for the collapse of the
tenant system in the south.
The majority of the sites in the Russell Reservoir were
charaeterized by ironstone/whiteware and manganese glass, these two
artifact types are by and large those that correspond to the post-
bellmrr/tenant period in the history of the project area. Of the 205
historic sites, 145 contain either or both of these two diagnostic
artifacts. The amount of land occupance by these sites is obviously
much greater than for the earlier period of European/American occupation
of the area.
Prunty has outlined in his 1955 article the different land use
patterns employed by ante-bellum plantations, post-bellum plantations,
cropper types, tenant, and tenant-renter types. These appear to be
of great importance in the study of land use patterns through time,
espE!cially since the majority of historic sites, about 90%, had
prehistoric artifacts associated.
According to Phillips (1909) the proj ect area itself was not crossed
by railroads until after 1860. The nearest railroad ran from Abbeville
to Anderson and beyond. Informants 11, 12, 14 and 15 (Appendix F) indicated
that the railroads did not connect to Lowndesville and Calhoun Falls in
South Carolina or across the river to Heardmont, Pearl and Middleton
in Georgia until about the late 1860's or 1870's. Once the railroads
connected stations near enough for planters to economically transport
their staple crop to the railhead, then river transport was no longer
necE~ssary. The railroads cut the time of transporting goods from the
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project area to the Augusta market from three days to less than one.
The ease of using rail transport would have allowed these late nineteenth
century planters to move further from the river.
Just prior to the Civil War the White population in the counties
surrounding the project area was on the increase, but according to
the statistics of the tenth census (Bureau of the Census 1883: 55, 77)
the White population decreased while the Black population increased.
The total populations of Abbeville and Elbert counties decreased in
1870 while Anderson county increased. The 1880 census indicates_an increase
for all three counties. By 1900 the White population increased only
slightly in Abbeville and Elbert counties and almost doubled in Anderson
county (Wallace 1961: 710-712). This increase in Anderson county is
probably due to increasing industrialization of the area around the town
of Anderson. Since 1900 the White population of Abbeville has increased
slowly and the Black population has decreased steadily. During the late
nineteenth century Lowndesville became the shopping center for local
planters until about 1920; it was a small thriving town, well serviced
by the railroad. When the Depression and the boll weevil struck,
the area started to decline. The local cotton seed oil factory burned
about this time also and the decline worsened until today when the
population is about one tenth of what it was around the turn of the
century (Appendix F--Informants 14 and 15).
During 1904 and 1905, several businessmen formed the Savannah
River Power Company with the intention of completing four hydroelectric
dams on the Savannah River. Three of these were to be within the
project area. By 1906 the hydroelectric dam and powerhouse were
compl,eted at Gregg Shoals (38AN36). During the freshet of 1908 the
Savannah River rose 14 feet and flooded out the dam and powerhouse;
however, in just a few months the powerhouse was working again.
Basically the Company supplied power to Lowndesville, Greenwood,
Anderson, Elberton, and Calhoun Falls (Kohn 1910).
The other projects the Company planned in the Russell Project
area, included hydroelectric dams at Cherokee Ford and at Calhoun
Falls (Kohn 1910: 96). The latter was near the site of the present
Russell dam. Apparently there was a small company town (38AN5)
loca.ted on the ridge overlooking the Gregg Shoals Dam. The dam
supplied electricity to the area until the late 1940' s when it discontinued
operations. During the mid-1950's the powerhouse was demolished for
insurance purposes. The Corps of Engineers dynamited the center of the
dam in order to ease the flow of water out of the Hartwell Dam.
Unfortunately, in doing so they have created a dangerous situation just
below the dam. When water is let out of Hartwell Dam, the increase is
not noticeable until the water reaches the old dam at 2 1/2 miles an
hour. At this point the rising waters cascade through the dynamited
portion of old dam causing extremely dangerous water that can easily
sweep people out into the river.
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While the population in the farming communities declined in the
area, the local manufacturing center of Calhoun Falls has had steady
growth since it became incorporated in 1908 (Bureau of the Census 1913:
574). Unfortunately, the Georgia towns of Heardmont, Pearl and Middleton
are almost ghost towns, where deserted buildings abound and populations
are under 20. At Heardmont, the population is 1. Since the end of
the 1920's, when the era of tenant farming climaxed, the area has been
losing its residents. Woofter, et al. write that:
The number and proportion of large holdings in the South
have decreased and the number and proportion of small
holdings have increased, reflecting the increasing division
of land ownership. The disintegration of large tracts
was steady from the Civil War to about 1910. At present
there is a tendency to hold large tracts together, especially
since so much worn-out land has been dropped from cultivation
(Woofter, et a1. 1936: xxi).
This land that has been dropped from cultivation was allowed, in
many cases, to revert back to forest land through old field succession
(Odum 1960). Once land owners realized that the pines in their fields
could be a valuable resource that paper and lumber companies would
pay for, large tracts of land became pine plantations planted with
loblolly pines. Timber stands of thirty, forty and more years are
not uncommon in portions of the project area. The majo'J:::i.ty of the
land in the project area is now owned not by farmers but by lumber
and paper companies. One former resident told us that at one time
you could stand in Heardmont and see the Beaverdam Creek several
miles away, and that the fields stretched on almost forever. Now
the majority of the land in the project area is in pine plantation.
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II
CHAPTER II
BACKGROUND RE$EARCH AND PREPARATlON
Introduction
Prior to the 1977 field season, four archeological surveys had been
performed in the proposed Richard B. Russell Dam and Lake Project.
One of these was performed by the University of Georgia in 1969 and
reported by Hutto (1970). The remaining three were conducted by various
personnel of the Institute of Archeology and Anthropology, University of
South Carolina. The results of the first survey were published by
Hemmings (1970). The results of the other two have been summarized
in a Proposal and Addendum to the Proposal submitted to Interagency
Archeological Services, Atlanta (Hanson n.d. a, n.d. b). In addition
to this, the University of Georgia excavated the mound at Beaverdam
Creek Mound site (9EB85) in 1971 (Lee 1976).
These surveys, although not systematic in the current sense of
that term, did provide preliminary information about certain aspects of
the archeological record. These were chronology, landforms, site size,
site density, artifact density and site type. These surveys were reviewed
in te:rms of these aspects.
ChY'onoZogy
There was use of this area from the Early Archaic through the Historic
period. Using Table 1 of Hanson (n.d. a) with an admittedly crude cultural-
historical typology, the components were distributed as follows:
Archaic
Woodland
Mississippian
Historic
83
36
12
13
57.6%
25.0%
8.3%
9.0%
This information, however, could not be generalized. This was due to
several factors: 1) The" Archaic·period can be more finely ordered into 3
phases: Early, Middle and Late. 2) The concrete attributions of ceramic
sites into either the Woodland or Mississippian period was naive. The
condition of sherds in surface contexts is such in this area that surface
treatments erode and temper (except for fiber timber) has little temporal
significance. Smith's analysis of ceramics in conjunction with the
present survey indicates that the majority of the ceramics are not
attributable to speci:E':tc time periods, but, must instead be classified
as "Cf~ramic Prehistoric" (see Chapter IV). 3) The recording of historic
sites was casual (in South Carolina) or not done (Georgia). This non-
systernatic recording of historic sites should not reflect on those
investigators, but it does reflect the lack of codified procedures for
historic resource location, identification and evaluation which have
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since been implemented. Also complicating the definition of cultural
affiliations from these earlier surveys was the assumption that a site
without ceramics or diagnostic bifaces was Archaic. Recent surveys in
the South Carolina Piedmont by House and Ballenger (1976) and Goodyear,
Ackerly and House (n.d.) have categorized these sites as Unidentified
Prehistoric. This procedure has been adopted in the present survey.
Landforms
Sites could be expected to be located on all the different types
of landforms present in the project area: ridgetops, ridges lopes , terraces
and floodplains and the river proper (I.e., 38AB36, Gregg Shoals Dam and
38AB15 and 38AB16, fish weirs), including the islands (9EB16 and 9EB94,
located on McCalla Island). Hanson's (n.d. b) summary of landform
distributions indicated a trend from primary use of upland settings during
the Archaic to primary use of terrace/floodplain settings during the
Mississippian period. This interpretation, however, is hampered by
the crudity of the cultural-historical typology mentioned above. More
important to the present purpose is the knowledge that cultural resources
",il1 be located on various kinds of landforms, even though the previous
survey data could be generalized to provide expected proportional
distributions for sites on landforms according to cultural-historical
period. This implied that the survey techniques employed should
minimize bias in the selection of landforms as much as possible. This
problem was addressed by implementing a probabilistic design insensitive
to landforms as a basis for selecting areas for investigation.
Site Size
The previous surveys also provided information on site size which
was dE~termined and recorded differentially on the different sides of
the river. Site size information from South Carolina (provided for 62
of thE~ 74 sites on the South Carolina side, see Hanson n.d. a, Table 1)
was given in acres, with site sizes varying from 1/2 to 10 acres.
TABLE 19
SIZE OF PREVIOUSLY RECORDED SITES - SOUTH CAROLINA
Site Sizes
1 acre
2 acres
3 acres
4 acres
5 acn~s
5+ acres
Number of Sites
16
20
11
6
3
6
Percentage of Sites
21.6%
27.0%
14.9%
8.1%
4.1%
8.1%
In Georgia, site size when provided (18 out of 39 sites had no size
given), was given in square feet. Hutto (1970) seems to be giving the
area collected when providing estimates of site size.
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TABLE 20
SIZE OF PREVIOUSLY RECORDED SITES - GEORGIA
Site Sizes
1600-5625 sq. ft.
10,000 sq. ft.
22,000 sq. ft.
40,000 sq. ft.
90,000 sq. ft.
Number of sites
10
3
3
4
1
Vegetation
Percentage of Sites
25.6%
7.7%
7.7%
10.3%
2.6%
The concentration on inspection of exposed ground surfaces by earlier
investigators (see Hemmings 1970: 12-13), did not give an accurate per-
ception of the vegetation types present on the survey area, although Hemmings
(1970: 13) did mention that almost all of the survey area was covered
by he:avy, dense vegetation types. A written description does not,
however, convey the same impact as first-hand experience. All of the
earlier surveys were accomplished during the winter and early spring,
while: the most recent survey was to be conducted during the period of
greatest biological activity, the summer. Piedmont survey experience
gained by other investigators performing surveys during the growing
season had demonstrated that subsurface testing had to be an integral
part of any site location survey in this environment (House & Ballenger
1976; Goodyear, Ackerly and House n.d.).
Hemmings (1970: 13) made it clear that archeological sites remained
undetected, and there was no documentation in any reports about the areas
surveyed, except by default, when sites were located. No mention was
made of areas surveyed where no cultural resources were located.
Although the project boundaries were different in 1970 than today (below
490' a.s.l. contour in South Carolina [Hemmings 1970: 4]; below the 500'
a.s.l. contour in Georgia [Hutto 1970: 1]), if we use as the project
size, 26,650 acres (475' floodpool) and the number of sites located, 109,
then a density of sites per acre can be computed. This computation
results in 1 site per 250 acres or, projected to the project area, 134.6
sites expected. Data collected since then indicated that this figure
was a gross underestimation. The Laurens-Anderson survey in the inter-
riverine zone east of the Savannah River located 165 sites in a project
area, the size of which is 1916 acres (Goodyear, Ackerly and House n.d.).
This yields a density estimate of 1 site per 11.6 acres. This density
figure, when projected to the Russell Reservoir gives an estimate of
2893.1 sites for the project area. As can be seen, previous surveys
in the project area and in a nearby area resulted in vastly different
estimates for site density per acre and for site total. We expected
site densities and totals. somewhere within these ranges; however, as
this was to be the first systematic survey of the riverine zone, it
was not really possible to estimate the expected number reliably.
Informally, figures in the 400 to 500 site range were discussed.
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Artifact Density
Information about artifact densities on sites was lacking because
criteria were not specified, and it is apparent in some instances that
all ohserved artifacts were not collected. At one site, Hennnings
noted "a surface scatter of quartz and argillite flakes" but his
artifact inventory lists only one argillite and no quartz flakes (1970:
21). Inspection of his artifact catalogue indicates that 33 artifacts
were collected. Given the site size of six acres (1970: 21), an
artifcLct density of 5.5 artifacts per acre is obtained or one artifact
per 7920 feet. The significant question implied here is whether or
not reliable data are available for planning purposes. For estimates
of artifact density, this is clearly not the case.
Site Type
Hemmings (1970: 14) divided his sites into 5 categories. The
prehistoric categories lithic, ceramic, and multicomponent, were based
on site content. The presence of historic structures or historic
artifacts defined historic sites, and sites in the river with fish traps
were classified as such. Hutto (1970) did not employ a site typology,
but rather categorized sites according to cultural affiliation. Both
authors did, however, make functional inferences about some of the sites
based on size or content or both. This categorization is informal and
combin.ed with the knowledge that survey methods were quite selective for
both locating and collecting sites, means that the previously collected.
data are of little, if any utility for estimating assemblage variability
in .theproject.
Previous Archeological Work Along the Upper Savannah River
The Richard B. Russell Dam and Lake Project is the third reservoir
to be built on the upper Savannah River. To the south is Clark Hill
Reservoir and to the north is Hartwell Reservoir. In this section,
archeological work done in these reservoirs will be reviewed in terms
of the utility of the information collected for planning an archeological
survey.
Chronology of occupation: During the period in which these surveys
were performed (1948 and 1953), the Archaic was divided into two cultural
units, the Old Quartz Industry (Caldwell 1954) and the Eastern Archaic
Stage (now known as the Late Archaic), which succeeded the Old Quartz
Industry.
The Old Quartz Industry was distinguished by the presence of what
are now called Morrow Mountain bifaces (Coe 1964). In addition, any
scatter of quartz without ceramics or other diagnostics was also placed
in this category.
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The Eastern Archaic Stage (or Stalling's Island Culture) was marked
by SWlannah River bifaces (Claflin 1931) and fiber tempered pottery.
l~S is obvious from this discussion, there was no distinction made
about the Early Archaic. This phase was not defined until Coe (1964)
conducted excavations at the Doerschuk and Hardaway sites in North
Carolina.
l1iller (1948) provided no chronological ordering of sites located
in the Clark Hill Reservoir. His typology is more "functional" than
anything else. The only exceptions to this are the discussions of
the Lake Spring site (9CB60-6l) and the Rembert Mound group (9EB5l).
In thE~ description of the Lake Spring site, Miller mentioned that the
site eontained "a very early occupancy in that the cultural remains
belonged to a prepottery horizon which probably ranged in time from the
beginning of the Christian Era to about A.D. 500" (1974: 28). The
Rembert Mound group is specifically discussed as "essentially a single
component site which can be attributed to the Lamar Complex and tentatively
dated to 1540-1650 (Miller 1948, 1974: 30). Caldwell ordered the sites
in Hartwell Reservoir chronologically. His units were the Old Quartz
Industry, Kellogg, Woodstock, Etowah, Cherokee and Unknown. Caldwell
did mention that no sites of the Eastern Archaic Stage (today the Late
Archaic) were found in Hartwell (1974a: 36).
These previous surveys, because of the chronologies employed, gave
no reliable estimate of the proportions of the sites by time period.
Landforms: Detailed data are lacking in the reports for Clark
Hill ~llld Hartwell Reservoirs. Miller (1974) said "most of the archaeological
remains located were found in the valley bottomlands or on the lower
slopes of the flanking hills." For Hartwell, Caldwell (1974a) did, in
certain cases, discuss landform distributions by chronological type. Old
Quartz: sites were located on the uplands overlooking the valleys and
streams. For the ceramic sites, one has to read between the lines to
get the impression that most of these were located in valley bottoms.
Site Size: No data are available for site size for either Clark
Hill or Hartwell Reservoir. On other grounds, it can be surmised that
some of the sites were quite large, like the Rembert Mound group (9EB5l)
based on the size of these mounds as reported by Bartram (Harper 1958:
206).
Vegetation: No mention is made by either Miller (1974) or Caldwell
(1974a.) of the vegetation in these reservoirs. From the information
presented above in the landforms section, it appears that survey efforts
were concentrated on cultivated lands, primarily in the river or
tributary valleys.
Site densities: According to Miller (1974), the size of the Clark Hill
Reservoir is approximately 78,500 acres. He reports that 128 sites were
found during the survey, which was preformed by two men for five months. Of
these, 70 were to be inundated by the reservoir. Using these figures, an
estimate of one site per 1121.4 acres is obtained. Using the Laurens-
Anderson site density estimate of one site per 11.6 acres, an inventory
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estimate of 6767.2 sites in Clark Hill is obtained. Of course, the true
figure probably lies between these figures because there were no coverage
estima.tes given by which to modify the original inventory. Caldwell
(1974a) reports that 70 sites were found during a one person survey of
unknown duration in the Hartwell Reservoir. Of the 70 sites, 8 are
listed as being located outside of the reservoir. Hartwell Reservoir is
55,900 ayres (power pool). Using these figures, the site density
estimate is one site per 901. 6 acres. Vsing the l,.91urens-AnderSOIl site
density estimate, an inventory estimate of 4819.0 sites is obtained.
Again
"
because no estimate is given of coverage it is not possible to
make reasonable estimates about site densitiesAin these areas.
l~tifact densities: Estimates of this parameter cannot be obtained
from the survey reports of Clark Hill and HartwellR~servoirsbecause no
estj~ates of site size are given (see above) and no artifact inventories
are provided.
llite Types: Miller (1974) categorized the sites in Clark Hill
Reservoir into six types: mound, village, camp, workshop, possible pre-
pottery and traces. The discussion of typology (1974: 33) makes clear
that: eontent and density were the primary defining characteristics. As
noted above, chronological problems inhibit the utility of typology for
providing an expected range of assemblage variability.
Caldwell does not have a site typology as such, but in the inventory
(1974cl: 39-43), under the description column, he lists habitation areas (45),
chippfng areas (2), traces (3), and other sites listed as probable sites
of historic Cherokee towns and Fort Prince George (listed as being outside
of reservoir). Also, it should be noted that this inventory contains only
54 sites.
Information from Surveys of Nearby Areas
There have been a number of surveys conducted in recent years in
other portions of the South Carolina Piedmont. Of these, only one was
available and useful for planning. This was "An Archeological Survey
of the Interstate 77 Route in the South Carolina Piedmont" by House
and Ballenger (1976). This report was consulted, as was House personally
and Albert Goodyear, who had conducted a survey in Laurens and Anderson
Counties, South Carolina. Goodyear's results had not been published
during the planning phase of the Russell survey, so House and Ballenger
(1976) was relied on at that time. The following discussion uses data
and observations primarily from this source.
~;hronology: The Interstate 77 survey yielded evidence of occupation
during the Early Archaic, Middle Archaic, Late Archaic, Mississippian
and Historic Periods. In addition, many unidentified prehistoric
sites were found.
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TABLE 21
1-77 Culture History Components
Time Period
Early Archaic
MiddlE~ Archaic
Late Archaic
Woodland
Mississippian
Unknmm Prehistoric
Historic
Total
Number
6
11
5
o
2
52
15
91
Percent
6.6%
12.1%
5.5%
0.0%
2.2%
57.1%
16.5%
100.0%
These results contrasted markedly with the results of the previous
surveys in the Richard B. Russell Project area, especially in the representa-
tion of Woodland and Mississippian components. Employing Hanson's (n.d. a)
cultural-historical typology, 33% of the previously recorded Russell sites
fall in the Woodland and Mississippian phases, while only 2.2% of the
sites in the Interstate 77 project area fit into these periods. These
differences are quite striking; although this is probably to be expected,
given that the Interstate 77 project area was a narrow 400' corridor
that followed a major watershed divide between the Broad River to the
west cmd the Catawba-Wateree River to the east (1976: xv). What could
not be evaluated in light of previous data was the representativeness
of the number of Unidentified Prehistoric components recovered. This
results from the employment of different criteria of categorization
utiliz:ed during different surveys, and unspecified collection biases
employed in earlier Russell Reservoir surveys.
Landforms: The topographic setting of the Interstate 77 corridor
is quite different than that of the Russell project area. As mentioned
above, the 1-77 route followed a major watershed divide, while the Russell
project area is a riverine zone with abrupt transitions from the upland
surfaces to the river or tributary valley. As a result, the topography
of thE! Russell proj ect area is much more "rugged." This means that fewer
different kinds of landforms would have been encountered in the 1-77 area
as opposed to the Russell Project area. The 1-77 landform data could
not be generalized to the Savannah to provide estimates of relative
intensity of use of different landforms because of the very small amount
of alluvial landforms, compared to the Savannah and its tributaries in
the Russell project area.
Site size: House and Ballenger (1976: 49,88) provide the first dis-
cussion about the measurement of site size in the Piedmont. They
acknowledge that measurement of this parameter is extremely difficult
in heavily vegetated areas. Many of the. sites located by them are known
only from Ix 1 meter test pits placed as parts of a sampling program.
An examination of Appendix B (1976: 168-171) shows that information on
site extent is minimal, but honestly recorded. For those sites, where
size @;stimates are given, some are in linear feet, that is "at least 700'
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long" (38FAl18). For those sites with areal estimates, the largest
provided is "ca. 300' diameter" (38CS92) which is 1.6 acres. The other
estimates are much smaller than this.
These data contrast strongly with the site size data available fr@tIl
the previous surveys of the Russell Reservoir area. There it was seen
that of sizes of sites recorded in South Carolina, 74.1% were greater than
2 acres in extent (see Table 19).
The estimates of site size in Georgia from Hutto (1970) are more in
accord with the 1-77 data. From Table 20, it can be seen that of the
21 sites for which estimates are available, 95.1% are one acre or less
in extent. This is apparently a ]:."eflection of ~!J.~ fact th?1; !Iutto
recorded area of collection as site extent, although this is not clear.
,~s can be surmised from this discussion, the 1-77 site size estimates
were of little utility for developing a body of expectations about site
size. This is perhaps the most difficult parameter to determine in a
heavily vegetated area and this point will be returned to later •
.Vegetation: Another first for the 1-77 survey is the explicit
discussion of the effects of vegetation on survey methods and results.
The influence of vegetative cover on the estimation of site size has
been mentioned previously. In this section, the influence of vegetation
on sampling strategy as it affected the 1-77 survey will be discussed. A
stratified random sampling design was employed. The sampling design
selected points around which a 650' x 650' quadrat was staked and inspected.
From the discussions of the method, it was clear that the locating and
marking of quadrats was quite labor intensive and "frequently unproductive
of any archeological data, positive (demonstrating the presence of cultural
remains) or negative (demonstrating their absence). The method in
this light seems rather inefficient" (House and Ballenger 1976: 60).
Also included in the sampling design was the excavation of two 1 x 1
meter test pits per quadrat. The results of this exercise were equivocal.
Ten (8.4%) of 119 test pits yielded artifacts. House and Ballenger
suggest that artifact density strongly conditions the effectiveness of
subsurface sampling (1976: 63).
The conclusion that can be reached when considering the 1-77 survey
methods is that vegetation and its effect on reducing surface visibility
strongly condition the appropriateness of different strategies and the
amount of effort necessary to implement them.
Site densities: The explicit sampling design employed during the
1-77 survey permits a fairly accurate estimation of site density. This
estimate must, however, be qualified by explicit consideration of some
of the difficulties mentioned above. Using 19 sites as the number
rec.overed during sampling and .4 square miles (or 256 acres) as the area
covered (House and Ballenger 1976: 53), an estimate of one site per 13.5
acres is obtained. House doubled the number of sites to attempt to
correct for bias in visibility, so his estimate is, of course, higher.
Another estimate is possible based on the number of sites recorded from
the study area, which was 53, and the size of the study area, 4.75 sq.
mi or 3041. 8 acres. Using thse figures an estimate of 1 site per 57.4
acres is obtained. Applying both of these density estintates to the
Russell Reservoir project area, we get for the sampling estimate an
inventory estimate of 1959.6 sites. Using the study area estimate of
1 per 57.4 acres, an inventory estimate of 464.3 sites for the Russell
Reservoir is obtained. Both of these estimates demonstrate that the 109
sites in the inventory were most surely an under-representation of the
total number of sites in the reservoir area. Unfortunately, it is
impossible to determine which of these estimates is closer to reality.
l~rtifact density: This estimate is dependent on careful determination
of two things: site content and site size. In the discussion on vegetation
above~ it was noticed that determination of site size was extremely difficult
in heavily vegetated areas. Vegetation also strongly influences the
manner in which surface collections can be accomplished. Vegetation
cover over a "site" area can be continuous or discontinuous. Surface
collections are generally feasible only in cleared areas and it is
difficult to surface collect large areas. In the 1-77 study area, this
is reflected by the inability of investigators to get an accurate
determination of site size. They did correct for this, however, by giving
the size of the area collected. Use of this information does permit then,
an estimate of artifact density. Using the area collected as 300'
diameter and 130 artifacts (excluding fire-cracked rocks) collected
within this area, results in a density of 1 artifact per 543.7 sq. ft.
for site 38FAlOO (House and Ballenger 1976: 168, 172). These authors also
gave lineal feet as an estimate of site extent in areas where surface
material was only visible in a road. For these sites, density per lineal
foot can be computed. Using the data for 38FA1l8, 700' extent and 127
artifacts collected (House and Ballenger 1976: 169, 183), results ina
density of 1 artifact per 5.5 lineal feet. For the Russell Reservoir
area, using data from Hutto (1970: 25-26), a density of 1 artifact per
137.9 sq. ft. is obtained for site 9EB88. Using data from 9EB82 (Hutto
1970: 19-20), a density of 1 artifact per 5.7 sq. ft. is obtained. This
limited exercise indicates that artifact densities are higher in the
Russell Reservoir area than in the 1-77 area. The question remains,
however, whether this is an archeological fact or a by-product of sampling
bias. In this particular instance, a case for sampling bias can be made.
9EB82 and 9EB88 were collected in plowed fields, while the 1-77 data
were. not. Because of this, artifact densities from the 1-77 st\,l.dy area
do not appear to be effective predictors for artifact densities in
the Russell Reservoir area.
Site types: Ho~se and Ballenger (1976) did not attempt a site
typology, but instead characterized all of the prehistoric sites as "lithic
scatters" or isolated finds. Because of this, and the fact that the
representation gf Woodland and Mississippian sites is minimal (2.2% of
total components), it was not possible to employ the results from this
study in an estimation of site type variability in the Russell Reservoir
area.
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A review of the limited number of sites that have been excavated
along; the Upper Savannah (Claflin 1931; Miller 194~; Caldwell 1953, 1954;
Kelly and Neitzel 1961; Lee 1976) indicated that jhis information would
be of little utility for developing survey strategies, especially when
these data were compared with that available from the previous surveys
in the Russell Reservoir.
What was apparent when comparing the contents of the surface
collections with'data"'"-recovered from excavations, was that the surface
collections had many fewer types of artifacts than the excavated
collections and no faunal remains. This was to be expected; however,
the utility of studying the excavated data is that it would allow,
post-survey, identification of rare items. Claflin's (1931) and Miller's
(1949) reports discuss excavations of extensive shell middens at two
locations along the lower reaches of the Upper Savannah River. The
previous surveys of Russell Reservoir indicated that sites of this type
were not present. It was also apparent that sites like the'-Reinbert
Mound group (Caldwell 1953) and the Chauga Mound (Kelly and Neitzel
1961) were not present. Although it was possible that sites associated
with these two might be present within the Russell Reservoir, this
could not be determined with certainty. Ca~dwell's (1954) discussion
of the Old Quartz Industry at the Lake Spring site (9CB6l) demonstrated
the stratigraphic relationship of this industry (Middle Archaic) and the
Stalling's Island (Late Archaic).
In summary, data from excavated sites in the Upper Savannah River
were of little use in designing survey methods.
Work by Coe (1964) and Chapman (1977) in North Carolina and Tennessee,
respectively, conclusively demonstrates that buried Archaic sites are
present in the Southeast. This information was of limited utility for
planning purposes because of geological and geomorphological differences
between their study areas and the Russell Reservoir area. Of use in these
studies were the observations on the relationships between channel
constriction and aBmviation. Alluviation oc-curs downstream of constrictions
after widening resutts in reduced water velocity, causing deposition of
suspended sediments. Inspection of maps of the Russell Reservoir indicated
that a number of shoals (channel constrictions) and associated alluvial
landforms were present. We were therefore confident that buried sites
would be present.
Historic Sites
Review of the data from previous surveys in the Russell Reservoir and
the surveys of Clark Hill and Hartwell Reservoirs indicated that minimal
attention had been devoted to locating Historic period sites. For
this reason, no detailed review of these data in terms of their utility
will be presented. A review of local and regional histories (Vandiver
1928; Wallace 1934a, 1934b; M'Call 1909; Ramsay 1785; Mills 1826, 1965)
indicates substantial, and at times, thriving, occupations of the Upper
Savannah region from ca. 1750 to the present. In light of this, the
few historic sites that had been recorded (all in South Carolina), could
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hardly be considered adequate for planning purposes because the observations
above on site size, vegetation, artifact densities, etc., also hold true
when evaluating historic site data.
A. review of the 1-77 data (House and Ballenger 1976) indicates that
historic sites were systematically recorded when encountered. TheIr
results indicate occupation from the late eighteenth century to the present.
This was expected independent of the recovery of archeological remains.
Information more important for planning purposes is absent or inadequate
(artifact densities, chronology, site size and landforms). The historic
sites are described as "home.places" or "scatter of historic artifacts"
(1976: 136), but no. description is given of the artifacts recovered or
the methods of assigning chronology. This repo:rJt, quite valuable for
prehistoric sites, was of almost no utility for planning a survey of
historic sites in the Russell Reservoir area.
Conclusions
In light of the above discussions of local, regional and areal
data., the following generalization for developing site survey and
evaluation techniques for the 1977 field season can be made.
~Chronology: Sites from the Early, Middle and Late Archaic and
Woodland and Mississippian cultural periods are present in the Russell
Reservoir. Observational and methodological biases, however, preclude
any attempt at estimating relative proportions of sites of different
periods. Information on historic sites useful for planning was lacking on
the local, regional and areal levels, although review of local and
regional histories did indicate that substantial occupation of the
study area occurred.
~andforms: Sites were known to occur on a variety of landforms.
ObserV"ation of this locational variable, however, was inconsistent or
not compatible for generalization to the Russell reservoir. Because
of this, there were no bases for estimating the relative frequency of
sites on landforms.
Site size: On the basis of previous surveys of the Russell Reservoir,
it was known that sites could be as large as 10 acres. A discrepancy
was noted, however, in site size estimates between South Carolina and
Georgia. Site size data were lacking from Clark Hill·Reservior and
Hartwell Reservoir and a review of the 1-77 data (House and Ballenger
1976) indicated that this parameter was based on area actually collected
or not estimated. No basis for estimating the frequency distribution of
site size in the Russell Reservoir area existed.
yegetation: Brief comments about vegetation are made by Hemmings
(1970) and Hutto (1970), but the only discussion of vegetation as it
might affect survey design and implementation was by House and Ballenger
(1976). Here it was noted that vegetation strongly affects various
aspects of site survey and collection.
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Site density: Review of this information indicated that little
basis existed for estimating site density in the Russell Reservoir area.
When Reservoirs, were compared with surveys performed more recently
(House and Ballenger 1976; Goodyear, Ackerly and House n.d.), it was
apparent that these earlier surveys had not located all of the sites in
these reservoirs. Using the Laurens-Anderson density estimate of 1 site
per 11.6 acres, it was obvious that only a small fraction of sites had
been located. Quadrupling the Laurens-Anderson estimate to 1 site per
45 acres would still project an inventory of 592 sites, which is substan-
tially more than the 109 sites already discovered in the Russell Reser-
voir. It was felt that because coverage information was non-existent
for the surveys on the Savannah River and the project area has had
different boundaries, there was not a secure enough foundation for
making an estimate of site density. Informally, an inventory estimate
of 400-500 sites was discussed by project members prior to initiating
fieldwork.
Artifact density; Collection procedures, differences in recording
site size or extent and lack of reporting of artifacts recovered pre-
vente.d obtaining reliable estimates of artifact densities for different
types of sites or for sites arranged in a cultural-historical framework.
Artifact densities could be estimated, but only for a limited number of
sites. These density estimates seemed to be dependent on ground surface
visibility.
Site types: The criteria for developing site typologies and the
kinds of typologies employed were not uniform in the data reviewed.
This, of course, would be expected, given that these surveys were
conducted over a 28 year period between 1948 and 1976. Survey data
reviewed did indicate a range of site types were0present. Whether this
range of variability actually encompassed the variety of site types
present could not be determined. This also precluded any estimates
of the relative proportions of different types of sites.
Evaluation of Potential Domains of Significance
Review of the data from the previous surveys of the Russell reservoir
in terms of anticipating the sigificance of those resources and resources
to be located during the 1977 field season was considered to be premature.
On strictly procedural grounds, none of the known sites have been documented
to the level required by Appendix A, 36 CFR 63: Draft. This level of docu-
mentation is, of course minimally necessary for determining the eligibility
of a resource for nomination to the National Register of Historic Places.
Eligibility in this instancesis synonymous with significance.
From a different perspective, however, it was apparent, when reviewing
the data that a wide range of significant properties was probably present.
This is especially true when the criteria for evaluation for possible inclu-
sion in the National Register of Historic Places (36 CFR 60.6) were con-
sidered. Criterion (d), "that have yielded, or may be likely to yield
information important in prehistory or history," could be broadly applied to
any of these resources because this area can be realistically described as
unknown archeologically.
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The question at this juncture is one of strategy. Does one adopt a
liberal interpretation of eligibility (significance) in terms of 36 CFR
60.6 {d) and develop what is, in effect, a "shopping list" of potential
domains of significance? As was noted above, resources present indicated
that the area had been occupied for over 10,000 years, and regardless
of er:lteria employed a range of site types was present. Given that the
projeet area is located in the eastern United States, and more specifically,
within the Southeast, as these are viewed archeo10gically, it is easy to
see that an incredible number of potential domains of significance could
be identified. Where would one begin this catalogue of potential domains
of significance? The point of this is that the data available to us
could not realistically exclude any potential domains of significance.
It might be possible, in light of these considerations, to develop
strategies that will permit, with some reliability, the exclusion of some
portion of these potential domains. How might one go about developing
methods for excluding certain domains of significance? The connnents
offered here refer strictly to what has been called "scientific" significance
(Schiffer and Gummerman 1977: 241; Schiffer and House 1977: 249). Research
pot~mtia1 is presumably demonstrated when the presence or ~absence of
certa:ln kinds of data is determined. For example, if the procurement
and d:lstribution of non10ca1 raw materials is of interest, then sites
whieh have artifacts indicative of the use of non10ca1 raw materials can
be eonsidered likely to yield information important to prehistory or
history.
There is more to significance than the measurement or observation of
site eontents or other attributes of interest. It is equally important
to assess the integrity of a resource. Although the importance of this
criterion is explicitly acknowledged by a number of authors (King 1977;
Schiffer and Gummerman 1977; McMillan, et a1. 1977; G1assow 1977), very
little concern is evidenced for the observation and measurement of this
significance criterion, except by G1assow, and his discussion of this
will be deferred for the moment. McMillan, et al. suggest that "the
Register criteria would seem to be directed largely at the role of integrity
in eillltributing to the significance of a site in terms of its public
apprec.iation potential" (1977: 33). To be sure, McMillan, et a1. (1977)
do discuss the relationship between integrity and research potential, but
no eoncern is evidenced for the determination of integrity. Although
integrity might be thought of as a static concept, it is clear that it is
not. King (1977: 97-98) discusses integrity and suggests that its
appropriateness varies with the unit of analysis. One exception to this
general picture of neglect is G1assow (1977). He employed integrity as one
of five properties of an archeological resource that should be monitored
when decisions regarding preservation of sites is made. Unfortunately,
his discussion does not contain any indication of how this was measured.
More attention should be paid to the measurement of this variable in order
to understand how variability in integrity through a range of potentially
significant sites might affect the analytical utility of data appropriate
to the research values these sites might possess. It is obvious that
p10~~ing, pot" hunting and erosion of sites will affect the research values
of the data remaining on these sites. Intrasite activity analysis would
be seriously hampered by any activity or process that affects the content
and distribution of artifacts within a site. This is not to say that such a
site 1ilou1d not have any research values, only that, in this instance, certain
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research domains have to be excluded when considering their significance.
Knowledge of varying levels of integrity is also necessary for designing
data recovery strategies. Three~dimensional piece plotting in plowed fields
may be expecting too much.
Field studies must be conducted with observational methodologies that
monltor not only research values but also the "integrity of location t
deslgn t settings t materials t workmanshiPt feeling, and association"
(36 CFR 60.6).
It was with these considerations in mind that we decided tb defer
disc.ussion of significance until we had some ideas about what might be
realistic goals given systematically collected data on both the content
and the integrity of the resources in the project area. Project
personnel were broadly familiar with the variety of research domains
that would ultimately be represented in the inventory of sites. It was
judged most appropriate, however t to concentrate efforts on the development
of strategies that might allow an assessment of the representativeness
6~ a site or sites, and measures of integrity of those sites in terms of
how this would condition research potential and appropriate data
recovery procedures.
Background infvrnmation did indicate that during the Historic period,
land clearing and intensive upland cotton agriculture caused severe
erosion of the uplands and modifications of the drainage patterns. As
a result, vast tracts of the southern Piedmont have been eroded down to
the subsoil (Trimble 1974; see also Most, Brooks, Chapter I). This is
a generalized picture, however, because areas do exist where some or all
of the A horizon still remains. What would be important here is not that
the eroded site is less significant because it is more disturbed, but
that the research potential of this resource has been modified, and it
was net::essary to known the extent of the modification.
Research Design
In view of the above consideration, it was decided that the field
study should concentrate on the development of a systematic sharacterization
of the archeological and historic resources within the project area. It
was known on the basis of available data, that a variety of research
and cultural values was present, but shortcomings in the collection of
those data prevented any concrete delimitation of possible research domains.
BecausE: many interesting research domains require observations beyond the
single site level (settlement patterns, lithic resource procurement patterns
to name but two), it was thought that long term research interests would
best be served by the design and implementation of strategies that did
not presuppose the relative importance of certain kinds of observations
as these owservations might relate specific research values. What was
faced here was the research design paradox: research designs improve
"research efficiency by providing criteria for determining the relevancy
of data •.. " (Goodyear, Raab and Klinger 1978: 161). At least implicit
here is that research designs exclude some observations. The paradox
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results when another responsibi1ity--our responsibility to the scholars
and public of the future--is considered. Lipe (1974) and G1assow (1977)
have discussed this with regard to the preservation of archeological and
historical resources. Lipe (1974) has suggested that this responsibility
can best be met by establishing archeological preserves which contain
repn!sentative samples of archeological and historic sites (Lipe 1974:
226-229). Lipe makes a critical distinction between significance and
representativeness as criteria used to determine what is preserved.
G1a.ssow (1977: 414) noted that representativeness needs to be defined.
He suggests criteria that relate to properties of archeological resources
should be preserved. He selects five properties: variety, quantity,
clarity, integrity and environmental context.
While these discussions refer to strategies of preservation, the
general intent of these arguments, that is, our responsibility to the
future, can be generalized to the present context. Most of the resources
known and those expected to be located would be subject to inundation.
The, question as to whether or not inundation means destruction or
presE~rvationwill be left open. What is important for present purposes
is that inundation of these resources removes them from the preview
of contemporary scholars. To the extent that these resources are
impacted adversely removes them from the preview of future scholars.
Lipe (1974: 234-236) addresses this point directly. The conduct of
research in situations where destruction and/or modification of the
resource base is anticipated must explicitly consider the research needs
of other scientists, both now and in the future. As he says, "the
salvage archeologist is also working for the whole profession" (1974:
234).
Faced with these concerns, the need of a research design to structure
observation and increase research efficiency, and the responsibility to
the scholars and the public of the future, it was imperative that a
plan of study be devised to address both needs. It would be necessary
to monitor observations important to contemporary and future (those
which cannot be anticipated) research values, G1assow's suggestions were
cho5E~n as a guiding strategy.
In accordance with this, the field study was designed to monitor at
the site level, measures of content (artifacts, features) and integrity
(evidence of disturbance). The second component of the field study was
the, implementation of a sampling strategy that would result in the
loc:ation of a representative sample of the variability in site types
presemt in the survey area.
The methods, techniques, and observational categories used in
colle~cting and recording sites and the sampling designs employed, will
be fully discussed in the chapter on methods which follows.
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Kinds of Sites Expected and Their Appearance
It was quite clear from the previous surveys of the Russell Reservmmr
area (Hemmings 1970; Hutto 1970; Hanson n.d. a, n.d. b) and other surveys
in the Carolina Piedmont (House and Ballenger 1976; Goodyear, personal
communications) that the majority of the sites that would be encountered
would be scatters of artifacts on land surfaces. Two mounds were
present in the project area, 9EB85 and 9EB86, and because coverage was
biased to open ground, it was not clear if additional mounds would be
present, but they could be anticipated. Also known to occur, and there-
fore expected, were standing historic stnuctures used for domestic,
commercial or industrial purposes. In the river, rock alignments,
presumably fish weirs (Hemmings 1970: 48-50), were known to occur,
although there was no basis to know whether or not additionai, undiscovered
rock alignments might be present.
From a discovery standpoint, the most salient characteristic of
artifact scatters is their unobtrusiveness (d. Schiffer, et al.n~d.) .
For the mound sites, descriptions of them indicated thati~heavily vegetated
settings, these would probably not be obtrusive or obvious. Standing
structures or parts of structures would presumably be obstrusive, but
again the vegetation factor (House and Ballenger 1976: 60) made it
impossible to suggest how close an observer would have to be in order
for a standing structure or feature (like a chimney) to be obtrusive.
The obtrusiveness of rock alignments in the river would be dependent on
the level of water because this fluctuated greatly due to water releases
from Hartwell Lake upstream.
Artifact scatters were the predominant type of resource to be
expected, and because these were unobtrusive, a discovery technique
permitting close, on-the-ground inspection was necessary. Pedestrian
survey best serves this purpose and was the strategy adopted. It could
also be anticipated that visibility of site surfaces because of
vegetation would be minimal. To correct for this, sub-surface testing
and ground clearing would have to be necessary components of the pedestrian
survey. The discovery of more obtrusive sites would also be poss:Ll51e
with this technique.
Burt.ed sd.'tes· could also be expected within the project area based
on the ~ork of Miller (1949) and Caldwell (1953, 1954a) in the Clark Hill
reservou, and Coe (1964) on Yadkin and Roanoke Rivers in North Carolina.
It sh~uld be noted that these geological settings are somewhere ~ifferent
than that of the Russell Reservoir area and that conditions for extensive
al:uviation may be better in those settings than in the survey area.
ThlS~ of course, is a research problem that needs to be resolved by
det~11ed.geomorphological studies of the riverine zone. In any event
burled sltes were anticipated (Hanson n.d. a: 13). Chapman (1977: 2)
has developed a model for the location of buried sites. This model
suggests that the most likely places for these sites would be: 1)
dOWl1st:ea~ of constrictions in the river channel, 2) upstream from
const:rlc~10ns where water backs up causing sediment deposition 3) lower
ends of lslands, based on empirical evidence and, 4) the insid~ of river
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bends where deposition occurs during meander formation. During the
field study, through topographic map inspection and on-the-ground
reconnaissance, the goal was to locate areas meeting one of these four
criteria. Testing of these settings would be accomplished through
the use of heavy equipment.
PossibZe Sources of Error> or Bias
A possible source of error may exist because none of the personnel
who performed the pedestrian survey met the qualifications for an
historic archeologist as presented in 36 CFR 66, Appendix C l(b). We
attE.!mpted to correct this shortcoming in two ways: 1) survey personnel
were instructed to observe all types of artifacts of the Historic
period, which would be, on the basis of available information, ceramic
and glass sherds. No attempt was made in the field to type or "date"
these artifacts. Identification of artifacts at the Institute of
Archeology and Anthropology was made under the direct supervision of
speeialists qualified to make such identifications. 2) The inclusion
of Mr. Stanley A. South of the Institute of Archeology and Anthropology,
University of South Carolina on the field study team as a consultant
for the Historic sites research. Mr. South has had over twenty-five
years experience in both prehistoric and historic site investigations
in t:h(~ Southeast (See Appendix I).
J\nother possible source of error may be the lack of a person
qualified to observe and evaluate architectural properties in the project
area a.s this specialty is defined in 36 CFR 66, Appendix C.l(c).
Background information, including field inspection by current field
study team members prior to the initiation of field work, indicated
that: few standing structures were present in the project area. To
save the expense of identifying and employing a qualified architectural
historian for what might possibly be just a few standing structures,
extensive photographic documentation was made of all architectural
features (Appendix G). This included free-standing chimneys and
founda.tions. Because this project was likely to result in further data
recovery operations prior to inundation, it was felt that the best
strategy was to transmit this information to Interagency Archeological
Services-Atlanta as part of this report. Personnel there could evaluate
this documentation and, if necessary, identify a qualified architectural
historian to assess the potential significance of these architectural
features. In addition, field study team members engaged in research
on eomparative architectural history (see Brooks, this volume).
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CHAPTER III
FIELD METHODS
.~s was indicated in the chapters on the analysis of background
information and the research design, the goal of the field study was to
provide a systematic characterization of the archeological and historic
resources in the Russell Reservoir area. There are two aspects to this
charatCterization: 1) observations at the site level and 2) observations
at the regional (project area) level. Concern at the site level was for
obsE~r'ITation of a number of attributes that would satisfy both the
criteria of 36 CFR 63: Appendix A and the measure of research and
othE~r values for assessing the potential significance of a resource.
Coneern at the regional level was for the implementation of a sampling
design that would result in the identification of a representative
sample of the variability (as observed along a number of dimensions--
artifactual, locational, etc.) within the project area.
J\bove it was mentioned that we would follow the suggestions of
Glassow (1977). Below, his argument as a basis for a discussion of the
sitE~ attributes that we observed will be reviewed.
The term archeological resource is employed by Glassow to denote
what 11ave been previously called sites (1977: 414-415). He defines
thrE~e categories of archeological resources: items, deposits and
surfac.es. Items are things such as artifacts, in the normal sense, but
also "bones, flakes, charcoal, pollen grains and so forth" (1977: 415).
Deposits are· "strata, lenses, and fills of various kinds of 'containers'
(1977: 415)." Surfaces are "two-dimensional features .•. including
rooms, firepits, 'utility' or 'living' floor" (1977: 415).
Central to his argument are Spaulding's (1960) three dimensions of
archeplogy--form, space and time. Form, in Spaulding's use, may have
both qualitative and quantitative attributes. In order to define the
properties of archeological resources, Glassow goes beyond Spaulding to
suggest that emphasis be placed on the characterization of "variations
between discrete units of archeological resources" (1977: 415). In order
to acc.omplish this, Glassow feels that it is profitable to view each of
three dimensions--form, time and space as having both qualitative and
quantitative aspects which vary. As he says:
1~e may be interested in qualitative and quantitative
differences in the form of a given class of archeo-
logical resources more or less as an end in itself,
or we may be interested in qualitative and quan-
titative variation in the distribution of archeological
resources through the dimensions of time and space
(Glassow 1977: 415).
The first two of Glassow's properties follow from this:
~lariety: Qualitative (morphological or stylistic) variability in
fornl, either by itself or in combination with temporal and/or spatial
distrtbutions.
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Quantity: Quantitative variability in form, either by itself, or
in combination with temporal and/or spatial distributions. This would
refer to differences in density or frequency of items, surfaces or deposits
(Glassow 1977: 417).
Three other properties of archeological resources are discussed:
clarity, integrity and environmental context. Clarity refers to the
"degree which archeological resources can be isolated from their contexts"
{Glassow 1977: 415). We would be interested when monitoring clarity to
be able to specify whether or not an item, deposit or surface could be
recognized apart from other resources with which it is associated. The
strata of a buried site if sharply sepa,'I;'''l,ted by intervening alluvial
events could be said to exhibit more clarity than a shallow site that
has been plowed, for example.
Integrity refers to the amount of preservation that a resource
exhibits. There can be, of course, tremendous variability in this
property. Sites like Ozette Village (Richard Daughtery, personal
communication), Cape Alava, Washington, where soil conditions result
in the preservation of everything except flesh, and Pompeii are examples
of E~xeellent preservation of certain materials. On the other end
of the scale is the ultimate case, total destruction of the resource.
Environmental context "refers to the nature of the surroundings
of areheological resources" (Glassow 1977: 415). This property is
most eommonly monitored at the site level. It is important to note,
howE~ver, that observation occurs at different scales, such as the
observation of individual items in association with other items, deposits,
or surfaces or at a regional level, when conducting distributional
studies.
It should be clear from this presentation that the observation and
measurement of these properties of the archeological record require
imagination and ingenuity on the part of archeologistso:r others
engaged in cultural resource evaluation. In many important ways, the
Russell Reservoir was unknown archeologica11y. To be sure, preliminary
information on sites in the reservoir, and the location of the project
area along a major Atlantic slope river provided much basis for inferences
about what might be there. As was mentioned in the resea:rch design
above, however, there were longer-term interests that needed consideration.
Although cultural resource evaluation ideally should play a large role
in project planning and implementation, this would not be the case with
the Richard B. Russell Dam and Lake Project. The project was authorized
in 1966 (Corps of Enigneers 1974: 1) and although some surveys were
conclueted (Hemmings 1970; Hutto 1970; Hanson n.d a, n.d. b), these
were performed before the issue of regulations designed to implement
Executive Order 11593 and the Archeological and Historic Preservation
Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-291). Two of these regulations, 36 CFR 63 and
36 CFR 66, provide most of the guidelines for cultural resource location
and identification studies. Because of this time lag, project planning
and implementation for the Russell Dam proceeded independently and was so
far advanced by spring 1977 that project completion and consequently
inundation was the most likely possibility. Given this time constraint,
we had to devise a strategy of investigation with both contemporary
and future concerns in mind. We had to develop a "picture" of the
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archeological resources of this poorly known area that would permit the
identification of research and cultural values. In addition to this,
this "'picture" must be of use to other scholars for them to identify
research and cultural values missed by us. Our "picture"must also
permit the design of effective mitigation efforts for these values.
It would be hubristic for us to think that we -might alsel anticipate
resE~arch and cultural values of the future in an effective manner.
We call, however, think of this entire investigation in such a way that
its irnplementation and completion would contribute to the definition
of some of these presently unanticipated values by answering some questions,
and also by asking some new questions that could be addressed elsewhere.
FieZd Methods
The presentation below will be in terms of the two levels of
observations sought: the resource or site level and the regional
level~ which presumably permits integration and generalization of the
site level observations. These are two levels that accommodate well to
the monitoring of the five properties: variety, quantity, clarity,
integrity and environmental context.
The Site Level: Figure 20 shows pages one and two of the site
form used when recording all sites located during the 1977 survey and for
recording the sites located during previous surveys. The discussion
below will follow the site form.
County, State: self explanatory
Site Number: A Smithsonian trinomial site number was assigned in
the fi.eld as sites were encountered. This system was employed also
during the previous surveys. Sites lelcated during the 1977 survey can
be distinguished from previously known sites because site number assignment
began at 38ABIOO, 38ANIOO, 9EB200 and 9HTIOO. In retrospect, it appears
that the practice of assigning official state site numbers in the field
is unwise. Use of the state site number as a field record device
remove.s the flexibility necessary to make' different assignations. Ra.ther
a survey specific provenience system accomodated to the methods used
on that survey should be employed. In the current survey, we designated
individual items (isolated finds) as sites because that was the only
record-keeping device we had. A different provenience system allowing
recording of units if observations compatible with Glassow's (1977)
items, surfaces and deposits would preserve analytical comparability
between different units of observation. Also, the agglqmeration of units
could be permitted after artifact analysis, 0:17 rev:i:si.ts.
Site name: Names of landowners, informants and historical individuals
were used in some insta.nces to name sites. Unusual or distinctive
features or events were used as site names (the Cooperhead site, Gregg
Shoals site, etc.).
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RUSSELL ARCHEOLOGICAL PROJECT SITE SURVEY FORM
INSTITUTE OF ARCHEOLOGY AND ANTHROPOLOGY
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA
CDunty: State;
--------
Site Number:
-------
Map Reference:
-------------------
Site Name:
Transect Loeation:
---;---------,...--~~=-----:,---------~-------U.T.M. Coordinates:I ,1 North 1 .1 East
Landowner:
Tenant:
------------------------------------Informat:
ENVIRONMENT
Landform:
Local Topographic Position:
---------------------------
Associated Drainage System: ~-----~
Elevation: ft. Aspect Percent Slope : .;.;..%
Soil Description : _
Vegetation: _
General Remarks:------------~------------------
SITE DESCRIPT1LON
Cultural Stage (Temporal Components):
Site Definition: ----------------------
Site Extent: Depth:
------,,-------Midden Present?: Faunal Preservation?:
----------------- ------Cultural Features:
-------------------------------
PRESENT SITE (~ON.olTLON
Modern Land Use:~-:----::------------------------------Erosion or Other Disturbance:
--------------------------
Relation of Site to Project Impact: _
SITE EVALUATION (Field Observat;ton-s)
Apparent Research Potential : _
General Recommendations for Research:
----------------------
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RUSSELL ARCHEOLOGICAL PROJECT SITE SURVEY FORM
Site Number: _
SAMPLING BROCEDURES
Page 2
Date(s) of Investigation:
Site Discovery Technique(~s~)~,--------------------------------------------
Ground Surface Visibility:. __
Collection Me thods :,. _
Time Spent on Collection:
Catalog Numbers Assigned:-----------------------------------------------
Photograph Numbers Assigned: _
ARTIFACT SUMMARY
Flakes of Bifacial Retounh / / Other Flakes / ,j Chunks 1--,-----"1
Hafted Bifaces (Points) 1 / Other Bifaces/ / Uuifaces / /
Other Lithics / / Prehistoric Ceramics / / Historic Cerami~c~5-'1--- 1
Other Historic I I Bone / I Shell I I Miscellaneous 1 ,1
Non-Local Raw Materials : _
Diagnostics:
Collection Remarks : _
MISCELLANEOUS REMARKS
Previous Investigations and Site Numbers: ___
Excavations at 51 te : _
Subsequent Investigat1ons: _
General Comments:
CREW MEMBERS ' ~----------------
RECORDED BY' ____
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DATE RECOROED: _
Photograph numbers assigned: Each time a site was photographed, the
number of the picture was noted here and a caption was noted in the
photograph catalogue (a separate form). The photograph number denoted
whether the picture was taken by either Smith's or Taylor's survey
party, the roll number and the frame number (e.g. S-4-l6).
Artifact Summary
The presence of the artifact categories listed was noted if they were
found on a site. The primary function of this was to prompt the survey
archeologist. The artifact types here are fully described.
Non-local raw materials: The presence and type of non-local raw
material was noted here. Categories used were Coastal Plain Chert, Slate,
Steatite, other (unidentified) and Ridge and BaIley chert. These are
fully described below in Chapter IV.
Diagnostics: If "temporally diagnostic" artmfacts were collected,
their type was noted. The diagnostic lithic and ceramic artifacts are
described below by Poplin and !5mith in Chapter IV.
Collection remarks: Any unusual circumstances influencing the
collection methods employed were noted here.
Miscellaneous Remarks
Previous investigations and site numbers: When a previously recorded
site was llevisited, this was the site number employed at
that time.
Excavations at the site: If 1 x 1 meter test pits were excavated,
this was noted.
Subsequent investigations: Used to denote revisits,_to_asite.
General comments: Self-explanatory
Crew members: Names of crew members who were present when the site
was recorded.
Recorded by: The name of the person who completed the form. Most
of the sites were recorded by the crew chiefs. If it was done by someone
else, they were supervised by the crew chief to preserve consistency
of observation.
Date recorded: Self-explanatory
These were the observations recorded for every site encountered,
whether it was prehistoric or historic. An attempt has been made tp'
indicate when the recording of certain items was problematical. Detailed
discussion of what was learned in terms of survey methodology will be
pre:sented in a later section of this chapter.
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!1ap reference: Each survey team carried United States Army Corps of
Engineers Richard B. Russell Dam and Lake Project maps. The scale of
these maps is 1:12000. Each sheet has an index number and this was recorded
in the field and the site location was plotted. In the laboratory, we
coded the U.S.G.S. 7.5 minute quadrangle map on which the site was
located. Also, some historic sites could be located on the 1928 Elbert
County Soil Map (Fuller and Hendrickson 1928) or the 1932 Abbeville County
soil rnap (Lesh, et ale 1928). When this could be done, the appropriate
map was referenced.
Transect location: When a site was located on a transect, the ..
trans~ct number was referenced.
Universal transverse Mercator Coordinates: These were not determined
in the field but were determined after site location had been transferred
from the U.S.A.C.E. project map used in the field.
~jeneral location: Originally intended to provide a verbal description
of how to reach the site, this was found to be cumbersome and, at times,
impossible to describe. This was also redundant because of plotting
site locations on the field and laboratory maps.
l·andowner: Included because this is a necessary documentation required
in 36 CFR 63, Appendix A. In practice, this was rarely filled in because
lando~mer determination was not possible the vast majority of the time.
Tenant: Rarely filled in because of same reasons listed under
landowner.
Informant: If the location of a site was provided by an informant,
their name was listed here. If informants had made collections from a
site or could provide oral documentation about the history of a site,
their names were listed also. In a later section of this chll.pter, a
discussion of work done with informants will be presented.
1.andform: This was systematically recorded in the field using the
typology discussed below. There are two classes of landform, riverine
and upland, and these will be presented in turn.
Riverine Landforms (Fig. 21)
1) active floodplain: areas subject to frequent flooding, or
poorly drained, with active channel movement across the flood-
plain. A rule of thumb was also adopted for laboratory use,
defining this landform below the first 10 foot contour interval
away from a stream channel.
2) levee: ridges of sand along the bank of the river formed
during overbank flooding when the velocity of water decreased
resulting in the deposition of the heavier sand particles.
These are present on the Savannah and its major tributaries,
but only those on the Savannah appear to be large enough to
have been used for prehistoric occupation.
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HYPOTHETICAL AREA OF PIEDMONT TOPOGRAPHY
ILLUSTRATING CLASSIFICATION OF TOPOGRAPHY
A. ACTIVE FLOOD PLAIN-Alluvium associated with a stream
B. RIDGE TOP- A relatively level area wholly or almost wholly
enclosed by contours
C. RIDGE SLOPE - Contours roughly parallel with axis of ridge
D. UPLAND KNOLL-Contours fall away an all sides
E. SADDLE - Area an ridge top between two higher portions
F. RIDGE NOSE - Contours convex outward away from ridge
G. TERRACE - One or more contour intervals above active flood plain
H. BOTTOMLAND KNOLL-Elevated above surrounding terrain
I. LEVEE- (see text)
J. ISLAND
(after Hack and Goodlett 1960)
FIGURE 21
_1';?_
3) terrace: level to nearly level surfaces adjacent to the
stream or river channel or abutting active floodplain.
These occur in a wide range of size from quite small to
very large and were used extensively for prehistoric
occupations. No attempt was made to further classify these
landforms into a terrace sequence (i.e. TO, Tl, T2, etc.)
because the geomorphological data needed to make such a
classification is lacking.
4) bottomland knoll: features elevated above the surrounding
terrain and probably remnant terraces composed of
material more resistant to erosion. The difference in
elevation can be slight~ a few feet, or it can be very
pronounced, being as much as forty feet above the
surrounding area.
Upland Landforms (Fig. 21)
1) ridgetop: relatively level, or gently rolling surfaces
that form the crest of a ridge.
2) ridgenose: also relatively level, but unlike a ridgetop,
there is a sharp increase in slope downwards on three
sides into a ravine or tributary valley. These can also
be thought of as promontories which offer an excellent
view of the sorrounding area.
3) ridgeslopes: sections of a ridge between the tmp and the
ra.vine or riverine landforms below. These are usually
marked by very distinct changes in slope from that
characteristic of the adjacent ridgetop. The gradients
of these slopes wary but it can be said that the vast
majority of these surfaces in the project area were too
steep to have been utilized as site locations.
4) bluff: distinguished from ridgenoses in that the slope
of the surface breaks very sharply and steeply on one or
more sides to the river below. These landforms are
restricted to the Savannah and are few in number.
5) upland knoll: landforms an a ridge that are elevated abo~e
the surrounding area so that the ground slopes away in all
directions from the center.
6) sarldle: landforms located on a ridge between two areas of
higher elevation. These were used very rarely for sites.
The distriuution of sites on landforms will be discussed below in
the next chapter. These definitions were the ones used to define the
landform categories in Appendix A.
Local fopographic position:
of a particular site in relation
description would be "300 meters
This is inUended as a verbal description
to the surrounding area. A typical
south-southeast of confluence of Van's
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Creek with Savannah." As a field entry, this description was found to
be of little utility because nearby features would &ften be unnamed
rank one or rank two tributaries.
Associated drainage system: Intended to index sites by nearest
named tributaries, such as Beaverdam Creek - Savannah River.
Elevation: Determined from map inspection when site location was
plotted on field map. Not monitored by us, though it probably should
have been, was relative elevation. This refers to the elevation of a
aifte in relation to a feature of interest such as a high rank tributary
or the Savannah River itself. For example, a site located at 450 feet
at the southern end of the reservoir would be 120 feet above the
Savannah, while in the northern portion of the reservoir, an elevation
of 450 feet would mean that the site was only 25 feet above the river.
Aspect: This is intended to monitor the differential exposure of a
surface to solar radiation. It is known that plant communities are
strongly conditioned by this variable (Oosting 1956; Odum 1971; Pianka
1974). In retrospect, however, the utility of this variable at the
site level is questionallile. It cannot be measured in the field, and
must be determined in the laboratory (which we decided not to do).
At present this variable has little analytical utility for monitoring
site location behavior because the large majority of our sites are
located on level areas with little apparent differences in aspect.
Percent slope: We attempted to monitor this in the field with
visual estimates. This,in retrospect, was clearly unsatisfactory.
Accurate measurement in the field should be made with an inclinometer.
Thts. is potentially a very important variable for estimating relative
displacement of artifacts on site surface. As a monitor of behavivval
variability, it is, as of yet, of little utility. For the present,
the landform typology can serve as an ?pproximate measure of slopQ.
Soil description: In the field, a color based description of the
soil was given. A horizon, when present, was described by color and
texture, such as "reddish-brown sandy loam." The red clay indicating
complete erosion of the A horizon was noted as B horizon. In a few
areas, the saprolite was exposed and this was noted as the C horizon~
In the laboratory, sites were located on the avamlable soil maps of the
project area. These were the soil descriptions provided on the Cultural
Resource Inventory forms submitted to Interagency Archaeological Services-
Atlanta on February 15, 1978 and April 15, 1978. Although modern soil
mapping has been completed, this information was not available to us
in a usable form.
Vegetation: Historic land use has resulted in tremendous change in
the vegetation of the project area since the time it was visited by Bartram
in 1776 (Harper 1958). Because of this, our vegetation categories are
intended as a rough indication of the land use history of a particular
area. This allows for fairly accurate estimation in some instances as
to the amount of erosion that has occurred, and from this, an area's
potential for containing, in upland context, subsurface archeological
remains. The categvDies used were the following:
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1) agricultural field: an area currently in cultivation (Fig. 22).
2) Jpasture: area currently used for grazing (Fig. 23).
3) old field from agriculture: in the strict sense, al~st the entire
cultivable portion of the survey area could be placed in this category,
but our use was restricted to those fields which had been abandoned
within the last 15 years (Fig. 24).
4) bottomland hardwoods: this vegetation type was restricted to the
Savannah and the major tributaries, and again while technically old field,
this allowed approximate measure of the length of time a particular
area had not been cultivated or pastured by observing the diameters of
the trees (Fig. 25).
5) mixed pines and hardwoods: this vegetation type results from abandonment
of agricultural fields or previously logged areas, not commercially
replanted. Besides being areas of low to nonexistent ground surface
visibility, these areas also have been subjected to tremendous erosion
prior to abandomment (Figs. 26 and 27).
6) pine plantation: this vegetation denotes commercially planted
pines on prepared sites. These areas also tend to be heavily eroded
and unsuitable for either cropland or pasture (Big. 28).
7) old field from clearcut pine plantation: as mentioned above, 7,000
acres of upland area is scheduled for use by the public for recreation
and access. The areas intended for such use in Georgia were primarily
pine plantation when the Russell Dam and Lake Project was first begun.
For the most part, these areas have been logged by their owners and
not replanted. This has resulted in this vegetation type which produces
areas with better ground surface Visibility than is found in agricultural
old fields. The disturbance caused by logging varied from area to
area. The most distmrbed areas were those logged when the ground was
very wet which caused much rutting from vehicle use and gouging from
dragging logs. Infrequently encounteded in the survey area were areas
commercially prepared for replanting. Here the damage to the ground
surface is substantial and site preparation is done in such a way as
to enhance erosion. It is possible to make fairly accurate estimations
of site size when sites are found in this type of area (Figs. 29, 30, 31).
8) Commensal vegetation: in certain areas, primarily historic home-
sites, and, in a few instances, recently abandoned agricultural fields,
dense commensal vegetation was encountered. This vegetation was
primarily honeysuckle or other lww-growing leafy vines. This had the
effect of mompletely obscuring surface visibility. While we are not
sure of what factors enhance the growth0Sf this type of vegetation in the
different settings, it is a good indicator that the site surface has not
been disturbed since abandonment, especially in the case of historic
homesites (Figs. 32, 33, 34).
This typology of contempIDrary vegetation types is a first approximation
developed as we encountered the various categories. Some of the types
exhibit more internal variability than others, as, for example, mixed
pines and hardwoods and old fields from logging clearcuts. It would
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FIGURE 22. 9EB387. the Clyde Gully Site. Woodland/Mississippian
View is of an agricultural field on a terrace immediately south of
the confluence of Pickens Creek with the Savannah River.
FIGURE 23. Active pastureland.
38ABl36 within the Wilson Creek
Pasture is in the
Recreation Area.
vicinity of
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FIGURE 24. Early stages of old field growth in abandoned agricul-
tural field.
FIGURE 25. Bottomland hardwoods. Site
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FIGURE 26. Mixed pines and hardwoods surround 38ABll6 (the Quartz
Pebble Site). revealed from logging operations. Dense scatter of
quartz is eroding out of slope.
FIGURE 27. 9E8389.
View of mixed pines
Unidentified prehistoric
and hardwoods.
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lithic scatter.
FIGURE 28.
38AB12 and
Pine plantation in the background and in
old field from clear cut pine plantation.
the foreground
FIGURE 29. 9EB209. Middle Archaic and Mississippian/Woodland
affiliation. Site is in 5-7 year old, old field surround~d by
plantation.
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cultural
pine
FIGURE 30. 9EB272.
years) stage of old
Woodland site located in an earlier (from 1-2
field from clear cut pine plantation.
FIGURE 31. 9EB276. Middle Archaic and potentially diagnostic biface
cultural affiliation. Presence of a quartz outcrop on the slope off
the ridge, suggest that this is possibly a quarry, also. View of
site provides evidence of pine logging in an area of mixed pines
and hardwoods.
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FIGURE 32. Commensal vegetation covering a stone feature at
38AB9, Millwood Plantation.
FIGURE 33. Dense commensal growth on house foundations at 38ABll2.
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FIGURE 34. An abandoned house, 38AB220, with growth of vines
beginning to cover the structure. This is a typical example of
commensal vegetation on still standing structures found in the
project area.
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be extremely useful to employ an increment borer when making observations
about the vegetation. An increment borer will permit more accurate
estimations of the age of the stand at the time since logging. Another
thing that would increase sophistication of observation would be the
inclusion of personnel trained in identifying plants on the survey
team.
General remarks: Any distinguishing or unusual features were noted
here.
Site Description: This was a designation made in the field based on
the recovery of temporally diagnostic artifacts during collection. Site
, description originally intended to provide a reugh index of cultu!ral his-
·torica1 variability so that this could be monitered while the survey was
ongoing and permit site to site comparisons as an internal check on
potential inspection bias. In the future, however, it is recommended
that this not be monitored in the field, and be determined only after
detailed laboratory analysis.
Site definition: This was intended as a functional categorization of
site types (i.e. havitation), but for prehistoric sites this information
is virtually worthless when this determination is made in the field.
More accurate attributions were possible with some kinds of historic
sites (homesites, mills, ferries, etc.). For the purposes of Appendix A,
the following site types were employed. These categories are primarily
descriptive and functional assignations are minimized.
1) Fort: used to denote a military fortification
2) fish weir: used to denote rock alignments located in the river
which may hayebeen used for fishing.
3) historic ferry: self-explanatory
4) hotel: self-explanatory
5) homesite with structure: an historic homesite that is still
standing
6) mound: used to denote. prl;:lhis.t0ric mounds
7) mill: used to note former location of mill or race
8) mound and village: prehistoric mound with associated village
deposits
9) nonstanding structure other than a home: used to denote evidence
of non-domestic structures such as outbuildings, barns, sheds and
the like
10) other: used to denote a site type not accommodated by this list
11) probable homesite: when there is good evidence (homesite tree,
for e~ample) for the former presence of a domestic structure
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12) plantation: when archival or informant data indicate that a site
was probably a cotton plantation, this was noted
13) possible village: used to denote ceramic scatters in likely
habitation area
14) quarry: used to denote what is thought to be a location where lithic
raw materials were procured and initially processed. This is
discussed below in Chapter IV
15) surface scatter with depth: a lithic and/or ceramic artifact
scatter on a.site which still has some A horizon left
16) standing structure not a home: used to note the presence of a
non-domestic structure such as a barn, shed, blacksmith shop and the
like
17) surface scatter: a lithic and/or ceramic scatter on the surface
which has been eroded so that the B horizon has been exposed
Site extent: The size of the site was placed here. This was determined
in a number of ways. In open areas with good ground surface visibility
(agricultural fields, some logging c1earcuts), site extent could be
observed accurately. In areas of poor surface visibility (old fields,
bottomland pastures, pine plantations), a landform assumption was
employed. The basis for making the landform assumption was the result
of surface collection of open areas in primarily upland settings. In
these areas, it was noticed that the dispersion of artifacts was co-
extensive with level ground, with the dispersion ending when there was
a sharp change in slope. With this knowledge, when artifacts were
encountered on roads in pine plantations, ~rtifact dispersion was
estimated laterally on the basis of the topography. It was .also our
experience that subsurface testing and ground clearing were unproductive
in recovering artifacts in pine plantations even when artifacts were
densely scattered on the road through the pine plantation. Yet in
similar settings, after logging, artifacts would be observed dispersed
over the landform to the breaks of the slope. The landform assumption
for site extent was employed primarily for planning purposes. Rather
than provide data just on those sites where extent could accurately be
determined, and list undetermined for the rest (which compose a considerable
fraction of the site inventory), the landform assumption was used as
a reasonable estimate of site extent. The landform assumption needs
to be evaluated, of course, but it is of immediate utility as a
maximal estimate of this parameter. During further data recovery at
sites of this type, the investigation strategy can be designed to evaluate
the validity of the assumption. The labor investment can be made at
this level in determining the presence of artifacts under the pine duff.
Hopefully, the num~er of cases where site extent has been underestimated
will be minimized ..
At present, w~ can see no realistic alternatives to this problem.
The vegetation cov¢r characteristic of the project area makes it
extremely time consuming to determine accurately site extent in the way
this is normally d¢ne in areas with excellent surface visibility.
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Depth: In upland settings this was used to denote the amount of A
horizon present. In riverine settings, this denoted the lowest depth
below surface that artifacts were recovered. As was noted above, historic
land use resulted in the erosion of tremendous quantities of topsoil
and subsequent deposition in the bottomlands where 4 to 6 feet
of alluvium hace accumulated in places since the early Historic Period
(Trimble 1974, see Most and Brooks, this volume). As a result, most of
the upland areas that were surveyed had no "subsurface. 1I When the A
horizon was present, shovel testing with screening through 1,./4 inch
mesh was performed down to the contact with the red B horizon.
Alluvial landforms presented very different problems. Here the depth
of the contemporary sediments, and, at times, the poor drainage con-
ditions prevented affective subsurface testing. Also, vegetation in
thesehottomland settings tended to be of the pernicious variety with
waist-high poison ivy (Rhus toxicodendron) quite common. After a couple
of forays into situations like this it became apparent that some survey
personnel were air sensitive to this plant. Everyone else was contact
sensitive, so the risks of lost labor time due to this "peril" of the
Pi~dmont were too great. For the purposes of Appendix A, the kinds of
subsurface testing performed were coded as follows:
1) Deep (DP): deep testing by power auger. This was done not to
recover artifacts but to determine the potential depth of deposit
on selected alluvial landforms
2) Limited (LM): used to note excavation and screening of postholes
and shovel tests
3) None (NO): subsurface testing was not done in areas where B or
C horizon was exposed on the surface
4) Substantial Test Unit (TU): the excavation and screening of a
50 cm by 50 cm or one by one meter test pit
5) Midden present (MP): if a midden were encountered during sub-
surface testing, this would be noted
Faunal preservation: If there was evidence of this, it would be
noted.
Cultural features: Very seldom were these encountered on prehistoric
sites, but useful for historic sites to note the presence of foundations,
structures, bricks, chimneys, wells and the like.
Present Site Condition
Modern land use: This was to note how the land was currently used.
Several categories were distinguished:
1) agricultural: land in crops, or plowed awaiting planting, also
refers to agricultural old fields
2) house site: currently occupies house
3) logging: used when site had been logged or was in pine plantation
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4) none apparent: this was for old fields resulting from logging
activities and not replanted
5) pasture: area being used at least part of the year for grazing animals
6) right-of-way: refers to location of site in right-of-way of power
line or pipeline.
7) varied: one or more of the above in combination
Erosion or other disturbance: If erosion was evident by exposure of B
or C horizons, or if gullying was present, these were noted. Also noted
were indications of heavy equipment use, bulldozers, logging trucks, skidders
used during logging. On agricultural fields, gullying, if present, was
noted. Plowing was also noted.
Relation of site to project impact: The relationship of the site to
the type of impact was noted. We employed five categories.
1) edge of project: noted for sites within 100 meters of limit and
475 foot floodpool
2) flooMpool: noted for sites below the 475 foot contour that will be
inundated
3) outside of project: some sites were recorded that were, on closer
inspection, outside of the project area
4) railroad relocation route: sites located in planned railroad
relocationcright~ef~way.
5) public use areas: when sites were located within any of the 26
recreaUorl ima poblic access ar~as.pihelI}ned; tkis was noted (see
Appendix K for a list of these areas)
Other probable impact: If another impact could be anticipated, this
was listed. This was most frequently used to denote the potential for
mechanical impact resulting from a site being located on the shoreline of
the proposed reservoir. Sites with elevations from 470 feet to 480 feet
were noted in this way.
Site Evaluation (Field Observations)
Apparent research potential: An in the field assessment by the survey
archeologist as to the future potential of a site for research purposes.
These judgements were based on consideration of the various kinds of
observations made. Judgements ranged from excellent, good, fair, poor
or none.
General Recommendations mmr research: A judgement made by the survey
archeologist as to what should be done in the future. These suggestions
included excavation, controlled surface collection, measured dr~wings,
archival research and photography, among others.
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Sampling Procedures
Date(s) of investigations: The day or days when the site was visited
~as recorded here.
Site discovery technique: This was used to note how the site was
found. The entries in this category were transect, predicted stream
confluence, road survey, informant and map.
Ground Surface visibility: A relative estimate of this was given
ranging from excellent (recently plowed field) to nonexistent (heavy
cover of leaf litter of pine duff).
Collection methods: When a site was encountered, ene of five
collection procedures was employed depending on aactors such as site
size and artifact density.
1) areal content sample: all visible artifacts were collected in
two or more areal proveniences.
2) grab sample: here, only selected artifacts (generally diagnostic
or unusual) were collected. The use of this procedure was minimized.
3) radial content sample: on certain sites that were large and
dense, diagnostic or exotic artifacts were used as the center of
a 1 to 3 m radius circle within which artifacts were collected.
4) simple content sample: on certain sites, generally small and
with good to fair visibility, all visible artifacts were collected
within one provenience.
5) no collection: on certain sites, no collection of artifacts was
possible or necessary for their description. Sites of the first
sort are sites like fish weirs and historic dams. For some
historic sites, other evidence would indicate research values
and measures of integrity. A good example of this is an historic
site with heavy, dense connnensal growthirldieatiJ;:tglitf:le .dl.is..,;_
turbance since abandonment.
Time spent on collection: The amount of time spent on the collection
was noted here.
Catalog numbers assigned: The system employed was as follows:
Simple content samples were indicated by the assignment of provenience 1.
Any time a site was further subdivided, the first provenience number
assigned was 2. Subsurface tests were noted by the use of a letter
after the provenience number (2A for example). If subsurface tests
are excavated by levels (when some 10 cm levels were used), then the
letter sequence for an individual indicated the depth below surface in
10 centimeter increments.
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Site Discovery Methods
As was discussed above, there are two aspects of developing a
characterization of the archeological record of an area. In this
section, the methods employed in discovering and locating sites will
be discussed. Project-specific conditions, including the size of the
area, extensive vegetation, poor access and amount of time allocated
to perform the survey, made it necessary to employ sampling strategies
as the bases for determining which areas were to be inspected. In
addition, documentary and informant evidence were employed in order to
discover sites and these will be discussed also.
The Survey Teams
Two 3 person crews conducted the pedestrian survey. Each crew
consisted of a chief (Smith and Taylor) and 2 assistants. Because of the
large size of the area to be surveyed, 1 crew chief would berespon-
sible for each side. of the river. Thisw0uld allow that person to
gain intimate familiarity witli his side of the project area. This
would also reduce the chance that coverage w0uld be duplicated.
Changes in visibility and access conditions could be closely monitored
also (newly logged areas, fresh plowing, etc.). It also permitted each
chief to develop his own informant networks and minimize chances that
individual informants would be approached by different persons asking
the same questions. It should be noted that each chief did not stay
exclusively on one side of the project area, but efforts were made to
keep each broadly informed on the survey conditions in each state by
driving around and discussing differences and similarities between their
respective areas. Also fostering communication was the rotation
of the assistants so that they worked 2 days at a time in each side of
the project area. These personnel were questioned frequently on
similarities and differences encountered in both areas.
Equipment
Each 3 person crew was furnished with the following equipment:
1) Vechicle: At various times ,the following vehicles were used: 1968
International four wheel drive truck with crew cab; 1975 Ford one-half
ton pickup with automatic transmission; 1975 Ford one-half ton van with
automatic transmission; 1975 Chevrolet three-quarter ton van with three
speed transmission; 1975 Plymouth station wagon; and a 1966 Ford Econo1ine
Van with three-speed transmission.
2) Safety: At all times, a Johnson and John~on Industrial First Aid
Kit No. 10, Amerex Industries Snakebit Freeze Kit, Cutter Laboratories
Snakebite Kit and Thermotabs (salt tablets) were carried. Each crew
member also had fiberglass snake leggings.
3) Recording forms: Transect forms, site recording forms, photograph
catalog forms and field notebooks were carried.
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4) Photographic equipment: A Canon FTb 35 rom single~lens reflex camera
with 50 rom Fl.8 and 35 rom F3.5 lenses was carried. Initially, Kodak
Kodachrome (A6A 64) was used but it was determined that this was un~
satisfactory and Kodak High Speed Ektachrome (ASA 200) was used.
5) Subsurface testing equipment: Posthole digger with 4 foot handles,
shovels, rake, pick~mattock, entrenching tool and trowels were used in
conjunction with a hand-held sifting screen with one~quarter inch mesh
(see below).
6) Locational aids: U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Richard B. Russell Dam
and Lake Project Map sheets (scale 1: 12000) were carried. Also employed
when necessary were county highway maps. A suunto KB~14 compass was also
used to maintain precise on-the,.,ground control of location.
7) Collection aids: bags, provenience cards, flagging tape, chaining
pins and a Keson Ny-clad 60 meter tape were used.
8) Water and food
9) Machetes: 22 inch carbon steel machetes with sheaths were used for
clearing paths through dense vegetation and for clearing around subsurface
test units if necessary.
10) Packs: Two rucksacks and a packframe were used to carry this
equipment.
SampZing Strategies
It has been suggested that there are five properties that condition
the probabilities of encountering sites (Schiffer, et al. n.d.). These
are abundance, dispersion, obtrusiveness, visibilityand accessibility.
Abundance refers to the frequency or density of sites in an area. Disper-
sion is some measure of degree of clustering of sites of various kinds in
an area. Obtrusiveness refers to the ease with which sites can be observed
with different techniques. The Temple of the Sun at Teotihuacan, for
example, is very obtrusive, while some deeply buried sites can be
characterized as unobtrusive. Visibility refers to those factors which
enhance or otherwise influence our ability to visually observe sites.
Accessibility refers to those factors which condition a surveyor's
ability to get to anyone particular place.
The review of data available for planning indicated that in this
survey area, sites were abundant, dispersed and unobtrusive. These
data also indicated that visibility and accessibility of sites would
be ,1(i,lw.
The sampling strategies employed during the 1977 field season were
designed with these considerations in mind. Because fairly accurate
estimates of population parameters can be obtained by the use of probabil-
istic sampling designs in areas where sites are abundant and dispersed
(Schiffer, et al. n.d.), the employment of such a technique was warranted
in this instance. Pedestrian survey combined with informant data was
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an appropriate strategy given the unobtrusive character of the sites
in this region (surface scatters of lithics, ceramic and historic
artifacts). This permits close visual inspection of the ground surface.
It is more difficult, however, to cope with those factors which
condition visibility and accessibility when designing a survey strategy.
As a result, two strategies of encountering sites were implemented: one
minimized visibility and accessibility as criteria for selecting areas
for inspection; and onem,ax:tm,izedthem. The use of these two strategies
was an attempt to evaluate in the riverine zone two survey strategies
employed by other members of the Institute in their surveys of areas
in the inter-riverine zone. House and Ballenger in their survey of a
proposed highway corridor between Columbia, South Carolina and Rock Hill,
South Carolina employed a 20% stratified random sample that minimized
visibility and accessibility (1976: 44-46). Goodyear employed a
strategy that favored accessibility and visibility in a highway corridor
survey between Laurens and Anderson, South Carolina (Goodyear, Ackerly
and House n.d.). The differences in results between these two techni-
ques are striking. In terms of sites recovered, the 1-77 survey located
22 sites within their sampling units. Goodyear, et al. located 125
sites in the Laurens-Anderson corridor. In the present instance,
however, the simple adoption of one strategy was not warranted because
the size of the Russell Reservoir area (approximately 40,000 acres,
see below) dictated that some attempt be made to obtain a sample that
could be generalized to provide an estimate of the total inventory of
sites present and, if possible, estimates of the population size of
various kinds of sites.
Probabilistic Sampling in the Russell Reservoir
The sampling strategy was designed in the following way. The
Savannah River (starting at the dam site) and the maJor tributaries
(starting at their confluences with the Savannah) were divided in one
kilometer segments. Each of these one kilometer segments was futher
subdivided into ten one hundred meter intervals. From each segment,
two intervals were randomly selected as the origins of random vectors.
One vector was plotted to the left of the segment line, the other to the
right of this line. The azimuth of a vector was also randomly selected
from within a range of "10 degrees to 170 degrees using the segment line
as the 00 - 180 0 axis. These vectors were the centerline of a transect
one hundred meters wide and one kilometer long (Fig. 35). One hundred
and sixty transects were plotted in this way. This design has the desired
effect of dispersing the sample over the entire project area and
insuring that the total range of landforms present would be encountered.
In addition, this design would result in the inspection of areas considered
by some to beuninliabitable or" of . low probability forsit~ locations.
This design was seen as an excellent opportunity to evaluate the validity
of such an assertion. If sites were found in such areas, then future
surveys would have to take this into account when designing strategies
for selecting areas for inspection.
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FIGURE 35. Sample Transects_
The transects were supposed tobeinspected by having the survey
team walk three abreast about 50 meters apart with the center person
using a compass to maintain the proper azimuth. Crew members were walking
in a zig-zag manner, looking for disturbed ground. This was to be done
for the length of the transect with crew members noting especially
favorable locations for subsurface testing. Then the transect was to
be subsurface tested at 50 meter intervals or in favorable locations
as the crew moved back to the transect origin. If sites were encountered,
they would be collected and recorded. If artifacts were recovered in
a subsurface test, then a cruciform subsurface testing procedure was to
be used to determine site extent. Two of these were to be done per
crew per day.
When implementation of the design was attempted in the field, a
number of things became apparent. We knew from map inspection that the
terrain was rugged, especially in the slope area between a ridgetop and
the valley bottom, which is highly dissected by rank one and two tri-
butaries which head on the ridges. What we did not anticipate was the
tremendous variety in the types of vegetation that would be encountered
within one trans~ct, much less the variety that was present in the survey
area. We had worried about ground surface visibility and had posthole
diggers, shovels and rakes for subsurface testing and clearing leaf
litter and pine duff. We had not taken into account, however, line of
sight visibility necessary to maintain the proper direction of the transect.
We had planned subsurface tests or ground clearing at 50 meter intervals
within each transect. In order to measure these intervals, it was often
necessary for the point man to travel circuitously around clumps of
dense vegetation, deadfalls, etc., to achieve line of sight in the
desired direction, often only 10 to 15 meters away. The other crew
members would then also move up, and the process would resume. In Some
areas, it would take as long as 15 minutes to travel 50 meters. We
were also frustrated by the fact that we were not finding sites on
these transects as a result of subsurface testing or ground clearing,
but were finding sites inroads, agricultural fields, and logged areas
that were intercepted by a transect; Travel to transect origins and
away from completed transects was also very time consuming because many
of these areas were not accessible and had to be reached by travelling
cross-country.
These experiences, as might be guessed, led to a reevaluation of
the feasibility of implementing this design in the time we had allotted,
which was eight weeks. It became obvious that completion of the design
would use up all of our field time and prevent us from meeting other
project goals, one of which was an open ground survey. Our experiences
to this point, while frustrating, had been instructive. Sites had
been found in roads and cleared areas when intercepted by a transect,
or,once a transect had been completed, on the way back to the truck.
Recording and collection of these sites gave us some pretty good ideas
about both the spatial extent and artifact densities that could be expected
for the majority of the sites that we might encounter. This information
reinforced the need for reevaluation of the sampling strategy because
we were performing an intensive survey which requires a level of documen-
tation outlined in 36 CFR Part 63 for each resource found. After
seeing the size of a few sites, it became obvious that posthole or
small area samples from a transect, while useful for site location, were,
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of course, not adequate for other documentation requirements (see
also Goodyear, Ackerly and House n.d.). Any attempts to define site
boundaries by postholing or ground clearing would be too labor intensive.
In addition, our travels around the project area in search of the
wily and elusive transect origins made us aware that our maps showed
fewer roads than were actually present. Many of these roads had
been made in the ten years since the aerial photography used to make
the 1: 12,000 scale project maps was flown. We also noticed that many
of the areas shown on the map as forested had been logged and not
replanted. In addition to underestimating time and labor requirements
of the probability sample, we had also grossly underestimated the
amount of accessible and visible area in the project area.
Nonprobabilistia Sampling in the Riahard B. Russell Reservoir
On the basis of the above information, a decision was made to
forego implementation of the probability t3ampling design andt::0 move
ahead to the second phase of the survey~ pedestrian survey that
stressed accessiblity and visibility as the criteria for selecting
areas for inspection. Roads were the primary means of access to
various areas. This fact means that there would be sUbstantial bias
in the relative proportions of landforms covered in favor of ridgetops
and wide alluvial bottoms,in other words, level ground. As a rule
only the major county roads would traverse the slope areas and maintenance
of these roads has resulted in them being cut into the original
land surface as much as 3 to 5 meters. Our strategy was to favor
accessibility first and then visibility. As a result many roads
were walked that were nearly overgrown. Old roads are, of course,
prime indicators of past land use, either for domestic, agricultural
or logging purposes. Often these roads would lead to areas that had
been cleared and had at least patchy visibility that would permit,
in some instances, a fairly reliable determination of the presence,
and especially, absence, of sites. Roads also permitted movement
through a variety of vegetation types that would vary in the density of
the understory. When access was favorable, these areas could be
inspected for disturbances or patches of visible ground.
In addition to roads which tend to be transect~like in shape, it was
also possible to inspect logged areas that had not been replanted.
Visibility was variable in these areas and a function of the length
of time since the logging was done. Agricultural fields were also
inspected and these too, varied in visibility because of the time
of year during which the survey was performed from fallow fields to
abandoned cornfields covered with a carpet of Bermuda grass. Pastures
were also inspected. Visibility was poor in bottomland pastures, the
growth being more ~uxuruous than pastures in upland settings on
eroded surfaces.ur inspection of pastures was hampered by the fact
that most of the p stures were still in private ownership which restricted
our ability to do much. if any, subsurface testing. Inspection of
these kinds of areas gave us samples that were much more landform
extensive than samples obtained by walking roads. This was desirable
because it gave us samples of different shapes. This will permit
analysis of the relationship, if any, between artifact content and
unit shape.
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Comparison of Probabilistic vs. Nonprobabilistic Sampling
When the effectiveness of these two techniques is evaluated in
terms of project goals, nonprobabilistic sampling is the most effective
strategy in terms of both research and management needs. As was
mentioned above, completion of the Russell Dam and consequently,
inundation of the reservoir was an apparent certainity. This area was
poorly known archeologically and we were faced with the design and
implementation of data recovery strategies that would permit effective
evaluation of the resources located. The strongest rationale for
probabilistic sampling is that when effectively used, it recovers a
representative sample of the population of interest. The problem is
how to evaluate how effective a particular design is in yielding
reliable estimates. It appears, that at the present moment, this is
difficult to do and often requires comparison with the known populations
which are, of course, rarely available because that is why sampling
was performed in the first place (see Judge, et al. 1975). The point
here is that sophistication in sampling is a trial and error process.
Rarely can sampling designs be implemented in poorly known areas with
any confidence in their results the first time. Can we permit ourselves
the luxury of a "representative" sample? In the Pr,eli>en~ instance, no.
Sampling of other than" archeological populationsusua,l1y, assumes un-
restricted access to the sample units. This is probably only approximated
in arid, lightly vegetated settings. This assumption is quite clearly
not met in heavily vegetated ..areas like the Russell Reservoir.
Probabilistic sampling as it was proposed here is labor intensive
and costly in terms of information return. Remember, it was not so
much that sites were not being located but that time constraints (in
the immediate sense) and newly acquired knowlegge about how much open
ground was present in the survey were the factors that led to the
premature termination of the probabilistic design.
Nonprobabilistic sampling was of utility in this area. It had the
desired effect of permitting the discovery of sites (over 400, see below)
and in most instances, the recording of enough information to satisfy
the requirements of 36 CFR 63, Appendix A.
The areaS' selected :f:o:li' $U'.t:"Ver ~n te:li''llls, 0;1; acces~,i;'5~1i;tY' and visi.bility
could also be thought of as a possible random sample of the area, though
this would need evaluation, which is not presently possible. Most of
the proscriptions against nonprobabilistic sampling derive from in-
vestigators in areas where visibility and access problems are minimal
and these investigators ~re rightly complaining about others who
chose areas by "judgement" or t'intu.:ttion" (Redman 1975). A conscious
attempt was made to minimize the role of judgement and intuition as
bases for selecting areas of inspection. The accessibility and visibility
conditions in the project area were determined independently of
archeological concerns, and because of this a reasonable argument can
be advanced that these are "random" with respect to investigator's
possible interests.
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In balance~ it is argued that nonprobabilistic sampling is the most
effective strategy that can be employed. It furnishes data useful for
both research and management ne~ds. rna~~as :l;i;1&etbts on~~wh~3Se
site density is high in visible areas~ enough data is recovered to
permit evaluation of bias and also the design of probabilistic strategies
based on this information.
CoZZeation Methods
As might be ~xpected~ conditions for surface collection were less
than ideal. Visibility of site surfaces varied tremendously from
fallow agricultural fields to forest with dense understory vegetation.
Size of sites varied also~ which inf~uenced the intensity of collection.
As a result~ whenever possible~ a determination of site size and
artifact density was made prior to collection. Depending on this
information~ different collection techniques were employed. If a
site appeared to be small and artifacts were present in low densities~
then content samples were collected. Content sampling involves the
collection of all visible material (see Goodyear~ Ackerly and House
n.d.). When sites were large or dense~ proveniences were selected within
th~ site. In some instances~ different landforms were employed as the
bakis for choosing provenience boundaries. In sites where this was
not possible or where visibility was patchy~ diagnostic artifacts were
selected as the centers of collection circles of varying diameters~
dependent on density. We were especially interested in patterns of
association in circle collections around diagnostic artifacts.
None of these solutions is ideal~ but we felt that the application of
various techniques in the field would permit laboratory analysis of
the effectiveness of different techniques. In some cases~ no collections
were made. This was done only in very special circumstances when
visual inspection of the site surface indicated that collection would
result in significant destruction of information relative to that
obtainable by spatially controlled sampling. In these instances~
artifact types would be recorded as present or absent.
We were aware that surface collections can suffer from what House
(House and Schiffer 1975: 174-175) and others have called the "size
effect." Simpl}""Stated~ th:!s means that the larger the artifact~ the
greater the probability that it will be collected~ resulting in samples
with a disproportionate representation of larger specimens. We
attempted to control for this by requiring survey personnel to collect
all visible material~ regardless of size~ whenever a collection of
any type (i.e.~ content sample, topographic provenience, circle
collection, etc.) was being made. As an aid to survey personnel~ a
policy of "when in doubt ~ pick it up" was instituted. This was to
avoid time~consuming discussions in the field about whether something
was indeed an artifact, in favor of making these determinations in the
laboratory after the material had been washed. This was also necessary
given the peculiar nature of the most common raw material in the
project area and in this region--quartz.
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In retrospect, it appears that our efforts would have been more
effective had we employed different recording techniques in collecting
these sites. When sites were content sampled, all artifacts went into
one bag with one provenience card. I would suggest that instead of
this system, the area collected by the individual collector be the
smallest provenience unit. If this procedure were in force then when
content sampling of whole sites is done, the survey personnel would
have to make sure that their collection areas do not overlap. The
specifics of such a technique would vary depending on .conditions at
specific sites, but the use of this technique would result in finer
scale spatial control over the collections made. Also it would permit
evaluation of bias, if any, of individual collectors in terms of size
or types of artifacts. Record keeping would be more complex, but the
potential for better data recovery outweighs this consideration.
Some Comments on the utility of Surface Collected Data
It should be noted that there is good reason to believe that sur-
face collected data from the Piedmont, no matter how tightly controlled,
suffers from significant biases. Since this area was occupied by
Europeans in the late eighteenth century, it has been cleared and
cultivated. The intensity of cultivation, especially of upland cotton,
has resulted in almost total erosion of the A horizon from the upland
surfaces and the deposition of these materials in the valleys of
streams and rivers (Trimble 1974). This has had a twofold effect.
First, the vast majority of sites in upland settings have been disturbed
by plowing, and in recent years, commercial pulpwood plantations.
Second, the increased alluviation in valley bottoms has undoubtedly
buried many sites, especially from the late prehistoric period, by
as much as three or four feet (Trimble 1974). We should also mention
that land clearing and subsequent erosion has had a profound effect
of the stability of discharge regimes of the major rivers and their
tributaries. This has resulted in extensive, disastrous flooding,
referred to locally as freshets. Two major floods are known to have
occurred on the Savannah River within the historic period, one in 1852
and the other in 1908. Accounts of the last flood indicate that
damage was heavy, the railroad trestle across the river being washed
away. Damage to prehistoric sites was also extensive. The Rembert
Mound group is a good illustration of this point. The site is located
to the south of the project area in what is now Clark Hill Lake. The
first description of these mounds comes from William Bartram, a
naturalist who visited this area in 1773 (Harper 1958). He described
the largest mound as being almost fifty feet high with a spiral ramp
up to the top. When Caldwell visited the site in 1948, however, the
mound was almost totally destroyed, with only a remnant about four
feet high still visible (Caldwell 1953: 309). This is of interest
because no mounds are known to occur on the trunk of the Savannah in
our project area, even though two small mounds are located on
Beaverdam Creek.
These facts, combined with extremely variable ground surface
visibility, give us little confidence at this point about the utility
of surface collected information for detailed assessments of intersite
variability. Another factor which conditions this is the knowledge
""1,86-,
that this area has been selectively collected for many years by farmers
and fieldhands. Conversations with local r,esidents indicate a high
degree of awareness of the presence of prehistoric artifacts t and
there are reports of "coffee cans" full of projectile points that have
been collected from certain sites over a period of years. In recent
years t a few sites that have remained in .cultivation have been sub-
jected to intensive selective collection by pothunters. FortunatelYt
we know which sites are involved t and in some instances t collectors
have made their collections from those sites available to us. To be
sure t the problem of prior collecti(')n of artifacts is not unique to
this area, but is mentioned here as yet another source of bias.
Collector behavior studies have been suggested by others for other
areas t but it is our feeling that this is not an option available
to us because most of this area is no longer cultivated and the land
has reverted to woodlandS t and the people involved have either died
or moved away.
While the tone of the foregoing discussion may be pessimistic,
we are not advocating throwing up oUr hands and moving back to the
Southwest. It is important that archeologists faced with these or
similar problems t consciously recognize those factors which might
potentially affect the reliability of different observational techni-
ques for evaluating variability in the archeological record. This is
a necessary first step in developing strategies that permit effective
use of whatever information i.s collected or recorded.
we are not suggesting that dis·turbed sites have no research po-
.tential. We are very encouraged by the publication of The Importance
of Small Surface and Disturbed Sites as Sources of Significant
Archeolo~ical Data (Talmage, et aI, 1977) by the Interagency Archeological
Services t and are i.n wholehearted agreement with the approach that they
are advocating. Although we may be disturbed by disturbances to the
archeological record, they can be considered in Schiffer's (1972)
terms as a formation (or perhapst deformation) process that must be
understood as an aid to understanding the archeological record. Our
mitigation plan for this project will include a program whose goals
are to evaluate the effects of different kinds of disturbance on the
integrity of sites. These studies will provide a useful basis for
better estimations of research significance for various classes of
disturbed sites.
In this section, our experiences with subsurface testing as a
discovery and evaluation method will be discussed. In other areas t
subsurface testing has demonstrated its usefulness as a site discovery
method (Lovis 1976; Wood 1975; Teague 1976; House and Ballenger 1976;
Goodyear Ackerly and House n,d.). During the transect sampling phase of
this project, over 400 subsurface tests were conducted without the recovery
of a single artifact. This, needless to saYt was disheartening. The
utility of this method is probably dependent on the density of artifacts
and degree of erosion of the surface, Although we were aware of the
tremendous erosion of the uplands and slopes of this area t this fact was
forcefully made apparent to us while trying to shovel or posthole test
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in these eroded areas. Slopes, if not eroded, were quite rocky, render-
ing a posthole digger useless for excavation.
Subsurface testing in bottomlands during the transect phase was also
fruitless. This is a reflection of modern alluviation and the size of the
test units. As noted above, erosion of the uplands resulted in the
deposition of these materials, causing major changes in drainage
patterns (Trimble 1974). It was difficult to tell from a posthole the
difference between historic and prehistoric sediments. Screening of
these tests was also compounded by the high clay content of the sediments,
which gummed up the screens and greatly increased the time necessary
to complete a single test.
During the open ground phase of the survey, subsurface testing was
also conducted along the Savannah River with little success. First of
all, a posthole digger can be used only to a depth of five to six feet.
Some tests were still recovering unconsolidated sands at this level.
At other locations, such as the confluence of Van's Creek with the
Savannah River, the extremely clayey sediments made testing to any
great depths very time and labor consuming.
Some success was achieved with what can only be called a pothole at
9EB9l, which was a site previously located by Hutto. Surface inspection
of the river level on three different occasions had resulted in the
recovery of only 2 quartz flakes. It was decided to put a substantial
test unit on the level of 1 m x 2 m to examine the morphology, and
secondarily, to recover artifactual material.
A description of the profile is given below•.
Below surface:
0-10 cm: current organic zone, roots, very sandy
10-85 cm: unconsolidated yellowish-brown coarse sand
85-95 em: lenses of dark organic material; sand is browner
and redder than above
95 cm: very distinct contact zone of overlying sand with a
brown silt loam
95-125 cm: brown silt loam. Two ceramic sherds were
recovered in SIt? by troweling side wall a'it 1D5
125-135 cm: transition from brown silt loam to yellowish
brown silt loam
135-200 cm: yellowish-brown silt loam, apparently sterile
200-300 cm: light brown unconsolidated sand (this sand
was finer than that of the 0-95 cm levels)
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Screening of the material from 0-125 cm level did recover flakes,
another biface and sherds. The point of this discussion is, however,
about subsurface testing as a discovery or evaluation technique, and
it should be clear that this is labor intensive (12 person hours for
this 1 m x 2 m test unit with not all material screened).
Also .conditioning our views of subsurface testing in alluvial
areas were our experiences at 9EB259, the Gregg Shoals site. Erosion
caused by water release from Hartwell Dam upstream has resulted in the
formation of a 4 to 5 meter high cutbank. Collections made by us
indicated that this site had been occupied since the Early Archaic.
These collections and other materials left on the beach in front of
the site were indicative of intensive utilization of this location.
There was, however, no visual evidence of midden staining present along
the exposed face. Trowelling of the face at different times failed to
recover artifacts, although this trowelling was not extensive because
we did not want to make this site or technique any more obvious to
potential vandals.
These experiences suggested that our hopeful picture of a buried
site, one wi.th well defined strata with obvious midden staining, was
not accurate, or at least, not to be observed in most instances.
Backhoe testing had been proposed as a discovery technique (Hanson
n.d.a: 13), but these experiences suggested that backhoe testing
should be combined with screening of material. Also, because the use
of a backhoe is potentially very destructive, it was thought that this
should be postponed until personnel trained in sedimentology and/or
geomorphology were present to maximize the information potential of a
test trench. As a substitute, we employed a hydraulic auger on three
sites (9EB76, 9EB207, and 38AB136) to deterlIline the depth of alluvial
deposits. Artifactual material was not sought. These tests indicated
that as much as 5 meters of alluvium are present at these sites.
These observations provide good evidence for the existence and
potential for buried sites in the Russell Reservoir area. It appears
that the discovery and evaluation of more buried sites will be expensive
and time-consuming. The recovery of this data, however, will con-
tribute immeasurably to our understanding of the patterns of prehistoric
subsistence and settlement. I.f backhoes are used as a discovery tool,
geomorphologists and/or sedimentologists should be consulted both to
increase the efficiency of the search procedure, and, regardless of
whether or not artifactual materials are found, to record stratigraphic
data that will contribute to an understanding of the geomorphology
and, through this, the reconstruction of paleo-environments.
One further comment about subsurface testing on known sites is
necessary. On sites with A horizon in the uplands, and in the bottom-
lands, shovel tests do recover artifactua1 materials that facilitate
better estimations of both site extent and variability in the depth
of deposits.
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CoveJ:la;ge
Estimates of the cover~ge of the 1977 field survey are difficult
to make because of difficulties involved in recording coverage and
the topographic variation present in the survey area. Concern was
expressed by Interagency Archeological Servie:es - Atlanta personnel
during the proposal preparation stage about the amount of inhabitable
versus nonhabitable land in the pl;'oject area, and Hanson (n.d.b.: 4-5)
provided estimates of 70% in the upland public use areas and 50% in
the floodpool. On the basis of the field survey, it has been decided
to redefine these areas as high probability versus low probability
areas. It should also be noted that confusion has existed about the
size of the pl;'oject area. Until recently, it had been considered to
be 34,105 acres (26,650 acre f1oodpool at 475 foot contour and 7,455
acres of public use area). What was not taken into account was the
300 foot buffel;' zone between the 475 foot contour and the legal
bound~ry' defini.tion of ~ public use ~l;'e~. When this area was measured,
it amounted to an addition~l 6,593 acres (14,048 acres measured minus
7,455 acres known). Project personnel were under the impression that
the acreage of a public use are~ provided by the Savannah District
Corps of Engineers referred to~ll land above the 475 foot contour.
When this additional acre~ge is added to the 34,105 acre figure a
project are~ size of 40,698 acres is'obtained. This is the figure
that will be used here. It should also be noted that it would have
been impossible to have made a field determination of the legal boundary
of a public use area in the field.
High probability are~, as used hel;'e, are distinguished from low
probability areas primarily on the basis of slope in upland areas.
Although H;;inson (n.d.b.: 5) used ~ s},ope., es<t;L)1\a,te of 25% a,s the
dividing line between "h~bit~b1e" (less than 25%) and "nonhabitable"
(more than 25%), this ~ppears to be excessive on the basis of field
inspection. The dividing line between high and low probability aI:eas
c~n be Qonservatively pl~ced a,t 10.%. Thi.s. estt\fi\ate a,ls:Q ~cc~tids well
wi.th observations made during other surveys made in the South Carolina
Piedmont (Cable, et al. 1978; Goodyear, Ackerly and House n.d.).
In the riverine zone, ~n0theI:" assumption was made concerning what
constituted high ~nd1ow pl;'ob~bility' areas. In this zone, the same slope
assumption was employed ~nd all land within one contour line (10 feet
elevation) of flowing water ~s defined as a low probability area.
This is to reflect channel movement ~cross a floodplain.
It was in these bases that the measurement of the high and low
probability ~reas within the floodpool wel;'e made. Because of measurement
difficulties, ~n estim~te of high versus low probability areas is
pI:ovided for the public use ~re~s (including 300 foot buffer zone).
To make a1lmeasuI:ements of aI:e~ below, a Keuffe1 and Esser compensating
polar planimeter (Model No. 62 0000) was used. The project area was,
for measurement purposes, divided into 6 areas: 1) Savannah River floodpool,
2) Rocky River floodpoo1, 3) Beaverdam Creek f10odpoo1, 4) Van's Creek
floodpoo1, 5) Coldwater Creek floodpoo1 and, 6) Public use areas (see
Table 22).
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TABLE 22
HIGH PROBABILITY AREAS LOW PROBABILITY AREAS
SAVANNAH RIVER
BEAVERDAM CREEK
ROCKY RIVER
COLDWATER CREEK
VAN'S CREEK
PUBLIC USE AREAS
5453.43 acres
1103.33 acres
955.28 acres
227.53 acres
261.68 acres
11238.48 acres
36.52%
36,46%
16.73%
25.73%
41.03%
80.00%*
9477.44 acres
3214.90 acres
5003.01 acres
656.53 acres
391.92 acres
2809.62 acres
63.48%
63.54%
83.97%
74.27%
58.97%
20.00%*
TOTAL 19,239.73 acres
(* estimate, see text)
21,553.08 acres
Measurement of the survey coverage was also done with the compensating
polar planimeter. Unfortunately, coverage was only measured in terms
of three areas--Savannah River, Rocky River and Beaverdam Creek.
Coverage in both the floodpool and public use areas wag ,measured together"
which may not be satisfactory, but these are the only data available. The
measurement of coverage was also not broken down by proqability areas
because of error factors inw01~d in measuring very small areas.
It should be noted that measurement of the coverage and the high
probability areas involved making three observations, and the acreage
represented is the mean of these three observations minus an error factor
(5.4%) determined by measuring a known area, the 26,650 acre floodpool.
TABLE 23
COVERAGE (INCLUDXNGPUBLIC USE AREAS)
Savannah.River:
Rocky River:
Beaverdam Creek:
Survey Coverage:
7331.85 acres
2304.75 acres
1471.56 acres
11,108.16 acres
This coverage figure represents 27.23% of the project area total of
40,792 acres. Because the inability to separate measurement of
coverage of high and low probability areas, and the survey strategies
employed, that coverage was biased in favor of high probability areas.
If this bias is estimated at 80% in favor of high probability areas,
then we can calculate the following:
11108.16 x .80 (high probability bias estimated) = 8886.53 acres
of coverage of high probability area
11108.16 x .20 (low probability bias estimate) = 2221.63 acres
of coverage of low probability area
These figures can be divided by the average of both probability areas:
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8886.53 acres/19,239.73 acres = 46.19% coverage of high probability
areas (estimate)
2221.63 acres/2l553.08 acres = 10.31% coverage of low probability
areas
Because the survey strategy for most of the field time was to favor
acce!:isibility and visibility, there were certain areas that were
poorly covered or not coveted at all. Along the Savannah River, south
of Paris Island, the topog;,a,phy' ~s. extx:emely rugged ani!... acqe~s~wa,s
limited. The survey performed in this area indicated that site density
was potentially high (64 sites were found). Given that this area
below the Highway 72 bridge, was not plowed for crops (see Informant
data, Appendix F), the potential for undisturbed upland sites is high.
Thi!:iarea is currently being harvested of marketable timber by the Corps
of Engineers (JosephDurham,personal communication) and this should
improve both access and visibility. On the South Carolina side of the
Savannah, adjacent to McCalla Island and continuing north, is a wide
expanse of levee and terrace very similar to the 9EB9l-9EB75 area in
Georgia. Two roads were walked in this area but no cultural materials
were found. It is likely that sites similar to 9EB9l are located here,
but that extensive subsurface testing would need to be done in order
to locate them.
There were a number of active pastures in the area, and our
ability to inspect them was limited for the most part to surface
examination. It was decided that postholingin these areas would result
in a hazard to livestock who might step in these postholes after the
fill had settled. It should also be noted that most of these pastures
were still privately owned, and those areas owned by the Corps of
Enginineers were still being used as pastures under a lease agreement.
Access was not permitted by the landowners of part of the north
unit of Coldwater Creek Recreation area. The size of this area was
738.16 acres. It is in this area, in the floodpool, that the location
of Edinburgh, a community or village, established about 1815 is
suspected to be (1893 Elberton, Georgia.,...South Carolina sheet, United
States Geological Survey).
A construction and dredge spoil area on the Georgia side of the
river immediately north of the Russell Dam site was not surveyed. This
area was "cleared" in terms of its archeological resources by personnel
involved in one of the earlier surveys.
The north coffer dike associated with the dam construction raised
the river level north of the coffer dike by a minimum of 12 feet (to
342 feet above sea level). Depending on water release from Hartwell
Dam, the level would be raised by 17 feet.
No islands in the Savannah River were visited during the 1977
survey. Safety of the personnel a,nda,cces'!:i problems were the.. ,main
factors affecting this. The 1977 field season was during the months
of June, July, August, September and October, which is euphemistically
referred to as the time of greatest "biological activity" in the
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survey area. At low water level all the larger islands (McCalla, Parris
and Carter) have high cutbanks, which would require climbing up them
by grabbing exposed roots. Complicating this is the presence of the
Eastern Cotton-mouth (Agkistrodon.poscivorous piscivorous), which "do
not hurry away from humans the way nonpoiscmous snakes do" (South Carolina
Museum Commission 1977). Local residents often commented on the large
number of cottonmouths on the river and this made the prospect of
reaching into a mass of roots for a handhold very unappealing.
The level of water in the river fluctuated greatly every day except
Sunday because of water released for power generation from Hartwell Lake
upstream. This causes very turbulent water conditions, especially
in shoal areas. For example, the high water coming through the breach
at the Gregg Shoals Dam (38AN36) has been classified as a Class VI
rapid (Speight 1976). None of the project personnel were familiar with
boating on rivers, and the remoteness of some of these areas on the
river cautioned against attempting to reach the islands.
Archeological sites are known to occur on the islands. 9EB16,
9EB94 and 9EB414 have been visited by collectors and collections have
been made on these sites. Also, an historic homesite is believed to
be on Parris Island, (James Ellis, personal communication). It is
recommended that these islands be surveyed during later phases of data
recovery and during the winter season when snakes and vegetation will
not affect personnel safety. If done during this winter, it would be
possible for survey teams to move out to the islands for 3~4 day
stretches which would minimize time on the river.
Revisitation of Known Sites
It was envisioned that the 109 known sites would be revisited
during the 1977 survey. Because the project area boundary had changed
since these earlier sites from the 490 foot contour to the 475 foot
contour, 41 of the previously known sites were located ouside of the
present project boundaries. Of these, 29 were in South Carolina and
12 were in Georgia. Three of the Georgia sites in this category,
9EB86 (Tate's Mound), 9EB69 and 9EB93 were revisited and recorded.
9EB86 and 9EB93 are still retained within the inventory although
9EB86 is beyond the buffer zone, as are parts of 9EB93. These are
retained because efforts should be made to preserve them, especially
Tate's Mound (9EB86). Six other sites listed by Hutto were not
visited by him, but information was available from the site files at the
University of Georgia. Two of these sites are located on McCalla
Island (9EB16 and 9EB94) but were not revisited by us. The other four
were 9EB8, 9EB9, 9EB10 and 9EB15. Information included artifact counts
for both sites and for 9EB15, "the location is unknown, but the site
ought to be within a few miles of the bridge that crosses the Savannah
River on State Highway 72" (Hutto 1970: 32). Because of this lack of
information, no attempt was made to relocate these sites and sites
found in the general area were assigned current survey numbers.
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For two other previously known sites, 9EB77 and 9EB78, the
description of the location was poor (9EB77) or nonexistent (9EB78).
The Gregg Shoals site (9EB259) may be Hutto's 9EB77 but there is no
way to be sure, because although he is in the general area, all he
describes are flakes and sherds in a road (Hutto 1970: 16). No
description of 9EB78 was given in the report, but information made
available to us after completion of the field season indicates that
9EB78 is located south of the confluence of Pickens Creek with the
Savannah. The site is plotted on the 1928 soil map, so scale influences
accuracy. 9EB387 located during this survey was in this area but north
of where Hutto had 9EB78 plotted.
Sites 9EB64, 9EB79, 9EB82 and 9EB83 were revisited but this area
had reverted to old field since it was visited by Hutto. His collections
were extensive and ample enough to document cultural-historical
affiliations for these sites. These four sites, however, were combined
by us into one site, 9EB83, because it is clear from reading Hutto that
these sites overlap and rather than being four discrete occupations, there
likely is a multiple component site here (see Hutto 1970: 8, 20).
Sites 9EB60, 9EB87, 9EB88, 9EB90 could not be relocated because of
the inadequacy of the descriptions provided and the fact that this area
had reverted to old field since the sites were visited in 1969.
All the other sites in Georgia were relocated, recorded and collected
and are the 9EB sites with two digits.
Of the 54 sites in South Carolina that were still within the
project area boundaries, five were sought but could not be relocated
(38AB7l, 38AB87, 38AB91, 38AN6, 38AN7). Because of time constraints,
14 sites were not revisited (38ABll, 38AB14, 38AB22, 38AB23, 38AB24,
83AB33, 38AB34, 38AB53, 38AB68, 38AB75, 38AB79, 38AB83, 38AB85 and
38AN34). There was no access to sites 38AB66 and 38AN6. All of
the other sites were revisited, recollected and recorded during the
1977 field season.
Some Comments on Historic Site Location, Identification and CoZZecpion
The survey strategies outlined above were designed to encounter
both prehistoric and historic sites. Any time a site was discovered,
regardless of whether or not it was prehistoric or historic, an
attempt was made to record all of the observations on the site form
discussed earlier.
In addition, other techniques were employed to locate and identify
historic sites. These techniques included documentary research,
cartographic inspection and interviews with local residents or others
knowledgeable in the history of the area.
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Documentary research was most useful for elucidating the full
range of historic sites variability that was potentially present within
the project area. General background had, of course, indicated that
historic occupation had been intensive, especially during the period
1810 to 1930. This area was intensively used for the cultivation of
upland short staple cotton (Gossypiu~ hirsutum ~.), which was economically
viable after the invention of the cotton gin in 1793 (Gray 1933).
Brooks (this volume) will present the historic overview of the area,
but for present purposes, documentary research did indicate that a wide
variety of site types were present. Unfortunately, this research did
not facilitate the location of specific sites.
Three maps, the 1893 Elberton, Georgia-South Carolina sheet (scale 1:
125000), the 1928 Elbert County Soil Map (Fuller and Hendrikson 1928),
and the 1932 Abbeville County Soil Map (Lesh, et al. 1932) (both at a
scale of 1 inch = 1 mile) were inspected for evidence of historic sites.
These maps showed many buildings, bridges, ferries and mills. The
scale of these maps, however, was too large to facilitate on-the-
ground location of specific resources, but, in some cases, the-
fact correlations of sites with map features was possible. These maps,
especially the soil maps, were most useful as an index of archeological
visibility, because while dense occupations were indicated in some
areas, on-the-ground inspection did not result in the location of any of
these sites, primarily because of dense vegetation cover.
Oral interviews were very productive in terms of providing
information on both the location and evaluation of specific resources.
For example, the Diamond Springs Hotel (38AB280) and Maddox Mill (9EB4l5)
were located solely on the basis of informant interviews. Some informants
would accompany us to sites and point out features that would not be
otherwise obvious or, if obvious, they would have been problematical
in terms of functional identification. Brooks has summarized the
informant interviews (both from notes and tape recordings) and these
are provided in Appendix F. Hardwood loggers provided very valuable
information about "homesite" trees, which are large hardwoods, primarily
oaks (Quercus spp.). It seemed anomalous to us that in completely
logged areas, clumps of hardwoods would be left standing (see Figure 36).
According to the loggers, these trees are not harvested because they are
quite likely to contain metal (primarily nails) associated with
the domestic use of the site. If these trees were to be logged and sawn
for lumber, and these metals were hit by a saw, the saw would be ruined.
Homesite trees were a very useful index for marking the presence of an
historic site, especially when no other evidence was available.
On some historic sites, piles of brick rubble would be encountered.
According to the loggers, these rubble piles were the result of bull-
dozing of pine plantations. The razing of these structures was done to
reduce tax that pulpwood companies would have to pay if their land
contained habitable structures. This, needless to say, has had a
tremendous effect on the integrity of these resources.
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FIGURE 36. Homesite trees at 38AB12. The area around these trees
is a recently clear cut pine plantation.
On certain historic sites, disturbance of the ground associated
with domestic uses (gardens, etc.) has resulted after abandonment, in
these areas being overgrown with a very dense low shrub ground cover.
This, of course, completely obscured visibility of the ground surface.
This commensal vegetation in combination with homesite trees with an
excellent indication of site function and integrity. The commensal
vegetation under the trees indicated that the surface of the site had
not been disturbed since abandonment and, because of this, could be
considered intact. In these instances, subsurface testing was not
done because the potential for damaging an intact site was greater
than the potential for diagnostic artifact recovery. This area is
completely unknown in an historical archeological sense, and in
addition to the evidence of significant modification of certain kinds
of historic sites (above), this placed great value on undisturbed
domestic homesites. For this reason, spatially uncontrolled subsurface
testing for artifact recovery was not initiated at these sites.
Historic sites with standing structures were recorded in the same
manner as other historic sites, with the addition of complete photographic
documentation to permit evaluation of the architectural values by
qualified architectural historians. This photographic documentation
is provided in Appendix G.
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Age of Histr;xr'io gites ReooX'ded
Because of the phrase "propertieathat have achieved significance
within the past 50 years shall not be constdered eligible for the
National Register" 136 CFR 800.fo (b)] , lL the .present survey/d:id·nt>t
record features that appeared to be less than fifty years of age, when
this could be determined. In retrospect, this was naive on our part for
two reasons. First of all, the determination of age of historic
objects in the field is not reliable in all instances. The second,
and most important, reason is that the exclusion of a resource as not
significant solely on the basis of age in the present instance fails to
take into account that the potential adverse effect of this project
will remove resources younger than 50 years of age from the purview of
scholars of the future. If age of a resource is the sole criterion
employed as the basis for assessing significance, then these resources
and their potential to contribute information important in history are
being "penalized" in those instances where the implementation of an
adverse effect is the result of contemporary planning processes.
This artificial truncation of the archeological record in situations like
the present one, the impending inundation of the Russell Reservoir,
means that these resources will be no longer availabe as sources of
information about cultural and hiatorical values of this period of
htstory.
These considerations alao impose constraints on the contemporary
conununity of scholars of the potential of these resources less than 50
years of age to contribute valuable data to the understanding of the
processes of adaptation and change that characterize individual project
areas. It could be envisioned that theae data about the last 50 years
of an area's "life" could be very important to some future individual
interested, for example, in a comparative study of reservoir areas and
the factors which led to the selection of these areas as opposed to
other areas.
It is suggested for those surveying in areas where the potential
adverse impact will remove the resources of those areas from the purview
of the public and scholars of the future, that efforts be made to
aystematically observe, record and evaluate the cultural and historical
resources of the area regardless of their preaent age, Implementation of
such a strategy will do much to enhance the preservation of archeological
and historical values for our children and their children.
Irrrpaot of the Proposed Riehr.zpd B, Russell Dam and Lake
P:t'ojeot on the CuUura"t ResoUX'oes Present
The cultural reaources survey of the proposed Richard B•. Russell Dam
and Lake waS conducted in anticipation of some effect by a federal agency
on the cultural resources present within the legal boundaries of the
project area, which have yet to be finalized (see AppendiX K). For a
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discussion of impacts on these resou:rces the project area can be sub-
divided into th:ree ·zones: the floodpool, whi,ch is all land below the
477 foot a.s.l. contour; the lake sho:reline zone, which is all land
between the 470 foot and 480 foot a.s.l. contours; and the public use
areas, which are located beyond the 300 foot buffer zone in certain
ail!aas. As we mentioned above, the buffer zone between the 477
foot~contour and the adjacent public use areas was surveyed\due
partly to a misconception on the field study team's part and also
because of the practical difficulties involved in locating this
imaginary boundary in the field. The discussion of impacts below
specifically excludes the buffer. zone of the reservoir in all.areas
which do not have public use areas adjacent.
The FZoodpoo Z
Archeological resources located in the project area below the 475
foot contour will be inundated by water from a depth at the dam site
of 147 feet to a depth of a few inches in the northern part of the
reservoir and at the upper reaches of the tributaries which flow into
the Savannah River.
Inundation can be considered to have a direct effect on the
cultural resources imI:/acted (Garrison 1977; Lenihan, .et~. 1977).
At present it is not gossible to state with certainty that this impact
will have either a fa-vorable or adverse effect. As Garrison says,
"a systematic body of !method ,'theQ\liY, or data on which logical,
scientific conservatidn measures for inundated resources can be based
simply does not exist'! (1977: 151). The possibility of alteration or
destruction of cultur41 resources in inundated contexts is so great,
however, that this ty~e of impact is generally presumed to be adverse.
Garrison (1977: 153) has discussed four processes that occur in
inundated contexts. ~hese are:
1) Natural mechcj.nical - waves, currents, either surface or sub-
surface, and !erosioncaused by waves or cunents or by runoff
2) Hanmade,'Brechanical· - waves\frombaataperation, cur:rents ,caused
by floodgate~ or power generation
3) Natural chem~cal - pH and temperature related to reduction/
oxidation or !precipitation/solubl:izations; and biological, in
the euphotic!zone or bottom sediments resulting from oxidation/
reduction, etc.
4) Manmade chemical - as in 3) above but resulting from industrial
waste or eff~uents from power generation
These four processes will have certain effects causing the loss or
alteration of the following (after Garrison 1977: 153):
1) geological and cultural strata
2) geomorphological features
3) structures, middens and cultural feature
4) distributional patterns of artifacts and cultural features
5) soil structure
6) artifacts
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7) faunal and floral materials
8) soil chemistry
9) archeometric data, hydration rates, radiocarbon content, trace
element concentrations and themo1uminescence.
Garrison suggests in his model, that process 1 and 2 will affect
categories 1 through 7 and that processes 3 and 4 will affect categories
5 through 9.
The National Reservoir Inundation Study has attempted to come to
grips with inundation affects as has Garrison (Lenihan, et al. 1977).
This study is in·its nascent stages, but there are threecharts that
provide some guidelines as to the relative impact of inundation on the
environmental .. matrix (soil type) and the susceptibility of certain
types of cultural resources to mechanical impacts (Lenihan, et a1.
1977: 20-22). A variety of environmental matrices or soil typeS-are
present in the floodpoo1 zone of the project area. Using the types of
Lenihan, et a1. (1977: 20), it can be seen that types SC(c1ayey sands),
OL(organic-silts), MH(micaceous fine sandy or silty soils) and OH
(organic clays of medium to high plasticity) are present. The effects
of various erosion factors vary among these types from minimal to
maximum impact. In terms of mechanical effects, moderate to maximum
impact can be predicted for these types resulting mostly from
liquefaction (Lenihan, et a1. 1977: 20).
In terms of susceptibility of certain kinds of cultural resources
to mechanical impact (resulting from waves or erosion), types A (standing
structures of concrete); B (standing structures of fitted stone without
mortar or plaster); C (standing structures of stone with mortar or
plaster); H (low~lying rubble of stone); K (lithic and/or ceramic
scatter); and R (soil midden) are present within the floodpool.
Susceptibility values used vary from O. (none) to 3 (maximum) • The
susceptibility values of these types are as follows: A-1; B-1; C-2;
H-1; K-I; R-2.
This study also discusses the differential preservation of different
types of cultural materials. At the present time, it can only be said
that alteration or destruction is possible or likely" but the methods of
observing alteration or destruction must be case-specific. In certain
instances, complete obliteration is predicted. To be able to assess
this, one would have to have had prior knowledge of the existence of
the obj ect, which places the investigator in a "catch-22" situation
because, in most instances knowledge of a particular object is gained
through the removal of that object.
The impact on analytical and.dating techiques is also discussed and
here too the tone of the study is equivocal; specific predictions
relative to a specific techique being highly dependent on local conditions
or reservoir specific variables. (Lenihan, etal. 1977: 56-110).
Another impact that can be expected in the f100dpoo1 zone that is
not related to inundation is the harvesting of marketable timber prior
to inundation. According to Mr. Herbert. DeRigo, Chief, Environmental
Section, Corps of Engineers, Savannah District, the f100dpoo1 zone will
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not be cleared of all vegetation as has been the case with certain
reservoirs 1:ike the Wallace Reservoir on the Oconee River in Georgia.
Instead, only marketable timber will be harvested. This operation can
be expected to result in direct impacts of differential severity
depending on what kind of timber (hardwood or pulpwood) is harvested
As was mentioned above in the chapter on methods, techniques differ for
logging pulpwood and hardwoods, and the damage that results depends on
whether or not heavy equipment is used and if the ground surface is
wet or dry. At present, the field study team has no information avail-
able on which specific areas will be subjected to timber harvesting,
although we are aware that this operation is underway and has been since
January, 1978. At that time,projed.personneltraveled to the project
area because it had been learned that timber harvesting was underway
on the Georgia side of the Savannah River south of the Highway 72 bridge.
Fortunately, it was possible to avert possible damage to two potentially
eligible sites, 9EB249 and 9EB253. Subsequent to this experience, the
field study team transmitted to the timber harvesting operation a set of
project maps showing the sites which were considered by us to be
potentially eligible.
The Lakeshore Zone
This zone is defined as being located between the 470 foot and 480
foot contour of the project area. The 10 foot interval is chosen because
it hopefully reflects the magnitude of fluctuation of the reservoir level
during its operation. Resources in this zone will be subject to periodic
inundation anddrawdown~. and, because. of this, will be subject to the
mechanical and c.hemical impacts discussed for the floodpool zone. In
addition to this, this zone will be subject to the greatest impact from
mechanical effects of the reservoir operation in terms of wave action
caused by winds or the operation of boats. In certain areas of this zone,
intensive use of the shoreline can be expected from recreational activities.
If personal observations made at Clark Hill Lake can be allowed, it appears
that in certain instances, which are strongly determined by slope of the
ground surface, the mechanical impact of water on the lake shoreline can
be substantial, causing undercutting of the bank and the formation of
exposed surfaces far in excess of that which might be expected to result
from normal fluctuation of the reservoir level. These areas at Clark
Hill Lake are areas which were formerly upland areas with clay subsoils.
This phenomenon can be expected after inundation of the Russell reservoir.
Another impact to be considered is the clearing of the lakeshore edge
in order to provide an accessible shoreline. In this zone, all trees and
vegetation that would project above the lake level of 475 feet a.s.l. will
be removed. This clearing activity will involve the removal of stumps
and will cause substantial ground disturbance, so that almost complete
destruction of any cultural resources that would be present can be
expected.
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Pub lie: Use A1"eas
Impacts in this zone may result from two kinds of effects: direct
and indirect. Direct effects refer to the actual physical process of
undertaking the modifications and result in either damage or destruction
of a cultural resource. Indirect effects make "possib1e t or inevitable t
damages to the property without directly impacting it" (King 1975: 18).
There are different kinds of indirect effects t such as 1) permitted--
which result when the responsible agency permits another agency to engage
in damaging activities; 2) managerial--which result from the day-to-day
operations of a land or resource managing agency; and 3) continent--
which result from non-federal actions that are not explicitly permitted
by the federal agency responsible t and which would not occur in the
absence of federal action (King 1975: 18).
Direct impacts will result from facilities construction at the
various public use areas that will be associated with the proposed
Russell Lake. Impacts from indirect effects may be anticipated unless a
sound plan of cultural resource management is implemented as an integral
component of day-to-day reservoir operations. Because certain areas
are expected to be leased to the States of Georgia and South Carolina
for use as state parks t it is possible that indirect effects of the
"permitted" and "contingent" types could occur.
The discussion of impacts upon resources located in the pUblic use
areas must remain tentative because planning of this phase of the Russell
Dam and Lake Project is still continuing and has not progressed beyond
the site selection phase. Since the present survey began in June of
1977 t there have been substantial modifications in the site selection
plan ~hich deleted many of the areas that were surveyed during the
field phase. A letter to Dr. R.L. Stephenson from Hubert C. Miles t
Assistant Chief t Planning Division t Corps of Engineers t Savannah
District, dated June 9, 1978 t states that the master plan (which will
finalize sites selection) will not be completed until March 1979. The
feature design memorandum which will detail road alignments and
construction details for the recreation facilities is scheduled for
completion in March 1980 t according to this letter. Appendix K contains
a copy of this letter and a list of sites affected by changes in the
site selection plan of May 30 t 1978 t which was received by the Institute
of Archeology and Anthropology on June 9 t 1978.
Composition of the FieZd Study Team
Below the composition of the field $tudy team and the responsibilities
of team members is discussed. Curriculum vitae of the field study team
members are presented in Appendix I.
1) Dr. Robert L. Stephenson, co-pr~ncipal investigator t was
responsible for overall project gUidance t including budgetary and personnel
matters.
2) Glen T. Hanson, M.A., co-principal investigator t was responsible
for project design and imp1ementation t budgetary and personnel details
and supervision of the field and laboratory phases of the survey.
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3) Richard L. Taylor, M.A., archeological assistant, was responsible
for the operation0~ the field camp and conduct of the Georgia portion of
the survey. In the laboratory phase, he was ,responsible for the prepara-
tion of the Cultural Resource Inventory forms for the prehistoric sites
in Georgia, and for research on the Archaic period as this related to
sites found during the survey.
4) Marion F. Smith, M.A., archeological assistant, was responsible
for the conduct of the South Carolina portion of the survey during the
field phase. During the laboratory phase, he was responsible for:the
preparation of the Cultural Resource Inventory forms for the prehistoric
sites in South Carolina and research on the Ceramic period as this related
to sites found during the survey.
S) Richard D. Brooks , B.A., survey crew member andlabora.tory
technician, participated in the preliminary preparations for the field
phase, including background research on the project area, and was a
survey crew member during the field phase. 'During the laboratory phase,
he was responsible for the preparation of Cultural Resource Inventory
forms for the Historic period sites in Georgia and South Carolina, the
identification and analysis of artifacts from the HiStoric period and
research on the Historic period as this related to sites found during
the survey.
6) Rachel Most, B.A., archeological assistant, was involved in the
preliminary planning of the field phase and served as a survey crew member
until she left the project on July 31, 1977. Her contribution to Chapter
1 was not supported by project funds.
7) James O'Hara, survey crew member and laboratory technician,
participated in part of the field phase and during the latter part of the
laboratory phase of the project. His contribution to Chapter 1 was not
supported by project funds.
8) Eric C. Poplin, B.A., survey crew member and laboratory technican,
participated in the latter part of the field phase and was responsible for-'
the description and analysis of the hafted bifaces in Chapter ~v.
9) Stanley A. South, M.A., consultant, prehistoric and historic
archeology was not supported by project funds. He consulted during all
phases of the project with survey team personnel on various aspects of
historic and prehistoric archeology.
10) Dr. Albert C. Goodyear, consultant, prehistoric archeology was
not supported by project funds. He consulted during all phases of the
project with survey team personnel on various aspects of prehistoric
archeology.
In addition, Richard Atwell, Beverly Leichtman, Marvin Miller, Nancy
Sullivan, and Claudia Wolfe served as survey crew members during the field
phase of the project.
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CHAPTER IV
RESULTS OF THE 19?? INTENSIVE SURVEY
OF THE RICHARD B. RUSSELL DAM AND LAKE PROJECT
Introoduction
The 1977 survey of the proposed Richard B. Russell Dam and Lake
Project resulted in the discovery and recording of 490 archeological
and historic sites with 818 distinct components represented at these
sites. In the first section.of this chapter, the categories employed
in Appendix A will be presented, accompanied by tables which summarize
the distribution of the various attributes of these categories as they
were used to describe the sites in the inventory. The next section
of this chapter will be a discussion of the lithic typology and the
lithic raw materials as these were used during the analysis by Taylor.
Appendix B gives the results of this analysis. Following this is a
detailed typological analysis of the hafted bifaces from the project
area by Poplin and O'Hara. This analysis provides one of the bases
used to make the cultural-historical affiliations of the associated
artifact assemblages. Appendix C presents the results of this
analysis on a site by site basis. The ceramic analysis and typology
by Smith is then discussed. This analysis is the basis for the cultural-
historical affiliations of the ceramic period sites. The results of
this analysis are presented in Appendix D. The final section of this
chapter is the analysis of the artifacts from the Historic period by
Brooks. This analysis provides the basis for the distinctions made
in Table 36. Appendix E displays the results of this analysis.
Discussion of CategoroieB Used inAppendix A
Estimated Size in Squaroe Meteros
The site sizes provided in this golutnIl haVe been est:i:mqtedacc()l:ding
to the methods outlined in the section on site extent in Chapter III.
In Table 24, an arbitrary ranking has been provided to give a clearer
picture of the distributions of site size within the inventory. N/A
refers to either "not applicable" or "not available." Which is
appropriate in any given case can be determined by cross-referencing
other categories.
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TABLE 24
ESTIMATED SIZE· IN SQUARE METERS
Estimated Size Project Area Georgia South Carolina
(m2)
N .k N % N %
0-500 84 17.1 46 19.1 41 16.5
550-1000 69 14.1 41 17.0 30 12.0
1050-1550 42 8.6 21 8.7 21 8.7
1600-2100 31 6.3 12 4.9 19 7.6
2150-2650 56 11.5 24 10.0 32 12.9
2700-4850 57 11.6 22 9.1 35 14.0
4900-7050 31 6.3 14 5.8 17 6.8
7100-10,000 33 6.7 18 7.5 15 6.0
10,000-20,000 28 5.8 13 5.4 15 6.0
20,000-30,000 11 2.3 6 2.5 5 2.0
30,000-40,000 14 2.8 8 3.3 6 2.4
40,000-50,000 3 .6 3 1.2 0
50,000-100,000 4 .8 1 .4 3 1.1
100,000-180,000 12 2~5 4 1.6 5 2.0
N/A 13 2.7 8 3.3 5 2.0
TOTAL 490 99.9 241 99.8 249 100.0
Depth in Centimeters
The data in this column have been determined according to the sub-
surface testing procedures discussed above in Chapter III. In some
instances this could not be determined or was not appropriate (i.e., in
the river). These sites are marked N/A. For Table 25, depth has been
subdivided by 5 centimeter intervals to provide a summary of the dis-
tribution of site depths for the inventory.
TABLE 25
DEPTH
Depth Project Area Georgia South Carolina
N % N % N %
0 330 67.4 170 70.4 160 64.3
1-5 18 3.7 2 .8 16 6.4
6-10 28 5.7 5 2.1 23 9.2
11-15 33 6.7 17 7.1 16 6.4
16-20 44 9.0 24 10.0 20 8.0
21-25 9 1.8 7 3.0 2 .8
26-30 8 1.6 4 1.7 4 1.6
31+ 12 2.4 8 3.3 4 1.6
N/A 8 1.6 4 1.7 4 1.6
TOTAL 490 99.9 241 100.1 249 99.9
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Land Use
The categories used in this column
in the section on ~modern land use. For
marked N/A, which means not applicable~
uses of·sites in the inventory.
have been discussed in Chapter I
some sites" this category is
Table 26 summarizes the land
Land Use Categories
AG
HS
LG
NO
PS
RW
VR
TOTAL
TABLE 26
LAND USE
Proje~t Area Georgia South Carolina
N % N % N %
23 4.7 17 7.1 6 2.4
3 .6 0 0.0 3 1.2
225 45.9 105 43.5 120 48.2
194 39.6 88 36.5 106 42.6
39 8.0 26 10.8 13 5.2
9 1.8 3 1.2 6 2.4
9 1.8 1 0.4 8 3.2
490 100.0 241 100.0 249 99.9
Site Condition
Site condition has been summarized from field observations into
three categories! heavily damaged, intact and moderately damaged. These
are defined as follows:
Heavily Damaged: This refers to evidence of the use of heavy equip-
ment during logging, bulldozing and the scarring of the ground surface.
Intact: This refers to field observations of "no apparent recent
disturbance," although plowing may have occurred in the past. Historic
sites with commensal vegetation are considered intact, for example.
Moderately Damaged: By far the most cotmllon site condition, this
refers to sites that do not show evidence of heavy equipment operation
during logging. Agricultural fields and pastures are included in this
category.
Table 27 summarizes the site conditions present in the inventory.
N/A in this category refers to "not applicable."
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Site Conditions
HD
IN
MD
N/A
TOTAL
TABLE 27
SITE CONDITION
Project area Georgia
N % N %
108 22.0 35 14.5
48 9.8 21 8.7
331 67.6 185 76.8
3 .6 0 0.0
490 100.0 241 100.0
South Carolina
N &
73 29.3
27 10.8
146 58.6
3 1.2
249 99.9
Present Vegetation
The categories in this column are discussed in the vegetation section
of Chapter I, except for N/A, which means "not applicable." Table 28
displays the distributions of vegetation types among the sites of the
inventory.
TABLE 28
PRESENT VEGETATION
Present Vegetation Proj ect Area Georgia South Carolina
N % N % N %
AG 23 4.6 17 7.1 6 2.4
BH 20 4.1 6 2.5 14 5.6
CC 147 30.0 108 44.8 39 15.6
CV 9 1.8 3 1.2 6 2.4
OF 35 7.2 28 11.6 7 2.8
PH 166 33.9 41 17.0 125 50.2
PP 49 10.0 17 7.0 32 12.9
PS 33 6.7 20 7.0 13 5.2
N/A 8 1.6 1 .4 7 2.8
Total 490 99.9 241 99.9 249 99.9
Landform
The categories in this column have been described in the section on
topography in Chapter I. Table 29 summarizes the distributions of land-
forms of the sites in the inventory.
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TABLE 29
LANDFORM
Landform Project Area Georgia South Carolina
N % N % N %
Active Floodplain 5 1.0 0 .0 5 2.0
Bottomland knoll 4 .8 1 .4 3 1.2
Bluff 1 .2 0 .0 1 .4
Levee 2 .4 2 .8 0 .0
Ridgenose 53 10.8 37 15.4 16 6.4
Ridgeslope 32 6.6 12 5.0 20 8.0
Ridgetop 280 57.1 136 56.4 144 57.8
Saddle 10 2.0 6 2.5 4 1.6
Terrace 66 13.5 43 17.8 23 9.2
Upland Knoll 29 5.9 1 .4 28 11.2
Island 1 .2 1 .4 0 .0
River 7 1.4 2 .8 5 2.0
TOTAL 490 99.9 241 99.9 249 99.9
Project Location
Table 30 summarizes the distribution of sites among the various
parts of the project area. As these categories have not been previously
discussed, they will be presented here. The edge of the project (EP) is
the 300 foot buffer zone. The floodpool (FL~ is all the land below the
477 foot aontour. Out of the project (OP) are lands not intended for
federal ownership where sites were recorded. The railroad relocation routes
(RR) were also surveyed during this phase of the project. The public use
areas are numbered 1 to 26 and the key to this is given in Appendix A.
TABLE 30
PROJECT LOCATION
Project Location* Project Area Georgia South Carolina
N % N % N %
EP 9 1.8 4 1.6 5 2.0
FL 203 41.4 92 38.2 111 44.5
OP 6 1.3 2 .8 4 1.6
RR 11 2.2 1 .4 10 4.0
1 8 1.6 0 .0 8 3.2
* See Key to Appendix A.
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TABLE 30
PROJECT LOCATION (Continued).
Project Location Project Area Georgia South Carolina
N % N % N %
2 6 1.2 0 .0 6 2.4
3 13 2.6 0 .0 13 5.2
4 43 8.8 0 .0 43 17.3
5 20 4.2 0 .0 20 8.0
6 19 3.9 19 7.9 0 .0
7 2 .4 2 .8 0 .0
8 15 3.1 15 6.3 0 .0
9 13 2.7 13 5.3 0 .0
10 59 12.0 59 24.6 0 .0
11 1 .2 0 .0 1 .5
12 3 .6 0 .0 3 1.2
13 1 .2 1 .4 0 .0
14 2 .4 2 .8 0 .0
15 4 .8 4 1.6 0 .0
16 3 .6 3 1.2 0 .0
17 9 1.9 0 .0 9 3.6
18 4 .8 0 .0 4 1.6
19 2 .2 0 .0 2 .8
20 5 1.0 0 .0 5 2.0
21 2 .4 0 .0 2 .8
22 2 .4 0 .0 2 .8
23 0 .0 0 .0 0 .0
24 1 .2 1 .4 0 .0
25 23 4.6 23 9.5 0 .0
26 1 .2 0 .0 1 .4
TOTAL 490 99.9 241 99.9 249 99.9
CoZZection Pnoeedure
Table 31 summarizes the collection procedures employed on sites
recorded during the survey. These procedures have been discussed in
Chapter 1.
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Collection Procedure*
AC
GR
NO
RC
SC
N/A
TOTAL
TABLE 31
COLLECTION PROCEDURE
Project Area Georgia South Carolina
N % N % N %
33 6.7 13 5.4 20 8.0
30 6.1 11 4.6 19 7.6
25 5.1 13 5.4 12 4.8
24 4.9 0 .0 24 9.6
374 76.3 204 84.6 170 68.3
4 .8 0 .0 4 1.6
490 99.9 241 100.0 249 99.9
Subsurface Testing
The subsurface testing performed during the survey is summarized
in Table 32. The categories refef to techniques discussed in Chapter III.
TABLE 32
SUBSURFACE TESTING
Subsurface Testing* Project Area Georgia ~outh Carolina
N % N % N %
DP 3 .6 2 .8 1 .4
LM 148 30.2 73 30.3 75 30.1
NO 328 66.9 164] 68.1 164 65.9
TU 8 1.6 2 .8 6 2.4
N/A 3 .6 0 .0 3 1.2
TOTAL 990 99.9 241 100.1 249 100.0
* See Key to Appendix A.
Site Type I and II
The site types used in Table 33 were described in Chapter III.
Here site types I and II have been combined in the tabulation because
the use of both types on certain sites is to provide more descriptive
information.
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•TABLE 33
SITE TYPE
Site Type Project Area Georgia South Carolina
N % N % N %
Fort 1 .2 0 .0 1 .3
Fish Weir 4 .7 1 .4 3 1.0
Ferry 2 .3 ·1 .4 1 .3
Hotel 1 .2 0 .0 1 .3
Homesite 40 6.9 15 5.6 25 8.1
Mound 1 .2 1 .4 0 .0
Mill 7 1.2 2 .7 5 1.6
Mound and Village 1 .2 1 .4 0 .0
Nonstanding structure ·1 .2 0 .0 1 .3
Other 5 .9 0 .0 5 1.6
Probable Homesite 26 4.5 6 2.2 20 6.5
Plantation 4 •7 1 .4 3 1.0 .
Possible Village 12 2.1 3 1.1 9 2.9
Quarry 8 1.4 5 1.9 3 1.0
Surface Scatter
with Depth 105 18.2 61 22.8 44 14.2
Non-residential
standing structure 3 .5 1 .4 2 .6
Surface scatter 356 61.7 170 63.4 186 60.2
.TOTAL 577 99.9 268 100.1 309 99.9
CuZtu:.m Z AffiUation
'1t The presence of diagnostic or potentially diagnostic artifacts in
the collection from a site was the basis on which these attributions
were made. It should be noted that although the term "'cultural'" is
used, no assertions are being made about ethnic or other relationships.
The use of a cultural-historical framework here is necessary because,
in an area like the Russell Reservoir, which is poorly known archeologically,
it provides the most useful basis for initially partitioning the variability
observed. Comments on the utility of surface collected data have
been offered in Chapter III, and they are relevant here. It woul~ not
be productive to order these assemblages by other properties that they
may exhibit, such as artifact density, because factors independent of
the determinants of what was deposited condition our ability to obtain
representative samples of the artifacts that are present at a site.
The use of formally regular, temporally sensitive artifacts does furnish,
for analytical purposes, "entry points" into the local, regional, and
national archeological literature. The artifacts used for making these
attributions are described in later sections of this chapter. Table 34
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TABLE. 35~ CULTUR,AL.AFFL:!ATIONS NINUSHISTORIC COMPONENTS
Culture History Project Area Georgia South Carolina
Periods
N % N % N %
'Early Archaic 43 7.08 27 8.36 16 5.63
Middle Archaic 101 16.64 50 15.48 51 17.96
Late Archaic 53 8.73 30 9.29 23 8.10
Woodland 26 4.28 15 4.64 11 3.87
Mississippian 31 5.11 20 6.19 11 3.87
Potentially Diagnostic 54 8.89 35 10.84 19 6.69
Ceramic Prehistoric 54 8.89 23 7.12 31 10.91
Unidentif ied 245 40.36 123 18.08 122 42.96
Prehistoric
TOTAL 607 99.98 323 100.00 284 99.99
TABLE 36: HISTORIC SITES
Diagnostics Project Area Georgia South Carolina
N % N % N %
Creamware 9 2.7 3 2.2 6 3.1
1762-1820
Pearlware 40 12.1 21 15.0 19 9.9
1780-1840
Whiteware 128 38.7 59 42.2 69 36.2
1813-present
Manganese glass 57 17.2 22 15.6 35 18.3
1880-1915
Clear glass 50 15.1 19 13.6 31 16.2
1900-present
Nondiagnostic 47 14.2 16 11.4 31 16.2
TOTAL 331 100.0 140 100.0 191 99.9
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summarizes the cultural affiliations of the whole site inventory. Table
35 displays these attributions minus the historic components. Table 36
uses the detailed historic sites chronology (see Brooks, Below), to
provide a summary of the historic components present in the inventory.
Figures 37 through 50 are maps summarizing component distributions for
the Russell study area. This graphic presentation may give a picture
of gross diachronic variability in settlement patterns.
TABLE 34
CULTURAL AFFILIATION
Culture History Project Area Georgia ~"outh Carolina
Periods
N: % N % N %
Early Archaic 43 5.25 27 6.55 16 3.94
Middle Archaic 101 12.35 50 12.14 51 12.56
Late Archaic 53 6.48 30 7.28 23 5.66
Woodland 26 3.18 15 3.64 11 2.71
Mississippian 31 3.79 20 4.85 11 2.71
Potentially Diagnostic 54 6.6 35 8.49 19 4.68
Ceramic Prehistoric 54 6.6 23 5.58 31 7.64
Unidentified
Prehistoric 245 29.95 123 29.85 122 30.05
Historic 211 25.79 89 21. 60 122 30.05
TOTAL 818 99.99 412 99.98 406 100.03
Previous Work
Entries in this column of Appendix A indicate that the site had
been previously surveyed by the Institute of Archeology and Anthropology,
University of South Carolina (IA), the University of Georgia (BH) or that
data or other information had been provided by an informant (RR).
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FIGURE 37.
EARLY ARCHAIC
Early Archaic components.
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MIDDLE ARCHAIC
FIGURE 38. Middle Archaic components.
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LATE ARCHAIC
FIGURE 39. Late Archaic components.
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CERAMIC PREHISTORIC
FIGURE 40. Ceramic prehistoric components.
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FIGURE 41. Woodland Components.
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FIGURE 42. Mississippian components.
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FIGURE 43. Potentially diagnostic components.
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FIGURE 44. Historic components.
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FIGURE 45. Non-diagnostic historic components.
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FIGURE 46. Creamware components.
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FIGURE 47. Pearlware components.
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FIGURE 48. Hhiteware components.
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FIGURE 49. Manganese glass components.
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FIGURE 50. Unidentified sites.
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In order for a property to be considered eligible for inclusion in
the National Register of Historic P1aces t it must be evaluated in
terms of the criteria set forth in 36CFR60.6 and 36CFR800.10. Two
criteria are important here: "integrity of location, design, setting,
materials" and "that have yielded, or may be likely to yield, information
important in prehistory or history."
The plan of study that gUided this work had three goals. The
first of these was to explicitly monitor the ability of a resource to
meet these two criteria. Systematic observations were made about the
environmental context of the site and the artifactua1 materials present.
The second goal of this study was to develop a "picture" of the archeo-
logical record that would allow us to generalize about resources
undiscovered, but potentially present. The third goal was to design
and implement observational methodologies that were independent of
the particular research interests of those who conducted the study.
The picture that is developed of the archeological record must last
for a long time. In ten or fifteen years, it will not be possible to
return to the Russell Reservoir. For our purposes it will be gone.
The size of the project area (ca. 40,000 acres) indicated to us that
it would be possible to conduct studies that are regional in scope.
This would permit the analysis of site complexes that are systemically
related both synchronically and diachronically.
Standing between us and these goals was the fact that this area
is poorly known archeo10gica11y. In the entire upper Savannah River
valley above the Fall Line, very little archeological work has been done.
What little that has been done has been sporadic over the past thirty
years by a number of investigators with different interests and
different~theoretica1orientations. This area has never stirred the
interest~pf thellrcheo1og:rca1community.¥t7Was ev~n,neg1ected by the
River BasJ.n Surveys, a government agency with a mandate to salvage
archeological materials prior to the inundation of reservoirs.
In this context, the resources that we argue as potentially
eligible for inclusion in the National Register of Historic Places
is, in effect, the planning basis for how this region might finally
contribute to our understanding of the past asa means for better
understanding of the future.
Resources were evaluated frOID. two perspectives: c integrity-ana con-
tent. Both of these criteria influence, of course, ~e- Inform~tion
potential of a site. Historic land use has had a veiY aetrimental
effect on the quality of archeological sites in this area. Our concept
of integrity is, therefore, to some degree, situational. In the upland
areas, for example, almost all the ground has been cultivated, which
results in the movement of artifacts from their initial point of
disposal. The loss of information is not complete, however. While
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three-dimensional piece plotting to monitor disposal behavior (Binford
n.d.) would not be possible, valuable information about association may
still be present. Sites in this area were viewed as having little
integrity when evidence was present indicating the operation of
bulldozers that resulted in the mass movement of the former ground
surface into piles of dirt. Another factor conditioning our assessment
was the effect of surface collection on the site. If it was apparent
that collection had resulted in the removal of all, or a substantial
portion of the artifacts, it was considered "mitigated" by the act of
surface collection and judged not to have any future research potential.
In alluvial settings, plowing was viewed as not having a significant
effect on integrity, but only on the potential data recovery techniques
employed.
Artifact content of a site was the other bas.is for assessing
eligibility. Because this area is poorly known,as are areas adjacent
to it, no body of data exists which would permit comparison for evaluating
research potential on the basis ofassero,blage similarities and differences.
Metliodological difficulties associated with surface collecting in
heavily vegetated areas also influence the reliability of the assemblage
data that is collected. Another factor· influencing the reliability of
surface collected data is the selective collection of certain artifacts
by landowners, field hands, and avocational arche0logists. For these
reasons, evaluation of artifact content must be done on a present-
absent basis. Formally regular and tempo:rally sensitive artifacts have
been used here as the organizati(')n.al framework for ordering the
variability that we have observed. Use of this framework also permits
entry into the literature and :research problems of the region as a
means of beginning preliminary problem formulations. The sample of
eligible sites was chosen to provide samples of each cultural-
historical period :rep:resented. This will allow the study of each of
these adaptations as a unit, and thes~ units will also allow the study
of trends that may be identified, suc~ as.increasing or decreasing use
of nonlocal raw materials, changes in residential and logistical
mobility, the introduction of new 'l7esau:rces into the subsistence base,
the appearance of social stratification and elaboration of mortuary
practices, to name a few. This s·ameapproach was used for selecting
the sample for the Historic period. A numbe:r of resources of each
temporal period were selected in order to permit both synchranic and
diach:ronic studies of the economic and agricultural adaptations of this
area. The potential for the historic sites research cannot be understated.
A,lmost nothing is known about the archeological record of Piedmont historic
0ccupations, so every step that is taken in this regard is breaking
new ground.
In addition to traditional conce:rn for research significance,
sites from the Historic period can be argued to have ethnic significance
in the sense that sttidy.of them will add measu:rably to the cultural.
heritage of the local residents of this area. On a broader scale,
the ethnic significance of the resources of the Black community of
this area, if effectively studied, will add greatly to their heritage.
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The detailed discussion of the kinds of significance that can be
argued for these resources will be deferred until the chapter on
evaluation. For now it can be said that the major categories discussed
in Schiffer and Gumerman (1977)--scientific, ethnic and historic
significance--can all be argued for the resources present in the
inventory of sites.
One hundred and seventy-four of the 490 sites in the inventory
have been argued by us as being potentially eligible for inclusion in
the National Register of Historic Places. Ninety-nine of these are
located in South Carolina and 75 are in Georgia.
Lithic AI'tijacts and Raw MateI'iaZs
AI'tifact CategoI'ies.
The categories chosen for the description of the chipped and ground
stone artifacts follow those employed by House and Goodyear (House and
Ballenger 1976; Goodyear, Ackerly and House n.d.) in their analyses of
collections from other parts of the Piedmont of South Carolina.
Survey collections made in the Piedmont contain predominantly quartz
artifacts. Quartz, unfortunately, leaves much to be desired as a
raw material and it is less than amenable to analysis by standard
attribute typologies that have been designed to monitor variability in
siliceous rocks with good conchoidal fracture. At this nascent stage
of archeological research in the Piedmont, it is probably premature
to overanalyze the data that are collected from surface contexts.
This should be especially true in an area such as that of the Russell
survey where there has been almost no excavation. For these reasons,
and in the interest of providing as broad a comparative base as
possible, we thought that the use of the House and Goodyear system
was warranted. The discussion below refers to categories used in
Appendix B.
Hafted Bifaces~ These are bifacially retouched pieces with
longitudinal symmetry. In general, one end is either notched or stemmed,
presumably to permit the hafting of the piece to a handle. These may
or may not be projectile points. Below, Poplin and O'Hara present a
detailed typological and metrical study of the hafted bifaces recovered
during the survey.
Other Bifaces. These are also bifacially retouched pieces which
mayor may not be symmetrical, but are characterized by the absence of
a hafting element. Subsumed in this category are House's biface
blanks (House and Ballenger 1976: 93) •
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Unifaces. These are flakes exhibiting intentional retouch of
some fraction of the margin. This category also includes utilized flakes.
It has been our experience (and the experience of others) that the
recognition and objective observation of casual use wear on quartz is
extremely difficult to determine. Because of this, we believe it is
now not necessary to make distinctions finer than the level of uniface.
Flakes of Bifacial Retouch. Called by House "thinning flakes,"
these are produced during the reduction or resharpening of bifaces
(House and Ballenger 1976: 89). These are relatively flat and have
broad, shallow flake scars on the dorsal face. Platforms mayor may not
be present.
Other Flakes. This is a residual category which includes pieces
that are relatively flat~ but are thicker in cross-section than a
flake of bifacial retouch. Platforms are either absent or indistinguishable,
and flake scars on the dorsal surface, if present, are irregular.
Chunks. This category is difficult to describe, but what is intended
is pieces that are angular, with the thickness exceeding one-half of
the width. Length, width, and thickness are quite variable, as are the
sizes of these pieces.
Other Lithics. While House (House and Ballenger 1976) recognized,
for analytical purposes, fire-cracked rock, core tools, and flake
cores, our experience with collections from the project area indicated
that these ty!es were very poorly represented or very difficult to
recognize in he field (see House and Ballenger 1976: 89). In addition
to these type, this category includes some miscellaneous pieces
collected because they were out of context geologically, and were
likely introduced to the site.
Hammerstones. These are river cobbles, primarily of quartz and
granite, which exhibit damage on the ends resulting from their use in
pounding or hammering. These were infrequent i.n upland contexts, but
numerous in certain riverine localities.
Groundstone. These are cobbles, the shapes of which have been
modified by grinding or pecking. Usually thought of in this context
are celts and axes, the items in this category from our collections are,
in general, irregularly shaped wi.th grinding or pecking evident only
on a portion of the surface of the piece. Also included in this category
are pieces of steatite which are intentionally shaped, but are not sherds.
RauJ Mate-piaZs
A number of different raw materials were used by the prehistoric
inhabitants of the project area. Six categories of raw material were
recognized during the analysis. These are quartz (which'is not noted
in Table 37 because it is most frequent), slate, Coastal Plain chert,
Ridge and Valley chert, steatite and other.
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Quartz. This raw material is far and away the one most commonly
used in the project area. It is ubiquitous in its distribution throughout
the Georgia-South Carolina Piedmont. It is translucent or white, but
other colors do occur. Yellowish-brown quartz, for example, appears
to result from translucent or white quartz being immersed in water.
In geological context, quartz occurs in veins which vary in thickness
from a few inches to several feet. Being much more resistant than
other rock types found in the Piedmont, quartz frequently occurs in
outcrops as the less resistant portions of the soil mantle weather or
erode away.
Crystalline quartz varies greatly in its suitability for the
manufacture of stone tools. When conducting pedestrian survey in the
Piedmont, abundant amounts of quartz are observed, but most of this
is the residuum left when the soil matrix has eroded away. This type
is easily distinguished from artifactual quartz in that it is discolored
by the red clay. Residual quartz is also characterized by having a
brown or gray matrix which interferes greatly with conchoidal fracturing
when impacted. Some quartz is ideally suited to stone tool manufacture.
One type is informally referred to as "cold cream jar" or "milk glass I'
quartz. Flakes and tools made from this variety are amenable to analysis
by standard techniques. Bulbs of percussion and striking platforms
are present on flakes of this material and retouch flake scars are
visible on finished artifacts. This is in strong contrast to the much
more common type of quartz where the grain structure inhibits the
recognition of these characteristics, making the identification of
retouched flakes or retouch scars extremely difficult.
Quartz crystal, which can be either transparent or milkily
translucent, is also used for making artifacts, although our collections
yielded very few pieces. Of interest here is the fact that pieces
of quartz crystal are nearly always finished tools, primarily scrapers,
although hafted bifaces do occur. Use of this variety of quartz
is thought to be primarily restricted to the Early Archaic, where
there is a scraper component to the technology (3. Michie,personal
communication). Unfortunately, it is not possible at the present
time to objectively monitor and record textural differences in quartz,
except those pieces made from crystal. "Cold cream" quartz grades
imperceptibly into quartzes with grainier textures. Finer scale
textural analyses are necessary because these would be invaluable
for elucidating any temporal or geographical patterning in the selection
of quartzes of different textures for stone tool manufacture.
Although quartz is abundantly available throughout the Piedmont
in outcrops and as part of the soil matrix, it appears probable that
procurement of this resource may have been restricted to selected
outcrops or quarries. Casual experimentation by survey personnel
with quartz cobbles or boulders collected in the field indicated that
all of these materials were too grainy in texture to have been used
for making arti~acts. This has also been the experience of other
investigators in the area (A. Goodyear, personal communication).
Seven quartz quarries (9EB208, 9EB276, 9EB298, 9EB316, 38AB20,
38ABl16 and 38AN137) were located during the survey. There also may
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be a quarry associated with 38ABl14, according to one of our informants,
At all locations, there were very dense concentrations of quartz cobbles,
chunks and flakes of variouss:t'zes. Investigations of these quarries
and the sites associated with them during the mitigation phase will
provide the first detailed observations on the procurement and pre~
liminary processing of this raw material, and these are phenomena
that are, at the present time, poorly understood.
Slate. This category includes both the Carolina slate and argillite
as discussed by House (House and Ballenger 1976: 126, 127), Carolina
slate is described as "very fine-grained, isotropic, hard, siliceous~
appearing material with good conchoidal fracture. Unweathered specimens
are dark grey to black" (House and Ballenger 1976: 126). Very few
specimens of this type were collected during our survey. Much more
common in our area is argillite, which is a "rock derived from siltstone,
claystone or shale, that has undergone a somewhat higher degree of
induration than is present in those rocks" and is in "an intermediate
position between the rocks named and slate" (American Geological
Institute 1962: 33). This raw material is "the principal rock type in
the slate belt of South Carolina" (Overstreet and Bell 1965: 22).
This rock unit contains "Poorly bedded to massive argillite, tuffaceous
argillite, siltstone and graywacke ••• Unweathered argillites are dark
gray to blue" (Overstreet and Bell 1965: 22). Argillite is not
available in the project area but must be obtained further south. The
Carolina slate belt is located between sixteen and thirty,:",two miles
south of the Russell Dam site, with outliers of that belt located just
north of Augusta, Georgia (Overstreet and Bell 1964),
Chert. Chert can be defined as "a compact, siliceous rock
formed of chalcedonic or opaline silica, one Or both, and of organic
or precipitated origin. Chert occurs distributed throughout Limestone"
(American Geological Institute 1962: 82). We have distinguished two
kinds of chert during our analysis, Coastal Plain chert and Ridge
and Valley chert.
Coastal Plain Chert. This chert is derived from the Oligocene
Flint River Formation which extends from northern Florida and southern
Alabama to western South Carolina, where it is exposed in places
along the Savannah River about 55 miles southeast of Augusta, Georgia.
This is also the eastern boundary of this formation (Cooke 1936: 98).
There is a prehistoric quarry here, the Rice site (38AL14) (which is
Stoltman's GR-5, 1974: 173-174), and it is very likely that all of the
Coastal Plain chert in our collections was obtained either here or at
an outcrop associated with the Theriault site (9BK2) (Brockington 1971,
personal communication) across the Savannah River from the Rice site.
Cooke describes the exposures as consisting "chiefly of broken lumps
of yellow vitreous cherts in reddish-yellow sand" (1936: 98),
(See also Stoltman 1974: 173".,174 for a description of the site.)
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Thermal alteration of some of the Coastal Plain chert recovered
during our survey is quite likely. The color of flakes collected
varies from dull yellow to reddish-gray, and it is probable that the
reddish-gray pieces have been heat-treated. Thermal alteration often
improves the "workability" of a chert because the heat causes impurities
in the material to act as a flux (Purdy and Brooks 1971: 323). As a
result, the force of impact is transmitted through rather than around
these impurities. Chert from the Rice site is variable in quality
due to fossiliferous inclusions, and thermal alteration would improve
the quality of some of the pieces. No systematic observations were
made on chert recovered during this survey because of time limitations
and the fact that the vast majority of the chert comes from surface
contexts. As a result, it would be impossible to ascertain whether the
thermal alteration was intentional or whether it resulted from forest
fires or other unintentional surface burning. Purdy notes that color
change is dependent on the presence of iron and that color change
occurs at lower temperatures than alteration (Purdy and Brooks
1971: 323). It is recommended that when Coastal Plain chert is recovered
during excavations associated with th~ mitigation phase, the indicators
of thermal alteration be monitored.
Anderson (1977) has conducted thermal alteration experiments
with chert from the Rice and Theriault sites and his results indicate
that color change mayor may not occur, and that, if change does occur,
various colors result. Anderson systematically monitored thermal
alteration of the chert lithics from 56 sites on the Coastal Plain of
South Carolina and his results indicate that thermal alteration is
much more common during the Archaic than during the Ceramic period
(1977: 19). Goodyear (personal communication) has noted that thermal
alteration of Coastal Plain chert hafted bifaces is most prevalent
during the Early Archaic on the Piedmont, based on his survey of the
inter-riverine zone of parts of Laurens and Anderson Counties,
South Carolina.
Ridge and Valley Chert. Infrequently recovered during the survey
were pieces of light gray to black, lustrous chert. We are assuming
that these cherts are from the Ridge and Valley physiographic province
that fronts the western flanks of the Appalachian Mountains from north-
western Georgia and runs northeasterly through Tennessee to Pennsylvania.
According to Faulkner, these cherts are widely available in a number
of formations in their study area (the Duck River southeast of Nashville,
Tennessee), such as the Fort Payne (Lower Mississippian), Warsaw
(Upper Mississippian), and Cannon Limestone (Ordovician) Formations.
These formations have weathered and the cherts occur in small nodules
either in outcrops or stream beds or alluvial deposits (Faulkner and
McCullough 1973: 52-53). Chapman (1975: 96, 1977: 24-25) also discusses
the availability of these cherts in the Little Tennessee River valley
in eastern Tennessee south of Knoxville. This picture is complicated
by the fact that an opaque light and dark gray chert is available in
some carbonate-rich deposits in the Piedmont (D. Howell, personal
communication to J. House IHouse and Ballenger 1976: 127]), The
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sources of this type of chert will necessarily remain a matter of con~
jecture and speculation until detailed lithological analyses can be
conducted.
Steatite. Steatite is defined as a "massive, impure variety of
talc," which is a very soft magnesium silicate with a hardness of one
(American Geological Institute 1962: 471, 490). According to
McCallie (1926: 144), steatite is widely distributed, and the mineral
represents an alteration of perodotite which has been intruded in
quartzite and quartz schist.
A number of steatite sources are known to exist in or near the
project area. One source is located on the north side of Beaverdam
Creek near its confluence with the Savannah River (Hopkins 1914:
295-296, cited in Hutto 1970: 1). We did not locate this source but
one site nearby, the Wansley Site (9EB92) had an abundant amount of
steatite, including one badly plow-scarred piece which weighed about
15 pounds. An outcrop of steatite was found at 9EB2l8, which is
located on a ridgenose on the south side of Beaverdam Creek about one
kilometer south and west of 9EB92. Examination of this outcrop
revealed tremendous variation in the quality of the steatite. No
steatite sources were located on the South Carolina side of the project
area. One source is known to occur south of the project area, about
2 miles north of Mt. Carmel (Sloan 1908: 119), While McCallie does
not list any sources near the project area, Sloan (1908) does discuss
a number of steatite localities in the western Piedmont of South
Carolina. In addition, 4 prehistoric quarries are known from
Spartanburg County, northeast of the project area.
Steatite is, when compared to the other mineral resources available
to the prehistoric inhabitants of this area, quite soft and easily
worked. Because of this, a variety of implements was fashioned from
this material, including stone bowls and "netsinkers." Steatite
artifacts from our collections are primarily sherds from steatite
bowls, although other forms do occur. The Piedmont was the source of
steatite used by prehistoric people over a large area. It is found
in the Duck River basin (Faulkner and McCullough 1973; 59) and over the
Coastal Plain of Georgia and South Carolina. It is quite probable
that the use of steatite will exhibit distinct patterning, especially
for the manufacture of stone bowls, which preceded the introduction of
fired clay vessels some time during the Late Archaic. Again as with
the other raw material types discussed, detailed lithological analysis
of various steatites is necessary in order to fully explicate the
patterns of procurement, distribution and use, temporally and geographically.
Other. This category includes a variety of raw materials which
occurred very infrequently. Pieces of diorite, basalt and granite are
included. Also present are what might be called "mysteryl! rocks which
await identification by a petrologist. No effort was made to do this
during this phase of the work because of the small size of this
sample. Of the 488 sites in the project area, only 77 had other raw
materials present. Most of the pieces in this category are not finished
artifacts or the by-products of artifact manufacture, but rather they
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are pieces that were felt by survey personnel to be out of context
geologically. This is especially marked when the use of raw materials
for hafted bifaces is considered. Out of 819 hafted bifaces in our
survey collection, only 2 or .24% were made from raw materials of this
category. In these cases one each was made of basalt and diorite.
Surrmary of Raw MateriaZ Use
The least surprising fact is that quartz is present at all prehistoric
sites in this sample as debitage. This is, of course, to be expected
in a~ area where this is the dominant rock type and was anticipated
by us prior to beginning the survey. Table 37 summarizes the use of
nonlocal raw materials in the project area.
TABLE 37
PRESENCE OF NONLOCAL RAW MATERIALS
SOUTH CAROLINA (N=247) GEORGIA (N=24l) PROJECT AREA (N=488)
COASTAL PLAIN CHERT 66 27.72% 57 23.65% 112 22.95%
SLATE 45 18.22% 35 14.53% 80 16.39%
RIDGE & VALLEY CHERT 8 3.23%. 18 7.47% 26 5.33%
STEATITE 3 1.21% 5 2.07% 8 1.64%
OTHER 41 16.60% 36 14.95% 77 15.77%
Quartz. is also the predominant raw material type employed in the
manufacture of hafted bifaces. Of the sample of 819 hafted bifaces
analyzed, 643 or 78.51% were manufactured from quartz. Of all the types
designated by Poplin (see below), every type had at least one
representative that was quartz. Only two types were manufactured
primarily from a raw material other than quartz. These were the Kirk
and Savannah River types (see Table 38). The data presented below
should be viewed with one caution in mind, and that is the reliability
of extensive inference from a sample that has been subjected to many
biases, including methodological ones resulting from the manner in which
the survey was conducted and the kind of vegetation and terrain encountered
during this exercise.
As was mentioned above during the discussion on the utility of
surface collected data, the project area has been used intensively by
historic period populations who cleared the land and cultivated it.
This, of course, exposed the archeological record to the ravages of
man and nature. Jones' (1880) comments are appropriate here, when he
describes the "extensive and numerous open-air workshops along the line
of the Savannah River, and especially that portion of it bordering the
counties of Richmond, Columbia, Lincoln, and Elbert, in Georgia, and
the counties in South Carolina lying opposite" (1880: 376). Relevant
to the discussion here is the comment,
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Within the past few years not less than eight thousand
well~formed arrow and spear points have been collected
on both banks of the Savannah where it separates the
counties of Columbia and Lincoln in Georgia from Edgefield
County in South Carolina. Even now the supply is by no
means exhausted. The annual plowings and constantly
recurring freshets reveal each season new examples of
the taste and skill of these ancient workmen (1880: 379).
TABLE 38
HAFTED BIFACES BY RAW MATERIALS
QUARTZ SLATE COAST. PLAIN RIDG:8 & VALLEY OTHER
DALTON 3 75.0% 0 0.0% 1 25.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0%
HARDAWAY 5 100.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0%
KIRK 9 34.6% 4 15.4% 10 38.4% 3 11.5% 0 0.0%
PALMER 27 77 .1% 1 2.9% 5 14.3% 2 5.7% 0 0.0%
MORROW MOUNTAIN I 132 98.5% 2 1.5% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0%
MORROW MOUNTAIN II 62 98.4% 1 1.6% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0%
GUILFORD 56 94.9% 2 3.4% 1 1. 7% 0 0.0% 0 0.0%
SAVANNAH RIVER 64 50.0% 54 42.2% 8 6.25% 0 0.0% 2 1.6%
YADKIN 27 84.4% 4 12.5% 1 3.1% 0 0.0% 0 0.0%
POTENT. DIAG. 105 81.4% 19 14.7% 1 0.8% 4 3.1% 0 0.0%
UNIDENTIFIED 120 77 .9% 28 23.3% 5 3.2% 1 0.6% 0 0.0%
Note: Certain types recognized by Poplin have not been included because of
the small size of the samples for those types.
l7:..eUminary Analysis of the Hafted Bifaces
CoUected During the Richard B. RusseU Archeological Project
Hafted bifaces are of interest from an analytical standpoint because
they exhibit formal regularities. It should be noted that the term
"hafted" refers to an assumption that these tools were attached to
handles and presumably used as knives, scrapers and in a few instances,
actually as projectiles. We are not particularly interested in the
chronological patterning that these objects exhibit; but more importantly,
the formal regularities of these objects provide a basis for ordering
and cross correlating assemblages for a variety of analytical uses,
of which chronology is one. This property is especially useful in
the Russell project area because of the lack of excavated data about
the associated relationships between and among various categories of
artifacts.
The hafted bifaces analyzed below are from the previous
surveys (Hemmings 1970; Hutto 1970; Hansbn n.d.a., n.d~b.),
the 1977 field season and the collections of amateurs when we had
independent evidence to corroborate their association with particular
sites.
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This analysis was conducted in two phases. The first phase was
the typological analysis which stressed both morphological attributes
and manufactured techniques. This was performed by Eric Poplin.
The second phase was the measurement of nine attributes on each biface
(see Fig. 51, Tables 39-61).
An attempt has been conSCiously made during the typological
analysis to ascribe as much of the variability present to previously
established types in the literature. There are, of course, advantages
and disadvantages to any typological exercise. It is our intent to
provide in this initial assessment of the hafted biface variability,
a basis for comparison of these materials with similar forms observed
elsewhere. It will also be noted that certain type names (e.g.
Duncan, Hanna) have been employed. In these instances, this is to
stress the morphological similarities. It should be made clear that
no assumptions or arguments are being set forth about ethnic, cultural
or other systemic relationships between the Russell project area and
the areas where these types were originally defined.
Typing of the Hafted Bifaces and
Identification of Non-Metric Attributes
To provide additional information as an aid to assessment, as
well as variability between and within types, two non-metric attributes
were identified during the first phase of analysis. These were biface
condition and lithic raw material. It was hoped that some assessment
of the integrity of a site plus some inference about site function
might be available from the evaluation of condition of bifaces.
Ten states of this attribute were provided and are as follows (see
also Fig. 51):
1) whole - unbroken except for minor damage to the edges
(morphologically intact)
2) basal fragment - only the base or a portion of the base
was present
3) proximal end - basal area plus a portion of the blade was present
4) midsection - portion of a biface blade with both the proximal
and distal portions missing
5) distal end - the blade was present with no portion of the
base remaining
6) distal tip - end portion of the blade was present
7) auricle, corner, or shoulder - fragments of a hafted biface
identifiable as one of the above parts
8) auricles, corner(s), shoulders missing - intact hafted
biface minus one or more of the above parts
9) distal tip missin - intact hafted biface minus the extreme
distal portion of the blade
10) damaged base - intact hafted biface with a portion of the
base missing
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FIGURE 51. Positions of metric measurements taken on hafted bifaces.
Fifteen categories of raw material were recogniz!ed. These categories
were established to provide information on the source!s of the raw
material. This information could be used in the assessment of
sites as well. The categories are as follows:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)
12)
13)
14)
15)
unknown - raw material which was unidentifiable by the
methods available to the analyst
quartz - from local outcrops or dikes of this rock/nrl.neral
Coastal Plain.chert - cherts that were macroscopically
similar to cherts occurring on the Coastal Plain of South
Carolina and Georgia
Ridge and Valley chert - cherts which were ~acroscopically
similar to cherts found in the Appalachian ~idge and Valley
province to the north and west of the proje~t area
fossiliferous chert - chert of unknown origin but containing
siliceous crinoid segments
other cherts - cherts which did nbt fit into the above
categories
quartzite - rock probably obtained from local sources (the
Savannah River) though not necessarily of lo!cal origin
slate (local argillites) - metamorphosed claystones which
occurred in or near the project area
slate (Carolina Slate Belt - tuffs) - tuffaceous material of
volcanic origins from Carolina Slate Belt formations
slate (Carolina Slate Belt - thyolites) - volcanic flow
material from Carolina Slate Belt formations
slate (Carolina Slate Belt - unknown) - material which was
similar to Carolina Slate Belt formations but could not be
identified further by the methods available to the analyst
other slates - slate-like material of unknown origin
orthoquartzite - material from or similar to outcrops on
the Coastal Plain of South Carolina
diorite - material from dikes which probably outcrop within
the project area
basalt - similar to basalts found in a near the Triassic
basins of North Carolina (see Cooper a Derting n.d.).
In addition, four categories were establis ed as' "catch-aIls"
for certain unknown or unidentifiable hafted bi aces and fragments.
These four categories are as follows:
1) unidentifiable fragments - portions of hafted bifaces with
no diagnostic attributes present
2) damaged Early Archaic - portions of ha ted bifaces (usually
basal fragments) which displayed Early Archaic attributes
3) Woodland triangulars - portions of tri ngular hafted bifaces
displaying Woodland traits but lacking the diagnostic
attributes necessary to type a biface
4) potentially diagnostic biface - see Ty eDescription
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It was hoped that the Woodland triangular and damaged Early Archaic
categories would still provide some temporal data that otherwise
would have been lost or overlooked until a more detailed analysis
took place. The potentially diagnostic biface category was established
in order to efficiently budget time. It was hoped that after the
initial typing of the bifaces a more detailed examination of the
potentially diagnostic biface category could be conducted resulting
in the typing of the hafted bifaces included in this category. This
has been accomplished to some extent but due to certain constraints
the types identified in the description of this category are only
tentative. Additional analysis is necessary to positively identify
all the potentially diagnostic bifaces.
AnaZysis of Metria Measurements
The metric measurements taken during the second phase included
maximum length, maximum width, maximum thickness, blade length, haft
element length, width at half the blade length, and proximal and
distal haft element width. The positions of these measurements on
typical bifaces are shown in Figure 51. A number of descriptive
statistics have been computed for those types with adequate sample
sizes. These statistics are provided in tables which accompany the
type description.
Type Desariptions
The format of the type descriptions follows Cambron and Hulse
(1964) Handbook of Alabama Archaeology. The name of the type is
followed by the person's name who originally described the type and,
in parenthesis, the publication in which the description appeared.
Additional references are provided as sources for other descriptions
and locational and temporal data concerning the type. The general
description of each type includes a morphological description as well
as an attempt to briefly but clearly describe the lithic technology
and processes of manufacture reflected in the bifaces of the type.
Descriptive terms employed in this discussion are after Cambron and
Hulse (1964) with a few additions by Peter P. Cooper II and the
author (see Figs. 52, 53, 54). Some idea of the geographic distribution
of the type is given as well as temporal settings which are correlated
with radiocarbon dates whenever possible. The original descriptions
of the types were consulted as often as possible. The combination
of the original with descriptions and the inclusion of variability
observed by the authors would hopefully provide a better view of the
variations evident with a particular group.
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FIGURE 52. Bases and blade shapes of hafted bifaces.
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FIGURE 53. Stems. bases and shoulders of hafted bifaces.
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FIGURE 54. Blade edges. flaking and blade cross-sections of hafted bifaces.
QUAD Soday and Cambron (Cambron and Waters 1959)
Additional Reference: Bell 1960; Cambron and Hulse 1974; Coe 1964;
Lewis 1960; Soday 1954
Description: Quad is a medium-sized broad auriculated biface. The
blade edges are usually excurvate but may be recurvate due to the
expanding of the basal area. This expansion plus the incurving of
the base creates rounded auricles which can be quite long. The cross-
section is usually biconvex but may be flattened or fluted. Broad,
random flake scars usually cover both faces of the biface. Retouch
with short, fairly deep and often parallel collateral scars is common
on all edges (Cambron and Hulse 1964). The base may be thinned in this
manner or fluted. The flute scar is usually similar to the flutes
of Clovis points. The base and proximal portion of the blade edges
are usually ground.
Range: Alabama, Tennessee, Ohio, South Carolina, North Carolina, Georiga
Temporal Setting: Paleo-Indian to Early Archaic
Metric Measurements: Table 39
TABLE 39
DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS-METRIC DATA BY TYPE
TYPE
00 N
U)
-rz:lrz:l r;x; ~~~ ~~ ~~ r-lUO rz:l::c~j ::c B::c ::c ~ ::cQuad rz:lE-i E-i ::c HU E-iE-iJ:'l j~ l=lE-i E-ie..? E-iE-iE-i ~E-iE-i~~ ~~ ~~ 000 00 rx..z oorx..o orx..o(N=l) HHrx.. ::CH ~;j H~H r;x;~H::;:::00 J:'l...:l 00::;::: o ::;::: p.., ::;:::
Mean 48.0 31.0 7.0 30.0 48.0 29.0
Mode 48.0 31.0 7.0 30.0 48.0 29.0
Standard
Error
Standard
Deviation
Median 48.0 31.0 7.0 30.0 48.0 29.0
Range 0 0 0 0 0 0
Maximum
Minimum
DALTON Kneberg (Dejarnette, Kurjack" and Cambron '1962) (Fig. 55)
Additional Reference: Bell 1958; Cambron and Hulse 1960, 1964;
Coe 1964
..,..244-
FIGURE 55. a. Hardaway 9£B405; b. Hardaway 38AB89; c. Dalton 9£B260;
d. Dalton 9£B259.
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Description: The Dalton is a "medium-sized auriculated point"
(Cambron and Hulse 1964). The blade edges are excurvate or recurvate
but may be straight or incurvate (due to resharpening?). The auriCles
are usually rounded and may be quite long. The base is incurvate
and often deeply so. The cross-section may be biconvex, flattened,
or rhomboidal. Initial flaking often leaves small shallow flake
scars which may be parallel and collateral. The edges are sometimes
alternately beveled. The base and the aricules are usually ground.
Range: Arkansas, Oklahoma, Alabama,Mississippi, Tennessee, South
Carolina, Georgia, North Carolina, Florida.
Temporal Setting: Early Archaic, possibly transitional from Paleo-
Indian
Metric Measurements: Table 40
TABLE 40
DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS-METRIC DATA BY TYPE
(/) N
~I _fJ;:Il:il p::j ~TYPE ~~ ~~ r-lO~ fJ;:I~ 0 ~ ~ ~Dalton ~~ 1:ilE-! S~ E-! H ~He.!:> HE-! E-!E-!P=l j~ E-!e.!:> E-!E-!E-! >:::E-!E-!~~ ~~ ~~ o(/) 00 ~Z (/)~o oJ:t.!O(N=l) HHJ:t.! JJ::H <!lfJ;:l H<!lH p::j;§H~oo P=lH (/)~ JJ::H OJJ::~ Po< ~
Mean 32.0 6.0 32.0 14,0 27.0 32.0
Hode 32.0 6.0 32.0 14.0 27.0 32.0.
Standard
Error
Standard
Deviation
Median 32.0 6.0 32.0 14.0 27.0 32.0
Range 0 0 0 0 0 0
HARDAWAYCoe(Coe 1964) (Fig. 55)
Additional Reference: Camhl;on and Hulse 1964r Cha,);'ma,n 1977; DeJarnette?
Kurjack, and Cambron 1962; Perion 1968.
Description.: The Hardaway point is a small to medium-sized point with
side notches. Coe (1964) separates these points into three types--
Hardaway blade, Hardaway-Dalton, and Hardaway side-notched. For this
discussion these types were condensed to a single type, hopefully
without loss of information. In addition, no Hardaway blade specimens
were typed as Dalton. The blade edges are most often straight but can
be excurvate. Edges may display fine serrations and are often
alternately beveled. The side notches are "narrow,deep and U-shaped"
(Coe 1964) and are often ground. These notches produce an auriculated
haft area with thehasebeing incurvate and ground. The auricu1es
are recurvate and can be rounded or acute and "horn-like." The cross-
section is usually biconvex but may be rhomboida1·due to beveling.
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Primary flaking produced broad shallow scars in a rather random pattern.
Secondary retouch which resulted in long, narrow flake scars was
employed to thin all edges of the point.
Range: North Carolina, South Carolina, Virginia, Georgia, Alabama
Temporal Setting: Early Archaic (12,000-8,000 B.P. Coe 1964).
Metric Measurements: Table 41
TABLE 41
DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS-METRIC DATA BY TYPE
TYPE
Hardaway
(N=7)
2.995
28.857
26.0
5.822 2.268
19.5 21. 75
2.377 1.174
2.875
21.0
21.333
21.0
1.190
3.147
16.25
17.286
15.0
.528
8.571
8.0
1.397
8.75
.857
21. 857
22.0
22.5
16.0
1.4
3.430
14.0
14.167
14.0
.261
.690
7.125
7.143
7.0
.857
2.268
21. 750
21.857
22.0
Mean
Mode
Standard
Error
Standard
Deviation7.925
Median 26.250
Range
Maximum
Minimum
23.0
39.0
16.0
7.0
26.0
19.0
2.0
8.0
6.0
9.0
1:9.0
10.0
13.0
29.0
16.0
7.0
26.0
19.0
4.0
10.0
6.0
9.0
24.0
15.0
8.0
26.0
18.0
PALMER Coe (Coe 1964) ('Fig. 56)
Additional Reference: Cambron and Hulse 1964; Cambron and Waters 1961;
Chapman 1975.
Description: The Palmer corner-notched is a small to medium-sized corner-
notched biface. The blade edges are usually straight but may be excurvate
or incurvate. These edges are often deeply serrated and alternately
beveled. The corner-notches are small, narrow, and u-shaped. The
shoulders are usup,lly barbed due to the position of the notch (Coe 1964).
The basal edge is usually straight but may be incurvate and is often
heavily ground. The ,cross-section may be biconvex or rhomboidal due to
the alternate beveling of the blade edges. Initial flaking produces broad,
shallow, and random flake scars. A few small conchoidal flakes are
usually removed to thin the base. The thinning of the blade edges and
the manufacture of the serrations often produce shallow, nearly lamellar,
parallel flake scars across the blade. Termination of these scars
usually occurs in the middle of the blade.
Range: Georgia, South Carolina, North Carolina, Virginia, Maryland,
Pennsylvania, New Jersey, New York, Delaware, Tennessee, Alabama, and
possibly into New England.
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FIGURE 56. Palmer. a. 9EB92; b. 38AB74; c. 9EB243; d. 9EB92; e. 9EB259;
f. 38AN6.
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Temporal Setting: Early Archaic (pre-Kirk).
Additional Comment: Coe (1964) and Chapman (1977) suggest a technological
continuum from Palmer into Kirk corner-notched and the later Kirk types.
This continuum is based on the association of Palmer points below and
sometimes extending into the Kirk horizons of sites in Piedmont North
Carolina and the lower Little Tennessee River Valley.
Palmer and Kirk Corner-notched bifaces are often confused with
one another. Coe (1964) stresses the basal grinding of the Palmer type
and the absence of grinding in Kirks as the discriminating characteristic.
But Broyles (1971) and Chapman (1975, 1977) note the presence of basal
grinding on Kirk corner-notched bifaces. The least common attribute
seen in the R.B. Russell collection was the beveling of the blade edges.
Alternate beveling, in Palmer, and opposite beveling, in Kirk, was
used to distinguish between the two types when all other attributes
were the same (see Fig. 54).
Metric Measurements: Table 42
TABLE 42
DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS-METRIC DATA BY TYPE
00 C'I
Type 00 - al al ~ .--IS S S al .--ItJ'U al ~Palmer §ii §~ l=l Cll alii '0 ,.c .--IS,.c ,.cCll.--l .--I,.c -I-J Cll ,.c 'r-! ,.c
'M 00 'M -I-J 'M tJ -I-J-I-Jl=CI '0 00 :;j-I-J -I-J 00 -I-J-I-J-I-J ~-I-J-I-J~ l=l ~'U ~ 'M '000 Cll l=l 0'0 4-l l=l 00 4-l '0 o 4-l '0(N=36) Cll al Cll 'r! Cll,.c 'r-! ··M 4-l .--I al ,.c 'r! Cll al 'M Cll 'M ~ Cll'M?:...:l ?::;3: ?:E-! ;3:1=1 0 l=CI...:l 00;3: lJ:l...:l 1=IlJ:l:;3: p.;lJ:l:;3:
Mean 28.063 19.889 6.833 13.759 20.379 20.543 9.971 15.029 19.059
Mode 31.0 17.0 7.0 15.0 22.0 17.0 8.0 13.0 16.0
Standard
Error .647 .478 .205 .498 .681 1.867 1.210 .404 .532
Standard
Deviation 3.663 2.866 1.231 2.681 3.669 11.044 7.160 2.355 3.104
Median 28.5 19.833 6.857 13.667 21.556 18.375 8.6 14.75 18.75
Range 13.0 12.0 5.0 14.0 16.0 67.0 45.0 9.0 13.0
Maximum 33.0 27.0 9.0 22.0 27.0 82.0 50.0 20.0 27.0
Minimum 20.0 15.0 4.0 8.0 11.0 15.0 5.0 11.0 14.0
KIRK CORNER-NOTCHED Coe (Coe 1964) (Fig. 57)
Additional Reference: Broyles 1971; Cambron and Hulse 1964; Cambron and
Waters 1961; Chapman 1977; Dejarnette, Kurjack, and Cambron 1962.
Description: This is a medium to large corner-notched biface. The blade edges
may be excurvate, straight, or occasionally recurvate. The edges are usually
beveled on both faces and finely serrated. The shoulders are often
barbed and may be expanded (perhapsduetoresharpening). The corner-
notches are unusually small but de~p and U-shaped producing a small
expanded stem. The notches may display slight grinding (Chapman 1977).
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FIGURE 57. Kirk. a. Kirk stemmed and serrated, 9E876; b. Kirk stemmed and
serrated, 9E837; c. Kirk corner notched, 38AB288; d. Kirk corner notched,
9E8234; e. Kirk corner notched 38AN5.
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The base is usually straight but may be incurvate or excurvate. Grinding
and smoothing are not uncommon. The cross-section may be biconvex or
flattened due to the opposite beveling ofthe blade edges. Broad,
shallow retouching employed in a random manner marks initial stages
of manufacture. Very fine secondary retout11:ling (perhaps by.pressure
flaking) is used to thin the edges and base· and to bevel the edges.
The secondary retouching is usually parallel and produces long,
shallow flake scars that do not extend to'the middle of the biface.
Kirk Corner-notched are usually thicker near the distal end. Bases
(Chapman 1977) and blade edges are sometimes burinated.
Ran&e: North Carolina, Virgini~, West Virginia, Tennessee, Kentucky,
Alabama,Georgia, Florida; South Carolina.
Temporal Setting: Early Archaic - 8930 + 160 B.P.(Broyles 1971);
Chapman (1977) has eight dates ranging from 8525 + >355 to 9435
+ 270 B.P.).
Metric Measu:r:ements : Table 43 •
TABLE 43
DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS-METRIC DATA·BY TYPE
Type
Kirk Corner a
::::l..c:Notched S-I-l
.r:! 0.0
~ ~
~L~(N=12)
1. 714
37.222
37.0
Mean
Mode
Standard
Error
Standard
Deviation 5.142
Median 36.667
23.273
20.0
1.001
3.319
22.75
9.364
9.0
1.055
3.501
8.667
18.333
15.0
1.067
3.202
18.0
29.5
23.0
2.192
6.932
26.5
23.0·
23.0
.966
3.055
22.833
8.3
8.0
.597
1.889
8.5
15.'$33
15.0
.842
2.918
15.5
18.111
16.0
1.409
4.226
18.0
Range
Maximum
Minimum
17.0
48.0
31.0
11.0
30.0
19.0
13.0
19.0
6.0
9.0
24.0
15.0
20.0
43.0
23.0
11.0
30.0
19.0
6.0
11.0
5.0
11.0
20.0
9.0
15.0
25.0
10.0
KIRK STEMMED AND SEREATED Coe (Coe 1964) (Fig.S?)
Additional Reference: Bell 1960; Broyles 1971; Cambron and Hulse 1964;
Cambron and Waters 1961; Chapman 1977; Miller 1965; Webb and Dejarnette 1948.
Description: Although Coe (1964) separates Kirk Stemmed and Kirk
Serrated, these types are combined in this discussion and will be
referred to as simply Kirk stemmed. Kirk stemmed is a medium to large
projectile point with large corner-notches. The blade edges range from
excurvate and recurvate to straight. Often one edge will be excurvate
and the other incurvate or. one will be excurvate and the other recurvate.
Numerous other combinations have been observed as well. This variation
is probably due to resharpening. The blade edges are frequently serrated.
The serrations are often deep especially along the incurved sections
of the blade. The shoulders may be horizontal or inversely tapered with
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some being barbed. The corner-notches are broad creating the impression
of a stemmed point and are seldom ground. The "stem" is usually straight
but may be slightly expanded or contracted. The basal edge may be
straight, incurvate, or excurvate and is occasionally beveled. Some
specimens exhibit a single small notch in the middle of the base.
It is possible that this notch is damage incurred during use of the
biface. Some bases are not thinned and display what appears to be the
platform of the original flake on which the point was made. In cross-
section, Kirk stemmed points are usually biconvex but can be plano-
convex or flattened due to resharpening. Initial retouch produced broad,
shallow, and random flake scars. The base and blade edges are often
thinned by finer, shallow flakes (probably by pressure flaking) which
are often parallel along the basal and blade edges. The serrations
were made after the initial blade was shaped.
Range: North Carolina~ South Carolina, Georgia~ Florida~ Alabama~
Tennessee, Kentucky~ West Virginia, Virginia
Temporal Setting: Early Archaic (8600 B.P. Miller 1965).
Metric Measurements: Table 44.
TABLE 44
DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS-METRIC DATA BY TYPE
Type
Kirk a
$temmed and ~ fl
Set'rat~ds,' .,..j 00(RE;i~) ~ ~
til N
til
-
Q) Q) $-I ...-i
~.e a Q) ...-i (J"Cl Q) CIl~.G l::: CIl .e "Cl .e ...-i a.e CIl...-i Q) .j.l ...-i.e .j.l CIl .e .,..j .e
.,..j .j.l .,..j (J .j.l .j.l1Xl "Cl 00 ::l .j.l .j.l 00 .j.l .j.l .j.l x .j.l .j.l
X"Cl X .,..j "Cl til CIl l::: 0"Cl 4-l l::: til 4-l "Cl o 4-l "ClCIl .,..j ~tl 'r-l .,..j 4-l ...-i Q) .e •.,..j CIl Q) .,..j CIl .,..j $-I CIlod~~ ~A 0 1Xl...:l CI.l~ lJ:l...:l AlJ:l~ P-IlJ:l~
11.0 ",4:18,,125 :17'.833
9.0& 15.016.0
Mean
Mode
Standard
Error
Standard
Deviation
Median
50.6
42.0
4.438
14.033
1+1.0
29.3
24~O
1.70
5.316
~O;O
9.8
10.0
.291
?9l~
9.90
21.7
19.0
i;520
4.832
20.5-
12;869
3B.O
e·29.'5 .
27.0
'.1.086
. 3.071
9.5 '
.342
3.796
l6~5
,1.833
4.491
16.0
Range
Maximum
Minimum
43 •. 0 18.0 3:0 1\5.0 37 .0 18
·
0 8.6 il ..o. 12
·
0
77.0 39.0 11.• 0 31. (). ~4.0 \39
·
0 15 .,0 26 .0" 26
·
0
,.34.0 21. 0- 8.0 H),~O, /J. 7.0 21
·
0:; 7.0. 15 .0 14
·
0
LE"ttROY' L'ew1.sand.. Knebe.rg(1ew;i.sandKneberg 19,55) (Fig. 58)
AdditionaTReference: Broyles 1966; Broyles 1971; Chapman 1975 Chapman 1977;
Dragoo1959;I(neberg 19.!i6;
Descr:l.ption':TheLeCrQyis'a .small' thint!lfa,ce:with a: blfurcated'base.
The blade edges tend:'!/wbe:straight'but may be' inGl.1rv.uteor excur'vate.
SOJUe are serrated. Tl!e'shhuldersare tisua:Lly;horizontal butare,some-
times abSent (due>to·re~hairpeJlingZ~. The stem' is ei4her expandea",ar":
straight and usu.u1.ly deep'ly notched. ,The lateral edges of thes:terns
are oc'casionally ground. The cross-section may be flat.tened" p1ano-
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FIGURE 58.
9E8217; c.
Lecroy, Kanawha and Stanly. a. Lecroy,
Lecroy. 38AB32; d. Stanly, 38AB12.
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38AB149; b. Kanawha,
convex, or biconvex. These bifaces are usually made on thin flakes
and often reflect the original curvature of the "blank". The flaking
is usually in a random manner but resharpening may leave long, narrow,
parallel flake scars along the blade edges. The stem edges often display
fine retouch. The notch in the base is made by the removal of one large
flake and then the removal of two or more smaller flakes (Broyles 1971).
Range: West Virginia, Alabama, Georgia, Tennessee, North Carolina,
South Carolina, Maryland, Kentucky, Ohio, New York, Pennsylvania, New
Jersey, Delaware.
Temporal Setting: Early Archaic (8250 ± 100 B.P. Broyles 1971)
Additional Comment: Chapman (1977) suggests that these bifaces are
probably tools rather than projectile points due to the high incidence
of reworked bifaces and asymmetrical blades'(prdduc~dbyretouch"ouaa
single edge).
Metric Measurement: Table 45
TABLE 45
DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS-METRIC DATA BY TYPE
(JJ C'l
(J)
-<Ll <Ll l-I ...-lType S..c: ~ S <Ll ...-l tl"d OJ Cd~.~ j:l Cd ..c: "d ..c: ...-l SLecroy .~ ~ s..c: ..c:Cd...-l <Ll+J ...-l..c: +J Cd ..c: 'r-! ..c:'H +J 'H tl +J+J!='l "dOO ;::l+J +J 00 +J+J+J X+J+J
X j:l X"d X 'H "d (J) Ilfj:l O"d '¥-! j:l {J)4-l"d e 4-l "dCd <Ll Cd~ Cd..c: 'M 'r-! 4-l ...-l<Ll ..c: 'M Cd <Ll .i-f I,,. 'M l:-l Cd'r-!(N=2) ~....:I ::;;::. ::;;::E-! :;S:.Q 0 t:Q....:I (Jl:;S: ::r::....:1 Q ::r:: .:a:. ~::r:::;s:
Mean 33.5 23.0 9.0 16.0 30.0 22.5 12.0 17.5 13.0
Mode 28.0 21.0 7.0 16.0 30.0 20.0 9.0 16.0 8.0
Standard
Error 5.5 2.0 2.0 2.5 3.0 1.5 5.0
Standard
Deviation 7.778 2.828 2.828 3.536 4.243 2.121 7.071
Median 16.0 30.0 22.5 12.0 17.5 13.0
Range 11.0 4.0 4.0 0.0 0.0 5.0 6.0 3.0 10.0
Maximum 39.0 25.0 11.0 25.0 15.0 19.0 18.0
Minimum 28.0 21.0 7.0 20.0 9.0 16.0 8.0
KANAWHA Broyles (Broyles 1966) (Fig. 58)
Additional Reference: Broyles 1971; Chapman 1977.
Description: Kanawha is a small, stemmed biface with a shallowly notched
base. The blade edges are usually straight or incurvate. Most are
serrated. The shoulders are usually wide and horizontal but may be
tapered and are occasionally inversely tapered. Often the shoulders
may be expanded due to resharpening. The stem is usually expanded and
rounded. The base is often notched but may be slightly incurved or
straight. The cross-section may be biconvex or median-ridged. Initial
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retouching produces broad random flake scars. Secondary retouch and
resharpening often produce small narrow flake scars which parallel the
blade edges. The base has usually been thinned by the removal of
several small flakes.
Range:. Alabama, Tennessee, North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia,
Kentucky, West Virginia, Virginia, Pennsylvania, New York, Illinois,
Michigan.
Temporal Setting: Early Archaic (3760 ± 100 B.P. Broyles 1971).
Additional Comment: Chapman (1977) notes the similarity between his
Category 16 and Kanawha and like Coe (from Broyles 1971) suggests that
Category l6-Kanawha may be ancestral technologically to Stanly stemmed
(Coe 1964).
Metric Measurements: Table 46.
TABLE 46
DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS-METRIC DATA BY TYPE
Type co Nco -Q) Q) !-I r-t
Kanawha S..c: 9 S Q) r-t 0"0 Q) Cll~] l:l Cll ..c: "0 ..c: r-t SS +J s..c: ..c: Cllr-t Q) .j.J r-t..c: +J Cll ..c: OM ..c:OM 00 OM +J OM tJ +J+Jl=Cl "0 00 ::l+J +J 00 .j.J.j.J+J ~+J+J
(n=l) ~ l:l ~"O ~ OM "0 co Cll l:l 0"0 4-l l:l co 4-l "0 04-l"OCll Q) ~~ ~~ OM OM 4-l r-t Q) ..c:°M Cll Q) OM Cll °H !-I Cll OM::E::H ;?:A 0 l=ClH tf.l;?: l:IlH Al:Il::a: P-<l:Il;?:
Mean 30.0 20.0 8.0 16.0 23.0 20.0 7.0 16.0 17.0
Mode 30.0 20.0 8.0 16.0 23.0 20.0 7.0 16.0 17.0
Standard
Error
Standard
Deviation
Median 30.0 20.0 8.0 16.0 23.0 20.0 7.0 16.0 17.0
Range 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Maximum
Minimum
STANLY STEMMED Coe (Coe 1964) (Fig. 58)
Additional Reference: Cambron and Hulse 1964; Dejarnette, Kurjack,
and Cambron 1962; Chapman 1975, 1977; Griffin 1974; Rodgers 1968.
Description: The Stanly stemmed is a medium-sized biface with a small
incurved stem. "The blade edges may be excurvate, straight, or
recurvate" (Cambron and Hulse 1964) and are often serrated. The blade
may be asymmetrical (probably due tore!:)harpening) (Chapman 1977).
The shoulders are usually horizontal, but may be tapered and are sometimes
expanded due to resharpening. The stem is usually straight with the
base being incurved and at times shallowly notched. No examples of
basal grinding have been reported. The cross-section may be biconvex,
plano-convex, or flattened. The flaking is usually random producing
large, shallow flake scars. Secondary retouch to produce the edges and
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serrations may be very fine, producing small, parallel, conchoidal
flake scars. Coe (1964) associates large, ovoid quarry blades with
Stanly stemmed bifaces.
Range: North Carolina, South Carolina, Alabama, Tennessee, Georgia,
Virginia.
Temporal Setting: Middle Archaic (7790 + 215, 7810 + 175 B.P.
Chapman 1977; 7390 + 100 B.P. Rodgers 1968; 7565 + 250 B.P. Griffin
1974) -
Metric Measurements: Table 47
TABLE 47
DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS-METRIC DATA BY TYPE
ell C'lType (J) _(JJ (JJ ~ r-lS S S (JJ r-l (J"O (JJ titStanly ;::l,.c: ~..c ~J;l l:l tit ,.c: "0 ..c r-l -~IS +J ..c titr-l (JJ +J r-l..c +J tit ..c ,.c:
-1-1 bO -M +J -1-1 (J +J+J~ "0 00 ;::l+J +J bO +J+J+J ~+J+J
(N=4) @m ~"O ~ -H "0(1) tit t::l 0"0 tl-l. t::l (l)tl-l"O Otl-l"Otit 'r-! tit..c:: -1-1 -Htl-l r-l (JJ ..c:: -j-I tit (JJ -H tit -r-! ~ tit-M~H ~::a: ~.E-; ~oo ~H t'll~ l:I:lH Ol:I:l::a: 14l:I:l~
Mean 46.5 28.5 10.25 21.75 36.25 28.5 10.0 16.0 13.0
Mode 46.0 25.0 11.0 20.0 35.0 25.0 11.0 15.0 11.0
Standard
Error 2.466 2.363 .479 2.097 2.358 2.363 .707 .577 1.155
Standard
Deviation 4.933 4.725 .957 4.193 4.717 4.726 1.414 1.155 2.309
Median 46.0 27.0 10.5 20.0 35.0 27.0 10.5 16.0 13.0
Range 12.0 10.0 2.0 5.0 11.0 10.0 3.0 2.0 4.0
Maximum 53.0 35.0 11.0 28.0 43.0 35.0 11.0 17.0 15.0
Minimum 41.0 25.0 9.0 19.0 32.0 25.0 8.0 15.0 11.0
MORROW MOUNTAIN I Coe (Coe 1964) (Fig. 59)
Additional Reference: As few sources distinguish between Morrow Mountain
I and II, the references given here are for Morrow Mountain in general.
Cambron and Hulse 1964; Cambron and Waters 1961; Chapman 1976, 1977;
Dejarnette, Kurjack, and Cambron 1962; Dejarnette, Walthall, and Wimberly
1975; Griffin 1974; Perino 1968; Webb and Dejarnette 1948.
Description: Morrow Mountain I is a medium-sized, stemmed biface with
indefinite shoulders. The blade edges are almost always excurvate
but can be straight or incurved. The shoulders are usually ill-defined
curving "into the stem without a noticeable break" (Coe 1964). The
stem may be either short, narrow and pointed or broad and rounded.
The stems are usually short and occasionally ground. The cross-section
is usually biconvex or plano-convex but may be p1ano-median~ridged
or flattened. The flaking is generally random but secondary retouch
and resharpening often leave parallel conchoidal flake scars along the
edges. This retouching is quite similar to the retouching along the
edges of Guilford bifaces.These flakes may "step out" and with
repeated resharpening produce a large medium ridge. These bifaces are
at times curved or "bent" along their length possibly reflecting the
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curvature of the flake on which the biface was made. Preforms or
early stage bifaces appear to be oriented horizontally in these
flakes.
Range: Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee, Georgia,
Alabama, Mississippi, Arkansas, Oklahoma, Louisiana, Texas.
Temporal Setting: Middle Archaic (7255 + 165 and 6995 ± Chapman 1977;
6310 + 140, 6250 + 190, and 5980 + 200 B.P. Griffin 1974; 6450 + 120 B.P.
Dejarnette, Walthall, and Wimberly 1975). -
Additional Comment: There is some debate as to the separation of Morrow
Mountain I and MQrrow Mountain II and since most sources deal with
Morrow Mountain in general some dates are duplicated in the Morrow
Mountain II discussion. Differentiation was felt to be possible with
the Richard B. Russell material due to the large sample size.
Metric Measurements: Table 48
TABLE 48
Type
Morrow Mtn.
(N = 132)
.543
39.035
41.0
27HHZ :.10.074
26.0 11.0
Mean
Mode
Standard
Error
Standard
Deviation 5.826
Median 29.25
28.165
30.0
.400
4.504
27.65
9.835
9.0'"
.133
1.495
9.581
21.028
21:0
.375
3.881
21.091
29:822
28.0
.611
6.315
29.813
.488
5.451
27.556
.601
4.416
10.5
21.395
21.0
.358
3.823
21.071
11. 769
17.0
.988
3.563
11.75
Range
Maximum
Minimum
32.0
54.0
22.0
20.0
38.0
18.0
11.0
17.0
6.0
19.0
30.0
11.0
34.0
46.0
12.0
34.0
43.0
9.0
28.0
31.0
3.0
21.0
34.0
13.0
10.0
17.0
7.0
MORROW MOUNTAIN II Coe (Coe 1964) (Fig. 59)
Additional Reference: See Morrow Mountain I.
Description: Morrow Mountain II is a small to medium-sized stemmed biface.
The blade may be excurvate, straight, or incurvate. The shoulders are
usually well-defined and may vary from horizontal to tapered, inversely
tapered, or even barbed. The shoulders are often expanded, probably
due to resharpening. The stem is generally longer than Morrow Mountain I
stems and may be pointed, contracted, or rounded. When contracted,
the base may be straight or incurved. The stems may also display slight
grinding. The cross-section is usually median-ridged but may be biconvex,
plano-convex, or p1ano-median-ridged. Techniques of manufacture are
quite similar to Morrow Mountain I. Initial thinning and resharpening
often produce "step" flakes like those noted for Morrow Mountain 1.
These flakes are more common with Morrow Mountain II, often producing
a large median ridge. Repeated resharpening often reduces the blade
to a very acute triangular shape which is often smaller than the stem.
",,257-
FIGURE 59.
9EB395; c.
9EB271; f.
Morrow Mountain I and II. a. Morrow Mtn. II, 9EB36; b. Morrow Mtn.
Morrow Mtn. I, 9EB92; d. Morrow Mtn. II, 9EB285; e. Morrow Mtn. I,
Morrow Mtn. I, 38AB169.
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II,
This resharpening is often unifacial. In general, Morrow Mountain II
bifaces are shorter, narrower, and thicker than Morrow Mountain I bifaces.
Range: Same as Morrow Mountain I.
Temporal Setting: Middle Archaic (6310 + 140, 6250 + 190, 5980 + 200 B.P.
Griffin 1974; 6450 +- 120 B.P. Dejarnette, Walthall, and Wimberly 1975).
Additional Comment:- Coe (1964) suggests that Morrow Mountain II is
not as old as Morrow Mountain I due to the more frequent occurrence of
Morrow Mountain II in a higher stratigraphie position, but there were
no radiocarbon dates to corroborate these observations.
Metric Measurements: Table 49
TABLE 49
DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS-METRIC DATA BY TYPE
(I) N
Type (I) -Q) Q) H r-I~ ~ ~ ~ r-I ()"t::l Q) ~Morrow Mnt., -II ::l..c: ~..c: l=l ttl ..c: "t::l..c: ..c: r-I. ~+J ~.:<: ..c:ttlr-l Q)+J r-1+J +J ttl ..c: -.-I ..c:
-.-I OJ) -.-I +J -.-I () +J+Jp::) "t::l OJ) ::l OJ) -I.l OJ) -I.l+J+J X+J+J
X l=l X"t::l X '.-1 "t::l (I) ttl l=l 0 l=l 4-1 l=l (I) 4-1 "t::l o 4-1 "t::l(N=49) ~~ ttl -.-I ctl..c: '.-1 '.-1 4-1 r-I Q) ..c: Q) ttl Q) '.-1 ttl '.-1 H ttl '.-1~l3: ~E-l l3:t=l 0 p::)J-::I tJ)J-::I ~J-::I t=l~l3: Il;'~ l3:
Mean 34.366 23.878 8.939 16.95 22:95 ::23.646 11.462 17.396 14.40
Mode 36.0 25.0 8.0 16.0 23.0 25.0 11.0 17.0 15.0
Standard
Error .838 .412 .217 .584 .859 .410 .491 .496 1.661
Standard
Deviation 5.365 2.884 1.519 3.693 5.435 2.840 2.502 3.438 3.715
Median 34.75 23.667 8.650 16.214 23.25 23.357 11.214 17.125 15.5
Range 20 •.0 12.0 6.0 14.0 23.0 11.0 8.0 18.0 9.0
Maximum 43.0 31.0 13.0 25.0 34.0 29.0 16.0 29.0 17.0
Minimum 23.0 19.0 7.0 11.0 11.0 18'.0 8.0 11.0 8.0
GUILFORD Coe (Coe 1952) (Fig. 60)
Additional Reference: Bell 1960; Cambron and Hulse 1964; Coe 1964; Holland
1955.
Description: The Guilford point is a 1ancelate point which varies greatly
in length, width, and thickness. "The blade is usually excurvate but
may be nearly straight" (Cambron and Hulse 1964). The base is most
often incurvate but can be excurvate or even rounded. Coe (1964)
notes that often there is "no appreciable thinning of the base."
Distal edges are often lightly ground. Guilford points tend to be
biconvex in cross-section but are sometimes median-ridged. 'Flaking
appears to be random percussion but edges are usually made by a series
of parallel flakes being removed from both faces. In very thin specimens
this results in parallel collateral flake scars which resemble the
retouch of Plano points (like Scottsbluff, Eden, Angostura, etc.) from
the Great Plains of North America. (No connection between these types
and Guilford is suggested.) In thicker specimens this results in
FIGURE 60. Guilford. a. 38ABl32; b. 9EB285: c. 9EB208; d. 38AB35;
e. 38AN33.
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FIGURE 60. Guilford. a. 38ABl32; b. 9EB28S; c. 9EB208; d. 38AB3S;
e. 38AN33.
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parallel, conchoidal flake scars which are usually shallow and terminate
near the middle of the biface. This often accounts for the median-
ridged cross-section of some specimens.
Range: North Carolina ,South Carolina,Georgia, Virginia,Tenness.ee
Age: Middle Archaic (6000 B.P. Coe 1964).
Additional Connnent.: Cooper (n.d.) notes the similarities in form and
technique between Guilford and McKean points of the western Great Plains.
He suggests a similar typological continuum for the Piedmont as is
found on the Plains (McKean-Duncan-Hanna on the Plains and Guilford-
"Duncan"- "Hanna?'f drtheP'l:edmont). S1.lrfac.e f 1n<1830 fthelattertwo
types from Piedmont North Carolina have been examined and. the similarities
are striking. Additional discussion of this hypothesis can be found on
Duncan type description.
Metric Measurements: Table 50
TABLE 50
DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS-METRIC DATA BY TYPE
CIl N
Type CIl
-
aJ aJ l-la ~ ~ aJ H CJ"d aJGuilford ::l..c ali t=: ttl ,J:: "d.~. to .~ :B ,J:: ttlH aJ +J H,J::'M CJ +J +J~ "d 00 ::l +J~, t=: ~:s ~ 'M "d CIl ttl t=: o"d(N=54) ~~ }3~ 'M 'M 4-l H aJ ,J:: 'M~. ~ ~A 0 ~H ~~
Mean 50.449 26.·346 1.J..7l2 24.659 50.452 17.696
Mode 42.0 25.0 11.0 20.0 42.0 16.0
Standard
Error 1.605 .655 .334 .934 1.869 .777
Standard
Deviation 11.232 4.723 2.412 6.198 12.11 5.270
Median 49.750 25.278 11.167 23.5 49.5 16.357
Range 54.0 21.0 12.0 37.0 58.0 24.0
Maximum 22.0 40.0 20.0 15.0 76.0 34.0
Minimum 76.0 19.0 8.0 52.0 18.0 10.0
HALIFAX South (South 1959)
Additional Reference: Cambron and Hulse 1964; Coe 1964.
Description: The Halifax point is a small to medium-sized stennned point.
The stem is created by broad, shallow side-notches. The blade edges
are usually excurvate but can be straight or incurvate due to re-
sharpening. The notches are usually broad and shallow and continue
to the base and sometimes past it. This continuation past the base
gives "the impression of a stem ra.ther than a side...notch" (Coe 1964).
The notches are usually ground. The base is usually straight and
ground but may be slightly incurved or excurved. The point is shaped
by broad and often deep random flaking on a core or large spall of
raw material. The edges sometime display fine secondary retouch. The
notches are formed by the remo~l of two or more flakes.
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Range: North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, Virginia
Temporal Setting: Middle Archaic (5440 + 300 B.P. Coe 1964).
Metric Measurements: Table 51
TABLE 51
DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS-METRIC DATA BY TYPE
00 N
Type IS gj
-
(l) (l) fi'.I
IS ~.c ..-I C) '0 Q)Halifax ~-B ~Jl I=: I'll .c '0 .c ..-I.c Cl:l' ..-I Q) +J ..-I .c +J ,m .c
or-! b.O 'K +J ·K, .C) +J +J r:Cl '0 b.O ::l +J +J b.O +J +J +J~ I=: ~~ ~ 'r-! '0 flI m I=: 0 '0 l+-II=: (j) 1+-1'0(N=4) (l) m~ ..c 'l'"f. or-! 1+-1 ..-I Q) .c'l'"f «l' Q) ',-f ltl or-!?: H :?:. :B: ~E-i :B:AO r:Cl H tn. :B: P::l H AtI:: ::::
Mean 45.75 26.75 11.5 24.0 43.0 19.5 11.0 16.0
Mode 32.0 26.0 10.0 23.0 32.0 13.0 11.0 16.0
Standard
Error 4.871 .479 .645 .707 5.553 3.476
Standard
Deviation 9.743 .957 1.291 1.414 11.106 6,952
Median 47.5 26.5 11.5 23.5 36.5 17,5 11.0 16,0
Range 22.0 2.0 3.0 3.0 22.0 16.0 0 0
Maximum 54.0 28.0 13.0 26.0 54.0 29~0 11.0 16.0
Minimum 32.0 26.0 10.0 23.0 32.0 13.0 11,0 16.0
DUNCAN Wheeler (Wheeler 1954)
Additional Reference: Cooper n.d.; Perino 1968
Description: The "Duncan" is a medium-sized stemmed biface with indefinite
shoulders. The blade edges are usually excurvate. The shoulders are
often ill-defined and rounded but can be nearly horizontal. The
stem is usually straight with an incurvate or notched base. The cross-
section is usually biconvex but can be median~ridged. The techniques
of manufacture are similar to GUilford.
Range: Western Great Plains (Wheeler's original Duncan) North Carolina,
South Carolina, Georgia in the Piedmont.
Temporal Setting: On P1ains--Late Archaic (4450 to 2800 B.P.).
Piedmont--Middle Archaic
Additional Comment: Though Duncan is probably a poor title to use for
these bifaces due to its context in Wheeler's (1954) McKean-Duncan-
Hanna sequence t~e similarities between the types are striking. The
morphology and t~chno1ogy of the types above and the types herein
referred to as "puncan" and "Hanna" are nearly identical. In addition,
there appears tolbe a continuum in technology between Guilford and the
types herein referred to as "Duncan" and "Hanna". This "Duncan" type
is found on topographically similar sites as GUilford and in surface
associations with tools (scrapers and "crooked knives") which are
usually associated with Guilford occupations (Cooper n.d.; Cooper
and Hanchette n.d.). Whether or not this type is Duncan or the shift
..,.262....
from a lancelate form to a stemmed one followed the same pattern
independently on the Plains and in the Piedmont of North Carolina, South
Carolina, and Georgia is a problem which requires additional research
to be adequately addressed.
Metric Measurements: Table 52.
TABLE 52
DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS-METRIC DATA BY TYPE
(/) C'l
Type l3 l3 (/) -Q) Q) $-I ..-ll3 Q) ..-ltJ"O Q)
mDuncan ~.z ~..c ~ l:l l:l til ..c "0 ..c ..-l# ..ctil..-l Q)+J ..-l..c +J til ..c or-! ..c
...{ bO °H +J OM tJ +J+Jf:Q "0 bO ::l+J +J bO +J+J+J ~+J+J@ ai ~"O ~ 'M "0 (/) til l:l 0"0 1I4 l:l !il1l4"O oQ.<"O(N=2) til'H til..c oM °H 1I4 ..-l Q) ..c °H til Q) or-! .til OM $-I til°H~H :;E:¢: ~E-i :;3:00 f:QH tn:;5: ::I:lH 0::I:l:;3: P-<::I:l:;3:
Mean 44.0 22.0 10.5 .20.0 33.0 22.0 10.0 17.0 12.0
Mode 41.0 20.0 9.0 19.0 33.0 20.0 6.0 16.0 9.0
Standard
Error 5.0 2.0 1.50 1.0 0 2.0 4.0 1.0 3.0
Standard
Deviation 4.243 2.828 2.121 1.141 0 2.828 5.657 1.414 4.243
Median 44.0 22.0 10.5 20.0 33.0 22.0 10.0 17.0 12.0
Range 6.0 4.0 3.0 2.0 0 4.0 8.0 2.0 6.0
Maximum 47.0 24.0 12.0 21.0 0 24.0 14.0 18.0 15.0
Minimum 41.0 20.0 9.0 19.0 0 20.0 6.0 16.0 9.0
HANNA Wheeler (Wheeler 1954)
Additional Reference: Cooper n.d.; Perino 1968
Description: Hanna isa medium-sized stemmed bifacewith a lanceolate
blade and a lobed or "fish-tailed" stem. The blade edges may be
straight or excurvate. The shoulders are very definite and maybe
horizontal, tapered, or inversely tapered. The stem is narrower than
the blade and usually expanded. The base ~ay be incurved or notched.
The incurving of the base creates the lobed or "fish-tailed" appearance
of the stem. The CrOss-section is biconvex or median-ridged. The
flaking and technique of manufacture appear to be identical to Guilford
and "Duncan".
Range: Western Great Plains, North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia
Temporal Setting: Late Archaic
Additional Comment: "Hanna" projectile points and tools (see Additional
Comments "Duncan" type description, have been found on sites in
Piedmont North Carolina which are similar topographically to Savannah
River occupations but appear to be technologically related to "Duncan"
and Guilford.
Metric Measurement: Table 53
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TABLE 53
DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS-METRIC DATA BY TYPE
til N
Type til -Q) Q) I,.!.
5,c 5 5 ~ r-l CJ'O Q)Hanna t=l CI1 ,c '0IS +J 1S,c S~ ,c CI1r-l Q) +J r-l,c
oM flO 'M +J .;-lCJ +J +Jrx:l '0 flO ;::l+J
@ t=l X '0 X .;-1 '0 til CI1 t=l 0'0(N=2) Q) CI1 ';-1 CI1,c ';-l oM tH r-l Q) .c .;-l~...:l ::<:::s: ~H :S:AO rx:l...:l (f}:S:
Mean 38.5 21.0 8.0 18.5 37.0 17.0
Mode 38.0 18.0 6.0 17.0 37.0 17.0
Standard
Error .50 3.0 2.0 1.5
Standard
Deviation .707 4.243 2.828 2.121
Median 38.5 21.0 8.0 18.5 37.0 17.0
Range 1.0 6.0 4.0 3.0 0 0
Maximum 39.0 24.0 10.0 20.0
Minimum 38.0 18.0 6.0 17 .0
SAVANNAH RIVER STEMMED Coe (Coe 1964) (Fig. 61)
Additional Reference: Cambron and Hulse 1964; Chapman 1977; Claflin 1931;
Cross 1941; Kneberg 1956.
Description: The Savannah River stemmed is a medium to large stemmed
biface. The blade edges may be straight or excurvate. The shoulders
are usually horizontal but may be tapered or inversely tapered. The
shoulders are usually horizontal but may be tapered or inversely
tapered. The stem is most often straight but can be tapered with
incurving lateral edges. The basal edge is usually incurved but can
be straight. The cross-section is usually biconvex but can be flattened
or plano-convex. These bifaces are often very thin despite their
large size. Retouching is done in a random manner producing large
shallow flake scars. Debitage often appears to have been "peeled"
away from the biface. Minor secondary retouching producing small
shallow scars was employed to shape the stem and to "smooth out
irregularities along the sides" (Coe 1964). The base is usually
thinned by the removal of several small flakes. Preforms appear to
have been large conchoidal flakes which were thinned by "peeling"
away broad, shallow flakes. The base of the biface was apparently
oriented near the platform of the flake·. Specimens were noted
which were either unfinished or left with this portion of the
platform unmodified.
'Range: eastern North America.
Temporal Setting: Late Archaic to Early Woodland
Additional Comment: Savannah River Stemmed bifaces are found throughout
easternNS?t'th America in a Late Archaic setting. There are many names,
as pointed by Coe (1964), for this type depending upon the geographic
location of the specimen. When found in an Early Woodland context, these
bifaces tend to be smaller and not as well made.
Metric Measurements: Table 54
FIGURE 61. Savannah River. a. 38AB126; b. 9EB76; c. 38AB288; d. 38AB149.
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TABLE 54
DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS-METRIC DATA BY TYPE
Type Ul N
Savannah Ul -Q) Q) l-i .--I13 § ~ .--Itl'O Q) CllRiver ~'5 §.e:: s:: Cll .e:: '0 .e:: .--I 1313~ .e:: Cll.--l Q)+J .--I.e:: +J Cll .e:: -r-l .e::
-r-l bl) -r-l +J -r-l tl +J+J,o 'Obl) ::l +J +J bl) +J+J+J X +J +J
X s:: X'O X -r-l '0 Ul Cll s:: 0'0 4-l s:: Ul4-l'O o 4-l '0
(N=127) ~~ ~-r-l Cll.e:: -r-l -r-l 4-l .--I Q) .e:: -r-l Cll Q) -r-l Cll -r-l l-i Cll -r-l.:?; ~H :?;oo t:ClH U):?; ::qH o::q:?; p..::q:?;
Mean 52.806 34.571 11.156 26.510 40.19 34.05 14.357 20.622 17.018
Mode 43.0 33.0 9.0 28.0 45.0 29.0 10.0 17.0 18.0
Standard
Error 1.139 .544 .238 .674 1.063 .576 .445 358 .405
Standard
Deviation 11.560 5.940 2.629 6.878 10,893 6,279 4.767 3.767 4.262
Median 52.25 34.083 10.944 26.75 39,6 33.714 13 .462 20.179 16.846
Range 60.0 27.0 12,0 39.0 56.0 37,0 32.0 19.0 30.0
Maximum 84.0 49.0 18.0 48.0 67.0 49.0 38.0 33.0 40.0
Minimum 24.0 22.0 6.0 9.0 11.0 12.0 6.0 14.0 10.0
ADENA, Bell (Bell 1958) (Fig. 62)
Additional Reference: Cambron and Hulse 1964; Cambron and Waters 1961;
DeJarnette, Kurjack, and Cambron 1962; Kneberg 1956; Webb and Baby 1957.
Description: The Adena point is a relatively large stemmed biface with
an excurvate blade and a broad rounded stem. The blade at times may
be almost straight with an acute distal end. Cambron and Hulse
define two Adena types, Adena and Adena narrow stemmed. These types
are "lumped" together in this discussion. The shoulders are we1l-
defined and may be horizontal or tapered with occasional weak barbs.
The stem is Iiapproximately semiova1 in outline" (Bell 1958) and can
displaY light grinding or smoothing. In cross-section, Adena points
are bi-convex and are generally thin despite their broad width.
Flaking appears to be random percussion Flaking often producin~la6ge
flake scars which are at times nearly collateral. Edges are pro..,..
duced by secondary flaking with some fine retouch.
Range: Ohio, Kentucky, Indiana, West Virginia, 'Perl.NJylvania,
Tennessee, Alabama, North Carolina Georgia, and New York,
Age: Early Woodland (2700-1150 B.P.) (Webb and Baby 1957) or Late Archaic
(2200±250 B.P.) Kneberg (1956) associates Adena with the Late Archaic
cultures of Tennessee and more recent radiocarbon dates show the latest
date for Adena as being 2200±250 years B.P. (Michigan) also, the
similarities of flaking techniques to that of Savannah River and the occur..,..
rence of Adena points on similar sites in North Carolina (Cooper and
Derting n.d.) tend to suggest a Late Archaic setting for the Adena point.
Metric Measurements: Table 55
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FIGURE 62. Adena. a. 9EB208; b. 9EB306; c. 38AN8; d. 9EB76; e. Adena tool,
9EB76; f. 9EB28.
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TABLE 55
DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS-METJR.IC DATA BY TYPE
00 N
00
-<!l <!l l-l r-lType §..c:
m..c: m]
r-ltJ'O <!l .~..c:~~ ..c: '0 ..c: r-lAdena S +J <!l+J r-l..c: +J ell ..c: ..c:
'M 00 'M +J oM tJ +J+Jp:j '000 ::l+J +J0ll +J+J+J ~ +J +J~ r:: X'O ~ 'M '0 00 ell r:: 0'0 4-1 r:: 004-1'0 04-1'0
(N-12) ell <!l ell 'M ell..c: 'M 'M 4-1 r-l <!l ..c: 'M ell <!l oM ell'M l-l ell 'M:;a:...:l :;a:::;: :;a:H ::;:100 p:j...:l 00::;: lJ::l...:l AlJ::l::;: ,:l.ilJ::l::;:
MEAN 1'1.583 33.583 11.25 26.5 42.417 33.083 16.75 23.0 23.667
MODE 42.0 31.0 12.0 24.0 38.0 31. 0 14.0 21.0 15.0
STANDARD
ERROR 2.898 1. 734 .479 1.631 2.778 1.559 1.060 1.610 8.667
STANDARD
DEVIATION 10.040 6.007 1.658 5.649 9.624 5.401 3.671 5.576 15.011
MEDIAN 60.5 32.5 11. 750 26.5 44.5 32.5 16.5 21.25 21.5
RANGE 37.0 23.0 5.0 21.0 28.0 21.0 12.0 22.0 26.0
MAXIMUM 79.0 46.0 13.0 36.0 59.0 44.0 22.0 39.0 41.0
MINIMUM 42.0 23.0 8.0 15.0 21.0 23.0 10.0 17.0 15.0
BADIN, Coe (Coe 1964)
Description: The Badin crude triangular, as it is called by Coe (1964), is a
large, roughly-made triangular point. The blade usually has st}'alight edge1:l
b~t'can be,e.xcurvate. The base is most oft:en iricurvate(and thinned but-
can be straight. There is no evidence of basal gridding reported on any
sp~cimen$ 'i'.. Iii cross....sectibu,. Badin points "range cfrombiconve.xKtt!~piano""median"""
ridged. Manufacture appears to have been by direct percussion in a very random
manner with very little secondary flaking or edge retouch. This results in
broad, shallow scars.
Range: Georgia, South Carolina, North Carolina, Virginia.
Age: Early Woodland--associated with the first appearance of cord and fabric
marked pottery on the southern Piedmont.
Additional Comment: Coe (1964) notes the similarities between Badin and Holland's
"Type C, Triangular" (Holland 1955) from Virginia as well as his own Roanoke
large triangular (Coe 1964). See also description of Yadkin points.
Metric Measurements: Table 56
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TABLE 56
DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS-METRIC DATA BY TYPE
rJl N
rJl _~(J) l-I .-IType 9.0 ~.o 9 (J) .-IU'\:l (J) ttl.o~~ .0 '\:l .0 .-I o~Badin o~ ~ s] (J) ~ .-1.0 ~ ttl .0 .0°ri ~ °ri (J ~HP=l '\:lbO ;:l~ ~ bO ~~~ ~ ~ ~
~ m ~'\:l ~ °ri '\:lOO ttl !=l O'\:l tH !=l rJl4-l'\:l o tH '\:lttl °ri ttl.o ori H 4-l .-I (J) .0 ori ~~ ori ttl or-! l-I ~ 'ri(N=3) ~.-4 ;:;::::s: ;:;::H ::S:~ 0 P=l.-4 oo::s: ~lJ:l::S: p.., ::s:
MEAN $1.0 27.667 12.0 21. 333 34.333 28.667
MODE 33.0 29.0 10.0 20.0 13.0 25.0
STANDARD
ERROR 4.041 1.333 1.528 .882 10.682 2.028
STANDARD
DEVIATION 7.0 2.309 2.646 1.528 18.502 3.512
MEDIAN 44.0 28.0 11.0 21.0 44.0 29.0
RANGE 13.0 4.0 5.0 3.0 33.0 7.0
MAXIMUM 46.0 29.0 15.0 23.0 48.0 32.0
MINIMUM 33.0 25.0 10.0 20.0 13.0 25.0
YADKIN LARGE TRIANGULAR Coe (Coe 1964) (Fig. 63)
Additional Reference:
Description: The Yadkin large ttiangu1ar projectile point is a small to
medium-sized triangular biface. The blade edges are usually straight or
incurvate but can be slightly excurvate. The base is most often straight
or incurvate. but can be slightly excurvate. The base is usually incurvate
but can be straight. Often the base is deeply incurved creating long thin
~uff1G1G~~ (A variant frequently observed has excurved blade edges, and
shallow side-notches which sometimes give these bifaces a stemmed appearance,
and usually a staaight base.) Initial random flaking produces small, narrow
flake scars. Fine retouching is often employedtoo thin and sharpen the blade
edges.
Range: Georgia to New England
Temporal Setting: Early to Middle Woodland
Additional Comment: Coe (1964) notes the similarities between Yadkin and his
Roanoke Large Triangular (the small variety) and the Camp Creek and Nolichucky
types from Tennessee (Kneberg 1956; Lewis and Kneberg 1957). There are also
questions as to the relationship between Yadkin and Badin. It has been con-
jectured Badin triangular points are merely Yadkins at some unfinished stage.
Coe (1974) notes the similarities but discards this hypothesis due to the
indifferent manufacturing techniques. Additional research is necessary to
adequately address this problem.
Metric Measurements: Table 57
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FIGURE 63. Yadkin. a. 9EB92; b. 9EB260; c. 9EB384; d. 38AB12; e. 38AB36;
f. 38AN6; g. 9EB92; h. 38AB255.
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TABLE 57'
DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS-METRIC D~:rA BY TYPE
rJl C'l
Type rJl -Q) Q) $-I .-I~.e:: ~ ~ Q) .-ItJ'O Q) CllYadkin 13] !=l Cll .e:: '0 ..d .-I 13
.e::.~ t'o 13.e:: .e:: Cll.-l Q) ~ .-I.e:: ~ ell ,.d 'r-!'r-! ~ 'r-! tJ ~~~ '0 bO ::l ~ ~bO ~ ~ ~ ~~~
@ !=l ~'O ~ 'r-! '0 rJl Cll !=l 0'0 4-l !=l rJl4-l'O o 4-l '0(N=37) Q) ttl'r-! ttl.e:: 'r-! 'r-! 4-l .-I Q) .e:: 'r-! ttl Q) 'r-! ~'r-! ~~;;:E:...:l ;:E:~ ;:E:E-I ~A 0 ~...:l tI.l~ ::X::...:l A i3:
MEAN 39.963 26.629 9.081 18.704 37.731 26.788
MODE 33.0 27.0 7.0 18.0 33.0 27.0
STANDARD
ERROR 2.456 .776 .724 .718 1.6 .788
STANDARD
DEVIATION 12.760 4.590 4.406 3.729 8.156 4.526
MEDIAN 39.667 40.0 8.188 18.667 37.5 26.857
RANGE 66.0 22.0 4.0 17.0 37.0 22.0
MAXIMUM 90.0 40.0 10.0 26.0 61.0 40.0
MINIMUM 24.0 18.0 6.0 9.0 24.0 18.0
PEE DEE PENTAGONAL Coe (Coe 1964)
Description: The Pee Dee pentagonal is a small pentagonal biface. The blade
edges are usually parallel and then straight to the end but can be straight
and divergent from the break or taper ill .fromthe,baseanq tl1'¢ll b~
straight ttothe distal end,. The'brea.k in '<t~ t>lade eqgesil? ,t,l§~allY
verYd!afiUtt:e but isoo€asiSmal1y ]ff.)Wlded.... SOllletimes only onee!J1ge
"breaks"r.esultiJi).~ in q. fou:l:'--side~ bifl1l.ce,· but 't.:he p<u:d_c .1llO;r;p.:hQ:J..P"W :is
usually still visible. The base may be straight or concave. The cross-
section is usually plano-convex but may be biconvex or occasionally flattened.
The initial retouch leaves irregular, random flake scars which are often shal-
low and narrow. Occasionally there is fine secondary retouching along the
blade edges. These bifaces often appear "carelessly made" (Coe 1964) but the
flaking is at times very expedient. These points are made on a thin prmmary
flake and reflect the curvature of the original flake. Coe has said that these
bifaces often appear to be "carelessly made~' (1964), but the point here is not
one of the maker's intention or ability, .~ ¥J\,t$r,·~ne~'flmjnattioni.>Qtf0!r~?t:ouch
flake scars shows that this attribute exhibits great variability, especially
when this is contrasted with Archaic lithic technologies.
Range: North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia.
Temporal Setting: Late Woodland to Mississippian
Additional Connnent: Coe (1964) notes the similarities between Pee Dee and
pentagonals found in Virginia by Holland (1955) and Miller (1949).
Metric Measurements: Table 58
TABLE 58
DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS-METRIC DATA BY TYPE
en C'l
en ........ (I) (I) 1-1 r-fType ~:5 ~.d § (I) r-f (,)"0 (I) .~Pee Dee a..G s:: ctl ..c "0 ..c r-f..s::: ctlr-f (I) -1-1 r-f..c: -1-1 ctl ..c: ..c
'1"'100 'r-l -1-1 'r-l (,)
-1-1 -I-Irxl "000 :::l -1-1 -1-1 00 -1-1 -1-1 -1-1 I< -1-1 -1-1I< r:: 1<"0 I< 'r-l "0 en ctl s:: .g~ l.H s:: til l.H "0 o l.H "0(N'H) ctl (I) ctl'r-l ctl,.s::: 'r-l 'r-l l.H r-f (I) ctl (I) 'r-l ctl 'r-l 1-1 ctl -r-l~...:l ~l?: ~E-l l?:Ao J:tl...:l tI'J;:3:: ::d...:l A::dl::: ~::d::S:
MEAN 23.0 9.0 23.0 6.0 17.0 13.0
MODE 23.0 9.0 23.0 6.0 17.0 13.0
STANDARD
ERROR
STANDARD
DEVIATION
MEDIAN 23.0 9.0 23.0 6.0 17.0 13.0
IWfGE 0 0 0 0 0 0
MAXIMUM
MINIMUM
CARAWAY, Coe (Coe 1937)
Additional Rlilference: Coe 1964
Description: These are small triangular points. The blade edges may be
Straight, excurv,~e, or incurvate. The base is either straight or slightly
incurvate. M~nufacture is by random percussion and pressure flaking usually
on a previously unmodified flake. This often results in plano~edian-ridged,
plano-convex, and/or concave-convex cross-sections as well as "curved" or
"bent" projectile points.
Range: North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia.
Age: Late Woodland to Historic.
Additional Cotnment: These points are quite similar to other small triangulars
found throughout the southern Piedmont as well as the eastern United States.
Coe (1964) notes the sim.ilarieies between the Caraway type and his Pee Dee
triangular (Coe 1964--Pee Dee Triangulars have deeply incurved bases with
incurvate blades and serrations) and his Clarksville Small Triangl1lar (Coe1964...-Clarksville Small Triangulars are :~t;1ch$JllaiLIE:}"l" t~~~1!),~""'J::at'aw~y
Triangulars).
Metric Measurements: Table 59
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TABLE 59
DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS-METRIC DATA BY TYPE
UJ N
Type S,.c:: UJ -OJ OJ l-i ..-lS S OJ ..-lCJ'C:l OJ ell~] ~ ell ,.c: 'C:l ,.c: ..-l o~Caraway S +J s,.c: ,.c: ell..-l OJ +J ..-l,.c: +J ell ,.c:: ,.c:
or-! bO or-! +J or-! CJ +J+J1Xl 'C:lbO Cl +J +JbO +J+J+J ~ +J +J
~ ~ ~'C:l ~ or-! 'C:l UJ ell s:: O'C:l li-l s:: UJli-l'C:l o li-l 'C:l
(N=7) ell OJ ell or-! ell,.c: or-! or-! li-l ..-l OJ ,.c:: or-! ell OJ or-f ell or-! l-i ell -r-!::<::1-.:1 ::<:::s: ::<::E-i :S:I=lO IXlI-.:I tI.l:S: l:C1-.:I 1=ll:C:S: P-Il:C:S:
MEAN 21.6 18.857 4.857 11.8 21.6 19.0
MODE 23.0 16.0 4.0 12.0 23.0 16.0
STANDARD
ERROR 1.122 .884 .595 1~80 1.122 1.033
STANDARD
DEVIATION 2.510 2.340 1.574 4.025 2.510 2.530
MEDIAN 22.75 19.0 4.40 11.5 22.75 19.5
RANGE 6.0 6.0 4.0 11.0 6.0 6.0
MAXIMUM 24.0 22.0 8.0 18.0 24.0 22.0
MINIMUM 18.0 16.0 4.0 7.0 18.0 16.0
MISSISSIPPIAN TRIANGULAR
Additional Reference: Dickens 1976; Keel 1976
Description: Mississippian Triangular points are small triangular points
often displaying expedient manufacturing techniques. The blade edges are
usually straight or incurvate but can be excurvate. The edges are often
serrated. The base is usually incurved but may be straight or rarely
excurvate. When the base is incurved the auricles are often quite sharp.
The cross-section may be biconvex or plano-convex. These points appear
to have been made on thin flakes. Initial flaking leaves broad, random
flake scars. Retouch along the edges is often fine leaving small, shallow,
and at times parallel flake scars. More often this fine retouch is absent.
Thin flakes appear to have been retouched sufficiently to provide the de-
sirea.¢dg~s. This e~pediei).ey is like th~t noted for the PeePeeP~t!tagona1.
Range: North Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee, Georgia
Temporal Setting: Mississippian (Late Woodland to Historic 950-300 B.P.
Dickens 1976)
Additional Comment: Dickens (1976) notes the similarities between his Piigah
phase Mississippian traangulars and points associated with Dallas components
in Tennessee (Webb 1938), Woodside components in Kentucky (Dunnell, Hanson,
and Hardesty 1971), and PeeDee in North Carolina (Coe 1964}. Of interest is
Coe's Pee Dee Triangular type which is often serrated with incurving blade
edges and an incurved base (Coe 1964).
MetricM~asurements: Table 60
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TABLE 60
DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS-METRIC DATA BY TYPE
18.019.011.020.515.010.015.020.015.0
(N=4)
MEAN
Type § ..0
Mississippian .~ to
~ I::iC\l Q)
~...:t
MODE 15.0 14.0 10.0 10.0 15.0 14.0 11.0 19.0 18.0
STANDARD
ERROR 6.50 5.0 6.50
STANDARD
DEVIATION 9.192 7.071 9.192
MEDIAN 15.0 20.5 15.0 10.0 15.0 20.5 11.0 19.0 18.0
RANGE o 13.0 10.0 0 0 13.0 o o 0
MAXIMUM 27.0 20.0 27.0
MINIMUM 14.0 10.0 14.0
POTENTIALLY DIAGNOSTIC BIFACES (Figs, 64 and 65, Table 61).
This category includes a number of different types covering broad temporal
spans. Some of these types are listed below with their frequency of occurrence
and reference to the type description. These types are considered to be
tentative at present.
SWANNANOA STEMMED (Keel 1976) Early Woodland n = 42
PLOTT SHORT STEMMED (Keel 1976) Early Woodland n = 14
SNYDERS (Montet-White 1968) Early to Middle Woodland n - 2
ECUSTA (Cambron and Hulse 1964; Chapman 1977) Early Archaic - possibly
related to Kirk n =33.
UNIDENTIFIED n = 76.
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FIGURE 64.
e. 38AN65;
Potentially Diagnostic.
f. 9EB216; g. 9EB76.
8. 38ABl4; b. 9EB92; c. 9EB2l9; d. 38AN8;
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FIGURE 65.
d. 38AB36;
Potentially diagnostic.
g. 38AB19; f. 38AN7.
a. 38AB20; b. 38AB27; c. 38AB191;
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,TABLE 61
Type 00 C'l
00 ....... G.l G.l l-l ,.....jPotentially S E E~ ,.....j ()"tI (]) IIIDiagnostic ~ '5 s:l III ..c: "tI ,.....j Ss..c: S,.lo:l ..c:1ll,.....j (]) +J ,.....j..c:
..c: III ..c: OM ..c:OM 00 OM +J OM () +J+J,.Cl 't:I 00 ;:!+J +J+J +J+J+J ~ +J +J(n = 137) ~ s:l ~~ ~ OM "tI 00 III s:l O't:l 4-l"tl 004-l't:l 0 4-l't:lIII (]) OM OM 4-1 ,.....j G.l ..c: OM III OM OM III OM l-l III OM~...:I ~:3: ~~ :3:t=lo i=Cl...:l 00:3: J:t:l:3: t=lJ:t:l:3: Po< J:t:l:3:
MEAN 38.48 24.351 9.622 19.612 31. 008 22.766 10.319 16.244 14.265
MODE 34.0 20.0 9.0 17.0 28.0 20.0 10.0 15.0 15.0
STANDARD
ERROR 1.034 .592 .507 .494 1.130 .438 .589 .631 .359
STANDARD
DEVIATION 11.571 6.855 5.891 5.433 12.486 4.959 6.258 6.882 3.623
MEDIAN 36.438 23.227 9.012 18.875 28.5 22.25 9.739 15.481 14.605
RANGE 91.0 67.0 67.0 32.0 75.0 38.0 66.0 74.0 23.0
MAXIMUM 95.0 81.0 71.0 33.0 85.0 39.0 70.0 81.0 28.0
MINIMUM 4.0 14.0 4.0 1.0 10.0 1.0 4.0 7.0 5.0
Cerami.cAnalysis
From 110 sites in or near the Russell Project area, 2291 pieces of
prehistorically fired clay were analyzed. The purpose of this section is
to describe and justify the procedures used during the analysis. Separate
sections below will provide more detailed descriptions of these artifli.cts
and will relate them to better-known ceramic sequences in nearby areas.
General Contexv and Guidelines of the Analysis
The·,.~~~~~~rc~.o SQl.f;t.lJ,e~$tJS~.~p.ar.efle,Q19,~¥:rq\1:tcJ~J.Yl~t'ns;.t~:t~~};'~ic
sequences constitute the culture-historica! frameWork tor preffIst~tians
from the time of their first appearance in the local arclie0lot-:i::cal record
until historic times. To a large extent tliis reflects tlie <'rVerwIielllling
domination of ceramics in the assemBlages of many 0f tIl.&s:tratiti:e.d siteS'
first excavated. Setzler and Jennings (19.4l} 391 recoverEid an estimated
250,000 sherds from the well-known Peachtree site during the era of
Depression make-work projects. In addition, relatively firm and clear....
cut sequences of projectile points, such as Coe Cl9.64)nas recovered for
the Archaic of North Carolina are not availaBle for the Southeast at
the later times when ceramics were being made.
In the historical context of Southeastern archeology our ceramic
collections are unusual. For the Russell area, as for the South Carolina
Piedmont generally (House and Ballenger 1976: 74; Goodyear, Ackerly, and
House n.d.), ceramics are poorly represented relative to the broad category
of lithic artifacts. The survey-oriented methods of these studies are
partly responsible111:sc~t.as >t;hey 'l!:!ontrtiast~. wit;hdthe :hntf:ln~1bYeJex~~~
tions of earlier times. Also, the relative under-representation of
ceramics must reflect the endeavor of contemporary archeology to study
all remains of past behavior without the emphasis on the large, dense
sites which, perhaps necessarily, haunted those whose pioneering efforts
were largely directed at questions pf;chronology. Magn:i.f)!illl:jtl1ene:otlt:~1lual
importance of our ceramic collections is the archeologically unknown
character of the project area. We are impelled to be diligent in our
search for chronological inf~rmation despite the refractory nature of
the ceramic material in this respect.
One specific problem with the Russell sample of ceramics is the small
sample size, whether this is thought of in reference to the project as
a whole (2291 sherds), or is considered in relation to the individual
sites (average sherd count of 21). Reaction to this problem has been
twofold. First, the use of presence/absence information has been emphasized
in the place of frequency data. This type of characterization is much
less susceptible to distortmons arising from extreme biases of sampling.
In the second place, explicit attention has been given to the degree
of weathering--hence, degree of confidence of ascription--exhilited by
the sherds. Every effort has been made to extract information from
damaged fragments, as when a sherd has been assigned to the "unidentified
but formerly decorated" category. Explicit residual categories may fore-
stall the use of the plain ware category as an analytical dumping ground
and the consequent loss of information.
Archeological ignorance of the project area has had the most important
general influence on the course of analysis. Classification of the ceramics
with regard to the vital concern of dating thus depends on better known
sequences from nearby areas where stratified sites and even absolute dates
are available. The relatively imprecise procedure of typological cross-
dating is the basis for our chronological framework (Fig. 18). Responses
to this problem have been several: (1) A generally conservative approach
was adopted to "typing" or otherwise classifying the ceramics. This has
entailed the extensive use of merely descriptive categories (for example,
"simple stamped category I") in the frequent case that decorative techniques
and/or designs were not distinct enough to be pinned down to one period
in an areal sequence, or even one general time period crosscutting regional
sequences. (2) Since cultural affiliations of the Russell Project area
are unknown, data from several areas in the general vicinity of the pro-
ject have had to be considered (Fig. 18). (3) Finally, the level of pre-
cision which is attempted by the culture-historical classif~cations is
much lower than would be desirable in an area where excavations have
previously allowed radiometric and stratigraphic definitions of cultural
assemblages. One example of this is the common inability to subdivide
the ceramq.:tperiod of prehistory using ceramic data; of 109 project sites
yielding pottery, only 40 may be assigned to Woodland or Mississippian
occupations specifically.
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Intrasite spatial control of artifact provenience, while attempted
by our survey, was generally poor due to dense ground cover. In addi-
tion, collection methods of thepprevious surveys, which=are reported
incompletely or not at all, apparently did not make intrasite distinc-
tions; these surveys made the original collections at 50.5% of all
ceramic-bearing sites in the Russell inventory of sites. While it is
not suggested here than any imposition of fine spatial controls to
surface collections from the project area is futile, it is felt that
data from this survey were excessively affected ;y vagaries of ground-
exposing environmental factors and by small sample size. Thus data from
all proveniences of a given site are lumped in our artifact analyses.
The fundamental definition of a data base for analysis of artifacts
is the set of all the artifacts which were considered. As the ceramic
materials were analyzed independently of other classes of artifaets,
the data base differs somewhat from other categories of analysis, and
needs specifications. Archeological work related to the Russell Project
has been going on for nearly a decade, with four distinct episodes of
field work (Hutto 1970; Hemmings 1970; for John Combes' work or for further
details, see the section above on methods of survey). Hutto's Georgia
collections, and the excavated material from Beaver Dam Creek Mound
(9EB85) were loaned to us by the University of Georgia Laboratory of
Archaeology in Athens. Artifacts reco"\1~~d pybheS$l(;).'tttlb. .l@a;'l';d]'i_sS\tl~
of Hemmings and Combes were available at the Institute of Archeology and
Anthropology in Columbia, South Carolina. All of the prehistoric ceramics
present in these collections were analyzed, with the exception of those
derived from the excavation of site 9EB85. The availability of a published
report with analysis on this important cultural resource (Lee 1976, Appendix)
and time constraints limited the analyzed sample from this site to artifacts
from survey work.
Sites analyzed, along with general results of the analysis, are
listed as Appendix D of this report. It should be noted that 22 sites
reported before our survey by Hutto, Hemmiggs, or Combes are marked by
an asterisk. These sites were not in the project area as it was defined
at the time of the most recent survey, or they could not be relocated
in 1977, and are, therefore, omitted from consideration elsewhere in this
report. Collections from them were available, however, and were considered
in our ceramic analysis to increase the sample and the variability represent-
ed. Connestee types (Keel 1976~1 ~6rb~xample, probably would not have been
recognized from the most recent·survey--though present at site 9EB259 on the
bank of the Savannah--without this strengthening of the collections.
Only the revisited sites at which we are confident of identification are
tabulated in Appendix A. Given this, and the lamentably small sample sizes,
artifacts from sites collected by previous surveys were merged with 1977
collections for the purposes of this analysis •
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GeneraZ Characterization of Prehistoric Ceramics
All of these. artifacts derive frompro!Eesssil~~~l archeoJzo~ica1 3urvey
worlt OlE so:HaCeQili/;.lectiOl1u~f~nmtet1tr~;l1ear1y all Hare from surface coB:
1ections.aTh.thotlgh a~ew'werefodnd litiJ.ri';\ng the 1imitieettest:i;ng procedu:ees
which the 1977 survey, or previous ones, were able to undertake. At
least two factors severely limit the utility of this class of artifacts
in addressing the relevant problems of prehistoric behavior. The first
is the extremely limited and nonrepresentative nature of the collections,
and this of course, affects all classes of artifacts and not just the
ceramics. The cleared-ground collection strategy, which shortages of
time and money forced on the survey, was the prime cause of this dif-
ficulty. Here it may merely be noted that the ceramic sample from
those sites yielding ceramics averaged 21 pieces. The second factor
limiting the usefulness of the ceramics was their deteriorated condi-
tion. Nearly all external surfaces were more or less weathered, and
distinguishing decorative techniques on badly abraded surfaces ,was a .
challenge. Average sherd size was extremely small, and this made: i'de:e:tifi-
cations which depend on discriminating complicated stamped designs difficult.
Nearly all of the "diagnostic" ceramics were those which had been
carved-paddle stamped and thus belonged to the South Appalachian pottery
tradition of the extreme Southeast (Caldwell 1958: 34) whose temporal
distribution is from Middle Wooi1and times onward. The exceptions to
this rule from tae collections were the relatively few sherds which
exhibited fabrmc mmpressions, cord marking, and such rare techniques as
punctation, incising, or cornbob impression. Considering temRer~if
temper was indeed consciously added to the paste of the ceramics, sand
appears to have been the choice over 99% of the time.
The \Tast bulk (98.4%) of the prehistoric fired clay originated in
the form dlf pottery vessels or oontainers, although 7.2% of these pot-
wierds were spared further analysis due to thetr deteriorated condition.
Appendix D specifies the residual artifacts. Most of these were amorphous
lumps of fired clay of unknown function, although a few may have been small
eroded historic brickbats.
Procedures of AnaZysis
After all sherds were labeled by provenience, they were considered
as one group for analysis. This was done for three reasons. Given the
small size of pottery collections from individual sites, this increased
the number of observations to the ppint that there was hope of seeing
patterning, such as covariation of attributes. The lumping procedure
also led to economies of effort in that one analysis was performed and
recorded, instead of 110, one for each siee. A third factor was that
biases due to prior knowledge of provenience were avoided in the examination
of ceramics (Stoltman 1974: 62). Drawbacks of the lumping procedure were
the absolute necessity of labeling sherds before any work could be done,
and the need to re-sort categories by site for final tabulation •
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Prehistoric ceramics were first determined to be sherds--fragments
of vessels made from fired clay--or not. Daub, formless pieces, and unique
shapes were separated. The potsherds remaining were rejected for further
analysis if one or both original surfaces were totally eroded or if they
were so small (IlIll'lttE)llttrU1l.teIt~cn:ili'.k.el,.;r;iz'e.el: £estJg lailtio ·~~·Uft,t1n~§'b~e as a
guide to any aspect of the original pot. Sherds which appeared to be
plain, if body sherds, were classified by both grain size of tempering
sand and surface texture.~b1'illhh\'1e~." the very assignment of sherds to a
"plain" category, and the judgment of surface texture, were heavily
influenced by the unknown nature and degree of weathering processes to
which a given sherd has been sugjected. Provision of a category of surface-
treated but unidentifiable sherds was designed tokkeep the plain categorjes
from becoming merely residual dumping grounds. If plain sherds derived y
from the rim zone of a pot, they were further classified as simple rims,
or as elaborated in the event that folding or applique techniques
appeared to have been used (Figs. 66, 67, 68, 69). Further breaHdowns of
rims were more or less morphological; these, as will be seen, have
mainly descriptive significance except for some categories of elaborated
rims, which may be diagnostic of Mississippian period subdivisions.
Non-plain surfaced sherds were not broken down initially into a
body-rim dichotomy, so that any associations of surface treatment
technique and rim forms would be more evident. They were instead simply
classified by surface finish, which is to say, in this part of the South-
east, by modifications of the still-plastic surface which do not have
obvious functional significance. General descriptive categories of
surface finish were further divided into the formal types of Southeastern
archeology only in relatively rare instances of better preservation.
For most types, the identification depended on design elements of com-
plicated stamping which appeared to be distinctive of a given time
period in a nearby area. Non-plain categories used in our classification
are listed below.
Typed categories:
Deptford Check Stamped (Waucho~e 1966: 48-52)
Deptford Linear Check Stamped (Griffin and Sears 1950)
(The above types may perhaps also be referred to corresponding
"Cartersville" types of north Georgia never rully defined by
Caldwell (1952, 1958: 45). In the absence of such a definition,
the identification given here is preferred.)
Connestee Simple Stamped (Keel 1976a: 252)
Connestee Plain (Keel 1976a: 254)
Connestee Check Stamped (Keel 1976a) 254)
Connestee Fabric Impressed (Keel 1976a: 254)
Early Swift Creek (Complicated) Stamped (Wauchope 1966: 54-57)
Etowah (Complicated) ,$allDl1llpad'~WS1Qhhppei~6~: M.:;z~(;);;~f. 'fS/§l3.~s 1:~~8:
189-190) .,
Savannah (Complicated) Stamped (Caldwell and McCann 1941: 45; W
Wauchope 1966: 77-79)
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APPLI ED PELLETS
Two pellets hove dropped off the sherd at right (from site 38A834), Only port of
the sherd is illustrated.
APPLIED RIM STRIP (FILLET)
Sherd second from right (from site 9EB414) hos been pinched (finger impressed). On
the sherd at for right, the rim strip has been hollow reed impressed (punetoledj
from site 38ABI75).
..
RIVETED NODES
A modeled rivet is inserted into a prepared depression, and then punctated. At for
right is an overstamped complicoted stamped sherd (from Fort Watson, 38CRlj
Ferguson 1973, 1975) with an elaborated rim. This technique has not been observed
from the project area.
FIGURE 66. Rim decorations.
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COLLARED RIM
Addition of cloy to top interior of lip. Collared rim sherd with vertical inCISiOns IS
shown at far right (from site 38ABI751. Rim profiles after Dickens (1976: Fig. 1St
THICKENED RIM
Addition of I or 2 strips of cloy to interior. Rim profiles ofter Dickens (1976: Fig. 18).
.. ,. ::;-...
• h •••~ .:~ " ..: •••• <.-r; '.,:(}
,(r'o
FOLDED RIM
Folded rim sherd shown at far right (from site 9E8387).
FIGURE 67. Specialized rims.
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I.A.A.·llOO - (",17111- FIl:17
Rounded
Lip
Flattened
Lip
Tapered
Lip
Beveled
Lip
STRAIGHT RIM
A. B. C. D. E. F.
A. SLIGHTLY EVERTED RIM
B. GREATLY EVERTED RIM
C. SHALLOW BOWL RIM
D. CAZUELA RIM
E. NECKED RIM
F. CONSTRICTED RIM
FIGURE 68. Rim forms.
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1,A.A-lt..O- (1i>/7S)- E.1t'.:P'
FIGURE 69. Specialized rims.
punctate rim strips, 9EB76; d.
incised collars or rim strip
or rim strips, 9EB79, area B.
a. folded, 9EB208; b. applied nbdes. 9EB90; c.
pinched rim strip 9EB9; e. riro with vertically
9EB92; f. rim with vertically incised collars
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Untyped categories:
Fabric Impressed
Check Stamped
Simple Stamped Category I
Simple Stamped Category II
Incised
Punctate
Cord Marked
Late Check Stamped
Curvilinear Complicated Stamped
Rectilinear Complicated Stamped
Bold Incised
Corneo~Im~~E$Sed
UnidentifiaH1e
Brief discussion of these categories will be given in the section on results
of the ceramic analysis.
VariabZes Observed
Variables observed, except for temper type and grain size, were different
within the different categories of ceramics. At times, of course, this was
due to sheer inapplicability (groove spacing on a plain sherd); but often it
was a deliberate attempt to consider only the most re1evan~, data for compara-
tive purposes, as judged from the formal pottery type descriptions of South-
eastern archeology. The discussion below applies to actual potsherds, unless
otherWise specffied.
Temper appeared in the Russell collections almost invariably as
particles of quartz, arbitrarily defined as "fine" (less than 0.5 rom diameter),
"medium" (0.5 to 1. 0 rom), or "coarse" (greater than 1. 0 rom). An important
technological question is whether there was any deliberate addition of temper-
ing material (see note in Fig. 12, South 1976), and if so, whether these small
grains were obtained from the artificial crushing of quartz nodules or coarse
sand, or whether they derive from the simple collection of natural sands.
The latter, typically waterworn particles are those which are here referred
to as sand. Two factors aake it appear that in this case the typical temper-
ing, or accidental inclusion, was of water-rounded sand: (1) Visual compari-
son of sherd-imbedded grains under 20X binocular magnification with some
standard images of known roundness (Travis 1955: 17; Blatt, Middleton, and
M~rray 1972; 64) suggests that the vast majority of grains may be described
as¥-ei.,theJ;'Subangu1ar or subrounde<i. This implies that these particles have
undergone substantial abr~~ion s~nce liberation, presumably in an angular
state, from their original matrix. It is certainly true that some of this
wear may have occurred after the manufacture of the pot, but every effort was
made to examine the freshest available break on a given sherd. (2) Sand of
alluvial association is readily available at many points on the Savannah River
and its tributaries in the project area. Co-occurring with sand in many sherds
were small particles tentatively identified as hematite, feldspar and in one
case posslhb1y galena. The presence and rough! proportion of mica in the
ceramic paste was monitored to check for correlations with othermrll:i:ilt.h1es.
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Other tempering materials are represented only in single sherds
from a collection loaned to us by an amateur collector. A large sherd
with flake-shaped voids, said to be from 9EB72, was examined. Its
reaction to hydrochloric acid confirmed the diagnosis of shell tempering.
This sherd is burnished with prominent tooling marks on both surfaces,
and exhibits a peculiar salmon-gray color. It may possibly have been
manufactured in western Georgia or eastern Tennessee, where the use of
this tempering material was certainly much more common and presumably
indigenous (Wauchope 1966: 40; Webb 1938; 287). A single fiber-tempered
sherd is reported by the same collector from site 38AB288. It was smoothed
on both surfaces, but not burnished. This is not a remarkable find when
one remembers that the type site for this very early Stallings ware (Stoltman
1974) Stallings Island, is within 50 air miles of this site, on the Savannah
river. From Lake Spring, a riverine Piedmont site a few miles upstream,
several fiber-tempered sherds were reported (Miller 1949).
While some variability was observed in the relative density of sand in
the paste, no attempt was made to characterize it. Densities of the finest
grain sizes would have been nearly impossible to describe from visual
inspection even under magnification. Rather, sherds would have been
sacrificed to laborious sedimentological analyses. This type of study
would have some hope of useful return when executed on a data base of
higher quality, and especially when support is available for technological
and replicative experiments of the type described by White (1977).
In light of the disappointing homogeneity of paste inclusions, the
grain size of the sand was recorded. In some areas of the Southeast,
this variable has some chronological meaning; Connestee pottery is rather
distinct in this respect from the Pigeon series (Keel 1976a: 247, 256)
on the Blue Ridge. A comparison emphasizing the very gross Wood1and-
Mississippian dichotomy appears in Table 63 and is discussed below in
the section on results of this analysis.
Surface texture--the degree of smoothing--was a variable observed
on all non-eroded potsherds. This effort waspprompted largely by the
apparently late, or Mississippian, affiliations of the burnished surface
in South Appalachian areas (d. Wauchope 1966: 45-91; Kelly and Neitzel
1961: 39). This affiliation ss so far only a geographically localized
hypothesis. Keel, for instance, reports that steatite-pebble polishing
is a very common attribute of Pigeon (Woodland) series ceramics from the
Appalachian Summit (1976a: 256). The arbitrary descriptions used here re±
late to March's categories for "unglazed surface texture" as follows:
March's "rough" ... rough
March's "smooth" = sandy
March's "imperfectly polished" = smoothed
March's "highly polished" = burnished (March 1967: Plate II)
Such descriptions are judgmental, but March's photographs provided fixed
points of reference for our judgments. Because of its temporal signifi-
cance, the frequency of burnished sherds is reported as a separace column
of Appendix D.
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Sherd thickness data are often summarized in type descriptions of
Southeastern pottery. The systematic variation observed within most
prehistoric vessels, that of thickening toward the base, lowers the
usefulness of this variable as an index of type, particularly for
surface collections with small numbers and sizes of sherds. However,
as a readily observable, commonly reported variable with some pos-
sibility of utility in cases of extreme values, it was recorded for
non-plain sherds. Connestee sherds, for example are reportedbyKe~l (1976a)
to be typically thinner than Early Woodland fabric impressed wares.
TABLE 62
ASSOCIATIONS OF THE BURNISHING TRAIT
CULTURAL DIAGNOSIS without
asliumption of the lateness
of burnishing, where
burnishing occurs
Woodland only
Woodland and Mississippian
Mississippian only
Ceramic Prehistoric, not furthEr identified
NO. OF SITES
1
6
6
10
23
%
4.3
26.1
26.1
43.5
100.0
Surface treatment was one of the key variables recorded. In our col-
lections it invariably consisted of various manipulations of the still-
plastic pot surface. Such techniques as the painting or engraving of the
fired clay, which are well known in some areas of the prehistoric East
(Griffin 1967: 190), do not occur on the artifacts so far examined from
the project area. As has been mentioned, the primary technique observed
was that pi stamping thepiaS1ttc~llay'with a t'ntlf~ad ip,iilddl!l;:a, 1jti't'i1il-mlihilyone of
wood. This technique is the marker of the South Appalachian ceramic
tradttion which for two millennia dominated prehistoric potting in Georgia,
South Carolina, and contiguous portions of Alabama, Florida, North Carolina,
and Tennessee (Holmes 1903: 130, Map 1; Ferguson 1971). A more detailed
discussion of the various categories of surface treated ware will be found
below.
Each category of surface treated ware was consiaered for the recording
of data more or less ~~~quely applicable to it. Variables monitored
for each ware, so far~s they supplement those previously mentioned, are
listed below.
Check stamped (includes Deptford, Connestee, and other)
Minimum grid size
Maximum grid size
Grid shape
Land width
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Simple stamped (includes Connestee and other)
Groove width
Land width
Characterization of relative depth
Characterization of confidence of ascr~ption
Fabric
Warp spacing
In addition to these surface manipulations, special variables were
observed on the 19 pottery discs collected from the Russell area, as
follows:
Pottery discs
Diameter
Wholeness
Characterization of confidence of ascription
TABLE 63
WOODLAND AND MISSISSIPPIAN TEMPER
Coarse Medium Fine
N % N % N % Total
Deptft6mid a a a a 6 100.0 6
Connestee 8 4.4 62 33.9 113 61. 7 183
Swift Creek a a 1 16.7 5 83.3 6
Etowah a a 3 42.9 4 57.1 7
Pisgah a a a a 1 100.0 1
Savannah a a a a 2 100.0 2
Bold incised 1 10.0 3 30.0 6 60.0 10
Corncob impressed a a 1 20.0 4 80.0 5
Elaborated late rims a a 5 22.7 17 77.3 22
Late check a a a a 11 100.0 11
Burnished plain a a 19 23.5 62 76.5 81
All idenfified Wood. 8 4.1 63 32.3 124 63.6 195
All identified Miss. 1 0.7 31 22.3 107 77 .0 139
Plain from pure Wood. a a 6 60.0 4 40.0 10
Plain from pure Miss. 10 2.5 144 36.3 243 61.2 397
Combined Woodland 8 3.9 69 33.7 128 62.4 205
Combined Mississippian 11 2.1 175 32.6 350 65.3 536
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TABLE 64
SURFACE TEXTURE OF IDENTIFIED SHERDS
(Percentages use the Relevant Phase or Time Period Total as Base)
Rough Sandy Smoothed Burnished Total
N % N % N % N % N
Deptford 1 16.7 3 50.0 2 33.3 0 0 6
Connestee 3 1.6 159 86.9 21 11.5 0 0 183
Swift Creek 0 0 3 50.0 3 50.0 0 0 6
Etowah 3 42.9 3 42.9 1 14.3 0 0 7
Pisgah 0 0 0 0 1 100.0 0 0 1
Savannah 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 100.0 2
Bold incised 0 0 7 70.0 1 10.0 2 20.0 10
Corncob impressed 0 0 1 20.0 2 40.0 2 40.0 5
Elaborated late rims 1 3.3 15 50.0 14 46.7 0 0 30
All Woodland 4 2.1 165 84.6 26 13.3 0 0 195
All ident. Miss.
(w/o burnished) 4 7.2 26 47.3 19 34.5 6 10.9 55
Total 8 3.2 191 76.4 45 18.0 6 2.4 250
identified Woodland
and Mississippian!
Color and hardness, which are often reported in analyses of prehistoric
ceramics were not recorded except generally and non-rigorously. Color is af~
fected primarily by clay composition and the atmosphere, temperature, and
duration of firing of pots. Hardness also has many causes (Shepard 1976:
103, 114). The efficacy of blind recording of these traits is questionable,
particularly as they do not appear to have been well control&ed by the potters
themselves. Inspection of most large, whole prehistoric vessels shows
great variation between different areas of the same vessel. Similar thoughts
led Wauchope, from northern Georgia data, to suggest that color was "an un-
satisfactory trait to study" (1966: 40). At a later stage of the Russell
Project, a suitable research design might address such variables as these
with more suitable excavated samples and experimentation with locally obtained
materials and techniques.
Categories of Analysis: Description and Significance
Appendix D and various other tables present the results of some of
the very simple analytical-classificatory procedures briefly described
above. This section will present a brief discussion of each column of
Appendix D. For sites referred to in this section, see Figure 19.
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Diagnostic Ceramics
The preceding discussion on the context and guidelines of the ceramic
analysis suggested that a conservative approach was appropriate for the
Russell ceramics. This applied particularly to the identification of
ceramics as to type or other chronological index. The poor preser~ation
of ceramics resulted in the small proportion of Russell Project ceramics
so identified (9.0%)
Deptford types have been held to reflect a Middle Woodland occupation
and coastal habitat in the Southeast (Milanich 1973). These types are
employed here due to the ill-defined nature of their probable inland
Georgia analog, the Cartersville series (Caldwell, Thom~~on and Caldwell
1952; Caldwell 1958). Wauchope (1966: 48) and Bullen (1961, Figure 1)
have previously equated Deptford and Cartersville. More recently, Keel
(1976a) has discussed the Pigeon phase of North Carolina and its close
relationships to Deptford (Fig. 70).
Connestee types (Keel 1976a) are defined from North Carolina's
Southern Highland region hnd have been dated there to between A. D.
200 and A. D. 600, although one radiocarbon date is as late as A. D.
800. This span approximates the later Middle Woodland period of the
Southeast and: is broadly contelllPoraneous with the Hopewellian:cultures
of the Eastern United States. Connestee pottery in North Carolina
has been associated with platform mounds (Garden Creek site; Keel 1976a)
(Fig.lO)
Swift Creek wares are best known from central Georgia. The complicated
stamped designs here identified were classified by Wauchope (1966: 54-57)
as Early Swift Creek, that is, as Middle Woodland in the broad sense (Fig.
70) •
Etowah complicated stamped shwrds are defined from northwest Georgia
(Sears 1958: 189-190), and they are attributed to the time span from ca.
A. D. 1000 to A. D. 1200 (Caldwell 1958; Wauchope 1966; Hally 1975). Thus,
these are Early Mississippian ceramics. Much evidence of the Southern
Ceremonial Complex is associated with Etowah ceramics at the type site in
Georgia (Waring and Holder 1945).
Savannah complicated stamped is a pottery type known originally
from the lower Savannah drainage (e. g., the Irene site; Caldwell and
McCann 1941). Similar types from northern Georgia have sbeen equated
with Savannah types (as Wauchope did in 1966), or have sometimes been
separated (Sears 1958), as Wilbanks complicated stamped. As ou~ data
do not shed light on the utility of this distinction, it is hoped that the
reader will think "Savannah-Wilbanks" where "Savannah" is seen in this
report. Regardless of this, the culture referred to would be ascribed
to an Early Mississippian period.
Pisgah wares are identified from the now well-known Blue Ridge
sequence of North Carolina, where they are placed at ca. A. D. 1000-
1550 (Keel 1976a; Dickens 1976). Only one such sherd, with distinctive
incised chevrons, was observed on the Russell survey (Fig. 71).
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FIGURE 70. Diagnostic Woodland sherds. a. Deptford linear check stamped; b.
Deptford check stamped; c. Early Swift Creek (complicated) st~mped multiline
spindle design with ladder fillers, 38AN8; d. Early Swift Creek (complicated)
stamped multi-omega design with ladder fillers, 9EB259.
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FIGURE 71. Diagnostic Woodland and Mississippian ceramics. a. Connestee simple
stamped body sherd, 9EBlO; b. Connestee simple stamped support, 9EB8; c.
Connestee fabric impressed, 9EBIO; d. Etowah complicated stamped, nested diamonds
design, 9EB85; e. Etowah complicated stamped diamonds design, 9EB388; f. Pisgah
.incised rim, 9EB76.
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Early and late are modifiers of "Mississippian" employed to provide
the finest chronological control currently available from the Russell
ceramics. They are based on either relatively distinctive Mississippian
modes of rim elaboration (Figs. 66 and 67) or on the absolute dates as-
sociated with a specific phase. Early Mississippian artifacts are
believed to data ca. A. D. 1000-1500 or later (Fig. 18). Late Mississip-
pian ceramics are attributed to the span from after A. D. 1500 to histori9
times. A full discussion of the index traits used to make this distinction--
based on work of Stanley South (1976, n.d.) and Leland Ferguson (1974, n.d.)
will De presented in the section on Mississippian chronology.
Burnished surface treatment, is believed generally ha have a Missis-
ippian origin, although distinctive local occurrence at a Woodland level is
known (Keel 1976a: 256). No finer chronological assignment is attempted.
It should be noted that burnished wares are considered to be "plain."
Similarly, "late check stamped" wares have oeen burnished or very well
smoothed on the interior. Pottery discs, which were possibly gaming tokens,
are believed to date to post-Woodland times, as has been suggested for
the Appalachian Summit C~eel 1976a: 189). Table 65 offers details on
these artifacts. Each of the latter three categor~es is not assignable
to a specific culture-historical period, yet the inclusion of these
categories means that chronological significance has not been ignored, where
it is believed to exist.
Protohistoric
Corncob impressed ware are rather widely known from the South
ApPlllachian ar~a (e.g., see Egloff 1967: 43; Coe and'L~wis 1952;
Wauchope 1966:. 71), and attributed to historic times. Wauchope's
apparent assignment of this technique to an early Mississippi (Etowah)
level appears to be a mistake (1966: 71; but see p. 432: Leland
Ferguson, personal communication) (Fig. 72).
Ceramics with Treated Surfaces
In general, the surface of ceramic artifacts is said to be decorated if
a non-mechanical, non-homogeneous operation is used to alter it. Examples
might be incising, punctating, painting, or engraving, out not stamping, since
the "decorating" involved pertained to the carving of tIie stamp. Here, surface
treatment or surface finish is used specifically to include such techniques
as stamping, cord marking, and fabric impressing, as well as decorating.
Fabric impressed ware bears the impressions of paddling with a tool
wrapped in a fabric, most commonly a simple, twined coarse, close weave
(Lewis and Kneberg1946, Plate 49C, M). It is probaBle that most of these
sherds originated at the Early to Middle Woodland time level, and are as-
signaBle to a type such as Dunlap Fabric Marked CWauchope 1966: 40....47).
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TABLE 65
RUSSELL PROJECT POTTERY DISCS
SURFACE
SITE DIAMETER, 8m TREATMENT CONFIDDCE* CONDITION
9EB15 42 None Definite Fragment
9EB76 28 None Definite lfuole
9EB79 50+** Rectilinear CS Definite Fragment
9EB79 33** None Definite Fragment
9EB79 50+** Unidentifiable Probable Fragment
9EB82 35** Unidentifiable Probable Fragment
9EB82 ? None Probable Fragment
9EB85 26 Unidentifiable Definite Whole
9EB86 ? None Possible Fragment
9EB90 50** Cord-marked Probable Fragment
9EB93 50** Simple stamp ProbalHe Fragment
9EB93 31 None Definite H'hole
9EB281 37** Unidentifiable Definite Fragment
38AB14 ? Simple or cord Probable Fragment
,38AB17 42** None Definite Fragment
38AB34 42** None Definite Fragment
38AB170 75** None Probable Fragment
38AB175 32 None Definite Whole
38AB2l8 47 Curvilinear CS Definite lfuole
38AN8 40** None Definite Fragment
* High degree of erosion on nearly all sherds prompted explicit
mention of the confidence of our identification.
+ Minimal estimate of diameter
** Indicates that the full diameter was extrapolated
CS Complieated stamped
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FIGURE 72. Mississippian ceramics. a. pottery disc, 9EB85; b. bold incised,
9£B94; c. corncob impressed, 9EB86.
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This technique persists into later time levels, and suggests at least
in North Carolina (Keel 1976: 254; Coe 1964: 39-32), that this
ascription could not be assumed in our archeologically unknown area.
Check stamped wares have a temporal range in the Southeast of about
2,000 years (e.g. Pigeon, Conneste~, Pisgah, ~~~ phases of the Blue
Ridge: Keel 1976a; Dickens 1976; Egloff 1967). The small smmple of
sherds (a total of 25 for the project) did not allow isolation of the
patterns of covarying attributes which are needed to "type" sherds so
treated.
Simple st.amped sherds again, could only be'c1assff±e;d_getlera:t.1~r;
however, an attempt was made to distinguish those produced from the
stamp of a paddle carved in parallel lines, from the stamp of such a
tool wrapped with roots or thongs, or from paddle imprints merely
showing a natural wood grain. The last subcategory appears to occur
rather frequently with South Appalachian stamped wares (Leland Ferguson,
personal communication). It was, in fact, observed on Russell ceramics,
although not systematically recorded. While the. total sampleof simple
stamped pottery~herds.(7.4) was;.e:ens'td(e.i.ably ...l~rgercthaR.,that:;os
check stamped ceramics, the identification of simple stamping is greatly
hindered by the small size of individual sherds from surface collections.
Almost any carved design will show "simple stamping" if only fragments of
it are available for imspection.
Incised wares exclude the technique of "bold incising" found, for
instance, in the Lamar (Wauchope 1966), Qualla (Egloff 1967}, and Irene
(Caldwell and McCann 1941) phases of the South Appalachian area. While
the geographic range of the technique precluded assignment of bold
incised rims to a specific phase, these were lumped into the "late
Mississippian" category described above. Remaining incised sherds were
not further typed, since "other" incising was executed only 7 times,
in our sample (Figs. 72 and 73).
Punctate sherds, of which only 5 were observed, are more likely
casual or accidental productions for this area than representatives of
a type. None of the sherds particularly resembles Thom's Creek Punctate
(Waddell 1963), which is the most obvious sand tempered type to Be con-
sidered, with its South Carolina Coastal Plain distribution (Anderson 1975).
Cord marked ware, on the advice of Leland Ferguson (personal com-
munication) was conservatively idenfified. Only sherds witn definite twist
marks were so classified. There were just two such sherds CFig. 73}.
~....u.~~ll.~:n~U'.$~g@t;tl;i,MEJ,~~,mJ:~¥~¢;gl,;~,complicated stamped designs,
in line with the conservative approach outlined in the general guidelines
section, were allotted to these categories when the identification of
specific design or motif was not possible, or wnen the design was not
diagnostic. Such sherds totalled 169 foom the Russell area CFig. 73}.
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FIGURE 73. Other ceramics. a. cord marked, 38AN6; b. incised, 9EB93;
c. miscellaneous - rectilinear complicated stamped, 9EBl6; d. miscellaneous -
rectilinear complicated stamped, 9EB85; e. miscellaneous - curvilinear complicated
stamped, rim, 9EB259.
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Unidentifiable sherds were those which were not plain, tiut for
which erosion prevented the specification of technique of surface
treatment. A common example would oe a faint, short set of parallel
impressions on an eroded sherd--perhaps cord-marked, simple stamped,
or complicated stamped treatments. It was felt that the production
of a certain ratio pf plain to treated sherds might have some
culttural significance, and this classificatory category helped to
prevent the distortion of such a ratio. Naturally, some heavily
eroded sherds may still have been ~$S1ecl; as>'/.lllain; but the category
of "crumbs" was used for those sherds with obvious heavy year.
PZain Ware
This category refers to potsherds whose only surface modification
has been smoothing or burnishing. Tabulated in Appendix D as to
particle size of sand temper, the classification of plain ware actually
also involved the variable of surface texture (rough., sandy, smooth,
burnished)~.. While. almost half of the. ceramtcsfall .in the plain
categorY;'its.s!i;gnifican~e'i$'seenpprincipal1:y,~svan:iI1dic~torQfpost-
Archaic cultural affiliation.
other Ceramics
The category of daub is defined as a temperless clay, usually mixed
with dried plant fibers, and used as a sheathing over a lathing in building
construction. TIms substantial qualitiEl.s of daub are a marker of pre-
historic structures (Lewis and Kn.eberg 1946: 48): Only 6 pieces of
probable daub were identified. While every effort was made in the field
to retain doubtful artifacts, this low frequenc¥probably partly reflects
failure to distinguish this category of llceramic" from sun-baked clods of
clay observed under surface survey conditHms.
Crumbs, alluded to in the preceding section, were defined as pot-
sherds of littleul3e for analysis because of (1) extremely small size or
(2) a high degree of weathering, such ahat at least one surface appeared
to be entirely worn away.
Amorphous pieces appeared to have been fired, and sometimes tempered,
F6Rmless lumps of clay. No special functional interpretation for these
is offered at this time.
Miscellaneous ceramics were those that did not fit in the categories
mentioned. A count of them is given in Appendix D.
TotaZs
Body and rim sherds subdivide the implicit category of potsherds, which
excludes "other ceramics." Rim sherds were distinguished as especially likely
to provide diagnostic information on vessel form, on the orientation of non-
symme;rical sU~f~.cl~treatment~,or, in some cases,. on mode~·of.rimela.B9it'ations.
Figure "-~ illustrates- the variat'£ons of rim and :Lip form observed; fro'm'th'e
Russell ceramics.
Treated and plai~ surfaced sherds are an alternate subdivision of
potsherds which cross-cuts the oody-rim dicholomy.
The Total categorY sumsbody¥ Jim, and other categories to provide
a total count of all ceramics present ana analyzed.
Comments em Histo:mcArtifact AnaZysis and Artifact Key
Artifacts collected by.survey methods do not afford the invest-
igator the same data base value as artifacts collected through excavation.
Sampling bias is evident when the historic artifact collection is closely
examined. At times the vegetation sufrounding historic sites made col-
lection of artifacts extremely difficult. This may lead to false assump-
tions in determining archeological patterning, Therefore, data presented
aere may De contradicted in the near future as more information becomes
available. That this project area is almost completely unknown with
respect to the historic resources, may also lead to false assumptions.
These observations are presented with these problems in mind and are
offered only as a guide for future work.
The collected artifacts were tenatively categorized after being
washid at the field laboratory, until further work at the Institute of
Archeology could refine those categories. After much discussion with
Stanley South and reference to .Noel Hume (1970), classification of the
artifacts Degan. Many typological differences and questions were answered
by South, making classification much easier.
Analysis of the historic ceramics was greatly facilitated by placing
the ceramic on white bond paper. This was done because against bond paper,
the Creamware ceramic sherds have a slight greenish tinge to the glaze,
expecially in the foot ringoriother cFevices. Pearlware has a olueish
tinge over the whole body out especially in the foot ring ; ~.and:iJill)onstone/
Whiteware has no color to its glaze. These differences were easily
recognized against this background, and identification was greatly
facilitated. Care must be taken when handling ceramic artifacts, especial-
ly the whitewares,when they are.collected from sites that have noosoi1.
The red clay surfaces that they are exposed to tend to stain the sherds
in varying shades of orange. This in turn causes the artifacts to take
on similar coloration and makes identification difficult.
Unfortunately the precision with which the historic ceramic analysis
was carried out is not possible at this time with the glass sherds. The
literature pertaining to glass (Belknap 1949; Eobott 1971; Jones 1971;
Lorrain 1968; McKearin and McKearin 1948, 1950; Newman 1970; Noel Hume
1970}) is concerned with the identification of whole oojects rather than
the identification of glassshe;rds. Identification of an aqua tinted
body sherd can go no further than that; its function other than as a
possible container is impossible to recognize. Therefore, tlie categories
included here are somewhat gross and not very descriptive. For the
functional aspects of the identification, intuition and interpolation
are the best guides; however, they are difficult to reference. Functional
eatego.r~es should be viewed as tentative. At this point in the project,
i\
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it is difficult to know how far it is reasonable to take the identification
of the glass artifacts, as they are orily a portion of the total artifact
assemblage of anyone site, and survey identification, with all good intentions
acknowledged, is only tentative at best.
Historic artifacts were classified with an eye to further analysis of
the data at a later time, where this was possible. Manipulation of the arti-
fact data will be discussed at a later time, Suffice it to say that there
were interesting results obtained when the data Were asddtnonrlju~~tion~ith
the Carolina Artifact Pattern and Frontier Pattern (South 1977) or Architectual
(South 1978) Artifact Pattern.
The following artifact descriptions are keyed to Appendmx E.
RusseU Project Historic Artifacts and Features Present
METAL ARTIFACT CATEGORY DESCRIPTIONS (Fig. 74)
Architectural: May properly 'be called construction hardware (South lq77:
95). Includes screws, hinges, door lock parts and a door knob.
Agricultural: May be classed under South's (1977: 96) activities group,
Includes plow parts, farm tools, horseshoes, and wagon parts.
Cut nails: Date range 1790-present (No~l Hume 1970: 253). Rectangular
in shape, usually without a head, and tapering to square end rather than
a point. The acidity of the soil in most of the project area made
identification of this type of nai1,~possible(lhle todetet:i:cH.'atioli
of the metal.
Wire nails: Date range 1850-present (No~l Hume 1970~ 254). Ra~~$~t
round shafted, of steel wire (No~l Hume 1970: 254).
Kitchen: Includes soove parts, kitchen utensils, pot and pan pieces.
Other: Includes metal objects that could not be identified.
ARCHEOLOGICAL FEATURE DESCRIPTION
Standing structure: Refers to sites where wood portions of buildings
are still standing. Includes structures 1 of varying types, in varying
conditimns, but generally still recognizal1e as to function.
Foundations: Refers to sites where dressed stone, undressed stone, or
brick pilings are visible as structural foundations. Includes sites
where the function of structural remains cannot De easily identified,
but the shape can be recognized.
Archeological Featueas: Refers to features such as wells, noot cellars,
and chimneys at sites where standing structures or foundations may or
may not be present. This includes sites that were Bulldozed by tfie paper
companies for tax reasons and. these may have trees indicative of home sites
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FIGURE 74. Metal artifacts. a. horse shoe fragment; b. left
and right - wire nails, middle - cut nail; c. brass buckle; d.
zinc jar cap, 38AB279; e. zinc jar cap with milk glass liner,
38AB279.
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still standing.. These are trees that are greater than .75 m in diameter
that were not cut down by paper companies because theix,proximity_to
old houses usuallJmeant they.containmetalthat could damage saws.
Also included in this category are sites that only have brick rub~levisible.
CERAMIC ARTIFACT DESCRIPTIONS
CreaUMare
Creamware: Date range 1788-1820 (South 1977: 212). "Creamware glaze •••
appears yellow or green in the crevices" (Noel Hume 1970: 125-126).
Also exhibits a slight greenish color when held to a piece of white
bond paper, as was done with this analysis.
Finger Painted: Date range 1790-1820 (South 1977: 212). "Polychrome
slip on Creamware, ••• occurring on banded ••• (creamware) are zones of
cloudlike swirling lines generally in black, blue and white" (Noel
Hume 1970: 132).
Annular Ware: Date range 1780-1815 (South 1977: 212). " ••• mags, jugs
and bowls decorated in horizontal baads of color - black, green, light
brown, pale blue, etc .••• " '(Noel Hume 1970: 132).
Pearlware (Figs. 75 and 76)
Undecorated: Date range 1780-1830 (South 1977: 212). " ••. it can readily
be distinguished by the way in which the glaze appears blue in crevices
of footrings and around handles" (Noel Hume 1970: 130). Also exhibits
<a slight blueish color when held to a piece of white bond paper.
Blue/Green Edge: Date range 1780-1830 (South 1977:
decoration in either blue or green (Nogl Hume 1970:
212).
131) .
Shell edge
Haud Painted: Date range 1780-1820 (South 1977: 212). "Underglaze blue
harld painted" (Noel Hume 1970: 128-129).
Annular Ware: Date range 1780-1820 (South 1977: 212). " ..• most commonly
found on early nineteenth-century sites ••• " (Noel Hume 1970: 131). See
also Creamware description.
Underglaze: Date range l795~18l5 (South 1977: 212).
chrome'" .• uusually in. floral or geometric patterns •
generally in soft pastel hues, ••• " (Noel Hume 1970:
Underglazepo].y-
Examples ... are
129).
Tr~nsfer-printed: Date range 1795-1840 (South 1977: 212). Includes all
types of transfer-printed ware other than the "Willow" pattern (Noel Hume
1970: 128-130).
"Willow": Date range 1795-1840 (!Kouth 1977: 212). "Willow" transfer
pattern (Noel Hume 1970: 130).
Mocha: Date range 1795-1890 (South 1977: 212)." is characterized
by brown fern like ornament on otherwmse annular wares, the fronded
device being created from a mixture of tobacco juice and uring" (Noel
Hume 1970: 131).
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FIGURE 75. Pearlware. a. underglaze blue hand-painted pearlware,
9EB369; b. polychrome painted pearlware, 9EB258; c. underglaze blue
hand-painted pearlware. 9EB369; d. underglaze polychrome pearlware,
38AB13; e. green shell edged pearlware, 9EB325; f. undecorated
pearlware. 38ABl17; g. undecorated pearlware, 9EB206; h. blue
shell edged pearlware, 9EB244.
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FIGURE 76. Pearlware and Whiteware. a. polychrome pearlware, 9EB306;
b. polychrome pearlware, 9EB369; c. mocha ware whiteware. 9E8388; d.
polychrome pearlware, 38AB13; e. annular ware pearlware, 38ABl15;
f. blue transfer pearlware, 38ABl17; g. blue transfer printed whiteware,
9EB369; h. undecorated pearlware, 9EB325; i. blue transfer printed
whiteware, 9EB305; j. blue transfer printed pearlware, 9EB285;
k. blue transfer printed whiteware, 38AB84.
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Embossed: Date range 1800-1820. "Embossed feathers, fish scales, etc."
(No~l Hume 1970: 131).
Stenciled: Date range 1820-1840 (South 1977: 212). "Underglaee poly-
chrome, directly stenciled floral patterns, bright blue, orange, green,
pinkish red" (No~l Hume 1970: 129).
Stoneware (Fig. 77)
Westerwald: Date range 1700-1775 (South 1977: 210). "Westerwald, stamped
blue floral devices, geometric designs" (No~l Hume 1970: 284-285).
Black Basaltes: Date range 1750-1820 (South 1977: 211). Black Basaltes
" thrown, cast, and engine-turned tea wares, •••• unglazed black ware
••• " (No~l Hume 1970: 212-122).
Ironstone: Date range 1813-1900 plus (South 1977: 210-211). "By 1820,
pear1ware was on its way out, being superseded by various forms of hard
whitewares and semi-porcelain that are extremely difficull to date with
accurany •••• " (Noel Hume 1970: 130-131). Readily distinguishable from
either pearlware or creamware by placing against a piece of whi~bnnd
paper (Fig. 78). .
Alkaline Glaze (Greer 1970: 155): Date range l800?-present. Usual
colors collected from the project area range from light yellowish
green to olive green (see Greer 1970).
Brown: Date ranges 1820::1900 (South 1977: 210). Brown stoneware bottles
for ink, beer, etc. (No~lHume 1970: 78-79).
Brown1Black: Date range unknown. A ubiquitous artifact, as is the
ironstone/whiteware, although found in smaller quantities on individual
sites. This pottery has a black or brown slip glaze. It is probably
American in manufacture. There was a pottery in Elbert County, but it
was not located in the project area and subsequently its history is
unknown. This type of pottery is still available today.
Porcelain (Fig. 77):
Serviceware: No date range. No pieces of p~rcelain were found that
exhibit characteristics of those described by Noel Hume (1970: 137,
257-264). South (1978) seems to think that the porcelain found in the
project area is that which was made during the second half of the
nineteenth century and later.
Electric Insulator: Date range 1907-present. Electricity was available
to the project area about 1907 (Kohn 1910: 33), therefore these pieces
probably date to after that time.
Qt'he:r: Date range unknown. This refers to porcelain that is other than
the two described above or non-diagnostic pieces.
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FIGURE 77. Porcelain, Stoneware and Earthenware. a. porcelain,
electric insulator. 38AB217; b. undecorated porcelain, 38ABl15; c. overglazed
enamel porcelain, 38ABl17; d. Albany slip stoneware, 38AB12; e. glazed
earthenware, 38AB12; f. brick fragment, 38AB174; g. brick fragment, 38AB174;
h. alkaline glazed stoneware, 9E8365; i. alkaline glazed stoneware,
9E8285; j. alkaline glazed stoneware, 9£8365.
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FIGURE 78. Whiteware. 8. blue shell edged whiteware, 9E8244;
h. underglaze polychrome hand-painted whiteware, 38AB13; c. whiteware
with "GOODWIN'S 1844", 38AB117; d. underglaze brown stamped whiteware.
9E8285; e. underglaze brown stamped whiteware. 9EB285; f. underglaze
brown transfer printed whiteware. 38ABl17; g. underglaze blue transfer
printed whiteware. 9£8283; h. sponged ware, 9E8244; i. embossed
undecorated whiteware with overglazed gold rim band, 9EB285; j.
underglaze polychrome hand-painted whiteware. 9E8262.
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GLASS ARTIFACT DESCRIPTIONS (Fig. 79)
Bottle: This category includes all types of glass containers. Because
most of the glass sherds in the collection were less than one inch square,
if they exhibited curvature and no obvious glassware decorations (i.e.
painted designs, molded decorations), they were placed in this category.
Jar lids: Made of either milk glass or opal glass and dates generally
after 1869 (Toulouse 1972: 403). Used to keep food from coming in
contact with the zinc screw band. The first continuous screw-thread
shoulder seals were patented in 1857 but did not contain glass liners
until 1869 when they were first patented (Toulouse 1972: 427...630).
Window/mirror: The window category includes glass that exhibits no
curvature and is generally less than 3mm thick. The mirror category
also exhibits no curvatuee bitt lila greater than 3mm thick and mayor
may not be silvered.
Other: Includes glass that is obviously not any of the other three
categories. It does include drinking vessels, glass ornaments, marbles,
stemmed glasses, glass stoppers and milk glass jars. The above four
categories constitute the total glass artifact assemblage.
Gla'$$ Colors
Manganese: Date range 1880-1915 (Kendrick 1976: 54-55). This is glass
that was decolorized by the inclusion of manganese into the manufacturing
process (Vienneau 1969: 11; McKearin and McKearin 1948). This glass changes
from clear to a purple color, and the intensity of the purple is determined
by how long it has been exposed to sunlight (Kendrick 1976: 54-55). It
should not be confused with brown bottle glass which is usually much-darker.
Brown: Date range unknown. Exhibits the same color characteristics as that
glass containing beer and whiskey for today's market, with the same range
of colors.
Opaque: Date range 1650-1880 (No~l Hume 1970: 62; Kendrick 1976: 51).
This refers to. b'live...greenlol:i.ve aml:iercolored glass;_ that w21sproduced:C
without'd4Sco1@rizers ,commonly ca1:l-ed Bl-aek glass (NoiH Hume1970: 71;
Kendrick 1976: 52). AsthenamB implies this. glass IS bas iCt:l1 ly opaque
or black when held to white· bond' paper, and poorly made containing many
bubbles and stress marks (No~l Hume 1970: 60-71; Kendrick 1976: 51-52).
Green: No date range. A well-made glass containing few if any bubbles;
it is similar to the color range of the green wine and soda bottles made
today.
Blue: Date range 1750-present (No~l Hume 1970: 62). Another well-made
glass exhibiting no bubbles, and is similar in appearance to glass produced
today.
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FIGURE 79. Glass. a. opaque green glass, 38ABllS; b. opaque
green glass, 38ABI09; c. opaque green glass, 38AB13; d. brown embossed
bottle glass, 38AB67; e. clear glass, 9EB418; f. blue glass, 9EB285;
g. aqua tinted glass, 9EB285; h. aqua tinted glass, 9EB285; i. brown
glass bottle rim, 38ABl15; j. manganese glass drinking vessel base,
9EB285; k. glass marble, 9EB277; 1. milk glass jar liner, 38AB13.
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Opa~: Dates from about
Consentino 1976: 55).
this glass exhihmts an
liner for Mason's zinc
Green and Aqua tinted: No date range. These two categories are
similar in appearance. Both are basically clear until held to a
piece of white bond paper when they will exhibit their particular
tint or tinge, which is caused by the iron content in the glass
(Vienneau 1969: 11).
Milk: Date ranges generally after 1870, although it was produced
before this date (Belknap 1949). This is glasssthat has either zinc
or tin included in the manufacturing proc~ss as a coloring agent
(Kendrick 1976: 54).
1869 when it was first patented (Stewart and
Similar in appearance to milkglass, except that
opal-like appearance. Originally used as a
jar cap (Stewart and Consentino 1976: 55).
Clear: Dates generally after 1860 (Jones 1971: 11). As the name implies
this glass exhibits no color or tint when held to white bond paper.
Other: This category includes, in particular, purple and yellow colors.
Other Dating and Identification Factors:
Applied lip: Date range 1840-1900 plus (Kendrick 1976: 44; Jones 1971:
10). This refers to the application of a separately formed lip to a bottle
after it has been formed either by hand blown, mold blown or molding methods
(Kendrick 1976: 40-47; Vienneau 1969: 15).
Embossed: Date ranges from 1800-1930 (Vienneau 1969: 3). Exhibited
by raised letters on the glass, but does not i~clude modern raised
lettering such as "FEDERAL LAW PROHIBITS ••• " wh:i:ch came into ase in
1933 (Kendrick 1976: 65-67).
MISCELLANEOUS
Briik/cement: Refers to collected bricks, brickbats, and cement pieces.
Clothing: (South 1977: 95, 101): Artifacts include buttons (Fig. 80b,
c) buckles, and shoe parts.
Personal: (South 1977: 95): Artifacts include keys, coins, tobacco pipe
stems (Fig. 80a), and gun flints.
Other: Includes artifacts that were not diagnostic.
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FIGURE 80. Personal items and ceramics. a. white clay pipe stem
fragment; b. glass button fragment, 38ABl15; c. ivory button, 9£B324;
d. Westerwald stoneware, 38AB218; e. creamware. 38AB13; f. finger-
painted creamware. 9EB262; g. finger-painted creamware, 9EB262;
h. black "basaltes".
CHAPTER V
EVALUATION rJ1!' THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE CULTURAL RESOURCES
Introduotion
In this chapter, evaluations of the significance of the discovered
cultural resources will be given. This is a complex task, and one that
should be faced with great trepidation because it is this process that
determines the "fate" of the resources considered.
38CFR 60 .6 states that:
The quality of significance in American history, archi-
tecture, archaeology and culture is present in districts,
sites, buildings, structures and objects of state and
local importance that possess integrity of location,
design, setting, materials, work~anship, feeling, and
association, and
a) That are associated with events that have made a
significant contribution to the broad patterns of
our history; or
b) That are associated with the lives of persons that
are significant in our past; or
c) That e~body the distinctive characteristics of a
type, period, or method of construction, or that
represent the work of a master, or that possess
high artistic values, or that:represent a signifi-
cant and distinguishable entity whose co~ponents
lack individual distinction; or
d) That have yield, or may be likely to yield,
infor~ation i~portant in prehistory or history,
The difficulties associated with evaluating significance are evident
in a careful consideration of the criteria. The phrases "work of a master"
and "high artistic values" clearly call for very subjective interpretation
on the part of individuals. Similarly, "distinctive characteristies of a
type or method" imply the existence of a typology or classification, and
it is a truism in the social sciences that these devices are often
adopted to serve immediate purposes, with the utility of the devices being
determined in retrospect by some measure of the success of the exercise
for which they were adopted.
As an archeologist, I can find no immediate solace or retreat in the
use of criteriontd}'~lIimportantinprehistory,or. history." We might as
,~ r, ,.
well be speaking of "high artistic values."
Many archeologists have (attempted· to cOIi1eto grips with these criteria
as they relate to the evaluation of archeological and historical resources
(cf. Schiffer and Gumerman1977; Moratto andKellyn. d.; King, Hickman
and Berg 1977, among many others). The result of this has been the
development of typologies of significance. It is possible that the utility
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of these typologies will not be for assessing significance but for improv~
ing and facilitating communication among investigators.
Perhaps the most extensive typology that has resulted is that of
Moratto and Ke11 (n.d.). Their categories are:
a) historical significance - "ascribed to properties which
may contribute to the understanding of cultural patterns
during the historic era" (n.d.: 7).
b) scientific (research) significance - "the potential for
using cultural resources to establish reliable facts and
generalizations about the past" (n.d.: 9).
c) ethnic and symbolic significance - ascribed to cultural
resources which hold "religious, mythological, spiritual,
or other symbolic importance for a discrete community of
people" (n.d.: 16).
d) public significance - "refers to those values which accrue
to a society through the enlightened stewardship of its
archeological resources" (n.d.: 19).
e) monetary significance - an estimate of the "potential
monetary worth" of a cultural resource. It is suggested
that this category only be used for preservationist
goals (n.d.: 22).
For the discussion below, monetary significance will not be argued
for the resources impacted by the proposed Richard B. Russell Dam and
Lake Project. The difficulties of this concept are many, and we would
like to join Schiffer and Gumerman (](977 :246) and others in regarding
this as "historical curiosity."
The category of scientific (research) significance is broad enough to
include a wide range of concerns that relate to the utility of a site or
resource to contribute data useful to the solution of research problems,
usually of a timely or current nature (Schiffer and GumeJ'1';:rtl.atll".19im:7 :249)?;'
With a category of such broad reference, a typology of scientific
significance hasl-?lso.been advanced•.This typology$uggests that this
c~teg~rycan be subdividedintoa)substant±ve, b) anthropological,
c) social scienti.ficand,d) technical, methodological and theoretical
(Schiffer and House 1977)<~lements. I would view this typology as
strictly an exercise because the various categories advanced have no
clear boundaries which separate them from one another. For example,
substantive significance refers to the description and explanation of
events and processes, yet there is also a category of theoretical
significance. Is the explanation of a process not theoretical? Or,
can the explanation of a process'l:)~ substantively significant, but not
theoretically significant? The distinction between anthropological and
social scientific significance is interesting in this regard also. Can
we have something which is anthropologically significant but not signi-
ficantfar social science? Although the intent of the authors is to
facilitate conceptions of significance, I sense here more of an effort
to typo1ogize for its own sake. Given the discussion in Moratto and
Kelly (n.d.) concerning the reaction of the Advisory Council on Historic
Preservation to the use by archeologists of the criteria of eligibility
to the National Register of Historic Places, the use of such a typology,
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which results in "the unsatisfactory rea.li.zation that all sites are
significant" (Schiffer and House 1977: 256) is disturbing. For this
reason~ the use of the concept of scientific significance will be
restricted in this report to the utility of a resource to contribute
meaningfully to a research domain.
King, Hickman and Berg (1977: 96-104) discuss significance in terms
of the utility of a resource to potentially contribute to the enhance-
ment of knowledge and second1y~ the importance of a resource to a
specific group of people. The first refers to research value and the
second to cultural values of a resource. To be sure, some resources
can possess both values.
Research values are to be evaluated in terms of nationa1~ state, or
local significance. National significance refers to research values of
utility to studies of broad scope. The state level of significance is
awkward and refers to the state level of preservation and planning.
Local significance refers to research values of utility to a restricted
region or locality. These levels have been identified with regard to
the expansion of the scope of the National Register of Historic Places
by the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966 (P.L. 89-665) to
include properties of state or local significance.
Cultural values are identified with respect to groups of people or
conununities. This meshes well with Moratto and Kelly's (n.d.) "ethnic
and symbolic" significance discussed above.
The discussion above has introduced a variety of types\of
significance that....may"be addressed when evaluatiliggcu1tural resourceSi!
Tn this report~ we would like to combine aspects of both and argue the
significance of resources in the Richard B. Russell Dam and Lake Project
in terms of these categories:
1) Scientific significance: use is made of both Moratto
and Kelly (n.d.) and King~ Hickman and Berg (1977).
Cultural resources which possess data that can contri-
bute to the elucidation of cultural processes.
2} Cultural significance: this subsumes Moratto and Kelly's
"ethnic and symbolic" category and refers to resources
which can contribute to the heritage of a conununity or
a group of people.
It will be noticed that historical significance is not listed above.
This ts because historical significance, as it is used, refers to
events or processes of the historic period. The salient characteristic
of an historic period site is not its historicity, which~ in itself,
adds nothing to its potential for contributing to knowledge, but
rather the same characteristic which 2trgues the potential of prehistoric
sites, that is~ its data content integrity.
Another factor that has caused us to employ only two categories is
the fact that most typologies of significance fail to result in types
which are mutually exclusive. This is a very serious shortcoming for a
typology. As archeologists, we would.be very concerned about a lithic
typology that has overlapping types, such that type A could sometimes
be called typeB, if the need arises. This was the most serious fault
of the Schiffer and House typology of scientific significance discussed
above. Moratto and Kelly's discussion suffers from this also, Le.,
"there are many cases where ethnic and historic or public significance
are the same" (n.d.: 17).
Recourse is also not made to levels of significance (i.e. national,
state or local), because these do not in themselves serve to absolutely
discriminate. King, Hickman and Berg (1977: 102) use an example of a
cultural sequence for a specific area as being of local significance,
but this site "can, of course, innnediately attain national significance
if the questions that give them meaning are tied in to some larger
. "l.ssues •.•.
In terms of the criteria of significance outlined in 36 CFR 60.6
(quoted in the beginning of this chapter), our selection of resources
depended upon eonsideration of the integrity criterion in conjunction
with criteria "a," and1ta.was discussed iil.bovllcinEchap1!ers on
research design and field methods, this area was poorly known in terms
of the knowledge of the research and cultural values that may be
represented, Furthermore, background data indicated that historic
land use of this area was e~tensive and intensive, resulting in the
diminution of the integrity of some of these resources. It was further
noted and argued, that field conditions were such that the surface
collection of sites was hampered by the problem of unequal access to
the sampling space. As a result of these factors, survey methods
concentrated on gathering data relevant to an accurate estimate of the
sites' integrity and artifact content. Integrity can be monitored
along a number of dimensions (above and King, Hickman and Berg 1977:
97-98). In most instances, weare taking a very liberal view of this
criterion as integrity of location. There are no sites in the reservoir
that are undisturbed (Talmage, et aI. 1977). Artifact content was
monitored in terms of criteria'ta,.....-"c~, and "cl."as,was mentiOned above.
Eligible sites have been documented by Cultrual Resource Inventory
forms that were submitted to Interagency Archeological Services -
Atlanta, Georgia on February 15, 1978. At that time, evaluations were
made on a site by site basis pursuant to paragraph led) of contract
number CX 5880-7-0119. Sites argued as potentially eligible are
identified in the Eligible column of Appendix A.
At this time, the arguments of significance will be advanced without
regard to individual sites, but rather in terms of the research and
cultural values present among the body of resources that will be impacted
by the proposed Richard B. Russell Dam and Lake. This approach has
been adopted because the areal scale of the project has included a wide
variety of resources located in both the riverine and upland zones.
This feature of the areal definition of the project allows for the
identification of site complexes of both a synchronic and diachronic
nature. Individually, sites in these complexes might not have easily
identified values, but when considered as part of a larger unit, these
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values became enhanced. In addition to complexes controlled by diachronic
or synchronic concerns, such as a complex of sites spanning the Archaic,
or a complex of comtemporaneous (in the broad sense) sites of the Late
Archaic, site complexes can be identified in terms of environmental
simi1aritmes or dissimilarities. It is these features of the resources
which greatly enhance the research and cultural values identified.
The goal of our efforts has been to develop a reasonable basis for
the identification of these values. Because of the nature of the impacts
on these resources, preservation is an option that can be relied on only
in the case of some of the sites located in the public use areas. For
those sites that will be inundated, the data recovery operations that
are anticipated must provide a "picture" of the archeological record of
this area that is of use for inunediate purposes, and hopefully, serve the
data needs or problems which have not been anticipated. The areas of
significance identified below will hopefully contribute to the
development of that picture.
The presentation below will be organized into a discussion of research
values of specific cultural-historical units,then consideration will be
given to those research and cultural values that are best treated in a
diachronic manner, ·for example, trend studies, such as increasing
sedentism, patterns of raw material procurement and distribution, among
others.
Although no conclusive evidence of the use of the project area
during the Paleo-Indian period was found dmring any of the surveys
conducted, this absence was not anexpected (Michie 1977). Should this
absence remain the case during further data recovery operations
anticipated for this area, useful knowledge will result, because it
will be possible to suggest for the first time that the absence was not
conditioned by the intensity of investigation. A well documented
demonstration of the absence of Paleo-Indian cultural materials from
this zone, will be of value to investigators in areas where Pa1eo-Indain
materials do occur. This distributional data could be of value for
monitoring ecological and behavioral variability during this time that
would condition such nonsubt1e choices of the uses of large scale
physiographic zones. Knowledge of this sorthwou1d also provide a base-
Imne for evaluating the context of the initial occupation of this zone
during the Early Archaic.
Early Archaic
This time period is pepresented by 43 components, which comprise
7.08% of the total of the prehistoric components recovered during the
survey. Diagnostic artifacts of this period include the Dalton, Hardawayw
Kirk corner-notehed, Kirk stemmed, Palmer, Leeroyand Kanawha forms.
Thus, the gross Early Archaic marks substantial variability. There is
evidence that this sequence is also a chronological sequence (Coe 1964;
Chapman 1976, 1977). This variability in different types of Early
Archaic diagnostics appears to be unequa1~d in the Southeast. De~ratter
(n.d.: 455) notes that only a Dalton and a possible Palmer were found
in the Wallace Reservoir. Goodyear (1978) noteS only Da1tons, Palmers
and one Kirk point from the Laurens-Anderson survey east of the Russell
area. House and Ballenger (1976) note only Kirks and Palmers from their
study area. The presence of LeCroy and Kanawha forms in this area,
as was mentioned above, was previously not known from this area (Chapman
1975: 254). This uariab1ity within the project area suggests that this
area could contribute significantly to an appreciation of the dynamics
of adaptation during the period of initial occupation of the Piedmont.
Early Archaic point forms have wide areal distribution. Da1tons occur
from Arkansas east to North Carolina (Morse 1969; Goodyear 1974; Coe
1964). The Bifurcate Point Tradition also ms. areally extensive
(Chapman 1975).
These distributional facts suggests that finer definition of the
assemblage composition of the Early Archaic forms would not only
eenl;i!56.h1lt@ndt~ri~~ttd.i1!ll~cl~ustimd1dgpro~tiWeuil:e:ir)1>rosrEi:tml~ "l1l3a1finle de t a
C.!i>l!'lp:&nsangaSd):as ··~1tmgstd:gatt>t~arork;i.lI1grltimgthero ahre1asqre,j'~r For
example, let uscbnsider assemblage complexity or diversity. It appears
from this study and others in the adjacent area (Goodyear 1978; House'
and Ballenger 1976; Cable, Cantley and Sexton 1978) that the diversity
of tool types present in surface collections farom the Piedmont of South
Carolina is quite low. This contrasts very markedly with assemblages" fr
from excavated contexts of this horizon in Arkansas (Goodyear 1974),
Alabama (Dejarnette, Cambron and Hulse 1962), Tennessee (Chapman 1973,
1975, 1977), and North Carolina (Coe 1964) where there is an impressive
elaboration of other elements of the chipped stone technology and in
some instances, ground stone implements as well.
It can only be wondered at this point if this reflects the vagaries
of surface collected data from upland contexts as opposed to the riverine
or sock shelter location (with the exception of the Hardaway site [Coe
1964])00f the other sites mentioned. It is possible that organizational
differences are being indicated by this disparity in assemblage complexity.
There has been advanced by House and Ballenger (1976) and Goodyear,
Ackerly., aarldHHoaae (~fiQ)), aammddiHoilifaa~~wl'k1l~g~ev"f};~:i;!!lUH:aYyt~natSl$§~~e~!s
that base camps will be located in the riverine zone while extraction
sites will be located in the upland (inter-riverine) zone. Assemblages
are argued to be more complex in the riverine zone, reflecting a wider
variety of activities presumed to occur at base camps (Rouse and
Ballenger 1976: 79). Although the boundaries of the inter-riverine and
riverine Rones have never been explicitly defined, it appears that if a
difference exists behaviorally, it may be simpler to characterize this as
a riverine-upland dichotomy, with reference only to the topography. This
is argued because data from single component Archaic sites indicate no
noticeable increase in assemp1age complexity for sites in the project
area. For eleven single component Early Archaic sites in upland context
in the project area, the mean number of unifaces is .63 per site. The
mean number of unifaces on 28 single component Middle Archaic sites is
.57 per site. Given the fact that unifaces are known to be frequent
during the Middle Archaic (see above, prehistoric outline and Chapman 1977),
this difference hardly seems significant •
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Resolution of this disparity in assemblage complexity during the
Early Archaic in the Piedmont of Georgia and South Carolina must await
data from excavated contexts. The potential for sealed Early Archaic
levels is high in the project area.
This survey, and others conducted on the Piedmont (House and Ballenger
1976; Goodyear, Ackerly and House n.d.; Cable et a1.: n.d.) have observed
that Palmer points are the most frequently represented diagnostic of
this time period,whi1e Kirks are present, but only rarely. Goodyear
(1978) found only one Kirk b~t 39 Palmers. The Richard B. Russell
survey recovered 26 Kirks and 35 Palmers. On the Coastal Plain, however,
Palmers are less common and Kirks are more frequent (Goodyear, personal
communication). This distributional fact is persaps indicative of
functional differences between Palmer and Kirk forms which make them
suitable for specific tasks. Kttk forms, when found, are absolutely
larger, with whole points being found, or points broken, terminating
there saefu1 lives. Palmers, on the other hand, are absolutely smaller
and when found, have been resharpened down to the point where they are
"nubbins." Supportive of these differences is the fact that, ift the
Russell Reservoir sample, 77.1% of the Palmers are made of quartz, which
is locally available, while only 34.6% of the Kirks are made of quartz.
The evidence of resharpening to extend use life in the Palmer category
and the fact that this oocurs even with forms that are made of locally
available material, casts interesting light on the notions of curated
versus expedient tool use and the relationship between local and non-
local raw material use (Binford 1976).
Evidence in the project area indicates that important research
values are present in the potential for future studies bo refine present
definitions of assemblage composition of the various manifestations of
the Early Archaic. These refinements will permit detailed study of the
changes that occurred within this short time span. Although upland
lithic scatters lack the clarity (G1assow 1977) of sealed contexts, there
are some in the project area of such size that it is reasonable to
suppose that there may be horizontal separation of components reflecting
either different occupational episodes Dr, at least, temporal periods.
There are analytical techniques available that permit the isolation of
separate but overlapping episodes, which could perhaps be brought to bear
on this problem (Vierra and Tay1~r 1977).
Data from sealed contexts of this time period will also contribute
greatly to the definition of assemblages. Sealed contexts also will
have direct evidence of the presence of features such as hearths ar pits,
for which there is little potential of recovery in the upland setting.
It is this information that will provide the bases for comparison with
the studies that have been conducted in other parts of the Southeast
(Coe 1964; Chapman 1973, 1975, 1977; De~ratter n.d.). In addition,
data from this time pei:tlPdwill provide within reservoir comparisons with
assemblages from lat~l'-ttmpflefoda'<P
.,.119.-
Middle Archaic
One hundred and one components from this time period, representing
16.64% of the prehistoric components found, were recovered during the
surveys of the project area. This time period is the most frequently
represented of all the cultural-historic periods, which is also
characteristic of other surveys of the South Carolina Piedmont (House
and Ballenger 1976; Goodyear, Ackerly and House n.d.; Cable, Cantley
and Sexton 1978). The Middle Archaic is indicated by Stanly, Morrow
Mountain I and II, Guilford and Halifax projectile points, This
sequence is chronological (Coe 1964; Chapman 1976, 1977). In contrast
with the biface variability mentioned above for the Early Archaic,
this array of Middle Archaic forms is representative of other surveys
in the area, with the exception of the Halifax .points. Stanly points are
minimally represented in the project area and this is in agreement
with House and Ballenger (1976) and Goodyear (1978). While there was
variability in the use of raw materials during the Early Archaic
(see above), this is not the case during the Middle Archaic. Morrow
Mountain I and II and Guilfords are predominantly made from quartz, which
is locally available (see Table 38). Although only 5 Stanly forms were
found, three of these were made from nonlocal materials.
The Middle Archaic of this area (the Morrow Mountains primarily) can
be equated with Caldwell's "Old Quartz Industry" (1954, 1958). His
discussion of this manifestation was in terms of it being pre-Archaic
in the sense that it lacked ground or polished stone (see Krieger 1953).
His description of the assemblages clearly indicates this (1953: 8-9).
This presents an interesting paradox in light of the trends of eastern
United States prehistory discussed by Griffin (1967), Ford (1974) and
Dragoo (1976). Increases in absolute site numbers would seem to
indicate an increase in population during this time period. Yet, the
reduction in the complexity of the technology (which is also noted by
Chapman [1977] and ~hicb_is alseev~dent at DuerschaQt 1Stanley South,
personal communication; Gardner 1974J), would seem to-Contradict standard
notions of the relationship between population density, reductlbfi df~
mobility, ia-cr.eas.ed actri.Yities at o:n:e site., ·andd.n'C~aseQt0oi'dive-rs'i ty.
The present state of our knowledge does not, of course, permit a _
resolution of this paradox, but it is mentioned here as an area of
investigation that, if addressed, could contribute in very important
ways to our understanding of the dynamics of adaptation within the
Archaic period. The potential for sealed contexts with Middle Archaic
assemblages, could, to be sure, profoundly alter the current view of
assemblage complexity during this period. This will also shed light on
the riverine/inter-riverine model of assemblage variability (House and
Ballenger 1976).
It is apparent that this time period is also one of increasing
regional differentiation of adaptation (Griffin 1967, among others).
What has not been discussed as part of this process of regionalization
has been the very pronounced differences that occur on the regional
level at this time period. At the Koster site in the lower Illinois
Valley, data from Middle Archaic horizons indicate house platforms,
numerous pits and other features and a diverse chipped stone technology
(Brown, et al. n.d.). At the Eva site, those .levels equivalent to
the Middle Archaic show evidence for use of shellfish, diversified
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chipped stone technology, bone tools and ground and polished artifacts,
in addition to organically sta±ned middens (Lewis and Lewis 1961).
It is possible that the adaptations of this time period are radically
different from those in the midcontinental region. If this is so,
detailed investigation of this phase could provide data not only
useful for local studies but comparative data of use to investigators
working in these other areas.
The us~ of local raw materials (quartz) during this time period
follows trends observed in Tennessee (Chapman 1977) and Virginia
(Gardner 1974) where it is observed that preference shifts to raw
materials of lesser quality. Interesting in this light is the shift
to quartz during the Middle Archaic in the Duck River area of
Tennessee, where it has to be imported from the Cumberland Plateau
(Faulkner and McCullough 1973). Further investigations in this area
could contribute to an understanding of this process, because the use
of this "lesser" quality raw material is thought by some to represent
an~adaptive compromise resulting from reduced mobility. This view is
strongly challenged by a inenti6n::of fthissphEmomenol1::ifintae~lowe:tr
Illinois Valley or at the Eva site, and the introduction of quartz into
the Duck River area, where "high" quality Ridge and Valley cherts are
locally available. Quartz is very hard and it may be that its ~~c~ji
durability was being selected.·: .
Further data recovery from the project area will also provide_=-~
information for developing models of subsistence and settlement strategies
during this time period. Of interest here is the scale of the adaptation.
The picture of the assemblages from Middle Archaic sites from surface
collections is acknowledged to be incomplete. As was mentioned
auove, the riverine/inter-riverine model of assemblage variability
suggests that the upland surface scatters represent extractive activities
associated with fall-winter exploitation of deer and nut resources.
The riverine zone is thought to be the locus of base camps where
maintenance activities are conducted. (Use of extraction versus
maintenance in this model follows Binford and Binford 1966.) The
inspiration for this dichotomy is clearly from the midcontinental area
of the United States where the large rivers--the Ohip, the Tennessee,
the Mississippi, etc.--have developed wide alluvial valleys. In the
formulation of the model for the South Carolina Piedmont, however,
warrants were not provided to give credence no any supposition that
the patterning observed in the large midcontinental river systems could
be expected in the Piedmont, where river gradients are steep and the
development of floodplains is attenuated. A model that posits year-
round occupation of this zone, during the Archaic is of interest, given
the numerous references in Swanton (1946), Lawson (1952),?A&a~iair
(1930) and others of what is clearly a seasonal pattern of use of the
Piedmont by groups which practice agriculture in zones adjacent to the
Piedmont, ~.e., the mountains and the Fall Line-Upper-Coastal Plain.
The chronological sequencing of diagnostics is of interest here
also, because,. to the degree thatthes,emoJlitor population density,
tremendous fluctuatio"us in population density or o-ccupational intensity
are implied in the project area by _the paucity of Bifurcate Tradition
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points at the end of the Early Archaic followed by the initial part of
the Middle Archaic, represented by Stanly points. At the end of the
Middle Archaic, the few Halifaxes would, under such a line of reasoning,
again represent virtual abandonment of this zone. Given arguments of
vegetational stability presented in the section on climatic and environ-
mental change, such fluctuations, if they exist, would be extremely
interesting in an area where population is said to be increasing through
time, culminating in the adoption of agriculture and relatively settled
life. It was also mentioned above, that parts o~upper Coastal
Plain in South Carolina also seem to have been \~sed little during the
Middle Archaic (Hanson, Most and Anderson 1978), yet there is ample
evidence for occupation during the preceding and succeeding time periods.
Are we witnessing zonal shifts of occupational intensity from the
Piedmont to the Coastal Plain? It is premature at this juncture to seek
resolution of these questions. They are posited because the patterning
in the archeological record of this area indicates that standard notions
of cultural deveropmentderived from an examination of the .archeological
record of the midcontinental region may not realistically cope with the
character of the adaptations of populations in the Piedmont and the
Coastal Plain. Appreciation of this variability not only contributes
perspective and comparative data to investigators in these other areas
but also "sets the -stage" for what appears to also be anomalous use of
this zone during the late prehistoric period (see below).
Late Archaic
Fifty-three components, comprising 8.73% of the prehistoric com-
ponents located during the surveys of the project area can be assigned to
the Late Archaic. The diagnostic artifact of this period is the Savannah
River point, which is a large, square shouldered point that is also
representative of the Broadpoint Tradition (Turnbaugh 1975). Whereas
nearly all of the Middle Archaic diagnostics were made from quartz, there
is again a shift to substantial use of non-local raw materials,
especially slate and Coastal Plain chert (Table 38 ~how~ quartz being
used 50%, slate 42.2% and Coastal Plain chert 6.25%). The southerly
location of the two non-local materials is probably to be expected given
the location of the Stalling's Island site (Claflin 1931) downstream of
the project area.
The project area lies north of the boundary of the Stalling's
Island culture as this is defined by Stoltman (1972, 1974). This
manifestation is defined primarily on the basis of association of diagnostic
materials with extensive shell middens, such as those at Stalling's
Island (Claflin 1931), Lake Spring (Miller 1949), "Rabbit Mount
(Stoltman 1974) and Bilbo (Waring in Williams 1977), among others. No
evidence of shell middens was found in the project area, so it is likely
that "typical" Stalling's Island culture sites will not be represented.
The Late Archaic components here, however, do have potential for
elaborating the conception of this taxonomic unit, because it is apparent
that the classic Stalling's Island culture sites represent only one part
of the subsistence-settlement system (Stoltman 1972, 1974).
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The distribution of Late Archaic sites from the coast of South
Carolina and Georgia up the Savannah River and into the Appalachian
Summit area suggests that it was at this time that human adaptations
were river system extensive. This is to say that, during the annual
round, there were seasonal occupations of the various physiographic
zones, i.e., the Coastal Plain, Piedmont and the Appalachian Summit.
The project area has the potential for filling a gap in our knowledge of
this distribution. This would shed light on the scale of the adaptation
at this time. At present it is not clear if there is an orientation
of the Stalling's Island culture from the Fall Line to the coast, with
another Late Archaic system occupying the Piedmont and Appalachian
Summit areas. If it happens that Late Archaic adaptations are river
system extensive and the components in the project area are systematically
related to Stalling's Island culture sites, this would be of interest in
terms of the riverine/inter-riverine model discussed above. These
facts would indicate that during the Late Archaic, adaptations of which
are presumably more sedentary than during earlier periods, mobility of
populations through an annual round was indeed high. Such a situation
would cast interesting light on a model of behavior that argues for
year-round occupation of the Piedmont.
Data from this area could also contribute to the investigation of
the Broadpoint horizon (Turnbaugh 1975), which has a wide areal distribution
from Georgia to New England. At the southern end of this range, sub-
sistence is focused on shellfish, but further north, subsistence is based
primarily in terms of anadromous fish such as the shad (Alosa sapiddissima).
This appears to be the first intensive use of aquatic resources in
non.-coastal settings in these areas, and the investigation of the factors
which condition this shift in emphasis and the concomitant organizational
adjustments could serve to evaluate the arguments advanced recently by
Osborn (1977) and Schalk (1977) about the adoption of aquatic resources
into the subsistence base.
These studies could, in turn, then be used as bases of comparison for
investigators studying Late Archaic manifestations in other parts of the
Southeast. Recent reviews of eastern United States prehistory (Griffin
1967; Ford 1974; Dragoo 1976) view the Late Archaic as the culmination of
a process of regionalization that resulted during this time in a number of
distinctive manifestations, such as "Central Riverine Archaic" and
"Coastal (Piedmont) Archaic," among others. These distinctive manifestations
are then considered to be the bases from which developments during the
Woodland and Mississippian periods arose. Given the interesting
patterns of Woodland and Mississippian utilization of the project area
(see below), study of·the Late Archaic base could provide insight into
developments of the later prehistoric here.
Data from the Stalling's Island site (Claflin 1931) and others
indicate that there was a tremendpus elaboration of the technology,
especially when compared to the preceding Middle Archaic. There is
evidence for extensive ground and, polished items, the use of bone and the
development of distinctive chippea stone tool types such as the
cruciform drill. Our surface colllections and limited test excavations
failed to recover any of the distinctive chipped stone forms and, of
course, bone and antler items were not expected because of poor preserya,t;i.Qn
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on acid soils. Further data recovery from excavated contents would
determine if the absence of these items from surface collections is
a sampling/preservation problem or, if indeed, the Late Archaic
manifestations of this area do have simpler technologies than those
indicated for the Stalling's Island culture (Stoltman 1972, 1974) sites.
Either result would contribute to a delineation of assemblage complexity
and the development of models of subsistence strategies and settle-
men t patterns.
A research domain of some significance at both national and regional
levels is the study of the origins, adaptation, and mistribution of the
Stalling's Island (Claflin 1931; Fairbanks 1942; Stoltman 1972), Orange
(Goggin 1947;- BuHen-1972), and Wheeler (Griffin 1945; Jenkins 1975)
cultures on the Savannah River and adjacent South Carolina and Georgia
coast, the St. John's River in Florida, and the Tennessee River in
north Alabama. These Late Archaic cultures, each emphasizing shellfish
subsistence, were locally quite successful, as Stoltman (1974) points
out fhr the Stalling's culture of the Savannah, but other cultures
quite nearby appear to have been unaffected. In particular, no dispersal
of pottery inland occurs for 1500 years. Because of the importance of
ceramics in archeological interpretation, the question of this failure
of diffusion has intrinsic importance. Moreover, the origin of pottery,
an important medium today of artistic and cultural expression of the
various Native American societies, appears to suggest a significant
cultural value in the study of these early fiber tempered wares. The
Russell basin offers the last opportunity to examine the area adjacent
to, and on the same river system as, the Stalling's type site near
Augusta.
Research value for this question may be regarded fruitfully in a
general theoretical framework such as Cleland suggests (1976: 60).
The focal-diffuse model may be visualized as a continuum
in which the two types of adaptations are polar extremes.
At one end, we find highly specialized focal adaptations
that are centered on one resource or a few similar
resources. At the other end are the diffuse adaptations
that are based on the scheduled utilization of a great
variety of resources.
Certain predictions related to this model can be made. One of these is
the tendency for functional (not formal) categories of tools to be
limited, Qrin~dther words, there will be low functional variability in
assemblages. Secondly, focal adaptations tend to be specialized and
conservative--the main tactic of decision making is to minimize risk to
proaurement of the staple (Cleland 1976: 62).
Accepting Stoltman's view that the Stalling's culture was based on
intensive exploitation of shellfish (1974: 231), one can suggest a
relatively focalized economy. From such a crude instrument as Table 66,
it is apparent that Russell data, discounting biases of observability
between time periods, are consistent with the existence of a rather
diffuse economic strategy, argued from (1) the apparent absence of a
relatively riverine-oriented site distribution and (2) the occurrence of
Late Archaic sites on all landforms except levees and bottomland
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knolls, on which very few sites are known from any period (Table 66).
TABLE 66
Riverine Orientation
Early Archaic
Middle Archaic
Late Archaic
Woodland
Mississippian
UPLAND LOWLAND IJOWLAND
COMPONENTS (a) COMPONENTS (b) UPLAND
38 8 0.21
78 24 0.31
34 29-- 0;59
13 17 1. 31
13 22 1.69
(a) Ridge nose, ridge slope, ridge top, saddle, upland knoll
(b) Terrace, levee, bottomland knoll, river, bluff, island
Thus presented is the opportunity to contrast the Stalling's
adaptation with one in the same drainage s~stem. Detailed work in
Russell would elicit reliable assemblage samples from a component
sample chosen to reflect obvious dimensions of variability such as
landfDcm and site size. At this time it would appear that environmental
differences between the two areas, perhaps simply conditions unfavorable
for upstream mollusk growth, may account for this contrast; however,
geomorphological and sedimentological studies of the Russell basin have
only just begun.
Utility of a given site for approaching this research domain,
beyond minimal standards of archeological integrity, can be seen in
terms of two criteria: (1) Late Archaic affiliation, with sing~e­
componency, a desirable property, and (2) representati~eness of the site
considered together with all other Late. Archaic project sites, so that
variability in site location and content is adequately represented.
Ear>Zy WoodZand
The traditional perspective of the archeology of the East has
emphasized the importance of the Woodland era as containing the germs
of later developments in agriculture, religious and mortuary architecture,
and ceramics (Griffin 1967). The observation that there is not really
such a sharp break from the Archaic lifeways, particularly in terms of
economic-technomic subsystems of culture, has also been made, both for
the East and the Southeast (Cleland 1976; Caldwell 1958). Nevertheless,
it does appear that minor subsistence shifts at this time period may
have eventually made possible later shifts of a very fundamental
nature. That is, hhis period is known to see the use of both native
Eastern Agricultural Complex cultigens (Struever and Vickery 1973) and
perhaps even the occasional employment of maize (Whitehead 1965b), the
harbinger of more intensive agricultural orientations. Thus the
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era in question retains its archeological interest at a local level
even without exhibiting items on the trait list definition.
In a sense, the significance of this period for Russell research
is enhanced by the very limited and ambiguous segment of the local
archeological record that seems to be pertinent. The immediate
vicinity of the project does exhibit coarse tempered, fabric impressed
ceramics (Goodyear, Ackerly and House n.d.; Wauchope 1966) that appear
to be the best diagnostic of the period. MOreover, from a wider
theoretical and geographic perspective (see section on this period in
South Appalachia above) we were led to expect material manifestations
relating to relatively immobile gatherers and storess of acorns and
nuts, with architecture, heavy midden formation, and something of a
river-creek orientation (e.g., see Caldwell's 1958 description of the
Kellog phase of north Georgia).
However, the total archeological manifestation most propably
attributable to this period was a total of 25 rather variable sand-
tempered, fabric marked sherds from 15 different sites. This period,
important to Eastern archeology in both the culture-historical and
processual-theoretical senses, issc.areely.y,rll!pPlEseatlil.sti:lIfeellmi'.undelel
the dubious assumption that all of the Fabric marked sherds date to
Early Woodland times.
Investigation of this period should aim at isolating the chronological
association of these ceramics. Criteria for site utility in this regard
include only a minimal degree of site integrity since the requirement
is for artifacts uncovered to have constituted a single assemblage. A
sample drawn from the universe of relevant project sites should be
stratified by factors oi obvious relevance, such as landform.
Middle Woodland
This range of time, 200 B.C. to A.D. 500, has general significance
in both a national and a regional or local sphere. For the first time,
much of the forested East shares the form, if not the semantics, of a
common symbol system as well as a new degree of concern with mortuary
ceremonialism and the maintenance of an elite distinguished at least
in death by possession of superbly crafted artifacts made of materials
procured far away. The Hopewellian Interaction Sphere (Caldwell 1958;
Sruever and Houart 1972)1taoknolro~0 have. deeply·penetrated the Southeast,
with centers at Ma.,ndeV'tlle (Rellar, Kelly and McMichael 1962), Tunacunnhee
(Jefferies 1976), Icehouse Bottom (Chapm~n 1973), and Garden Creek (Ke~l
1976a). In its Midwest heartland, but not so far in the Southeast,
there is evidence of increased reliance on cultivated plants. It is
often, though not always, held that more efficient agriculture allowed
the concentration on mortuary architecture and goods, the specialization
of labor implied by the well-crafted artifacts, and the presumed
elaboration of religious symbolism involving such forms as the raptorial
bird.
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Despite distribution in an arc halfway around the project area
(Mandeville to Garden Creek), direct evidence of Hopewellian activity
in the project area is nonexistent. It should be noted also, in light
of the apparent propensity for actors in the Hopewellian sphere to
locate major centers near specific exchangeable raw materials (Jefferies
1976), that mica mines in the general project vincinity were historically
exploited and mica was an aboriginally exchanged exotic material (e.g.,
see Sears 1964: 271).
The Southeast generally may funnish a test case for the idea of
initial focalization upon intensive agriculture as a prime mover in
Middle Woodland cultural evolution (Willey 1966). Cleland places Late
Archaic and Early and Middle Woodland in his late Diffuse adaptive
pattern (1976: 70). However, this question cannot be regarded as
resolved for the Southeast. From south-central Florida, the large
and long occupied Fort Center site is reported by Sears and Sears (1976)
to exhibit firmly identified maize pollen temporally distributed from
"some centuries B.C. to nearly A.D. 1000." Associated with the site
ame drainage (?) ditches, earthworks and Hopewellian mortuary cere-
monialism.
Connestee ceramics have, however, been found in Hopewelliam
ceremonial contexts at least twice; at Tunacunnhee and Garden Creek
(Keel 1976a), and relatively large collections are available from the
Georgia side of the Russell project. The apparent absence of Hppewellian
interaction appears to be a significant research problem, considering
that (1) ceramic types elsewhere affiliated with Hopewell are present;
(2) the area lies spatially on a straight line between major Hopewellian
centers, and (3) mica is abundant and obtrusive, for areas of glittering
micaceous aands and clays occur in several places.
The Russell project mitigation phase offers the opportunity to
further test the observation that major Rcrpewel11Afi centers tend to
avoid--at least so far as they have not been found--:t:.hePieRmerillno:ct:
phys~ographic province of the Southeast. The seven Connestee sites
(Table 67) and the two Swift Creek components fall into this time
interval and are relevant to such an investigation. Only general
associational integrity is required for the inclusion of these sites
in the universe to be sampled.
The defining feature of the South Appalachian culture area is
carved paddle stamping, and this period is the time of its major
expansion over the area. This has often been treated as a purely
stylistic technique, indicative perhaps of ethnic affiliation,
culture contact, and/or migrations. If we are to take seriously the
concept of culture as an adaptive system, then we must be aware that
one possible way of conceptually dissecting such a system is into
technomic, sociotechnic, and ideotechnic subsystems. In this conceptua~
lization, the stamped surface treatment has its principal conte~t
with the $'0d.d:;otechn.ic and ideotechnic aspects of culture. I would
like to suggest the possibility that such a treatment, insofar as it
increases the surface area of the vessel, also .increasesstbheraaee
of heat transfer between the pot and its surro~nding. If' the largely
fabric marked wares that were partly replaced at this time (see "Early
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TABLE 67
LATE PREHISTORIC COMPONENTS
GA % SC % Total
Deptford 5 100 0 0 5
Early Swift Creek 2 67 1 33 3
Connestee 7 100 0 0 7
Etowah 4 100 0 0 4
Savannah 1 100 0 0 1
Pisgah 1 100 0 0 1
Early Mississippi 11 73 4 27 15
Late Mississippi 7 78 2 22 9
All Woodland 15 57 11: 42 26
All Mississippi 20 65 11 35 31
Archaic 107 90 46 197
Woodland and Mississippian 35 61 22 39 57
Woodland" section) had different properties of heat transfer, or if a
different proportion of plainware characterized the new pottery
assemblages, then a functional purpose may have been responsible for
this treatment's spread as an adaptive trait. In this connection, it
is interesting to note that a very high proportion of Connestee sherds
(the only Middle Woodland series whose plainware is recognizable from
our surface collections) have a very high ratio,:lOf surface-treated
sherds to plain. Naturally, the alternative to the prehistoric origin
Connestee Plain Surface: Treated Surface Ratio
Treated~surface
N %
Plain-surface
N %
Total
Total
Connestee
All sherds
131
600
72
29
52
1,465
28
71
183
2,065
of this ratio is that these surface collections by Hutto (1970) were selected
for non-plain sherds. The consistent Deptford-Early Swift Creek-
Cartersville-Pigeon-Connestee fogr-footed jar form also deserves analysis
from a functional viewpoint as well as a s~ylistic one.
This research domainshouldnote~eiegardedas an-empfy,at;gument for
significance of all stamped pottery sites. Rather, awareness of the
potential for technological-functional-experimental studies would
enhance the research values of sites already deemed significant. Of
particular interest for this research orientation would be Early to
Middle W60dland stratified sites. At such sites, careful intrasite
analysis might yield indications of activity patterning--hence function--
fr~m ceramics both before and after the coming of stamped wares.
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Deptford and Swift Creek ceramic types radiated from an assumed
origin near the mouth of the Savannah (Sears 1964) to~acquire~a3.Ei,:.._
distribution from North Carolina to north _Florida and from
Alabama to the Atlantic. In many places, Deptford was the first
pottery made (Sears 1964; Stoltman 1974). Most Deptford sites are shell
middens, and burial mounds are known. Grave taxonomic problems exist
with the early check stamped wares of the Southeast. This, Keel
suggests, is due to the equation in Georgia of check and simple stamping
with a Deptford time level wherever such a complex is found (Keel 1976a:
227-228). South Carolina archeologists unabashedly employ Deptford
types in classification (e.g., see South 1976). However, while the
north Georgia situation has been confused by the use of the posrlyd
defined (Caldwell, Thompson and Caldwell 1952; Caldwell 1958) check
and simple stamped Cartersville types, it appears that the project
area's "marginal" position, relative to firmly grounded archeological
sequences, may be "central" with respect to throwing light upon these
taxonomic problems common to north Georgia, the Appalachian Summit,
and the lower Savannah. The paucity of relevant data from the upper
Savannah area may have been a key factor in the development of an
unsatisfactory system of ceramic classification.
While only 6 sherds at 5 sites from the study area could be identified
as Deptford artifacts, 25 sherds from 9 sites were check stamped and
reflect either this Woodland period or the late Mississippian revival
of the technique (Caldwell 1955). It seems likely that a substantial
Woodland check and simple stamping technique, in our analysis labeled
Deptford or simply "check," does offer potential for elucidating the
taxonomic culture historical problems discussed by Keel. This would
appear to get a research problem of more than local significance.
Besides integrity sufficient to imply the preservation of a general
artifact-site association, selection of locations for further work should
require only the suggestion from survey data that check and simple
stamped techniques have substantial representation; only 3 Russell sites
have more than two sherds of the "check" type (Appendix D).
The Swift Creek complexes evident at sites 9EB83, 9EB259, and 38AN8
are argued to offer data relevant to problems of national and local
significance. Some of the earliest burial mounds in the Southeast,
also assumed to be related to the Hopewellian phenomenon, are found
on the northwest Florida coast by A.D. 200-300; they belong to the
Santa Rosa-Swift Creek culture (Willey 1949). The origin of the Gulf
tradition of the Southeast appears to be affiliated with Early Swift
Creek in Florida, southern Alabama, and southwest Georgia (Sears 1964:
266-267) at the Mandeville site (Kellar, Kelly and McMichael 1962).
Primary ceramic attributes of the Gulf tradition have been identified by
Walthall and Jenkins (1976) as shell stamping, dentate stamping,
incising, punctating, and vessel supports; according to their synthesis,
a Gulf Tradition dominated the Southeastern Coastal Plain until A.D.
500.
While Swift Creek components are known above the Fall Line--Wauchope
reported 43 (1966: 436) in northern Georgia--the center of Swift Creek
development was farther south. Thus, the possibility of substantial
occupations of this culture as far to northeast as the study area, is
important to the local problem of constructing a cultural chronology.
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1.1
Investigation of this unusual Swift Creek manifestation may throw light
on the environmental adaptations of Swift Creek and possibly the Gulf
tradition, especially in a case such as site 9EB259, where a long and
continuous archeological record is quite possible. If we assume that
Swift Creek relates to a discrete cultural system with Coastal Plain
affiliations, diachronic study of its adaptation to the Upper Piedmont
would have regional research value. The anomalous Swift Creek components
deserve careful attention at all the sites reported.
Late WoodZand
The tate Woodland of the forested East can be conceptualized in at
least two ways. The first, and more typical one, is that it was a time
of decline in the complexity, aesthetics, and external relationships of
aboriginal societies. This decline is possibly related in the Northeast
to climatic change (Griffin 1967). The inappropriateness of this
decline model for the Southeast has been, however, widely recognized,
with special reference to the Gulf Coast and the lower Mississippi
Valley.
The other obvious conceptualization of Late Woodland is as the
period duting which the foundations for later Mississippian development
were laid. This aspect has been relatively neglected in regional studies
possibly due to emphasis on the external connections of the East to
cultures south of the border. That research upon this time span is
significant for Russell project work is clear, and it is significant
at both the national and regional (South Appalachian) levels. The
investigation of the Late Woodland "decline" might be especially
appropriate for a study area which lacks any unambiguous evidence of
Late Woodland occupation. No ceramic types attributable to this period
are known from the Russell area; while several point types (Mississippian
Triangular, Caraway, Pee Dee Pentagonal: see section on analysis of
hafted bifaces and Appendix C), which mayor may not date to this
period were found.
A~ this time we can merely state that the time span is of research
interest regionally due to its role in the origins of South Appalachian
cultures. Local interest certainly inheres to the absence of any
evidence for substantial human utilization of the area. Tentatively
accepting this negative result as reflecting past cultural behavior, it
appears that a major shift in subsistence and settlement may have
occurred. Possibly the pattelJin 0f, extensive agriculture!wint:eriihunting
which characterizes the Southeast at the time of European contact
became established during the Late Woodland, with the main role of the
Piedmont, being hunting territory. Alternatively, the considerable
post-historic alluviation of Piedmont bottomlands (Trimble 1974) ma¥
have deeply buried sites of this time span. A third possibility is
suggested by Keel's (1976a: 222) proposition that in north Georgia the
culture complex identified as the Cartersville focus continued to exist
with only a few modifications, in ceramics at least, until about A.D.
700. The difficulties encountered in diagnosing Lage Woodland could
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therefore be at least partly due to problems in the currently accepted
culture-historical framework. In the Russell area, the analogous
pottery ware would be Connestee. At least some of these Russell sites
may derive from Late Woodland times. While Keel's suggested North
Carolina time range for Connestee is A.D. 200-600, Connestee-related dates
range far forward, past A.D. 1000 in other areas. There is little
reason, even accepting Keel's position, to question the possibility of
later Connestee survival in the Russell area.
Approaching the Late Woodland problem, the~, might involve three
tactics: (1) investigation of sites that have projectile points
possibly referable to this time (2) deep excavation of areas where
geomorpho1ogi~al (Coe 1964; Chapman 1976) considerations or archeological
manifestations suggest the possibility of buried sites, and (3) careful
excavation of any Connestee components which promise to be well preserved,
with a view of radiometric dating or cross-dating Connestee artifacts
in well-documented association with other diagnostic materials.
Mississippian
The storage of cultigens as the basiE subsistence strategy, has been
used as the definition of Mississippian cultures. In point of fact,
this economic orientation has usually been assumed without demonstration
for societies whibh have features elsewhere associated with intensive
agriculturalists. Instances of this are frequent, including some in
preceding sections of this report. A significant, though not always
primary, role can be imparted to agriculture in several cultural
localities at this time span in the South Appalachian area. Cu1tigene
from the Pisgah phase of the Appalachian Summit include corn, beans,
cucurbits, and possibly sumpweed (Iva annua var. macrocarpa) (Dickens
1976). Eastern Tennessee has maize and/or beans from the Emergent
Mississippian Martin Farm and Banks phases, as early as A.D. 880;
probable Eastern Complex maize dates to around A.D. lIDOO (Faulkner
1976). Charred maize kernels are known from Stamp Creek, a Woodstock
period site of northern Georgia (Hally 1975: 39); however, evidence from
many other areas at this level is lacking. Irene phase cu1tigens
have not been demonstrated, for example (Stoltman 1974; 32), but the
paucity of excavations using the new techniques of organic recovery
(Watson 1976) or generally poor preservation may be factors in the
frequent failure to get direct evidence of Mississippian cu1tigens.
Thus, a problem of local, although great, research significance, is
the question of whether a true Mississippian adaptation was present at
all in the project area, as it is in many other parts of South Appalachia.
~t EUr9pean contact, Creek Confederacy Muskogean speakers were
apparently regularly compelled to supplement their fall harvest by
major hunts long before winter was over in the yearly cycle (Canouts
1971). It is possible that a similar situation held for the same and
earlier times in the Russell area, but makUed by the use of artifact
types (e.g., Etowah Complicated Stamped) which are elsewhere associated
with definite Mississippian-oriented sites (Etowah type site). The
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simple presence of mounds (at 9EB85 and 9EB86) does not guarantee
agriculturally-dependent subsistence (Ford 1974: 402). In fact, as
Brain (1976: 57) has pointed out:
The question of agriculture in North ~erica must be
approached in the broadest possible perspective. It
is not just a question of its presence, but of its
ramifications. While maize, and its oft associated
cultigens, are taken as the classic expression of
native American domestication of plant resources, it
represents but one of many stages in developing
subsistence strategies, the contextual significance
of each of which must be carefully considered.
The late Woodland deClineslTlaY have resulted from "the adoption
and successful integration of intensive co~n agriculture and the bow
and arrow [which] together allowed for a greater degree of self-
sufficiency by smaller, more independent social units, and that the
larger, more dispersed, and perhaps shifting, population was therefore
more immune to the pressures of a socio-ceremonial superstructure"
(Brain 1976: 59). The Russell picture is at least consistent with
such a reconstruction, but with the time of interest transposed from
the Woodland to the Mississippian period. That is, the Early
Mississippian mound confirmed at site 9EB85 and probable at 9EB86
is the only sign of intensiwe late prehistoric occupation in the
project area (Table 68). It is followed by a very scanty and
apparently non-intensive Late Mississippian culture (s) which, at
least in historic times, used corncob impressed pottery--the only
evidence of cultigens in the Russell area.
Two principal approaches, direct and indirect, suggest themselves
for the attack on the Mississippian subsistence problem. Careful
excavations at sites known to have a high degree of integrity and a
Mississippian component would attempt to obtain carbonized or pollen
remains of cultigens. In addition, refined and supplemented site
location data available at the mitigation stage of work could be used
to infer drastic subsistence changes from drastic changes of site
distributions and types (see section below on site settlement and
distribution~. A detailed comparison of the physiographic settings of
Woodland and Mississippian components, as shown in Table 68, reveals an
apparent moderate shift of Mississippian components toward ridgetop
landforms relative to the Woodland period.
Another topic of regional research significance is the study of
the Southeastern Ceremonial Complex. Background information on the
Southeastern ~eremonial Complex has been cited in the section of
Eastern Mississippian culture history. As discussed above, the
significance of the Complex appears to be two-fold. First, it is an
indicator of, and an integral part of, complex stratified Mississippian
social systems (Brown 1976). Further, so far as its widely dispersed
centers share Southeastern Ceremonial Complex symbolism and artifacts,
it is a marker for the second great interaction sphere of the East,
with Hopewell being the first.
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TABLE 68
Woodland and Mississippian Topographic Settings
Woodland Mississippian
N % N %
Terrace 16 70 19 54
Levee 0 0 1 3
Bottomland Knoll 0 0 0 0
River 1 4 1 3
Bluff 0 0 0 0
Island 0 0 1 3
Active floodplain 0 0 0 0
Ridgetop 3 13 11 31
Ridgenose 2 9 1 3
Ridgeslope 1 4 0 0
Saddle 0 0 1 3
Upland knoll 0 0 0 0
23 35
All lowland 17 74 22 63
All upland 6 26 13 37
The northeast limit of the intensive Southeastern Ceremonial
Complex exp~ession has been suggested as the Savannah River,
although rare pieces occur in the Carolinas (Waring in Williams 1977)
91). Farther down the Savannah River, attenuated Complex material
is evident at the Irene site. Definite Southeastern Ceremonial
Complex evidence is present at Hollywood Mound (DeBaillou 1965; Reid
1965). The presence of a copper-covered celt at site 9EB85 (Lee 1976)
is the only project area indication of possible participation in the
Mississippian interaction sphere, if not in the Southeastern Ceremonial
Complex itself. The two should be distinguished, since scattered
traces of Southeastern Ceremonial Complex material have been noted far
northeast of the Savannah River, for instance in central South Carolina
(Stuart 1970) and even at Town Creek in North Carolina (Reid 1967).
It appears probable that some of the accoutrements of the Complex
spread far beyond the complex, redistributing Mississippian society
type into areas characterized by an essentially Late Woodland diffuse
adaptation (see Cleland 1976; for a Midwestern analog of Mississippian
trappings without adaptive substance, see Ford 1974: 407).
It has been argued for theoretical reasons that the Southeastern
Ceremonial Complex may be an indicator of chtefdom level societies.
Ford (1974) points out the increased vulnerability of a society
focalized on maize cultivation to thetvagaries of the total environment,
and would see the Southeastern Ceremonial Complex as the archeological
expression of harvest-time ceremonies concerned with redistribution in
societies of sufficient scale that at least one district will manage a
crop. Brain (1976) would go so far as to say that maize-dependent Late
Woodland societies of the Lower Mississippi, lacking the Southeastern
Ceremonial Complex, were in some ways .less well adapted than their
more diffusely oriented ancestors. It can thms be argued that long-
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term Mississippian-level adaptations must be sustained by integration and
maintenance subsystems of the culture, which for chiefdoms (Service 1962)
often take the form of religffiously-rationalized redistributive systems
with so~~al ranking.
Clear local significance attaches to elucidation of the Southeastern
Ceremonial Complex's role at the two intensive mound occupations. To the
extent that this study is generalizable to the large areas of the
continent wlitch lie on the margins of the full Southeastern Ceremonial
Complex/Mississippian expression, national research significance
accrues as well.
Local--actually regional--research significance can be envisioned
from studies concentrating on the role of the project area in relation
to two widespread Mississippian ceramic st~les, the Chicora and York
ware-groups, which have recently been defined based on ongoing research
in South Carolina (South 1976, n.d.; ~ergus(2)n n.s.). These ware-groups
may be defined on several dimensions of variability (Ferguson n.d.),
but one of their useful features is the fact that certain rim appendages,
which the Russell survey shows are very durable, are among the most
characteristic features. These attributes enabled crude subdivision of
the Mississippian period to be made from Russell data at some sites.
In a preceding section it was argued from juxtaposed chronologies of
the South Appalachian area (Fig. 18) that Chicora could be regarded as
reaching its apogee in the span A.D. 1200 to 1500, whereas York belongs
for the most part ~o the post-A.D. 1500 interval.
Three interrelated benefits would derive from the elucidation and
refinement of these ware-group concepts. First, the confused taxonomic
position and cultural significance of such late prehistoric ceramic
series as Lamar may be clarified. Through the historical accident
whereby early definitive Southeastern archeology was done in Georgia,
researchers ever since have worn Georgia-colored eyeglasses when
observing their own archeological sequences. In particular, terms like
Lamar, Lamar-like, Lamaroid, and Lamar-Mulberry variant have been used
from North Carolina to Florida. Not only is the meaning of the legitimate
Lamar type diluted, but the understanding of other archeological
sequences is obfuscated also (South n.d.; Perlman 1976; Russell 1976).
Observations of the real' similarities in these ceramics were valid,
however, and the ware-group concept attempts to allow the perception of
more general relationships without compromising the integrity of
previously well-defined and useful types within their local sequences.
A second benefit from the study of these ware-group concepts is
their possible utility as archeological horizon styles. This has yet to
be established, for the originators of the concept have'·su.ggestedthat
Chicora and York attributes have a greater temporal dispers;Lon over
their entire spatial ranges than that assumed here (Ferguson n.d.; South
n.d.). Studi§s of stratified sites with stylistic alements attributable
to both ware-groups would test the estimates given here, particularly in
the presence of radiometrically datable material. Such sites do occur
in the·Russell area.
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A final research benefit of the study of these s~yles is the
interpretation of the significance of their spatial-t~mporal distribution.
One obvious suggestion would correlate ceramic style ~ith the variable
of ethnicity. In this connection, the concept of Cof~tachique as a
redistributing chiefdom in South Carolina (Baker 1974): is of some interest.
Centered in the area of Camden, South Carolina, which .is the location
of the McDowell site, its authority may have run from Fall Line to
coast and from the Savannah to the Pee Dee River. The fairly
good distributive fit between Cofitachjque and the heaptland of
the Chicora ware-group (see preceding section on Mississippian Chronology)
suggests the possibility of Chicora being the ceramic stylistic
expression of Cofitachique. This is clearly an unusually significant
domain of research on the local level, as the ethnohis!tory of the South
::;aro1ina Coastal Plain would be related to an archeological manifestation
iispersed through much of the Southeast. The degree and nature of
Russell manifestations of these style horizons might contribute evidence
Jearing on such questions from a "marginal" area. For instance, extremely
strong Chicora affiliations above the Fall Line would appear to mitigate
~gainst any equation of Chicora with the Cofitachique concept, as
)resently understood.
Several sites occur in the Russell project which appear to
~ degree of influence from York, Chicora, or both ware-groups.
several research domains indicated would apply most iIllPlediately
chose sites which have both significant stratification and good
)reservation.
exhibit
The
at
Research Value of Late Prehistoric Settlement-Subsistence Work:
The Possibility of Seasonal and Extensive utilization
Culture may fruitfully be regarded as an adaptive system used by
Luman beings to assure continuing access to vital resources that exhibit
rariable distributions over space as well as predictable (e.g., circadian
md seasonal) and random variability through time (cf. Ford 1974: 386).
i, settlement system can then be regarded as a seasonally varying spatial
lrrangement of culture-sha.H!xs motiva,ted by changing availability of
_mportant resources. Such a settlement system can be usually defined
n terms of the number and distribution of sites of a given occupational
ystem, degree of specialization, and relative complexity, particularly
s these variables are arguably related to others of significance in
he general theory of anthropology. Variations in site complexity
.ppear to correlate with sociocultural complexity (Brown 1977: 164).
In the context of the Russell report, no detailed treatment of this
heme can be given, simply because the chronology is controlled only
o the order of several century spans. A rigorous treatment of prehistoric
ettlement systems requires a much higher degree of contemporaneity than
hat. At this time, however, we can suggest areas reflecting segments of
balanced holistic approach to the problem of man-land-time adaptations
n the later prehistory of the Russell study area.
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TABLE 69
COMPARISON OF SURVEY RESULTS IN THE SOUTH CAROLINA AND GEORGIA PIEDMONT
R.B. RUSSELL (S.C.-Ga.) WALLACE (Ga.)a LAURENS-ANDERSON(S.C.)b INTERSTATE 77(S.C.)c
Early Archaic 5.25% 43 4.6% 16 12.3% 27 6.6% 6
Middle Archaic 12.35% 101 20.6% 72 24.1% 53 12.1% 11
Late Archaic 6.48% 53 3.1% 11 4.1% 9 5.5% 5
Woodland 3.18% 26 7.4% 26 9.1% 20 0.0% 0
Mississippian 3.79% 31 40.9% 143 4.5% 10 2.2% 2
Unidentified .
Prehistoric 43.15% 353 16.6% 58 33.1% 73 57.1% 52
Historic 25.79% 211 6.9% 24 12.7% 28 16.5% 15
I Tonal Sites 490' 239 125 50
w Total Componentsw
0'\ Represented 818 350 220 91
. I
Ratio of Components
to Sites 1.7 1.5 1.8 1.9
a) Goodyear 1978
bl DePratter 1976
c) House and Ballenger 1976
TABLE 70
TEMPORAL DISTRIBUTION OF COMPONENTS FOR LATER PREHISTORY
N %
Gross Divisions: Late Archaic 53 48
Woodland 26 24
Mississippian 31 28
110
Mississippian
Subdivisions: Early 15 48
Late 8 26
"Protohistoric"* 8 26
* Very late prehistoric and early historic; probably
overlaps with "late" category; diagnosed by corn-
cob impressed pottery and Caraway arrowheads.
The fine breakdown of Wallace results is shown for contrast (Table 71)
(DePratter n.d.: 456-464).
TABLE 71
WALLACE RESERVOIR--LATE PREHISTORIC
Early Woodland (Cartersville) 19
Middle Woodland (Swift Creek) 8
Late Woodland (Napier) 0
Early Mississippian (Etowah) 7
Late Mississippian* (Lamar) 128
Protohistoric (Ocmulgee Fields) 20
* DePratter would attribute an
initial date of A.D. 1300 to
Lamar.
There is such a striking difference that it must be argued that the
course of cultural evolution was far different in the two areas.
Considering the patchiness of the good evidence for Mississippian
maize, an obvious explanation for this contrast in two closely proximal
areas is that settlement was light for Russell because maize was absent
or, more likely, not intensively cultivated.
Further evidence of a change in ;i..nten$ity of occupat;i..on between
Early and Late Mississippian can be presented. Two mounds were recorded,
and eight prehistoric sites were judged by field survey teams to be
"possible village" sites. The most precise Mississippian affiliations
known are listed below for these sites. Intensively occupied earl~
components number 4; late ones number 2.
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A quick examination of a few characteristics of Late Archaic,
Woodland, and Mississippian settlement is in order. Table 66 shows an
increasing clustering of settlements about major streams throughout
prehistoric time; however, there is a rather sharp discontinuity in the
archeological record between the Late Archaic and Woodland times! It is
suggested here that such a drastic change reflects a maj.or reorientation
in subsistence strategy. It ma)!", but need not, reflect the coming of
agriculture. One alternative to this may be suggested by considering
the potential for aquatic resources suggested in Chapter 1. Mu1ti-
component sites showing good preservation with Late Archaic and Wood-
1nnd components are especially likely to address this locally significant
problem of whether the shift in riverine orientation does relate to
the farming of alluvial soils. The demonstrable difference between
Woodland and Mississippian is of lesser magnitude and so is harder to
interpret.
There is a longstanding assumption made by archeologists to the
effect that pottery in substantial quantities is an indicator of a
relatively sedentary existence at a given site, due to the weight and
fragility of ceramics. This idea:~may be applied very simplistically to
the data at hand. We learn that the ratio of Woodland sites bearing
pottery to those without is 5:9, or 0.55. However, the corresponding
ratio for Mississippian sites is 28:7, or 4.0. This comparison may imply
that limited Mississippians were less mobile than the Wood1anders.
This, of course, assumes similarity of function and cultural disposal
of ceramics for the two periods.
Table 69 points out simple temporal distribution of sites in late
prehistoric times in relation to those of some other recent and large-
scale surveys. A compelling difference is evident between the Wallace
Reservoir results from the Piedmont Oconee basin and each of the three
surveys to the east. The percentage representation of Mississippian
(represented by a Lamar "explosion") for Wallace is a full order of
magnitude greater than that for any of the other surveys. Thus far we
may regard this as an indication of a vast difference in cultural
trajectories east and west of the Savannah River for the Mississippian
period; little or no Mississippian florescence can be read into the
Russell figures, although the crudity of using components as a measure-
ment is obvious.
Table 70, utilizing the ~inest temporal contours ~or the
Mississippian period, gives an indicatiou_o.f whether the anomalous
segment of the cultural trajectory can 'be ~urther i~olated. );t i,s 0:1;
interest that the Late l1ississippian representation, even when summed'
with th~ "protohistoric," is only barely equal to the Earlyl1is'st~'sipp;tan
occupatlon.
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TABLE 72
INTENSIVELY OCCUPIED LATE SITES
Mounds
Mississippian
Early and Late
Mississippian
Possible Villages
1
1
Unidentified 1
Ceramic prehistoric 1
Mississippian 5
Early and Late 1
Early 2
Late 0
Sums of Components
Early
Late
4
2
While a systematic discussion of the important elements of Russell
area settlement systems could not be presented, enough has been said to
indicate that even our survey data discriminate a decline in the
intensity of Russell Mississippian occupations--one which probably
occurred fairly late in that period. Research on this topic is plainly
of the greatest local significance.
Contact and Early Historic Subsistence-Settlement
The following account of the subsistence round of the early
historic Indians of the Russell vicinity draws heavily upon Canouts'
(1971) thesis reconstructing the cultural ecology of the Creek. It
should be noted, as Canouts points out, that observers such as Swanton
and Bartram emphasized the uniformity of Southeastern subsistence
regimes.
The Creek were agriculturalists, but insufficient quantities of
their corn-beans-squash crops were grown and stored to last through
winter until the next harvest. The major supplement to agriculture was
a late fall and winter hunt (November to February), during which they
might range in search of deer and bear, 120 miles or more from a town.
Less important subsistence activities included wild plant gathering, a
short spring and early fall hunt, and fishing. As described, this
sw)sistence strategy does not necessarily pertain to a Mississippian
subsistence level, as a coordinate, but no primary role in the basic
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f,ood supply appears to have been cultigens. As integrated with
archeological lines of evidence, this suggested strategy may be argued
to apply to the late Mississippian period of prehistorji: as well as the
earliest documented eras (see section on late prehistoric subsistence
and settlement).
Late Prehistoric Evaluation: Cultural Values
The concept that significance of historic properties derives in
part from the participation of a resource in the heritage of an ethnic
group. This type of significance is labeled cultural value, and it
appears to be potentially operative with regard to certain late
prehistoric sites in the project area.
While not attempting an extensive review of the possible historicE
archeological linkages in the vicinity of the project area, it is clear
that this is a topic of considerable local research value. The most
frequently discussed question appears to be related to Lamar phase,
in relation to the Creek tribes and the Cherokee (Russell 1975; Penman
1976; Caldwell 1955; Fairbanks ),952, 1958; Sears 1955). The most
defensible approach seems to be Sears (1955), who examined closely
the ceramics of the late historic Creek site of Kasita and compared
them with Cherokee pottery from Tugalo, Georgia. The conclusion was
that Lamar ware is unlikely to have been the developmental precursor of
the known Creek ceramic complex, and that Lamar archeological material
probably pertains to the prehistoric Cherokee. Because of the taxonomic
ambiguity of the Lamar designation, this type was not used in the Russell
project ceramic classification; however, material related to that
category, or to Qualla types, was present and it constitutes the bulk of
the "Late Mississippian" category here reported (Appendix D). Whether
this "Late" material relates more closely to the Lamar of Georgia or
Qualla of North Carolina, there is now little doubt that these are
archeological expressions of the prehistoric and early historic
Cherokees in the project area.
The lively concern and interest of the Cherokee Nation with respect
to its heritage is obvious to anyone who visits the new Cherokee
Museum, in Cherokee, North Carolina. This concern was voiced by the
reeent tribal sponsorship and participation in the first Cherokee-
Iroquoian Symposium in 20 years in Cherokee, North Carolina. There is
an obligation to consider and define the cultural value of the Cherokee-
af:filiated archeological resources to their modern descendents on the
Qualla Boundary and in other reservations.
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Tel2hnological and Functional studies of Prehistoric Cerarrrics
In 1961, a symposiimm on "Ceramics and Man" was held under the
auspices of the Wenner-Gren Foundation for Anthropological Research
(Batson 1965a). One of the overriding messages at this symposum was
the potential utility of ceramic artifacts in the study of their wider
cultural context. There have traditionally been three reasons given for
archeological emphasis on the study of pottery: (1) the short life of
fragile pots, implying large quanitities of material entering the
archeological record; (2) near-indestructibility of potsherds after
breakage; and (3) the innumerable possibilities for technological,
functional, and sytlistic variability which derive from the fact that
the clay minerals undergo drastic changes in plasticity, porosity, and
color, when subjected to the firing process. Such connnents as these
too frequently precede a discussion of "ceramic cultures," with little
regard for the human cultures responsible for their production. This
problem is perhaps especially evident in the Southeast (Sears 1964).
Matson suggests the fruitfulness for archeology of a view point
called "ceramic ecology." This concept "attempts to relate the raw
materials and technologies that the local potter has available to the
functions in his culture of the product he fashions" (1965b: 203).
In effect, Matson points out some of the many aspects of the total
naltural and cultural environment with which the potting process
interacts: water transport, food storage and preparation, fuel
procurement (and its environmental impact), the societal position of
potters, and so forth. Several avenues are open to advance studies
relating to these matters. One is the attempt to identify functional
associations of vessel types, us;tng variables such as form, wear
marks on excavated sherd~, surface treatment (for instance in its
relation to porosity), and degree of firing (Matson 1965b).
Another avenue inadequately utilized has been the thoughtful study
of intentio.nal and.9,ccident.a,l sur:f;iil,ce tmpressions. A glance at a list t
of Southeastern pottery type names reveals at once the potential for study
of perishable classes of material culture such as fabric (cf. Hurley 1978
1978), basketry, and even subsistence items (corncob impressed types).
Other questions may be addressed by judicious experimental work. Hodges
(1965) has argued this for pre-Roman Europe, an area which shows
analogies to the Eastern United States context: little technical
examination has characterized ceramic analysis, and on-the-spot opportunity
for technical ethnography on hand-built vessels is unconnnon. The
topics on which Hodges reports experimental results are methods of
forming, surface treatment, paste composition, and firing conditions.
Anna O. Shepard's treatment of the technical analysis of ceramics (1976)
offers considerable scope for more refined studies. Although many of
the discussed techniques require expensive instrumental analyses, very
promising results have been demonstrated. One prominent example is the
possibility of tracing a plastic tempering material in sherds to its
point of procurement, thereby enabling the study of trade and exchi:mge
systems in mineralogically known areas. There is thus much potential
for attacking archeological problems other than accounting for space-time
distributions of pottery types. The several suggestions broached here
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are clearly relevant to the study of almost any Southeastern archeological
locality, and certainly to the Russell project in particular. This is
not an empty suggestion that all pottery-bearing sites are significant.
Rather it is a comment that much potential significance for sites
otherwise worthy of work will be lost if these approaches are neglected.
Lithic Raw Material Use and Procurement
Within the project area, there are data relevant to the study of
the use and procurement of different types of lithic raw materials.
In other sections of this report (Chapter IV) and in earlier sections of
this chapter, mention has been made concerning the patterns of raw
material usage during the Early, Middle and Late Archaic for the manu-
fa.cture of diagnostic artifacts. During the Early Archaic, both
Coastal Plain and Ridge and Valley cherts were employed. During the
Middle Archaic locally available quartz was far and away the most
frequently used raw material. During the Late Archaic, the first
substantial use of slate is indicated (see Table 38). These data
can potentially inform us about the means of procurement of these non-
local raw materials through the analysis of morphological attributes and
technological attributes in an effort to monitor economizing behavior
wh.ich may evidence the costs of procurement or distribution. These
studies would, in turn, be useful for modeling efforts which would
attempt to determine the geographical scale of the prehistotic adaptations
of this area. As has been suggested above, some current formulations of
settlement patterning during the Archaic argue for year-round occupation
of the Piedmont, and if this is the case, then the acquisit.ion of non-
local raw materials would have to be accomplished by trade between groups
who are presumably also restricted to the zones where these raw materials
occur. On the other hand, there are indications, at least during the
Late Archaic for extensive, perhaps seasonal, movements between different
physiographic zones. It may be possible to resolve this seeming paradox
through further data recovery and analysis.
The use of quartz as a raw material for the manufacture of chipped
stone tools is also an area that requires further investigation. It
has been mentioned that quartz, in terms of its flaking properties
"leaves a lot to be desired," but there are indications that, at
certain times it was the raw material of choice. That this is the case
is clear from Tennessee and Virginia, where quartz was introduced and
used for tool manufacture in areas where "high" quality lithic raw
materials are locally available (Chapman 1977; Faulkner and McCollough
1973; Gardner 1974). If quartz is more suitable for certain kinds of
tasks than for others, investigation of this will inform on shifts in
subsistence activities that require the use of different kinds of raw
materials. Interesting in this light is the use of slate during the
Late Archaic. The use of this raw material may also have functional
implications that may inform us about interassemblage differences
a~)ng sites from this time period.
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SettLement Patterns
Preceding sections have established that the Russell project area
offers a time perspective of some 10,000 years or more of human occupation.
The usual viewpoint of modern archeology stresses culture as a collective,
extrasomatic human adaptation to a given environment (e.g., see Ford
1974). Clearly, a corollary of this definition is that environmental
changes across the territory utilized by a given culture will occasion
differences (for instance, in seasonality, resources exploited, and
tools used in exploitation) in the way a given culture utilizes different
areas.
Binford (1972) has proposed that the content and spatial distribution
of rnaterial remains depend on both the specific activities conducted and
on the social composition of the group performing them. Brown has
suggested that:
lNhen projected on a larger area than the site, Binford's
propositions can be usefully employed to define a settle-
lnent system in the number and distribution of sites accord-
ing to differences in season of occupation, degree of
i3pecialization, and relative complexity (1977: 164).
Current knowledge of the Russell area indicates the great potential
for trend analyses of settlement patterns, although problems with the
chronological framework and with our survey collections as assemblage
samples have precluded application of them at this stage. One feature of
the study area that suggests the potential for such approaches is the
significant variability in environment between the bottomland areas and
the elevated ridgetops behind them. The provision for extensive public
recreational areas adjacent to the actual basin in project planning
has given the study area a topographic sample which is representative of
its region to a degree unusual for reservoir studies in the Southeast.
That the bottomland-upland dichotomy is significant may be argued from
the observed correlation with biotic factors such as vegetation (see
Chapter I), as well as from the archeological record itself (e.g., see
Table 66). Offered in the Russell area, then, is the study of human
adaptation to at least two distinct microenvironments over a time span
long enough to show cultural evolution from hunting and gathering to
food production and mound building.
,~ factor of considerable importance to the study of diachronic
variation in settlement pattern is the resolution of the problem of
"unidentified prehistoric lithic scatters," which lack the diagnostic
artifacts that would be needed to pigeonhole them chronologically.
The extent of the problem can be judged from the fact that 40% (Table
35) of all prehistoric sites fall into this category. A substantial
segment of the archeological record is involved, and to merely
dismiss it as useless in the light of current knowledge would
be quite remiss. At least two explanations; can be posited to explain
the presence of these undiagnosed sites. -These are not mutually exclusive,
as each could account in part for the data. First we may suggest simple
sampling error. Our survey assemblages are possibly unrepresentative
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of the cultural assemblages they pl1lrport to represent and the
undiagnosed sites constitute a subset of the archeologipal record
identical to those that could be diagnosed except tha~ the diagnostic
artifacts present did not happen to be collected. Second, it may be that
certain settlement systems of certain periods included site type(s) at
which diagnostic artifacts (typically hafted bifaces and ceramics) were
not employed and at which they did not enter the archeological record.
The number of sites in this category among Russell prehistoric sites,·
suggests that these sites are a significant element in the archeological
record, and their study with these and other possible explanations in
mind is one of many prerequisites for developing an accurate "picture"
of the archeological record of this area.
There is, as might have been expected, an observable correlation in
the choice of site locations throughout prehistoric time. Of the
prehistoric components that could be ascribed to a culture-historical
period (362 of a total 607), only 64 (17.7%) were apparently single
component sites. Thus the tendency for many criteria of human loca-
tional choices to be unchanged through time can be easily seen. In
terms of evaluating significance, both a benefit and challenge derive
from the existence of such a strong tendency toward locational re-use.
The benefit derives from the opportunity presented at such sites,
particularly those with some stratification of deposit, to observe the
utilization of a given locus through time while the environmental
factor is held relatively constant. Such situations constitute partly
controlled experiments in the past human use of space. The challenge
of murticomponent sites in the project area is due to the pattern of
intensive historic use of agricultural land. Archeological sites in
upland settings probably never had a thick topsoil, and the current
typical setting of upland sites is one which up to 10,000 years of
human occupations have been compressed into two dimensions. There are
grave methodological problems inherent in content or assemblage analyses
at such loci where segregation by the principle of superposition is not
possible. This is particularly true at sites small in surface area
where horizontal post-depositional artifact movements have had a greater
relative effect in confounding different occupations. The significance
evaluations previously submitted on individual sites as part of the
Cultural Resource Inventory Forms considered both effects :bf' Ilmu,lti-.,...
componency" in enhancing settlement study significance in a given
environment, and in exacerbating the difficulty of study of sites,
especially smaller ones, whose stratificational integrity is already
in question.
Aquatic Resources
Substantial eVi.dence exi,$ts 'pqr'the utilization of a.quat;tg.:resources
within the pxoj ect q,xe2, duxin~ both the prehistol.'fc and b:i:storie,periqd's.
To this end, furtherd?,ta ;recovery Can contrioute to our\L1-1;lderstand:ing
of aquatic re$ouxces into the subsistence base o~ hunter,..,ga,therers. This
is cU1'lcently a subject of some deha,te COsborn1977; ScfialkI977; Perlman n.d.)
with provoca,tive theoretical implications, for monitoring systems and -
organizationa,l responses. Osborn, for ~jtamp'le, argues that the introduction
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Investigation of fish weirs in the project area, along with the
sitl:s associated with them, will permit assessment of their chronological
position. Available data from the more northerly parts of the Broadpoint
Tradition area (Turnbaugh 1975) seem to indicate that the Late Archaic
may have been the period when anadromous fish were first used,
altl10ugh no direct archeological evidence for this proposition exists
at the moment. In any event, it will be possible to evaluate Schalk's
(1977) argument by examining the archeological record in the sites
adjacent to the weirs for evidence of the dramatic shifts that he predicts.
The use of aquatic resources by historic period populations is
virtually unknown in this area, but, notwithstanding, early settlers
strongly resisted the building of dams because they interfered with
fish runs. Fish could also have been a very important supplement to the
diet of slaves, who experienced severe nutritional deficiencies even
though their diets included enough bulk (Genovese 1967; and see the
section on diet in the historic overview in Chapter I). Factual
information exists indicating that early 20th century groups in this area
did some fishing, but this aspect of the historic economy is poorly
kno~m and further study is necessary.
Because the Savannah River is the only river in the Southeast where
anadromous fish penetrate above the Fall Line (Leggett 1973), the project
area is uniquely suited to the evaluation of these arguments. Currently,
little archeological evidence exists for the presence of shellfish in
the project area. The only known specimens are from Beaver Dam Creek
Mound (9EB85) (Lee 1976). It is doubtful that shellfish middens as
impressive as those at Stalling's Island (Claflin 1931) will be present.
As a result, Late Archaic sites in the project area will most likely
furnish a body of data which contrasts with that available from the
classic Stalling's Island culture area downstream. This will permit
an evaluation of the role of technology in the exploitation of shellfish
through comparison of assemblage differences between sites in the two
areas.
of aquatic resources into the diet will be a response to stress, because,
in the case of shellfish, the protein return is substantially less
than that available form terrestrial mammals (1977). Perlman, on
thE~ other hand, argues that the introduction of aquatic resources
into the diet is simply a function of least effort principles which
dictate maximizing amount of return per unit of effort (n.d.) and
that the use of these resources in no way implies anything about
the state of the system (personal communication). Schalk has suggested
that a threshold relationship exists in the exploitation of anadromous
fish (1977). He indicates that, above a certain level of dependence on
anadromous fish, a very dramatic change will occur in the entire
subsistence-settlement system which relates to labor organizational
requirement necessary to efficiently exploit a resource whose availability
is spatially and temporally restricted. The changes that occur will in
no way resemble the gradual changes that are characteristic of many
cultural sequences.
Food Production and its Consequence
The significance' of studies of agricultutre, with its con-
cOTIlitant cultural features, does not lie in the perception of agriculture
as a discrete "event" that led inevitably to the advancement of human
society and then to civilization. Rather, as for any important sub-
siste!Uce subsystem, this aspect of culture is important because
of the shifting systemic relationship with elements both within and
without the immediate cultural system. Related to agricultural practices
arE~ such factors as the biotic effects of fire (as in slash-and-burn
syst€~ms) and such cultural factors as the social system (e. g., in task
group composition, population density, and the intensity of labor input
required as we know from studies of contemporary "agrarian ecology")
(Netting 1974).
Both ethnographic (Netting 1974) and archeological (Brain 1976)
evidence indicates that the simple presence of maize or other cultigens
is not significant because this information, along with its ramifications,
is assessed independently.
As a working hypothesis, developments occur in different regions,
at different times, toward a general trend from tentative management
of native plant resources, to a more sophisticated horticulture of
these same resources, to the acceptance and integration of introduced
foreign cultigens (such as cucurbits), to an incipient maize agricultural
subsistence base, to its intensive development, to the final successful
multi-cultigen (corn-beans-squash) agriculture so well known in the
ethnohistoric accounts (Brain 1976: 57).
A finer-grained treatment of agricultural types may have special
applicability in the Russell project area, where trajectory of
agricultural technology was probably of a form differing considerably
from that of such apparently highly comparable areas as the Wallace
Reservoir basin in north Georgia. If a rough but direct correlation
between intensity of agriculture and intensity of occupation exists,
then the two areas diverge quite strongly at the Late Mississippian
cultivators (Ward 1965), this divergence of cultural development
is very interesting.
Agricultural trajectory may also be available from study of the
five Middle Woodland sites represented in the Russell study area,
whieh comprise a "boom" period relative to Early or Late Woodland
timl~S. No sites could be diagnosed for these periods, although a
total hiatus seems doubtful. The possible relationship of the
HopE~wellian florescence to subsistence technology, and the possible
roll~ of the latter in the Middle Woodland "boom," deserve examination.
At a later time, the relationships of the Southeastern Ceremonial
Complex, the relatively limited intensive Mississippian manifestations
of the project area, and food production techniques deserve similar
treatment. A diachronic perspective which ties these various questions
together will augment generalizable treatments of the evolution of
food production.
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Scientific and Cu"lturaZ si@ificance of Historic Sites
Two hundred and eleven components, which represent 25.79% of the
818 eomponents found during the surveys of the project area, can be
assigned to the period of European colonization and occupation (see
Table 34). A chronology has been developed for this period based on
diagnostic artifacts and their date of manufacture. The use of this
deviee resulted in the identification of 331 components (see Table
36). Sites representative of all the major periods of the European
occupation are present in this sample, from initial colonization of
this area in the 1760's to the present.
This sample of sites represents an unparalleled opportunity for the
conduct of historic sites archeology. Until the onset of federally
mandated and financed cultural resource management studies, the vast
bulk of historic sites archeology was sponsor-initiated with goals
often at variance with the needs of a scientific archeology (see South
1977: 317-330). Studies were, for the most part site-specific, and the
sites that were chosen for investigation were spectacular and not
necessarily representative of the range of variability of those cultural
systems (Colonial Williamsburg, Bethabara, etc.). This is not to deny
the importance of these studies, because much useful knowledge has
resulted from them. This concentration of effort, however, has ignored
the "vernacular" archeological record of this period--the unspectacular
and mundane record of those events, which, although they constitute the
maj or portion of the record, are out of the mains tream of the his tory of the
United States. These site-specific stadies-lzl,ave also been, for theJmost
part, temporally specif1c as well, so that a diachronic picture of
developments must be constructed from a number of areas from sites that
are perhaps unrepresentative of the trends in each individual.
The investigation of historic sites in the project area can do much
to address this shortcoming in our understanding of the dynamics of
Historic period adaptations. Present here is the opportunity to conduct
a regionally based and integrated program of investigations that can
focus on the study of site complexes isolated for various purposes--
diachronic changes in settlement patterns, for example.
The archeological record of the project area has been characterized
as poorly known, but for the archeological record of the Historic period,
this can be stated more strongly, as completely unknown. For this reason,
a very important contribution to knowledge comes from the discovery
process, as additional data recovery operations uncover the record of
these adaptations. Also of interest during this process is the assessment
of the quality of the resources. It has been mentioned a number of times
that the intensive use of the land during the I1istoric period has had a
detrimental effect on the integrity of archeological resources. Until
this impact is fully assessed archeologically, we can only be hopeful of
the true potential of these resources to contribute in meaningful ways
to archeological science and an appreciation of the heritage of the people
who made this record. The peculiar nature of historic sites--the presence
of documentary evidence about some facets of the record--gives historic
sites archeology unique potential for contributing to the development of
archeology as a science (South 1977: 125).
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Although addressing the scientific significance of the prehistoric
archeological record in the project ~rea has been possible, thef$ame
will not be possible;fgrt:;he historic sites because research and _
model building here are in their nascent phases, with ideas being
developed and evaluated, otherwise. The natur~ of the history of
this area and the region is such that it is possibl~ to recognize
thE' potential of a few provocative areas. In the discussiorito
follow, some areas will be identified as being of potential
relevance. These treatments will be brief, but brevity should
not be ~quated with importance, because they really require monography
lengt.h treatment. Also presencited~'belowwill be the tentative formu-
lation of the Piedmont Survey Pattern which was isolated by Richard
Brooks.
Testing of the Frontier Model (Lewis 1976)
Sites relevant to the evaluation of this model are present in the
sample of historic sites in the project area. The Frontier model is an
archeological model of the sites that would be expected on the frontiers
of a European colonization effort. Major components of this model
include the entrepot, which is a major commerical center (in this instance,
Charleston or Savannah) in the frontier town which receives goods-from an
entrepot and distributes them to dispersed settlements; and homesteads
or plantations, which are economically dependent on goods from the
frontier town (Lewis 1976). Sites in the project area will be of the
dispersed settlement type, and these will be most relevant 1::.0 the study
of the dynamic relationships between the major components of the model,
the Emtrepot and the frontier towns. Charleston and Savannah are the
entrE~pots for this area, and Camden, Columbia, and Augusta are the
frontier towns associated with them. Sites of the dispersed settlement
type (which have not been studied archeologically [K. Lewis, personal
con~unication]) fr~ this area may shed light on the competitive
relationships of the entrepots as they attempted to dominate access to
markets and the role of developing transportation networks to facilitate
this access. It is not possible at this time to define within which
sphere of influence sites in the Russell area were associated because
pre:viously determined trade routes, and not simple measureS'; of distance
from point to point, were the major determining factors. This would
suggest a Char1eston-Camden-Columbia sphere initially, later supplanted
by the Savannah-Augusta sphere. Analysis of archeological assemblages
from these sites in terms of determining which entrepot was the origin
of the materials could perhaps answer this question. Study of this
phenomenon could also contribute to the study of post-frontier developments
in the Piedmont.
Study of the Plantation Economy
The project area is located within one of the major upland cotton
plantation areas in the South. There are a number of sites in the
sample that will be relevant to the archeological study of the plantation
system. Five sites have been tentatively identified as plantations and
many of the tentatively identified homesites may represent tenant
occupations from the post-Civil War period. Prunty (1955) and Thompson
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(1975) have discussed forms of the plantation system and it appears that
two of the major forms, the antebellum plantation and the fragmented
plantation were present in the project area. The antebellum plantation
is a nucleated settlement centered on the landowner's residence, with the
slave cabins, barns, tool sheds, and gin nearby. The fragmented
plantation, which developed after the Civil War, is representedby'a
disp€!rsed settlement with the tenant residences located closer to the
fiE!lds which each individual tenant farmer.
The literature on the plantation economy is full of provocative
implications for patterning in the archeological record. An exhaustive
trE'atment is not possible here, but as one example, the communal
organization of labor during the antebellum period caused tools and
implements to be kept in central sheds. Also, during this period, it
is suggested that slaves were fed communally. In contrast, during the
fragn~nted plantation period, tenants kept their own tools, implements
and animals at their residences. This implies that the assemblages from
tenant residenceE; should be easily distinguishable from a slave cabin by
the presence of artifacts indicative of the performance of a wider
range of activities at these locations. As another example, it has been
suggested that it was difficult to maintain tools and implements on
antebellum plantations (Genovese 1967). Because of this, the planter
had c.hoices, either to use very durable tools--hoes, for example, that
weighed three times as much as a regular hoe--or to use very shoddily
made and inexpensive tools that would lessen the cost of replacement.
Genovese (1967) notes that sectors of the northern manufacturing economy
were devoted to producing tools and implements for this market. This
implies that archeological identification of site types might be made on
the basis of durability of tools and implements.
The literature on the plantation economy also has a Coastal Plain
bias, where the stereotypic notion of the plantation arose, Archeological
research in the Piedmont of this phenomenon would, in this case, augment
the historic record by providing means for evaluating the generalizations
which are made from a Coastal Plain perspective.
SettZement Patterns
Settlement patterns, because they are sensitive to systems deter-
minants, are useful archeological indicators of the operation of cultural
processes. In the present instance, the patterns of site location
during the historic period can be seen to be responsive to types of
agriculture, dominant modes of transportation and commercial centers
which are located outside the project area. A number of hypotheses have
been advanced concerning settlement patterns during the historic period
and they will be briefly reviewed.
It has been hypothesized that high status individuals will occupy
hi~Q ground away from the river, while low status individuals will be
located in alluvial settings (Ferguson and Widmer 1976: 113). This was
derived from data from the upper Coastal Plain and it would be of interest
to evaluate this idea with data from a Piedmont setting to see if this
pattern is a feature only of Coastal Plain settlement or if it may be
generalized to the Piedmont also.
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South (persona,l communication) has suggested that early settlement
will tend to be located on high ground adjacent to large bottomlands~
wh:He later settlements will be located on ridgetops farther from the
river. A corollary of this (South~ personal communication) is that sites
will be located with respect to the major modes of transportation. With-
in the project area~ this would imply that early settlement would be
river-oriented or located on roads which led to the nearby commercial
centE~rs of Lowndesville ~ South Carolina or Ruckersville ~ Georgia. After
the building of the railroads in this area (1870-1880, see Chapter I),
settlements would have shifted to take advantage of this more econo-
mical mode of transportation. The evolution of the road network in this
area would be of great interest~ and would facilitate the study of the
evolution of settlement patterns.
ArchitectUYIe
Although the field study team did not include an architectural
historian, it is possible to suggest that the analysis of the standing
architecture in conjunction with the associated archeological record
would have several benefits. First, an analysis of the archeological
record would aid in the evaluation of architectural styles by providing
site specific chronological information. Second, it may be possible to
demonstrate a set of relationships between the types of archeological
assemblages and the architectural styles which may allow for the
architectural assessment of nons tanding structures. Also the spatial
analysis of archeological assemblages will be facilitated, when
standing structures are present, by permitting the determination of the
placement of various deposits in relation to architectural features
such as doors and windows. This could then be generalized to sites
where no architectural features are present in order to delineate
activity patterning at these locations.
other Research VaZues
The sample of historic sites from the project area contains relatively
unique sites that would permit investigation of certain domains that
would not normally be possible. For example~ there are archeological
indications of a Revolutionary War fort~ Fort Independence (38AB2l8).
Archeological examination ()f this fort would be unique in that it was
not chosen for investigation simply because it was the scene of a
major battle. This would provide useful comparative data for the evalua-
tion of the more spectacular sites in this category. One river ferry
has also been located, and investigation of this would facilitate study
of the transportation networks in this area~ A resort. hotel has been
located and the study of this would permit sOme insight into the
archeological record of high status leisure. A number of mills were
in use at various times during the historic period~ and four of these have
been found. Archeological investigation of these would provide compara"':
tive data for the study of mills in other areas. Three historic period
hamlets are known and two have been found. The survey team was not
permitted access to the area where the third, Edinburg~ was located.
Arclleological study of these locations would provide data on a number of
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service and mercantile activities that contributed to the economic
vitality of this area during the heyday of upland cotton. Studies in
thE~se locations would also be of use to community patterning studies and
al8o~ the abandonment of areas. The Gregg Shoals Dam was an early
20th century hydroelectric project, and study of the powerhouse would
allow the investigation of the archeological record of engineering. It
is with these rare types of sites that the values of the discovery
process will be realized, because excavation of these will provide
models for future studies.
CuZtuY'a Z Signi fioanoe
The archeological study of the plantation economy, in addition to
ha~'ing scientific significance, can be argued to have cultural significance
as a record of the heritage of Blacks, who were slaves in the antebellum
form of plantations and then tenants or sharecroppers in the fragmented
plantation. The archeological record of this culture is little known,
as is evidenced by an annotated bibliography of the subject prepared
by the Interagency Archeological Services-Washington (Salwen and
Gyrisco 1977). The large and diverse sample of sites in the project
area will permit the first large-scale archeological investigation of
this aspect of the heritage of Blacks. Archeological studies in
conjunction with oral history studies will greatly illuminate our under-
standing of the role of Blacks in the plantation economies of the South.
Knowledge of this will likely be of great educational value of all
Americans.
The Piedmont Survey Pattern
Analysis of the surface collections of artifacts from 205 historic
sites by Richard Brooks has resulted in the tentative identification of
the Piedmont Survey Pattern (Table 73).
TABLE 73
PIEDMONT SURVEY PATTERN
Artifact Group
Kitchen
Architecture
Arms
Clothing
Personal
Activities
Mean %
85.4
12.0
.02
.91
1.47
.2
(Artifact groups from South 1977: 95-96)
Range %
79-100
0-100
0-.2
0-15.0
0-10
0-100
This pattern contrasts with both the Carolina Artifact Pattern and
the Frontier Artifact Pattern. It differs from the Carolina Artifact
Pattern by having a higher representation of the Kitchen group--85.4%
versus 63.1% (South 1977: 107)-- and a lower representation of the
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architecture group--12. 0% versus 25.5% (South 1977: 107). It differs
from the Frontier Artifact Pattern in the same general way. South has
described the Carolina Artifact Pattern as representing the refuse
deposits outside of a structure (1977: 106~107) and the Frontier
Artifact Pattern, which is high in architecture group artifacts, as
representing the deposit from within a structure (1978: 230).
Two factors, surface visibility and amount of site damage, appear
to be responsible for the Survey Pattern. Tn general, the greater the
surface visibility, the larger the number of artifact groups represented,
and the higher the percentage of kitchen group artifacts present. The
greater the amount of damage to a site, the fewer the number of
artifact groups represented and the higher the percentage of kitchen
group artifacts present. The common thread through both of these
relationships is that of the durability of the kitchen artifact group.
Kitchen group artifacts are primarily represented by ceramics which will
be li.ttle affected by depositional contexts, at least for the period
of time for which they have been deposited (less than 200 years).
Art:ifacts in the architecture group are much less durable than those
of the kitchen group. Only windowglass would be as durable as kiln
fired ceramics. The metal artifacts in this group~-nails, construction
hardware, and door lock parts--might be likely to decompose quickly,
lying on exposed clay (acid soils). Relative visibility of different
artifact classes might also contribute to the composition of the survey
pattern. Ceramics are either white or brightly colored, and would be
more visible than rusted metal items. At present, it is not possible to
suggest which of these two situations is more likely.
The fact that a Survey Pattern exists has provocative implications
for future research. Of interest would be the determination of whether
or not the Survey Pattern is representative of excavated patterns
that would be recovered during further archeological operations. Itmay
well be that preservation strongly conditions t:he composition of the
survey pattern. It should be remembered that the Carolina and Frontier
Artifact Patterns were isolated from a small number of sites and that
these sites were characterized by favorable preservation of the
archeological record.
If it is determined through further data recovery that the Survey
Pattern is the result of survey conditions and that the excavated
patterns differ substantially from it, then it may be possible to
isolate a series of relationships between variability in the Survey
Pattern and the types of patterns that result from excavation. For
example, if excavated data from sites in this area are found to conform
to the Carolina and Frontier Artifact Patterns and regular relationships
are found between these patterns a,nd the va,;r.:ieties Q:r the
Survey Pattern, it would be possible to suggest, based on these
relationships, which part of the site space was being sampled. This
would be a great aid to the functional interpretation of survey data,
both in initial modeling efforts and the design of further sampling
and excavation strategies.
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Another factor that must be considered is the fact that a century
separated the sites from which South (1977) isolated the Carolina and
Frontier Patterns and the majority of the sites recovered during the
survey. The Survey~Pattern, therefore, may be found to represent
cultural change during that century. Comparison of the Survey Pattern
data with that collected in future excavations will allow this question
to be examined.
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CHAPTER VI
THE MITIGATION PLAN AND OTHER RECOMMENDATIONS
Introduction
The goal of the 1977 field survey was to develop an initial picture
of the archeological record of the area to be impacted by the proposed
Riehard B. Russell. Dam and Lake. The survey team faced numerous
difficulties requiring field methods that are considered to be less
th.an ideal by most segments of the archeological profession. We believe
that these problems have been adequately discussed above in chapters
II and III. Given these conditions, and the temporal and financial
constraints imposed, it was felt that the opportunistic access and
visibility strategy would best facilitate the immediate management
concerns locating and identifying the range of cultural resources
present. The survey methodology does not permit easy generalization of
the sample population to the properties of the universe. This goal was
to be too ambitious at this time because of the state of knowledge of the
archeological record of this area of the Piedmont of Georgia and South
Carolina. To be sure, a rigonous sampling program could have been
employed, but it is now apparent that the use of such strategies in a
heavily vegetated area like this one commits most of the time and effort
involved in complying with features of the design, at the expense of
discovering and evaluating the cultural resources present. Historical
factors also played a role. The proposed Russell Dam and Lake will
inundate the last stretch of the Piedmont Savannah River. The construction
and inundation of the Clark Hill Lake to the south and Hartwell Lake
to the north were accomplished in the absence of a systematic program
of cultural resource management. This means that the present instance
is our only opportunity to mitigage those research and cultural values
which we have suggested to be present. A program of mitigation in
this area would ideally attempt to address two concerns. The first of
thE~se concerns would be programs of research that would be of immediate
utility to increase our understanding and knowledge of cultural
adaptations in this region, and by extension, in other regions as well.
The second concern is more troublesome, because it requires consideration
of research and cultural values that may be present, but not identified
or recognized at the present time, as fruitful areas of inquiry. These
are, of course, these research domains of the future which have not been
formulated.
Proper consideration of these two concerns necessitates that the
program of mitigation employed be regional in scope, with the identified
research domains integrated with each other. This program should be in
place at the beginning of the mitigation phase. The potential for
these cultural resources would be diminished greatly by instituting a
series of efforts that concentrated on narrow aspects of the research
and cultural values present. A series of cultural-historical period
studies, for example, with investigators concentrating on the "Middle
Arc.haic," or the "Creamware" period in isolation would perhaps result
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in us:eful knowledge, but the results would be fa,r less tha,n those
achiE~ved by programs that attempted to integra,te and relate a series
of research domains.
Sarrp ling Considerations for Mitigati9n l?:Zanning
A seminal a,rticle on a,rcheologica1 l:'esearch design was puBlished
by Lewis R. Binford in 1964. In it he suggested the utility of a
"regiona,l approach" in understa,nding past cultura,l phenomena--"the
detai.led and systematic study of regions that can be expected to have
supported cultural systems" (1964: 426). Further, the crucial research
objec:tive is the determination of the content, the structure, and the
range of a cultural system, together with ecological relationships
(1964: 426). The call for use of the regional unit of study for sets
of si.tes, such as the Russell area offers, has been seconded many times
since (e.g. Struever 1968; Judge, at.. a.:L. 1975). Naturally, the emphasis
upon examining the entire spatial range of a culture type is an ideal
only. For the Southeast in general, it is well known that some native
cultures ranged over tens of thousands of square miles in the course of
their annual subsistence round. However, as was briefly suggested in
a pre.ceding section, the Russell area offers significant environmental
variability in the marked differences between bottomland and ridgetop
settings, so that a significant segment of intracultural variability
in resource exploitation and site type may be expected to be recorded
in the archeological record.
The thrust of recent discussions of the regional approach appears
to be that past cultural systems, as they are represented by distributions
of several different site types, cannot be studied or sampled solely at
the site level. The planning and execution of a field study must employ
the wider spatial context of a region so that the maximum representation
of the total range of cultural variability is assured.
Both the current state of the archeological art and practical
considerations, such as limits on time and money, also have effects on
the overall form of large-scale research strategies. Neither the
current theoretical machinery of the discipline nor the still poorly
known local archeological record allows the specification of detailed
plans for operations at individual sites. The solution is phased, or
multistage, regional strategy entailing "the intensive investigation of
smaller proportions of the total universe or region at each successive
stage of research" (Redman 1973: 63-64). The feature which increases
the efficiency of such fieldwork--the decreasing proportions intensively
studied at each phase--is made possible by programmatic and analytical
feedback between the different phases of an ongoing operation.
An integral part of such phased, regional fieldwork is the
applicat;ion of probabilistic sampling techniques in a judicious mix
with judgement.il1~'or purposive sa,mpling (@o'&gi11 1975: 2(30). Several
reasons for the importance of probabilistic sampling can be cited.
Most importantly, perhaps, "a quantitative knowledge of the risks of
error can be derived from statistics" (Judge, et a1. 1975: 84;
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Binford 1964: 427; Ragir 1967: 180; Vescelui.s 1960: 464). Read suggests
that use of sampling forces an explicit evaluation of knowns and unknowns
(1975: 47-48). S8.1l\pling is prefe:t:'red to stmple selection when more
potential observations exist than resources permit; when there
is reason to feel that all observations are not necessary for a
specific purpose; or when one has no indication as to v.rhich of the
possible observations are not important or not necessary (Cowgill 1975:
260-261.
So far this discussion has been d;i:xected mostly at the regional
level of fieldwork and analysis. Two basic sampling universes appropriate
for use with the regional approach (Binford 1964: 433) exist. Populations
of sites are to be studied in the regional universe, but population of
artifacts and features should be referred to the context of the site.
San~ling within this latter universe, the site, has received much less
attention than it deserves because of a past tendency to sample artifacts
within what effectively is a regional fr8.1l\e rather than at the more
appropriate site level (Binford 1964).
Treatments of intrasite sampling have generally been two-dimensional
in orientation, with attempts to isolate such culturally meaningful
conceptual entities as "activity sets" (Struever 1968: 144) from an
occupation area. Sites described as surface scatters lacking depth
are nearly unbiquitous in the study area. But the problem of defining
actiVity loci at these sites is exacerbated by 1) the marked tendency
for project sites to be re-occupied by prehistoric and historic people
(sE~e section on settlement patterns and evaluations of significance),
and 2) historic erosion, which has eliminated any possible stratification
indicative of the separation of assemblages of different occupations at
many upland sites. The discrimination of overlapping, two dimensional
oceupations is a problem only recently receiving some attention (Vierra
and Taylor 1977).
For mitigation planning, the distinction to be made between surficial
sites and those with depth has significance in more than a theory-of-
archeology sense, of course. Pointed out in an adjacent section of this
report is the fact that the level of intensity of effort at a given site
(i.e. time and money expenditures) depends upon the degreento which the
th:lr~ dimension becomes a factor.
Relatively little methodological discussion of sampling a stratified
site has appeared (Brown 1975; Asch 1975). An important issue has been
addressed by Redman and Watson (1970), who sought to test the hypothesis
th':lt "The proportions and kinds of different artifacts distribution on
the surface are directly related to their distribution in the suh-
surface matrix in any circumscribed area" (1970: 289). For their test
sites the first 50 cm of cultural deposit were almost identical to the
surface collection; below that, the correlation depended on how rapidly
thE~ subsurface assemblages themselves changed. While indications exist
tha.t this happy outcome may not be expected eMerywhere (Rohn n.d. as
cited by Cowgill 1975), it is clear that intensive surface collections
offer much promise for the efficient study of at least shallow stratified
sites.
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A prime dictum of recent discussions of archeology is that spatial
sampling units, whether squares in a two-dimensional controlled collection
or excavation units at a stratified site, cannot hope to yield an
adequate representation of cultural features which exceed the size of
the sampling unit (Cowgill 1975; Asch 1975). If we expect houses 10 m
in diameter, then our sampling unit must be of this scale or larger.
Test excavations in a stratified randomized distribution may disclose
the natural and cultural depositional history of a site, the range of
formal variation in all classes of "dej:>ris, and distribution and
relative frequencies of artifact and feature types over the site surface.
But they cannot adequately sample larger cultural features such as
tentatively defined activity areas or houses (Struever 1968: 144). For
specific interprenation of the activities once carried out in each area
of the site, a larger "block excavation" is necessary.
It is recommended that sites in the sample to be mitigated b~
ranked according to the level of intensity of the effort potentially
required. We will stratify the sites according to whether or not they
are prehistoric or historic. This stratification implies nothing about
the research potential differences between these two classes, but does
reeognize that the histGiric period sites, in the majority of instances
are those where structures were or are present. The presence of
structures at these sites suggests that the spatial distributions of
artifacts and features are accommodated to the structures. This prior
knowledge dictates different sampling approaches (larger sampling units,
f~r example), than would be characteristic of a prehistoric lithic
or ceramic scatter.
Investigation of Prehistoric Sites
The three levels of effort for investigation of prehistoric sites
have been discussed above. The primary feature that will be used to
distinguish sites will be depth of deposit. Size of the site is not
used because survey conditions prevented the accurate determination of
this parameter. As discussed in Chapter III, maximal estimates of site
size were provided in the appropriate column in A. This was done to
insure that this parameter was not grossly underestimated. It was
felt that this parameter could be determined more accurately during the
intensive, controlled surface collection phase, when labor could be
expended to determine site boundaries by extensive ground-clearing or
subsurface testing. This would be necessary to establish the limits
of the sampling frame.
Based on depth of deposit, three c1assesc:of sites have been, identified:
1) Surface scatters--these are artifact scatters on areas where
erosion has exposed the B horizon. These are identified as SS in the
site type column of Appendix A.
2) Sites with deposits less than 40 centimeters--these are sites
which still have some part of the A horizon present. These are
distinguished because of the potential presence of features, such as
hearths or postmo1ds below the plow zone. These are identified as
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SD in the site type column of Appendix A.
3) Deep sites--these are sites with cultural deposits in excess
of 40 centimeters below the surface. These are distinguished from
Class 2 sites because of the potential for stratification of cultural
deposits. As is well known (Brown 1975), these sites present an
interesting challenge for sampling.
An ideal scenario of investigation of a site would be as follows:
1) For a C~ass 1 site, intensive, controlled, surface collection,
perhaps applying more than one sampling design.
2) For a Class 2 site, intensive, cont,rolled surface collection
as for Class 1, but followed, based on the results of the .surface
collection, by a test excavation sampling scheme. The results of this
phase 66uld be used to determine whether it would be feasible for
research purposes, to conduct contiguous block excavations in li)rder tli)
recover information useful for intrasite spatial analysis.
3) Eor a 6lass 3 site, intensive, controlled, surface collection
would be followed by a test excavation program of two parts. The first
part would be a test excavation sampling design used to evaluate the
upper stratum of the site. Based on the field situation, this part
could be extended to use the units selected as loci for sampling the
deeper strata, or an entirely new design, perhaps based on geomorphological
evidence, could be used to test the deep strata.
The Class 3 sites in the reservoir have the best potential for
yielding intact deposits. Investigation of these sites
will provide the baseline against which the sites of lesser integrity
will be evaluated. The major contributions to eastern United States
areheology are also likely to come from these sites, as they will
provide data from sealed contexts on Archaic, Woodland, and Mississippian
adaptations. The focus of investigation in stratified sites should
not be to recover information on cultural chronologies. Rather, the
foeus of investigation in these sites should be on the determination of
spatial patterns of artifacts. This focus requires contiguous block
exeavation strategies in order for this to be accomplished. Data of
this kind would be a major research contribution that would add to our
knowledge of both regional (southeast) and areal (eastern United States)
adaptations during the different stages of cultural change. Data from
block excavations will also permit a better diachronic assessment of the
direction and'mignitude of change during the period of human occupation
of this area. Class 3 sites are not uniquely identified in Appendix A.
ThE!y are listed as SD in the site type column and as having greater than
40 centimeners of deposit in the Depth of aite column. For this reason,
a list of Class 3 sites is provided: 9EB76, 9EB85, 9EB86, 9EJi9l,
9EB259, 9EB348, 9EB387, 9EB388, 9EB4l4, 38AB9, 38AB22 , 38AB10l and 38AN36 •
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Investigation of Histonc Sites
The level of intensity of effort concept can also be usefully
applied to the investigation of sites of ~historic period. Three
phases of effort can be identified. The first phase is intensive,
controlled surface collection that includes determination of site
boundaries. The second phase would involve test excavations based on
the results of the surface collection. Recalling the discussion of
South's (1977) Carolina and Frontier Artifact pattern in Chapter V,
it can be suggested that surface collected data may provide a clue to
the presence of structures which would guide the efforts of the second
phase. The third phase would be contiguous block excavation of structures
or aRtivity areas. These efforts would provide the information necessary
to fully evaluate the generality of the Carolina and Frontier Artifact
patterns, which were defined on the basis of data from whole site excavations
(South, personal communication). These patterns were defined from sites
about 100 years older than the majority of the sites in the Russell
sample, so that it is possible that a new pattern may be identified in
these studies.
Th~ee classes of historic sites can be identified based on a relative
measure of structural complexity, which refers to the number and types
of structures presumed to be present.
1) Surface scatters--historic artifact scatters on sites where
erosion or heavy equipment damage has exposed the ground surface down
to the B horizon. These sites are identified as SS in the site type
column of Appendix A. It is presumed that there is little evidence of
structural remains present on such sites, or that they may be remuse
deposits independent of a structure.
2) Homesites--these are sites where there is evidence of one or
more structures present. These were presumably yeoman fRrmsteads of
the nineteenth century or tenant residences occupied in the fragmented
plantation period. Here it is assumed that the domestic structure will
be accompanied by some outbuildings. There will be substantial variability
in this class as it will range in content from a tenant residence to
a site like 38AB280, the Abbeville Mineral Springs, which was a resort
hotel. Also included in this class will be the grist mills, of which
there are three and nondomestic standing stmnctures'(SN).
3) Large, multistructure sites--sites in this class include
pl~mtations and hamlets, which are identified as PL and PV, respectively,
in the site type column of Appendix A. Investigation of this class of
sites will require the greatest amount of effort because these sites
include different kinds of stlIrt:lJctures,. A plantation, for example, could
be expected to have the planter's residence, the overseer's residence,
slave cabins, tool sheds, barns, and the gin house; and this list is
not E~xhaustive. Phase 1 and 2 efforts on such a site would be 'd.voted
to identifying the expected range of structure types and associated
act:ivity areas. Phase 3 efforts would then be involved in the examination
of a sample of these structure types and activity areas.
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RationaZe fop the Phased Approaeh
to Mitigation of Resources in the Project Ar~g
The three phase strategy of investigation was chosen because
survey conditions did not permit the evaluation of these resources in
terms of the cost of the mitigation effort, even though the survey
methodologies did permit the evaluation of the research and cultural
values present. This phased approach can be thought of as a process
of dE~fining the archeological potential of each individual resource in
a timely and cost~efficientmanner. If the results of the first phase
warrant additional research efforts, in the judgement of the archeologists
and the sponsors, then a second phase can be explicitly defined for a
particular site. If additional research efforts appear to be necessary
the process can be repeated. This strategy could also be termed one
of "frequent" feedback which would cause the investigators involved
to be goal~oriented in a shorter time frame than that involved for the
entire mitigation phase. "Frequent" feedback also implies that research
results will be forthcoming during the conduct of the mitigation effort
and thus would expose these results to the professional community for
scouting and criticism. These results can then be considered in later
stages of the research. The phased approach also provides everyone
involved with the maximum amount of flexibility to assess research
questions and efforts in a more current time frame. The "frequent"
feedback of data and research from the sample of sites being investigated
allows for mid-course refinement of goals and strategies. This situation
would also undoubtedly result in the identification of new sites where
efforts would be better spent.
The Need for AdditionaZ Surveys
It is strongly recommended that further data recovery operations
include additional surveys of portions of the project area. In Chapter
III, it was mentioned that certain areas were not visited because of
access problems relating to the density of vegetation, location, and
perrnission of entry. In areas where we were allowed access, it was
not possible to conduct investigation at the required levels, i.e.,
subsurface testing in active pastures. It is also necessary to conduct
speeial purpose surveys to locate certain kinds of historic sites.
Information has been made available to us since the field phase indicating
the location of a number of historic cemeteries. Our survey did
locate some of these cemeteries, but it is clear that a substantial
number were not found. In these instances, it is not the cemeteries
themselves which are of interest, but the potential for associated
sites. An effort should be made to locate as many of these as possible
because their association with cemeteries (especially White), gives
an independent means of estimating occupation dates. There is an
excellent chance that our sample of historic sites substantially
underrepresents the occupations of the earlier part of the nineteenth
century. Further survey could correct this shortcoming.
A survey of the islands in the river is necessary. In Chapter III,
reasons were given as to why the islands were not surveyed during the
fiE.~ld phase. Safety and the ipresence of toxic vegetation were the
primary ones. Survey of these islands could be performed in the winter,
which would be a far safer time to undertake this aspect of the proposed
research. It would also be possible to place survey crews on these
islands for 3 or 4 day periods, reducing the amount of time and risk
involved in gaining access to these islands.
Survey of densely vegetated areas could also be done in the winter.
As was mentioned above, the presence of toxic vegetation in bottomland
arE~as precluded intensive investigatlion of such areas. Because site
location is, at best, a difficult task in these settings, additional
loeational efforts are warranted. These settings also have the best
probability of containing intact, deeply buried sites, which are
poorly represented in the survey sample.
Sedimentolo9Y~ Geomorphology and Palynology
These areas of mitigation phase concern are treated together because
all have the potential to be key factors in the establishment of the
paleo-environmental background for past human occupations of the Russell
project area. Sedimentological and palynological studies aEecnnri:!ently
underway, but these are best regarded as feasibility assessements only,
particularly in the case of pollen. It should be noted that research
such as this will address problems not only of archeology, but of such
other disciplines as hydrology, botany and geology.
The archeological potential of this sort of study can be judged
as great t Since the Piedmont is an erosional surface, likely sites
for paleoenvironmental investigations are expected to occur primarily in
the major alluvial basins which have been little studied (Chapter I).
Butzer's work in the lower Illinois River valley (1977) has shown the
importance of such work in another area of the forested East. Closer
at hand, in the Georgia Piedmont, preliminary indications are that the
Oconee basin is yielding significant geomorphological information (Paul
Fish, personal communication). The Russell project achieves additional
special significance because it is the last unmodified stretch of the
Piedmont Savannah River on which such studies may be conducted.
'While the regional perspective from about 5, 000 B.P. to the present
is one of little environmental change, it is quite likely that this
reflects the current crudity of available data, as well as its spareness,
morle than it discredits the idea of significant local environmental
change. Another problem which sedimentological research can help solve
would be directly valuable to evaluating a possible strong bias in our
survey data. This is the recovery of data on depositional processes
of the eighteenth, nineteenth and twentieth centuries (House and Ballenger
1976: 153).
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Limited augering, backhoe trenching that crosscuts alluvial zones,
and profiling of portions of the walls of the backhoe trenches are
measures likely to be undertaken in consultation with qualified specialists
of the disciplines mentioned.
~ program of interdisciplinary investigation of the Holocene
environment of the Russell area is recommended. These investigations
should be integrated among themselves and with the ongoing archeological
program, but this integration should be at the conceptual and synthetic
levels. Partial operational and analytical segregation of these
rE~s€!arches will enable each discipline to make its fullest contribution
to the understanding of the archeological record of the study area.
Relevant classes of paleo-environmental data include:
1) the stratigraph~ of the floodplain sediments, 2) the
structure of any buried soil horizons, 3) pollen in good
stratigraphic context, 4) plant macrofossils, 5) the texture
and mineralogical content of. :sediments, and.£>)ir~~~.t\:Jbi
dates of any macrofossil remains (House and Ballenger 1976:
159).
In addition to these steps, soil profiles should be placed in a
soil monolith repository. This would provide two major benefits. Future
scientists would be able to use these data, possibly employing techniques
not now available. These profiles would also serve as controls in
future studies of inundation effects upon archeological sites.
Oral History
A very important part of the future understanding of the Russell
area's histort will derive from the compilation of an oral history
of the area. At least two considerations mak~ th~ddentification
and employment of a qualified oral historian for such work. important.
First, the paucity of written records of any kind dealing with the Black
history of the area is notable. Local compilations of data such as
county histories and church records are quite uninformative in this
regard. Naturally, interviewing descendants of European ethnic groups
will also be of considerable service, because most of the land has
historically been under their control.
Second, the oral his tort data base will tie into the local
archeological record with a synergistic effect, enhancing the significance
of each sort of information. For example, the chief mode of entry
into local archives concerning a given site is knowledge of the name
of the current landowner, which is most expeditiously gained by
questioning a local informant. In a converse fashion, the archeological
study of a site can extend our knowledge beyond living memory at places
for which no documentation exists. The immense potential of oral
history for this area is only suggested by the unsystematic
efforts of untrained personnel on the 1977 survey (Appendix F).
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Guidelines for interviewing, record keeping, auditing, transcribing,
editing, and indexing the records generated are available in the
historic preservation literature (Baum 1974,1977). In addition to
standard techniques outlined in such sources, consideration should be
given to the use of videotape recording techniques which would allow
the fullest preservation of relevant aspects of the area's 1gemory
culture" as well as its archeological material culture.
ArchitecturaZ History
The current structure of historic preservation in this country
recognizes several special themes in the conservation of our h~ritage
by providing special offices whose duty it is to keep track of the sites
which are relevant to the theme. Technological and architectural
historJ!: are two of these themes. The inventory (i),f hfstor!:i:c Dui\l<;ling~ t~
the task of the Historic American Building Survey (RABS) of the
Heritage Conservation and Recreation Service. Typical information
required includes meas:ared drawings, photographs, and documentary data.
The evaluation and recording of architectural sites was not
within the competence of the field survey team for the 1977 survey;
however, the relevance of careful recording at some of the 33 sites where
standing structures are reported is evident from examination of
Appendix G.
At this time we cannot specify which of these structures merit
detailed recording to HARS standards (McKee 1970), but it appears hhat
certain sites are prima facie eligible for RABS. These include the
partially standing Pearl Mill, site 9EB201.
Engineering and Industrial History
The rather special status of certain sites with a significant
be<lring upon the technological history of the locality, region, or
nation has been recognized by the creation of the Historic Fimerican
Engineering Record (HAER), in 1969 (King, Hickman and Berg 1977: 69).
Similar in conseption to the Historic American Building Survey, this
program records engineering works. Several sites identified by the
19:77 survey may merit special attention (including photography,
measured drawings, and documentary research) during the mitigation
program, with consideration for HAER in mind. Survey personnel did not
include a person trained in the recording and evaluation of sites of
engineering and technological interest. It is believed that such a
qUCl.IHied engineering historian will be required for mitigation phase
activity. A few sites of obvious engineering significance may be
mentioned here. We have been unofficially informed that the S.C. 72
and S.C. 18 highway bridges (Figure 1) may be eligible for FL.-.tiliR inclusion
dUEe to their early twentieth century construction techniques. It is
of interest to note that Informant 12 (Appendix F) participated in
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the construction of the S.C. 72 bridge. Accounts by a participant
of construction techniques and of the impact of these bridges on local
life would be of interest to historians of technology and of society.
As the first hydroelectric power facility on the Savannah River,
and as a representative of regional technology of the first decade of
this century, the Gregg Shoals dam - powerhouse - "company town"
complex (sites 38AN36 and 38AN5) appears to be a significant structure.
The dam and foundations of the powerhouse are largely intact, although
little remains of the watchkeepers' homes. Other sites with the
possibility of relevance to the special techniques of the engineering
historian include the mills definitely identified in the project area
(Appendix A).
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APPENDIX A
RUSSELL PROJECT SITE INFORMATION
Key
Deptr~ of cultural deposit.
Modern Land Use:
-_.....-
AG agricultural fields
HS house site
LG logging, pulp cutting, pine plantation
NO ~one apparent-old field, possible pulp or timber area
PS pasture
RW right-of-way for power or pipe line
VR varied
N/A not appl~caDle
Condition of Site:
-----
lID heavY damage
IN relatively intact
MD moderate· damage
N/A not applicable
Present Vegetation:
AG a~ricultural crop
BH bottomland hardwoods-usually very old field
CC old field from logging clear cut
CV dense creeping commensal growth, as around a historic site
OF old field from pasture or agriculture
PH mixed pines and hardwoods-usually very old field
PP pine plantation
PS pasture
N/A not applicable
Landform:
----AF
:BK
:BL
LV
RN
RS
RT
SD
TR
UK
IS
RI
active floodplain
bottomland knoll-possible terrace remnant
bluff
levee
ridgenose
ridges lope
ridgetop
saddle
terrace
upland knoll on ridge
island
river
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Location Relative to Project Area:
EP edge of project (within 100m of lake line)
FL floodpool
OP outside project area
RR railroad relocation route
Number: Recreation areas, as follows:
1 Gregg Shoals State Park
2 Abbeville State Park
3 Calhoun Falls State Park
4 McCalla State Park
5 Allen Creek State Park
6 Pickens Point State Park
7 Elbert State Park
8 Heardmont State Park
9 Dan Tucker State Park
10 Coldwater Creek State Park
11 Mt. View Public Access
12 Wilson Creek P A A
13 Cedar Creek P A A
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
Middleton P A A
Van Creek Point P A A
Beverly P A A
Bigelow P A A
Harpers Point P A A
St Johns P A A
Manor P A A
Lowndesville P A A
Charlies Point P A A
Rocky River Marina
Be aver Dam Marina
Pearl Marina
Log Cabin Marina
Collection Procedure, Surface:
AC areal content sample-all visible artifacts collected from
the site, as divided into two or more proveniences
GR grab sample-selected artifacts (those which appeared
diagnostic, exotic, or "representative") only, collected
NO no collection made
RC radial content sample-all visible artifacts collected
within a 1 or 3 meter radius of a diagnostic or exotic
artifact, or a cluster of artifacts
SC simple content sample-all visible artifacts collected from
the entire designated site area as one provenience
Subsurface Testing:
DP deep tested by power auger
LM limited post holes or shovel tests, with contents sifted
through 1/4" screen
NO none
TU substantial test unit, 50 or 100 em square, excavated and
screened
Site ~1.:
FT fort
FW fish weir
FY historic ferry
HO hotel
HS homesite w/structure
MD mound
ML mill (race)
MV mound and village
NS nonstanding structure other
than home
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OT
PH
PL
PV
QY
SD
SN
SS
other
probable homesite
plantation
possible village
possible quarry
surface scatter with depth
standing structure not a home
surface scatter
Site~ II: used with same code as Site Type I, in case more than
-- one code applies
----EA
MA
LA
WL
MI
PD
CP
UP
HI
Previ-ous
----BH
IA
RH
Early Archaic
Middle Archaic
Late Archaic
Woodland
Mississippian
Potentially Diagnostic
Ceramic Prehistoric-W, 11, or both
Unidentified prehistoric
Historic
Work:
Bro"oks Hutto (1970)
Institute of Archeology and Anthropology, E Thomas Hemmings
(1970) or John Combes (1973)
Robert Herndon, amateur collector, of Anderson, S.C.,
made available artifacts to us from this site
Eligi.bility:
Y recommended as eligible
N recommended as not eligible
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~~' 9EB56 3700 0 NO HD OF RN FL se LM SS MA,LA, ,Bli) Ni;
I? 9EB57 5000 20 AG MD AG RN FL se LM SD EAMA LA BH yi '.. ~,MA,LA .,
I 9EB58 30000 20 AG MD AG TR FL Ae LM SD "tilL , PD, ep ,HI BH YJi I WL,PD,HIw 9EB59 7500 20 PS MD OF TR FL se 1M SD MA BH y01'.00,
I
I
9EB61 1875 0 PS MD PS RN FL SC NO SS MA,PD BH Y
9EB62 225 0 PS IN PS TR FL se NO SS MI BH _N
9EB63 2400 15 AG MD AG TR FL se 1M SD MA,LA BH N
9EB65 7500 20 PS MD OF TR FL se 1M S.D UP BH y
9EB66 400 0 PS MD PS RT EP SC NO SS MArPD BH N
I 9EB69 4000 0 NO MD PH RT EP se 1M SS MA,PD BH N
I 9EB73 12000 20 PS Jt1D OF TR FL se LM SD MA BH y9EB75 ? ? PS MD OF LV FL NO TiU SS UP BH N9EB76 7500 80 PS MD PS TR FL GR DP SD EA,MA,LA,WL, BH,RH YI MI,PD,HI9EBS3 106875 0 NO MD OF TR FL AC NO SS MA,WL,MI BH Y
~ 9EB85 40000 80 NO MD BH TR FL NO LM MV SD EA,MA,WL,MI BH,RH y
9EB86 400 3 PS MD PS RT EP NO NO MD :eA., MI BH Y
~ 9EB89 5625 15 NO MD OF TR FL se 1M SD NI .. BH y
" 9EB91 4000 120 NO MD PS LV FL se TU SD MI BH yj 9EB92 140000 5-20 AG MD AG TR FL AC LM SD EA,MA, LA, ltlL BH,RH y
I NI,PD,HII
9EB93 40000 3 PS MD PS RT EP GR LN PV SD Ml,' .- BH y
9EB200 N/A 15 AG MD AG RT OP se LM SD MiA.,HI N
9EB201 300 N/A NO MD CV TR FL GR LN ML PV HI y
9EB202 900 0 RW MD PP RT 24 SC NO SS UP N
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9EB203 2700 20 IG MD CC TR FL SC LM SD MA,WL,MI,HI Y
~: 9EB204 1800 0 LG MD cc RS FL SC LM SS fA~LA,WL,MI, - N
~ :E>Dl 9EB205 8000 0 LG MD CC RT 8 SC LM SS PD,HI N9EB206 1875 15 NO MD CC RT 8 SC LM SD HS PD,HI Y
II;\; 9EB207 250000 25 AG MD AG TR FL AC DP SD MA - Yi 9EB208 45000 20 AG MD AG TR FL AC LM SD QY EA,MA,LA,WL, - YilJ
I MI,PD ,RH
w
0"\
\..0 9EB209 1125 15 LG MD CC RS FL SC LM SD CPI Y
9EB210 3600 0 LG MD CC RT RR SC NO SS UP N
9EB211 1250 25 NO MD PH TR FL SC LM SD CP,HI N
I 9EB212 1500 0 RW MD PP RN 8 SC NO SS UP N9EB213 525 0 RW HD PP RN 8 SC NO SS UP N
I 9EB214 400 15 NO IN PP RT 8 SC NO HS SS HI Y9EB215 200 0 PS MD PS RT FL SC NO SS PD - N9EB216 5625 10 AG MD AG TR FL SC LM SD PD - YI 9EB217 625 0 PS MD PS TR FL SC NO 5S EA,MA - Y9EB218 76500 20 LG MD CC RN FL SC LM SD QY EA,MA,LA,WL, - Y.PD,CP
~lit"
I·
~: 9EB219 11250 20 LG MD CC TR FL GR LM SD MA,LA,PD,CP - Y~ 9EB220 3000 15 PS MD PS RS FL NO LM SD UP
I
- Y
9EB221 1500 0 LG MD CC RS 8 sc NO SS UP
- N
9EB222 1 0 NO MD PP RT FL SC NO SS PD
- N
9EB223 7500 0 LG MD CC RT 8 SC NO SS UP,HI
- N
9EB224 1250 0 LG MD CC RT 8 SC NO SS UP,HI N
9EB225 400 0 NO HD PP RS 8 NO NO PH HI N
9EB226 1000 0 NO MD PP RT 8 SC NO SS UP N
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9EB227 11250 0 NO MD CC RT 10 SC 1M SS EA N
9EB228 2250 0 AG MD AG RT 10 SC NO 5S UP N
~'i 9EB229 1500 0 LG HD CC RT FL SC NO SS UP N~'
~'I 9EB230 2500 15 NO MD OF RT 16 SC 1M SD UP N~
i 9EB231 5000 10 NO MD PH RT 16 SC 1M SD HS UP ,HI y0;,1 I 9EB232 100 0 NO MD PH RT 16 5C NO SSI w UP N"-J 9EB233 4500 0 PS MD PS TR FL SC NO SS PD YI )~:>VI 9EB234 22500 0 LG HD CC RT 14 AC NO 8S EA,PD N
i 9EB235 1100 20 NO IN PH RN FL NO LM 8D CP yI 9EB236 50000 0 LG MD CC RT 8 SC 1M SS CP y9EB237 17500 20 LG HD CC RT 8 SC LM SD MA,CP y
I 9EB238 15000 0 LG HD CC RT 14 SC NO 5S UP N
I
I 9EB239 200 0 LG MD CC RN FL SC NO SS UP NI 9EB240 1000 0 LG HD CC RN FL SC NO SS UP N
I 9EB241 200 0 LG HD CC RT FL SC NO SS UP' N9EB242 3000 0 LG HD CC RT FL SC NO 8S UP N9EB243 7500 0 NO MD PP RT FL SC NO SS MA~HI N
~ 9EB244 5000 0 NO HD OF RT FL SC NO SS PH EA,HI Y~, 9EB245 3000 0 LG HD CC RT FL SC NO S8 MA Nf 9EB246 1200 10 LG HD CC RT FL SC LM SD EA N~,~
"', 9EB247 600 0 NO HD PH RT FL SC NO SS UP NI
I 9EB248 2250 0 NO HD PH RT FL SC LM SS EA,HI N9EB249 6400 30 NO IN PH TR FL SC 1M SD UP,HI y9EB250 1000 0 NO MD PP RT 7 SC NO SS CP ,HI ~
9EB251 400 0 NO MD PP RT 7 SC NO SS UP N
9EB252 600 40 NO MD BH TR FL 5C LM SD UP ,HI N
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9EB253 10000 20 NO MD CV TR FL SC LM HS SD CP,HI Y
''''~
I 9EB254 2500 0 LG HD CC RT FL 8C NO SS NIf; MA,HI~
I 9EB255 1000 15 NO MD CC RN FL SC LM 8D - LA,CP,HI Y9EB256 600 0 LG HD CC RT FL SC NO SS UP,HI NI 9EB257 1000 0 LG MD CC RT FL 8C NO 88 UP Nw
I --...J 9EB258 1500 0 LG MD CC RN FL SC NO SS EA,MA NP-'I EA,MA,LA,WL,9EB259 8100 200 NO HD PH TR FL SC LM SD MI,PD,HI,RH Y9EB260 900 15 LG MD BH TR FL SC LM 8D EA,WL,MI,HI Y
I 9EB261 18000 0 LG HD CC RT 6 AC NO S8 MA,LA,WL N9EB262 3000 0 LG HD CC RT 6 SC NO SS UP,HI N9EB263 1875 0 LG HD CC RT 6 8C NO 5S UP N9EB264 6000 0 NO IN OF RN 6 SC LM 58 MA,CP,HI NI
I 9EB265 3000 a NO MD OF RT 6 SC NO S8 UP,HI N9EB266 900 a LG HD CC RT 6 SC NO S8 UP N
I 9EB267 37500 0 NO MD OF RT 6 AC NO S8 EA N9EB268 10000 20 AG IN AG TR FL AC LM SD UP N9EB269 3000 a LG HD CC TR 6 8C NO SS UP N9EB270 3000 a LG HD CC RT 6 AC NO SS CP,HI N~" 9EB271 7000 a LG HD CC RT 6 RC LM S8 MA NIf
9EB272 1200 a LG MD CC RT 6 SC NO SS WL N
9EB273 30000 a LG MD CC RT 6 SC NO S8 MA,HI Y
9EB274 900 0 LG HD CC RT 6 SC NO SS UP,HI N
9EB275 900 a LG MD CC RT 6 SC NO S8 UP N
9EB276 40000 25 LG HD CC RS 6 AC LM SD QY MA,LA Y
9EB277 40000 25 NO IN PP RT 6 SC LM SD I. MA,HI N
9EB278 2500 0 LG HD CC RT 6 SC NO SS ~-_:'? UP N
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9EB279 900 0 LG MO CC RN FL SC NO SS HI N
9EB280 1250 0 LG }1D CC RN FL SC LM SS UP N9EB281 1250 0 LG MO CC RT 6 SC NO SS LA,MI N9EB282 2500 25 AG IN AG TR FL NO LM SD CP N
I 9EB283 2250 20 NO MO OF RT 10 SC LM SD M,LA,MI,HI Y~ w.......
"M N 9EB284 43750 30 AG MO AG RT 10 SC LM SD MA,HI YI~ 9EB285 7425 0 NO MO OF RT 10 AC NO SS PH EA,MA,LA,PD, Yl7J~
I HI!1!lI 9EB286 1500 0 LG HD CC RT 10 AC NO SS MA,LA,MI,PD N!l~
ill 9EB287 2000 0 LG HD CC RT 10 SC NO SS UP NI 9EB288 400 0 NO MD PH RT 10 SC NO SS HI NI 9EB289 1250 0 NO MO PH RT 10 SC NO SS CP,HI NI 9EB290 5000 0 LG }1D CC RT ),0 GR NO SS UP NI 9EB291 2500 0 LG MO CC RS 10 SC NO SS MA,LA,PD NI 9EB292 400 0 NO MO PH RS 10 SC NO SS HI NII 9EB293 900 0 NO MO OF RT 10 SC NO SS HI NI 9EB294 3000 0 LG HD CC RT 10 SC NO SS CP N~ 9EB295 400 20 NO MO PH RN 10 SC LM SD UP N9EB296 10000 0 LG MO CC RT 10 SC NO SS UP N9EB297 15000 0 LG MO CC RT 10 SC NO SS UP N9EB298 12500 20 LG IN CC RT 10 SC LM SD QY UP,HI Y
!; 9EB299 4500 0 NO IN OF RT DP GR NO SS EA,MA NI. 9EB300 7500 30 LG MO CC TR FL SC LM SD LA,CP,PD Yi,
I 9EB301 100 0 LG MO CC TR 10 SC NO SS UP N9EB302 2500 0 LG MO PH RT 10 SC NO SS UP N9EB303 2500 0 LG MO CC RT 10 SC NO SS UP N
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9EB304
9EB305
9EB306
9EB307
9EB308
2500
1600
2500
10000
2500
o
o
15
o
15
LG
P8
PS
NO
NO
MD
MD
MD
MD
MD
cc
PS
PS
PH
PH
RT
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RN
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10
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SC NO
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SC 1M
SC NO
SC LM
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8S
SD HS
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N
N
Y
N
Y
9EB309
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9EB312
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1875
250
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o
o
o
.0
o
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MD CC
MD CC
MD PH
MD PH
MD CC
RN
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10 SC
10 SC
10 SC
10 SC
10 SC
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SS
SS
SS
SS
8S
MA
UP
UP
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N
N
N
N
N
9EB314 900
9EB315 1200
9EB316 3000
9EB317 2500
9EB518---- ---625--
o LG MD CC RT 10 SC
o NO MD CC RT 10 SC
15 LG MD CC RT 10 SC
o NO MD OF RT 10 SC
---O---NO-HD------ PH--- -RT--- -- 9- ----usc
NO
NO
LM
NO
NO
SS UP
S8 LA,HI
SD QY MA,PD
______ ~~ __ !!~___UP ~_I!:r:
SS UP
N
N
Y
Y
- -----------------
N
9EB319
9EB320
9EB321
9EB322
9EB323
375
3000
625
400
1800
o
o
o
o
o
NO
NO
NO
NO
LG
MD PH
MD PH
MD PH
HD PH
MD CC
RT
RT
RN
RT
RT
9 SC
9 SC
9 SC
9 SC
9 SC
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
SS
SS
S8
S8
SS
UP
MA,LA,MI,HI
UP
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UP,HI
N
Y
N
N
N
9EB324
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400
1875
1600
10
o
o
o
20
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LG
LG
NO
MD
IN
MD
MD
MD
OF
OF
CC
CC
OF
RT
RT
RT
RN
TR
15
15
15
15
FL
GR 1M
SC NO
SC NO
SC NO
GR LM
SD HS
SS
SS
SS
SD
UP ,HI
EA,MA,HI
UP
EA,MA,LA
LA,MI
Y
N
N
N
Y
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9EB329 10000 0 LG MD CC RT 25 8C NO 88 UP,HI N
9EB330 2000 0 LG MD CC RN 25 8C NO 88 MA N
9EB331 2500 0 LG MD CC RT 25 SC NO 88 MA,HI N~ 9EB332 ? 0 LG MD CC RT 25 8C NO 88 UP N
"-.-
9EB333 40000 0 LG MD CC RN 25 8C NO 88 UP~ N
~
1"'ip;
Ei II Vol 9EB334 900 0 LG MD CC RT 25 SC NO S8 UP N
I :Ii 9EB335 4000 0 LG MD CC RT 25 8C NQ 88 UP NI" 9EB336 5000 0 LG MD CC RT 25 8C NO 88 UP,HI N9EB337 900 0 LG MD CC RT 25 8C NO 88 UP N
Ii 9EB338 800 0 LG MD CC RN 25 8C NO 88 UP NI
I 9EB339 625 0 LG MD CC RT 25 SC NO S8 UP N
I 9EB340 1875 0 LG HD CC RN 25 8C NO 88 UP N
I 9EB341 1250 0 LG MD CC RT 25 8C NO 88 A,LA,PD N
I 9EB342 1250 0 LG MD CC RN 25 8C NO 88 UP N9EB343 25000 0 LG MD CC RT 25 8C LH 88 PL UP,HI Y
I 9EB344 1600 0 LG MD CC RT 25 NO NO PH HI Y9EB345 7500 0 LG MD CC RT 25 8C NO 88 UP,HI N
~ 9EB346 10000 0 LG MD CC RT 25 SC NO 88 MA,PD,HI N
9EB347 180 0 RI IN N/A RI FL NO NO FW UP Y
~. 9EB348 6250 45 P8 IN OF TR FL 8C LH 8D MI Y
~
p
I 9EB349 15000 0 LG MD CC TR FL 8C LH 88 EA,MA,PD,CP yHI9EB350 3750 0 LG MD CC RT FL 8C NO 88 UP,HI N9EB351 3000 0 LG MD CC RT FL 8C LH 88 EA,LA,PD,HI Y9EB352 12000 20 NO MD CC UK FL 8C LM 8D UP N
9EB353 3000 0 LG MD CC RN 25 8C NO 88 UP N
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9EB354 400 0 LG MD CC RT 25 SC NO SS UP N
9EB355 900 0 NO IN PP RT FL SC NO SS HS UP,HI N
9EB356 ? 0 NO IN PH RN FL SC NO SS UP N
9EB357 ? 0 NO IN PH RN FL SC NO SS UP N
9EB358 225 0 NO IN PF RT 9 SC NO SS UP N
,I 9EB359 750 0 NO MD PP RT 9 SC NO SS UP,HI N
ill,) 9EB360 1 0 NO MD PP RT 9 SC NO SS UP N
.......
. In 9EB361 300 0 NO MD PH RT 9 SC NO SS UP N, I
9EB362 1500 0 LG MD CC RT 9 SC NO SS UP N
9EB363 600 0 NO MD PH RS 25 SC NO SS UP N
9EB364 1000 0 NO MD OF RT 25 SC NO SS UP N
9EB365 7500 20 NO MD PH RT 25 SC LM SD HS UP,HI Y
9EB366 10000 25 NO MD OF TR FL SC LM SD LA,CP Y
9EB367 600 0 LG MD CC RT 10 SC NO SS EA,HI N
9EB368 6000 0 LG MD CC RT 10 SC NO SS EA,HI N
9EB369 2500 0 LG HD OF RT 10 SC NO SS PH HI Y
9EB370 1 0 NO MD PP RT 10 SC NO SS UP N
9EB371 400 0 LG MD CC RN 10 SC NO SS PD N
9EB372 3000 0 LG MD CC RT 10 SC NO SS UP,HI N
9EB373 2000 0 LG MD CC RT 10 SC NO SS PD N
9EB374 800 0 NO IN PH RT 10 SC NO SS UP N
9EB375 2500 0 NO MD PH RT 10 SC NO SS HI N
9EB376 800 0 LG MD CC RN FL SC NO SS UP Y
9EB377 400 0 LG MD CC RT 10 SC NO ss HB UP,HI N
9EB378 1200 0 LG MD CC RT 10 SC NO SS UP,HI N
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9EB379 3600 20 LG MD OF TR FL SC LM SD MA,CP y
9EB380 1200 0 LG MD CC RN 10 SC NO SS UP N
9EB381 100 0 LG MD CC RT 10 SC NO SS HI N
9EB382 5625 25 PS MD PS TR FL SC LM SD CP Y
9EB383 2800 0 PS MD PS SD FL NO NO HS HI Y
9EB384 4500 15 PS MD PS RT 10 SC LM SD EA,MI Y
:tJ I 9EB385 600 0 PS MD PS RS 10 SC NO SS UP Ni w 9EB386 800 0 PS MD PS RT 10 SC NO SS UP,HI N! ' -....J, 0"1 9EB387 32500 90 AG MD AG TR FL SC LM SD MI Y;g Ii
~ 9EB388 1800 60 AG MD AG SD FL SC LM SD LA,MI,HI Y
m
i
i 9EB389 4500 0 NO MD PH RT IS SC LM SS UP Ng 9EB390 2500 0 PS IN PS SD FL SC NO SS UP NI; 9EB391 2500 20 NO MD OF SD FL SC LM SD HS CP,HI y
I 9EB392 1875 0 NO MD PH RT 10 SC NO SS UP NI 9EB393 625 0 NO MD PH RT 10 SC NO SS UP N
I 9EB394 500 0 NO MD PH RN FL SC NO SS UP N9EB395 40000 30 AG MD AG TR FL GR LM SD MA,LA,CP,PD, y
~ HI
9EB396 7500 20 NO MD CV RS FL NO NO HS PV HI Y
9EB397 225 0 AG MD AG RT 10 SC NO SS EA,HI N
9EB398 3750 0 PS MD PS RT 10 SC NO SS UP,HI N
9EB399 1200 0 PS MD PS RN 10 SC NO SS UP N
9EB400 400 0 NO MD PH RN 10 SC NO SS UP N
9EB401 2500 0 PS MD PS RS 10 SC NO SS UP N
9EB402 200 0 LG MD CC SD 8 SC NO SS UP N
9EB403 900 0 LG MD CC RN 8 SC NO SS UP N
il
I
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9EB404 10000 15 NO MD OF RT 8 8C NO 88 HI N
9EB405 7500 0 LG MD CC RT 9 GR NO 88 EA,LA,WL,PD, y
I CP9EB406 1000 0 NO MD PH RN 9 8C NO 88 HI NI 9EB407 1 0 NO MD PH RT 10 8C NO 88 PD NI 9EB408 2500 0 NO MD PH RN FL 8C NO FY H8 UP,HI yI I 9EB409 1 0 NO MD PH RT 10 8C NO 88 PD N.lW...... 9EB410 2500 0 NO MD OF RT FL 8C NO 88 PH UP,HI N\- I' 9EB411 900 0 NO MD PH RT FL 8C NO 88 UP,HI N
9EB412 7500 15 LG MD CC RN FL 8C LM 8D UP N
9EB413 N/A 10 NO MD OF TR FL 8C LM 8D UP N
9EB414 N/A N/A NO IN BH 18 FL GR NO 88 LA,MI RH Y
9EB415 112500 0 NO IN BH TR FL NO NO ML HI Y
9EB416 2250 0 LG MD PH RT 6 NO NO 8N HI Y
9EB417 1500 20 AG MD AG TR FL 8C NO 88 UP N
9EB418 5625 0 LG HD CC RT 10 8C NO 88 LA,HI N
9HT100 ? ? NO MD BH TR FL 8C NO 58 MA N, ,
9HT101 4000 0 NO MD PP BK PP 8L NO 88 PD,HI N
38AB8 N/A N/A N/A IN N/A RI FL N/A N/A FW UP IA y
38AB9 100000 125 NO IN BH TR FL AC LM PL ME CP,HI IA y
38AB10 25000 30 LG MD CC BL FL RC U1 8D LA,CP IA Y
38AB12 136000 20 LG MD CC TR FL AC TU PL 8D MA,WL.MI. IA y
CP,HI
38AB13 4000 20 LG MD PH TR FL GR LM ML 8D MA,MI,HI IA Y
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38AB14 1 acre 0 NO lID PH RS FL GR NO SS MA,PD,CP,HI IA N
38AB15 N/A N/A N/A IN N/A RI FL NO NO FW MI,HI IA Y
38AB16 N/A N/A N/A IN N/A RI FL NO NO FW UP IA Y
38AB17 1200 0 NO IN PH RT 4 SC NO SS MI,PD IA N
38AB19 ? ? PS MD PS TR FL GR NO SS HI IA Y
I 38AB20 120000 15 PS MD PS RT FL AC N/A QY SS MA,CP,PD,HI IA Y
w 38AB21 N/A N/A HS MD CV RT FL N/A N/A HS SS MA,HI IA Y'-..I
00 38AB22 80 .\:tcres 60 PS MD PS TR FL N/A LM SD CP IA YI
38AB23 11250 0 AG MD AG RS FL SC NO SS MA,CP,HI IA Y
38AB24 7500 0 AG MD AG RT FL SC NO SS MA,WL,PD,CP IA Y
38AB25 2500 0 LG HD PiR RT FL AC LM PH SS UP,HI IA N
38AB26 4 acres 10 PS HD OF TR FL SC LM SS MI IA Y
I 38AB28 1 acre 15 NO MD CC UK FL NO LM SD MA,CP IA Y38AB29 10800 0 NO HD OF RT OP SC NO SD MA,CP,HI IA N38AB32 10000 15 RW MD PH UK FL AC LM SS EA,MA IA Y
I 38AB34 4 acres 0 RW HD PH RT FL GR NO SS PV MI IA Y38AB53 5 acres 0 N/A N/A N/A RT 1 GR NO SS MA,PD,HI IA N38AB60 3-4 acres 0 N/A N/A PH RT OP NO NO SS UP IA N38AB65 5400 0 RW HD CC RT 1 AC NO SS EA,MA,PD,CP, IA N~.
i HI38AB67 40000 0 No IN PH RT 4 NO NO PL SS MA,HI IA Y
38AB69 ? 0 NO HD CC TR FL SC NO SS UP,HI IA N
38AB72 3000 0 LG MD CC UK 4 SC LM SS OT EA,MA,HI IA N
38AB74 6000 20 AG MD AG UK 4 SC LM PH SD EA,MA,HI IA Y
38AB75 3 acres 0 NO HD N/A UK FL GR NO SS UP,HI IA N
38AB77 100000 10 PS MD PS TR FL RC NO SD MA,LA,CP,HI IA Y
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tf 38AB78 5250 20 LG HD PH UK 4 SC LM HS SD LA,HI IA Y
~. 38AB80 1200 0 NO MD PH RT 4 SC NO S5 UP IA NIE
!¥'{, 38AB81 1800 10 MD PH 4 RC LM EA,MA,MI, PD, IA NI NO RT SS
I!'i? HI
I
38AB82 2400 0 NO MD PH UK 4 SC NO PH 85 UP,HI IA N
38AB84 3200 0 ID HD :PH UK 4 SC NO SS HI IA N
;.1
I I 38AB86 600 5 LG HD PH RT FL SC NO SS CP IA N,YJ 38AB87 3 0 NO MD PH RT 4 N/A NO SS EA IA N,'N acres,f 38AB88 2000 0 LG MD PP RT 4 AC NO SS MA,HI IA N
I 38AB89 26000 5 VR MD PS RN FL RC LM 5D EA,MA'LA,CP IA Y38AB91 10000 30 PP IN PP BK FL SC TU PV SD CP IA Y38AB92 1300 0 No MD PH RT 20 8C NO SS UP IA N
I 38AB93 1400 0 LG HD PH UK 20 SC NO SS MA,HI IA N38AB100 67500 25 LG HD PH TR FL AC LM SD LA,MI,HI Y38AB101 10000 50 LG MD CC TR FL SC LM S8 LA y
I 38AB102 1800 0 NO MD BH RS 4 8C NO 8S UP N38AB105 1200 0 NO MD PH R8 4 SC NO 8S UP ~- N38AB106 1500 0 LG MD rH RT 4 SC NO PH S5 UP,HI N
ri 38AB107 1200 0 LG MD PH RT 4 8C NO S8 UP,HI Nr
I
38AB108 900 0 LG MD PP TR FL 8C LM S8 UP,HI N
38AB109 4250 0 NO HD PH RT FL SC NO PH 88 UP,HI N
38AB110 5000 0 H8 HD ;PH UK RR 8C NO H8 58 MA,HI y
38AB111 5000 30 P8 IN rfi RT FL SC TU SD UP,HI y
38ABl12 1500 20 PS MD PS RT EP SC LM SD UP,HI N
38ABl13 3600 0 PS MD PS R,T FL SC NO SS UP N
38ABl14 13000 15 LG HD PH RT FL AC LM SD MA,LA,PD,HI Y
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;;:;: 38ABl15 2400 20 NO MD PH RT FL SC LM SD PH HI Yif?
ic 38ABl16 1800 0 LG HD PH RT 4 RC NO SS QY UP Y
IE 38ABl17 15000 20 LG HD PH RT 4 AC TU SD PH UP,HI Y
I 38ABl18 105 0 LG HD PH RT 19 SC NO S8 - UP N38ABl19 7500 10 LG HD PH RT 19 SC LM S8 - LA N38AB120 100 0 NO MD PH RT FL 8C NO 88 MA,HI NI -.'J Iv.J 38AB121 400 0 NO MD PH 8D RR 8C NO S5 PH UP,HI N
I ,000 38AB122 10000 0 LG MD CV RT RR SC NO 58 H8 U1',HI Y~ I 38AB123 200 0 NO HD PH RT RR 8C NO 88 - UP N38AB124 2000 0 LG MD PH RT RR 8C NO 88 - UP N
I 38AB125 40000 10 NO MD PH RN FL SC NO l'V S8 MI Y38AB126 1 10 NO MD PH RS FL 8C NO 88 - LA N
I 38AB127 1200 0 NO MD PH RN FL 8C NO PH 58 UP,HI N
I 38AB128 1500 5 LG MD PI' UK RR 8C LM 88 C:P N38AB129 50 0 LG MD 1'1' RT RR SC NO 88 - CP N
I 38AB130 10000 0 LG MD CC RT RR RC NO S8 - MA,LA,PD,HI Y38AB131 3600 0 LG MD PI' RT RR SC NO H8 85 UP,HI Y38AB132 15600 0 LG HD CC RT RR RC NO 88 - MA,CP Y
I 38AB133 500 0 NO MD 1'8 R8 12 8C NO 88 - MA,LA,HI N38AB134 1200 0 LG MD PH RT 12 SC NO 88 UP N
I 38AB135 1200 0 NO MD PI' RT 12 SC NO 88 - UP N38AB136 2500 20 1'8 IN 1'8 TR FL AC DP 88 PV LA,CP y38AB137 1000 0 NO MD PH RT 4 SC NO 88 - UP N38AB138 300 0 LG MD PH RT 4 8C NO 88 - UP N38AB139 750 0 NO MD PH RT 4 8C LM 88 - UP,HI N
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38AB140 450 0 NO HD PH UK 4 se LM ss - UP,HI N
~;". i 38AB141 1600 0 LG :MD PH RS FL se NO ss UP N);', -~.
;-- 38AB142 2400 0 LG HD PH RT FL Re NO ss UP y
I'i' PD~ 38AB143 600 0 LG HD PH RT 17 se NO ss - N
Iii 38AB144 1 0 LG :MD PP RT 17 se NO ss
-
UP N~I
I
ill 38AB145 2200 0 LG :MD PP RT 17 se NO ss - MA N
I I
~· ..,'W 38AB146 900 0 LG :MD ee RT 17 se NO ss - MA N00
..-. 38AB147 1000 0 LG :MD ee RT 17 se LM ss - UP NI
38AB148 3600 0 LG HD ee RT 17 se NO ss - UP N
38AB149 2500 0 LG HD ee RT 17 se NO ss - EA,MA,LA N
38AB150 3600 0 LG HD ee RT 17 se NO ss - EA,MA,'WL,PD, N
ep
I 38AB151 1800 0 LG HD ee SD 17 se NO ss - UP N
I 38AB152 2500 0 NO IN BH RN OP se NO HS SS HI N38AB153 3000 20 NO :MD PH BK FL se LM SD - UP N
I 38AB154 1 20 NO :MD BH SD FL se LM ss - UP N38AB155 200 0 IN 19 NO NI NO PH RT se ss - UP
~ 38AB156 1200 NO :MD PH RT 19 Re LM ss - UP N38AB157 4800 0 NO HD PH RT 19 se NO ss - UP N
t- 38AB158 1000 10 LG :MD PP RT 3 se TU SS UP N
t 38AB159 600 0 LG :MD PP RT 3 se LM ss MA N!S'
I 38AB160 12000 0 LG HD BH TR FL Re NO ss - UP y38AB161 1 0 LG :MD BH R~ FL se NO ss - UP N38AB162 5000 0 LG :MD PH RN 4 se NO ss - UP N38AB163 1200 5 LG :MD PH RT 4 Re LM ss ... ep N
38AB164 500 12 LG HD PH RN 4 Re LM SD - UP y
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38AB165 1200 0 LG MD PH RS FL SC NO SS - UP N
38AB166 3000 20 LG MD PH UK 4 RC LM SD - UP,HI y:j
~ 38AB167 1600 0 NO MD PH RT 4 AC LM SS UP N;"1
~ 38AB168 1000 0 LG MD PP UK FL SC LM SS UP,HI N
~ 38AB169 3200 0 LG MD PH RT FL RC NO 5S - MA,CP y~'il;I
I Iw 38AB170 31500 10 LG HD BH AF FL AC NO SS MI,HI y~ 00I N 38AB171 1200 5 NO MD PH RS 3 SC LM SS UP,HI NI 38ABl72 19500 0 LG MD PH RT 3 RC LM SS - EA,MA,LA,HI yI 38AB173 3400 30 LG MD PH RT 3 RC LM 8D - UP yI 38AB174 86400 0 LG HD PP UK 3 RC NO SS PH MA,LA,HI y
I 38AB175 23800 15 LG MD PH RT FL RC LM SD Pv MI y38AB176 1000 0 NO MD PH UK FL SC LM S5 - UP ,HI N
I 38ABl77 250 0 LG MD PH RN FL SC LM SS - UP N38AB178 1200 5 NO MD PP RT 3 SC LM SS - MA N38AB179 600 0 LG MD PH RT 3 SC NO SS - PD N
I 38AB180 3500 15 LG MD PP RT 3 RC LM 8D - MA y38AB181 300 0 LG MD PH RT 3 SC NO SS UP,HI N
" 38AB182 1000 0 NO HD PP RT 3 SC LM 5S UP N~ -38AB183 1600 20 LG MD PP RS 3 SC LM SD - MA,PD y
t" 38AB184 4000 15 LG MD PH RS FL RC LM SD - UP,HI yr
'F,;
I 38AB185 6000 0 PS IN PS TR FL SC NO 58 MA,PD y38AB186 12000 0 NO HD PH RT FL SC NO 58 - UP N38AB187 2800 0 NO MD PH RT 20 SC LM SS - UP N38AB188 4500 0 NO MD PH RT FL SC LM SS - UP N38AB189 1600 4 NO MD PH UK 2 SC LM SS - UP N
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{' 38AB190 2500 10 NO MD PH RS FL SC 1M SD - UP N2";
~,- 38AB191 1600 0 NO MD PH RN FL AC NO SS UP N
I 38AB192 5000 0 NO MD PH RT FL AC LM SS - UP,HI N~<
i 38AB193 1500 15 NO MD PH RT 20 AC 1M SD - UP,HI Y38AB194 2550 0 LG MD PP UK 20 SC NO SS - EA N
I
'.
38AB195 750 0 NO HD PH RN FL SC LM SS - UP N
I w 38AB196 450 15 VR MD PH RT FL SC LM SS - UP N00w 38AB197 2750 3 LG HD PP RT FL RC LM SD WL,PD,HI YI
I 38AB198 6000 15 NO MD PP RT 2 SC 1M SD - CP Y
I 38AB199 1500 0 LG HD PH RT 2 SC LM SS - UP N38AB200 0 0 NO HD PH RS FL SC NO SS - UP N38AB201 2000 0 NO IN BH TR FL SC NO SN - HI N
I 38AB202 6 0 PS IN PS AF FL NO 1M SN ML HI N
I 38AB203 3750 0 LG HD CC UK FL SC NO SS - UP N38AB204 1375 20 LG MD CC RT 2 SC LM SD PH PD,HI Y
I 38AB205 2700 0 NO HD PH RT 2 SC NO HS SS UP,HI Y38AB206 625 10 AG MD AG RT 2 SC NO SS - HI N38AB207 2100 20 LG MD CC RT FL SC LM SD - MA y
w 38AB208 300 0 LG MD PH RT FL SC NO SS UP N~. -
i:" 38AB209 10000 0 LG MD PH RT FL SC NO SS - UP N&i
;1'
I 38AB210 2500 12 LG MD CC UK 4 RC 1M SS HS MA,HI Y38AB211 3500 0 LG MD PH RT FL SC NO SS - UP N38AB212 1200 0 LG MD PH RT EP SC NO SS - UP,HI N38AB213 2800 5 LG MD CC RN FL SC LM SS - MA,LA N38AB214 1350 5 LG MD PH RT FL SC LM SD - UP,HI N
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38AB215 1200 0 LG MD CC RT 4 SC NO SS
-
UP ,HI N
38AB216 7500 15 NO IN PH UK 4 SC TU SD HS UP,HI Y
~'-i 38AB217 3600 5 NO HD CC RT 4 Ac LM S8 PH MA,HI N
~i 38AB218 40000 20 P8 MD P8 RN FL 8C LM 58 FT CP,HI Y
hi 38AB219 2500 20 CC UK 4 8C NO 85 HS HI~ LG MD Y~i
[;:
!!J
~ 10 4 SC NO H5 8D MA,HII , I 38AB220 2500 NO IN cy RT y~~.~ 38AB221 10000 15 NO IN PH RT 4 GR NO PL - HI yI .j::'- 38AB222 300 0 LG MD PP RS 4 SC NO 58 MA NIII , I -i 38AB223 2500 0 LG MD OF RT FL SC NO H8 58 UP ,HI y
I 38AB224 2500 10 NO MD cy R,T 18 GR NO H8 - HI Y
III
!!!
38AB225 2500 10 NO MD PH RT 18 GR NO H8 - HI Y
38AB226 2500 10 NO MD PH RT 18 GR NO H8
-
HI Y
38AB227 2500 10 NO MD PH UK 18 GR NO HE - HI 'If
38AB228 1600 0 NO MD PP RT :n 8C NO 88 - UP N
38AB229 100 5 RW HD PH RT EP RC LM 58 - LA N
38AB230 3300 10 LG MD PH UK 4 AG LM PH 85 UP,HI N
38AB231 3500 0 LG HD PH R,S 4 8C N.O PH 88 UP,HI N
~ 38AB232 2500 20 NO IN PH UK 4 NO NO H5 - HI Y38AB233 2500 ·5 NO IN PH RT 4 GR NO PH 55 UP,HT 'If
~ 38AB234 6000 0 LG MD CC SD 4 AC NO 8S MA N
~
~;
4Ii 38AB235 2500 0 LG MD PH RT SC NO S5 I;)T UP ,HI N
I 38AB236 5000 10 NO IN CV RT 26 5C NO HE 58 EA,HI 'If38AB237 2000 0 P8 MD rs RT OP SC NO H8 58 UP,HI N38AB238 400 0 VR, TN cy TR FL ND NO OT - HI y38AB239 30000 0 LG MD PH RT 4 RC NO 55 - LA Y
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38AB240 3750 0 LG MD PH RT 4 SC NO SS UP N
;g 38AB241 7500 10 LG HD CC RT 5 SC NO SS UP,HI NF
i 38AB242 1000 0 LG MD CC AF FL SC NO SS UP,HI N
I!i 38AB.243 3000 0 LG IN PH RT 5 NO NO OT NS HI N
I 38AB244 2500 0 LG MD PH RT 5 GR NO HS HI N"j
I I 38AB245 1700 0 LG HD PH RT 5 SC NO SS UP N\><l 38AB246 3300 0 LG HD CC RT FL SC NO SS MA,WL,PD N00V1 38AB247 1000 0 LG MD PH RT 5 SC NO SS UP NIi
I 38AB248 100 0 LG HD PH RT 5 SC NO SS - UP N
I 38AB249 12800 4 LG HD CC RT 5 SC LM SS MA
y
38AB250 750 0 LG HD CC RT 5 SC NO SS - EA,l'D N
38AB251 1800 0 NO MD PH RT 5 SC NO SS UP NI 38AB252 5000 0 LG HD PH RN 5 SC NO SS - UP N38AB253 300 0 LG MD PH RT 5 SC NO SS UP N
I
38AB254 3750 0 LG MD PH RT FL SC NO SS UP,HI N
38AB255 6000 10 LG MD CC RT 5 SC NO SS MA,WL,HI y
38AB256 7500 10 LG HD PH RT 5 SC NO SS - MA,HI N
~:' 38AB257 2500 0 LG HD CC RT 5 SC NO SS UP Nt 38AB258 3900 15 LG HD PP RT 5 SC LM SD - UP,HI y
I
38AB259 2000 5 LG HD PH RT 5 SC NO SS PH HI N
38AB260 600 15 NO MD OF RT 5 SC LM SD - UP,HI y
38AB261 1600 0 NO IN PH RT 5 SC NO HS SS UP,HI N
38AB262 400 0 NO MD PH RT 5 SC NO SS - UP,HI N
38AB263 3000 0 NO MD OF RT 5 SC NO SS UP N
38AB264 600 5 LG MD PH TR FL SC NO SS - UP N
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38AB265 4500 20 LG MD PH RS FL SC LM SD - CP y
38AB266 6500 15 NO MD PH RT FL SC LM SD - CP,HI y
lr1
38AB267 2500 5 LG HD PP RT FL SC NO SS M'A,WL,HI N
!ll 38AB268 900 0 NO HD PP RT 1 SC NO SS EA N
i 38AB269 1000 0 NO HD PH RT 1 SC NO SS EA,HI N~
1#i 38AB270 3000 0 1 NO SSB LG MD PP RT SC UP,HI N5i Ii w 38AB271 5000 0 LG MD PH RT 1 SC NO SS PH UP,HI N000\ 38AB272 1000 0 HS HD PP RT 22 SC NO 5S UP NIi 38AB273 2000 0 NO MD PH RT 22 SC NO SS UP N..
I 38AB274 400 0 RW HD OF RT 21 SC NO SS PH LA,HI NI
I 38AB275 10000 0 NO MD PH RT 21 SC NO SS HS UP,HI y38AB276 450 0 LG HD CC UK EP SC NO SS UP N38AB277 4000 10 LG MD CC RT FL SC LM SD - CP,HI y
38AB278 900 10 LG MD CC RT FL SC LM SD - CP y
38AB279 2500 0 NO HD PP RT EP GR NO 5S PH EA,HI N
38AB280 20000 0 NO HD PH RS FL SC NO SS HO HI y
38AB281 12100 0 NO MD CC RT FL SC NO SS PV UP y
38AB282 300 0 LG MD PP RN FL SC NO SS UP N[" 38AB283 1400 0 LG HD CC UK NO SSFL SC UP,HI N
1:. 38AB284 6000 10 LG MD CC UK 3 GR LM SD UP y~
~!£..
38AB285I 2500 0 NO IN PH RT 12 NO NO HS HI y38AB286 2500 0 NO MD BH TR FL NO NO ML - HI y38AB287 10000 0 NO MD PH RT 4 GR NO HS SS UP,HI y38AB288 400 0 AG MD AG TR FL GR NO SS - EA,M'A,LA,HI RH Y
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38AN5 10000 0 RW HD PH RT FL 5C NO PH SS EA,MA,LA,WL, IA Y
'"
PD,HI
-
38AN8 40000 20 AG MD AG TR FL GR NO SD PV MA,LA,WL,MI, IA Y
(,S-
PD,HIg'
I 38AN29 10 acres 0 NO MD PP TR FL 5C NO 55 PV CP IA Y
I 38AN36 6000 2000 NO MD BH AF FL NO NO OT HI Y
iii 38AN125 N/A 0 NO N/A N/'A RI FL GR NO 88 LA,WL,HI N
I I 38AN126 7000 0 LG HD CC TR FL 5C NO 88 PV MI Y(,W1'00iI: ';-1 38AN128 450 0 LG HD PH RT 1 8C NO 88 UP NI 38AN129 400 0 LG HD PH RT 1 8C NO 58 UP N~ 38ANl30 600 0 LG HD PH RT 1 8C NO 85 UP N
I 38ANl31 6300 25 LG MD CC BK FL 8C LM SD CP Y
I 38ANl32 2500 0 NO IN PH RT 11 8C NO H5 88 HI Y
i 38ANl33 800 0 NO HD PH RT 11 8C NO 85 UP,HI NI 38ANl34 4000 0 NO IN N/A RI FL NO NO FY HI Y
I 38ANl35 10000 10 NO MD PH TR FL 8C NO ML 8D HI Y38ANl36 1000 0 NO MD BH AF FL 8C NO 55 UP N
I 38ANl37 28500 10 NO IN BH R8 FL 5C NO 58 QY UP N
38ANl38 3200 0 NO HD BH RN FL AC NO 55 PD,HI N
38ANl39 2000 0 NO HD BH RN FL 5C NO 88 UP N
38AN140 15000 20 LG MD PP RN FL AC LM 8D
- EA,WL,CP,HI Y
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.. 0 f,t.,~ 0 0 :xl 0 Pol Ou uu t/) A:'<U VJ 0 U 1:..') 0 VJ 0IIiI
I 9EB56 15 22 1 52 48 65 P :P PI I 9EB57 5 17 14 43 110 27 2I w 9EB58 6 9 6 4 12 43 1 1 57 10 1,:,<XJ.(X) 9EB59 1 3 1 3 76 34\ I
9EB61 3 8 3 35 45 65 P P
9EB62 1 1 1 49 50 24
9EB63 3 4 15 4 2
I 9EB65 3 129EB66 3 1 69 15I 9EB69 4 7 3 28 19 24 P
I 9EB73 1 1 4 3 5 P9EB75 2 19EB76 97 18 2 4 94 16 1 26 21 P P P P 1 1• 9EB83 2 1 116 18 P P~;: 9EB85 2 1 2 14 8 1 100 49 P P~i,'
I 9EB86 1 8 12 39 25 P9EB89 5 22 8 23 39EB91 1 32 6 1 21 6 P P P9EB92 83 72 5 239 521 523 6 2 35 3 P P P P 19EB93 2 2 6 37 15 30 8
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..c~ .j.J g ,...; 'r-! .w ..a .j.J ~ 1-1 ,...; (\) Q) o..c ,...; -r-! ..a .l-J .w Q) ,...; .w .w -1-10 ~j:Q 0 U 0 t.!) ~ AU UU til P::;u til 0 U c;l 0 CJj 0
9EB220 1 3 1 P
9EB221 3 3 18 48 39/ 9EB222 1wi !-O 9EB223 3 3 6 3 62 14 6'0,/
9EB224 2 4 8 2 1
9EB225 p
9EB226 2 2 2 3I 9EB227 1 6 2 21 9 27i 9EB228 4 2 3 9 6 PI
I 9EB229 2 1 2 12 8
9 5I 9EB230 39EB231 1 1 7 29 6 1 P
I 9EB232 2
9EB233 1 4 1 18 8 p
9EB234 3 4 2 37 7 p
9EB235 15 7 2
9EB236 6 16 85 17 40 7
9EB237 2 11 10 34 292 53 1 -
9EB238 6 3 31 12 P
9EB239 5 6 9 P
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PREHISTORIC HISTORIC5iU
Number Artifact Categories Exotic Lithics Mat~rial Features
tV
.c:: 1--1
;::JU
YJ .wrJ) ;:1 U) ».
.w utV rJ) 0 rJ) () t:: tV () ;:l() tV .w U) () rJ) tV
-r!
-..-I r-i CIl 1--1til () <!l <!l 'r! Q) Q a til r-i 4-1 .w4-1 til ~ ~ .c:: Q 0 til r-i til
-r! U)'r! 4-1 4-1 ro .w 0 ,j,J 1--1 "t:l p,. :> ,j,JP=l 'M (/) Or-i r-I 'r! ,j,J (/) Q) Q) ::I) tll (/) 1--1 M!Xl 0.1 111 rx.. H U) U L.\ () r-i
""
,j,J () <: t::"t:l () (/) 'M J2 l-l "t:l 111 'M til 'M 'M 'MQ) 1--1 111 0.1 U l-l I-l 0.1 Q Q I-l e .w .w Q) 0.1 ,j,J ,j,J I-l e (J) 1--1 "t:l j...;.w 0.1 4-1 ~ ttl tV t:: tV ~ ;:i 'r! 0 tU l:Il I-l ,j,J blll-l 111 0.1 ro l:Il tll dlH .c:: 'r! Cll4-1 .c:: ;::l ,..c: 0 til () I-l eu t1l 111 "t:l tll Q) ,..c: ~, eu ,..c: eu (JJ
..c;~ ,j,J g r-i 'r! ,j,J .c:: ,j,J ~ I-l r-i Q) t1l o.c:: r-i 'r! .c:: .w .w Q) r-i ,j,J .w .w0 rx.. fXI 0 U 0 0 Po< AU UU U) ~U U) 0 U 0 0 U) 0---_.~
!! 9EB240 6 4 2~
I 9EB241 2 2 3w~ I,Q 9EB242 16 18 12 p.. H
""I .1 9EB243 1 2 1 3 9 4 2
lId 9EB244 1 4 5 12 174 52 1 9 3 3¥-i~
I
33 37 53 p§ 9EB245 1 1 2
I 9EB246 4 2 21 16 19 p~ 9EB247 1 1 4 10 2I 9EB248 1 1 1 20 4 p 9~I 9EB249 5 68 86 51 p p P 49 7
I 9EB250 5 45 24 52 1 p P9EB251 2 3 3
~ 9EB252 4 7 15 2~
9EB253 1 20 4 3 1 2 P 15 3 p9EB254 1 2 9 2 1
9EB255 2 1 3 19 28 3 1 1 P P 12 4 1
ii 9EB256 1 3 4 3
~ 9EB257 2 18 24
I 9EB258 2 3 9 79EB259 66 32 15 137 312 148 5 30 31 36 p p p p P 1 2
RUSSELL PROJECT ARTIFACT ASSE}lliLAGES
Site PREHISTORIC HISTORIC
Number Artifact Categories Exotic Lithics Material Features
llJ
1-1.c
::J(J
til .wtil ::l (I) :>...
.w (j<lJ a, a (I) tJ c: QJ tJ ::JtJ (II .w (I) u CIJ <lJ 'M 'M r-{ til :.<til u QJ 11l 'M <lJ c; a til ..-l 44 .\.JlH til p:j ,.¥
.c c: a til r-{ ~ -M CfJ'M lH lH cd .j.J a .w l-I '"CJ p.,
.w/Xl -.-I CIJ Or-{ r-I
-M .w CIJ III <lJ til Q.! f/) l-I 0fJ/Xl <lJ til ~ t-l f/) U .w u r-I ~ .w tJ <tj c:'"CJ U f/) -r-! ] l-I '1j til 'r-! C\l 'd -r-!
-r-!1Il J-! C\l <Ii tJ l-I
""'
(1) § c: ""' S .j.J .j.J GJ (\l .j.J P l-I ~ f/)
""'
'"CJ
""'
.j.J eu lH ,.¥ C\l <lJ § (\l ~ 'r-! a C\l tI.l l-I .u b.Ol-I til OJ {J] OJ c: Q)44 .c 'r-! ttllH .c ,.!:l 0 til tJ l-I ttl Q) td "Cl (\l OJ .c:
""'
til .c: til
..c:til .j.J g r-I 'r-! .j.J ..c: .w til l-I r-{ (1) (1) o,.c ,...; 'r-l ,.d .w .w OJ ,...; .j.J .j.J
.w
p:: 0 ~ /Xl 0 0 0 ::r:: Cl 0.. r:~ 0 ::">0 tZl p:jo til 0 0 Cl 0 tZl 0
._---~-~
1
~
9EB260 2 11 15 24 1 2 P" I
'.-.J 9EB261 10 3 24 116 129 138 P P~ \lD
1
N 3 26 5 P P 14 3I J 9EB2629EB263 4 14 13
!ID 9EB264 1 3 4 69 14 4 P 2
~
'<",
9 3 1
~ 9EB265 1 3 7~Ii 9EB266 2 30 24 40 PI 9EB267 1 1 15 14 23I 9EB268 7 7 16 11I 9EB269 2 5 47 19 1 P
I 9EB270 1 1 10 75 27 1 P 81 19 P9EB271 6 15 40 67 52 2 P P~ 9EB272 1 19 25 13 2
9EB273 9 9 22 74 57 1 2
9EB274 1 13 12 2
9EB275 1 8 10 11
9EB276 3 21 12 35 1 P
9EB277 6 2 7 7 18 1 1
9EB278 3 1 8 44 16 p
9EB279 7
RUSSELL PROJECT ARTIFACT ASSE!-ffiL..'\.GES
PREHISTORIC HISTORIC
Site
Number An:ifact Categories Exotic Lithics Hateria1 Features
(jj
....
~
...... :::l
c.J Ul .u
UJ :::l (J) :>. .w (j(jj Ul 0 rll r.J I::l (jj c.J ::J
c.J <1.\ .w L1 c.J Ul (jj 'r-! 'r-! ,...; co \-l
co r.J OJ (jj -r-! GJ I::l S co ,...; '+4 .u
4-l ('j p.:: ~ ,J:l c:: 0 co ,...; ~1j -r-! U)
-,-I 4-1 4..J (1j .u 0 .w ~ "0 t:l.. :> .w
l=Q .r-! (J) Orl ,...; -r-! .w (J) Q) <ll (I) Q) Ul ~ OIl
P=l OJ co f:I,; ,...:l Ul u .w (J ...-l ..cl .w r.J -<:t: ~
'"Cl (J G~ -r-! Ul ~ "0 ('j -r-! co 'r-! 'r-! -r-!
<ll ~ co <ll (J ~ ~ ~ Qj § I::l ~ 13 .w .u <ll Q) .w .w ~ ~ rJl ;"$ '"Cl !-I.u <ll 4-l ,~ ell <ll § <ll ~ 'r-! 0 co U) ~ oW OO~ ell Q\ U) <ll g <ll4 .. ,..~ 'r-! C04-l ..c ,J:l 0 co CJ H cd Q) cd "0 Q) <ll .c ~ «l I-C
..c(1j .u § ...-l 'r-! .u ,J:l oW ~ ~ ...-l Q) Qj O,.c: ...-l 'r-! ,J:l oW .u (jj ...-l .w ~.J -L.J::r.:i 0 f:I,; l=Q 0 U 0 0 ~ t=lU UU (/) P:::U (/) 0 U 0 0 (/) 0
~
0",1
----------2!
fi: 9EB280 1 1 24 22 36
l¥i I 20 62 22 P~ 9EB281 2 9 80I :w\0 9EB282 no collection
i '1' 9EB283 15 6 56 90 P P P 1~ 9EB284 1 8 38 26 24 1 1 1I
~
; 9EB285 13 39 3 80 255 149 P P 303 189 45 Pt@~.
i 9EB286 8 3 161 128 66 P P9EB287 2 11 21 8 1 P P
I 9EB288 8 6 129EB289 4 5 2 3 1 2 2
I
I 9EB290 5 170 220 73 P
! 9EB291 6 5 19 23 13[;: 4~.'j 9EB292 -.:
9EB293 4 2
9EB294 28 9 1 P
~, 9EB295 1 7 5 3
~ 9EB296 9 1 27 73 26 P~' 9EB297 8 39 132 77 P Pi 9EB298 64 93 57 P 19EB299 3 3 4 8 3 P P
RUSSELL PROJECT ARTIFACT ASSEMBLAGES
PREHISTORIC HISTORICSite
Number Art.ifact Categories Exotic Lithics Haterial Features
Qj
~
..c ::l
u (J) .}J
UJ ::l U) ~'> ,tJ (J(j) (fl 0 (/) () c Q) () ;:l
() Q) ,tJ (JJ () (J) Q) ".j 'M ..-l til ~
co () Qj Q) .(.... Q) c s (tj ..-l 4-i ,tJ
~j cd ~ _'4 ..c 0 a C(j ..-l CI1 'M C,I)
'M \.l-l \.l-l CI1 ,tJ 0 ,tJ H '"d p.., ;> ,tJ
~Q 'M (/) O..-l ..-l 'M ,tJ Ul Q.l Qj Ul Q) Ul H on
r.q Q) CI1 ~., ....:t Ul r...:> ,tJ u ..-l t.<:l ,tJ (J .~ >::
'1:' () ~~ 'M Ul H '0 CI1 'M CI1 'M 'M 'M
0 H CI1 <J) () 1-1 ~ I-: ~ .... ::: H a 4-1 ,tJ Q) Qj ,tJ ,tJ H S (/) ~4 '"0 H...... OJ \.l-l ~ CI1 C) C OJ ~ 'M 0 cd Ul H 4-l OOH C(j OJ til Ul ~1J C <1J4-, r":: 'M td'H ~ ;:l ..d @ 0 C(j c.J H CI1 Q) til '"0 Q) (l) ..c H til "c Clj ..c<1") ,tJ Q ..-l 'M ,tJ ..c .j..l H ..-l t]) Q) o..c ..-l 'r; ..c ,tJ w (l) ..-l oW ,tJ
.j..lrr: 0 ~ !=LlP::l 0 r...:> 0 ~ 0 f.l.f or...:> DD en >:t::D en 0 u 0 0 Cf) 0
I 9EB300 3 3 16 9 8 2 6 P
w 9EB301 2
>0
.p- 9EB302 2 8 17 14I 9EB303 2 5 18 8 P
9EB304 1 1 6 60 26 1
9EB305 2 2 4
9EB306 1 5 8 13 P 21 25 11 P
9EB307 1 1 57 59 33
9EB308 1 6 3 1 7 2 P
9EB309 2 1 72 54 23
9EB310 3 3 4 2
9EB311 2 2
9EB312 1 1
9EB313 1 2 1 P
9EB314 5 2
9EB315 1 5 16 11 P 1
9EB316 4 5 33 139 27
9EB317 2 6 9 P P
9EB318 1 1 12
9EB319 1 2 2
RUSSELL PROJECT ARTIFACT ASSEMBLAGES
Site PREHISTORIC HISTORIC
Number Artifact Categories Exotic Lithics Haterial Featur.es
Q)
....
,...
-
;::l
cJ 00 .j.J
00 ;::l CJ) >.. .j.J uQ) CJ) 0 (rJ cJ ~ Q) cJ ;::l
U Q) .j.J CJ) cJ 00 Q) 'r-! 'r-! r-l (lj ,...
c'Ij () Q) Q) 'r-! Q) l=: S c'Ij r-l '-H ·w
'-H c'Ij ~ ~ .c l=: a c'Ij r-l t:1l -r-! u::
'r-! '-H '-H c'Ij .j.J a ~.J l-l '1:l Pol :> .....
~ .r-! 00 Or-l r-l 'r-! .j.J 00 Q) Q) 00 Q) 00 1-1 OCJ
~ Q) CIl J".z.< H 00 U .j.J cJ r-l «S .j.J U <!l l=:
'1:l () 00 -r-! 00 l-l '1:l c'Ij -r-! CIl 'r-! '''; ''';
0) l-l c'Ij Q) U l-l ~ l-l Q) § ::l l-l S .j.J .j.J Q) Q) .j.J .j.J l-l S CJ) H '1:l I-i
.;.J Q) '-H ~ ro (!J l=: Q) j 'r-! a Cil 00 I-i .j.J b.Ol-i C'u <11 Cil til Q) ~ Q)'-H .c 'r-! c'lj4-l .c ;::l .... a (1j () 1-1 cd Q) cd ",j Q) Q) .c I-i cd .r:: «(I- ,J:;~ .j.J l=: r-l 'r-! .j.J .c ....1 I-i r-l Q) Q) o.c r-l .r-! ..c:: .w .w Q) r-l .w +J .i-JC P J".z.<P=l 0 U 0 0 Pol AU UU U"j ~U u:l 0 U c..') C u:l 0
---------
H
w 9EB320 5 9 43 87 15 2\.0
\..ll 9EB321 1 4 14 7
. i I
9EB32~ 5
9EB2'23 2 4 16 6 2
9EB324 1 7 1 2 2 P P
9EB325 2 5 27 11 P 22 24 2
9EB326 1 3 16 4
9EB327 5 8 1 3 81 14
9EB328 20 9 4 4 P P P P
9EB329 13 2 51 8 2 1
9EB330 1 2
9EB331 1 15 1 2 122 32 3
9EB332 1 8 2
9EB333 1 1 1 29 11
9EB334 3 1 10 1 1
9EB335 2 11 1
9EB336 1 3 P
9EB337 2 5 14 1
9EB338 1 2 2
9EB339 4
RUSSELL PROJECT ARTIFACT ASSEHBLAGES
PREHISTORIC HISTORIC
Site
Number Artifact Categories Exotic Lithics l1aterial Features
QJ
'"'
~
.......
::1
(j i1l ;.J
(,1 ;:J Cl) ... ;.J (j.........
J) til 0 Cl) (J l=: QJ (J ;:l
() Q ;.J Ul (J lJj QJ •.-1 .... rl (OJ ~
(OJ CJ (l) QJ '.-1 III c:: fj (OJ rl 4-~ ;.J
~ (\j .~ ~ ..r:: r:: 0 (Ij r-! (\j '.-1 U)
.,..; ~ ~ t1j .l-\ 0 ;.J ~ '0 Po< ::-.. ;.J
i=Q •.-1 Ul 0''''; r-~ -.-1 +J lJ) ClJ Q.l Cl) Ql (J) ~ b£J
i=Q QJ co r"" ....:I 00 U ;.J (J rl «i .u c.J ~ c::
'd c.J Ul 'ci C11 l-l '1:1 co -.-1 co '.-1 -.-I -M
QJ ~ co QJ c.J l-l ~ H QJ S c:: H 13 ;.J ;.J Q.l QJ ;.J ;.J ~ S 00 ~ "0 ~;.J QJ 4-~ ~ m Q.l § QJ ~ ;..> -,..; 0 t1j (J) ~ ;.J b£Jl-l co Q.l nJ (J) QJ l=: Q.l4-J ..r:: 'M co 4... ..c: ..c: 0 nJ c.J l-l nJ Q.l nJ 'Tj CiJ QJ ..c: l-l nJ ..c: nJ .c
nJ ;.J § rl . .-1 ;.J ..c: .j.) nJ l-l rl rl) Q.l o..c: r-! -1"1 ..c: ;.J ;.J Q.l r-! ;.J ;.J ;.J::a 0 t:t..i=Q 0 U 0 ::r: C.1) Po< AU UU U) ~U U) 0 U 0 0 U) 0
I 9EB340 4 15 1w
, \0 9EB341 2 1 8 3 P P, 0\
I I 9EB342 3 1 6 130 11
9EB343 3 3 6 P 38 72 1 p
9EB344 no collection p
9EB345 3 1 22 14 2
9EB346 2 2 14 2 104 6 p 42 35 1 P
9EB347 no collection
9EB348 1 1 3 1
9EB349 5 25 2 15 329 32 1 1 P P P P 9 5 1
9EB350 11 3 8 162 8 p P 6
9EB351 3 26 7 12 417 45 p P 1
9EB352 7 1
9EB353 2 1 11 1 P
9EB354 1 6
9EB35.5 1 6 2 3 P9EB356 1 2
9EB357 1 11
9EB358 6 53
~ 9EB359 2 17 1 1~I
1i
I
i
RUSSELL PROJECT ARTIFACT ASS&~LAGES
Site PREHISTORIC HISTORIC
Number Artifact Categories Exotic Lithics Hate-rial Features
Q)
~
,.c.: ::l
0 (J) +0'
(J) ::l Ul >. -l-l 0
Q) (J) 0 (J) 0 Q Q) () ;:l
0 Q) +J (J) 0 (J) OJ o,.j 0,.j ...-I (lj ~(lj 0 Q) Q) o,.j Q) Q 1:1 (lj ...-I 4-l +J
4-1 (lj ~ .;(, ,.c.: Q 0 cd ...-I (lj o,.j Cf)
o,-j \.j-l 4-t C1J +J 0 +J $..I "t:l Poi !> +J
P::\ .,.-j (J) 0...-1 r-i .,.j +J Ul <1J QJ (J) QJ (J) $..I en
pq <U cd J:r; H (J) (.) .j.J 0 ...-I c.i:l .j.J t..l <i1 ~
'0 0 Ul o,.j (J) $-I 't:l (lj .,.j til 0"; ..,.., .,.j
Q) $..I (lj QJ 0 $..I ,!:G $..I OJ § I:l $..I a .j.J.j.J <U QJ .j.J .j.J h ~ (f) $..I '0 $..I.j.J <U I.H ~ (lj OJ I:l <U a ',.j 0 co Ul $..I .j.J 00$..1 (lj <U (/) Q) I:l <U4-t ..c:: .,.j ctl4-1 ,.c.: ;:l ..c:: f.! 0 co cJ $..I 1.\1 Q) co "0 (II QJ ..c:: $..I co ,C I'll
..c:co .j.J § ..-l '''; .j.J ..c: .l-J lI:l $..I ...-I OJ <U o,.c.: ..-l '.-1 ..c:: .I-J +J OJ ...-I .w .IJ +Jp:: 0 J:r;P::\ 0 U 0 p:: 0 P-l A c.;l UU ell A::iU U) 0 U 0 C Cf) 0
.1 9EB360 1
w 9EB36l 1 1
'\.0
'.'''-1 9EB362 6 31 9EB363 1 13
9EB364 1 3 2
9EB365 4 3 74 3 56 22 4 P
9EB366 1 24 3 2 1 P
9EB367 1 9 3 13 P
9EB368 1 1 64 2 8
9EB369 c 81 2 P P
9EB370 no collection
9EB371 1 1 1
9EB372 3 3 40 3 P 1
9EB373 1 6 46 1
9EB374 4 1
9EB375 - 14 9 3
9EB376 12 1 72 4
9EB377 1 1 5 P
9EB378 1 1
9EB379 1 3 1 2 29 8 4 p p
RUSSELL PROJECT ARTIFACT ASSEHBLAGES
PREHISTORIC HISTORICSite
Number Artifact Categories Exotic Lichics lv1aterial Features
OJ
H
..d ;:J
CJ Ul +J
Ul ;:j (J) :» +J (,)
OJ rJJ 0 (J) u s::l OJ U ;:l
U Cll -I.l ~1 U tfl OJ 'rl 'rl ...-I to j.,
qj Col OJ o1J 'rl ~J s::l a Cll r-1 '-4-1 +J
4-j Cll r:.:: ~ .c s::l 0 Cll rl r-J 'r-! U)
'rl ~H 4-j (1j +J 0 +J H "d P-i ::.... +J
P'.J 'rl rJJ 0...-1 ...-I 'rl +J Ul OJ OJ rJJ OJ Ul H on
r.Q Cll t1l IX; •..:1 Ul U -I.l U r-I ..a -l-l u <t: ~
'"CJ U U) 'rl :Jl H 'U Cll 'rl Cll 'rl 'rl -rl
Q) H to OJ CJ H ~ H OJ § r:: $-I a 4J .j-l OJ OJ .j-l .j-l H § Ul !-l '"CJ H+-' OJ ~ ~ til OJ r:: OJ a 'rl 0 Cll c.'l H -1-1 (ll) H Cll 0.\ Ul OJ r:: OJ~ ,.d 'r-! :U~ ,.c: ;:J ,.c: a 0 (\j U $-I til OJ ro "0 OJ III ,.c: $-I Cll .l:: Cll .cqj +J g rl 'd 4J ,.c: +J ttl H r-I Q) Q) o .c.1 r-I 'rl ..c +J .j..: OJ ...-I +J +J -l-l..... 0 I't-lI:Q 0 U 0 ::I:1 0 P-i AU UU en A:::U tI:l 0 U 0 0 CI1>-i 0
------_.
-I 9EB380 5 2 1 53 3 1 P P
~~ 9EB381 4 P P9EB382 2 11 3 ] 1 P"I
9EB383 P
9EB384 2 6 1 4 73 5 P
9EB385 2
9EB386 5 1 2
9EB387 1 1 11 20 1 7 1 P9EB388 3 3 2 143 72 1 1 32 10 P P 19EB389 5 6 109 18 1 PI 9EB390 1 3 19EB391 6 1 106 14 2 p 6 13 7 p
~ 9EB392 6
9EB393 2 1 12 4 P
~ 9EB394 P P P
~i
l 9EB395 5 7 89 31 2 4 2 p 1I 9EB~96 no collection P pI 9EB397 1 1 25 20 1 1I 9EB398 5 1 30 89EB399 8 40 4 P
II
RUSSELL PROJECT ARTIFACT ASSEMBLAGES
PREHISTORIC HISTORICSite
Number Artifact Categories Exotic Lithics l1aterial Fea.tures
OJ
,..,
.c ::l
u (JJ .w
(I) ;j (JJ :>. .w t.l
OJ (JJ 0 (JJ (J s:l (l) U :::l
CJ Ijj .w III CJ en OJ 'r~ 'r-! .-l (Ij ,..,(Ij rj OJ Q) 'r-! Q) r: f.:1 C'il .-l '+-l .w
'H Cl,j Po: .>:: ..c f.:l 0 r;j rl til 'r-! CJ)
••-j 4-i lH til .w 0 .w l-l "0 P-I :> .w
~ 'r-! en 0 .-I .-l .,-j +J (JJ Q.l Q) (JJ Q) en l-l en
IX' Q) C\l ~ ...:l (J) U .w c.J rl <.<:l .w (J < ~
'1"j (J (JJ 'r-! en l-l '0 til 'r-! t1;l 'r-! 'r-! 'r-!Q.l ,.., m Q) (J ~4 ~ l-l Q) § s:l l-l ~ .w .w <Ii Q.l .j.J .w l-l § (J) ,.., "0 l-l.w Q.l 4-i ~ C1i <Ii ~ OJ ~ 'r-! 0 (J) l-l .w btl l-l t1;l Q.l (JJ III l:l Q)4-~ ..c '..-l ro lH ..r.:: :;J ..c 0 II! CJ ~~ tt! OJ til "0 <U Q.l ..c l-l C1i ..c ttl ,.C;C1i .w s:l M ',-j .w ,.c .w ('j 1-1 .-l Q.l <1.l 0 ,..d .-t 'r-! .c .w .w <1.l r-I .w .w
.I-i::c: 0 ;::l f"-l ~ 0 U 0 ...... 0 ~ A U uu v.: P::: c CJ') 0 U 0 0 tf.l...., C'i
1 I -~._---_._-----------------------_ ..._----
i w
I \.0 9EB400 5 1j \.0I I 9EB401 1 19EB402 1 13 3~ 9EB403 3 15 1~ ':'"
'., 9EB404 5 p p
I 9EB405 6 12 4 118 10 1 4 1 p9EB406 3 56 2 19EB407 1 1
i 9EB408 2 4 P9EB409 1
I 9EB4l0 1 1 13 3 pill 9EB4ll 4 16 7 p 1I:1 9EB4l2 3 1 7 48 7 3 p P
9EB413 2
9~B4l4 4 1 P
~ 9EB4J 5 no collection P
~ 9EB4l6 no collection P
I 9EB4l7 1
i: 9EB4l8 4 6 2 27 2 3 2 Pi
9HT100· 2
9HT10l 1 5 P 14 6 P
RUSSELL PROJECT ARTIFACT ASSEt'ffil..<\GES
PREHISTORIC HISTORIC
Site
Number Artifact Catego'ries Exotic Lithic8 i1aterial Features
Q)
H
..r:: :J
<J (,) .w
{f) :J (I) :-.... 4-J u
Q) lil 0 (I) <J r:: (j) C..l ;;
(j Q) .w {f) (j {f) Q) 'M -n r-i <ll H
<ll <J Q) Q) -n Q) r:: @ <ll r-i LH .wLH <ll ~ ..:4 .a p 0 ..-I til 'ri (fJ
-r-J 4-i 4.; til .w 0 .w l-I 'd P.. :> .w
~ -,.j {f) 0..-1 .-l -n -l-l ill ~ Q) til ~J (I) l-l bD
P=l 0) <ll ~; H til 0 .w <J r-i ~ .w <J <4 r::
~1 CJ w·...j (j) H 'd til -r-l oj -,.-j 'M -r!
(lj H oj (lj (J H ,..t.:{ H ~ § P H f:1 .w .w Q) tV .w .w H ~ tl) H 'd H+oJ ill LH .~ oj Q) § (l) 1:1 'r-! o \ll ill I.. .w N)H oj (l) til (l) f,:l OJ
'+< .a '.-l <llLH .a ..c::: ~ 0 <ll <J H C1l Q) <ll '"d Q) (l) .a H ro ...c til .r.:~ .p :§ r-l -r-J .w \'.- .w H .. 01 (l) Q) 0,0 r-I .r-J ,.c: .w .w oJ r-l +oJ .j.l .w0 Ji.ll='-l 0 to) 0 0 ::l-< QU UU tZl ~U tZl 0 U 0 0 tZl 0
----~---~.__.._---_._---_ .._...__.._-_._-.. _"
-----
I 38AB8 no collection
.P-
"',0 38AB9 14 4 2 10 2 P P 23 16 7 P"0
<I 38AB10 2 13 8 147 19 5 1 9 3 P P P P
38AB12 22 38 30 529 537 405 5 2 17 7 P P P 260 271 117
38AB13 1 4 7 79 16 22 2 P P p 114 81 11 P
"::':
'1
i 38AB14 2 2 1 24 2 10 1 P P 5 2
38AB15 riverbed 1
38AB16 riverbed
38AB17 1 2 2 9 17 11 1 P
38AB19 5 2 1
38AB20 2 13 6 3 48 61 4 1 1 P P 1
38AB21 1 8 3 1 P P P P P
38AB22 co11-ection lo~t '
38AB23 1 2 9 2 2 P P 2
38AB24 4 1 1 8 1 1 P P
39AB25 5 6 2 P P 17 2 P
38AB26 1 2 3 1 3 P P
38AB28 1 8 1 7 5 1 P P
38AB29 2 4 2 2 12 1 P P 2
38AB32 6 7 42 49 85 4 P P
RUSSELL PROJECT ARTIFACT ASSE}ffiLAGES
Site PREHISTORIC HISTORIC
Number Artifact Categories Exotic Lithics Haterial Features
Q)
..c ~
:lU CIl .wCIl ::l (J) :>.
.w uQ) CIl 0 CIl u l::l Q) U :lU Q) .w Ul u en Q) '.-i .,.-j rl co ~<0 U <ll <ll .,.-j <ll l::l a 'Ii rl 4-..
.w4-1 co p:: ~ ..c l::l 0 co rl co 'r-! (f).,.-j 4-1 4-1 co .w 0 .j..l ~ 't:l p., ;>
.wj:Q .,.-j Ul Orl .-I .,.-j .j..l CIl <ll Q) (J) Q) CIl H 00r.cl <ll co r"-1 H en U .w u rl <.<:l .w u <l:: l::lro u u: .,.-j CIl ~ ~o co ',.-j co .,.-j .,.-j
'r-!Q) ~ co <ll U ~ ~ ~ <ll § l::l ~ a .j..l.w <ll (IJ .j..l .w ~ ~ (J) ~ 't:l ~.w Q) 4-1 ~ co Q) l::l Q) ~ ",.-j 0 co Ul ~ .w OOH co Q) (J) 0.1 @ Q)4-1 ..c ,,.-j co 4-1 ...r;: ::1 ..c ~ 0 co u ~ co Q) co 't:l Q) Q) ..c H co ..c: ..c:co .j..l r-: rl '.-i .w ..c .w }..I rl Q) <ll o..c rl .,.-j ..c .w .w ,U rl .w .j..l:r: 0 :::> J'.:r-lj:Q 0 U 0 ::r: 0 1=4 QU UU CI.l PO::u CI.l 0 U 0 0 CI.l .w0
38AB34 1 6 1 64 11
. I 38AB53 3 11 1 P P 1.+:-0 38AB60 1f-lJ 38AB65 4 3 3 13 12 2 2 138AB67 1 4 84 3 P 16 8 6 p p
38AB69 4 14 1
38AB72 3 9 55 55 p 1
38AB74 2 3 14 35 52 p 52 42 1 p P38AB75 7 2
38AB77 8 23 8 39 45 89 3 14 3 p P P P 4 4 1
38AB78 1 1 2 2 37 7 p38AB80 3 11 4 p P
38AB81 5 3 2 10 32 12 10 1 1 P 1 1 1
38AB82 1 70 40 29
38AB84 4 14 9 30 2 16
38AB86 3 4 15 3 P
~ 38AB87 1 11 1f'
~< 38AB88 1 5 7 66 53 74 P 1~ 38AB89 5 29 2 4 43 58 2 1 1 p pI 38AB91 1 4 13 2 p P
RUSSELL PROJECT ARTIFACT ASSE~mLAGES
PREHISTORIC HISTORICSite
Number Artifact Categories Exotic Lithics Material Features
OJ
..c:: l-4
;::l(J
(J) +J(J) ;::l (J) l» +J (JOJ (J) 0 (J) (J s:: OJ (J ;::l(J OJ +J til (J (Jj OJ .~ .~ r-i CIl ,..(1j (J OJ OJ .~ OJ d a (1j r-i 4-l •.J4-l (1j ~ ~ ..c:: s:: 0 (1j r-i (1j .~ CI).~ 4-l 4-l (1j +J 0 +J l-4 "0 p.., :> +Jl:Q .~ (J) 0 r-i r-i .~ +J (J) OJ OJ (J) (j) (J) l-4 0{)l:Q OJ (1j ):1:<
....:I (J) U +J (J r-i <.<1 +J (J <l1 l=:'U () til .~ (J) l-4 "0 (1j .~ (1j .~ .~ .~OJ l-4 (1j OJ (J l-4 ~ l-4 OJ d s:: l-4 ~ +J +J OJ OJ +J +J l-4 ~ til l-4 "0 l-4+J OJ 'H ~ (1j OJ g OJ ~ ;::l .~ 0 til l-4 +J 0{)l-4 (1j OJ til OJ s:: ClJ4-l ..c:: .~ (1j'H ..c:: ..c:: 0 (1j c.J ,.. (1j OJ (1j '"d OJ OJ ..c:: l-4 (1j ..c:: (1j
"""
(1j +J d r-i .~ l-J ..c:: +J cd l-4 r-i OJ OJ o..c:: r-i .~ ..c:: +J +J OJ r-i +J +J +J:J:l 0 :;:J ):1:< l:Q 0 U 0 ::u 0 p.., t=l (.) U U CI) tl-:i u CI) 0 u '-' 0 tt:l 0I
.p-
o
N 38AB92 1 11 4 2 PI
g; 38AB93 1 1 1 2 1 P 10 2 1~~ 38AB100 1 2 10 20 39 44 9 P 2
;1~ 38AB101 1 3 3 4 18 11t;3
~ 38AB102 no collection~
~
7 12 3 p~ 38AB105 1
N1 38AB106 1 4 4 1 18 2 1 p~~li
P 5Ii 38AB107 3 12 7 2 ,...I 38AB108 1 6 5 p p P 1 1438AB109 1 9 3 2 23 7 2!1!
I 38AB110 1 3 1 1 5 2 1 10 P P
'XE1I 38AB111 5 2 2 4 19 21 2~~;:ti1 38ABl12 17 35 28 75 1 2
38AB113 1 1 ,....
38ABl14 6 74 24 500 1452 1543 23 p P 19~-
I.
38ABl15 1 1 9 2 1 118 40 120 Pli
" 54I 38AB116 4 9 80 138AB117 7 29 138 398 p 349 145 4138AB118 1 8
38AB119 1 1 6 21 p
RUSSELL PROJECT ARTIFACT ASSEMBLAGES
PREHISTORIC HISTORICSite
Number Artifact Categories Exotic Lithics Haterial Features
Q)
,...
..c::
::lC)
en +Jen ::l a) >. +J C)Q) en 0 en C) I:l Q) C) ::lC) Q) +J fn C) en Q) .,-l .,-l rl (lj ,...tQ C) Q) Q) .,-l Q) l:: S !\l rl 4-l +J'H !\l IX: ~ .a l:l 0 !\l rl !\l ',-l U)',-l 4-l 4-l !\l .l-l 0 +J l~ 'U ~ :> oW>Cl .,-l en Orl rl .,-l .j..l a) Q) Q) en Q) en ,... 00I:Q Q) ell 1'>4 ~ 00 c.:> +J C) rl 0 +J C) < I=l'0 C) en .,-l en ,... '"d ell ',-l C\l ',-l ',-l
",-lQ) ,... CU Q) C) ,... ~ ~~ Q) § I=l ,... a +J+J Q) Q) +J +J ,... @ en ,... 'U ~,.+J Q) 4-l ~ CU QJ Ci Q) ~ .,-l 0 !\l 00 ,... +J 00,... C\l Q) 00 Q) Ci Q)4-l ..c: ',-l CU4-l ..c:: ::l ..c:: 0 C\l C) ,... C\l Q) C\l "d QJ Q) .C::: ,... CU ..c:: C'j ~C\l +J I=l ,...1 ",-l +J ..c:: +J til ,... rl Q) Q) O.a .-l ',-l .a +J +J Q) ,....; '.J +J
.w::r: 0 p P:i>Cl 0 U 0 P:1 0 ~ AU UU U) ~U U) 0 u 0 0 U) 0
-....._-,.'....._---'..._...•. -_.--"",._-
38AB120 1 J 5 35 2I 38AB121 collection lost.j::'-0 38AB122 4 27 62 169 pVJ P 16 43 1 pI 38AB123 1 2 1 4 1 p38AB124 2 2 6 25 16
38AB125 1 1 1 638AB126 1
38AB127 1 8 P 41 15 138AB128 3 13 6 3 1 P38AB129 1 2
38AB130 6 12 1 99 118 89 1 1 p P 6738AB131 3 2 2 20 18 8 12 17 p38AB132 2 5 1 7 32 39 1 p38AB133 2 2 2 p 138AB134 3 2 1 3
38AB135 3 1 3 pt'~, 38AB136 1 2 2 14 58 35 1 p p~~ 38AB137 1 3 1 7 p~~ 38AB138 2 1 14'"11 38AB139 2 3 3 1

RUSSELL PROJECT ARTIFACT ASSEMBLAGES
PREHISTORIC HISTORICSite
Number Artifact Categories Exotic Lithics i1aterial Features
Q)
'""
,..c::
::;<J
U) ~U) ::; CJl >. ~ <JOJ CJl 0 CJl <J r.l Ql <J ::;<J Ql ~ CJl <J CJl Ql 'rl 'rl ...; ttl
'""
ttl <J Q) Ql 'rl Ql r.l a ttl r-l lH ~lH ttl P:: ~ ,..c:: r.l 0 m r-l ~ 'rl CI)'rl lH lH C!J .j..j C ~
'""
'0 Pol ~~ 'rl CJl 0,..., r-I 'rl ~ el) Ql Ql CJl Q) CJl
'""
00~ Ql m J:L. ,...:I UJ C.J .I-J <J r-I ..., ~ <J < ~''0 <J CJl 'rl UJ
'""
'U ttl 'rl m 'rl 'rl 'rlQ)
'""
C!J Ql <J
'""
..;.::
'"" ~ g r;;: '"" a .I-J.I-J Ql Ql .I-J .I-J
'"" ~ CJl 1.1 "0
'""
~ Q) lH ~ ttl Q) r;;: Q) 'rl o m
CJl '""
~ 00 '"" m Ql CJl Ql t:l OJlH ,..c:: 'rl mlH .0 ::; ,..c:: ! 0 m <J '"" m Ql ttl "Cl Q) Q) ,..c:: '"" ttl ,..c:: m .cttl ~ t:l r-l 'rl ~ ..c: ~
'""
r-I Ql Q) o..c: r-l 'rl .0 ~ .I-J Q) r-I ~ ~ ~lJj 0 :::J J:L.~ 0 U 0 0 Pol AU UU C/) P::U C/) 0 U 0 0 C/) 0
J 38AB160 1 1 19 9 43
-!"- 38AB161 10
U1 38AB162 3 6 16J
38AB163 1 5 5 30 1 1
38AB164 12 11 24 p
38AB165 6 3 7 P38AB166 1 12 10 33 6 238AB167 3 4 9
38AB168 2 11 1 138AB169 2 3 5 71 35 1
38AB170 1 3 12 46 21 3 5 P P P 1 138AB171 1 8 4 138AB172 5 18 12 116 152 240 7 P P P 138AB173 2 57 38 72
38AB174 2 3 14 22 67 p 8 24 9
38AB175 2 139 61 96 73 10 p p p
38AB176 1 2 5 9 55 9 138AB177 2 6 5 4 p
38AB178 1 3 3 7 7
38~B179 1
~ '~,
RUSSELL PROJECT ARTIFACT ASS&'ffiLAGES
RUSSELL PROJECT ARTIF~CT ASSE~mLAGES
PREHISTORIC HISTORICSite
Number Artifact Categories Exotic Lithics 11aterial Features
Q)
1-1..c::
::lCJ
CIl .wCIl ::l C/) >.
.w CJQ) CIl 0 CIl CJ s:: Q) CJ ::lCJ Q) .w CIl CJ CIl Q) .,.j
-r-! r-i ttl
'"'
ttl CJ (l) Q) 'r-! Q) s:: 13 ttl r-i
"H .w"H ttl ~ ~ ..c:: s:: 0 co r-i qj
'r-! C.f.l'r-! 4-1 "H qj +J 0 +J l-l "0 t:l-. :> +J~ -r-! CIl Ot-l r-i
-r-! +J CIl Q) Q) CIl Q) CIl 1-1 OJ)P=l Q) CIJ ~ ~ CIl U +J <J r-l <.<:l .w CJ ~ s::'1:l CJ CIl -r-! CIl 1-1 '1:l qj -r-! qj
-r-! -r-!
-r-!Q) 1-1 ttl JJ () 1-1 ~ 1-1 Q) § s:: 1-1 a +J+J Q) Q) .;.J +J 1-1 ~ CIl 1-1 '1:l I-l.w Q) 4-4 qj Q) § Q) J .,.j o qj CIl 1-1 +J 001-1 qj Q) CIl Q) & <U"H ""' -r-! qj"H ..c:: ..c:: 0 qj CJ 1-1 qj Q) ttl "tl Q) Q) ..d 1-1 ttl .J:: ..c::-~ .w g r-l -.-I +J ..c:: +J 1-1 r-l Q) Q) o..d r-i -r-! ..d +J +J Q) r-i .w +J ....0 ~P:l 0 U 0 C) t:l-. AU UU Cf.l ~U til 0 U C) 0 Cf.l 0
- J 38AB200 1!.p. 38AB201 collection;-~ no p(!1 38AB202 no collection p38AB203 1 1 8 4
38AB204 1 1 8 1 1 1 P
38AB205 4 10 32 33 10 28 8 p38AB206
- - 1 1538AB207 1 5 2 38 56 46 1 p
38AB208 2 1
38AB209 2 6 1
38AB210 2 1 8 31 17 22 20 1 P38AB211 2 5
38AB212 1 5 8 5 4 1 138AB213 2 6 4 68 88 68 3 p p
~-; 38AB214 4 5 4 p 3
38AB215 2 1 6 20 9 p 5 4!7 38AB216 4 8 9 28 75 66i~ 38AB217 1 11 45 13 1 17 78 19 pI 38AB218 1 14 244 30 5 3 p p P 2 4 138AB219
10 p p
RUSSELL PROJECT ARTIFACT ASSm1BLAGES
Site PREHISTORIC HISTORIC
Number Artifact Categories Exotic Lithics Material Features
Q)
l-<
..c: :::l
() Ul .j..l
Ul :::l Ul » .j..l ()
Q) Ul 0 Ul () ~ Q) () :::l
() til .j..l Ul () Ul ill 'r-! 'r-! .-1 (\i l-<
('lj U Q) Q) -r-! ell I=l a (\i .-1 4-1 .j..l
4-1 (\i ~ .~ ..c: I=l 0 (\i r-I (\i -r-! tI)
-r-! 4-1 4-1 C1:l +J 0 .j..l l-< "1j ~ :> .j..l
f:Q 'r-! Ul Or-l r-I 'r-! .j..l Ul (1) ell Ul Q) Ul l-< 0.0
f:Q Q) ('lj ~ H Ul c..:> .j..l () r-I <.<;I .j..l u < I=l
'"0 () Ul 'r-! Ul l-< '1j C1:l .r-! (\i 'r-! 'r-! -r-!
OJ l-< (1j Q) U l-< ~ I-: Q) § I=l l-< a .j..l .j..l Q) Q) .j..l .j..l H a Ul l-< '1j l-<
.j..l III 4-1 ~ (1j Q) § Q) ~ -r-! o C\l Ul l-< .j..l o.oH (\i Q) (\i Ul (LJ ~ (l)4-i .c: -r-! ttl 4-1 ..c: .c: 0 ttl () H III ell (1j "1j ell (]) ..c: H C\l .c: ..c:(1j .j..l I=l r-I -M .j..l ..c: .j..l ~ H r-I (l) ell o..c: r-I 'r-! ..c: .j..l .j..l (j) r-I .j..l .j..l .:.J::c: 0 ::J ~f:Q 0 U 0 0 ~ AU c..:>c..:> tI) A:::c..:> tl) 0 U (2) 0 tI) a
. I 38AB220 1 3 P P
.j;>- 38AB221 3 1 P P
-0
o'f 38AB222 1 2
38AB223 2 1 3 8 49 2 P
38AB224 - 4 3 1 P P
38AB225 3 P P
38AB226 4 P
38AB227 6 P P
38AB228 2 9 1
38AB229 1 1 3 P
38AB230 3 1 4 28 22 7 16 1 P
38AB231 1 1 4 1 19 P
38AB232 no collection P
38AB233 5 3 1 P P
38AB234 1 5 1 4 62 40 P
38AB235 2 23 12 ~ 2 P
38AB236 1 p 7 P P
38AB237 p P
38AB238 no collection P
38AB239 1 2 6 22 20
RUSSELL PROJECT ARTIFACT ASSEMBLAGES
Site PREHISTORIC HISTORIC
Number Artifaet Categories Exotic Lithics 11aterial Features
(j)
1-1.c
::ic)
00 ~Ul ::i 00 ;>, ~ U<ll Ul 0 en c) l:l <ll <J ;::Ic) Q) ~ Ul () Ul <ll
-e -r-l r-i (lj 1-1cd c) <ll <ll -r-! <ll l:l (lj r-i 4-1 ~4-1 cd ~ ~ ..c l:l 0 (lj r-i cd
-r-! en-M 4-1 4-1 (lj +..i 0 ~ 1-1 '0 p., :> 4-Ji:Q -M en Or-i r-i -r-! ~ (,,'j <ll <ll Ul <ll 00 1-1 00i:Q <ll cd ~ H en u ~ c) r-i «l ~ () <G l:l'1:l () en -r-! Ul 1-1 "0 cd -r-! cd -M
-M
-r-!<ll 1-1 cd <ll () 1-1 ~ 1-1 <ll § l:l 1-1 a ~~ <ll <ll ~ ~ I-i m en 1-1 '1:l 1-1~ Q) 4-1 ~
"'
<ll § <ll ~ 'M o ctl Ul 1-1 ~ 001-1 ctl Q) Ul Q) l:l <ll4-1 .c -r-! ctl4-1 ... .c 0 'II () l-l cd <ll ctl '1:l Qj <ll .c 1-1 (lj ..c: ctl- .ccd ~ :5 r-i -M ~ .c ~ ~ 1-1 r-i Q) <ll o.c r-i -r-! ..c ~ ~ <ll r-i ~ ~ .w::x:: 0 J't.li:Q 0 u 0 t.? p... AU UU tJ) ~u en 0 U t.? 0 tJ) 0
38AB240 1 4 7 PI 38AB241 1 22 37 48 3"'" P P 20 38AB242 3\..0 7'I 38AB243 2 1 P38AB244
1 P..;...: .,.
38AB245 5 75
38AB246 4 5 7 45 10 34 P P38AB247 14 12 1
38AB248 1 1
38AB249 2 6 1 33 146 70 P P P
38AB250 2 1 17 3 1
38AB251 1 15 10 P38AB252 1 30 3 2 138AB253 1 4 1
38AB254 10 4 5
38AB255 2 8 11 P 838AB256 2 1 18 2 1 p 1 138AB257 2 4 3
38AB258 4 3 45 11 1 138AB259 1 1 2 P
nUSSEi.L PHOJI.'~CT ARTIFACT ASSE~mLAGES
PREHISTORIC HISTORIC
Site
Number Artifact Categories Exotic Lithics Hatedal Features
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u c • u
,
u • ~ "
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" •
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"-
~ • w
• u • •
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• c 8 • ~ .. w.. • « ""
.c c 0 • ~ •
"-
~
-.< .. .. • w 0 w " "
.. :> w
'"
-.< ~ o~ ~ -.< u
"
• • ~ • • "
<>0
'"
• • '"
... ~ U w u ~ .. w u <: c
~
"
~-.< • w
"
.-.< • -.<
~
"-• " •
• u w
""
w • c c " . ~ ~ • ·~ .' " • ~ " ~ ww • .. "" . • c • 8 , -.< o • ~ " ~ <>ow • • • • • " •.. .c -.< .. .c , .c • 0 • " w • • " " . • .c w • .c • .c
• ~ c ~ "- ~ .c ~ • w ~ • • o.c ~ "_ .c ~ ~ • ~ ~ u ~
'"
0
" '"'"
0 U 0
'" "
.. AU UU ~ «U
'"
0 U co 0 ~ 0
, 4 2
""
38AB260 2 8 P
.... 58 1 2 P0 38AB261 1 1 3,
38AB262 13 P P 2 2
38AB263 3 4 2
38AB264 1 4 2
38AB265 1 5 1 1 1 1
38AB266 4 1 10 67 33 26 9 P P 1
38AB267 2 1 1 26 5 1
38AB268 1 2
38AB269 1 4 1 4 35 2 1 P P P 1
38AB270 1 16 4 4
38AB27.1 2 4 4 2 P
38AB272 1 16 6 1
38AB273 19 7 P
38AB274 3 15 1 7 145 22 10 P P P 26 8 5 P
38AB275 1 2 5 P 5 4 P P
38AB276 2 2 1 1
38AB277 4 6 121 11 4 P P 1
38AB278 40 44 7 6 13 4 P
38AB279 1 2 2 2 P P 2 15 2 P
RUSSELL PROJECT ARTIFACT ASSEMBLAGES
PREHISTORIC HISTORIC
Site
Number Artifact Categories Exotic Lithics Material Features
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u
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"
u 0 u
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.. :> u
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• • ... H m "
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"
0 m-rl m
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'd .-rl • -rl -rl -rl
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"
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" •
c c u • u u •
• u
u u • m " "
u
u • ~ -" . •
"
• •
,
-rl o • m u u ,,"u • • "
m •
" •~ .<0 -rl .~
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,
.C
• 0 • o u • • • " . • ""
u • "" • ""• u C .-<-rl U ""
U • u .-< • • 0"" .-< -rl.<O u U • .-< u u u
'"
0 p
... '" 0 "
0
'" "
.. Q"
"" '" "''' '"
0
" '"
0
'"
0
3BAIl280 2 17 5 4 p
I
~ 38AB281 P P P P collection lost
~ 3BAIl282 15~ P
I 38A1l283 22 7 1
38A1l284 6 2 5 74 16 p
38A1l285 no collection D•
38A1l286 no collection P
38A1l287 2 p p
38A1l288 8 8 p p p
38AN5 5 2 1 19 5 p p P 44 24 13 P
38AN8 11 3 3 7 12 5 3 98 14 p p 1 1
38AN29 7 5 28 13 69 1 p p p
3BAN36 no collection P P
3BAN125 3 5 12 9 1 P P 11 1
3BAN126 1 56 8 1 7 7 P P p
38AN128 12 3
3BAN129 1 B 1
3BAN130 1 7 8
38AN131 3 1 3
W W (••H ...J
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.&:--WWW
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""n
,...
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""
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Other
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m
, WI I
""
I
'"
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""" '"• H... ~
... '" I Other Artifacts ..,0
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•I
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I Standing Structure ~
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APPENDIX C.
RUSSELL PROJECT HAFTED BIFACES
HAFTED BIFACE INFORMATION
Early Arc:haic:
Quad (Cambron and Hulse 1964)
Dalton (Dejarnette, Kurjack, and Cambron 1962)
Hardaway (Coe 1964)
Palmer (Coe 1964: 67)
Kirk Corner Notched (Coe 1964: 69-70)
Kirk Stemmed, Serrated (Coe 1964: 70)
LeCroy (Kneberg 1956)
Kanawha (Broyles 1966)
Damaged Early Archaic
Middle Archaic:
Stanly (Coe 1964)
Morrow Mountain I (Coe 1964)
Morrow Mountain II (Coe 1964)
Guilford (Coe 1952)
HalHax (Coe 1964)
Late Archaic:
Dunc:an (Wheeler 1954)
Hanna (Wheel@r 1954)
Gary (Suhm and Krieger 1954)
Savannah River (Coe 1964)
Woodland::
Adena (Ritchie 1961; Kneberg 1956)
Badin (Coe 1964)
Yadkin (Coe 1964)
Woodland Triangular
Mississippian: (eg, see Coe's Pee Dee Pentagonal and Triangular, 1964)
Protohistoric: Caraway (Coe 1964)
Potentially Diagnostic Bifaces: Hafted bifaces which appear to exhibit
consistent morphology but for which culture-historical affiliations
are not yet known.
Unidentifiable: Diagnostic portions of the biface, particularly the base
or haft area, are missing or damaged.
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Qrt:~
CPC
SlCT
RVC
Slat
Bslt
SlCR
SlCU
Otch
Unkn
FsCh
OtSl
Qzte
Kirk Corner
Kirk Stem Sr
Morrow M I
Morrow M II
Savannah R
Damaged
RUSSELL PROJECT HAFTED BIFACES
Key
Raw Material Key
Quartz
Coastal Plain Chert
Carolina Slate Belt - Tuff
Ridge and Valley Chert
Local Argillites
Basalt
Carolina Slate Belt - Rhyolite
Carolina Slate Belt - Unknown
Other Cherts (not CPC or RVC)
Unknown
Fossiliferous Chert
Other Slate
Quartzite
Key to Abbreviations
Kirk Corner-notched
Kirk Stemmed or Serrated
Morrow Mountain I
Morrow Mountain II
Savannah River
Damaged Early Archaic
--414-
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APPENDIX C
RUSSELL PROJECT HAFTED 8lFACES
Site Earl,. Hiddh em Mhda- Ptoto- Potentbi Unldentl-
N.....et Archaic AreMoie Archaic Woodland dpphn H1.lItorie Otapmatie fhble
"".
2 Qru u •• S~ S, , Om Morr.... M •
, Slat Sav.nnah • 1 Qru ....~ Om
"". •Om Morrow M n9US7 1 Qru u .. Corner 2 Qru Morr.... M • 1 Qru S.vannah R9US7 1 Qru Mort.... M n
"".
I Qru Guilford I Qru S.v.nnah •
, Qrt'l Y.dUn ,Om Om
9US9 .. Om Morr.... M I
9U61 .. Om Morrow M II Qrtz •QrU9E862 .. Qrtz
9E863 , QrU Morrow M I 1 Qrt'l Savannah ,
"'66 , Om Horr.... M II Qru
I
"'"
,Om Morr.... M , .. Qru
"
"8" , Om Guilford
"'
9Un •Om GuUford~ 9076 .. Qru Kirk Sta Sr 2 Qrtz Stanl,. •CPC Savannah R 2 Qru Adena
, Qru , Om 11 QruI
"""
, cpc p.t-r •RYC SUD1,. .. hit Sav......h • .. CPC Adena
,
." .."
9076 I CPC Kirk Sta
"
6 Om Morrow M • 9 Slat Sav.nnah R .. SleT Adena
, Slat .. Slat
9E876 1 SICT U •• Corner 1 Slat Morrow II , 15 stCT Savannah • 2 Qru TadUn
"
SU" 7 ncr
9£876 2 SlCT U •• SOl Sr 3 Qru C...Uford 2 SIca Savannah R .. Slat YadUn
9[876 I Oior Savannah R
9£88S .. Qru Y.dlr.ln Slat
9[886 I Qrtz Pal_r
9E892 4 Qrtz Pal_r
"
Qrtz Morrow M , ,Qru Sav.nn.h •
, Qru Vadlr.ln •Qrtz 20 QrU 6 Qru9[892 I RVC Urk Corner 11 Qrt'l Morr.... M n .. ncr Savann.h • .. ncr V.dlr.ln 1 Slat 3 SICT9U92 1 Qrtz LeCroy S Qru Cl>Uford 2 nco Savannah • .. Om &adtn I SlCT I SICR9£192 I SICU
90200 IQru Morr.... II n , Om
9D203 I Qru Halifax 1 Qrt'l &adtn 2 Om
90203 I Qru Triangular
""90204 , Qru Morr.... II , , Qrtz Savann.h , I Qrtz &a<l1ll , Om ,Om
9D204 1 Qrtz Yadktn
RUSSELL PROJECT HAFTED 8IPACES
Site Early Middle em Mi..h- Proto- Potent14l Unidenti-
NUIIb..r Archaic Areh.l.ie Archaic Woodland dpplan Kbtorle Dhgnostie Uabl..
'.lEB205 Qm 2 Qru
'.lEB206
."
, Qru
'.lEB207 1 Qtta MorrO" PI 1
,..,., 1 Qru &ndavay , Qtu MorrO" K 1 6 Qru Savannah • 1 Qru Ad~ •Q'" 19 Q'ru
'.lEB208 , Qm Pal_r 1 Qtu Morrov PI 11 2 Qate Savao...h • 1 CPC Ad..... lac
90208 1 ac ou•• ".
"
, Qm Guilford 1
'"''
Savannah • 1 11eT Yad1<ln 1 11eT
'.lU208 1 Qrta HaIH.. 1 ,,,,, Savannah • 1 Qrtt. Trlansular 1 110>'.l~8208 1 Qm Duncan
'.l~8215 1 Qnz
'.l~1I216 , Qrtz
'.l~1I211 1 ac Kanavha 1 cpc SUnIl'
'.lU2l1 1 Q'ru Morrow PI 1
'.lU2l8 1 Qtu PaI.er 8 Q'rtt. Morrow PI 1 I Qrtt. ..."~ lYsCb .,,~ 3 Qttz 11 Qrtt.
'.lU2l8 2 Qtu Morrow PI 11 I CPC Yadl<1n 1 '"
90222 1 Qru
'.lU227 1 Qm .......
'.lEll2J3 1 Q~'
'.lU234 1 Qtu PaI.er 1 Qm
'.lEl234 I CPC Urk Corn.. r
'.lU2J7 2 Qm Morrow PI 1
'.lEl243 Qnz MorrO" K 1
9E1I244 1 Qrtz Kirk Corner
9E1I245 1 Qrtz Morrow H II
9E1I246 1 Qrtt. Pal_r 1 Qrtz Morrow H I I Qrtz Yadktn
'.lU246 1 Qru Kirk Cornet
'.lU248 Qm PaI.er
'.lU254 1 Qtta Morrow H 1
'.lU255 2 Qtu Sava.....h •
'.lEB258 I Qttz Urk Corner 1 Qm Morrow M 1
'.lU25'.l 1 Unkn Quad •Qm I1orr_ M 1 17 Qrtz Savanllah R 1 Qttz "'.~ • Qrtz •Qrta
RflSSELL P!?OJEC't HAP'1ED BIPACES
Sitll !nly l'l1ddlll ",. Mhda- Proto- Poteatlal Iholdllllt(-._. Archaic Archaic Arehaie Woodlaocl .Ippla.. Hbtoric ~laP>Ostle Hablll
90259 Qru Hardwa,. , QtU Horrow M H 1 Qzte Savannah R 1 Qttz TadUn ,
""90259 1 CPC Pa~r 3 Qm G\lUfot<! 10 SICT Savannah R
90259 6 Qru PalMr 1 "cr GuUford 1 OeSl Savannah •
90259 1 cre Utk S. Sr
9£8259 1 Qru UrI< S. s.
9E11260 lC>'C Dalton 1 Qrtz
9Ell261 1 Qru Guilford 1 Qrtz Savannah • 1 Qrtz Yadkin 7 Qrtz9£8264 1 Qrtz HorrOW' Ii 1
9£B267 1 Qrtz PalllMlr
9£B271 1 Qrtz Morrow Ii 1 , Qru
9E8271 1 Qrez Morro" M H
9£8272 1 Qrez Triangular
I 9EB273 , Qrtz MorrO\l Ii 1 , Qrn
~ 9£8273 3 Qrez Guilford~
~
I 9E11216 1 Qru MorrO\l M 1
9£B216 1 Qrn HorrO\l M H 1 Qrtz Savannah •9£8277 4 Qrtz Morrow M 1
9£8277 2 Qru G\lilford
9£8281 1 Qrtz Dullean
9£11281 1 .,..,. Sav&lU\&h •9£11283 3 Qrn HorrO\l M 1 1 Qrtz Savannah •
, .,..,. 5Qrn
9D283 1 Qrn Hor~ M H 1 .,..,. ....,. 1 Slet
9EB283 1 Qrn Guil£ord
9£11284 1 Qrn Horrov M H
9£8285 1 Qrn PalMr 3 .,..,. HorrO\l M 1 1 Slcr Savannah • 2 Qrtz
, .,..,.
9£11285 1 .,..,. Guilford
9£11286 1 .,..,. Horr.... Ii I 1 CPC Savannah R 1 .,..,. 3Qrn .,..,.
9£8286 1 Qrtz MorrO\l Ii II
9£11291 2 Qrt.z Guilford 1 Qrtz Savannah R ,- I Qrtz 2Qrn
RfJSSKLL PRo.JECt HAFTKD BIFACKS
Site &arly PUddle Lm H1n1l- Proto- Por"nthl U"identi-
........ Archaic Archaic Archaic Woodland dpph" H1Itoric DLagno.rl.c flabl"
90299 , O'C l.irlt Corner ,Qrn Morr"" M n
""00 1 Qrtz S.v........h It , "m , Qru
"''''''
, Slet
90301 ,Qrn Ito~ M ,
""",
, Qrn Ito~ M ,
90315 , O'C Savanoah •90316 2 Qrn Cv.Uford ,
"m , Qrt:z90320 1 Qrn Itorrov M U , "m Sav.n".h • ,Q<" , Qn:z9EB325 1 QTtz Harda..ay 1 QTtz Morrow M I:.
9£8326 1 Qrtl Guilford
9U321 1 Qru Dalton I Qrtl Morrow M t 1 Qru Savannah •
, Qn:z
, 9£8330 I QTu Morrow M t
<- 9U331 1 QTtz Morr"" M t
....
00 90341 1 SICT Sav......h • Q<", 9U346 I Qrtl Morrow M t Q<u
9U349 , IV'C l.irlt Corner I QTn Mol'...... H n , Q<u , Q<"
90351 , CPC l.irlt Corn....· I cpc S.........h It , Q<"
""..
1 QTtI S."al\D&h •9U361 , Qrn »-aed
9EB368 , Q<u l.irlt ComaI'
9£B311 , Qrtz
9£8313 , Qnl
9E8379 , Qrtz Morrow M t
9Rf1384 I Qru Pal_r IQru
9Rf1388 ,Q<" Savannah • ,Qnz
90395 , Q<u Mon.... M t Q<" Savannah • Q<"9Rf1395 , Q<" Morrow M n
9E8397 , Q<u UrI< CO.....r
90405 ,Q<" Dalton 1 SICT Savannah • 2 Qrtl Yadltin ,Q<" , Slat90401 ,Q<"
RUSSELL PRO./EC'r HAPrED BfPACES
Sit" !arly Kiddle em Kl..l1- PTot_ Poteotlll Uotdeotl-
....... Archaic Archaic Archaic Woodlaod dl'l'uo Hhtoric Diapoatic fiabl"
90407 Om
9EIl409
9~418 I Qrt.l' Savanoah •
Qrt:o
,.noo , Qru MorrD'W K , 3 Qru
9RTIOl , Q<h
38ABlO I SlCT Savannah •38A1l10 I Qrtz Savann.h •38A1l12 1 CPC Sunly 4 Qru Yadk1n , Qru , Q-rtz , Qrtz
38A1l12 , Qrtz Morrow K ,
J8A81J , Q-rtz Morrow H ,
I J8A814 , Qrtz Morrow H , , Qrtz
~ 381.817 , Qru
>-"
'f J8A820
, Q-rtz Morrow H , , ,ee
J8AIl21 , Qrtz "orro.. H ,
38Al12J , Qrt.l' Guilford
,..,,. , Qrtz "orrov H , 1 Qrtz Yadltin Qru
38Al124 , Qru Guilford
38A828 ,Qru Morrow H ,
l8Al129 , Qru Morrov H ,
38A1l29 , Qru Guilford
,..,32 I SlCT P.t.er 1 Qru Morrow H ,
38Al'n 1 Qru ' ••r I Qrt.l' Morrov H n
38A8J2 1 Qrtz D_Sed I Qru Guilford
,..,,. Qru
""B , SICT Horrov H n Q<h
,..,B , SICT Gullfon! , Q<h
......"
, Q<" 'al_r , Qrt.l' Mor....,., H
,"'."
, CI'C Guilford
38Al1n 1 ClTt.l' Hard....y , Qrt.l' Morrow H ,
,..,,. I RVC PalMr , Qru Guilford
RUSSELL PROJECT IJAP1'ED BIFACES
Site Early Kiddie ..... Kinh- Proto- Potelltia1 1h>.idellti-
,....., Archaic Archaic Archaic Woodhlld aippi... Hietllric Diapoetic f1.able
,..,,, 2 Om Morrow K , 2 Qrtz Savannah , , ncr
,..,,, , om Morrow II U,..,,, , Qru Guilford
38AB78 I Qrtz Cary
38AB81 I Qrtz Damaged , Om Morrow H , , Qrtt ,
"'''
38AB81 , Qrtz Cuilford
, "...., I Qrtt Pa1Joer
~ 38AB88 , Qrtz Cuilford
N ,....., I Qru Dalton , Qrrz Morrow II , I Qrtz Savannah •l' ,....., I CPC hlaer
,....., 2 Qru Pal_r,..,,, ,
",.. Guilford
,..,UlO 1 Qru S.v......h •J8ABIDl 1 Qru S.v.nnah •
J8ABll0 I Qru Guilford
38AB114 t Qrtz Morrow a, ,Qru ,"'.. 2 Qrtz
38AB114 I Qru !Iorrow' U
38All119 , Qrtz Sav.nn.h •38ABI20 I Qrtz Morrow K ,
38ABI26 , Qrtz Sav.nnah •
38ABlJO ,
"'"
Morrow K , 2 ncr Savann.h • 2 Qrtz
, Qrtz
38AB132 ,
"'''
Morrow H ,
38ABlJ2 , Qrtz Guilford
38ABlJ3 ,
"'"
Guilford , Qrtz Sav...nah •
,..,'"
,
"'"
Sav.nnah •
3&U143
"'''3&U14~ ,QrU !Iorrow K t
3&U149 , Qrtz LeCroy , QrU Morrow H U 1 Sht S.v.nnah •38ABlSO ,
"'''
UrI< Corner , SICK Morr"'" K , 2 Qrtz YadUn •"''' .""38A!ISO ,Qru Morrow H , ncr
RfJSSKLL PROIlXT HAFnD BIFACKS
Siu Earl)' Hiddh Co" Hi..h- Proto- Potenti.l Unidfllt!-
Number Archaic Archai<: Archaic \/oodhnd dpian Hi&toric DiaillO&tl<: liable
)8ABlSO 3 Qru Morrow 1'1 H 1 Orqz
"mso 1 QTu Guilford •Qru3ll.UlS9 1 Qru Mor..... M 1
38ABl69 1 Qru Morrow H 1 1 Qm
)8A1110 1 Qru
)8ABl72 1 Qnz Kan....ha 2 Qrtz Morrow 1'1 3 1 OtCh Sav.nnah ,
)SABl72 1 Qrtz Savannah ,
38AB114 1
.,.." liDrrow 1'1 1 1 SlCT Savannah
,
38AB118 1
.,.." liDrr"'" 1'1 1
3ll.U119 1 Qrtz
38.U180 1
.,.." Nor..... H HI 38AB18) 1 Qrtz liDr..... 1'1 3 1 Qrtz
'"~ 38AB18S 1 Qrtz Morrow K t 1 .,.."
,
.,.."
.... 38All194 1 Cl'C Damaged
I 38AB197 1 Qrtz Yadkln , Qrtz
38.U'" 1 Qrtt
38.U207 1 Qrtz Mo1TO" 1'1 I
3llAI210 2 Qrtz NorreN H t
3ll.U213 1 Qrtz liDnow 1'1 t 1 Qrtz savannah ,
38AB211 1 QrU Morrow H t
38AB220 1 Qrtz Morrow M t
38AB222 1 Qrtz liDrrow 1'1 t
38AB229 1 Cl'<: Sav.nnah ,
3BAB234 1 Qrtt Morrow 1'1
3BAB236
"'"
Pat-r
3ll.U2)9 1 Qrtz Sav.nnah ,
)8AB246 3 Qrtz Morrow M t , Qrtz bdkin .,..")8AB249 1 Qrtt Morrow H t Qru
)8AB2S0 1 Qrtz LeCrny 1 ClrU:
38AB2SS 1 Qrtt Morrov 1'1 t 1 SlCR Vadldn
RUSSELL PRO.lBGT llAFnD BIFACCS
2 Qru
Qru
Qrn
} QrU
} Qru
Qru
Qru
Qm
Potential Unidentl-
Otagnoatie. fbble
Minh-
dppiAnWoodbnd
I Qru Yadk1n
I SlCT Adena
1 Qrtz Adena
I epe AdenA
I Qrtt Triangular
I Qru Vadk1n
>.on
Are.haie.
1 Qttt Savannah •
2 QtU savllDnah •
, Qm Savannah •,Qru Hanna
, GPe SavAnnah R
Qm Savannah •
PUddle
Ate.haie.
1 Qru Morrow M I
I Qttt Mottow M I
1 Qru Morr"'" H I
I Qttt Guilfotd
2 Qrtz Guilford
I SICT Kitk Stt St
liltl,.
Ate.haie.
I QtU Pa~t
1 RVe Utk Comet
1 Qru Pa~t
I Qtu IIatdava,.
I Qtu Utk Cornet
I Qru PU-t
Site
NUllbet
38,u256
38.\1261
J8AB268
38AB269
38AB274
38AB279
J8.U288
, 3''''''..
"
38AN5
"I ,....,
38AN8
38AN8
J8AN125
3MIU38
38All140
APnIlDIl D
OlAClfOSTIC CE:RAKlCS
KlSSlSSIPl'lAIl
war... Period General
,....
RUSSELl. PilOJtct PRESISTORIC CElWUCS
IIOlI-DL\ClIOSTIC cnAHlCS
Sl1JJ'AC! TUATED I'tAIli ,.""
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38A1l11
)!lA620
l8AS21
.l!lAB23
""'''
"...,
""'''38AB12
38A8B
*J8A814
""'''
""'''31Wl2'J
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RfJSS8U PRO/ECT PREBISTOIUC CEJWtrCS
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, . .
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NON-DIACNOSTIC CEIWfICS
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DIACl10STIC CEJWl1CS
MtSSlSSIl'PlAIl
War.. Period. Cel1aral
•
"o
"
·•
•
;
•,
"
SITE
:J&U12S
J&Ul2ll
J.&U129
l8A81)2
""'".
)SAa91
,..,,,
,..,,,
,..,,,,,
)&\BUS
, ,
, 1
,
, , 1
S S 11
7S 8 13 10 \00
,SAlISO
380\116)
)'8ABI6~
).SAl170
38.UI7S
l8A8198
3&AB2111
3&U26S
,..,,,.
• l8.u277
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lWBSBLL PllOtTBC'1 PREHISTORIC CBRAlIICS
.- DuaM1C'~ ROI1-DIAGlIIOSTIC CERAMICS TOTALS
..... ~ PIO'J.'O SURFACE TUATBD PLAIN OTHER
WR•• ..... c..ral
II> ,.; .,i J ~ i i ij
.,
'"
....
• s i I .. u u ..: '"
.,
... 01
II ~ ...:I ... '" " '" 4J.. • 1 '" • ,.j u .... '8 Ql ... .<: Ql 0! .. 1 .. .. ,g ... .<: Ql <I.l 4J ~I .. 1 !t .s .. ~ 3 ~ '" g • ., <I.l .<: 01II • J J II 1 eo Ql <I.l " ... '"i ... i J I J J ..... i '2 :l = .... ... .g u >. .... 0 ".... I i Cl • • J .. j OJ '" S .. u ...I 8 ,!l 8 ;1 ;1 :§ .... 8 ... .. i1 0 .... .... Ql ...
'"
Iloo 0
'" '"
..: ~
'"
0
......,. 3 1 10 3 2 17 - 13 4 19
.-
~ 1 i- 1 2 1 1 1 4 2 7 3 4 6 12
.. -J1t1117 2 2 2 2
.. 3 1 4 1 1 4 4 2 62 23 2 5 105 7 98 14 118
..." 1 1 ,1 1 I
~5 1 1 1 9 3 2 15 - 12 3 17
..~ 2 1 2 4 2 3 14 7 7 14
"'31 1 2 1 4 1 3 4
_1" 1 1 2 2 6 4 2 7
"'4G 1 1 1 1
... 1 2 2 2
... 3
-
11 1 3 19 3 7 15 22
.....
-
54 2 1 1 S 10 22 8 2 2 1& 88 10 43 55 101
~ - 35 1 1 1 2 4 3 5 14 8 4 55 11 35 31 66
...-s 1 25 1 2 4 1 2 1 1 2 1 34 7 4 37 42
..... 2
-
2 6 2 2 13 14 50 2 31 12 52
.....' -
52 5 1 2 1 2 53 8 4 57 61
...' 1 1 1 1.. ... 1 i 1 1 1....... - .- 2 2 2
RUSSELL PROJECT PREHISTORIC CBlMNICS
~......... -"DIAGNOS'lIC CE1WJICS TOTMoS~. PIlO'IO S1lU~~ PLAIR 0THn
w.re. .....
-
~
'"
on j 1ftJ ~ 1 ... 1ft
..,
...
1! a; u u .., 1ft lo< '"I .. :::r a ~ lo<
..,
.! i ...,.; u ! <I) .. lo< 0u 1 1 ... I f ..; ;i .. '" ... Eo<I .= i i :s J ! 1ft ... ~.., j u ~ 1 .. '" ~ ..,.... I I .,., ! '2 ~ 1 .. :... 0 g.,. l • 'I 8 J • .., II .. ..I 8 8 !It !It , lo< & 2! .s ... ... GO ~<,J ell
'"
Q
1 3 1 4 3 1 5
1 1
1 1 1 1
1 1 5 2 6 5 1 8
2 1 2 2 3
3 1 1 1 26 9 1 1 43 'I 4 40 7 48
1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 3 1 2 4
1 1 2 1 1 2
3 1 2 13 6 16 6 61 6 31 36 67
1 1 2 2 "3
2 2 1 1 4 4 6
1 1 1 1
1 1
"
5 9 3 4l 14 2 14 2 80 4 62 22 101
1 1 1 2 1 3 4
1 1 1 1
2 1 1 1 2 1 7 1 2 6 9
1 3 1 2 1 5 1 7 1 4 4 14
1 1 1 1 3 1 3 1 5
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RUSSEL/, PRGI!Cr P1iEl11SroIUC CElWHCS
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DL\QfOSTIC CDAKICS
lIISSlSSlPPIA.'l
WoIre. rer104 GeD.ral
,
•
•
:
u
•j",u•
•
SITE
·9EMS
"...
*9£190 2 8
9£191
9Ea92
*')E872
9£876
*9£877
·9E880
*9E881
'JUS)
'"9EllS'
9Ea85
"...
*9D81
"'"......
9U203
9D207
90208
,
'"NN,
RUSSELL PROJEC'1 PREHISTORIC CBRANICS
SITE DIAGNOSTIC CBIWItCS NON-DIAGNOSTIC CERAMICS
W8DLAND MISSISSIPPIAlt PIOTO
TOTALS
SURFACE TREATED PLAIN OTHER
wares Period GeIIera1
..
on .,; ~ III
III
.oi .. ... ~ ..; '"
.-<
• i ) ~ .. u u ..; '3 '"d III ... '"'2 • .. .c • <n • . ... .Ii !I .... .. '" .. '"d ..... u I II 1 1 .. ,.j u .. '3
<n .. ... .c .. 0
.g .. ] j i ~ ,g ...; .c
..
'"
... Eo<
• .. ~ • ... • ~ 51 <n § • III '" .c '".. l! ... • • j ... u u .. 1 eo .. '" <: ... '"Do ... S .. .. J .¥ J' u ... ~ Gl ... .. .g <J >. oM 0 <:& 8 a .. ~ ~ § ! .. i i t:I '"d ., ~ III '"d ~ '" <J '"<n .. 8 ti <n 8 :§ ... ~ 8 .. '" oM 0 .-< ~ ...lao U I::l :.:
""
~ ~ <.>
9EB349 _ 1 1 1 1
9EB366 _ 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 1 5
90379 _ 3 3 1 4 4
9D382 _ 1 1 2 1 1 2
9EB387 _ 2 1 2 2 7 1 7 1 8
9D388 - 3 3 1 1 - 2 2 3 15 12 1 3 1 39 3 32 10 46
,
9BB391- 1 1 2 2 2
9EB395 - 1 1 3 2 2 1 5 1 4 2 11
9£8405 - 1 3 1 1 4 1 4 1 7
9£8414 - 1 1 3 4 1 4 1 5
South 3 9 4 12 6 12 1 14 1 1 1 19 26 23 246 147 7 76 3 13 507 46 454 100 651
Caro1:1Da
Georgia 6 183 3 7 2 1 21 7 114 5 13 5 13 24 60 6 4 1 45 79 89 541 208 45 87 3 15 3 1383 137 1011 500 1640
All 6 183 6 7 2 1 30 11 126 5 19 5 25 24 74 7 5 2 64 105 112 787 355 52 163 6 28 3 1890 183 1465 600 2291
a Possible toy bowl, wel1-l1111OOthed, aahtry-shapecl with a very thin and sharply incurved rim.
b Probable pipe bowl frapeot.
"e Burnished handle (1) fragment, straight, of elliptical cross-section.
* Cer88ic analysis was performed on these sites in the vic~ity pf the project, although other categories of data concerning them are
not ava11.<lb1e; see report text on cerSll1c analysis.
APPENDIX E
l:WSSELL PROJECt lUSTORIC ARTIFACT ASSEHSLAGES AND FEATURES :PRESENT
Site CERAMICS METAL FEATURES MISCELLANEOUS
Nl1mber Porcelain Stonewat~
I-l aJ U (l)
0 N r-I ;:3 I-lQl .w t'll t'll ,..-1 H ;:j ,U
... t'll (,1 r-I ~ H t'll .w U) .j.1 ~t'll r-I "0 Ql eli 0 :,j ~. U) r.n ~ t'll !J)~ ;::l ....1 .w Qj tlj .w :::J U) r-I 0 Qj E'!U) ro r-I r.: Ql r-I U .w r-I -ri bIJ .,.-l ~ !J) bO .-l
Ql ~ ~ (1j 0 r.: r"l llJ r-l -ri t'll r.: ;:: -I-j U ~ t\IU H I-l (/) .w -ri
--
.w ;:l ('j z (i) 'r" til 0 -'... .~; 1=1-ri I-l <ll ro U) r-I ~ ~ -ri U Z .c: I-l '"Cl "d llJ .!4 H .c: 0e () Q) +J ~ r.: (1j ,t::: -,...1 <ll () Ql ~ r.: ..l:l 0 llJ .w rn<ll .c U) 0 ~ CJ H .w H .w ..r:: tTl ;:l () -ri ..c: 0 HQl r-I .w OJ r-l H r-l H H H en ::l ·l",j -ri .w .w 0 H H .w ,....; !J)
to >zJ 0 ::;: /Xl H <r: >Xl ~ <r: <r: u ::: ~ 0 r.n ~T.j <r: ~ 0 U p."
9EB58 28 6 11 1
"v I
9EB76 1
,,+:-- 9EB200 8 16 5 2 1
'''Y 9EB201 1 2 1 2 P P P'~
), 9EB203 2
9EB205 3
9EB206 15 1 1 1
9EB211 2 2
9EB2l4 1 2 5 6 P 4
9EB218 2
9EB223 2 57 3 4 2 1
9EB224 7 1 1
9EB225 No Collection - P P
9EB231 27 1 1 1
9EB243 7 1 1
9EB244 9 3
9EB248 4 1 1
9EB249 32
9EB252 2
9EB253 9 3 P P

RUSSELL PROJECT HISTORIC ARTIFACT ASSEMBLAGES AND FEATURES PRESENT
Site CERAMICS METAL FEATURES HISCELLANEOUS
Number Porcela.in Stonewate
• #
J.l (l) () (l)
0 N ,...1 ::l H(l) .j.l c1j c1j t-l H .:;3 .j.l
H c1j 00 t-l ~ J.l c1j .j.l tIJ .j.l P
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.r-I H (l) CI1 00 ..-l ~ ~ 'r-I () Z ..c: J.l "\j "\j OJ ~ H .... 0~e 0 OJ .j.l I:Q P ~ ,.c 'r-I Q) () (l) l:l f:1 ..c. 0 OJ .j.l (I)Q) ,., ('I) 0 0 () J.l .j.l H +J
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9EB317 9 P P P
9EB320 1 1
'1 il 9EB323 1J .. p- 9EB324 1 P P P 1{\FW;';.,,1-' 9E.I)325 18 1 1;.: !
9EB329 1
9EB331 3
9.h:B33b .NO CO.l1ection
-
p
9EB343 3 31 2 2 3 1 3 8 p P 1
9EB34'f No Collection p
9EB345 2
9EB346 3 30 4 5 1 P
9EB349 2 7 1
9EB350 1 5
9EB351 1
9EB355 1 1 P P
9EB359 1
9EB365 4 44 7 4 P
9EB367 12 1 p
9EB368 8
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RUSSELL PROJECT HISTORIC ARTIFACT ASSJ:;11BLAGES AND FEATURES PRESENT
Site CERANICS l-iETAL FEATURES MISCELLA.T1EOUS
Number Porcelain 5tOtH~\\Tare
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0 N .-I ;:j
"'"
<1l w C\l C\l .-I
"'"
;:j w
"'"
!Ii fIj .-I ,.lA 0-1 ttl w fIj w s::lttl ...; 'v Q) t!;l () ;:j
"'"
f/j U':l l:l C\l OJ~ ;::l ,..1 .w <1l ttl w ;:j (j) .-I 0 OJ ~CD e r-l l:l OJ .-I () w ...; -r-! bO -...1 "'" OJ bO .-I<1l s::l ttl 0 l:l tQ <1l .-I -r-! c;j m s::l w u s::l ttl() H fIj .w -r-! ....... .w ;j C\l Z -,~ C\l 0 ....... -r-! s::l
'r-!
"'"
W C\l CD .-I ~ $ -,..1 () Z ,r:: "'" "0 'LJ aJ ,.lA "'" ... 0....:> () aJ .;.J ~ s::l C\l ,.I:l -,-I <II () <U s::l s::l ,r:: () <U .w ttl
"'"
<U .J:: fIj 0 ,.lA 0 () ;'1 .w ~. w ,.a C\l ;:j () 'r-! ,J:: 0
"'"
iiJ .-I -iJ ~ .-I "'" :;;j ~~ "'" "'" bO ;:j .r-! -r-! w w 0 "'" "'" W .-I <Utf.l rz:t 0 ~ H ~ ~ < < u :J: ~ 0 tf.l "'" < !Xl 0 U P-t
38AB12 11 2
- 208 13 23 1 9 12 58 3 3 23 5 16
1 38AB13 11 84 4 4 3 1 P 2 1~..~ 38AB14 4 1 1'v.>\ ..., 38AB19 3 2 1':1
38AB20 1
38AB21 No Collection p p p
38AB23 2
38AB25 3 10 1 1 P
38AB29 2
38AB53 1
38AB65 1
38AB67 2 1.1 3 1 4 1 P P P
38A.l:S69 1 .1.3 1
38AB74 1 28 11 12 1 p p p
38AB75 1 1
38i\.B77 1 3 1
38AB78 8 1 2 3 1 2 1 P P 1
38AB81 1 1
38AB82 2 39 11 18 2 9 7 11
38AB84 18 4 2 7 4 5
RY-SS'EhfrPlID-JEB'l'-'H1-S'I'BRlC ARTIFACT ASSEHBLAGES Am) FEATURES PRESENT
Site CERAMICS METAL FEATURES MISCELLAJ.'1EOUS
Number Porcelain Stoneware
~ (1) () (1)
0 N ...i ~ l-I
(1) .l..J til til r-l ~ ~ .u
~ Cll 00 r-I ,;.l ~ til .p 00 -l-J PIII r-l "0 III G CJ ~ l-I III tI.l P t1:l (1)~ ~ r-I .l..J III a;j .l..J .~ 00 ,...1 0 OJ r=
00 ! .-l 5 (l) r-l () .l..J .-l 'r"! !;>.() 'M ~ Q) 00 r-lill P ttl t:l ~ Q) .-l -.-I ell Y P .l..J U P til(). H (J) .l..J 'M .......... .p ~ co z (1) ..-1 til 0 ....... -M ~
-.-I l-I III til (J) r-l ~ ~ oM () z ..c: 10I "t:l "0 III ,..Yo ~ ..c: 0e CJ (1) .l..J p::J I::l C\l ,.t; -M <lJ r.J IJ) r.:: p ..c: () Q) .l..J (J)Q) ,S:::: 00 0 ,.14 0 () 10I +.l 10I .l..J ..c: til ;:l U 'M ,.c: 0 10IIII .-l y
....Ill ...-l ~ :;j l-I 10I 1-1 bO ::l -M ~ .l..J .j.J 0 10I ~ ,w r-l Cl.ltI.l r::.l 0 i3 i=f.l H ~ It.l <!1 < t.) :::: 0 tI.l rz.. < j:Q I';;) u (:l..,
38AB88 1
, 38AB93 1 4 3 1
~ 38ABI00 20~ 38ABI06 17 1 1 P 1I,
\) 38ABI07 5
38ABI08 1
38ABI09 1 1 17 3 1 1 1
38ABII0 2 P P P 9 1
38ABlll 2 16 1 1 1
38ABl12 1 1
38ABl14 2 7 2
38ABl15 4 1 80 12 8 3 76 21 1 18 p 1
38AB117 23 - 269 12 11 1 2 2 21 1 4 8 1 1
38AB121 No Collection
38AB122 16 1 p P
38AB127 34 6 1
38AB130 1 6.1 2 1 2
38AB131 .1 3 1 2 1 1 P P 2 7 3
38AB133 1
38AB152 1 7 'I'> P P
RUSSELL PROJECT HISTORIC ARTIF'ACT ASSEHBLAGES AND FEATURES PRESENT
Site CERAMICS HETAL FEATUR.ES HISCELLANEOUS
Number Por.ce1ain §.!..Qp~ware
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m(J) d ..... s:: Q) ..... u ,IJ r-f ',-1 00 .,-1 li< M .....Q) s:: ~ ('Ij 0 t:: ~ Q) .-I 'rl (OJ ~ t:: ~J C,) !=1 <:;lU H !IJ ,IJ '.-1 ........ ,IJ ;::l ('Ij z '''; ('Ij 0
-
.,-1 ...
...
-r-! 1-1 Q) ('Ij ClJ .-l ~ ~ •,-1 (j Z ,.d "'~ 'U '0 Q) .~ l-l ... 0......> u Q) ,IJ !=Q s:: ('Ij ,.d 'M Q) U Q) s:: s:: ..c (J Q) ,IJ !IJl-l Q) ,.d tJ) 0 ~ 0 tl l-l ,IJ 1-4 ,IJ ,.d ('Ij ;:l u .,-1 .C:: 0 l-lC1l r-l ,IJ Q) ..... 1-1 ..... 1-1 1-1 1-1 bO ;::l -r-! 'r-! ,IJ ,IJ 0 1-1 1-4 ,IJ .-l Q)U) r>:;J 0 :::: ~ H < ~ rQ <l'l < u l3 ~ 0 Cf.l I:t.< <tl !=Q 0 U p.,
38AB.l66 6 1 1
38AB168 1
'I
38AB170 1
.•..~ 38AB172 1
'wiilJl 38AB174 6 2 3 1 5:1
38AB176 9 40 1 4 1
38AB184 3 4 2 6
38AB192 2
38AB193 1 1
38AB201 No Collection P
38AB202 No Collection - p
38Atl204 p
38AB205 1 8 1 4 2 2 P P
38AR206 1 14
38AB210 2 J7 3 1 P P
38AB212 4 1
38AB215 5
38AB216 1 19 2 1 5 2 2 19 21 3 18 1
38AB217 1 2 13 2 1 P P 16
38AB218 1 1 P
RUSSELL PROJECT HISTORIC ARTIFACT ASSEHBt,AGES AND FEATURES PRESENT
Site CERAL'itCS METAL FEATURES MISCELLA1.~EOUS
Number Porcelairi Stoneware. ___
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38AB219 5 2 2 P P P 1
38AB220 3 P P P
I 3HAB221 3 P P P
+:- 38AB223 3 37 7 2 P Pw0\ 4 1 P P PI 38AB224
38AB225 3 P P P
38AB226 4 P P P
38AB227 6 P P p
38AB230 6 1 1 P P
38AB231 4 12 1 2 P P
38AB233 3 1 p P P
3tsAB235 1 1 p
38AB236 2 5 P P P
38AB237 No Collection P p P
38AB238 No Collection p
38AB241 2
38AB242 7
38AB244 1 p p
38AB254 1
38AB255 7

RUSSELL PROJECT H.ISl'ORIC ARTIFACT :.SSENELAGES AND FEATURES PRESENT
Site CERAMICS 1'1ET/,L
Number Porcelain Stoneware
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38AN36 No Collection
38AN125 11
I 38AN132 17 2 3 3
..,.. 38AN133 1w
co 38AN134 No CollectionI
38AN135
38AN138 1 1
38AN140 1
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RUSSELL PROJECT HISTORIC ARTIFAC'l' ASSEMBLAGES AND FEATURES PRESENT
Site CERlL1{ICS
Number Creamuare Pearlware
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0 l:Q~ ::r:: <tl i:J E-< p., ...... ~ tfl,.:"
9EB58 8 3 1
9EB218 1 1
9EB243 1 1
I 9EB248 2 1
+:- 9EB249 2 6 2 1 6w
f
9EB253 1 1 4
9EB254 1
9EB256 1 1
9EB262 1 1
9EB270 4
9EB273 1
9EB284 1
9EB285 1 3
9EB289 1
9EB292 1 2
9EB305 1 1 2
9EB306 3 3 5 3
9EB323 1
9EB324 2
9EB325 1 1 2
RUSSELL PROJECT HISTORIC ARTIFACT ASSFN.BLAGES AND FEATURES PRESENT
Site CERAMICS
Number CreamHare Pearlware
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Q) ::lJ '"0 Q)
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""
Cf)
,,~
9EB329 1
9EB365 1
9EB369 22 4 4 2 1
9EB388 1
I 9EB395 1,l::'-
,l::'-
l' 38AB9 1 1
38AB12 3
38AB13 4 5 2 1 2 1
38AB14 1
38AB25 2
38AB84 2 1 3
38AB93 2
38AB1l4 2 5 1
38AB115 5 5 1 1 1
38AB117 2 16 2 4 10
38AB127 1
38AB131 4
J8AB.L71 1
38AB176 1
38AB204 1
RUSSELL PROJECT HISTORIC ARTIFACT ASSEMBLAGES AND FEATURES PRESENT
Site CEF.AMICS
Number Creamware Pearlware
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38AB217 1
38AB254 1 1 2
38AB255 1
I 38AB261 2 1
-l:>- 38AB280 1-l:>-
l-'
I
38AN138 1
RUSSELL PROJECT HISTORIC ARTIFACT ASSENBLAGES AND FEATURES PRESENT
Site GtASS
Number Ui:ilizatioIl _._____._.______.__(~c}:.~r
------_..._"...
1-1
0 en
i-I H P.
!-4 (IJ t'j 0 o;{
<14 !-I ;:l ':\) r-; ..<
~ OJ 0- Vl 0 '"0
....... >=: '-<: ~) 0 CJ 'dOJ :s: oM (j) -.... ~ en (;)
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9EB58 8 1 1 2 5 3
9EB76 1 1
I 9EB92 1 1
~ 9EB200 2 1 1 1~
N 9EB203 3 3I
9EB205 1 1
9EB214 1 1
9EB223 9 2 3 3 1 5 5
9EB224 2 2
9EB231 6 3 1 2
9EB243 4 3 1 3
9EB244 3 2 1
9EB249 7 2 3 2
9EB255 3 1 3 1
9EB260 1 1
9EB262 3 1 1 1
9EB265 2 1 1 1 1
9EB270 18 1 2 8 3 1 5
9EB277 1 1
9EB285 140 13 15 21 1 2 32 17 7 27 1 9 78 2 1
RUSSELL PROJECT HISTORIC ARTIFACT ASSEMBLAGES AND FEATURES PRESENT
Site GLASS
Number Utilization Color
H
0 til
H H p..
H til co 0 'r-!
-r-! H ::l Q) .-l
...:I~ Q) 0"' til 0 "t:l1::. <G. Q) U <U "t:lQ) ::>: 'r-! <U ....... I:: til Q)
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9EB288 4 2 ";"'; 3 3 1"""
9EB289 1 1 .,.. ... 1 ~. 1 ~;9EB293 2 ,... 1 1 ~- ,..
9EB298 1 ,.. 1
9EB306 20 1 4 2 1 9 1 1 4 1 4 1 1
I
.po. 9EB308 2 ,... 1 1.po.w 9EB315 1 ...~ 1I
9EB325 9 1 6 8 1 1 8 1 ~- 139EB329 1 ,... 19EB343 52 16 2 2 2 14 3 2 3 2 47
9EB346 33 2 2 1 9 ~. 21 29EB349 5 1 3 19EB355 3 ,... 39EB365 15 6 1 1 6 3 4 89EB369 1 ~- ~, 1 1 1""" ~ 1
9EB375 5 3 1 6 1 1 19EB378 1 "(""', 1 ,..
9EB391 10 2 1 2 8 ~; 2 1 1 29EB406 1 1""". ,... ~, ~, 1
9EB408 4 ,... ,.. 2 2


RUSSELl, PROJECT HISTORIC ARTIFACT ASSF.J1BLAGES AND P'BATURES PRESENT
Site GLASS
Number Utilization Color
1-1
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1-1 ~ p..
1-1 {J} til 0 .r-!
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38AB2l2 1 1
38AB214 3 3
38AB215 3 1 1 1 2
I 38AB216 57 13 5 1 17 6 6 51~
+:- 38AB217 66 7 1 4 .1 14 5 11 1 1 45 10\ ..-
I
38AB218 4 3 1
38AB221 1 1
38AB223 1 1 2
38AB224 2 1 1 1
38AB230 16 6 5 2 1 1 1 1
38AB256 1 1
38AB258 1 1
38AB259 2 1 1
38AB260 2 1 1
38AB261 1 1
38AB262 2 2
38AB271 2 1 1
38AB274 7 1 1 3 1 3
38AB275 3 1 3 1
38AB279 4 11 3 11 1 1
RUSSELL PROJECT IIISTORIC ARTIFACT ASSEMBLAGES AND FEATURES PRESENT
lUte GLASS
Number Utilization Color.
~
0 f1)
l-I ~ p..
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38AB280 4 1 3 1 1
38AB283 1 1
38AN5 22 2 8 5 4 5 2 1
I 38AN8 1 1
+:-- 38AN125 1 1+:--
-....J
I
38AN132 7 1 2 1 1 3
38AN135 1 1 1
38AN138 3 1 1 1
APPENDIX F
INFORMANT INTERVIEWS
Informant 1.
On numerous occasions Informant 1 and hiv wife were extremely helpful
in relating to us the lifeways of tenant farmers and small land owners. On
one visit, Informant 1 told us about how the land had changed over the
years. Before World War II and just after, they could see from their home
all the way to Beaverdam Creek (almost 2 miles) and to Heardmont (about
1/3 of a mile). In early June we found 9EB206 on a transect; when we asked
Informant 1 about it, he said that his wife was born in the now structure-
less historic site, along witfi others of her family. Ethnographic infor-
mation about the site can be compared to the archeological data recovered.
On another visit, Informant 1 took us to see Maddox's Mill, 9EB4l5, where
there is evidence of a mill pond. Informant 11 also told us of the place,
indirectly when talking about Cherokee Heights. It appears that we had
stood in the old mill race on several different occasions. Informant 1
then took us to the beginning of the race about 1500 meters further up
river, near Dan Tucker ferry.
Informant 2.
Informant 2 was able to give us information about people living in
the area of hiv home. Several sites that had been found previously were
identified by Informant 2. 9EB3l7 belonged to the White's and at one time
had a front porch with columns. 9EB308 had belonged to the McCalls's;
9Eb386 or 9EB4l8 had belonged to his father orgrandfataer. Informant
2 also told us ~hat 9EB4l8hadbelonged to h!is.father or grandfather.
Informant 2 also told us about 9EB283, 284, 285, and 293 which were
discovered with his help. Informant 2 was able on another occasion to
tell us about the Harper site. He claimed that the site (9EB306, 305)
belonged to the Harpers of Harpers Ferry, also that the house had been
a sort of way station for travelers crossing the river, and tfiat the
house was the oldest in the area. The house was still standing up to
about twenty years ago when it collapsed. The site had been plowed the
day before we Dvund it by Informant 2's son.
Informant 3.
Informant 3 told us that the area immediately around the old Pearl
Mill dam was a post-Revolutionary War community and that the area field
many foundation remains. Unfortunately, when we searched for them the
area was extremely overgrown with dense vegetation. Maps of 1~05 and
1928 show many structures in that general area quite possibly connected
with the Pearl Mill operation.
Informant 4.
Informant 4 told us of the operation of the mills in Pearl.
Apparently there were two mills at 9EB20l. The first was in operation
around the Civil War until it burned down in the early 1870' s. After
that the owners built the present partially standing Pearl Mill. The
,,:,,448~
construction of the mill is unique for the project area. The three
story structure is made of irregularly sfiaped stone and cement, and
brick and cement, with the third story predominately brick.
Informant 5.
Informant 5 was able to give us some information on the river-based
Edinburg community. Apparently Edinburg was a major trans-shipment
point which functioned in a local context. If it was not destroyed
by the freshet of 1852, then the Civil War and the influence of the
Railroads caused its downfall. The community is located on Mills'
Atlas on the Abbeville District sheet; however, it is not on maps
of 1893 or 1895, nor is it listed in the census of 1880.
Informant 6,
Informant 6 was contacted for his knowledge of the "Hardscrabble"
area. When we talked to him he was quite definite that there had never
been any kind of community there. He was able to take us to the
Hardscrabble Mill, 38AN135. He said it was a one or two story structure
with a tin roof. There were also two bridges crossing the Big Generostee
Creek almost side by side. The mill was located on the north side of the
creek and the miller's house was located on the south side.
Informant 7.
Informant 7 informed us of Price's Mill (38AB286) located near
the dam of ~ession Lake. Apparently there was a two story frame
structure with stone foundations at this location. At one time
it served as a corn and wheat mill, and later as a gin and sawmill.
It was rebuilt with a few alterations after the 1908 flood. Associated
with the mill was a wooden dam with steel pins embeddediin the rock.
The mill was operated until the 1930's when it was demolished for
Secession Lake. The millstones are located in the generating station
at the dam. Informant 7 also told us about an "Indian hill" that their
father had collected; however, the hill was$urveyed and nothing was
discovered. Informant 7 showed us a copy of her family history, which
appears to contain valuable info1ltllllation about the early settlers in the
project area.
Informant 8.
Informant 8 alogg with Informant 11 and several others of the
Abbeville County Historical Society took us to what they described
as an Indian burial ground. It is located on property owned by
Informant 8 near the Bigelow-Sanford Plant. The northwest slope of
a hill there had three to four parallel rows of stone piles that
were roughly oval shaped. There appeared to be several piles that
had been taken apart but there was no evidence of any skeletal remains
or artifacts. The stones do not appear to be field stone piles, and
warrant further investigation. Informant 8 and the others then took
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us to see what they believe to be a mill on the Rocky River. 38AB202
was recorded as a mill; the rock formation found there appeared to be
a dressed stone wall.
Informant 9.
Informant 9 was able to tell us about the Craft-McGee Ferry (38AN134)
located at the end of Craft road. The site originally belonged to the
Crafts, but has had numerous owners since that time. The ferry was
originally a 2 horse-wagon, poled bateau. "After World War I, if the
river was down, then one man could operate it. The landing was dug out
on both sides of the river."
An historic site (38AN132) was located before contact with Informant
9, and it was then discovered that Informant 9 had helped to build the
house in 1911. Informant 9 reported that there was a well and barn near
the house, but these have not been located as yet.
Informant 10.
Informant 10 was extremely helpful in providing us with information
concerning the Harper estate (38AB2l, 38Ab238). Apparently the house he
is now living in was built in the 1830's. The site is located on Mills'
Atlas. There is also a slave cemetery located nearby (38AB238). According
to Informant 10, this was a rather large plantation with a ferry.
Informant 11.
Question: Can you give us some information about early settlers
in the Cherokee Heights area and Cherokee Shoals?
Answer: "In 1785 William Alexander Speer was given two grants of
land, one for 5 acres and another for 95 acres on the next day. Both
were near Cherokee Heights. Cherokee Ford and Speers Mill are the two
pieces of land which do not join as was believed for years. Water was
diverted from the falls on the river to the mill ranher than damming.
Speer also ran a store and warehouse. There may have been a dock area
here because there are two banks of loose stones from the mainland to
the island, which I discovered recently while fishing. I believe there
is a canal through the island rCarter's IslancH. The canal is between
the two dams (banks of stones).
"About 1840 the Cherokee Heights Post Office was founded, the
Speers owned the land until about 1940 when they moved to Atlanta.
~~MtGowen's Blockhous.e }searcFi.e.d 4;q:t;'bllt ngt ;lto.und] ... ~~; QY~lQQ~,i:1'l:g
Cherokee Ford, over a high hill. On a high ridge 'going down to the:' .
ford, there is a road near it.
"Cherokee Ford, on the Savannah River, is possibly the oldest
evidence of early White settlement, An old fish dam.and the canal
was built using no equipment. The purpose of the canal is unknown.
-.
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"In 1756 a new Indian treaty went into effect, following this
much settling took place. Caldw~ll settled near Rocky River church,
on land adjoining it. In 1798-1800 old Caldwell died and his sons
took over. John Caldwell settled on Savannah (McCalla Island), he
left his land to his widow who sold it to the Speed's." Informant
11 showed us a copy of the information he got from Hemphill and
Waites book The Provincial Congress of South Carolina, 1775-1776.
This contained information about the building of Fort Royal (Inde-
pendence) in 1776 for defense against the Indians. He showed us a
copy of Abbeville Bicentennial, put out by the Abbeville Development
Board, that contains an interesting history of the county. He also
showed us a photograph of the Millwood Plantation C38AB9) and gave
us directions on how to find it.
"On February 11 or 12, 1779 it [Fort Independence (39AB2l8)] was
burned by troops on the way to the Battle of Kettle Creek, the troops
belonged to Tory Colonel Boud."
"Cherokee Ford was just below Cherokee Heights (38ABl15 ?) where
there was a Post Office in the 1830's. Maddox Mill (9EB4l5) was on the
Georgia side of the river."
"Old McCalla Cemetery" [pronounced McCauly--38AB2l7] is in good
condition with an enclosing wall. It is only one of at least ~o
cemeteries, the other being that with a marble marker on the central
ridge 38AB78 of the McCalla Recreation area.
"William Franklin Clinkscale was the one who had the houseT38AB2871
which you almost moved into as a project headquarters."
"One of the known plantations, the one southwest of the McCalla
bi~ house 138AB67J is linked with the name of Thomas Clinkscale.
S~ructures made of wood and log are still standing there [38AB22l].
"The McCalla place fwhich has been moved] included a gin house,
commissary, the big house, quarters for the hands, barns, coops or a
hutch and watering troughs" (38AB6(). Informant 11 intimated that the
United States Department of Agriculture had for some reason taken a
p!i:.ltture of the place and published it with all the hands working in
front of the house. The picture has not been located.
Interviewer: Can you give us some of the information that you have
collected about Fort Independence?
Informant: "It was the South Carolina Congress after we started
the war, the British didn't have anything to do with that fort [(:r~de­
pendence) ] • However, they built Fort Bull and Boone, and Fort Charlotte.
Fort Charlotte, I guess, was the last one they built, about [17]67!
And then when Boyd and them come through going to Cherokee Fort to cross
the river, they destroyed Fort Independence. According to Mr. Speer, don't
have any record that it was used after that."
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Interviewer:
Interviewer: What would be the reference for Mr. Speers· work?
Informant: "Mr. Arthur Speer, Professor and Engineer at Georgia
Tech, was a descendant and he had the original letter and we copied
it in long hand from his original. And I have that copy."
Interviewer: So it·s nothing that·s been published?
Informant: "I don't know, maybe its been published in a newspaper
but not in a book. We don't have a photostatecopy, my son copied it
seven years ago."
Interviewer: Then it would be in your file of Fort Independence?
We would like to copy some of your material, if you don't mind. So
then, Arthur Speer was the descendant of the author of the letter.
Informant: "Well, I didn't finish the story. I told Mr. Davis,
he's writing the Kettle Creek History in Georgia, and of course it
started in South Carolina. Boyd was tilled at Kettle Creek. And I
told him [Davis] that little Arthur Speer, the old man's son that's
Dean of Architecture at Albany University, had the letter. He wrote
to him, and said that the letter had been ~ost or misplaced. It
would be nice to see that original letter that William Speer wrote
about what his father told him about his experiences in the war years."
Interviewer: Then its possible that you may have the only copy?
Informant: "Well, mine's not a copy of the letter. Its a long
hand copy. I've got it right over here." (Informant 11 then read
us portions of the letters which are produced in full below.)
Interviewer: Speer makes mention of Rocky River Church. Is
that the one that's still called Rocky River Church? The letter says
that his mother and father are buried there in the Rocky River Church
in Abbeville District.
Informant: "Yeah, that's the old Rocky River cemetery. Do you
know the differences of the Rocky River graveyard and the Rocky River
Church?"
No.
Informant:
been moved about
back to find the
didn't listen at
same place."
"The old Rocky River Church was at the graveyard. Its
two miles. Some people came Be here last week and drove
church but they couldn't find the graveyard. They
me, I told them to start with they weren't in the
Interviewer: Would you point it out on the map? ••• Could you
tell us some more about tne Speers.
Informant: "Well, you're fixing to hear a long story."
Interviewer: I was afraid of that.
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La Grange, Georgia
February 19, 1872
Honorable Alexander M. Speer,
Griffin, Georgia
Dear Cousin:
Thinking that it would be interesting to yourself and children,
I enclose a letter [copy] received from Uncle William recently; he
was well and his mind bright; his body feeble with the weight and
cares of 84 years. Even at this advanced age, he writes a beautiful
letter. He is the best read in all history of anyone I ever knew,
and altogether, a remarkable man. If you know of any fact, in addition
or correction of the enclosed letter, we would be glad to know it. I
think I have heard my Grandfather tell my father that one of his
Father's half brothers settled in Pennsylvania soon after the close
of the Revolutionary War. There is, both in New Jersey and Pennsylvania,
a distinguished family of Speers of the "Presbyterian denomination.-
We are all well. My kindest regards to your wife.
Yours Truly
D. N. Speer
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Monterey P.O
Abbeville District, S.C.
December 9, 1869
John A. Speer, Esq.
Dear John:
I received your letter of August last, and, for several reasons,
have not answered until now. You ask me to give you some particulars
of my Father's (your Great Grand Father's) history, which you mention
in several interrogatories, and which I will do but altogether from
recollection.
My father was born in Ireland in 1747, in the county of Antrim,
near the town of Strebaul. His name was William. His mother died
at his birth; she was the daughter of William Houston, and her name
Margaret; his Grandfather, William Houston, took him and raised him;
his father married again and had four sons named Joseph, John, James,
and Alexander. At about twenty-five years of age he came to America,
landed at Christian Bridge, Delaware River, on the 3rd of September,
1772. He lived in the State of PennsT~vania in the year 1773; he came
to Charleston, S.C. in the year 1774. In the year 1775 the Revolutionary
War began. He remained in Charleston until after Sir Peter Parker's
attack on Charleston, 28th of June, 1776, was in Crayton's or "Snowy
Camps," came to the Long Cane settlement, Abbeville District, and
lived in the family of General Pickens for three years, when he was
not in the service. He served in the calvary company of Capt. Hugh
McCall; but when the state was overrun by, the British (after the fall
of Charlestown) and many took protection~n.e:~'tn:~t~s;~t a,l'r
refuges to NortK Carol:tna, untii General Gpeen tOC\llc cOI!JIll'ap.d :tft S;Q.l,ltIL'
Carolina. Previous to tIlls t1flme he was in a campaign under Gen.
Williamson in the first expedition against the Cherokee Indians.
During the war a rising of the Tories commenced in Spartanburg District,
under command of Col. Boyd, who was making a circuitous route to join
Colonel Brown, who was commanding the British post at Augusta, Georgia.
Col. Pickens had command of the Block House at the Cherokee Ford on
Savannah River, in Abbeville District: who, hearing that Boyd was
approaching with 700 men, joined by the notorious Bill Cunningham,
left Capt. Anderson in command at the Block House whilst he was absent
raising the whig militia in his own District. Boyd advanced and burned
"Fort Independence", which stood on the plantation now owned by the
estate of the late Wm. Young in this District. Boyd advanced and sent
forward a party under Cunningham to attack the Block House, and thereby
open his way across Savannah river at Cherokee Ford. Capt. Anderson
having a four-pounder in the fort that the Tories were not aware of,
opened fire on them. The Tories fled at the first fire and made good
their retreat, crossing the river near the mouth of van's creek. After
Boyd had crossed into Georgia, Pickens having collected 300 whigs, commenced
pursuit and overtook Boyd at Kettle Creek, in Wilkes County, Georgia. Where
my father, under Pickens participated in a severe battle. Boyd was killed
early in that engagement, his forces defeated and dispersed. After the
battle was over, Pickens sent my father on an express to White Hall, South
Carolina. The whigs and tories distinguished themselves the wfii~s by wear:tng
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a white paper feather in the hat - the tories by wearing in the hat a
pine top. He Again joined Pickens at "Fort Charlotte," My Father was
with Pickens at tIle seige of "96", he was also enga~ed with the South
Carolina forces when at the "seige of Augusta", it surrendered to Gen.
Pickens and Col. Lee. Soon after this, the war closed. My father was
under Col. Pickens in the second exposition against the Cherokee Indians
in which they marched to "High Tower" and "Highwassee", burnt the Indian
town, destroyed their corn by cutting it and throwing it into their
huts and burning them; also by throwing their corn into the river,
which destruction obliged the Indians to sue for peace. After the "seige
of Augusta" he returned to Long Cane, S.C., and commenced Merchandising
near where Abbeville Court house now stands, and married in the year
1L:i84__ He married a widow - Mrs. Eleanor Norris, whose maiden name was
Little. He moved to Cherokee Ford on Savannah River in 1785, where he
continued to merchandise while he lived. His brother John came to this
country in 1785 or 1786 and settled in Georgia. My father had four
children; the oldest John (your Grand Father) was born on the 5th day
of November 1784. He was accidently drowned in Rocky River. Abbeville
District, S.C. on the 20th day of April 1866. William now living
{the writer] born the 9th of May 1788, Alexander, born August 23d, 1790,
died at La Grange, Ga., April 26th, 1856, Margaret born December 1st.
1792, married Joseph Rucker of Ruckersville, Ga. died at Ruckersville
Sept. 26th, 1864. My mother died at the age of 46 years, on October
26th, 1795. My father Married a second time January 1799, to Mrs.
Marthe McBride, she died 6th of May 1834 - they had no children by this
marriage. My Father William Speer lived on his Cherokee Plantation until
his death which occurred April 17th, 1830. He is buried beside My Mother
at old "Rocky River Church" in Abbeville District S.C., where their tomb
stones Btill stand. My Father gave his children the best educational
advantages South Carolina afforded. He narely ever owed any man. He
was of the Presbyterian denomination. My oldest brother, monn Speer,
Married Elizabeth Caldwell on November 6th, 1807, and raised seven
children - your Father William Alexander Speer only of said children
removed to Troup County Ga; the other children remained hare or removed
to Florida and Mississippi. The writer [William Speer] married Mary
S. Gill 1st of Dec. 1811 and raised eight children, some of who live
here, the others removed to Alabama, near Wetumka. My youngest brother,
Alexander Speer, Married Elizabeth Middleton in 1813, and raised six
children by his first wife. Married a second wife Mrs. Mary Grant, and
had two other children. Married his third wife, Miss Carrie Day. Brother
Alexander was distinguished as a politician in South Carolina in 1830,
and in the year 1833 removed to Georgia. His children survive him and
reside in Middle Georgia. My Father, William Speer, lived to be 83 years
of age.
Thus, Dear John, I have given you a brief history of my Father and
his family recollection. My health has been bad this fall, and writing
has become a task. Your ffiends are all well. I would be glad to hear
from you and your brotIler Daniel N., and to know how you are all dQtng,
and let me know about Eugenia Winship, and about any of tIle connection.
Your, Affectionately,
William Speer
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Informant: It will put us down on the river, it's gonna be
covered. It's interesting what we've found •••• lt's been noticed
by others but they didn't know it was the Speers connected with it.
Interviewer: Is this a home site you're talking about.
Informant: Yeah. It's over at the ford, Cherokee Ford•••
Interviewer: We have a copple of sites over that way. We're
not sure how old they are. We came down on the road from the north,
that kind of overlooks the Cherokee Ford area. A lot of old roads
and we found a couple of historic sites there. One log house and
a couple of other historic houses f38AB221].
Informant: Are the houses there now?
Interviewer: They're collapsed, but you can still trace them,
as I recall the walls are about that high 14 feet}, the wood was not
entirely decayed. There were several houses still there. There was
still some evidence of terracing left if I'm thinking right.
Informant: Sounds to me .iike you're thinking about Savannah River.
Interviewer: I'm sorry, I am.
Informant: Yeah. I know what you're talking about that's around
the McCalla's and Clinkscales. But so far as I know down by the Speer
place, there aren't any houses left there. Old chimneys and the vines
and the old trees that you see out in the yards. You'll find something
like that down there. An old well or two or its been filled up. But I
can tell you about it if you like. ABout 1785 this same William Speer
got a five acre grant of land on the Savannah River, near Cherokee Ford.
And the next day he got ninety-five acre grant, Being bounded by the
same people. And I've been led astray for twenty years to thinking that
those two tracts of land joined each other. But it would be Cherokee
Ford and Speers Mill and I~found out this year that they do not join
each other, theee's land between them'. But he wanted to get in at
Cherokee Ford and he did and we've got that record straight and I've
got the plats to back it up. I guess I got them. And then Speer goes
down there and builds him a mill. He didn't put a dam straight across
the river, one you could see water flowing over or around memefhing.
They took loose rock and piled them up out yonder where the falls
started and diverted that water on the shore and into a mill race and
the mill was further down below that island. Down there at Cherokee
and he run a big store and warehouse andv,rwe've been fishing down there
a whole lot and we've observed, one Sunday morning, that there was a rock
dam. Not any concrete just stones placed across from the mainland to
tIle. t~land and aIiout a 1/4 of a mile, maybe a little less. Down tne
river t1:lere's' anot1:lex: dam. We we:t?e bte'JZE!:stad t~ s.e.a. tIie:l,n<~ lq~~cQ1l)e:..
out of the Bank tfiat went into tlli's, ptle, 1> gueq;~r they had th~m anchored
there. TheY' were tremendouS' log$" and S'O we·. dec1'ded to. go.fl:a.ck':: o.Yeli tfiepe
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and take some pictures and probe around a little something the first
of this year and we found that the sand had washed in there. And the
dams like we saw before were gone. We figured we could only see it when
the river was running low. When we knew what we had seen and searched
it out, we found a rock here and one yonder and over yojder. It wasn't
even stepping distance between them but there they were. You could see
the outline of it. The water was running about that deep and the sand
was below, between and above, up to here and yonder. I mentioned it
to a fellow about a week ago and through the island I observed that there
was a canal and that the water was running through from one side to the
other side--from the east side to the west side. It was Carter's Island.
It was just above the lower dam, they had right smart shipping in there
and they had a harbor and they shipped through the island. I've been
wondering about it, because its the best solution I've ever heard
because there's nobody would know anything about it. But that must be
true because they was running boats and they dug out the boat slough
and it's further over toward the Geergia side. It didn't even come
over close to the island. And where that rock formation, that you see
you couldn't get a boat in there, high water or low, normal or any
other kind because it just wasn't any place, so they made them a harbor
that they could boat through the island, and from there they had Speers
Mill there about 1840 something.
They founded a Post Office called Cherokee Heights Post Office.
He made mention of it in the letter and the Speers owned that land till
about 1940 when•••• the descendants moved to Atlanta. He was cuttmgg
lumber about 1925, 'cause that's when I first wend «own. in that area.
I carried an order from some lumber company down there to them, but in
connection with the letter Boyd and Moore went to McGowens Blockhouse.
Well, McGowens Blockhouse we're sure the signs of it are on top of the hill,
a big oak tree and a chimney there, and its not very far from the river
and its said over looking the ford on top of a high hill •••• This McGowans
Blockhouse, Captain Anderson was, I believe, in charge there and left
Lieut@nant Thomas Shankin and seven or eight men to defend the blockhouse.
And Cunningham and them was advancing along with Boyd's outfit, I guess,
and they crossed above around Hutchison or English Creek, up that way, he's
talking about those old chimneys. They finally crossed up there when they
left Fort Independence ••• He went over to Vans Creek, and we suppose that
when they left Fort Independence they went straight to Vans Creek and
crossed. Except for the ones that went to McGowens Blockhouse. They told
them nm, they could not cross and they started around and the men were
fooling with a cannon or swivel, anyway, it accidently went off. And
that scared the Torys off because they was in a hurry to get to Colonel
Campbell, down near ~ugusta. And they were slipping around the fighting
area. And they turned around up there and there wasn't anything to
fight for. They crossed at another place. But McGowens Blockhouse is
just as important in the story as Fort Independence.
Interviewer: What was the Blockhouse like?
Informant: ••• If they was going to build it forty feet
square, they'd cut down a tree forty feet long and hew it up, fairly square,
and notch the ends••• and tIiey cross tIiem up... and liRe tlii::s' and tluild diem
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up. They'd always have the Blockhouse in case they did have to fight.
They'd build their living houses around it. They'd store their ammunition
there and guns in the blockhouse. And I guess the guard would be a company
of men •••
Interviewer: Maybe you could tell uS briefly, about the early settlers
in the area.
Informant: Some of it I know about. I don't think there's anything
more important than Cherokee Ford in this section.
Interviewer: Then you think that that was the earliest?
Informant: Yes, that's probably so. And we don't know when it was
built, and I've checked. There is no record, and I've inquired of historians
and they haven't come across anything. Nobody probably searched. I don't
know that Cherokee Ford might be the earliest thing we have and I do know
that we've got evidence that probably it was a crossing place on Savannah
River from Georgia going to Charleston. Then the old Charleston road took
it to Cherokee Ferry and then came the Rocky River at Fish Dam Ford•••
And there's no way to tell who or when it was built. And in the Savannah
River it's wonderful engineering, who ever built it, without machinery.
I don't even know whether they had a level or not at Cherokee Ford. I
think its the oldest Rnd most important thing we have on Savannah River.
Those people, the early settlers, around 1760•••• it looked like they con-
gregated on Rocky River. Near this road going to Char1eston••••John
Bole's came here in 1762 and James Carlisle in 1770 something, around
Rocky River, somewhere. And they probably had a fort in and our people
were on the Rocky River when they weren't supposed to be there past Long
Cane Creek•••• Fort Independence was on the road [to Charleston] and they
had a spring and all they needed. And the road [Ward's road] I think went
into North Caro1ina•••• I don't think anybody has anything written about
this. It's just a story so far ••••Ward's road crossed the road from 96
and Charleston at Dona1ds •••• Before the War JRevo1ution] •••• they was coming
in here pretty good aater 1756. That was when the Indian Treaty went into
effect for JPatrick] Calhoun. For them to come in and form their settle-
ment. Well for the next 15 years a lot of people come in here. They built
a lot of churches. Preachers were coming, a few of them before the churches
were built. But by 1700 [1800] right about, we had several churches, in-
cluding that old Rocky River Church, that was over to the grave yard and was
moved •••• At times the IRocky] River would be up and they couldn't ford it
and there wasn't any bridges built then, so they built them a church over
to Lowndesville, on the west siae of the river, so they could go to church
on Sunday. And that's the expansion I've been leading up to the Presbyterian
Church before there was a church there, there was a post office and it was·
older than the one at Cherokee Heights ••••
Informant 12:
(Informant 12 is 95 years old and the intervi.ew: was not conducted as the
others were, we had to let him take tILe. lead and talk onwhateveI'_he wished.
The interview is below as he related it to us ritIi political and re1i.giou8:'
comments deleted.)
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"Wild ducks and geese filled the shoals below the route. 72
bridge ever September, there was lots of deer and wild turkey in the
area. A small turkey would weigh 41 pounds. The land between the 72
bridge and the dam site has never been plowed for crops. There was a
road from Toccoa, Georgia to Petersburg that never crossed water, it
being a ridge road. My gEandfather owned 47 slaves and had trouble
getting shed of them after the Civil War. Grandfather had 1000 acres
and was a friend to James Edward Calhoun ~ho owned the land across the
river in South Carolina. He said that Calhoun spoke seven different
languages and hoped that the Trotters shoals area would be developed."
Informant 12 claims that there are mounds on Carters Island and
that the Rembert Mounds were washed qway in the 1908 freshet.
About the 72 bridge, Informant 12 had a great deal to say. He
claims to have been the fiEst carpenter hired. He built all the forms
in the bridge except the hand rails, he was in charge of the forms up
to the pouring of the concrete. "Seven years before the bridge was
built an engineer drove a nail in a pine in South Carolina and one in
a white oak in Georgia and these were later used as the bridge center
line. There is seven and a half feet of arch in the center of the
bridge. There are l2x12xl/2 inch copper slide bars on top of each
pier for expansion. Even then, when the bridge was built, the width
[]8 feet] was too narrow. In 1926 when the bridge was built, it cost
256,000 dollars." Ip,formant12 got 121/2 .cents an hour.
A long time ago, according to Informant 12, before the Savannah
River got its name "there was a flood and a little girl named Anna
got on the roof of her house. Everybody yelled 'Save Anna Save Anna!t
and that's how the river got its name." Informant l2's father was Elbert
County's last Civil War veteran. He was also the last river pilot
(1847-1941).
"The town of Petersburg has twenty-one stores, and was the shipping
center of the upper Savannah. The land was owned by Drew Cade, who faDlled
iv two states and five counties. Hogsheds of tobacco, bales of cotton, and
corn were shipped down river, some of the goods came from as far away as
Tennessee.
"Calhoun Falls grew up because of the 72 bridge that brought trade
from Georgia. Cotton boatt were 7-8 feet wide and 55-65 feet long. The
gunwhale, was made out of one tree tnunk, a gang plank was attached right
to the gunwhale, the cotton bales went right up to the gang plank that was
used for poling. It took 8 men as crew to pole back up river from Aggasta.
There was a slew blasted out of the river all the way from Augusta to
Andersonville and beyond. Up until about 1875 all trade was carried on
the river afterwards the railroads took over."
Informant 13.
"The Burriss Mill is on Wilson Creek, out of the project area. It
was owned by Jim Burriss who sold it to 1i"ldden Burris. It was a mill for
wheat and corn. It, along with Price's Mill were the two most important
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mills in the area. They supplted ~ll of Abbeville and Anderson
counties along with much of McCormick County also. The wagons were
pulled by oxen to the mill. It took usually a day to the mills from
McCormick. The flour was transported in barrels then and not sacks."
Informant 13 also mentioned a large earthen dam at the Burriss Mill.
Informant 14;
Informant 14 told us of the approximate location of Fort Inde-
pendence (38AB218). According to him it was a Revolutionary War fort.
It is located in a meadow, used by B. B. Hutchinson and owned by a
Mr. Trask.
Informant 14 informed us of the location of a town called Hard-
scrabble, (38AN135) located in Anderson eounty, on the north side of Big
Generostee Creek mouth. He also said that "the town residents had moved
to a new location after the freshet of 1908 had destroyed the town."
This same information had been obtained earlier from an article in the
I~dependent Anderson, June 30, 1963. According to the article there was
a sizable community in the area, in view of the Hartwell Dam. Careful
examination of the area by Smith and Brooks failed to locate any
evidence of historical occupation in the area mentioned. We were
later taken to the Hardscrabble mill by Informant 6 who had at one
time either worked there as a young boy or had taken grain there with
his father. Informant 6, who has lived in the immediate area for
his entire life, about 90 years, knew of no community in these bottoms.
The only people ~he knew uf:,::living in the bottbmswere the miller
and his family.
Informant 14 also told us about the decline of agriculture in the
project area and surrounding areas. He seemed to think that the decline
of agriculture in the area, (as measured;' ,for example, ,by acreag~under
cultivation) "occurred in the 20 years after World War 1. It was due
to the boll weevils and the post war depression."
Informant 15.
Gold was mined in several locales in the project area during the first
few years of the 20th century. One location owned by the Bone family is
still recognizable as a mine (38AB200) and gold can still be found there.
"The mining was financed, in part, by Lowndesville businessmen, but the
ore was not very good quality being valued at $1.25 a ton. No special
equipment or structures were used. The mining was attempted for a brief
period of three to four years."
"The house (38AB287) currently owned by Mr. Sibley was built about
1830 and the Clinkscales, the original builders, were an early family in
the area." The cemetery located on the property indicates, however, that
the house was probably built in the 1850's.
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According to Informant 15 "there was never a town called Cherokee
Heights [38ABl15] near Cherokee Shoals." He said that "there used
to be a house on the road to the shoals owned by the McCorleys [McCalla].
There also was a house down at the shoals inhabited by a Black man named
Winst Morton." We located the house but did not designate it as a site.
The McCalla house appeared to have burned in the early part of the 20th
century, and may be theCCherokee Heights alluded to by others in the area.
Informant 15 identified the location of Fort Independence (38AB2l8)
as a stone wall at a rise on the Rocky River, 5-6 miles from Lowndesville.
He gave us directions to the site andssaid that it belonged to a Mr. Trask.
Informant 15 also said that "the Fort was used during the Civil War by the
Confederates to hold off the Union troops, but that their plan was
foiled when the Union came from a different direction."
Informant 16.
Informant 16 did not know of any historic or archeological sites but
he did relate to us a quick agricultural history of the county (Anderson),
from 1900 to the present. "In 1900 cotton was planted on all available
land including the hills by tenant farmers with mules. This type of farming
pFomoted erosion. The cotton was barged down the Savannah River from
Andersonville and other ports to markets in Augusta. Some cotton was used
by primitive mills in the area for yarn and other cotton goods. Tenant
farmers occupied the same position as slaves. There was some corn planted
in the bottom lands. Erosion in the uplands caused flooding in the
bottoms. The decline of cultivated land in the Savannah River area can
be attributed to the depression, erosion, flooding of Bottom land, science
and a new technology in farming practices, and finally that cottOK was no
longer profitable. The land no longer in cultivation, returned to wood-
pine and native hardwoods. The land was mainly used for beef cattle."
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APPENDIX G
PHOTOGRAPHIC DOCUMENTATION OF STANDING STRUCTU!?r.4)S
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9EB383 Structure 2 on the ~lcCalla estate.
9EB3l7 White Place. Front view.
house was built before the Civil
Can be located on Baker's Elbert
accounts indicate that there was
Local informant states that the
War. Clapboard frame construction.
County Map of 1905. Informant
a front porch until recently.
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9EB317 White Place. Side view.
gEB317 White Place. Oblique view of side and rear.
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9EB201. Pearl Mill Dam. This is a very substantial structure with
two large buttresses on each bank. Examination of the stone walls
in the creek indicate that at one time timbers spanned the entire
length of the dam. According to informants the dam and the standing
mill were built just after the Civil War.
9EB20l. Pearl Mill.
cotton and yarn mill
This structure was at one time a 3 story
that was in operation from about 1870-1930.
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38AB224.
undressed
Interior view of clapboard frame construction on dry-laid,
stone piers.
38AB224. Interior view showing stone chimney with double fireplace.
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38AB21. Harper Place. Remains of main house, supposedly built
about 1845.
38AB2l. Harper Place. Structure 2 - well house.
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38AB21. Harper Place structure 1. Log smithy built about 1920.
38AB723. McCalla Cemetery and Middle Archaic scatter.
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38AB227. Clapboard frame construction with dry-laid. undressed stone
piers. "L-plan" double fireplace between rooms on one wing, shingled
roof; 2 legs each measure ahout 30 feet. Wall nearly intact, most of
roof and floor intact. House used to store hay after abandonment.
38AB23~. Clapboard frame construction, 35' x 30' with double fireplace,
dry-Ia1d undressed stone foundation. walls partially stand~ng, roof
and floor collapsed, walls evidenced painting; well associated.
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38AN132. Back of front wing and side of back wing showing chimney
and internal wall.
38AB259. Bulldozed field stone fireplace and chimney remains of
possible tenant shack. This bulldozing is done by lumber and paper
companies for tax purposes.
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38ABl3l. Bulldozed remains of house--clapboard frame construction,
granite and brick foundation stones.
38AB152. Close up of chimney portion of house still standing,
foundation piers IS' x 20'. Also a possible well associated.
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38AB280. Diamond Springs Hotel. Detail of corn crib--log corner joinery.
Corn crib is only standing structure. Dry-laid undressed stone foundations
are all that remain of other structures. Apparently built about 1834.
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38AB221.
portions
Clinkscale place. Remains
of structures remain.
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of 1 small house, 4 other
38AB287. Clinkscale Farm. Structure 1. Artifactual evidence
associated with this site was not temporally diagnostic and did not
provide a date of occupation. Informant evidence indicates that
occu ation began ab:o~u~t~1~8~5~7~.~ -c~ __
38AB287. Clinkscale Farm. Structure 2. Front drive crib.
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38ABl10. Structure 1. Artifacts associated with this residential
structure indicate an occupance time range from the 1880 1 s to
the present. Other evidence indicates that the site was abandoned
within the past ten years.
38ABl10. Structure 2. Barn with double shed.
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38AB225. Detail of log joinery, northeast corner.
38AB225. Log house - 2 doors--one facing SE, one NW. Apparently wood
peg construction, internal paneling, brick chimney, flattened logs,
(possibly hewn). single large stones for piers, about 15' x 3D'
external chimney-fieldstone base. porch on back. 2 doors in front.
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38ABIIO. Structure 3.
38ABIIO. Structure 3.
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9EB355. Unidentified prehistoric and historic cultural
affiliation. Vegetation is pine plantation. View is of
single hearth chimney. House foundations indicate structure
was 7 x 9 meters in extent. Artifacts indicate a late 19th
century to 20th century occupation.
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38AB12. Portion of Millwood Plantation. View is of commensal growth
around house location. This is also an excellent example of what
we consider home site trees. Artifactual evidence indicates the
site was occupied from 1830. Documentary evidence indicates that
J.E. Calhoun began Millwood plantation about 1830. Informant
evidence confirms that the area pictured was at one time slave
quarters for the plantation and then became living quarters for
the plantation tenants .
•
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9EB383. Portion of McCalla Estate well shelter.
38AB286. Prices Mill. Dry-laid stone foundation. Informants indicate
that the mill was in operation from the late 19th century until the 1930's.
Photo also shows close-up view of commensal growth in it~ late stages of
growth.
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38AB287. Clinkscale farm Structure 3.
38AB287. Clinkscale farm Structure 4.
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·~
•
9EB383. McCalla estate. Structure 1. Board and batten construction
artifactual evidence was not complete enough to provide a time frame
for occupation. Informant information indicates that this site was
first occupied in the late 19th century.
9EB201. Pearl Mill. Outline of structural remains of the second
Pearl Mill to the right of the road. To the left of the road is a
chimney that belonged to the mill manager. Further to the left are
remains of two mill dams and a probable post Revolutionary village.
Unfortunately the undergrowth prohibited the collection of a sufficient
amount of diagnostic artifacts to accurately date this site.
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•38AB220. Rear view of kitchen. House and well standing, portion
of house roof collapsed, kitchen extended about 4' since the house
was built. Clapboard frame on stacked, undressed, dry-laid
stones and brick piers, tin-roof.
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APPENDIX H
BEAVER DAM CREEK MOUND" 9EBB5
This site and site 9EB86 are the only two Mississippian period mound
sites· known to occur in the Russell Project area. Results of the University
of Georgia's 1971 excavation of 9EB85 have already been published (Lee 1976),
and this appendix will briefly summarize them.
At the time of the field work, the thoroughly vandalized mound
appeared to be about 2 meters high. The plan was oval with a long
axis of 25 meters and a shorter dimension of 17 meters (Lee 1976: 4).
Excavation was by natural levels where these could be discerned, and
otherwise by six inch arbitrary levels. Twelve 10 foot squares were
arranged essentially as a trench down the long axis of the mound
(Lee 1976: 4-5). Lee expresses reservations as to the quality of the
field notes--for which he was not personally responsible--due to the
illness of principal investigator J.R. Caldwell and other factors
(1976: 7).
The mound is interpreted as a single component Savannah II structure,
built in four stages and bearing evidence of a·superimposed structure,
implying that it was a platform mound (1976: 43). While University
of Georgia testing beyond the mound area did not yield evidence of an
associated village (1976: 23), the 1977 work by the Institute of
Archeology and Anthropology does suggest the presence of such a village.
Artifacts including potsherds and lithic debitage occur at least 50
meters from the mound, as seen in recent pot-holes on the site. It
should be noted that, "According to the field notes, Dr. Caldwell
was of the opinion that the fourth mound layer graded into a premound
occupation zone."
Features from the mound excavation included four human burials of
which little was reported due to disturbance by modern vandals and due
to problems in the field notes (1976: 14, 19, 22). Posthole patterns
and aboriginal and modern pits were also encountered (1976: 13-23).
Data on the artifact assemblage will be presented as given in
Lee's report, since the current Russell Project was not able to re-
analyze artifacts according to our much different scheme. Table 74
is reproduced in full (Dee 1976, Table 2) to serve as a summary
of the ceramics from the excavation.
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TABLE 74
BEAVER DAM CREEK MOUND CERAMICS
Ceramics
Savannah Complicated Stamped
Etowah Complicated Stamped
Check Stamped
Corncob Marked
Shelton Wavy Line
Basket marked
Fabric marked
Fingernail marked
Simple stamped
Wilbanks Complicated Stamped
Cord marked
Brushed
Roughened
Incised
Plain with noded rim
Punctated
Burnished Plain
Plain
Residual complicated stamped
Residual (mostly weathered)
Miscellaneous pottery objects
Total
Number
78
43
183
74
5
3
9
15
9
9
5
5
1
.1
3
454
1368
2272
394
336
32
3034
Per Cent
3.43
1.89
8.05
3.26
0.22
0.13
0.40
0.66
0.40
0.40
0.22
0.22
0.04
0.04
0.13
19.98
60.21
Lithic artifacts included proj ect;tle. points and "other" lithics.
Fourteen projectile points were typed by Lee as follows (1976: 40-41).
1 Palmer Corner Notched, chert
2 Old Quartz ovate
2 Yadkin Triangular
3 Mississippian Triangular, quartz
2 stemmed triangular, shield-shaped; 1 quartz, 1 cherty dolomite
1 large narrow-stemmed, quartz
1 small with retouched tip, quartz
2 broken serrated, cherty dolomite
1 ovate chert blade
Other lithic artifacts included:
2 pitted stones
5 broken quartz bases
6 quartz biface tips
9 quartz side/end scrapers
5 chert/flint flakes
26 quartz flakes
37 quartz angular fragments
20 quartz cores
-4A'i-
7 quartz drills/perforators
1 crudely-made schist disc
1 broken diabase disc
1 broken chert tool
2 schist net sinkers
1 fault breccia hone
Because of the non-comparability of categories, this assemblage
information was not integrated into the site information compiled
elsewhere within this report.
Other artifacts of interest include a copper covered celt (1976:
41-42), possibly relating to Southern Ceremonial Complex activity at
the site. Surprisingly good preservation of organic material at this
abused site is evidenced by artifacts of bone, antler, and wood
(1976: 41-42). Animal remains included deer, turkey, turtle and
snake. A local collector showed us materials, including deer bone,
which he had recently (as of 1977) collected from the mound. No
detailed studies of the faunal material have been done.
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APPENDIX l
FISH AVAILABLE FOR EXPLOITATION IN THE SAVANNAH RIVER
Longnose gar (Lepissoseus esseus): these fish prefer warmer
water, where they often lie very close to the surface, in order to
bask in the sunlight. Gars are distinguished by large boney plates, and
are relatively hard to catch. The prime time to exploit gar, as well
as many other fish, is during the spawning period in the spring. The
gars that participate in spawning behavior are large individuals
around the age of three to four, at which time they will measure about
400mm and weigh up to 300gr. Older individuals can reach sizes of
1100mm in length and 4600gr in weight. Longnose gars were often
exploited by hunter-gatherers (Cleland 1966; Smith 1975; Munson, et al.
1971), even though the milt and roe can be poisonous. ----
Sturgeon (Acipenser o!yrhynchus): this particular fish is
anadromous, but is usually found in freshwater during most of the year.
They are particularly abundant during the spring and summer (Cleland
1966; Rostlund 1952). Small sizes for mature fish will be around
1750mm in length <:md 3l,750gr in weight for males and 2540mm in
length and around! 68,000gr for females eCadander 1969). One indiVidUal
caught from the Savannah River (Fowler 1945) was reported to have
weighed 25,000gr with an overall length of l220mm. Sturgeon are
bottom feeders eating aquatic insects, amphipods, small fish and
plants (Rostlund 1952;Carlander 1969). Rostlund suggests that
sturgeon were exploited with the use of spears or nets, Whatever
methods was used, sturgeon were captured and eaten and their remains
found throughout the world in archeological sites (Cleland 1966; Jochim
1976; Tringham 1971).
Bowfin CAmia Calva): bowfin prefer a habi.tat with still, sluggish
water. This fish stay on weedy stretches of the river and are essentially
mud feeders (Caine 1949). Because of its habitat, the bowfin has a
very muddy taste, but this apparently did not deter hunters. The
size of the bowfin is impressive, Females reach from two to five
pounds but individuals at eight or ten pounds are not unusual. Bowfins
also school during the winter months, a fact that would make them
prime targets for exploitation (Cleland 1966).
American eel (A.!!.guilla rostrata): eels live in fresh water,
but spawn in salt water (Meek 1916; Jones 1968). They migrate to
the ocean when they reach five or six years old (Jones 1968). Large
numbers of individuals are often seen traveling downstream in a mass
as if they were wrapped around one another. This behavior has been
attributed to spawning (Meek 1916), Eels are a good game fish and food
source because many calories are present in eel meat, and every part
of the fish has nutritional value (even the bones can be eaten)
(Rostlund 1952).
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Brook trout (Salvelinus fontina1is): This is the only member
of the trout family native to the Savannah River (Loycano 1975).
This fish prefers cold water, usually not exceeding 70°F. Brook
trout are often found in micro-depositional areas on the downstream
sides of rocks. The live weight of trout depends on the age of a fish
and the amount of food available to individuals (Caine 1949). Carlander
(1969: 244-267) has presented data on live weights of brook trout:
Length
l39nnn
195mm
273mm
360nnn
455mm
573mm
73lnnn
884mm
Weight
l22-l45gr
l71-2l0gr
227-284gr
3l2-378gr
39l-5l0gr
488-646gr
567-743gr
765-l0l2gr
Brook trout eat benthic insects, snails, crustaceans, minnows and
terrestrial insects (Carlander 1969; Vostrodovsky 1973).
Shad: there are three types of shad: American, Gizzard and
Threadfin (Legget 1973). The live weight of Shad vary with age, but
the American shad (Alosa sapidissima) is the largest. A distribution
of weight, length and age of Shad follows:
Age (years)
3
4
5
Length
404-429mm
434-452mm
460-475mm
Weight
700-848gr
882-996gr
1015-ll00gr
Pickerel (~americanus and ~ niger): pickerel are members of
the pike family. Two species occur on the Savannah River and tributary
streams. These are Redfin or banded and the chain pickerel. Both
of these fish prefer clean water that is also quiet and feed on similar
foods: insects, fish, frogs, worms, crawfish and sometimes birds (Zim &
Shoemaker 1963; Caine 1949; Car1ander 1969). Feeding times are during
the morning in summer and afternoon during the winter. A tabulation
of size and weight follows:
Length
221mm
298mm
363mm
414mm
533mm
627mm
748mm
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Weight
201-244gr
278-312gr
351-386gr
380-471gr
485-590gr
584-672gr
691-768gr
(Carlander 1969; 329-336)
Pickerels contain a good deal of bone, perhaps making them less than
desirable as a food source <Caine 1949). They were exploited by
prehistoric and historic groups, probably during spawning times
in the spring (Rostlund 1952).
Suckers and Red horse: both of these fish are found in all
sized streams; they inhabit both warm water and cold water, but prefer
streams with clean water and silty bottoms. Four of the available
members of this group and their weights are listed below:
Northern hogsucker (Hypentelium nigricans)
Length
l40-262mm
267-3l0mm
330-371mm
36l-388mm
Weight
82gr
247gr
490gr
600gr
(Carlander 1969: 490-492)
Spotted sucker (Minytrema me1artops)
Length
l78-202mm
229-253mm
254mm
279mm
305mm
330mm
356mm
38lmm
Weight
64gr
132gr
l77gr
227gr
322gr
395gr
472gr
571gr
(Carlander 1969: 505-506).
Silver redhorse (Moxostoma macrolepidotum)
Length
170-20lmm
262-272mm
3l2-338mm
35l-406mm
386-455mm
457-470mm
Weight
120gr
209gr
4l3gr
644gr
967gr
l26lgr
<Carlander 1969: 506-507).
Creek chubsucker (Erimyzon obongus)
Length
200mm
220mm
240mm
260mm
280mm
300mm
320mm
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Weight
M F
l82gr 312gr
2l4gr 427gr
454gr 5l0gr
584gr 6l9gr
72lgr 720gr
826gr 8l7gr
93lgr 1101gr
(Carlander 1969: 508-509).
Suckers and Redhorse feed on bottom fauna, rotifers, small insects and
algae. There is some evidence to indicate that suckers were used as
a resource by prehistoric and historic groups (Rostlund 1952; Smith
1975; Munson, et a1. 1971.
Sunfish: sunfish represent one of the most abundant groups of
fish inhabiting southern waters. Many fish are included in the sunfish
family and some of these fish can be considered as possible food
resources. These are listed below:
Rock bass (Microperus coosae): these fish are found
around rocks and overhanging banks, tree stumps and trees,
in micro-depositional areas. They prefer deep cool water.
The rock bass can weigh up to four or five pounds, but the
average weight is probably around 1/2 pound (2im and Shoemaker
1963; Caine 1949).
Large and Small Mouth Bass~ These two fish are usually found
in warm (the small mouth prefers cooler water), sluggish water.
They range in weight from 2 pounds to 8 pounds. These bass
feed on insects, snakes and even terrestrial animals (2im and
Shoemaker 1963; Caine 1949).
Black and White Crappie: The crapp~es are the largest of
the sunfish. They live in deeper areas of the river where
they will often school. The black crappie is the larger of
the two, reaching a foot in length and weighing over two
pounds. White crappies range in length from nine inches to
a foot and weigh around a pound to 1/2 pound. Both consume
minnows, crawfish, crustaceans and insects (2im and Shoemaker
1963; ~ow1er 1945).
Warmouth: Warmouths inhabit large streams, where they grow
to a length of up to ten inches and weigh a pound. They feed
on crustaceans, insects and worms. Warmouths have a reputation
for taking a hook, which could make them a good fish in
places that depended on angling rather than nets or spears
(Zim and Shoemaker, 1963).
B1ue~i11s and PumE~insee~.s) These two fish are often found
in schools. They prefer weedy areas on streams that have a
slow current. It is in the vegetation that they find their
food which includes insects and small crustaceans. The
Bluegill will weigh about 1/2 pound and have an average
length of ten inches; Pumpk~nseeds are rarely over eight
inches and weigh up to a pound (2im and Shoemaker 1963; Caine 1949).
Catfish: catfish 11tre found 'diU_all typesofv0water and are quite frequently
found in the archeological record (Rost1und 1952).
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White Catfish: White cats are found in brackish, sluggish,
muddy water, where they feed on clams, larvae, crustaceans
and almost anything else that can be digested. These catfish
get up to six or eight pounds. White catfish are one of the
more nutritious of the catfish family (Zim and Shoemaker
1963; Caine 1949) •
.Brown Bullhead: This catfish prefers sluggish, muddy water
and is usually found in old stream channels. Brown Bullheads
feed on worms, insects, fish, plants and anything else
digestible; it is a real scavenger. Different weights for
the Brown Bullhead follow:
Lengtp.
203-228mm
229-253mm
254-278mm
279-304mm
305-329mm
330-335mm
(Zim and Shoemaker 1963; Caine
Weight
ll6-l47gr
l73-233gr
24l-306gr
309-357gr
440-500gr
589-647gr
1949; and Carlander 1969; 532-534).
Southern Channel Catfish: This catfish prefers c1ear,Efast
moving water. Its natural foods are anything that it can
digest and it is a most efficient scavenger. These fish
spawn in March and April in South Carolina rivers and
streams. The following are weights for the channel catfish:
(Car1ander 1969;
Length
279mm
305mm
330mm
256mm
381mm
406mm
762mm
538-554; Zim and
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Weight
l72-200gr
321-262gr
295-345gr
376-440gr
48l-567gr
606-698gr
5529-707gr
Shoemaker 1963).
APPENDIX J
This information is provided from a Design Memorandum 7 Map; Land
requirements Plan Public Use dated 30 May 1978 which we received on
8 June 1978. This information is provided to update your information
and the information contained in our report. The numbered Recreation
Areas are the same numbers referred to in Appendix A.
Rec. Area In Rec. Area In Buffer Zone Partially in Buffer
1 38AN128,129,130 38AB270 38AN5
5 38AB245,251,256,258 38AB243,244,247,
259 248,249,250,253,
261
6 9EB271,274,275,277 9EB263,264,267,273, 9EB276
281
9 9EB323,362,405 9EB318,319,321,322,
358,359,360,361,408
320
11 38AN132.133
12 38AB134,135,285
13 9HT101
14 9EB23_g 9EB238
15 9EB324,325,g26 9EB327
17 38AB149,150,151 38AB145,146,147,148
18 38AB224,225
19 38AB155,157 38AB118, 119,156
21 38AB275 38AB274
22 38AB272 38AB273
23 38AB121
25 9EB335,336,343,344,345 9EB329,331,334,338,339,340,
363,346,337,)65 341,342,353,354,364
The underlined site numbers refer to sites that we considered eligible.
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
SAVANNAH DISTRICT. CORPS OF ENGINEERS
P. O. BOX S89
SAVANNAH. GEORGIA 31402
. .
RlC'O JUN121978
SASPD-E
Dr. Robert L. Stephenson
Director and State Archeologist
Institute of Archaeology
and Anthropology
University of South Carolina
Columbia, SC 29208
9 June 1978
•
Recreational planning for the Richard B. Russell project is now in the
final stages of site selection. This is being accomplished jointly be-
tween the states of Georgia and South Carolina and the Corps of Engineers.
Once these recreation sites are final, a master plan for recreation devel-
opment will begin. The current schedule for completing the master plan
is March 1979. This plan is a conceptual plan of site location and dis-
tribution of facilities and their features.
After the master plan is completed, the feature design memorandum will be
started. This memorandum will detail road alignment, site development and
construction details for the recreation facilities. This memorandum is
scheduled for completion in March 1980. Completion of the construction
of recreation facilities is scheduled for January 1984.
I hope this will provide you the needed information in relation to your
archeological study for the project.
Sincerely,
#,<46lc- )1t-~e'~?-crIJ1 C. C. BROWN
-1 . I Chief, Planning Division
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